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NINTH ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THE 




OPERATIONS, EXPENDITURES, AND CONDITION OF TUE INSTITUTION 
UP TO JANUARY I, 18§§, 
AND THE 
PROC,ElEDINGS OF THE BOARD UP TO FEBRUAllY 24, 1855. 
WASHINGTON: 
BEYERL EY TUCKER, SEN ATE PRINTER 
1855. 

33n CONGRESS, 1 
2d Session. 5 SENATE. 
LETTER 
OF THE 
S Mis. Doc. 
{ No. 24. 
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
COl\U.IUNICATING 
The Ninth Annual Report ef the Board of R egents of that Institution . 
.\L-\.RCH 1, 1855.-Read and ordered to be printed-motion to print 10,000 additional copies 
referred to Committee on Printing . 
.\hRcH 2, 1855.-Ordered that 10,000 additional copies be printed, 2,500 of which be for the 
use of the Smithsonian Institution. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, February 28, 1855. 
Sm : In behalf of the Board of Regents, I have the honor to submit 
to the Senate of the United States, the Ninth Armual Report of the 
operations, expenditures, and condition of the Smithsonian Institution. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
Hon. JESSE D. BRIGHT, 
President of the Senate. 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 
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OPERATIONS, EXPENDITURES, AND CONDITION OF THE INSTITUTION UP TO JANUARY 1, 1855, AND 
THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD UP TO FEBRUARY 24, 11!l55. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives : 
In obedience to the act of Congress of August 10, 1846, establishing 
the Smithsonian Institution, the undersigned, in behalf of the Regents, 
submit to~ Congress, as a Report of the operations, expenditureg, and 
condition of the Institution, the following documents : 
1. The Annual Report of the Secretary, giving an account of the 
operations of the Institution during the year 1854. 
2. Report of the Executive Committee, giving a general statement 
of the proceeds and disposition of the Smithsonian fu11d, and also an 
account of the expenditures for the year 1854. 
3. Report of the Building Committee, relative to the progress made 
in 1854 in the erection of the Smithsonian edifice. 
4. Proceedings of the Board of Regents up to February 24, 1855. 
5. Appendix. 
Respectfolly submitted. 
FEB,RUARY 28, 1855. 
ROGER B. TANEY, C!tancellor. 
JOSEPH HENRY, Secretary. 
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BEN JAMIN SILLIMAN. 
PARKER CLEAVELAND 
REPORT OF THE 'SECRETARY. 
T the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution: 
GENTLEMEN: It again becomes my duty to present to your honor-
al: 1~ Board the Annual Report of the present condition of the Smith-
sonian Institution, and of its operations during the year 1854. 
In this report I shall follow the course adopted in the previous ones, 
namely, to state such facts as may appear to be necessary to a con-
n "' ctecl history of the Institution, and to offer such suggestions as may 
.. eem important in reference to its future management. 
At no period since the commencement of the Institution has it at-
tracted more attention, or given rise to more discussion, than during 
the past year; but, thanks to the liberality of Congress, who ordered 
the printing of twenty thousand extra copies of the last report, to which 
,Yere appended all the preceding reports of the secretary, together with 
sundry other documents, ample means have been afforded the reading 
public to become acquainted with the will of Smithson, his pursuits in 
life, with the law of Congress establishing the Institution, and with all 
the acts of the Regents in the discharge of their duty. 
That the disposirion of a bequest of so novel a character, the inten-
tion of which was so briefly thouo·h co~prehensively expressed, should 
giYe rise to a diver.sity of opinio~, or that the act of Congress in refer-
ence to it, which received repeated amendments, and was passed, after 
a discussion of several years, by a small majority, should be differently 
construed, is not surprising. . . · . . . 
In the language of Mr. Adams: "A Bnt1sh subject, of noble birth_ 
and ample fortune, desiring to bequeath his estate to the purpo~e of 
increasing and diffusing knowledge tbroughout the whole commurnty of 
ci vilize_d man, selected for the repository of his trust, wit~ con~dence 
unqualified, the United States of America. In the comm1ss1011 of every 
trust there is an implied tribute to the integrity and intelligence of the 
trustee; there is, also, an implied call for the faithful exercise of those 
properties to the fulfilment of the purposes of the trust. The tribute 
and the call acquire additional force and energy when the trust is com-
mitted for performance after the decease of him by whom it is confided, 
and when he no longer exists to witness or constrain the effective fulfil-
ment of his design. The magnitude of the trust, and the extent of con-
fidence bestowed in the committal of it, do but enlarge and ;;iggravate 
the obligation which it carries with it. The weight of duty imposed is 
in proportion to the honor conferred by confidence without reserve." 
"The principal purpose of Mr. Smithson was, evidently, the discovery 
of new truths, the invention of new means for the enlargement of human 
power, and not the mere communication of knowledge already pos-
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sessed. In this point of view the bequest assumes an interest of the 
highest order: pec~1lia_r t~ itself, most ~appi~r adapt~d to th_e charac~~r 
of our republican mst1tut10ns, and destined, 1f admm1stered m the_ spmt 
in which it was bestowed, to command the grateful acclamations of 
future ages." No restriction is made as to any kind of knowledge; but 
it is knowledge, the source of all human wisdom and beneficent power, 
which is to be increased and diffused; "knowledge, which as far tran-
scends the postulated lever of Archemides, as the universe transcends 
this speck of earth upon its face; knowledge, the attribute of Omnipo-
tence, of which man alone, in the physical and material world, is per-
mitted to participate." Let not, then, any branch .or department of 
human knowledge be excluded from its equitable share of this bene-
faction. Again, no nation, community, or class of men, is designated 
as the special recipient of this bounty; and it would be inconsistent 
with the self-respect of a great confederated nation to receive, from the 
hands of a foreigner, a liberal fond for the increase and diffusion of 
knowledge throughout the world of man, and to apply it exclusively to 
its own purposes. 
The Regents, at their first session, conscious of the importance and 
magnitude of the trust confided to them, and of the responsibilities which 
devolved upon them, gave to the whole subject attentive and laborious 
consideration. They were impressed with the fact that the object of 
the law ·was to carry out the will of Smithson, and if there were an_y 
doubtful points, it was their duty to construe them with a view to this 
obj~ct. In conformity with this a plan was adopted, which, while_ it 
fulfilled all the requirements of the law, was in strict accordance with 
a logical interpretation of the will of the donor. This plan, after seven 
years' experience, has been found to realize all the hopes and anticipa-
tions which were entertained in regard to it by its most sanguine advo-
cate~; and, though it was adopted provisionally, to be changed_ or 
modified as circumstances might indicate, yet no essential alterat10n 
ha~ been co:1sidered necessary by those best acquainted with ~ts ope-
rations .. It 1s true that it is not, perhaps, in all respects, the simplest 
plan which could have been designed for carrying out the will of the 
testator; and had the Regents been entirely unrestricted, they :vould 
probably have devoted a less portion of the income to local o~Jects _; 
but, under ~11 the conditions of the problem, it is believed _that 1t was 
the b~st which could have been adopted to produce the desired result. 
An~ it ~ay not be too much to say, that the present conditio~ of the 
Institution, as to general reputation and financial prosperity, ~s much 
more favorable than experience in the management of public trusts 
would reasona?ly have led us to anticipate. 
All the requirements of the act of Congress, in the opinion of the Re-
gents, have been faithfully and fully observed. Liberal provision has 
been made fo! the accommodation of a library, a museum, and~ gal-
lery _of _art, w1~h lecture rooms and a laboratory, in the construction of 
a bmldrng which has cost $300,000. A library has been commenced 
and means devised for its continual extension which will soon form the 
bes! ~pecial collection of valuable works per{aining to all branc~es ~f 
pos1t1ve kn?wl~dge t_o be found in this country . . The books _which it 
now contains, 1f estimated by the prices paid for those which have 
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been purchased, may be valued at not less than $40,000. A museu'lll, 
the n1ost complete of any in existence in several branches of the natu-
rn.l history of the North American continent, has been collected, which 
bas been valued at $30,000. 'A valuable and extensive cabinet of ap-
paratus, consisting of instruments of illustration and research, has been 
forme d. A beginning has also been made of a gallery of art, consisting 
of a choice collection of specimens of engravings by the old masters . 
. Not only ave the objects specified by Congress received due atten-
tion, but also by a series of active operations the influence of the Institu-
tion has been extended to almost every part of our own and foreign 
countries. The publications, thP, exchanges, and the researches which 
have been instituted and prosecuted by the Institution, have indissolu--
bly connected the t1ame of SMITHSON with the progress of knowledge· 
in our day. 
In accomplishing these objects the funds have not been exhausted,. 
nor have debts been incurred. On the contrary, by strict adherence-
to a well devised system of finance, not only does the fund originally 
bequeathed by SMITHSON remain undiminished in the Treasury of the 
"G nited States, but tbere is now on hand nearly $140,000 of unex-
pended income to be added to the principal. 
In other words, the funds and property are nm~; estimated at double 
the amount of the original bequest. 
The plan of increasing and diffusing knowledge by means of re-
searches and publications is in strict accordance with the will of Smith-
son. It embraces as a leading feature the design of interesting the 
greatest number of individuals in the operations of the Institution, and 
of extending its influence us widely as possible. It supplies a want 
which has long been felt in this country, and offers a greater induce-
ment to proiouncl study by rendering the products of original research 
more available than any other plan heretofore proposed. Every one w_ho 
makes a discovery in any department of knowledge must of necessity 
be somewhat in advance of the reading public, at least in the special 
branch to which his discovery pertains; and therefore the number ._of 
readers, and consequently of purchasers of a work giving an account of 
these discoveries will be comparatively small. "I have frequently 
congratulated myself," says one of our collaborators, "upon living at 
a time when an Institution exists in our country which would publish 
discoveries and original investigations or positive additions to know-
ledge, without expense to the author. What would not poor Morton 
have done had he been able in this way to publish his researches, 
whereas his single work on Omnia Americana was given to the world 
at the loss of several thousand dollars." 
The fostitution does much more than ordinary societies in the way 
of stimulating research. It not ·Jnly gives to the world with the stamp 
of its approval the various papers which constitute its contributions to 
knowledge, but in a large number of cases it furnishes materials and 
pecuniary means for carrying on the investigations. The aid which it 
affords in this way, though small in amount, is sufficient to determine 
~hether an investigation shall be pr(!secuted to a successful termina-
tion or abandoned almost at its very commencement. 
It was at first proposed to offer premiums for original memoirs on 
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different branches of know ledge; but it bas been found by experience 
,that the inducements held out by the offer of publication free of ex-
-pense under the sanction of the Institution, and tbe assistance which i~ 
.,occasionally afforded, will produce more material of the first quality 
than will exhaust the small portion of the income. which can be devoted 
·.to researches an<l publication. 
In first proposing the system of literary exchanges which is now ex-
tended over every part of the civilized world, a promise as made to 
all the foreign societies which should send their transcictions to the 
-Smithsonian library that, on the part of the Institution, at least one 
quarto volume of original contributions to knowledge would annually 
be given in return. The experience of seven years has rendered it 
evident that this promise can be folly redeemed. Indeed, were the 
funds sufficient, two large volumes might be published in the same 
.. ume. , 
The seventh volume is nearly completed, and will be ready for, 
l.ilistribution in the course of a few weeks. It will contain a number of 
·memoirs, the largest of which are on the subject of American antiqui-, 
ties. An account of one of these, viz., that on the Effigy Mounds ol 
Wisconsin, was given in the Jast report. - . , . 
A number of memoirs have been examined and accepted for publica-
tion since the date of the last report. . . . 
1. A paper bas been prepared at the special request of the I_nst1tut10n, 
byS. F. HAVEN, csg ., librarian of the American Antiquarian Society, Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, which will form a part of the seventh volume. 
Its intention is to give a retrospective view of the pr?gress o~ k1~~\Y· 
ledge and opinio'ns relative to the whole subject of American ant1qmt1es. 
For this purpose the author has, in the first place, rresented a s~n:i-
mary of the opinions of early writers upon the quest10n o~ the_ ongrn 
and sources of the native population of this country, and m this con· 
nexion has,noticed some of the more prominent writers of later date 
who have sustained one or other of the ancient hypotheses. 
In. the second place he has considered the accounts ,of. the. e~rly 
Sramsh and French adventurers, and the reports of the ~ esmt :111ss1?n· 
anes~ :who first became acquainted with the inhabitants m the~r _nat1Ye 
cond1t10n, so far as those accounts have a bearing on the ongrn and 
uses of the earth-works of this country. 
In the third piace he has sought to ascertain the names_ of the e~rly 
explorers who examined and described any of these ancient remarns, 
and to give the extent of their investigations. · . 
He has next followed the succession of observations and speculat10ns 
of diff~rc"nt periods down to the present time ; and, lastly, he_ has given 
a concise resume of the facts which have thus far been established. 
. The~e ~re, 1st. The nature and extent of the aboriginal monuments 
rn the .Umted States east of the Rocky mountains; · . 
2d. Their location relatively to one another and to different port10n~ 
of the country ; 
3d. Their affinities to the works of existing or recently extinct tribe~. 
The memoir is intended to have a bibliographical character, so far 
as this could be effected without interrupting the continuity of the nar-
rative. It will be found important, not only in pointing out what has 
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been . done _and thought on this interesting subject, but also in indicating 
defi oite pomt of further research. 
T le preparation of this article has cost the author no small amount 
of 1~ or._ The information was principally to be found .in publications 
wh1 ·h m their day, had but a limited circulation; and now, even, 
when_ known to exist, are not easily found. It may be interesting to 
mer ion that there have been several periods during which attention 
has e n particularly directed to the aboriginal remains of this country, 
and b ,veen them intervals of time in which they excited compara-
tive lv no interest. Before the vvar of the revolution, investigations had 
been commenced, which were of course suspended or terminated by 
th a v nt. After peace was restored and military stations were 
established in the interior, and settlements began to be extended beyond 
the Ohio, accounts of remarkable works were published in the miscel-
laneous periodicals of the day. The officers of the army were the 
pt·incipal explorers ; but two of the most active of these, General Par-
son and General Heart, were removed by death; and as the mounds 
became more familiar to the settlers, the interest in them comparatively 
declined. After the war of 1812, they again became the object of 
inquiry, which resulted in the publication of Mr. Atwater's researches 
under the auspices of the American Antiquarian Society. Since then, 
though occasional articles appeared, no important additions were made 
to our knowledge in regard to . them until the publica_tion of t~e first 
Yolume of the Smithsonian Contributions. The reputat10n acqmred by 
this work has induced a number of other laborers to enter the field, 
"\Yhich, ,ve trust, will soon be fully explored. Indeed, jt js beli~v~d 
that samples of nearly every variety of ,earth-work to be found w1thm 
th~ limits of the territory of the United States, east of the ~o~ky mou1;1-
~arns, have been figured in the publications o\ the In~titutw~. It is 
intended, however, to continue to collect all the rnformat10n which may 
b~ obtained, and in due tiri1e to publish a map of th~ r~lative ]_)O~ition 
of all the works which are found to exist, at least w1thm the limits of 
the United States. 
The Institution from the first has given particular attention to an-
tiquities, philology, and other branches of the new and interesting 
d~partment of knowled~e called ethnology, which relates to t~e natural 
history of man .in his physical, moral, intellectual, and cesthet1cal char-
acte!jstics. It is a common ground, in the cultivation of which lovers 
of literature and science are equally interested. The works we have 
th?s far published nn these subjects have elicited the highest commend-
ations, and the Smithsonian Contributions are now generally referred to 
as containjng important materials for their elucidation. 
2. Some years ago an artist of considerable merit and great accuracy, 
1\fr. Sawkins, visited the celebrated remains of ancient architecture at 
Mitla, in the State of Oajaca, Mexico. Mr. Sawkins made careful 
drawings of the ruins by means of a camera lucida, and recorded his 
observations upon the spot. Within a few months these drawjngs and 
mc~oranda have come into the possession of Mr. Brantz Mayer, of 
Balt1more, whose writings upon Mexico and its antiquities have been 
very largely circulated in this country during the -last six or seven 
years. Mr. Mayer considered Mr. Sawkins's sketches and observations 
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as of so much value. to the aboriginal history of our continent, and 
especially in completmg the links of civilization petween North and 
South America, that he prepared a brief memoir upon Zapotec remains, 
which the Institution has considered it advisable to publish with the 
drawings. We are happy to believe that this contribution will in some 
degree supply a deficiency which has been often acknowledged in 
regard to remains on the western slopes of the Mexican Cordillera. 
3. Another memoir presented to the Institution is on the Recent secular 
visitation of the Aurora Borealis, by Professor Denison Olmited, of 
Yale College. This paper partakes more largely of a hypothetical 
character than most of those which have been accepted for publication. 
The facts, however, which it contains are considered so important and 
so well deserving of permanent record, that they outweigh this ob-
jection. 
On the evening of the 27th of August, 1828, after a long absence of 
' any striking appearances of the aurora borealis, there commenced a 
series of exhibitions which increased in frequency and magnificence for 
the six following years, arrived at a maximum during the years 
1835,-'6,-'7, and after that period regularly declined in number and 
intensity until November, 1848, when, according to the author, the 
series appeared to come to a close. The occurrence, however, of 
three remarkable exhibitions of the aurora during September, 1851, 
and of another of tbe first class as late as February, 1852, indicate 
that the close was not as abrupt as was at first supposed, but still.there 
was a diminution in the number of brilliant exhibitions after 1848. 
Professor Olmsted, in this memofr, gives the history of the forego~ng 
series of auroras, which, in his opinion, are the most remarkable which 
have ever occurred since the first recorded observations. The author 
first refers the several varieties of the aurora to six different forms, viz: 
1. Auroral light; 2. Arches; 3. Streamers; 4. Coronas; 5. Wa~es; 
6. Auroral clouds; and afterwards distributes these different forms mto 
four distinct clas:ses. The first is characterized by the presence of 
three out of four of the most prominent varieties, viz: arche5, stream-
ers, coronas, and waves. . 
The second class is formed of a combination of two or more of the 
leading characteristics of the first class. 
T~e ~hird class consists of the presence of only one of the :arer char-
actenst1cs, either streamers or an arch, or irregular coruscatwns. 
Class fourth consists of the most ordinary form of the aurora, as mere 
northern twilight or a few streamers. 
From the year 1780 to 1827 striking exhibitions of the aurora :vere 
?eld~m observed, although, probably, a greater or less number of the 
mfenor descriptions of those of the third and fourth classes occurred 
eve_ry year in our own latitude, and a still greater number in t~e 
reg10ns _nearer the poles. But aged persons who witnessed. th: dis-
plays of 1827, 1835, 1836, and 1837, testify that they were s1m1lar to 
such ~s occurred in their youth from 1760 to 1781. Strange sights were 
des_cnbed as having been seen in the air during the old French war, 
which closed in 1763. From 1781 none of equal intensity had occur-
re~ ~or nearly hal( a centu:y; the splendid arch, therefore, an_d other 
stnkmg accompamments of the aurora of 1827 took us by surprise, and_ 
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were ~iewed with wonder by nearly all the existing generation. 
1mm diately after this great aurora, exhibitions of the phenomenon 
beca1 e more frequent. From 1827 to 1848, 885 appearances of the 
anror a re given in the re"cords referred to by the author. Of these, 12 
were of the first class, 45 of the second, 161 of tl-ie third, and 667 of the 
[onrt 
T l: author places the middle of the period about 1837; and by sub-
tractLng from this 65 years, he arrives at the middle of another visita-
tion. The duration of the period he considers to be a little more than 
20 Y ""ars. The middle of the next period of brilliancy, if this assump-
tion e correct, will be about the beginning of the next century. What-
ever may be the truth of this conclusion, the description of a large 
num er of auroras w.hich he has collected, given either from the records 
of o hers or from his own observations, renders his communication 
v~lu b le . He does not adopt the hypothesis of the electrical origin of 
this meteor, but considers it connected vvith the phenomena of the 
zodi ... cal light. The most conclusive proof, however, of the truth of 
the · or mer hypothesis is found in the fact of the disturbance of the 
magnetic needle, when delicately suspended, during the appearance of 
the aurora, and the actual transmission of currents of electricity along 
the ines o telegraphs which extend in a north and south direction. 
The last fact has ·been reported separately to us by different individ-
ual belonging to the Smithsonian corps of observers. 
T 1.ough no complete explanation has been given of all the facts of 
the a urora, yet the most plausible hypothesis is that which attributes 
the phenomena to electricity generated principally in the torrid zone by 
evaporation. By this process the earth is rendered negative, and the 
vapor -which ascends into the upper atmosp_here highly positiv:e, It is 
thence transferred· towards the poles by the return trade wmds, and_ 
descends to the earth to restore the equilibrium. A current of elec-
tricity is thus constantly passing from the poles t~ the eq~ato~· during 
the appearance of the aurora; and hence, accordmg to tl11s view, tbe 
disturbance of the needle. 
A..s an appendix· to this paper, Peter Force, esq., of this city, has pre-
sented to the Institution an extended series of notices of the aurora 
collected from all the publications in which they occur, from nbout 1827 
to the present year, arranged in order of time and oflatitude. This will be 
a valuable contribution of facts to\.vards a definite determination of the 
law and physical cause of these mysterious meteorological phenomena. 
It, -would scarcely be complimentary to the general intelligence of the 
p11blic of the United States, if I were again to attempt to vindic;ate the 
1m. portanc;e of investigations like that of the aurora; and it may be a 
sufficient answer to those who would question it, to say that they are 
such as particularly occupied the attention of Smithson himself: and 
that they must, consequently, be included as a part of that knowledge 
'w°tlich it was the intention of his bequest to increase and diffuse among men. 
4. _The next paper is on the Tangencies of circles and spheres, by 
Kajor B_. Alvord, of the United States army. It consists in the solution 
?f a s~ries of problems which have at different times exercised the 
ingenuity and skill of the geometer. It was referred separately for 
examination to Professor Lewis R. Gibbes, of Charleston, South 
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Carolina, and Profes_sor A. E. Church, ?f West Point. In the language 
of one of the exammers =. " Th~ ~olut10ns of the problems relating 10 
the circles, though, not entirely 0~1g1~1al, are yet brought more directly to 
depend upon the fundamental pnnc1ple of tansency_ as enunciated by 
the author, and are more elegant, than those given m any works with 
which I am acquainted. The paper also presents the only clear anu 
complete explanation of the number of solutions and of the variou& 
positions of the tangent circles (and spheres) in each case that I have 
seen. I have not been able to find heretofore any complete solutions 
of all the problems relating to the sphere. Those of the author of the 
memoir are ac.curate, and easy to be understood by any person familiar 
with the elements of solid and descriptive geometry, and I think their 
publication will furnish a valuable addition to geometrical knowledge.' 
It is a fact not without interest, that an officer of the army is enabled, 
while discharging his duty at a distant post of the frontier of our country, 
to concentrate his thoughts, and exercise his talents, on so abstruse a 
part of pure mathematics. The paper will be illustrated by three 
engraved plates in quarto. 
5. A dictionary of the Chippewa language has been offered to the 
Smithsonian Institution for publication by the Rev. S. A. Belcourt, a 
missionary among the Indians of British America. He has tlevoted 23 
years to the study of this language. He urges its adoption by the In-
stitution on the ground that in all probability this work, which, to use 
his own language, " has cost me so many years oflabor and nights of 
thought, and which, in my humble opinion, will be valuable to science 1 
and philanthropy, especially to philology, will forever be lost; and who 
would undertake a work of such magnitude after learning the fate of 
this?" 
The language of the Ojibewas, according to the author, is the parent 
of all the dialects existing from the mouth of the St. Lawrence north 
and following the 27th parallel to the source of the l\lissouri. Were 
the present funds of the Institution sufficient for the purpose we should 
not hesitate to accept this work, and we are not entirely without hope 
that some means may be procured indepeqdent of the Institution to de-
fray a considerable portion of the expense of its publication. 
CoRRESPONDENCE,-During the past year the Institution has received 
a la_rge number of communications asking information on a variety of 
subjects, particularly in regard to the solution of scientific questions! the 
n3:mes ~ncl characters of objects of natural history, and the analys1S of 
soils, mmerals, and other materials which pertain to the industrial re-
~our~~s of ~he country. Answers have in all cases been given to these 
mqumes, either directly by the offic;Prs of the Institution, or by reports 
from the Smithsonian colaborers. Very frequently certificates are re-
9uested c1s to the value of certain minerals, with a view to bring them 
I?to market ; _but in these cases the inquirers are referred to _certain r~-
h~ble analy_t1cal chemists, who makP a business of operat10ns of th~s 
k1°:<l. . The mformation procured and given at the expense of the Inst1-
tut10n 1s such as relates to the general diffusion of .knowledge, and not 
to !ha~ ~vhich may immediately tend to advance the pecuniary inter~st 
ot: md1v1duals. Requests are often also made to have experiments m-
~t1tuted for testing proposed applications of science to the arts; and 
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provided these can be tried with the apparatus of the Institution, and 
the re~ults which may flow from them are to be given to the public 
without th e restriction of a patent, the request is granted. 
E :s.PLORAT!ONs, RESEARCHES, &c.-(1.) About the beginning of _th e 
yea!" l 53, ~1e~1tenant D. N. Couch, U.S. A,, communicated to the S mith-
sonian ?Stlt"?t1on a proposition to make at his own expense a scientific 
exp1ora~10n m the States of Mexico, adjoining the lower Rio Grande. 
Afte1· tlus :eropositio'n was duly considered, and the details of the plan_ 
ar rang d , 1t was commended by me in a letter to the Secretary of 
vVar, and a request made that Lieutenant Couch might have leave of 
abse nce for the purpose of carrying out his design. The request was 
granted, and this young officer soon after embarked on his expedition. 
H e \V~s furnished with instructions and apparatus by the Institution, 
and h1 a ttention w as especially directed to the exiEtence in Mexico of 
a ,val1:1abl_e collection of manuscripts and specimens in natural history , 
of: , ·Yh1ch information had been communicated to us. He was requested 
to examine and report as· to its character. He found the manuscripts 
to _contain a large amount of historical and geographical information , 
ch1efly pertaining to the States of the old republic which lay bet ween 
the Sabine and Sierra Madre, and a series of maps and results of to-
pogr~phical and meteorological observations. The collections in natu-
ral h1 tory consisted of specimens in botany, zoology, mineralogy, &c~ 
These collections were made by Luis Berlandier, a native of Swit-
zerland, and a member of the Academy of Geneva. He came to 
:M exi co in 1826, for the purpose of making a scienti~c examination of 
that country. Soon after his arrival he was appomted _one ?f the 
B o_unda ry Commission organized by the then new republic, with the 
o bJect of defining the boundaries, extent, resour~es, &c., &c., ~f- ~he 
northern or frontier States. This position gave him unusual facilities, 
for observation and investigation relative to the c_haracter of the coun-
try, and for makino- collections of its natural history. He, however, 
neve_r returned to 
O 
his native country, b~t marri~d an_d . settle~ ~n 
~Iexico, and continued his researches until the penod of his death m 
1851. Lieutenant Couch purchased the whole collection from the 
widow of the deceased, and transmitted it immediately to the Institu-
tion, ·which bore the expense of transportation. It contains matter 
which w?ulcl be valuable to the general governm_ent, and_ which it is 
hoped will be purchased, and a sufficient sum paid to reimburse the 
cost of procuring it. In the appendix will be foun<l a catalogue of the 
manuscripts. 
Lieutenant Couch himself collected a large number of specimens in 
natural history, which were presented to the Institution, and have al-
ready Leen examined and described. Among the specimens of mine-
ralogy is a remarkable rr,.eteorite, weighing upwards of 250 pounds, 
portions of which have been analyzed by Professor J. Lawrenr,e Smith, 
m our laboratory, and by Dr. Genth, in Philadelphia . 
. The scientific explorations in natural history, made under the aus-
pices of the Smithsonian Institution during 1854, were those of Dr. Hoy, 
Mr. Barry, and Professor Baird. That of Dr. Hay was made in west-
ern Missouri and Kansas, and occupied about a mo~th; duri11g which 
he gathered together large collections of North American vertebrata, 
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and forwarded tlwm to the Institution. Mr. Barry took northern Wis-
consin for the fiPld of his labors, and spent several months in traversing 
the State, penetrating into various regions scarcely visited before by the 
white man. Several lakes and streams, not on the map, were discov-
ered, and named by him. His most important results consisted in very 
full series of fishes from many localities. Professor Baird spent six 
weeks on the coast of New Jersey, at Beesley's Point, collecting speci-
mens, and studying the habits of the marine fishes of the neighborhood. 
Thence he proceeded to several places on Long Island, especially to 
Greenport and Riverhead; and afterwards made explorations at various 
points on and near the Hudson river, as far north as Sing Sing. Full 
series of fishes and crustacea were procured at all these places, and 
sent to the Smithsonian Institution. 
(2.) Terrestrial Magnetism.-The observatory established at the 
joint expense of the Coast Survey and the Institution, described in the 
last report, for determining the changes in the different elements of the 
magnetic force, has not yet been folly supplied with all the necessary 
instruments. This has been occasioned by the illness of Mr. Brooks, of 
England, the inventor, who has not been able to furnish the apparatus 
for recording the variations in the dip and intensity. The only part of 
the system which lrns been in partial operation, is that of the variation 
or declination instrument; and in this, the glass cylinder which sup-
ports the sensitive paper, and which is needed to render the record 
more perfect, is wanting. . 
.t:\n attempt was made to supply this deficiency by means of a copper 
cylmder, coated with gold by the electrotype process. It was found, 
however, that the porosity of the gold allowed the acid to act upon the . 
c~pper below, and thus to produce stains upon the paper. It is hoped 
this_ observatory will be fully equipped in the course of the present 
spnng, and that a continued record will hereaft~r be kept up. . 
It was mentioned in the last report, that a set of instruments had 
been furnished the Grinnell expedition under command of Dr. Kane. 
No inteUigence, however, rw s yet been received from this expedition; 
bu_t should our most anxious hopes be realized in reference to this enter-
prise, we doubt not a series of results will be obtained which will well 
repay the cost of the instruments. If not, the Institution should receive 
some degree of commendation for aiding in an undertaking which re-
fl~?ts so much honor on the intelligenc~ and liberality of one of our 
citizens, and the gallantry and enterprise of a young oHicer of our navy. 
Four complete sets of instruments have been constructed in London 
for the Institution ; three of these have been purchased by the general 
g?:7ernment, and have been employed in the different _surveyi~g _e~pe-
ditwns. The fourth has been lent, in succession, to different rnd1V1du-
als, for the purpose of accumulating magnetic observations in different 
parts of the U nitecl States . 
. A simple instrument for determining the minute changes in the di:ec-
t10n of the magnetic needle, devised by Mr. J. E. Hilgard of the Umted 
States Coast Survey, is now in the process of construction, under the 
dire_ctio~ of this Institution, for the Academy of Natural ~cienc~s 
Cahforma. The cost of this instrument is defrayed by the hberahty 
of the President of the Academy, Dr. A. Randall. 
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servations continued for a certain time at different periods along 
th <?oast of the Pacific, and ·compared with the photographic reco:ds 
ob ained by the apparatus in this Institution, would afford interesting 
r<: -ults as to the sirnultaneous perturbations of the magnetic force at 
di.;::tant places on the same continent. 
n~der the head of, magnetism, it may be mentioned that a complete 
~':t. _t apparatus has been obtained from Huhmkorff, of Paris, for ex-
b 1. itmg the facts of the new branch of science called dia-magnetism. 
A £ w years ago, but four metals were known to poss~ss magnetic 
p r operties, namely, iron. nickel, cobalt, and manganese. . It 1s now 
k nown that all -bodies exhibit analogous phenomena when placed under 
t he inductive influence of powerful magnets; · but they are not all simi-
l a r!~ affi ci.ed-. All bodies may, however, be divided into two classes: 
o ne m which polarity is developed at the extremities of a bar of the 
sub~tance, as in the case of iron, and hence called simple magnetic 
b odies ; and the other class, in which the polarity is transverse to 
t h e length of the bar, and the substance is hence called dia-magnetic. 
The simple repetition of these experiments in this country is of im-
portance, and the apparatus . may serve as a model for imitation to our 
ingenious artists. 
(3.) On the 26th of last May, the central track of an annular eclipse 
pa sed over the northern part of the U nite<l States. The eclipse itself 
was visible over almost the entire area of the North American conti-
nent; an d as no obscuration of the sun of equal magnitude would 
again occur in this country uritil 1865, it was important that all the 
facilities possible should be afforded for observing its different epochs 
anEl phases, as well as the concurring phenomena. For this purpose, 
in conjunction with the superintendent of the Nautical Almanac, a large. 
map, ~xhibiting the times of beginning and ending, and tbe amount of 
obscuration and phases of the edipse for every part of the United 
States, Canada, and Mexico, toaether with tables and explanations, 
were prepared and distributed to!:) all the observers in correspondence 
with the Smithsonian Institution. A set of minute instructions, pub-
lished under the direction of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, was also presented to the same persons. Unfortu-
nate! y, the weather proved ctoudy over a considerable portion of the 
space covered by the central part of the shadow, though a number of 
interesting observations were made. The expense of the m,1 p and 
tables were defrayed jointly by this Institution and by the appropria-
tion for the Nau ti cal Almanac. 
The results of the observations, so far as they have been reported, 
have been published in tbe Astronomical Journal, edited by Dr. B .. A. 
Goul<l, jr., Cambridge, Massachusetts. They are illustrated by pho-
tographic impressions of the sun, made under the direction of Professor 
Bartlett, at West Point, and also by others, made under the direction 
of Professor S. Alexander, of Princeton, New Jersey. The expense of 
these was borne by the lnstituticn, for which full credit has been given. 
I may mention in this connexion that Professor Coffin, of Lafayette 
~ollege_, Pennsylvania, has presented to the Smithsonian Cbllecti0ns an 
mterestmg map, on wh1ch are delineated the paths .or central tracks of 
all the great solar eclipses of the nineteenth century which traverse the 
Mis. Doc. 24-2 
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United States. Thes~ 3:re nine in n_umber. ~even of them have passed; 
the first of the remammg two will occur m October, 1865, and the 
other in August, 1869. 
There are but two journals exclusively devoted to astronomy now in 
existence. The first 1s published at the expense of the King of Den-
mark, and ·the second in Cambridge, Massachusetts, by Dr. B. A. 
Gould, jr. The latter is intended to give the earliest intelligence of 
astronomical discoveries-particularly those made in our own country. 
At the 1::ist Q1eeting of the British Association, the president commended 
this publication, and expressed a wish that it might be continued. I 
regret, however, to say that though no hranc~ of ~cience is_coltivated 
with more ardor and success at the present time m -the Urntecl States 
than astronomy, yet this work, so essential to its continued progress, 
is very inadequately sustained. Not only the labor of conduct~ng it has 
devolved upon the editor, but also a considerable portion of the ex-
pense of its publication. The Smithsonian Ins-titation has, from the 
first, subscribed for a number of copies-, to be distributed among it~ 
foreian correspondents, and, rather than suffer s,o meritorious a work, 
whic°h does so much service to the cause of science and credit to our 
country, to be discontinued, it might be well to enlarge the subscrip-
tion. It is to be hoped tbat, in due time, d@nations and bequests will 
be made by liberal individuals for the support of scientific enterprises 
of this character. 
It is gratifying to learn that $10,000 of the Appleton bequest have 
been devoted to the publications of the American Academy, and an 
equal sum to those of the Historical Society of Massachusetts ;- and we 
·may venture to ask \vhether there are not, in this country, wealthy in· 
divicluats who can properly appreciate the importance of the labors of 
Dr. Gould, and establish his journal on a permanent foundation; 
(4.) The laboratory of the Institution, during the past year, has Leen used 
by Professor J. Lawrence Smith in the examination of American mine-
rals; and, on behalf of tbe Treasury Department, in investigations rel-
ative to the different kinds of molasses imported into this c-ount.ry. He 
also made a series of analyses of meteorites, among which were four-
teen specimens belonging to the cabinet of James Smithson, the founder 
of this Institution. 
An extensive series of experiments h~ve been made during the last 
year, ~nd are still in progress at the Institution, under the direction of a 
commission appointed by the Secretary of War, consisting of General 
!otten, Professor Bache, and myself, for testing the materials employed 
rn the extension of the capitol. For the purpose of these investigations, 
we. bave employed the beautiful and ingenious machine invented by 
MaJ?r ~ ade, late of the United States army, which is so contrived as 
to grv:e m pounds per square inch of the material, the resistance to 
crushing, to twisting, an<l to longitudinal and transverse fracture. The 
materials have been selected and prepared under the directimi of Cap-
tain Meigs, superintendent of the capitol extension; and the details of 
the manipulations and calculations have been entrusted to Mr. William 
Shippen. 
The commission has taken advantage of this opportunity to extend 
the experiments to a number and variety of other building materials 
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submi ted to them from different parts of the United States; and they 
hope to b~ allowed to extend their inquiries until they also embrace the 
comparative strength of the most important articles used in the arts. 
F or example, it is of great practical importance to know the relative 
and ab solute strength of cordage, and the various textile fabrics manu-
factured by different processes from the raw materials produced in dif-
ferent c ountries. No complete series of experiments has ever been 
n:iade u pon the strength of the varieties of American timber. Enqui-
ries , however, of this kind involve much labor and considerable expense, 
and can only be properly carried on by the aid of the government 
. (5.) _i\feteorology.-During the past year valuable additions have con-
trnued to be made to our meteorological collections. Though changes 
~av<: taken place in the individuals, the number of the observers report-
mg 1mmediately to the Institution is about the same as that given in the 
la t report. A considerable number of full sets of standard instruments, 
made under our direction by Mr. JAMES GREEN, ofNewYork city,* have 
been procured by observers, and the character of the meteorological 
returns has consequently continued gradually to improve in complete-
ness and precision. The records we have collected now form a copious 
store of valuable materials for the solution of many interesting problems 
relative to the meteorology of this country, which have been resorted 
to by several original investigators for data necessary to their researches. 
But to render these materials more generally available for the advance-
ment of science, it is desirable to reduce them to tabular forms, and to 
publish them in as much detail as our funds will allow. In this way 
the greatest number of persons will have an opportunity of submitting 
them to the inductive process, by which general laws are deduced from 
particular facts. There is no part of physical science in which so 
much is to be done, even in the way of partial generalization, as in 
meteorology; and hence the importance of engaging as many minds as 
possible in its investigation. 
It is the policy of the Institution to furnish all the m:ans in its pos-
session to aid scientific research, and not to hoard up its treasures or 
confine their use to those who may be immediately connected with the 
establishment, or who may be supported by its funds. Co-operation, 
and not monopoly, is the motto which indic1:1tes the spirit of the Smith-
sonian operations. It is with this view that I have been anxious to have 
the materials in our possession reduced to a form for publicatiou ; and, 
indeed, it has been a source of much solicitude that we have not been 
able before this time to present to the observers the means by which 
they could compare the results of their records with those of others in 
different districts. Few persons, however, are aware of the labor, 
c?iefly of fl mechanical character, required to tabulaLe materials of this 
kmd, and the cost of printing them in sufficient fullness of detail to ren-
der them generally applicable to scientific or economical purposes. 
Besides this, I regret to ·inform the Board that our attempts in the line 
of reduction have thus far not been successful. I employed for this 
purpose a person who seemed to possess all the requisite qualifications, 
and who engaged in the work with commendable industry and apparent 
* No. 422 Broadway, New York. 
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enthusiasm; but, I am sorry to have to say that before the w<.1-k was 
completed, he set up such claims to a personal right of property in it, 
and to a control over the manner in which it should be prepared and 
publishe
1
d, ~s were entirely inc?mpatible _with the rights of the ln~titu-
tion, ana with a due regard to 1ts reputat10n. I was, therefore, ob11ged, 
after many attempts to induce an opposite course, to place the work in 
other hands. The reductions are now entrusted to Professor CoFFIN, 
of Lafayette College, Pennsylvania, the author of the inemoir on the 
winds of the North American continent; and from his established repu-
tation for scrupulous exactness and punctuality, as well as for intellect-
ual and moral qualities, we may confidently expect to have at least 
one part of the work ready for the press before the next session of the 
Board of Regents. 
The materials collected consist of two classes, viz: one which in-
cludes all the records of observations published in books and periodi-
cals, or contained in manuscripts which have been lent us for reduction; 
and the other consists of the current observations, which now em-
brace all the returns we have received for several years past. The reduc-
tion of the first class, on which we have expended much money, was, I 
supposed, nearly ready for the press; but, on examination, it has been 
found necessary to subject the whole to a careful revision, in order to 
correct the errors in it which a critical examination has brought to light. 
It may be well to state, for the information of the public, th1.t the 
appropriation which was made for the purchase of instruments to dis-
tribute among observers has been exhausted, and that the experiment 
was not as successful as could have been wished. A considerable 
number of the instruments were broken, and but comparatively few 
returns have been received. It does not, thP-refore, appear advisable 
to renew the appropriation with the portion of our income which can at 
present be devoted to meteorology. 
Blank forms are furnished.liberally to individuals who may desire to re-
cor<l the changes of the weather, or the progress of periodical phenomena. 
In order to prevent difficulties similar to those which have hereto-
fore. occurred, it is important to state that all communications on the 
subject of meteorology-and, indeed, on the general business of the 
establishment, should be addressed to the "Secretary of the Institution." 
He alone is responsible to the Regents ; and it is, therefore, necessary 
th~t he should have full knowledge and control of the correspondence. 
ExcHANGEs.-The system of international exchange has been con-
ducted _with very important results during the last year. The additions 
to the library from this source exceed considerably, in number, those 
of a11y previous year; amounting, in the aggregate, to over three thou-
s~ncl volumes and parts of volumes. Many of these consist of expen-
sive works published by governments or institutions in Europe, and 
such as are not found in any other library in this country. It will not 
be extravagant to estimate the value of these returns at three thousand 
dollars; since most of them are the current volumes of the year, and 
bear the high price of scientific periodicals. 
As mentioned in previous reports, the Smithsonian Institution acts as 
the principal medium of communication between the scientific and lite-
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mber of the societies availing themselves of the facilities thus 
d h~s largely increased, including, among others, nearly all t~e 
agricultural societies of America, publishing transactions. Th:s 
has been .produced by a circular which was issued by the Insti-
early in the spring of last year, to mak~ known more gene~ally 
-"'te rn of exchange. Copious returns are being constantly received 
e societies ; and an intercourse is thus established which cannot 
produce important results, both in an intellectual and moral point 
T e governments of England and France have for some time admit-
t~d he packages of the Institution free of duty and without examina-
tion- A request for a similar favor was made to the Prussian govern-
ment, _du_ring the past year, and it has been liberally granted by ~he 
corn m 1ss10n~rs of the Zollverein. There is, therefore, no port to which 
the mithsonian _parcels are shipped where duties are charged on 
them-a certified invoice of contents by the secretary being sufficient 
to ass them through the custom-house free of <luty. On the other 
hand, all packages addressed to the Institution, arriving at the ports of 
the United States, are admitted, without detention, duty free. This 
S)'..., tem of exchange is, therefore, the most extensive and efficient which 
ha.., ever been established in any c0untry. Its effect on the character 
an reputatio,n of o_ur owJJ. ,country can scarcely be too highly estimated; 
while its influence, though silent, is felt in every part of the globe 
where literature and science are cultivated. 
LIBRARY.-A difficulty which _occurred bet~ee~ the librar~an and 
m,self has , led to his separation from the Inst1tut10n; a~d,_ smce t_he 
10th of last July, I have given the library, as far as my multiplied duties 
would _allow, my personal supervision. Wi~h the as~istanc~ of _Profes-
sor Baird and others, means have been devised for improvrng its con-
dition and for rendering it more available for consultation. At present 
it is not thought advisable to appoint a_ special bibliograrher, bu~ to 
endeavor .to conduct the business of the library by means ot the assist-
ants now employed, and by such temporary help as may be found 
necessary. An assistant has been employed to make a catalogue 
of all the books received by exchange, an<l to prepare the volume~ and 
parts of volumes for binding. The list is now complete and will be 
appended to the next r~port to Congress, for the purpose of pointing 
out to our correspondents the deficiencies in the sets of transactions, _ 
and thus affording the opportunity to supply them. What we cannot 
procure in this way we shall endeavor to supply by purchase. 
I have also dir~cted that the s~atistics of the library should be kept, 
namely, the number of different persons who come ~ read, and the 
numb~r and character of the books they call for. During the last six 
rnonths 150 different individuals have read or consulted 742 books in 
the l~brary; of these 400 ,were works of light literature, belonging to 
the c_opyright deposit. During the same period 2,576 names were 
entered _in the registry of v~sitors. The principal value of the library 
~as been to the officers of the Institution, and to other persons engaged 
:n research connected with the Smithsonian publications. These, dur-
mg the period above-mentioned, have drawn out of the library 450 
volumes, princ_ipally of a scientific character. 
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The reading room of the library receives the leading periodicals of 
this country and Great Britain, together with a number from France, 
Germany, &c.; and, therefore, offers desirable facilities for the rearling 
community of Washington, and for those who visit the seat of govern-
ment, to keep up with the general progress of knowledge; while by 
means of the more profound transactions of learned societies the student 
is afforded the opportunity of becoming acquainted with the advances 
made in special branches of literature and science. 
Very erroneous ideas have been entertained as to the amount which 
has been expended on the library. It is true the whole sum directly 
paid for books has not exceeded $14,139 16; but this does not include 
the binding, the transportation, the superintendence, and all the other 
expenses connected with an establishment of this kind. Neither does 
it exhibit the value of the books procured by exchanging the publica-
tions of the Institution for the current volumes of learned societies, or 
the cost in clerk hire and postage of the books received from the copy~ 
right system. The whole expenditure on the library and operations 
connected with libraries,. including a proportional part of the general 
expenses since the beginning of the Institution, is $71,429 4.5. To this 
should be added at least $130,000 for the cost of the part of the build-
ing devoted to the library, and we shall then have an expenditure of the 
income of the Smithsonian bequest on the library and objects imme-
diately connected with it of about $200,000. 
In the original programme of organization, a proposition was intro-
duced bv Professor Bache to render the Institution a centre of biblio-
graphical knowledge, to which students in every part of the country 
could apply, by letter or otherwise, for information as to what books 
existed on a p1rticular subject, and in what libraries they could be 
found. For this purpose a large number of works on bibliography have 
been obtained, and efforts have been made to procure copies of all the 
catalogues of libraries in this country. To facilitate the answers to 
~nquiries relative to the places where particular books could be found, 
1t was proposed to secure three copies of each catalogue, one to be 
preserved in its original form, and the other two to be cut up, in order 
that the titles on each side of a leaf could be pasted on cards, and tbe 
\~hole arranged in drawers so as to form a general catalogue. Con-
siderable progress was at one time made in this work, and several 
thousand cards were prepared by a bookbinder. 
It was, however, stopped in order to prosecute the system proposed 
~y P~ofessor Jewett, namely, that of forming a general catalogue of 
hbranes by means of stereotyping separate titles. It appears to me, 
how_ever, th~t t~e first plan ought to be carried out as far as possible, 
particularly m regard to collecting catalogues; and these should not be 
confined to those of the libraries of the United States, but embrace, as 
far as practicable, those of the libraries of Europe. It may happen 
~hat ?n extract may be required by a student from a book not to be found 
rn_ tb1s coun try , and that this can be effected through the correspondence 
of the Institution, provided the location of the work in Europe is known. 
About three years ago a series of experiments were undertaken at 
the e~pense and under the direction of the Institution for improving and 
applyrng a new method of stereotyping. The right to use the process 
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~3:,.. purchased of the original inventor, but it was not found in a co~1-
d1t1on to _be applied, particularly to stereotyping catalogues, and rn 
or er ~o improve it an artizan from Boston was employed under the 
immediate direction of the librarian. The experiments were success-
fu f an?- the improved process has been employed by l\fr. John C. 
Rives m prjnting the Congressional Globe. I was anxious that it should 
b e g~nerally applied, in order that the art might not depend on the 
contmgency of the life or will of a single individual. Besides this, 
s ?ou ld the process be generally introduced, the use of it for the Institu-
uon could be more cheaply procured by contract than by attempting 
to do our own work by a separate establishment in the building. I 
have, ho\.vever, just learned that a patent has been applied for, in the 
name of the artizan before mentioned, for the very improvements which 
~Yere made at the expense of the Smithsonian fund. This act, though 
it may be in accordance with the usages of employees under the gov-
€rnm~nt, is not, in my judgment, compatible with the liberal spirit of 
t.he v:7111 of Smithson. While due credit and proper remuneration should 
be given to any employee for his labors, the results should redound to 
the. reputation of the Institution and to the general good of the public. 
This remark is also especially applicable to the claims set up by an 
('!ffi ployee in the meteorological department. 
During the past year the process of cataloguing the Congressional 
library in accordance with the plan adopted by this Institution has bPen 
carried on under the direction of Professor Jillson, of Brow11 Univer-
sity. The whole number of titles catalogued has been 9,654, and 
of volumes 21,805. Tbe stereotyping of the titles has been suspended 
for the present, in order to aive the workmen who have been engaged 
on it ~n opportunity of appl~ing the new a:t. to the printi~g ?f the. Con-
gress10nal Globe. It is hoped that an adcl1t10nal appropnat10n will be 
1nade during the present session of Congress sufficient to complete the 
whole cataloo-ue. We shall then have the statistics necessary to ascer-
tain the cost ~f preparation of a catalogue of this kind, and the _me_ans 
necessary to give definite information, in reference to it, to the pnnc1pal 
libraries of the country. 
The edition of Notices of the Public Libraries in the United States, 
published by the Institution in 1851, is exhausted; and it will be 
necessary during the present year to collect the materials for a new and 
enlarged edition. A circular* for this purpose will be issued as soon 
as possible, and it is hoped that the work will be prepared in time to 
be submitted to Congress with the annual report for 185,5.. I have 
en~r~sted the duty of collecting the materials for this purpose to Mr. 
William J. Rhees, who now occupies the place formerly filled by Dr. 
~orcman, the latter having been appointed to the position of examiner 
rn the Patent Office. 
The purchases, though few in number, are of considerable value; . 
and the additions from the system of exchange, as has before been 
stated, have increased in importance. The articles received 011 ac-
count of the copyright law were more numerous last · year than the 
year before, but not more valuable. 848 separate pieces of music· 
* A circular distributed by the Institution is given in the Appendix to this Report. 
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have been received, for ~ach of which two separate manusr-ript copies' 
of every word of the title -page was required. From this single fact 
it is evident that the operation of the present copyright law does not 
confer a · material benefit up.on the Institution, unless it be as a means 
of swelling the number of articles annually added to. the library, which 
would appear to be at present a matter of some popular importance. 
] t would be well to ask Congress, at least, to relieve the Institution 
from the burden imposed upon it by the additional postage to which 
we are constantly subjected on this account.* 
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Dona.tiou and exchange ..••. 4, 821 7,561 59 2,136 ...... 31 41 14,649 
Copyright .. ..••••.•••••.•.. 3,250 623 54 87 3,122 14 166 7,316 




~ , 32,038 Total. ........... . ..... 13 ,90.5 11,086 1,448 2,225 3,122 45 
* Since this was wri tten , Congress has passed an act allowing all copyright publications to 
h_e sent. to the Institutiun j1·ee of postage through the mail. A circular sent to all the pub-
lishers m the United State3 on this subj ect will be found in the Appendix. 
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J\11:ISEUM A~D CoLLECTIONs.-(].) The principal object of the Smith-
sonia _ c o llect10n of specimens is to present a full illustration of the n_atu-
r al history of North America. The income is not sufficient to collect 
and Support a miscellaneous museum to illustrate all the branches of 
the h rs_ical geography of the globe. Such an establishment can only 
s t amed by the general government. W ere the Institution to em-
brae ll the opportunities which are afforded it to collect specimens, 
the o"' t of transportation alone would soon absorb the greater portion 
of the _sum whic h can be devoted to this branch of the general plan of 
oper tlons. We are, therefore, obliged to limit our exertions, and to 
chr~ t the m to oqjects which are more immediately necessary in facili-
ta tm g certain definite lines .of research, and to leave to other institu-
tion"" the collection of such materials as may be required to make up 
the c~mple ment of specimens necessary to represent the mineral ancl 
or~ n 1c products of our continent. 
During the last year, the additions to the museum have been more 
numerous and valuable than in any previous period of the sa me ex-, 
ten_t . M uch h as been done by parties aided more or less by the Insti-
tution, and much by persons in an individual and iuclependent capacity. 
The Institution has taken charge of the arrangement and preser-
servation of all the specimens obtained by the various expeditions 
of t he government; but, as these embrace all objects · of natural his-
tory , they would scarcely fall within the plan of a special museum. · 
'.l'he principal aim, therefore, in taking charge of all the speciIT?ens 
is n o t to swell the Smithsonian collection, but to preserve them from 
destruction, and to render them immediately available to science, with 
the hope that Congress will, at some future day, make a liberal appro-
priation to support a national collection, of which these will form the 
nucle us. • 
In or<ler to carry out the general policy of the Institution, a liberal 
di s tribution of the duplicate specimens should be made to ~ocieties and 
other establishments in this country and abroad. Dunng the past 
ye ar somethin(Y has been done in this line ; and when the collect10ns 
are properly a~rangecl, and the number of duplica tes ascertained, the 
system of distribution may be so extended aa materially to affect the 
progress of naturnl history in this country and the worl1· B?t _the 
amount of good which may be done in this way must agam be limited 
by t he portion of the income which can be expended for this purpose;. 
due regard being had to the claims of all branches of knowledge, of 
which this is but one. 
The primary object of the establishment being kept constantly in 
view, the specimens in all cases will be open to the use of individuals 
who may desire to , increase knowledge by original research; and the 
ouly condition which will be required to be strictly observed is that 
full credit be given to the Institution for the facilities which it may 
afford. 
No branch of the operations of the Institution can be carried on with-· 
o~t the expenditure of a greater amount of labor than might, at first 
sight, appear to be necessary. Some idea of that required to . attend 
to the specimens ad<led to the museum may be obtained from the fact 
that over 360 different lots, consistiug of . barrels, kegs, cans, boxes, 
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&c., besides many single specimens, have been received during the 
last year. All these had to be assorted, labelled, and recorded in 
books, and in most instances duplicate lists sent to the donors. In the 
case of smaller animals, large numbers of extra specimens ·are gener-
ally collected, to serve for anatomical investigation, or for distribution 
and exchange. 
(2.) Achromatic Microscope.-In the first report of the Secretary 
it was mentioned that an individual, in the interior of the State 
of New York, had successfully devoted himself to the study and 
construction of the microscope, and was able to produce specimens of 
. this instrument which would compete with the hest of those constructed 
in Europe; a n.d that, to do justice to the talents and labor of this person, 
Mr. Spencer had been requested to construct a microscope of the first 
quality, to be paid for by the Institution, if a commission appointed to 
examine it should find it capable of producing certain effects. The artist 
made a number of instruments which fully satisfied the conditions re-
quired by the agreement, but which still fell short of the ideal standard 
of perfection which existed in his own mind. 
He has, however, at length completed a microscope, the perform-
ance of which far exceeds that which was anticipated when the propo-
sition was made; and the Institution has thus not only secured a valua-
ble instrument of research, but has assisted in developing the talents 
nnd making more generally known the skill of a native artist of sur-
passing :m_erit. I may mention that Mr. Spencer has associated with 
himself Professor Eaton, of Troy, New York; and they are now able 
to supply the increasing demand in this country for this invaluable 
means of research which, within the last few years, has opened a new 
:world t? the physiologist and botanist, as well as to the investigator of 
rnorgamc matter. · 
(3~) Gallery of Art.-The Stanley collection of Indian portraits still 
remams deposited in the west wing of the building. They were r~-
moved, however, for a short time for exhibition at the Maryland Insti-
tute, Baltimore, and the State Acrricultural Fair at Richmoncl, Vir-
. . 0 
grni_a. T_hey have constantly excited much interest, and it will b~ a 
su bJe_ct of great regret if means cannot be procured to preserve entire 
a senes of portraits which has been produced at so much labor ~nd 
cost, and which is so faithful a representation of the peculiar phy~10~-
nomy and costume of the different tribes of Indians now found w1thm 
the boundaries of the territories of the United StatP,s. Mr. Stanley was 
engaged as the artist of the Pacific railroad survey under Governor 
~tevens, and has thus had an opportunity of adding much to his mate-
rial _for _enlarging the collection. Since it was first deposited in the 
Inst1_tut10n he has also added to it portraits of several individuals be-
longrn& ~o the Indian delegations which, within the last two years, 
have VlSlted Washington. 
(4.) Professor Wilson, of the British Commission, appointed to attend 
t~1e E_xhibition at the New York Crystal Palace, presented to the Institu-
tion, m behalf of the London Society of Arts, a collection of models, 
drawings and instruments, to facilitate i11struction in the art of design. 
In order to render these immediately useful, they were lent to the Sc~ool 
of Design, which has beP-n established in this city by the Metropolitan 
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Mech ':'1-ni?s' Institute, under the charge of Professor Whitaker; and they 
are still in possession of this society, and are not only valuable on ac-
count of the immediate use to which they are applied, but also in serv-
ing a"' patterns for imitation for other schools of a similar character. 
The Institution possesses, as has been stated in a previous report, a 
valu <.; ble collection of enaravings bv the first masters; but these have, 
h b .., from t_ e first, been deposited in drawers, and have therefore not_ been 
acce"' ~ 1 hle to the general visitor. It may be well, if the expense 1s not 
too o-reat, to have them placed in groups, under glass, in large frames, 
and thus exhibited to all. 
Bu..:.LDING.-The main building of the Smithsonian Institution is at 
length completed. During the last six years, the wings, the connecting 
r~nges , and the apartments in the southern tower, have alone been occu-
p1e • The unfinished condition of the edifice ha s undoubtedly pro-
duce?- an unfavorable impression 011 the numerous strangers who visit 
the city of Washington. The object, however, of the delay, as has 
bee n repeatedly stated in previous reports, was, first, that a more per-
m~nent building, and one better adapted to the uses of the Institution, 
mig ht be provided; and secondly, that funds might be saved from the 
accruing interest to furnish an additional income sufficient at least to 
defray the annual expense of so forge and C()stly an edifice. Both 
these objects have been attained. The interior of the building, instead 
of being constructed of wood and plaster, as vvas originally intended, 
has been finished with fire-proof materials; and improvements have 
be~n made in the plan first adopted which render the edifice better 
suited to the purposes for which it was intended. The first story con-
sists of one room 200 feet long and 50 feet wide, which can be divided 
by a screen into two apartments, one of which may be devoted to the 
library and the other to the museum. The second story is divided into 
three spaces, the middle one of which is occupied by the great lecture 
room, capable of containing 2,000 persons, and constructed on acous-
tic and optical principles. It is believed that this room is the most per-
fect of its kind in this country, and that it will serve as a model for 
apartments of a similar character. The spaces aqjoini~gthe lecture room 
east and west form rooms each fifty feet square, which may contain 
cases around the walls for apparatus and other collections of objects of 
art, and at the same time serve for meetings of societies or for lectures 
to smaller audiences on special subjects. On the north side of the lec-
ture room, in the front towers, are rooms intended for t he preparation 
of the experimental illustrations of lectures, but which may be used as 
committee rooms, while the large lecture room serves for the more pub-
lic addresses and exhibitions. 
The object kept in view in all the changes which have been made in 
the original design of the building is its adaptation to purposes of 
general interest, and particularly to the accommodation of conventions 
and associations intended to promote knowledge or imnrove the arts of 
life. .L 
During the past year a number of societies have availed themselves 
?f the facilities afforded by the Institution, and have held their sessions 
m the Smithsonian building. The first was the United States Agricul-
tural Society, which continued. its session for three days, with lectures 
~ . 
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in the evening. It was attended by delegates from almost every part 
of the United S~at~s, _and has publis~e<l _a journal of its proceedings, in 
which due credit 1s given to the Inst1tut10n. 
The second was the American. Association for the Advancement of 
Science, which met the last of April and continued in session until 
about the 10th of May. Special preparation was made for this associ-
a tion ; and although the building was still in an unfinished state, it is 
believed the members were weU satisfied with their accommodation, 
a s well as the hospitality and attention they received from the Presi-
dent and officers of the general government. 
The third was the Association of Medical Superintendents of Hospi-
tals for the Insane, which continued in session several days. The sub-
j ects discussed were not only of much importance relative to the treat-
ment of diseases of the mind, but also of interest to the psychologist. 
Same, too, were of a practical character, connected with the general 
economy and mrrnagement of public in$titutions. The subjects of heat-
ing and ventilating were fully discussed. 
The fourth was the meeting of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Education, which has just closed its session. The Smith-
sonian Institution is thus assisting to render the city of Washington a 
centre of literary and scientific association, which may serve to diver-
sify its character as the political metropolis of the nation. 
LECTUREs.-In ,conformity with the hnv of Congress, a series oflec-
tures was given during the winter of 1853- '4, and the experiment was 
!llade of ... es_tablis hin_g a full course on a single su?,ject, namely, of cl:em-
1~try. 'I hts was given by Dr. J. Lawrence. Smith, late of the Umve:-
s1ty of Virginia, and now professor of chemistry in the Louisv~lle Med~-
cal College. The interest in all the lectures was fully sustamed until 
the last. 
A number of lectures were also given before the Mechanic's Institute 
and the Young Men's Ch1istian Association in the Smithsonian lecture 
room. 
The following is a list of the lectures given, with the names of the 
gentlemen by whom they were delivered. . 
. A .c?urse of three lectures by Benjamin Hallowell, of Alexandna, 
Virginia . 
1st. The general principles of astronomy, with the movements and 
consequent phenomena of the bodies of the solar system. 
2d lecture. The sun, Neptune, the asteroids, and comets. 
3d lecture. Fixed stars, nebulre, and stellar systems. 
A course of thr ee lectures by Professor C. W. Hackley, of C~lumbia 
C~llege, New York. Subject: History of institutions of learnrng and 
science. 
A course ?f two lectures by W. Gilmore Simms, esq., of Charleston, 
South C~rohna. Subject: The moral character of H amlet. Also two 
lectu~es for the Young Men's Christian Association, on poetry and the 
practical. 
. One lecture by Professor W. J. \Vhitaker, of :Massachusetts. Sub· 
Ject : Method of teaching the art of design. 
A course of three lectures by Park Benjamin, of New York. Sub-
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jects : 1st. Fashion; 2d. Americanisms; 3d. Intellectual and social 
arn u semen ts. 
ne lecture by W. G. Dix, of Cambridge, Massachusetts. Subject: 
T he Andes and Ecuador. 
..... c~urse oft vventy-two lectures by Professor J. Lawrence Smith, of 
the Um versity of Virginia. 
~t . The importance of the study of chemistry, and its close con-
n e_ -ion with the progress of the arts and manufactures of the present 
ag ; a lso general notice of the nature of bodies, more especially 
ga::seous bodies. 
2d. The elements of the atmosphere: oxygen, nitrogen, and qzone, 
-or oxy g n in its allotropic condition. 
3d_. _The physical properties of the atmosphere: its weight, color, 
el st1c1ty, &c. 
4th. The compounds of nitrogen and oxygen. 
5th. Sulphur and some of its compounds. 
6t~ . S~lphuric acid and its applications. Phosphorus and phos-
·pbonc acid. 
7th . Chlorine, its applications jn the arts and its combination with 
oxygen. Iodine and its uses, with a notice of its application in the 
p hotogrnphic art. 
8th. Some of the compounds of chlorine and iodine, bromine, hydro-
gen, a nd its application to reronautics . 
. 9th. Compounds of oxygen and hydrogen ; the ?xyhyd~ogen blow-
pipe a nd the Drummond light; water in several of its relat10ns. 
10th. Combinations of hydroo-en with nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus, 
a nd chlorine. 0 
] 1th. Carbon under its various forms of diamond, charcoal, and 
mineral coal; the con1binations of carbon and oxygen. 
12th. The aaency of carbonic a<..:id in forming incrustations of car-
bonate of lime f the respiration of plants and ani~als; _the formation of 
coal~ beds and the composition of coals; carbomc oxide and some of 
the compounds of carbon. 
13th. Compounds of carbon and hydrogen; explosions in coal mines; 
Sir Humphrey Davy's lamp; combustion. 
14th. On the phenomena of combustion and ebullition. 
15th. On the phenomena of illumination, with an exhibition of every 
variety of illumination, from a candle to the electric light. 
16th. On the phenomena of illumination, with illustration of every 
form of artificial illumination; an account of the construction · and prin-
ciple of the :Fresnel light used in light-houses. 
17th; On the ebullition and congelation of water, with a short ac-
count of the application of the vapor of water as a motive power . 
. 18th. The conversion of water into steam; its application as a mo-
t1~e power, with some remarks on the explosion of boilers; an account 
ot s?me of the vapors and gases proposed as substitutes for steam as 
motive power. 
19th. General properties of the metals; potash and soda, with an 
account of their applications to the arts of glass and soap making, &c. 
_201~1. On the compounds of lime, alumina, and silica, with their ap-
phcat10ns. ·• 
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21st. On some of the properties of gold, silver, mercury, and lead, 
with the manner of their occurrence in nature. 
22d. On the properties of copper and iron, with the manner of their 
occurrence in nature ; on meteoric iron and meteorites. 
From the foregoing account of the transactions of the past year, it 
must be evident to every intelligent and unprejudiced person that the 
Institution has perseveringly continue<l its course of usefulness, and 
that, although some of its operations are not of a character to attract 
public attention or elicit popular npplause, yet they are eminently pro-
ductive of the hcnevolent results intended by the bestower of the 
bequest. From the report of the Executive Committee, it will be seen 
that ihe funds are still in a good condition; although~ on account of un-
foreseen difficulties in the completion of the building, and of the unex-
pected rise i_n the price of labor and material, a larger draft has been 
made upon the extra fund than was intended. This can be made up, 
however, if thought necessary, in the course of a fow years, by means 
of the interest. which will accrue from the same fund. 
It is evident that the collections of books and specimens have in-
creased as rapidly as is consistent with the best interests of the Institu-
tion. Every addition to these collections increases the cost of atten-
dance and supervision, and therefore must, with a fixed income, tend 
to diminish the power of acquisition ; and when it is recollected that 
the Institution is, theoretically at least, w be perpetual, it will be evi-
dent that we should be more solicitous in regard to the quality of articles 
than to their number or quantity. Though these views may not com-
mend themselves to all, I believe they will be found to meet the ap-
proval of a large majority of the intelligent community. . 
In order to preserve the continuity of the history of the Institution m 
the annual reports of the secretary, it is necessary to allude to the 
fact that during the past year· internal difficulties and change$ h~ve 
occurred which have given rise to a series of attacks on the policy 
and management of the Institution ; but however painful occurrences 
of this kind may be to those immediately concerned, yet they seem 
almost inevitable in the first organization of an establishment w~ere 
precedence is wanting, and where experience furnishes no instruction. 
They had their origin in the want of a definite recognition of the re-
spon~ibilities and consequently of the powers of the secretary. . 
It 1s evident there can be no efficient action in an Institution of this 
character without entire harmony of views and unity of purpose, and 
these can only be secured by one executive head. The Regents have 
set~le~ this principle, and th us removed all cause of future difficulty of 
a s1m1lar character. 
JANUARY, 1855. 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary ef the Smithsonian Institution. 
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APPENDIX TO THE REPORT OF THE SECRETARY. 
REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY. 
SrR : I beg leave to present herewith a report for the year 1854 of 
operations in such departments of the Smithsonian Institution as have 
Leen particularly entrusted by you to my care. 
Respectfully submitted, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
To JOSEPH H.l:!:NRY, L.L. D., 
Ass·istant Secretary. 
Secretary ef the Smithsonian Institution. 
1. PUBLICATIONS. 
The sixth volume of Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, 
although for the most parL printed in 1853, was not publishe<l and dis-
tributed until the present year. The seventh volume, t:J consist mainly 
of Lapham's Memoir on the Ancient Remains of Wisconsin, is in hand, 
tho ugh delayed somewhat by the failure of the contractor to supply 
paper. The plates, over sixty in number, are nearly all lithographed 
and printed, and the numerous wood-cuts engraved. The paper, by 
Professor Bailey, on new microscopic organisms, with one steel plate, 
has been printed and distributed to microscopists in advance of its 
appearance in the full volume. 
The octaYo publications during the year are as follows: 
Eighth annual report of the Hoard of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution, pp. 310. -
On the construction of catalogues of libraries, and of a general cata-
logue. Second edition, pp. 96. 
Directions for collecting, preserving, and transporting specimens of 
natural history, prepared for the use of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Second edition, pp. 28. 
List 0£ foreign institutions in correspondence with the Smithsonian 
Institution, pp. 20. 
List of domestic institutions in correspondence ,vith the Smithsonian 
Institution, pp. 16. -
a-FOREIGN EXCHANGES. 
The following table exhibits the statistics of the sixth transmission 
of packages to Europe, made by the Institution· in June, 1854. 
The circular issued by the Institution early in the spring, offering its 
services to the scientific socif~ties of the country, in the transmission of 
packages to Europe, was eagerly responded to by a large number. 
The rules requiring that all parcels be delivered free of cost in Wash-
1ngton, that each one be legibly addressed with the name of the donor, 
and that a separate invoice be sent by mail, or apart from the pack-
ages, were pretty generally complied with. It is to be regretted, how-
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ever, that the last named regulation was not observed in some instances, 
thus greatly increasing the labor of the officers in charge, by rendering 
,it necessary to make a transcript of the titles from the bundles them-
selves. 
Such publications as were sent without specific addresses were dis-
tributed as appropriately as the information in possession of the Institu-
. tion allowed. 
The boxes containing the packages enumerated in the list, left the 
Institution towards the end ofJ une, and, having been shipped by packet, 
did not reach their European ports until some time in September. 
They were immediately unpacked by the agents of the Institution, and 
thP- parcels distributed, with the accompanying circulars, to their 
respective addresses. Acknowledgments for many of them have 
already been received. · 
A.-T ABLE SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF PRINTED MATTER SENT ABROAD 
IN 1854 BY THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
I. Di.'ltributed by Dr. J. G. Flugel, Leipsic. 
COUNTRIES. 
---------- 1---1----,r----1---1---------
Sweden ....... ; .......... . 
Norway .................. . 
Iceland ................... . 
Denmark ................. . 
Russia ..•••...•••..•..•••. 
Holland .................. . 
Germany ...•.•...••••...•. 





























22 ............... . 
3 ............... . 
·················· ···· 
13 .••••.. · • • • · · · · · 
13 ...••. · · · · • · · .. · 
14 .............. . . 
112 .••••..•• • • · · · .. 
21 .••••....• • · · ... 
16 ........ , · · · · · .. 
--------------------Total.. · · · • . . . . . . . . • • . 158 191 349 252 524 214 990 4,875 22 

















3 ·w § 
~ ~ z 
France· • • ·· · • • • • · • · .. • •... 64 1 47 80 148 47 1 ~ ::-:: 
~ti;r~i~1·:~:::::::::::::::: 2~ ... :~ ...... . 3i 1: ... ::.::::::::::::: ::: 
Spain . ........ .... .. ...... 4 :............ 5 20 •. ••••·••••• • 
---- ---:-----·-·_·_·_· I_ 
Total.. .. •,........... 97 1 71 168 124 1 251 74 449 /1,884 6 
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Rest of old world.......... 18 2 . . . . . . 19 45 2 ............... . 
South America .... ·......... 9 . .. . .. .. .. . . 22 26 ..................... . 
Total............ ...... 27 2 29 41 71 2 114 1,019 5 
Grand total........... 375 362 737 526 1,052 398 1,976 9,791 38 
The number of foreign institutions to which full series of Smithsonian 
publications were sent for 1854 amounted to 263, or five more than the 
previous year. The list is necessarily subject to considerable varia-
tion, new names being added, and others taken off for non-compliance 
with the regulations of the Institution, or other causes. An acknow-
ledgment of the reception of one package is imperatively required before 
another is sent, and in tbe failure to meet this rule, some first class 
institutions are dropped for one or two years, or until the omission is 
rectified. 
There is no portto which the Smithsonian parcels are shipped where 
any duties are charged on them, a certified invoice of contents from the 
Institution being sufficient to carry them through the custom-houses 
free of duty. 
Receipt of books by exchange.-The addjtions to the library of the 
Smithsonian Institution, by its exchanges, have been very marked during 
the year. Attention was called in the last report to the very great 
increase in our foreign exchanges, in consequence of the extension of 
the list of recipients of Smithsonian publications. During 1854, the 
W?rks received hnve been fully equal in value to those of 1853, con-
taming actually a larger r.umber of pieces, and binding up to a greater 
number of volumes. The following table exhibits the record of this 
department. The discrepancy between this record and that of the 
Mis. Doc. 24--3 
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library is owing to the fact that the latter included donations from indi-
viduals and other sources in this country, which the former did not, and 
that some separate sheets of maps were all bound together before being 
placed in the library : 
B.-T ABLE EXHIBITING THE NUMBER OF PIECES RECEIVED IN E X-
CHANGE DURING 1854. 
Volumes.-Fo1io and quarto_ - - ...• ~ .. - .... _......... 27] 
Octavo_ ..... _ ... __ ...... _ ............. _ 655 
926 
Parts of Volumes and Pamphlets.-Folio and quarto .... - . 447 
Octavo ____ ......... _ 1,021 
1,468 
Maps and Engravings .... _ ...... _____ . _______ ._._ ...... - 434 
Total_ . ___ .... _ ... __________ . _____ .. __ •.•...• _ . _ 2,828 
As was to be expected, a large proportion of receipts by exchanges 
consisted of the publications of learned societies, many of which, in 
addition to their current volumes·, have sent their back series, either in 
whole or part. This department of the library is rapidly becoming 
more and more complete, and is believed even now to exceed that of 
any other library in the country. The catalogue now in preparation of 
the publications of societies and periodicals belcnging to the Institution 
will furnish a ready means of indicating what are the desiderata of this 
nature. 
In addition, however, to returns from societies, the receipts from 
public libraries and universities of duplicates from their shelves have 
be_en very numerous, and consisting, as they usually do, of important 
scientific works, have proved highly acceptable. Owing to the con-
stant communication kept up with the principal men of science at home 
and_ abro~d, and the transmission to them of such publications of the 
Sm1thsoman Institution as related to their specialities~ very many valu-
able memoirs and works have been received in return from this source 
In !he very great number of large donations received during the 
year 1t ~as been found impossible to give a particular enumeration ?t 
!hem w1thout encroaching too much in the space allotted to me. This 
is, however, less necessary, as the catalogues now in preparation, and 
shortly to be printed, will convey full information on the subject. 
The follo":'ing tables contain a statement of the packages received 
from the van~ms sources specificed, for distribution in Europe as well 
as those received from Europe for this country : 
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C .-TABLE OF PACKAGES FROM AMERICAN INSTITUTION S FOR DIS-
TRIBUTION ABROAD, 
Cambridge.-N autical Almanac. ____ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Boston.-American Academy of Arts and Sciences. ____ .. - - -
Boston Society of Natural History ____________ ._ ... 
N"ew Haven.-American Journal of Science .. _______ .... - . - • 
New York.-New York Lyceum of Natural History ....... · ..• 
American Ethnological Society .... ____ ... _. _ .. 
Philadelphia.-Academy of Natural Sciences ... __ . __ ._. __ . -
American Philosophical Society ___ . __ . _ ..... 
- - Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. _ ... _ .. _ .. -
W a shington.-D nited Str1tes Patent Office. - - .. - - -... -..... . 
National Observatory __ .. __ ... __ .. _ . - - . - - . - -
Light-house Board _____ . __ ~ _. ________ ..... . 
New Orleans.-New Orleans Academy of Natural Sciences ... . 
C olumbus, Ohio.-Ohio Board 0f Agriculture._._._._ ....... . 
D etroit, Michigan.-Michigan State Agricultural Society. ___ .• 
Madison, Wisconsin.-Wisconsin State Agricultural Society .... 
S a n Francisco, California.-Geological Survey of California. _ .. 
S antiago, Ch-ile.-Observatory of Chili ..... - ,. - . - .. - - - - - - - . 




















Total received. _____ .. _. _______ .. ___ - - ... - .• - . . . . 2,816, 
D.-TABLE OF PACI{AGES R.ECEIVED FROM EUROPE FOR DISTRIBUTION 
TO VARIOUS SOCIETI~S IN AMERICA, 
Canada.-Various Societies ______ .. ___ . _ ..... - ... - . . . . . . . . . 3 
Boston.-American Academy of Arts and Sciences............. 50 
Natural History Society. _ ........... -.... - . - . - - - . - 26 
Bowditch Library _________ . _ .... _ .. ___ - . - - ..... _ 5 
Cambridge. -Observatory ________________ .. ___ ..... __ .... _ 7 
Botanic Garden . __ .... _ ........ - . - . - - . . . . . . . . 3 
Harvard University __ .... _ ~ . - ..... -- . - - ...... _ 13 
AstronomicalJournal. _. __ .. _. __ - _ .. __ - -_ .. _ _ _ _ 12 
American Association _____ . _ . _ - . - _ ......... _ . _ . 13 
Worcester.-Antiquarian Society. __ .... _ ... ___ ... __ ....... _. l 
N ew Haven.-American Journal of Science_ .............. _ . . . 37 
American Oriental Society __ .. _ ............ _ . . 5 
Albany.-New York State Library_. ___ ._ ..... _. __ .... __ . _ _ _ 10 
New York.-New York Lyceum of Natural History_. __ ... ____ • 11 
American Ethnological Society .. _ .. __ .... _ .. __ • ~ 1 
Geographical and Statistical Society ... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ _ 3 
American Institute. _ . __ .. _____ .... _________ •. _ _ 5 
W e~t Point.-United States Military Academy ... _ ..•. ___ . _. _. l 
Philadelphia.-American Philosophical Society .. _. __ .. ___ ... _. 47 
Academy of Natural Sciences. __ . __ . _. . . . • . • . . . 40 
Franklin Institute ....• _____ .•• _ ........ _ .•. _ 1 
Geological Survey of Pennsylvania._ .......• _._ 5 
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Washington.--President of the United States _____ . _ ... _____ • _ _ 1 
State Department. .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 
' United States Patent Office ___ .. ___ . _ .. ___ . _ _ _ _ 12 
Congress Library _________ .. ____ · ____ . _ . _____ • 7 
Coast Survey _ • ____ ~ .. ____ .. _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 
National Observatory ________ ... __ . __ . _______ . 30 
National Institute. ____ . _____ . _____ ... __ . _. _ _ _ 3 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs~ ______ . ____ . ___ . 1 
United States Na val Astronomical Expedition, Chili. 15 
Georgetown, District of Columbia.-Georgetown College. . . . . . . . . 6 
Chicago, lllinois.-:-Mechanics' Institute ____ . __ ~ __________ . __ . 5 
Colleges in different places ____ . _____________________ . _ _ _ _ _ 19 
Various State lib rm ies ____________________________ . ____ . _ 37 
Miscellaneous societies and individuals _______________ . _ . . . . . 543 
T.ota l _ . _ .... ____ . __ .. _ .. __ . __ .... _ • __ ...... _ . . . . . 987 
In concluding this portion of my report, I would beg to call your 
-attention to the zeal and fidelity with which the agents of the Institu-
tion in London, Leipsic, and. Paris, have discharged their duties. The 
thanks of the Institution are most especially due to Dr. J. G. Fliigel, of 
Leipsic, whose efforts in the great cause of tightening the bonds of union 
between the literary and scientific men and institutions of the two worlds 
are beyond all praise. 
3.-DoMESTIC ExcnANGES, 
The copies of volume 6 of Smithsonian Contributions were distributed 
e~~ly in the summer, through the agents of the Institution in different 
cities of the Union, as follows: Messrs. J. P. Jewett & Co., Boston; 
Geo. P. Putnam & Co., New York; Lippincott, Grambo & Co., Phila-
delphia; John Russell, Charleston; B. M. Norman, New Orleans; Dr. 
Geo. Engelmann, St. Louis; H. W. Derby, Cincinnati; and Jewett, 
Proctor & W orthinoton, Cleveland. The services of these gentlemen, 
involving considerable expense of time and trouble, have, in every in-
stance, been given without charge. 
4.-MpsEuM. 
a-Increase of the Museum. 
D~ring no period in the history of the Institution have the receipts of 
spec11?ens been so numerous, or valuable, as in the year 1854. ~on-
tnbution~ ha_ve been steadily flov,ring in from _widely remote re~~ons, 
many of ':"hich had been previously but little known. Expe~1t10n_s, 
both public and private, individuals and societies, have all aided m 
gathering together what is now confidently believed to be the. most 
valuable collection in the world of many divisions of the natural history 
of North America. Much has been done by parties aided directly to a 
greater or less extent by the Smithsonian Institution, and much by rer-
sons acting in an individual ancl inclepeudent capacity. The most 1m-
I 
I 
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portant additions have, however, been received from the various gov-
ernment expeditions mentioned hereafter. Many officers of the army, 
as heretofore, have forwarded more or less complete collections, made 
in the neighborhood of the posts at which they have been stationed. 
The government expeditions by which collections have been made 
are as follows : 
. United States Mexican Boundary Commission, under the scientific direc-
t10n of Major Emory, United States army; General Rabert B. Camp-
bell, commissioner. The region illustrated by the collections received 
consisted of the Rio Grande, from Eagle Pass to its mouth. Under the 
present organization r,f the commission, with Major Emory acting as 
commissioner in addition to his former duties, there is reason to hope 
for new results· of the most important character. · 
Survey ef route for railroad to the Pacific-
A. Northern route, under Governor I. I. Stevens. Region traversed 
extending from Fort Benton, on the Missouri, to the Pacific ocean. 
B. Parallel of 38°, under Lieutenant E. G. Beckwith. From the 
Arkansas, by way of Fort Mas_sachusetts and Salt Lake, to San 
Francisco. 
C. Parallel of 35°, under Lieutenant "\Vhipple. From Fort Smith, on 
the Arkansas, via Albuquerque, Zuni, San Francisco ·mountains, 
and the Mohave, to San Francisco. 
D. Partial route, under Lieutenant R. S. Williamson. Extending from 
San Francisco to the Mohave, and Tejon Pass to camp Yuma. 
E. Parallel of 32°, under Lieutenant J. G. Parke. Extending from 
camp Yuma via Tueson to El Paso. 
F. Parallel of 32°, under Captain J. Pope. From El Paso, acro:;s the 
head of the Brazos and Colorado, to Preston in Texas. 
Exploration ef the coast of California, by Lieutenant W. P. Trowbridge, 
United States army. 
Exploration of tlie La Plata and its tributaries, by Lieutenant Page, 
United States navy. 
A more particular account of these several expeditions will be found 
in the article on scientific explorations. 
From tbeRe different expeditions a large number of collections have 
been received, embracing material of the first importance and interP-st. 
Full reports are in preparation, and will be presented to Congress for 
publication with the other results of the explorations, and with such 
amount of illustrations as circumstances may require or authorize. 
Among the more private.explorations, from which results of the great-
est importance have been received, are those of Dr. P. IL Hoy, in Mis-
souri; Reverend A. C. Barry, in Wisconsin; Gustavus Wurdemann, 
in Louisiana; Lieutenant H. G. Wright, at Garden Key, Flori_da; 
Robert Kennicott, northern Illinois; Dr. L. A. Edwards, Fort Towson, 
&c.; together with my own, on the Jersey coast. Further accounts of 
these will be hereafter given. 
. In view of the vast multitude of objects received during the year, it 
1s manifestly impossible to give full details respecting them; and I can 
here only refer to this subject in the most general manner, taking up the 
collections in the following order: 
Mammals.-A specimen of the so-called Sampson fox, a peculiar va-
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riety of the red fox, or Vulpes fulvus, was received from Dr. Ackley and 
Dr. Kirtland, of Cleveland. Various kinds of Sorex, and other small 
mammals, from Reverend Chas. Fox, of Grosse Isle, Michigan.* The 
fcetus of a whale, from the arctic regions, was presented by Lieutenant 
Maury. The fresh skin and horns of a fallow deer ( Cervus dama), and 
elk (Elaphus canadensis,) by Colonel Tuley, of Clarke county, Virginia, 
whose extensive park contains many fine specimens of these species. 
A pair oflivingwilcl cats (Lynx ru:fus,) were sent by Dr. Evans through 
Dr. D. D. Ow~n. The most important additions, however, have been 
received from Lieutenant Trowbridge, collected on the Pacific coast; 
including skins of deer, wolves, foxes, hares, lynxes, &c., with many 
small mammals. In this collection are-several new species of hare. 
Birds.-A very large collection of the birds of California was received 
from Lieutenant Trowbridge, embracing nearly all of the larger aquatic 
species o(the coast, and another from Mr. ·cutts. A collection of over 
100 skins, from Gustavus W urdernann, at Calcasieu, Louisiana, in-
cluded several very rare and new species. Dr. Brewer presented some 
specimens from Wisconsin, and Mr. ·william M. Penrose an albino 
blackbird from near Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 
Reptiles and fishes.-As usual, it is in this department that the addi-
tions have been greatest. The species of Wisconsin have been received 
from Dr. Hoy and Mr. Barry; of New Jersey and New York, from 
Mr. Brevoort and myself; of Mississippi, from Colonel Wailes and 
Reverend Benjamin Chase; of California, from Dr. Newberry, Mr. 
Bowman, and Lieutenant Trowbridge; of Illinois, from Mr. J. D. Ser-
geant, Robert Kennicott, and Mr. Harris; of South Carolina, from Pro-
fessor Holmes, Mrs. Daniel, and Dr. Barker; of North Carolina, from 
Mr. Bridger, Mr. McNair, and Mr. Lineback; of Louisiana, from Mr. 
Wurdemann; of Mis:;ouri, from Dr. Hoy, Dr. Engelmann, and Mr. 
L~ar; of Alabama, from Mr. Edgewortlf; of Minnesota, from M~·· 
Riggs; of Tennessee, from Professors Owen and Johnson ; of Chi-
huahua, from Mr. Potts; of Gulf of Mexico, from Lieutenant Wright; 
of Surinam, from Dr. Wyman; of Brazil, from Mr. Austin; of Trinidad 
and Key West, from Professor W. H. Thomas; of Africa, from Dr. 
Steele; t~gether with many others. My limited space will not allow 
me to g? 1~to details respecting these collections beyond stating that 
those of Lieutenant Trowbridge are the most important, adding, as they 
do, so~e fifty riew species of fishes alone to the North American fauna. 
Collect10ns of: reptiles deposited by Dr. "'\i\T ebb, who procured them in 
nortb~rn Mexico, New Mexico, and Texas, are likewise very valuable. 
Qmte a_ large number of living reptiles-snakes, lizards, turtles,&~., 
we:e received during the year, but, owing to the want of means for 
their pr?per preservation, few survived. Among those; however, at 
present m apparent good health, may be mentioned a northern rattle-
snake ( Crotalus durissus) from Virainia · the hlack massasauga, ( Crotalo-
h IS ' • P orus massasauga_,) sent from Ohio by Dr. Kirtland; six speci-
mens of C. tergeminus, Say, or prairie rattle, from Illinois, by Robert 
* '!-'0 thi~ gentlei:nan the Institution has been under very great obligations (or numerous 
specime_ns illustratmg the zoology of Michigan, accompanied, usually, by cop10us notes o_n 
the habits and peculiarities of the species. lt is with profound regret that I have to record his 
death by cholera during the past summer. 
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Kennicott ; two young alligators from Professor Forshey, Texas; 
a snapping turtle, ( Chelonura serpentina) from Mississippi, and various 
·others. Another season will, however, find us bett r prepared for a 
gr~at variety of species already promised. Few collections of living 
an1.~-ials excite more interest in the spectator than those of reptiles, 
-w h1le the habits of rriany species, at present unknown, can only be 
<1.scertained by their study in captivity. None admit of such confined 
accommodations, or require so little attendance and food. 
Inz:ertebrata.-Marine invertebrata of Jersey, were collected by my-
self~ and of Louisiana by Mr. W urdeman11. A highly interesting and 
valuable collection made by Mr. Jarvis, inspector of timher in the 
Portsmouth navy yard, and presented by Commodore Smith, chief of 
the Bureau of Docks and Yards, illustrates well the growth of the 
1:eredo and barnacle, with the real or pretended artificial methods of 
preventing their ravages. From the experiments of Mr. Jarvis, how-
ever, it would seem to be proved conclusively that the white zinc 
paint, made by the New Jersey Company, as long as the surface 
covered by it remains unbroken, forms as effectual a protection to a 
ship's bottom as copper sheathing itse1£ Nearly all the alcoholir. col-
lections received included specimens of astaci and insects from differ-
ent parts of North America. 
Fossils.-Many valuable collections of fossil remains have been 
-received. An interesting series from the vicinity of Satow was for-
-warded by the Rev. L. Vortisch; Mr. G. Lambert, of .Mons, presented 
a series of carboniferous fossils of Belgium; specimens from Texas 
were sent in by Lieutenant J. G. Benton, United States army, and by 
Dr. Julius Froebel; from Panama by Dr. E. L. Berthoud; from 
Illinois by Dr. Stevens; from North Carolina by Mr. Bridger. A com-
plete set of minerals an<l fossils of the remarkable brown-coal beds of 
Brandon, Vermont, was received from David Buckland. Sharks 
teeth and mastodon bones of Florina, from Captain Casey, U9ited 
States army; fossil-wood of California, from Mr. Langton, and in-
fusor~al earth of Monterey, from Major Barnard. . . 
Minerals.-A. valuable collection of specimens 1llustratmg the mate-
rials of which some of the principal public buildings in Europe are con-
.structed, gathered by Mr. Evans, was deposited in his name by Lieutenant 
-Gillis, and minerals of New Mexico and Texas were received from 
Lieutenant Colonel J. K. Mansfield, United States army, and Dr. 
Froebel; opal of Mexico from Mr. Rogers. A series illustrating the 
.aurifo~ous deposites of Bridgewater, Vermont, was presented by Mr. 
Cunmngbam. 
Plants.-Some very large collections of plants of the Rocky Mount-
ains and the regions west were brought in by the exploring expeditions. 
Others were sent from Texas by Dr. Ervendburg, from Mmnesota by 
Mr. Riggs, from Madagascar by Messrs. Cotheal, &c. A very lai·ge 
leaf of the Talipot tree was presented by Commodore Aulick. 
Antiquities.-V arious specimens oflndian remains j n North America 
have been received during the year from various sources, as also an 
-ancient Peruvian vase from Talcahuana. 
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b-Work done in the Museum. 
The labor of receiving, unpacking, and assorting the specimens 
received during the year has been very great, occupying a large share 
of my time as well as that of Mr. Girard. 
Some idea of the labor involved may be obtained from the fact that 
in 1854 there were received 35 kegs and barrels, 26 cans, 175 jars, 94 
boxes, and 32 packages, all containing a greater or less number of 
specimens, giving an aggregate of over 350 different lots, without 
including numerous specimens received singly. All these -had to be 
assorted or repacked, labelled by localities, at least, and recorded in 
the proper books, and in most cases duplicate lists sent to the donors. 
We have, however, succeeded without other than mechanical aid in 
accomplishing all that was immediately necessary to be done, leaving-
very few arrears for the ensuing year. 
Considerable progress has, likewise, been made in the determinations 
and descriptions of the collections themselves. A number of reports 
upon the vertebrata of the several explorations, both of the Pacific rail-
road survey, and of the United States navy astronomical expedition, 
under Lieutenant Gillis, have been either completed by Mr. Girard 
and myself or are in an advanced state of progress. The series of 
descriptive systematic catalogues of the collections has been extended 
by the preparation of an elaborate account of the North American 
toads by Mr. Girard, and of the frogs and tree frogs by myself; these 
are entirely finished and ready for press, and will make a volume 
nearlr ~s large as the catalogue of North American serpents. Full 
descn_pt101!s of t~e families, genera, and species of all inhabiting_ North 
Amenc~ (mcludmg abou_t 20 new ones) a.re given, and analytic ~nd 
exhaustive metbods applied to the species. Such catalogues, formmg 
as th~y do so many manuals in North American zoology, extend the 
benefits o~ the museum far beyond its walls. The demand, indeed, 
for them 1s so great, from all parts of the world, tbat of tbe catalogue 
of serpents two editions of 1,000 copies each have been called for and 
distributed. 
A_good deal of time has also been taken up in the preparatio? of 
specime?s for examination, cleaning skeletons and skulls, dissectmg, 
&c.,_ while the selection, labelling, pack.mg, and recording of the col-
lectwns rnnt from the Institution have created no inconsiderable 
amount of labor. 
In connxtion with the subject of the work done in the museum, it 
m~~' perhaps, be proper to refer to the article in the appendix con-~ 
tamrng the r~sult of my observations on the habits and peculiarities_ of 
the fi_sb~s of the Jew~y coast, as made in the summer, together w1~h 
de_s~npt10ns of the colors from life of such species as are apt to fade m 
spmts. 
c-The present Condition of the Museum. 
The paragraph upon the work clone in the Museum covers to some 
~xtent the subj ect of the present heading. No change has been made 
m the places of deposit of the specimens owing to the very recent 
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period at which the new hall intended to receive the collections was 
con_ipleted, and this year, it is earnestly hoped, will not pass without 
an improvement in this respect. The new hall is quite large enough 
to contain all the collections hitherto made, as well as such others 
?elonging to the government as may be assigned to it. No single room 
1n. the country is, perhaps, equal to it in capacity or adaptation to its 
pu~poses, as, by the proposed arrangement, it is capable of receivi:pg 
t~1ce as large a surface of cases as the old Patent Office hall, and 
three times that of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. 
In this room, then, there will be abundant opportunity to arrange all the 
collections which have been made or may be expected for some time to 
come in the order best suited to the wants of the student and most inter-
esting to the casual visitor. In the mean time, under the conditions of 
the past year, everything has been done to render the collections as 
available and accessible as circumstances would allow; all the North 
A.merican mammalia, amounting to over 500 specimens in skins, have 
been arranged systematically in drawers of dust and insects-proof 
walnut cases. The birds have been similarly treated, while the 
reptiles and fishes (each species from each locality in a separate jar) 
have been assorted as systematically as the over crowding of the 
present confined . space would allow. During the year several thou-
sand jars have been filled with alcholic specimens, which are illy 
accommodated on shelves, nearly every square inch of which was 
occupied at the beginning of the year. The shells of mollusca with 
the minerals and fossils, have generally been repacked after entry and 
stored away for the present, requiring as they do a less vigilant super-
vision. This has, to a certain extent, likewise been done with the 
plants. 
cl-Distribution ef Collections. 
In accordance with the spirit of the Institution, quite a large number 
of specimens, in sets varying in magnitude, have been distributed 
during the past year to various institutions and individuals desiring 
them for purposes of special investigation. Some of these may be 
looked upon in the light of returns for similar favors received or 
promised, but they have generally beeu furnished \vithout reference to 
an equivalent of any kind. As the facilities of the Institution for re-
ceiving and properly arranging its collections increase and the du-
plicates are ascertained, by a proper examination of the specimens, 
this system of distribution may be carried to an extent that shall ma-
terially affect the progress of science throughout this country and the 
world. . 
To the investigator who has heretofore been obliged to spend the 
test years of his life in collecting together the materials of his labor, 
gathered amid toils and privations to which, in the e1?d, he may be 
forced to succumb, the advantage of finding all he needs ready to his 
hand, and in greater extent and variety than he could singly hope to 
obtain, are beyond all calculation. For this reason it is that the accu-
mulation of a large amount of duplicate material becomes necessary, 
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in addition to the complete series of specimens to be retained on the 
shelves. 
Among the more important collections thus distributed may be men-
tioned one of 145 species of North American birds, in 199 specimens, 
to the Swedish Academy of Sciences at Stockholm, in return for a very 
valuable collection of skins and skeletons of north European mammalia; 
97 species and 160 specimens of North Amerjcan birds to Mr. F. 
Sturm, of Niirnburg, in return for collectim1 of birds, &c., from central 
Europe; 104 lots of fishes and invertebrates to Professor Agassiz, of 
Cambridge, in return for numerous donations of duplicates from his 
pre-eminently valuable collection; fishes of Massachusetts to Dr. D. 
H. Storer, of Boston, to assist him in the preparation of his memoir on 
the fishes of the State; numerous birds and quadrupeds, both European 
and North American, to the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences; 
eggs of American birds to Dr. T. M. Brewer, for his work on North 
American oology; large numbers of North American coleoptera to Dr. 
Leconte, for his memoirs on this department of entomology, &c. The 
list is capable of considerable extension, but there is enough to show 
how the Institution has endeavored to co-operate with all societies and 
individuals, engaged in special investigations, reyuiring materials ad-
ditional to those already in their possession. 
It will, however, be sufficiently evident that the Smithsonian In-
stitution cannot indiscriminately undertake systematic exchange .of 
specimens with other parties-with individuals especially. The _for.ce 
of the natural history department is not now sufficient for this, :md may 
~1ev~r be. To the mere collector, as distinguished from the investigator, 
it will not be expedient to distribute specimens to any considerable 
e~tent, as the disposable stock may be reduced so low as to render it 
difficult or impossible to do proper justice to the student. While, 
however, the Institution cc::.nnot undertake the mere business of exchange 
:Vith individuals, unless in exceptional cases, and even with institutions, 
it ca_n do and has done much to facilitate such exchange between other 
part_1es. Scarcely a week passes without the communication of infor-
mat10n of the readiness or desire of exchange in particular departments 
on the part of different individuals or associations. All notifications or 
applications of the kind are systematically recorded in the proper 
books and duly referred to when occasion requires. 
LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM OF THE SMITH-
SONIAN INSTITUTION DURING 1854. 
Professor E. B. Andrews.-Keg of fishes from the Ohio river. 
Commodore J. Auliclc, U. S. N.-Leaf of Tali pot palm ( Corypha um-
bracaul~(era) from Ceylon. 
Joseplt B. Aus~in.-J ar of reptiles from Para. . . 
Spencer J!· Bm,r_-d.-!wo kegs and one hnnclredJarsoffishes, andmver-
tebrates, with skms of birds, skulls and teeth of sharks and rays; from 
Beesley's Point, Cape May county, New Jersey. One keg of fishes 
from Greenport and Riverhead, Long Island. One keg of fishes from 
the fresh and brackish waters about Sina-Sina, New York. One keg b b 
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of fishes from the Hackensack river and Sparkill, Rockland county, 
New York. 
Dr. S. W. Barlcer.-Living specimens of Nerodia erythrogaster, 
H eterodon niger, Ophibolus Retulu$, and Elapsfulvus from South Carolina. 
Major J. G. Barnard, U. S. A.-Infusorial earth from Monterey, 
California. 
Rev. A. C. Barry.-Keg of fishes from southern Wisconsin; two 
kegs of mammals, reptiles, fishes, &c., from northern Wisconsin. 
Lieutenant J. G. Benton, U. S. A.-Box of fossils from San Antonio, 
Texas. 
Dr. E. L. Bertlwud.-Fossils from the isthmus of Panama. Indian 
relics and fishes from Bourbon county, Kentucky. 
J. S. Bowman and S. M. Bowman.-Fishes and reptiles collected on 
the route from Salt Lake city to Marysville, California. . 
C. C. Brevoort.-Fresh specimens of Esox fasciatus from Long Island. 
Fresh specimens of trout and hake from New York. Fishes, in alcohol, 
from the vicinity of Brooklyn, New York. 
T. M. Brewer, M. D.-Skins of birds from Dane county, Wisconsin. 
J. L. Bridger.-Stand containing a series of tertiary fossils, with 
living serpents, Farancia abacurus, and tvvo birds, Ortyx Virginianus, 
from Edgcombe county, North Carolina. 
David Buclcland.-Box of minerals and fossils from the brown coal 
<leposit of Brandon, Vermont. 
Captain Casey, U. S. A.-Fossil teeth of mastodon and sharks from 
Florida. 
Rev. Benjamin Chase.-Stuffed Sternothaerus from Concordia lake, 
Louisiana. -
Captain Chatten.-Sµecimens, in alcohol, of Ophidium marginatum 
from Beesley's point, New Jersey. 
Charlestnn College, S. C.-Duplicates of a collection of Ba~rachia. 
M essrs. Cotheal iy Co., New Yorlc.-Specimens of seeds of s1lk cotton; 
leaves, fruit, and manufactured cloth from the Rafar palm, Madagas-
car. l\iiode 1 of Madagascar canoe. 
John P. Cunningham.-Box of minerals illustrating the auriferous 
deposits of Vermont. 
R. D. Cutts.-Skins of thirty species of birds from San Francisco 
county, California. . · 
Mrs. M. E. Daniel.-Can of reptiles and fishes from Anderson, South 
Carolina. 
Edward T. Denig.-Reptiles and fishes from Fort Union, Nebrask~. 
T. J. Dryer.-Specimens of minerals from the summit of Mount 
Hood, Oregon. 
J. Eckels, (United States consul, Talcahuana.)-Peruvian vase and 
ear of corn, disinterecl near 'falcahuana. 
A. E. Edgeworth.-Can of reptiles and fishes, with dried plants, 
shells, &c., from Marengo county, Alabama. 
Dr. L. A. Edwards, U. S. A -One box of fossils, one bale of plants, 
ten jars of reptiles and insec:ts, and various heads and feet of birds, 
from Fort Towson, Arkansas. · 
Dr. George Engelmann.-One barrel fishes, reptiles, and ma:mmals 
from St. Louis. 
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L. C. Ervendburg.-Package of seeds· of Texas plants . . 
Dr. J. Evans and Dr. D. D. Owen.-Two living wild cats, (Lynx 
rufus,) from the Upper Missouri. ' 
Dr. Julius Froebel.-Box of fossils and minerals from Texas and New 
Mexico. 
Prefessor Charles Fox.-Skin of shrew, ( Sorex dekayi.) . 
Lieutenant J.M. Gilliss, U. S. N.-Specimens of building materials 
collected in Europe, by W.W. Evans. Deposited. 
John Greiner.-Specimens of Phrynosoma, in alcohol, from Santa Fe. 
Dr. A. M. Grinnan.-Collection of plants from near Fredericksburg, 
Virginia. Can ofreptiles and fish from Madison·, Virginia. 
J. 0. Harris.-Fossils, insects, fishes, and reptiles, from Ottawa, 
Illinois. 
Dr. Henderson, U. S. N.-J ar of fishes from Columbia county, Penn· 
sylvania. 
Mrs. Mary Her~(ord.-Bones of Zeuglodon, from a marl bed in Cal-
vert county, Maryland. . 
Dr. Herrford.-Liviog specimens of Leptophis cestivus, from Prmce 
George's, Maryland. 
Dr. P. R. Hoy.-Fishes from southern Wisconfiin; keg of fishes, 
reptiles, and mammals, from Illinois and Missouri; two kegs of fishes 
and reptiles from western Missouri ; reptiles from Mansfield county, 
Ohio. 
Rev. Thomas R'. Bttnt.-Red shale, with teeth of fishes, from northern 
Pennsy 1 vania. · 
!1·. W. Kennicott.-Two jars of reptiles, fishes, &c., from·· northern 
Illm~1s; box containing six living Crotalophorus tergemjnu!, and other 
species of serpent, with other reptiles, from l':10rthern Illm01s. . 
Dr. W. S. King, U. S. A.-Skins of chaparal cock, ( Geococcyx MeX1,· 
canus,) from San Diego, California. 
C. F. Kirtland.-Keg of fishes from Yellow creek, Ohio. 
Professor J. P. Kirtland and Dr. Ackley.-Fresh specimen of Samp-
son fo~, ( Vulpes fulvus,) from Cleveland, Ohio. 
Proj. J. P. Kirtland.-Four living specimens of Crotalophorus massas-
sun!{a, 
G. Lam.bert.-Fossils and rocks from Belaium. 
W, ]!. L~,ngton.-Fossil wood and sulph1~et of iron, from the Minne-
sota mmes m California. 
O. !/· P. Lear.-Fishes from Marion county, Missouri. . 
_Ma1or John Le Conte.-J ar of reptiles from Liberty county, Georgia; 
skm of Sor:ex from Georgia . 
. J. C. Lineback.-Can of reptiles and fishes from Salem, North Caro-
lma. 
Marshall McDonald.-Living specimen of Scotophis Alleghaniernis, 
Alle~hany black snake, from Hampsbire county, Virginia. 
L ieutenant A. McRae, United States navy.-Scorpions and crustaceans 
from Panama. 
J. C. McNair.-Eight jars of reptiles and fishes from Summerville, 
North Carolina. 
!l· C. Mack.-S pecimens of Zanzibar copal, enclosing an insect and 
a lizard. 
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Rev. Charles Mann and Masters George and William Mann.-Salaman-
d~r ( Amblystoma opacum) with eggs taken in February, 1854. Can of 
fishes and reptiles from Gloucester county, Virginia. 
Colonel J. K. l,fan#,eld, United States Army.-Box of minerals and 
fossils, collected between Fort Atkinson and Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
Ron. George P. Marsh.-Keg of fishes and reptiles with shells, &c., 
from Palestine, Syria, &c. 
Lieutenant M. F. Maury, United States Navy.-Fmtus of right 
whale, and portion of the skin of sperm whale of 75 barrels, from the 
North Atlantic. . 
Prefessor 0. W. Aforris.-Young Menopoma just excluded from the 
egg, Holston :river, Tennessee. 
W. E. Moore,__:_Skin of bumming bird, from the Island of Juan Fer-
nandez. 
Dr. J. S. Newberry.-Jar of reptiles from Bodega, California (de-
posited .) 
Professor R. Owen.-Keg of reptiles and fishes from Tennessee. 
William M. Penrose.-Skin of albino female of Agetaius phoeniceus, 
shot near Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 
Charles Pillichody.-Two cans of fishes from Mobile, Alabama. 
John Potts.-Skins of mammalia and reptiles in alcohol, from New 
Mexico. Skins of Lepus artemisia and of several birds, with a can of 
reptiles and fishes, from Chihuahua. 
Alfred L. Riggs.-Can of reptiies and fishes, from Lac qui Parle, 
Minnesota. 
J eremiah Rogers.-Precinus opal from Mexico. 
Hon. Sion H. Rogers.-Fossil bone from Roanoke, North Carolina. 
Sir R. Schomburgh.-Land shells, from Guiana. 
J. D. Sergeant.-Specimens of Pityophis and Eittamia, from Illinois. 
Dr. G. G. Shumard.-Five cans of fishes, one can of reptiles and 
t ,Yo boxes of insects, from Fort Smith, Arkansas. 
Captain E. K. Smith, U. S. A.-Fishes and reptiles, from St. Au-
gustine, Florida. 
Commodore Smith, U. S. N.-Series of specimens illustrating the ex-
periments of Mr. John Jarvis. inspector of timber, navy yard, Ports-
mouth, Virginia, on the growth and ravages of teredo and barnacle, 
and means of protection against them. 
Dr. Thomas L. Steele.-Four jars of reptiles and fishes, with one 
Pteropus, from Cape Palmas, west Africa. 
Dr._ R. P. Stevens.-Box of fossils anJ shells, from Illinois. 
Prefessor W. H. B. Thomas.-J ar of reptiles, from Trindad, and one 
from Key West, Florida. Skin of Scalops breweri. 
Lieutenant W. P. Trowbridge, U. S. A.-One keg and can of reptiles 
and fishes, with two boxes of skins of birds and mammals, skeletons, 
shells, &c., from San Diego, Monterey, and Presidio, California. 
Colonel Joseph Tulcy.-Skins and horns of male falww deer, Cervus 
dama, and elk, Ela,phus canadensis, from his park in Clarke county,-
Virginia. 
Pjarrer L. Vortisch.-Collections of minerals, fossils, and antiquities, 
fro m Satow, Germany. 
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Colonel B. L. C. Wailes.-Three kegs of fishes, from Mississisippi. 
Keg of repti~es and fishes, from Washington, Mississippi. 
Dr. T. H. Webb.-Reptiles, mammals, insects, &c., from California, 
New Mexico, and Texas. (Deposited.) 
Lieutenant H. G. Wri!{ht, U. S. A.-Keg of fishes, from Fort Jeffer-
son, Garden Key, Florida. · 
Gustavus Wurdemann.-Fishes, reptiles, and invertebrates, from 
Aransas, Texas, and New Orleans. Box of bird skins, and ten jars 
of reptiles, fishes, &c., from Calcasieu, Louisiana. Six jars of fishes, 
&c., from Fort Morgan, Mobile, Alab,ama. Reptiles, fishes, and in-
vertebrates, Brazos, Texas. Fishes, reptiles, and invertebrates in 
alcohol, with skins of birds and mammals, from Aransas, Texas. 
Dr. J~ Wyman.-Can of fishes and reptiles, from Surinam and 
Guiana. 
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List of Meteorological Stations and Observers. 
State. 
Nova Scotia .••••.••. 
Canada ............ . 
Maine ............. . 
Name of observer. 
Henry Poole ........... . 
A. T. S. Stuart. ...••... 
Dr. Charles Smallwood .. 
George B. Barrows •..••. 
Joshua Bartlett ......•.. 
John J. Bell .......... .. 
William D. Dana ...... . 
Samuel A. Eveleth .••••. 
Rev. S. H. Merrill .••••. 
J. D. Parker ........... . 
New Hampshire ••••• Samuel N. Bell ........ . 
, rer1nont , ••••••••••• 
Ylassachusetts ••••••• 
Rhode Island •••••••• 
Connecticut ••••••••• 
New York ......... . 
. Rev. L. W. Leonard ... . 
R. C. Mack ........... . 
Dr. William Prescott .•.. 
George B. Sawyer •••••. 
Henry E. Sawyer ..••••. 
Albert A. Young . ••••• ~ 
Prof. Ira Young ....... S 
D. Buckland .....••••••. 
James K. Colby ....... t 
J. P. Fairbanks ....... ~ 
Charles A. J. Marsh ... { 
James A. Paddock ••.. 5 
D. Underwood .••••... . . 
Zadock Thompson ••.•• • 
Lucius C. Allin ..••..... 
William Bacon ........ . 
John Brooks .•.......... 
Marshal Conant ........ . 
Prof. P. A. Chadbourne .. 
Emerson Davis ..•.•..•.. 
B. R. Gifford ......... .. 
Amasa Holcomb ....... . 
George Chandler, M. D .. 
D. J. Holmes ......... { 
James Orton ......... , 5 
Hon. Wm. Mitchell .... . 
R. D. Mussey .......... . 
Dr. J. Geo. Metcalf . • ••. 
Dr. H. C. Perkins ...... . 
Henry Rice ............ . 
Samuel Rodman •••.•••. 
Dr. James Robbins .••••. 
Prof. E. S. Snell. ...... . 
Dr. E. A. Smith ....... . 
Albert Schlegel ..••...•. 
Prof. A. Caswell ..••.•.. 
George Manchester ..•.•. 
Samuel Powel ••••••..•. 
Henry C. Sheldon ...... . 
Rev. T. Edwards ....... . 
T. S. Gold ............ . 
D. Hunt ............... . 
Prof. J. Johnston ...•.••. 
Dr. Ovid Plumb ..•.••••• 
James Rankin .......... . 
E. M. Alba ............ . 
Edward A. H. Allen ..•.. 
Thomas B. Arden .•••••• 
Warren P . Adams ...... . 
Charles A. Avery ...... . 
John Bowman ......... . 
S. De Witt Bloodgood .•• 
Residence. County. 
Albion Mines ..•••.. Pictou. 
W olfville, Acadia C9 llege. 
St. Martin's, near M ontreal. 
Fryeburg ........••. Oxford. 
South Thomaston. . . Lincoln. 
Carmel.. . • . . . . . . • • . Penobscot. 
Perry .............. Wa shington. 
Windham •.. .•••••. Cumberland. 
Bluebill .••••.••..•. Hancock. 
Steuben ... : . . . .. • . . Washington. 
Manchester .•... . ••. Hillsboroug·h . 
Exeter .•. .•• •.••••. Rockingham . 
Londonderry , • . . • . . Rockingham. 
Concord ............ Merrimack . 
Salmon Falls ....... Stafford. 
Great Falls ..••.••.. Stafford. 
Hanover .. • • • • .. . . . Grafton. 
Brandon ..••••••.... Rutland. 
St. Johnsbury ....... Caledonia. 
Craftsbury .......... Orleans. 
Castleton ........... Rutland. 
Burlington .••.•.•••. Crittenden. 
Springfield ••..•..•. Hampden. 
Richmond ••••••.•.. Berkshire. 
Princeton.. • • • • . . • • . Worcester. 
Bridgewater •••.•.•. Plymouth. 
Williamstown •••••. Berkshire. 
Westfield ...•.•••••. Hampden. 
Wood's Hole ••••••• Barnstable. 
Southwick .•.••••••. Hampden. 
Worcester. • . •• • • • • . Worcester. 
Williamstown .•••••• Berkshire. 
Nantucket. . . • . • • • . . Nan tuck et. 
Rockport .•.•••••••. Essex. 
Mendon. • . .. • • • . . . . Worcester . 
Newburyport ....... Essex. 
North Attleboro'. . • . Bristol. 
New Bedford . • . • • • . Bristol. 
Uxbridge . • • . .. • • • • . Worcester. 
Amherst. ...•.•••••. Hampshire. 
Worcester •... , • • • • . Worcester. 
Taunton ............ Bristol. 
Providence ......... Providence . 
Portsmouth. . • • . • . • . Newport. 
Newport . . • • • • • • . . . Newport. 
North Scituate •••••• Providence. 
New London. . • . . • . . New London. 
West Cornwall .•••. Litchfield. 
Pomfret ••••••••.••. Windham. 
Middletown ..••..••. Middlesex. 
Salisbury ........... Litchfield. 
Saybrook ..••••••••. Mid.dlesex. 
Angelica . • • • .. • • • • . Alleghany. 
Troy .••••••.••.• , • • Rensselaer. 
Beverly ............ Putnam. 
Glen's Falls •••••••• Warren. 
Seneca Falls ........ Seneca. 
Baldwinsville ....... Onondaga . 
New York .......... New York. 
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METEOROLOGICAL LIST-Continued. 
State. Name of observer. 
New York-Con .•••. Eph. N. Byram .•....••. 
J. Everett Breed ...•.... 
C. Thurston Chase ..•••• 
E. A. Dayton ..•••••.•.. 
J. S. Gibbons ...••••..•. 
W. E. Guest ...•••••.•.. 
J. Caroll House ..•...•.. 
J. H. Hart ....••••..•••. 
Dr. S. B. Hunt ..•.•. , .. 
E.W. Johnson ...•..•.. 
John Lefferts .......... . 
L. A. Langdon ....•.•.. 
Charles A. Lee ........ . 
Capt. W. S. Malcom ..•. 
L. F. Munger ..•••••.• ,. 
Prof. D. J. Pratt. ••.• , •. 
Dr. J. W. Smith ...•.•.. 
Elias 0. Salisbury ...•••. 
Dr. H. P. Sartwell. ••••. 
'Rev. Thomas H. Strong. 
Stillman Spooner ..•..•• 
C. S. ·woodward ....... . 
P. 0. Williams ..•....•. 
Walter D. Yale ........ . 
New Jersey .•• , ••.••• Robert L. Cooke ....... . 
Prof. Geo. H. Cook ...•. 
Rev. Ad. Frost .....•... 
E. T.1\1ack ...••.•••.... 
W. A. Whitehead ..••••• 
Pennsylvania .••••••• Samuel Brown ......•••• 
W. 0. Blodget. ..•.•.••. 
Dr. A. C. Blodget ...•••• 
John Comly .......... .. 
D. S. Deering .•••••..•. 
Fenelon Darlington ..... 
Joseph Edwards ...••.... 
Rev. D. J. Eyler .•....•. 
John Heisely ...••••.••. 
Ebenezer Hance ......•.. 
0. T. Hobbs ........... . 
John Hughes .......... . 
M. Jacobs ............. . 
Prof. J. A. Kirkpatrick •. 
J. R. Lowrie .......... . 
Rev. J. Grier Ralston .. . 
Paul Swift. ..•••••...••• 
Francis Schreiner ..••••. 
Dr. H. Smyser .••. , •.•••• 
Dr. R. P. Stephens ..... . 
T. H. Thickstun .•.•.••. 
A. D. Weir ..•••••.••••• 
W. W. Wilson ..•••.••. 
D 1 R. Weiser .•••••....••.. e aware••·•,, ..... Prof. W. A. Crawford ... 
M J.P. Walker ....•••.•.. ~ aryland ... , , , ..... Pr_of. William Baer ...• l 
Miss H. M. Baer ..•••• ~ 
Rev. John P. Carter. .... 
Henry E. Hanshaw ..•••. 
Benj. 0. Lowndes ..•.••. 
Prof. las. F. Maguire •••. 
Virginia .• ,, ••••••• ,. Lieut. R. F. Astrop ..... 
Samuel Couch .•••••.... 
Benj. Hallowell .••••.••. 
Residence. County. 
Sag Harbor .••••• , , • Suffolk. 
Smithville ......... , Jefferson. 
Chatham ........... Columbia. 
Madrid ............. St. Lawrence. 
New York ......... , New York. 
Ogdensburg ..•...••. St. Lawrence. 
Lowville . . • • • • • . • • . Lewis. 
Oswego . • • • • .. . • . • • Oswego. 
Buffalo ..••••••••• , • Erie. 
Canton ............. St. Lawrence. 
Lodi ............... Seneca. 
Falconer ......... , • Chautauque. 
Peekskill. , .•. , • • • • • Westchester. 
Oswego .••• , •.••••• Oswego. 
Le Roy ••••••.•••• , Genessee. 
Fredonia ........... Chautauque. 
East Franklin .•••••• Delaware. 
Buffalo ... , ..•..... , 8rie. 
Penn Yan , • • • • • . • • • Yates. 
Flat bush .......... , J{ings. 
Wampsville ..•... , •• Madison. 
Beaver Brook ... , ••• Sullivan. 
Gouverneur ........ St. Lawrence. 
Rouseville ..••..•••. Lewis. 
Bloomfield ...•..•.•. Essex. 
New Brunswick. . • . . Middlesex. 
Burlington .......... Burlington. 
New Brunswick. , • • . Middlesex. 
Newark ............ Essex. 
Bedford ....••..• , • , Bedford. 
Sugar Grove ..•••••• Warren. 
Youngsville .••••.••. Warren. 
By berry . . . • • • • • . • • . Philadelphia.. 
Brookville ..••••.•.. Jefferson. 
Pocopson ..•••••.••• Chester. 
Chromedale ...•...•• Delaware. 
Waynesboro' ....... Franklin. 
Harrisburg ..•...•.. Dauphin. 
Morrisville ..••...... Bucks. 
Randolph .•••••..••• Crawford. 
Pottsville ........... Schuylkill. 
Gettysburg . • • • . . • . . Adams. 
Philadelphia ••••• , .. Philadelphia. 
Warrior's Mark •.••. Huntington. 
Norristown ......... Montgomery. 
Haverford .......... Philadelphia. 
Moss Grove •••••••. Crawford. 
Pittsburgh .......... Alleghany. 
Ceres .............. McKean. 
Meadville ...••••••• Crawford. 
Freeport. . . • • • • • • • • . Armstrong. 
Pittsburgh .......... Alleghany. 
Andersville ..•••..•. Perry. 
Newark .•••••.••••• New Castle. 
Dover ...•••••..••• , Kent. 
Sykesville....... • • . Carroll. 
Hagerstown , . . . . • . . W ashin~ton. 
Frederick .. , • .. . • • • . Frederick. 
Blenheim . .•••••.... Prince George's. 
New Windsor . . • • • . Carroll. 
Crichton's Store ..•.. Brunswick. 
Ashland .••••..••••. Putnam. 
Alexandria. • , . , ..... Alexandria. 
I 
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METEOROLOGICAL LIST-Continued. 
State. Name of ·observer. Residence. 
Virginia-Continued. Jed. Hotchkiss .••••••••• Bridgewater .••.•••. 
Samuel X. Jackson .••••• Leesburg .•.••••.•.. 
William S. Kern ........ Huntersville ....... . 
Charles J. Meriwether.- Montcalm •.••••.••. 
J. W. Marvin ..••••••••. Winchester ........ . 
A. Nettleton ............ Lynchburg ........ . 
Thomas Patton •.••••••. Lewisburg .••••..••. 
Prof. Geo. R. Rosseter •. Buffalo •.•••••••••. 
David Turner ..•• ••••••. Richmond ...•...••. 
Prof. N. B. Webster •••. Portsmouth •.••.••. 
North Carolina •••••• Rev. Fred. Fitzgerald ... Jackson ........... . 
Dan. Morelle... • • • .. • • . Thornbury ........ . 
Prof. Jas. Phillips ....••. Chapel Hill .. ...... . 
Dr. J. Bryant Smith ..•.. Lincolnton ....•..•. 
:South Carolina •••••. Thornton Carpenter.. • • . Camden .......... . 
Alex. Glennie .•••.••••. vV a.ccaman ........ . 
H. W. Ravenel. •••.••.. Aiken ............ . 
J. A. Young ............ Camden .......... .. 
,Georgia ............. R. T. Gibson ........... Whitemarsh Island .. 
William Haines .•••••••. Augusta .••••••.•.. 
John F. Posey .•••••.••. Savannah ......... . 
Dr. E. M. Pendleton ••.. Sparta .•••••••••••. 
William Schley .•••..... Augusta .•••••••••. 
ProL Wm. D. Williams . Madison ..•...••••. 
Florida ••••••••••••. Dr. A. S. Baldwin ••.••• Jacksonville ....... . 
W. C. Dennis .......... Key West •••••.•... 
John Newton ........... Orange Hill ....... . 
John Pearson ..••...•••. Pensacola .••••..••. 
Aug. ~teele .•••••...•••• Cedar Keys ........ . 
Alabama. • • • • • • • • • • . George Benagh. • • . • . • • . Tuscaloosa ........ . 
S. J. Cumming ......... Monroeville •..••••. 
Prof. John Darby .•••••. Auburn ........... . 
Ben. F. Holley ......... Wetokaville •••.•••. 
R. T. Meriwether ....... McMath's P. 0 .... . 
H. Tutwiler ............ Green Springs •••••. 
Prof. M. Tuomey . • • • • • . Tuscaloosa ..••.••.. 
Mississippi .......... A. R. Green ............ Jackson ........... . 
Prof. L. Harper. ••...•.. Oxford .•••••••••••. 
Rev. E. S. Robinson • • • . Garlandsville .•••••. 
Wm. Henry Waddell •••. Grenada .......... . 
Louisiana ........... Dr. E. H. Barton ....... New Orleans ...... . 
Prof. W. P. Riddel •.•••. Jackson ........... . 
Texas .••••••.•••.••• Prof. L. C. Ervendberg . . New Wied ..•...••. 
J. VV. Glenn ........... Austin ............ . 
Dr. S. K. Jennings •••••. Austin .•.•••••••••. 
Tennessee ........... Dr. Robert T. Carver .••. Friendship ........•. 
George Cooke, { .11 Prof. L. Griswold 5 • • • • Knoxvi e • • • • • • · · • · 
Jas. Higgins... • • .. . • • • • Memphis .... , ..... . 
Prof. Hamilton .......... Trenton ........... . 
Prof. Ben. C. Jillson ..• •. Lebanon .......... . 
W. M. Stewart ..•..•••. Glenwood ......... . 
Prof. A. P. Stewart .•.•. Lebanon .......... . 
Kentucky ........... 0. Beatty .............. Danville .......... . 
E. L. Berthoud ..••.••.. Maysvi1le ......... . 
Rev. J. Miller, { 
Rev. G. S. Savage 5 • .. • Millersburg ........ . 
L. G. Ray ............. Paris ............. . 
Dr. John Swain ..•••.••. Ballardsville ....... . 
J. D. Shane. • • • • . . • • • • • Lexington ....•..••. 
Mrs. Lawrence Young. • • Springdale ..••..••. 
Ohio . .... •, ••• , •.•.. Prof. J. W. Andrews . .•. Marietta .......... . 
Prof. G. M. Barber •••••• Berea ............. . 
R. S. Bosworth ......... College Hill ....... . 
F. A. Benton. . • . .. . • • • . Mount Vernon •••••. 






































































Indiana ............ . 
Illinois ..... ........ . 
Missouri., ... , •..... 
Jo,va .•••.• ....••.•. 
W isconsin •••.••.... 
Name of observer. Residence. County. 
Geo. L. Crookham .••••• Jackson, C.H ..•••. Jackson. 
Miss Ardelia Cunningham Unionville .•••••.••. Lake. 
Jacob N. Desellem •••••• Richmond. • • • • .. • • • Jefferson. 
Lewis M. Dayton ....... Newark ............ Licking. 
J. H. Fairchild ... , ...... Oberlin ••••••.••••• Loraine. 
L. Groneweg. . . . .. • • • • • Germantown . . . • • • • Montgomery. 
G. A. Hyde ............ Norwalk ........... Huron. 
F. Hollenbeck . • • • • • . • . . Perrysburg .•••• , • • . Wood. 
Dr. J. G. F. Holston .••. Zanesville .......... Muskingum. 
F. W. Hurtt ............ Cincinnati ..••.••••. Hamilton. 
Dr. John Ingram .•••.. ,. Savannah .•••••.•.. Ashland. 
Dr. J. P. Kirtland .••••• East Rockport. ••••• Cuyahoga. 
G. W. Livezay. • • . . . • • . Gallipolis . • • • • • . • . . Gallia. 
John F. Lukens ......... Zanesfield., ........ Logan. 
J. McD. Mathews ....... Hillsboro' .......... Highland. 
G. S. Ormsby ........ .. College Hill .•.•.••. Hamilton. 
Prof. S. N. Sanford . , ••. Granville ........... Licking. 
Robert Shields .......... Bellcentre .......... Logan. 
E. Spooner ...•••• , ••••. Keen .............. Coshocton. 
Edmund West .......... Huron ............. Erie. 
William Campbell.. ••••. Battle Creek ........ Calhoun. 
Alfred E. Currier... • • • • . Grand Rapids.. . • • • . Kent. 
Rev. Geo. Duffield •••••. Detroit ............. Wayne. 
Dr. S -F. Mitchell..-. .... East Saginaw ....... Saginaw. 
Capt. A. D. Perkins ..••. Monroe ............ Monroe. 
H. R. Schetterly ........ Grand Traverse ..•.. Michilimackinac. 
L. H. Streng ........... Saugatuck .......... Alleghany. 
J. J. Strang ............ St. James ......... Michilimackinac. 
Dr. M. V. Taylor ....... Brooklyn ........... Jackson. 
Miss Octavia C. Walker. Cooper ............. Kalmazoo. 
Dr. Thomas Whelpley.. . Brest.. • • • . .. • . .. . • . Monroe. 
Lorin Woodruff ..•••.•.. Ann Arbor ..••... { Washtenaw. 
A. Winchell ............ Ann Arbor ....... 5 
W.W. Austin ......... , Richmond .......... Wayne. 
C. Barnes .............. :Madison ............ Jefferson. 
A. H. Bixby ..••.•...•.. Lafayette ..•..•••••• Tippecanoe . 
J. Chappelsmith ......... New Harmony ...... Posey. 
W. B. Coventry ......... Kendallville ........ Noble. 
Dr. V. Kersey .......... Milton ............. Wayne. 
J. Knauer ....... , ...... Kendallville ...... ,. Noble. 
H. Peters ...•••• ... ...•. LJ.fayette ........... Tippecanoe·. 
D. H. Roberts .......... New Garden ........ Wayne. 
Prof. Joseph Tingley .... Greencastle ......... Putnam. 
Prof. W. Coffin ......... Batavia ............ Kane. , 
L. G. Edgerly .......... Granville ........... Putnam. 
John Grant ...••••.••••. iVIanchester ..••..••• Scott. 
Joel Hall ............... Athens ............. Menard . 
Dr. J. A. Harris ...•.••. Ottawa ............. La Salle·. 
Dr. John James .. ....... Upper Alton ........ Madison. 
Dr. S. B. Mead ......... Augusta ............ Hancock . 
Fred. Behmer ........... Fort Pierre ........ . 
Dr. Engelmann ......... St. Louis ........... St. Loui&. 
0. H.P. Lear ........•. Dry Ridge .......... Marion. 
Miss Ida E. Ball ........ Keokuk ......... , .. Lee. 
E. C. Bidwell ........... Quasqueton ......... Buchanan. 
Dr. Asa Horr ........... Dubuque ........... Dubuque. 
Daniel McCready ....... Fort Madison ....... Lee. 
Benjamin F. Odell ..••• , Poultney ........... Delaware. 
Rev. Joshua Phelps... • • . Alexander College.. . Dubuque. 
P. G. Parvin .. ..• .•••• •. Muscatine .......... Muscatine . 
E. H. A. Scheeper .••••. Pella ............... Marion. 
Miss M. E . llaker ..••• , • Ceresca ............. Fond du Lac. 
Thomas Gay ............ Belle Fontaine .••••. Marquette. 
L. A. Lapham .••••..••. Milwaukie ...••..•.• Milwaukie. 
Prof. S. P. Lathrop ...... Beloit .............. Rock. 
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Wisconsin-Contin 'd. G. F. Livingston ........ Hudson ............ St. Croix. 
Dr. J. L. Pickard ..••••• Platteville .•••••.•.. Grant. 
J. McQuigg .......... ~ 
1,,V. Porter ............ Beloit .•••••..•••.•. Rock. 
S. H. Carpenter .•.•••• ! Madison ............ Dane. J. W. Sterling ..••.••• 
Edward S. Spencer .••••• Sum1nit ...•••••.••• Waukesha. 
J. F. Willard ........... Janesville .....••••• Rock. 
Carl Winkler ....•.••••• Milwaukie . ..•....•• Milwaukie . 
Minnesota ..•••••.••. C. F. Anderson .......•. St. Anthony's Fa~ls . R amsey. 
Rev. Elisha W. Carver .. Red Lake .•••••.••. Pembina. 
A. 0. Kellum.· .......... St. Joseph .•••••.•.. Pembina. 
Rev. S. W. Mauncey •... Fort Ripley ......... 
S. R. & A. L. Riggs ..•.. Lac qui par le .•••••• Dahkota. 
David B. Spencer .•••••. St. .Joseph .......... Pembina. 
California ........... Dr. H. Gibbons ......... San Francisco ..••••• San Francisco. 
Dr. F. W. Hatch ...••••. Sacramento ......••• Sacramento. 
Rev. J. A. Shepherd ..... San Francisco ....... San Francisco. 
Nebraska .•.•••..••• D. E. Reed .•....••...•. Bellevieu ........... 
Paraguay ....... ..... E. A. Hopkil)s .......... ~A..scension .......... 
Meteorological observers-New York University system. 
Name. Residence . County. 
M. R. Batchelder ........... Fredonia ................... Chautauque. 
John N. Brinkerhoff ........ Union Hall, Jamaica •••.•••. Queen's 
Prof. Chester Dewey ...••••• Rochester ••••••.•• , ......•. Monroe. 
John FeltJ_ jr .• : ............ Liberty ..................... Sullivan. 
W. H. -G-1llesp1e ........... Mexico .................... Oswego. 
Ira F. Hart ................ Elmira ..................... Chemung. 
John F. Jenkins ............ White Plains ............... Westchester. 
Mrs. M. T. Lobdell. .. , ..... North Salem ............... Westchester. 
A. W. Morehouse •. ~ ....... Spencertown ............... Columbia. 
Prof. 0. W. Morris .• : ...... Institute for Deaf and Dumb. New York city . 
Prof. David Murray ••••.•.. Albany ..................... Albany. 
Edw. C. Reed .............. Horner ..................... Cortland. 
Prof. 0. Root .............. Clinton ..................... Oneida. 
J. 0. Stratton ...••.•••.•... Oxford ............... ..... Chenango. 
Jos. W. Taylor ............. Plattsburg .................. Clinton. 
Rev. R. D. Van !Geek ...... Flat.bush ........ ........... King's. 
Prof. W. D. Wilson ........ Geneva .................... Ontario. 
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Adams, Warren P ....... ,,, Glen's Falls ............. ,,. New York. 
Alba, E. M .••••....•• , . , , Angelica ................. , . New York. 
Allen, Edw. A.H .......... Troy ...................... New York. 
Allin, Lucius C ..••••.•••• ~ Springfield ................. Maf:\sachusetts. 
Anderson, C. F ..... , • , .•.• St. Anthony's Falls .••••..•. Minnesota. 
Andrews, r>rof. J. W ....... Marietta ................... Ohio . 
. Arden, Thos. B ... . ; ....... Beverly .................. ,. New York. 
Astrop, Lieut. R. F ........ Crichton's store ............. Virginia. 
-Austin, W.W ............. Richmond .................. Indiana. 
Avery, Chas. A .•••••..•••. Seneca Falls ................ New York. 
. Bacon, Wm ...... ,, .. ,•••• Richmond ................ ,. 
.Baer, Miss H. M ........... Sykesville ................. . 
.Baer, Prof. Wm ............ Sykesville ................. . 
.Baker, Miss M. E ..... · .•.•. Ceresca ................... . 
Baldwin, Dr. A. S .•.•.•.... Jacksonville ............... . 
Ball, Miss Ida E ............ Keokuk ................... . 
Barber, Prof. G. M ..•.•.... Berea ..................... . 
Barnes, C ................. Madison .................. ,. 
Barrows, Geo. B ........... Fryeburg ................ ,. 
Bartlett, Joshua ............ South Thomaston .......... . 
Barton, Dr. E. H .......... , New Orleans .............. . 
Batchelder, M. R .......... :1 Fredonia ................ • • • 
Beatty, 0 . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I >an ville .................. . 
Behnier, F ................ ·I Fort Pierre ................ , 
Bell, John J ............... , Carmel ......••......•..... 
Bell, Samuel N ............ Manchester ..••.••..••... , . 
Ilenagh, George ........... : Tuscaloosa ................ . 
Benton, F. A ............. ·I Mount Vernon ............. . 
B~rthoud, E. L ............. 
1 
Maysville ............... • • 
Bidwell, E. C .............. Quasqueton ............... . 
Bixby, A.H ............ , .. '. Lafayette .................. . 
Blodgct, Dr. A. C ......... ·I Youngsville ............... •• 
Blodget, W. 0 ............. Sugar Grove .............. . 
Bloodgood, S. De Witt. .•.. I New York ................. . 
Bosworth, R. S ............ 
1 
College Hill ............... . 
Bowman, John ............. Baldwinsville .............. . 
Breed, J. Everett.. ......... Smithville ................. . 
Brinkerhoff, John N .•....•• I Union Hall, Jamaica ..•..... 
Brooks, John .............. I Princeton .................. . 
Brown, Samuel ........... ·I Bedford ................. ,,. 
Buckland, D ............. . . Brandon ................... . 
Byram, E. N .............. 1 Sag Harbor ................ . 
I 
gampbell, Wm ............. 
1 
Battle Creek .............. ,, 
Carpenter, S H ............ Madison ................... . 
Catpcnter, Thornton ....... 1 
Carnden ............... •,, · · 
arter Rev Jno p H . C , · · · ....... 
1 
age1stown ............... . 
Carver, Rev· E. W. . . . .. • • • Red Lake . ................ . 
C
arver, Dr. Robt. T ..•...•• ' Friendship ............... ,'.· 
aswell Prof. A p ·d Ch • · .. • • • .. . . . rov1 ence ................ . 
Ch
adbourne, Prof. P.A ..... I Williamstown ............. . 
andler Dr. George W t · Cl , . , . • . • . ore es e1 ••••••••••••.••••• 
CJ1appelsm1th, John ....... • ·1 New Harmony .•.•. • ...... •. 
1ase , C. Thurston ..••.. , .. Chatham .................. . 
Coffin, Prof. W ...•••..•.•• Batavia. ................... . 
Col by , Ja.s . K .............. St. Johnsbury .............. . 
Comly, John ........... . .. ' Bybe.rry ................... . 
Conant, Marshal ........... 
1 
Bridgewater .............. . 
Cooke, George ............. Knoxville ................. . 
Cooke, Robert L ........... Bloomfield ................. . 
Cook , Prof. George H ...... New Brunswick .••••••.••.•. 
Couch, SamnPl.. ••••...•••• : Ashland .................. . 
Coventry , W. B .•.••...•••• 
1 
Utica ..................... . 
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Crookham, George L ..••••. Jackson ......•..•••••••.... Ohio. 
Cumming, S. J ..•••••.••••. Monroeville .••......•...... Alabama. 
Cunningham, Miss A ...•.•. Unionville ................. Ohio. 
Currier, Alfred E ........... Grand Rapids .............. Michigan. 
Dana, William D ........... Perry ...................... Maine. 
Darby, Prof. John .......... Auburn .................... Alabama. 
Darlington, Fenelon .•...•.. Pocopson ................... Pennsylvania. 
Davis, Emerson ••••••.••.•. Westfield ................... Massachusetts. 
Dayton, E. A .............. Madrid ..................... New York. 
Dayton, Lewis M ........... Newark .................... Ohio. 
Deering, D.S .............. Brookville .................. Pennsylvania. 
Dennis, W. C ..••••.••..... Key West .................. Florida. 
Desellem, Jacob N . ......... Richmond .................. Ohio. 
Dewey, Professor Chester .... Rochester .................. New York. 
Duffield, Rev. George ....... Detroit. .................... Michigan. 
Edgerly, L. G .............. Granville .............. . .... Illinois. 
Edwards, Joseph ....•••..... Chromedale ................. Pennsylvania. 
Edwards, Rev. T .........•. New London ................ Connecticut . 
Engelmann, Dr ............. St. Louis ..•••••..•••...•.•. Missouri. 
Ervendburg, Prof. L. C ...•.. New Wied ................. . Texas. 
Eveleth, Samuel A .......... Windham ............ , ••.• , Maine. 
Eyler, Rev. D. J ........... Waynesboro' ............... Pennsylvania. 
Fairbanks, .1. P ............. St. Johnsbury ............... Vermont . 
Fairchild, J. H ............. Oberlin ..................... Ohio. 
Felt, John ..••••..••.•..... Liberty ..•. .- ............... New York. 
Fitzgerald, Rev. F .......... Jackson .................... North Carolina. 
Frost, Rev. A .............. Burlington ..••.••.......•.•. New Jersey. 
Gay, Thomas .••••.•....... Bellefontaine .. • • . • . . . . • . • . . Wisconsin. 
Gibbons, Dr. H ............ San Francisco .............. California. 
Gibbons, J. S .••••..•...•.. New York .................. New York. 
Gibson, R. T ....•.••••..... Whitemarsh Island •.•.•..... Georgia. 
Gifford, R. R ..•.•..•...... Wood's Hole .•........••••. Massachusetts. 
Gillespie, W. H .••• ,. •.••.•. Mexico ..................... New York. 
Glennie, Alexander ......... Waccaman ..•.....•...•.••. South Carolina . . 
Glenn, .T. W ...... ........ . Austin ..................... Texas. 
Gold, T. S • • • • • • . . • .. . • • • • West Cornwall. . . . . • • .. • • . • . Connecticut. 
Grant, John ...••..••• ~ •.... Manchester ..••••.•..••..... Illinois. 
Green, A. R ...••.••••..... Jackson .......•.....•••.... Mississippi. 
Griswold, Prof. L ......•.•.. Knoxville ................... Tennessee. 
Groneweg, L ............... Germantown ............... Ohio. 
Guest, W. E ..••••..•...... Ogdensburg ....•............ New York. 
Haines, William .•.•••..... Augusta .... . ............... Georgia. 
Hall, Joel. ................. Athens ................ , •••. Illinois. 
Hallowell, Benjamin .•...... Alexandria ................. Virginia. 
Hamilton, Professor .•...... Trenton .................... Tennessee. 
Hance, Ebenezer ........... Morrisville ......... , ....... Pennsylvania. 
Hanshaw, Henry E .....•... Frederick ..•.•............. Maryland. 
Harper, Prof. L ............ Oxford .................... Mississippi 
Harris, Dr. J. 0 ............ Ottawa •.•••..••.•......... Illinois. 
Hart, Ira F ................ Elmira ..................... New York 
Hart, J. H ................. Oswego .................... New York. 
Hatch, Dr. F. W ........... Sacramento ................. California. 
Heisley, John, ............. Harrisburg ................. Pennsylvania. 
Higgins, James ............. Memphis ................... Tennessee. 
Hobbs, 0. T ................ Randolph .................. Pennsylvania .. 
Holcomb, Amasa ........... Southwick .• , .• , .....•...... Massachusetts 
Hollenbeck, F .••.. · ...•..••. Perrysburg ..............••. Ohio. 
Holley, B. F ............... Wetokaville ................ Alabama. 
Holmes, D. J •....•....•... Williamstown .............. Massachusetts 
Holston, Dr. J. G. F ........ Zanesville .................. Ohio. 
Hopkins, E. A ••...•...•.••• Ascension ....••.•••........ Paraguay. 
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Horr,·Dr. Asa .......... ,,,, Dubuque ................... Iowa. 
Hotchkiss, Jed ...•• ,, .... ,.• Bridgewater ................ Virginia. 
House, J. Carroll. ........ ,. Lowville ................... New York. 
Hughes, John .............. Pottsville .................. Pennsylvania. 
Hunt, D.. • • • • • . . • . . . • • . • . . Pomfret. • • • • • . • . . . . • .. • • • • • Connecticut. 
Hunt, Dr. S. B ............. Buffalo ......•••••.....••••. New York. 
Hurtt, F. W ... .......... , . Cincinnati .••...•..•.•.••••. Ohio. 
Hyde, G. A ................ Norwalk ................... Ohio. 
Ingram, Dr. John ......... ,. Savannah .................. Ohio. 
Jackson, Samuel X ......... Leesburg ................... Virginia. 
Jacobs, M ................. Gettysburg ................. Pennsylvania. 
James, Dr. John .•...•...•.. Upper Alton ................ Illinois. 
Jenkins, J. F ............... White Plains .•....••••..••. New York. 
Jennings, Dr. S. K ...... ! •• Austin ..................... Texas. 
Jillson, Professor B. C. • • • • . Lebanon . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . • . . Tennessee. 
Johnson, E. W ............. Canton .................... New York. · 
Johnston, Professor J .•.•.... Middletown ••••.....••..•.. Connecticut. 
Kellum, 0. A .............. St. Joseph's ................ Minnesota. 
Kersey, Dr. V .............. Milton ..................... Indiana. 
Kirkpatrick, Prof. J. A ..•••. Philadelphia ............... Pennsylvania. 
Kirkland, Dr. J.P ..•...••. East Rockport .............. Ohio. 
Knauer, J ................. Kendallville . ............... Indiana. 
Langdon, L.A •.••••.•••••• Falconer .......•..••••••••. New York. 
Lapham, I. A .............. Milwaukie .•••••. · ........... Wisconsin. 
Lathrop, Prof. S. P ......... Beloit. .................... Wisconsin. 
Lear, 0. H. P ............. Dry Ridge .................. Missouri. 
Lee, Charles A ............. Peekskill. ••••.•.••..•....•. New York. 
Lefferts, John .............. Lodi ....................... New York. 
Leonard, Rev. L. W ..•••• , Exeter ..................... New Hampshire. 
Livezay, G. W .......... , . Gallipolis .................. Ohio. 
Livingston, G. Z .•.•••..... Hudson ................ , •.. Wisconsin. 
Lobdell, Mrs. Mary J .••••.. Salem Centre ............... New York. 
Lowndes, B. 0 .••••...••••. Blenheim .................. Maryland. 
Lowrie, J. R ............... Warrior's Mark ....•.••..•.. Pennsylvania. 
Lukens, John F ............ Zanesville .••••..••••..••••. Ohio. 
Mack, E.T ..•............. New Brunswick ............. New Jersey. 
Mack, R. C ................ Londonderry ............... New Hampshire 
Maiuire, Prof J F New Windsor ..••.......... Maryland. 
Ma1com, Capt~i~ v/ ·s::::: Oswego .................... New York. 
Manchester, George .....••. Portsmouth •••..•.... ..•••. Rhode Island. 
Marsh, Charles A. J ........ Craftsbury ..•••••.....••.•. Vermont. 
Marvin, J. W .............. Winchester .•....••••...•.•. Virginia. 
Maunccy, Rev. S. W ....... Fort Ripley ...••.....•.•••. Minnesota. 
:aghews, J. McD ......... Hillsboro' ..•......••••..•.. Ohio. 
c ready, D .............. Fort Madison ............... Iowa. 
McQuigg, J ................ Beloit ...................... Wisconsin. 
Mead, Dr. S. B ............ Augusta .................... Illinois. 
Meriwether, Charles J ..•... Montcalm •••.•.••.......... Virginia. 
Meriwether, R. T ........•. I McMath's ..•.•............. Alabama. 
Merrill, Rev. S. H ......... I BJuehill .................... 1 Maine. 
Metcalf, Dr. J. G ..... ...... I Mendon .................... Massachusetts. 
M\ller, Rev. J ..... ........ Millersburg ................. Kentucky. 
M1tchell, Dr. S. K ........ ·\ East Saginaw ..••••..•. ..... I Michigan. 
Mitchell, Hon. Wm ......... N antucht. ................ ·I :viassachusetts. 
Morehouse, A. W .......... Spencertown .............. .. New York. 
Morelle, D ................ .I Thornbury .................. North Carolina. 
Morris, Prof. 0. W ......... New York .................. New York. 
Munger, L. F •..••......... 1 Le Roy ...••...•.•......... New York. 
Murray, Prof. David ........ Albany ............ ......... New York. 
Mussey, R. D ....... , ..... ,, Rockport. .................. Massachusetts. 
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Nettleton, A ............... Lynchburg .................. Virginia . 
Newton, Jno ............... Orange Hill. ................ Florida. 
Newton, W. H ............. Fond du Lac ................ Minnesota. 
Odell, B. F ................ Poultney .•••••.•••• · •...•••. Iowa. 
Ormsby, J. S ••••• : ......... College Hill. ................ Ohio . 
Orton, Jas ................. Williamstown ............... Massachusetts 
Paddock, Jas. A .•...••••••• Craftsbury ................ ,. Vermont. 
Parker, J. D ............... Steuben .................... Maine. 
Parvin, T. S ............... Muscatine .................. Iowa. 
Patton, -:'hos ............... Lewisburg .................. Virginia. 
Pearson, Jno .••••••.••.••.. Pensacola .••••..•...••..... Florida. 
Pendleton, Dr. E. M ........ Sparta ..................... Georgia. 
Perkins, Capt. A. D ........ Monroe .................... Michigan. 
Perkins, Dr. H. C .......... Newburyport. .............. Massachusetts. 
Peters, H .................. Lafayette ................... Indiana. 
Phelps, Rev. Joshua ••.•.••. Alexander College ..••••.••.. Iowa. 
Phillips, Prof. Jas ........... Chapel Hill. ................ North Carolina. 
Pickard, Dr. J. L ........... Plattsville .................. Wisconsin. 
Plumbe, Dr. Ovid .......... Salisbury ................... Connecticut. 
Poole, Henry ............... Albion Mines ............... Nova Scotia. 
Porter, W ................. Beloit ...................... Wisconsin. 
Posey, John F ••••••.• ·• • • • • . Savannah. • • • • .. . • • • .. . . • • . Georgia. 
Powel, Sam'l. ............. , Newport ................... Rhode Island. 
Pratt, Prof. D. J ............ Fredonia .................. ,. New York. 
Prescott, Dr. Wm .......... Concord .................... New Hampshire. 
Ralston, Rev. J. G ......... Norristown ................. Pennsylvania. 
Rankin, James ............. Saybrook ................... Connecticut. 
Ravenel, H. W ............ Aiken ...................... South Carolina. 
Ray, L. G ................. Paris ....................... Kentucky . 
.Reed, D. E ................ Belleview .................. Nebraska Territory. 
Reed, Edward C ............ Homer ..................... New York. 
Rice, Henry ............... North Attleboro' ............ Massachusetts. 
Riddle, Professor W. P ..... Jackson .................... Louisiana. 
Riggs, S. R. and A. L .••••. Lac qui Parle ............... Minnesota. 
Robbins, Dr. James ......... Uxbridge ................... Massachusetts. 
Robinson, Rev. E. S ........ Garlandsville ............... Mississippi. 
Rodman, Samuel.. ......... New Bedford ................ Massachusetts. 
Root, Professor 0 .......... Clinton .................... New York. 
Rosseter, Professor Geo. R •. Buffalo ..................... Virginia. 
Salisbury, Elias 0 .......... .Buffalo ..................... New York. 
Sanford, Professor.S. N ...•. Granville .................. Ohio . 
Sartwell, Dr. H.P .......... Penn Yan .................. New York. 
Savage, Rev. G. S .......... Millersburg ................. New York. 
Sawyer, George B .......... Salmon Falls ............... New Hampshire. 
Sawyer, Henry E .. ......... Great Falls ................. New Hampshire. 
:Scheeper, E. H. A .......... Pella ....................... Iowa. 
Schetterly, H. R ..•.•••.••. Grand Traverse .••...•...... Michigan. 
Schlegel, Albert ............ Taunton .................... Massachusetts. 
Schley, William ............ Augusta ................... Georgia. 
Schreiner, Francis ..•••.••.. Moss Grove ................ Pennsylvania. , 
Shane, J. D ............... Lexington .................. Kentucky. 
Sheldon, Henry C ..••••.••. North Scituate ..•...••..•.. Rhode Island. 
Shepherd, Rev. J. A ...••••• San Francisco ..••••.••..... California. 
Shields, Robert ............ Bellecentre ................. Ohio. 
Skeen, William ............ Huntersville ............. : .. Virginia. 
·Smallwood, Dr. Charles ..... St. Martin's ................ Canada. 
Smith, Dr. E. A ............ Worcester .................. Massachusetts. 
Smith, Dr. J. Brya·nt ....... Lincolnton .................. North Carolina. 
Smith, Dr. J. W ........... East Franklin .............. New York. 
Smyser, Dr. H ............. Pittsburg ................... Pennsylvania. 
Snell, Professor E. S ........ Amherst. ................... Massachusetts. 
:Spencer, David B ........... St. Joseph ... ~ .............. Minnesota. 
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Spencer, Edward S .•••. .••. Summit .................... Wisconsin. 
Spooner, E ................. Keen ...................... Ohio. 
Spooner, Stillman .•.••••.••• Wampsville ................ New York. 
Steele, Augustus ............ Cedar Keys ................. Florida. 
Sterling, J. W • • • • • • .• • • • • • Madison... • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • Wisconsin. 
Stevens, Dr. R. P .••••.•••. Ceres ...................... Pennsylvania. 
Stewart, Prof. A. P ......... Lebanon .................... Tennessee. 
Ste,vart, W. M. . . . . ... . . . . . Greenwood.. • • • • .. • • • • . . • • . Tennessee. 
Strang, J. J ................ St. James .................. Michigan. 
Stratton, J. 0 ..••••..•••••• Oxford ..................... New York. 
Strong, L. H .•••••..•...•.. Saugatuck ..••••••.••..••••. Michigan. 
Strong, Rev. T. H .......... Flatbush ................... New York. 
Stuart, A. P. S .•••••..••••. Wolfville .•••••• , •..• , ..... Nova Scotia. 
Swain, Dr. John ..•••••..••. Ballardsville ....... , ..... , •. Kentucky. 
Swift, Paul. ................ Haverford .................. Pennsylvania. 
Taylor, Jos. W ............. Plattsburg .................. New York. 
Taylor, Dr. M. K ••••••..•. Brooklyn ................... Michigan. 
Thickstun, T ............ , .. Meadville .................. Pennsylvaniar 
Thompson, Zadock ..•....•. Burlington •••••...•••••.... Vermont. 
Tingley, Prof. Jas .......... Greencastle ............. • ••. Indiana. 
Tuomey, Prof. M ........... Tuscaloosa ................. Alabama .. 
Turner, David ••••••...• , ••. Richmond ........ , ......... Virginia. 
Tutwiler, H ................ Green Springs .............. Alabama. 
Underwood, D .. , . . . . . . . . . . Castleton .• , ••••••..••... , . Vern1ont. 
Van Kleek, Rev. R. D .••••. Flatbush ................... New York. 
Waddell, Wm. H ......... . 
Walker, Miss Octavia C ...•. 
Walker, J.P ............. . 
Webster, Prof. N. B ....... . 
Weir, A. D ............... . 
Weiser, R ................ . 
West, Edmund ............ . 
Whelpley, Dr. Thos .••..... 
Whitehead, W. A ..•• , •. , .. 
Willard, J. F ............. . 
Williams, P.O .••••...••. ,. 
Williams, Prof. W. D ...... . 
WWilson, Prof. W. D .•...... 
w~lson, w. w ............ . 
W!nchell, A .............. . 
Winkler, Carl.., .......... . 
W oodruft', Lum ...•.••..... 
oodward, C. s .......... . 
iale, Walter D .••••..••••. 
young, Albert A ..••••..... 
oung, J. A .....•......... 
Young, Mrs. Lawrence .•.••. 
Young, Prof. Ira ........... . 






Huron ............. ,, ...•.. 
Brest ..................... . 
Newark ....••••••.•••••.... 
Janesville .•••••.••••...•. ,. 
Gouverneur • •...•••••..•••. 
Madison •.••••.••.••••..•.. 
Geneva .•••••.•• , ••.•••.... 
Pittsburg .••••••••••....••. 
Ann Arbor ................ . 
Milwaukie .•••••..•••••.•.. 
Ann Arbor ................ . 
Beaver Brook .••••....•••••. 
House ville .•••..•..••••.... 
Hanover •..•.••••••.•...... 
Camden ................... . 
Springdale ................ . 
























THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
ADOPTED JANUARY 15, 1855. 
The Executive Committee submit to the Board of Regents the fol- · 
lowing report relative to the present ' state of the finances, and the· 
expenditures during the year 1854. 
The whole amount of the Smithsonian bequest, depos-
ited in the treasury of the United States (from 
which an annual income, at 6 per cent., is derived of $30,91014)is _________________________________ $515,169 0() 
Amount of unexpended interest, reported 
last year as in charge of Messrs. Corco-
ran and Riggs ... _.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . $179,408 02 
From which deduct amount passed by 
them to the credit of the treasurer, to 
meet pay men ts on building during 1854 54,408 02 
125,000 00 
Balance in the treasury, January l, 1855 14,159 59 
139,159 59 
$654,328 59 
The following is a general view of the receipts and expenditures for the year 
1854, exclusive of amount drawn from Corcoran and Riggs on account of 
the building. 
RECEIPTS. 
Balance in the treasury, as per last report 
Interest on the original fund for the year 
1854 ... __ ... _ .... _ . _ ... ____ . _ _ _ .. 
Interest on the extra fond for the year 1854 
EXPENDITURES. 
For items common to the objects of the 
Institution. _____ ...... _________ . _ . _ 
For publications, researches, and lectures 
For library, museum, and gallery of art.. 
For building purposes-difference between 
the amount expended and the amount 
withdrawn from Corcoran and Riggs._ 
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Detailed statement of tlte expenditures during 1854. 
BUILDING, FURNITURE: FIXTURES, ETC. 
,Pay on contracts ........................................... . 
Pay of archite~t a_nd draftsma1;1 .• _. .................. · •••••••••• 
Miscellaneous mc1dental to bmldmg ......................... . 
Magnetic observatory ...................................... . 
Furniture, &c., for uses in common .••••••••••.••.. .••••••.•••• 
.Furniture, &c., for library.,- ................................ . 
. (}ENERAL EXPENSES. 
Expenses of Board of Regents, &c .......................... . 
Lighting and heating ...................................... . 
Postage ................................................... . 
Tra~sportation and exch.anges ............................... . 
Stationery ................................................ . 
General printing ........................................... . 
Apparatus ................................................. . 
Incidentals general, including salary of clerk, book-keeper, jani-
tor, watchman, laborer, extra elerk hire ................... . 
Salary of Secretary ........................................ . 
PUBLICATIONS, RESEARCHES, AND LECTURES. 
,Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge ••••••.•••••.••••••••. 
Reports on progress of know ledge ••••••••••••.•••••••••••..•• 
Other publications ......................................... . 
Meteorology ....................................... , ..... • • 
Investigations ............................................. , 
Pay of lectures ............................................ . 
mustrations and apparatus for lectures ....................... . 
Attendance and lighting lectures, &c ......................... . 
LIBRARY, MUSEUM, AND GALLERY OF ART. 
Cost of books., ............................................ . 
·General catalogue .••••..•••••..••••.•••••..••.•..•....••••. 
Ste~eotyping and printing ..•••••.••..•..••...•.•• • • , • ·• • • • • · 
Inc)de~tals, library, including salary of two assistants, and 
b1ndmg ................................................. . 
j/lary of Assistant Secretary .••••....•••.•.....•.•....•...•. 
Explorations, museum ..••••..•.••.•...•..••••..•....•••••.•. 
I x~enses of collections, museum ............................ . 
ncidentals, including alcohol, &c., assistance and labor, appa-
ratus catalo"'ue gla · & S l , 5 , ss Jars, c •••••.•••••..•....•.•..•.•••. 
I a ~JY of Assistant Secretary ..••••.....••••..•••••.•••.••••. 







































Total expenditures in 1854 ...••••...•...........•...•••.. :. . . • • .. . • • • • 85,379 71 
. In the ~ppropriations made, April, 1854, for the year the estimated 
rnc?me · of the I_nstitution was $38,500-[ the . actual i?c?rrie was $38,-
18b 60]-of th1s sum $7,000 was devoted to the bmldmg and the re-
maining $31,500 to the operations of the Institution. . 
The first mentioned sum (7,000) is included in the balance m the 
treasury, toe whole of which may be appropriated during the present 
year to the building. 
j 
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The whole expenditure on the operations of the Institution was 
·$30,358 57, which is $1,141 83 less than was appropriated. 
The appropriation was not made until one-third of the year had 
passed, and this, with the unusual expenditure occasioned by a call of 
a special meeting of the Board, and the extra clerk hire and printing 
on account of the various reports, rendered it impossible to apportion 
the disbursements in exact conformity to the estimates. They will be 
found, however, approximately to agree-those for publications, &c., 
being less, and those for library, museum. &c., more. 
On account of the additions which the building committee have 
found it necessary to make to the contract for the better security and 
adaptation of the building, the extra fund has been reduced to $140,000, 
instead of $150,000, as was formerly contemplated. It is probable a 
further reduction will be required to pay the amount still due on the 
..contract, and for other purposes connected with the bui Lding, but this 
should not be allowed to diminish the extra fond below $125,000. 
The following table presents a general exhibit of all the receipts and 
expenditures on account of the Smithsonian fond, from the beginning of 
the Institution until the first of J auuary, 1855. 
General statement ef t!te e:cpenclitures of t!te Smit!tsonian lnstiwtion. 
ToDec.31, Year 1848. Year 1849. Year 1850. Year 1851. Year 1852. 1847. 
1. Buildi,ng,fnrnitiire, anil Jixt·iires, grounds. Dolls. Cts. Dolls. Cts. Dolls. Cts. Dolls. Cts . Dolls. Cts. Dolls. Cts. 
Pay on contracts for building ...••••. •··•·.,·,···•· 22,899 OU 48,810 00 50,300 00 24,000 00 22,000 00 10,000 00 
Pay of architects, superintendents, &c ............ , . 3,482 76 2,949 86 3,124 12 2,459 42 2,214 45 1,839 83 
Expenses of building committee ... ·:· ... • ......... 1,338 85 17 24 .......... 6 00 43 53 7 50 
Experiments, &c. on building materials ............ 488 13 62 00 15 50 .......... .......... .......... 
Examination of quarries ................. , ........ 250 76 .......... .......... .......... 
·········· 
.......... 
Premiums paid architects ........................... 1,250 00 .......... , ......... .......... 
··········· ·········· Miscellaneous, incidental to building ..••••....•.••. 509 63 1,738 65 1,980 18 1,868 05 62 07 1,198 64 
Magnetic observatory ............................. .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........... 
F'urniture and fixtures for uses in common ..•.••.•.. .......... .......... 1,717 52 892 93 657 06 682 94 
Do .......... do .... for publications .............. .......... .......... 
·········· 
.......... 21 00 .......... 
Do .......... do .... for lectures .•••••.•••••..••.. .......... .......... 25 00 166 50 149 99 .......... 
Do .......... do .... for library ................... .......... .......... 347 00 545 80 255 22 265 15 
Do .......... do .... for rnuseum .................. .......... .......... ......... .......... 52 68 3 56 
Du ..••••.•.. do .... for gallery of art ............ .......... .......... 
·········· 
.......... .......... .......... 
Grounds ......................................... 1,293 50 109 88 727 17 1,615 96 515 54 49 45 
31,503 63 53,687 63 58,236 49 31,554 66 25,971 54 14,047 07 
2. General expenses. 
Expenses of regents and committees ..•••••.••••.••. 3,323 45 114 25 84 25 216 12 291 20 267 18 
Lighting and heating ............................. .......... .......... 378 95 58 50 486 35 399 70 
Postage ......................................... 60 06 65 76 307 36 183 05 '370 78 472 07 
Transportation. • • • • .. • • • • •. • • • • ... • • • • .. • • • • .. • • . 36 96 85 92 266 19 517 55 851 43 1,827 91 
Stationerp. . • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. • • .. • . . 7 02 63 11 85 46 231 85 419 96 222 38 
General rinting................. •.• • • • • .. • . .. • • . 294 63 68 50 199 00 134 25 1,159 06 350 42 
Apparatus ....................................... 1 546 47 412 71 1,799 90 899 92 148 69 844 88 
Incidentals general.............. • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • 1' 947 75 1,337 03 1,847 33 1,441 72 1,878 43 2,821 34 
~laries. • · ·· • • ·· • · ·· • • .. • •. • ··, •...•...•..•.•••• 11014 49 4,265 20 4,811 58 4,548 48 3,799 92 4,299 92 
ntch1nen, ........................... , •.....•..•• '. •••••.. 
.......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 
.. 
I 8,230 83 6,412 48 9,780 02 8,231 44 9,405 82 11,505 80 
Year 1853. Year 1854. 
Dolls. Cts. Dolls. Cts. 
25,500 00 52,280 00 
1,580 70 1,237 00 




········ . ·········· 184 84 495 13 
1,578 28 18 77 
354 05 938 12 
.......... .......... 
.......... .......... 






29,391 98 55,02114 
195 00 467 71 
646 47 887 30 
364 28 467 67 
1,913 19 1,644 43 
6 50 662 50 
894 19 1,094 22 
203 50 427 26 
3,352 42 .......... 
4,099 92 6,733 91 
367. 00 367 00 

















































3. Pnblicattons, .,researcites , tmcl 
Smithsonian Contributions .......... . 
Reports on progress of knowledge ... . 
Other publications ................. . 
Meteorology .•••••.•••••.•••••..••• 
Computations ..................... . 
Tn vestigations ..................... . 
Pay of lecturers .....••....•.•.•.... 
]llustrations and apparatus for lectures 
Attendance and lighting for .•... do .•. 
Salaries, publications, &c .•••••.•••• 
4. Librctry, museum, and galle.1·1 
Cost of books .•.•.•••.•.•••••.•.•••. 
General catalogue ..••••..••••..•... 
Copyright ..••••.••••..•••••....... 
Incidentals to library ............... . 
Salaries to library .•••••.•.••..••••• 
Explorations, museum ..••.•.......• 
Expenses of collections for museum .•• 
Cost of transportation for ..•. do ..•••• 
Incidentals for .•••• , ........ do ...•• 
Salaries for ......•.....•.... do ..••• 
Purchases for gallery of [!.rt. ........ . 
Incidentals for .. do ..... do .••.••..•• 



















































41 ,071 45 
2,956 87 2,082 87 3,662 36 
.......... 444 00 935 91 
·········· 
152 54 585 98 
·····--···· 
814 00 1,256 66 
525 00 225 00 .......... 
100 00 50 00 90 00 
.......... 275 00 1,521 05 
.......... .......... 92 22 
80 00 118 62 38 50 
.......... 150 00 1,000 00 
3,661 87 4,312 03 9,182 68 
365 86 2,878 14 4,225 25 
.......... 591 58 284 97 
·········· 
41 66 156 00 
600 00 790 72 833 24 
750 00 2,499 98 1,999 92 
.......... .......... 150 00 
.......... 184 50 543 00 
.......... .......... 103 00 
.......... .......... 20 00 
.......... .......... 750 00 
.......... .......... 173 30 
.......... 11 25 100 00 
.......... .......... .......... 
1,715 86 6,997 83 9,338 68 
65,477 84 79,326 37 58,307 46 
. . . . 
3,211 76 5,736 74 8,160 04 
473 82 1,616 75 139 29 
100 00 1,007 86 1 116 58 
394 50 2,079 88 2,346 51 
300 00 .......... .......... 
110 00 75 00 .......... 
635 00 1,385 00 783 00 
316 49 230 13 661 84 
36 75 93 12 445 40 
900 00 .......... .......... 
6,478 32 12,224 48 13,652 66 
2,016 90 1,098 77 841 75 
174 88 377 25 .......... 
.......... 52 00 .......... 
1,402 01 1,196 48 J ,581 02 
1,999 92 2,499 96 2,499 96 
50 00 .......... 250 00 
183 03 215 57 240 04 
.......... 
·········· ·········· 512 06 563 01 229 7L 
1,500 00 1,999 94 1,999 92 
10 00 .......... .......... 
6 00 ......... . .......... 
.......... 1,305 28 1,318 42 
7, 854 80 9,308 26 8,960 82 
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Fund account of 
RECEIPTS. 
1846. $515,169 00 July 1 To James Smithson, net proceeds of his bequest. ••. 
To interest thereon to date, paid by the United States. 242,129 00 
Sept. 10 To H. W. Hilliard, Regent, over payment returned. 90 
1847. 
Jan. 1 To interest on assumed debt, 1st July to 31st De- 15,455 07 cember, 1846, first half year ••••••.•...•••••.••. 
July 5 To interest on assumed debt, to 1st July, 1847, sec- 15,455 07 ond half year .................................. 
Oct. 21 To interest on $250,000 treasury notes, to 17th Au- 7,500 00· gust, six months ............................... 
Nov. 26 To proceeds of treasury notes sold, viz: Amount of 
notes ................................... , •.•.. $10,000 00 





Jan. 1 To proceeds of Professor Henry's Lectures at Prince-
ton ........................................... 1,000 00 
15 To interest on assumed debt, to 1st January, 1848, 
third half year ................................ 15,455 00 
April 1 To interest on $240,000 treasury notes, to 17th Feb-
ruary, 1848, six months ........................ 7,200 00• 
4 To George M. Dallas, chancellor, premium paid for 
$7,000 treasury notes .......................... 105 00· 
To $7,000 treasury notes, deposit to credit of vVm. 
95 00 W . Seaton, chairman ............ , ... , ...... , •. 
May 10 To proceeds of treasury notes, viz: Amount of notes. 1,000 00 
To premium thereon ............................. 140 00 
To interest to day of sale ........................ 45 50 
------
7,185 50 
July 7 To interest on assumed debt, to 1st July, 1848, 
Aug. 
fourth half year . , •.•••••.••..•••••••.•.•••.•.. 15,455 00 
17 To interest on $240,000 treasury notes, to 17th Au-
24 
gust, six months, .......... , ............. ~ ••••• 7,200 00-
To proceeds of treasury notes, viz: Amount of notes. 5,000 00 
Premium ......................... $200 OU 
Less commission . . • • . . • • • • . . • • . . . . • 12 50 
---
187 50 
To interest to day of sale , ....................... 5 00 
5,192 50 
Oct. 16 To proceeds of treasury notes, viz: Amount of notes. 9,000 00 
Premium ......................... $270 00 
Less commission................... 11 25 




Jan. 5 To interest on assumed debt, fifth half year ••...••. 15 , 455 14 Feb. 17 T~ treasury notes, this amount redeemed and funded 
2 Tm _United States six per cent. stock ..• _ ••......... 
226,000 00 
o interest on treasury notes, $226,000, to 17th 
April 17 
T Febr~ary, six months .......................... 6,780 00 
o Umted States six per cent. stock sold, viz: 
An1ount of stock .................. . ..... · ...... 16,000 00 
Premium .. _ .. : •••.•...•••..••••• $1,600 00 
Less comm1ss10n. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 00 
1,560 00 I 
17, 560 00 
July 2 To interest on $210,000 stock, from 17th February I to 30th June, 1849 ............................. 4,614 24-5 To interest on assumed debt, sixth half ear ••••••.. 15, 455 01 y 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
































By the United States-assumed debt .......................... . 
By Wm. W. Seaton, chairman Executive Committee-
From treasury United States ............................ . 
Repaid by Mr. Hilliard ................................. . 
From treasury United States .•••.••••.•..••..•••••..••••. 
By treasury notes, proceeds of warrants on treasury United States. 
By Wm. W. Seaton, chairman Executive Committee-
From treasury United States ............................ . 
Second half year, interest on assumed debt ............... . 
Six months' interest on $250,000 treasury notes ......•••••. 
Proceeds of $10,000 notes sold ........................... . 
By Professor Joseph Henry, Secretary, on account of his salary •. 
By Wm. W. Seaton, chairman Executive Committee, third half 
year's interest ............................................ . 
By treasury notes, investment of so much interest on notes re-
ceived this day ........................................... . 
By George M. Dallas, chancellor, balance of said interest. ...... . 
By Wm. W. Seaton, chairman Executive Committee, deposited 
by Mr. Dallas ... , ••...• , .......... , ••.. , .................. . 
Proceeds of notes sold . , •••••.••..••.......•..••..••.•... 
Fourth half year's interest ................. , •..... , •...... 
Interest on treasury notes due 17th August ••...•.......... 
Proceeds of notes sold ...................... , •.•......... 
Proceeds of notes sold .................................. . 
By profit and loss, premium paid for $7,000 treasury notes .•..••. 
By Wm. W. Seaton, chairman .Executive Committee, fifth half 
year's interest .................................... , ....... . 
By United States six per cent. stock, loan of 1847 .............. . 
By Wm. W. Seaton, chairman Executive Committee, interest on 
treasury notes, 17th February .............................. . 
Proceeds of stock sold ..... , ............................ . 
Interest on stock to 30th June ........................... . 
Sixth half year's interest ................................ . 
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To United States six per cent. stock sold, viz: 
Amount of stock .............................. $10,000 00 
Premium ..................... ., $1,312 50 
Less commission................. 25 00 
To interest on $200,000 six per cent. stock, to 1st of 
January, six months .......................... . 
To interest on assumed debt, seventh half year .•••. 
To interest on $200,000 six per cent. stock, to 30th 
June, six months .•••••..••• , ................. . 
To interest on assumed debt, eighth half year ...... . 
1,287 50 
To United States six per cent. stock sold, viz: 
Amount of stock. • • .. . . .. . • .. • • • • .. • • .. • . .. . • . 10,000 00 
Premium ....................... $1,400 00 
Less commission................. 25 00 
To United States six per cent. stock sold, viz: 
Amount of stock .•••.•. , ..................... . 
To pre1niu111 ................................... . 
To Washington monument, office furniture sold to 
that society .............................. , . , , , 
To interest on $180,000 six per cent. stock, to 31st 




To interest on assumed deht, ninth half year ................... . 
To interest on $180,000 six per cent. stock to June 
30, six months ........................................ ·••·· 
To interest on assumed debt, tenth half year ................... . 
Jan. 7 To interest on $180,000 six per cent. stock to De-
cember 31, six months ............................ , ••• • ... • · 
20 To interest on assumed debt, tenth half year ................... . 





o stock. • . . . • . . . • • • . • . • . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • .. • • • • • 180,000 00 
Premium thereon................................ 28,800 00 
To interest on assumed debt, half year ...................... , • · 
To repayment by J. Wyman on account of Smith-
sonian Contributions ......................... · · • • • • • .. • • • • · 
To interest on $208,800 from January 26 to Septem-
ber 11, at five per cent ....................... •, •• ·•• .. ·•··· 
To interest on $208,800 from September 11 to De-





























To interest on assumed debt, half year ................ ,• .. ··•· •
1 To repayment on account of apparatus ..•.....•••..••. • .. ••·•· 
To repayment on account of Smithsonian Contribu-
tions ..•......•.•......••..••..••..•....••..•..•...•.•.• ,· 
To interest on $208,800 from January ] to June 30, 
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the Smfrlisonian Institution. 
EXPENDITURES. 
I .. .. .. 
297,151 95 
1850. 
Jan. 2 By \Vm. W. Seaton, chair.man Executive Committee, interest 
on stock to 1st January ..•......••.••••..........•••••.•••.• $6, 000 00 
4 Seventh half year's interest .......... ....... ............. 15 ,455 07 
July 2 By Wm. W. Seaton, treasurer, interest on stock to 30th June .•.. 6,000 00 
9 Eighth half year's interest. .............................. U,455 07 
27 Proceeds of stock sold ................................... 11,375 00 
Sept. ]9 Proceeds of stock sold ..••••...•••...•.•.... . .••••..• , , •. 11,600 00 
Dec. 28 Furniture sold on account of pay of architects, &c ......... 50 71 




Jan. 20 By W. W. Seaton, treasurer, half year 's interest. ••• , •... , •. • ,. 15,455 07 
July 7 By W. W. Seaton, treasurer, interest on stock to .Tune 30 ....• , • 5,400 00 
16 By W. W. Seaton, treasurer, half year 's interest ............ , .. 15,455 07 
36,310 14 
1852 .. 
Jan. 7 By W.W. Seaton, treasurer, interest on stock to December 31 .. 5,400 00 
20 By W.W. Seaton, treasurer,,half year's interest ........ . .. .. .. 15 , 455 07 
26 By Corcoran & Rig.gs, amount in their hands, on interest ........ 208,800 00 
July 2 By W.W. Seaton, treasurer, half year's interest ............... 15 ,455 07 
Dec. 27 By W.W. Seaton, treasurer, repayment by Wyman ............ 5 00 
31 By W. W. Seaton, treasurer, interest paid by Corcoran & Riggs. 6,554 00 31 
.•.••. do .............. do .......... do ................ do ..••••. 2,575 20 
254,244 34 
-1S53. 
Jan. 11 By W.W. Seaton, treasurer .................................. 15,455 07 Feb. 11 
.••••• do .•••••........ do ..................................... 294 63 March 31 
.•••• • do .............. do., ................................... 74 00 June 30 
.••••• do .... . ....•.••. do ...•.......•••.......•••............. 5,220 00 July 2 
.••••• do .•.•••.•..... ,do ..................................... 15,455 07 Dec. 7 
...••. do .•.•••...•.... do .••••.•...•••••.•• ,, ................. 40 00 
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F-uiid account qf 
RECEIPTS. 
To interest on assumed debt, half year ..•.•..•..••. 
············ 
$15,455 07 
To repayment on account of Smithsonian Contribu-
40 00 tions ......................................... 
············ To interest on $208,800, at five per cent., from July 
5,220 00 1 to Dece1nber 31. ............................. 
············ 
41,758 77 
To interest on assumed debt from July 1 to Decem-
ber 31, 1853 .................................. . . . . ... . . . . . 15,455 07 




To Corcoran & Riggs, on account of funds in their 
10,000 00 hands •.•••.....•••.......•••..•••....••..•••. 
············ To interest on assumed debt from January 1 to June 
. 30, 1854 ...................................... ............ 15,455 07 
To Corcoran & Riggs, interest to June 30, 1854, on 
funds in their hands .•••••.•••.......•...•••.••• ............ 3,875 00 
To Corcoran & Riggs, on account of funds in their 
hands ..........••••.•..••...•••••.•.•.•....•• ............ 10,000 00 
To Corcoran & Riggs, on account of funds in their 
hands ••••••.•...•••••.•••.•...•...••......••• ............ 5,000 00 
To Corcoran & Riggs, on account of funds in their 
hands ................................ ........ ............ 10,000 00 
To Corcoran & Riggs, interest to December 31, 1854, 




To sale of clock, on account of apparatus .•..•••••• 
············ 
400 00 
To Minnesota Historical Society, on account of 
Smithsonian Contributions ...••..••..••....•..•. 
············ 
20 00 
To Coast Survey office, on account of apparatus •••. 
············ 
560 92 
To Coast Survey office, on account of transportation. 
············· 
12 27 




To G. P. Putnam, sale of books, on account of 
Smithsonian Contributions ............. ......... ............ H3 69 
123,140 03 
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Dec. 31 By W.W. Seaton, treasurer............. .. ................. . . $5,220 00 
1854. 
Jan. 12 By W.W. Seaton, treasurer ............................... .. . 
18 •••••. do .............. do ................................ .... . 
April' 1 .••••. do ............. ,do .................................... . 
July 14 .••••• do .••.••••••..•. do .................................... . 
21 .••••. do ........... .... do .................................... . 
Aug. 7 .•.••• do ••••••.••••.•. do ............ ... ......... , ••..... , •••. 
Sept. 25 ....•. do ••••••••.•.••. do .................................... . 
Nov. 2 •••••• do .............. do .................................... . 
Dec. 30 .•.••. do .............. do .................................... . 
Jan. 4 .••••• do .............. do .................................... . 
14 .••••• do .............. do .................................... . 
:\larch 13 .••••• do .............. do ..••.••.......•. . •.•... : ...•..•....•. 
-13 .••••• do .•••••.••••••. do .•••••••. , ••••• , ••.••••••.•...•.••••. 
. l.7 .••••• do .............. do .................................... . 

















123,140 03 . 
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The committee, after conferring with the secretary, submit the fol-
lowing estimates for appropriations for the year 1855 : 
BUILDING, FURNITURE, ETC. 
Pay on.contracts ... ........................................ . 
Pay of architects, &c ....................................... . 
Incidental expenses to building .............................. . 
Furniture and fixtures ...................................... . 
Magnetic observatory ...................................... . 
GENERAL EXPENSES. 
Meetings of Board ....................... , •..• , •.•• , ••••••• , 
'Lighting and heating ....................................... . 
Postage ................................................... . 
Transportation and exchange ............................... . 
Stationery .... ~: ........ ; •• ~ .. .- ••••• ; • ,; ................. · •. 
General printing ......................................... · •• 
Apparatus ................................................ . 
Incidentals general .. ~ •• ; .; ........... ~ .................. .. .. . 
Salaries-Secretary ...•. ; ....... ~ ,; • ; ••• · .................. ·• •• 
Clerk ........................................... -. 
Book-keeper ..................................... . 
Janitor . ·~ •...... · ..•.•• · .. ; •••. : ..... · ..•.•.•• · •••••. 
Laborer .......................................... . 
-Watchman, ••••• ,; .......................... · •.••• 
Extra clerk hire .................. .. · ........... · •• ·, • 
0
PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES, ETC, 
Smithsonian Contributions •••••..••••• , •••. , •• , ••• , , , . , , .•.. 
Reports on progress of knowledge ......................... , , . 
Other publications ...................................... , , • , 
Meteorology .•••••...••••..••.••••.••• .....••• .' ••.•...••••• 
Computations, researches, and investigations ........... ...... . 
Lectures .................................................. , 
LIBRARY, MUSEUM, AND GALLERY OF ART, 
Libra1'Y-
Pay of assistants ..•. , .....•..•••••.......... , , .. , , .. · • • , · , , • 
Cost of books and binding ....................... , , .. , • .. • • • • • 
Incidentals to library, cases, &c .. ......... ........ , .... , .. : • · 
Stereotyping system ............................ , • , , , .. , • • • · 
.il/usemn-
~alary-Assistant secretary .....•.....•.•.•... , , ... , • • .. , • • • • 
~iplrrations .............................................. . 
AC? 10!, glass jars, &c. • ........... • .... • • ...... • ..... • .... . 
I ss.iJtance and labor, • • • ... • • • • .. • • • • ................... • ••. 
CCJ i8ntals, cases, &c .• • ••. • •..•••• • •. • •. • ••.. • .... • .• • ••••• 







































11,10 , 020 00 
11 , 3~ 00 j 
10, 500 00 
I 
Contingencies ......... ....................................... , ........ . 
10,500 00 




J. A. PEARCE, 
A. D. BACHE, 
J. G. TOTTEN, 
E xecutive Commiltu · 
j 
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REPORT OF THE BUILDING COMMITTEE. 
The building committee of the Smithsonian Institution pres<'nts th~ 
following report of their operations and expenditures during ttJe year 
1854. 
It was stated in the last report that the work of completing the build-
ing was commenced by Mr. Gilbert Cameron, the original contractor, 
under the direction of Capt. Alexander, of the engineer corps, on tqe 
13th of June, 1853. It has been uninterruptedly prosecuted from that 
time to the present, and the committee are nuw pleased to inform the 
Board that the main or centre building is finished, with the exception 
of a few and unimportant additions. 
IL was, however, discovered, in the progress of the work, that many 
changes and additions would be required, in the plan adopted, fot the 
better security and adaptation of the building, which would involve an 
additional expense; but in the present state of the Institution, and in -
consideration of the long delay in finishing the edifice, the commiuee · 
thought it best to press on the work. · 
The main building, which is 200 feet long, 50 feet wide, and 60 feet 
from the basement floor to the upper ceiling, is divided into three , 
stories. The first story consists of the basement, separated into two 
large rooms, and the space between them for the heating apparatus. 
The two apartments are intended for store rooms and othet purposes 
connected whh the mechanical operations of the Institution. 
The second story consiste of one large room, 200 feet long, 50 feet 
,vide, and 25 feet high, the ceiling of ,vhich is supported by two rows 
of columns extending the whole length; at the middle of the space 
corresponding to the principal entrances, are two wing walls, by which, 
with the addition of sc;reens, the whole space may be divided into two. 
large rooms, with a hall extending a.cross the building between them. 
This story may be used for a library or a museum, or for both, as the 
wants of the Institution may require. It is finished in a simple but 
chaste style, and has received general commendation. Indeed it is, 
perhaps, in appearance, one of tbe most imposing rooms in this country, 
apart from adaptation to its purposes. 
The floor through the middle part is formed of cut stone, that of the 
other parts is of wood, which, resting on the an:hes beneath, without 
space between to contain air, is considered sufficiently fire-proof~ and 
not subject to dampness from tbe variation of temperature and humidity 
of the atmosphere. . 
The upper story is divided into three apartments without pillar:s, a 
lecture room of about 100 feet in length in the middle, and two rooms, 
each 50 feet square, on either side. These rooms are intended for ' 
collections. The one on the west may be connected with the library, 
and that on the east with the museum. The latter has been fitted up 
with cases in which to deposit the collection of apparatus presented to 
the Institution by Dr. Hare, the other with a separate case ,to contain 
• 
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the personal effoctsif James Smithson. The lecture room, the optical 
and acoustic properties of which are probably unsurpassed by a~y 
apartment intended for the same purpose in the United States, oc<::upies 
one-half of the upper story of the ma-in building, besides a port10n of 
the front and rear towers ; its precise length is 96 feet, and extreme 
width 62 feet. It will comfortably seat 1,500 persons, and, when 
crowded, will contain upwards of 2,000. The apartments o~ each 
side of the lecture room, besi<les being fitted up :vith cases for. b~oks, 
specimens, or apparatus, can be used for meetmgs of assocrnt10n_s, 
while large assemblies for public discussions can be accommodated m 
the lecture room. 
-The whole arrangement of the upper part of the building is m~de 
with a view to afford facilities for meetings of large associations which 
have for their oqject the promotion, diffusion, or application of know-
ledge. If at any time the space now occupied by the lecture room 
should be required for other purposes, the seats and gallery may be 
removed and the partition walls which are unconnected with the roof 
may be taken down and the whole upper story converted into one large 
hall. Besides the main building just finished, the whole edifice con-
sists of two wings, two connecting ranges, and a front and rear projec-
tion c1t the middle on which towers are erected. 
The whole amount paid on account of the building, the grounds, and 
furniture is $299,414 14. The amount paid during the past ·year is 
$5,5,021 14, of which $13,000 is on the work previously done under 
the direction of the former architect. In order to secure the faithful 
performance of the work, fifteen per cent. has been withheld from the 
monthly payments until the whole should be finished. The sum which, 
on this aecount, is still due to the contractor, has not yet definitely been 
ascertained. According to an addendum to the original contract, thr 
I_legents were at liberty to make any changes in the building or in the 
time of its completion wbid1 they might deem necessary, and the con-
tractor should receive pro rata, according to the prices agreed upon, 
fo~· work so executed, and reasonable compensation for damages which 
m1gbt be sustained. 
The following letter from the architect will give additional informa-
tion: n 
WASHINGTON, D. C., D ecember 30, 1854. 
GENT_LEMEN: I have the honor to report to you that the work on 
y~ur_ butlding has been prosecuted during the past year without inter-
mi~s1011, and that tbe central portion of it is now nearly completed . 
. There ~re some small matters yet to be nttended to, and a few tri-
fli~g !' pair~ an<l alterations yet to be made in the other parts of the 
hmlclrng. These can all be completed in a few weeks. 
I am. happy to state that the building has been completed without 
any acc1~ent, either to the workmen employed, or to the building itself. 
and that rn my opinion, every part of the work has been substantially 
done. 
I h~ ve devoted much study to the plans which have been executed, 
and given the work my persona] supervision nearly every day . 
. . . An examination oft he rooms of the central building \vill im pre~s one 
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with the idea of great simplicity. There is . not much ornament, but 
still enough, as I think, to enable the building to do its duty with grace 
and dignity. 
The lower hall is equally adapted to the purposes of a museum or a 
library. The lecture room is the best which it was possible to make 
within the walls of the building, and now that it has been completed, 
I am happy in being enabled to state that were it to be made over 
.again, I would not alter. any of its essential features. 
I would not be doing justice to Professor H enry were I not to acknow-
ledge the great assistance I have received from him in arranging the 
details of this room. I am free to confess that during the progress of 
the w:ork he has given me suggestions which have materially impr_oved 
my plans. · 
It will be seen by an examination of the payments which have been 
made to the contractor, that the cost of completing the building consid-
erably exceeds the estimates which I prepared before the work was 
begun. This is due in part to the ri~e in the prices of materi'a)s and 
labor, but principally to the execution of many improvements which 
were not originally contemplated, but which it was thought best .to 
make ,dudng the prosecution of the work. These improvements .were 
the sewers for drainage; the cisterns (or supplying water; the substi-
tution of stone for iron stairs ; the making of new sashes for many of the 
windows ; the strengthening and in part .re-construction of the roof of 
the main building, putting in copper gutter, and leaders on the towers_, 
besides other alterations and additions tending to swell the cost of the 
work. 
Hoping that my efforts to improve your building will meet you appro-
bation, as well as that of the Board of Regents, . . . . . 
I am, gentlemen, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
B. S. ALEXANDER, 
Arcliitect Smithsonian Instit1ttion. 
To tlze Building Committee of the Smithsonian Institution. 
A full statement of the amount due the contractor Gannot be given 
until a more precise estimate of all the items of work done under the 
direction of the arcbitect has been made. 
Respectfully submitted, 
RICHARD RUSH, 
WILLIAM H. ENGLISH, 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
Building Committee. · 
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JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS 
OF THE 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
OF 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTIO ·N. 
NINTH ANNUAL SESSION. 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 3, 1858. 
In accordance with a resolution of the Board of Regents of the Smith-
sonian Institution, fixing the time of the beginning of their annual meet-
ing on the first Wednesday of January of each year, the Board met 
this day in the Regents' room. . 
Present: Messrs. Bache, Berrien, Douglas, Mason, Pearce, Rush,, 
Towers, and the Secretary. 
In the absence of the Chancellor Mr. Pearce was calle<l to th& chair. 
The Secretary informed the Board of the re-election by joint resolu-
tion of Congress of Hon. Rufus Choate, of Massachusetts, and Hon. 
Gideon Hawley, of New York, as regents of the Smithsonian Institution 
for six years ensuing. 
On motion of Mr. Mason the Board adjourned to meet on Friday, 
!anuary 12, at 10 o'clock, a. m., and the Secretary-was requested to 
mform the absent members of the Board that the report of tbe Select 
Committee on the distribution of the income would then be taken up 
for consideration. 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 12, 1855. 
A_n ~<ljourned meeting of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonlan 
Institution was held on -Friday, January 12, at 10 o'clock a. m. . 
Present: The Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Bernen, 
Choate, Douglas, English, Hawley, Mason, .Meacham, Pearce, Rush, 
, tuart, Totten, Towers, Professor H enry, Secretary, and l\'fr. Seaton, 
Treasurer. 
The minut~s of the last meeting were read and approved. 
A commurncation from J. Vl. Simonton, '\Vashington editor of the 
New York Daily Times, and S. Thayer, of the New York Evening 
Post, asking permission to attend the meetiiias of the Boa.rd to report 
its proceedings, was read. 0 
Mr. Meacham moved that the request be granted, ,vhich ,vas lost. 
The order of the day being the consideration of the report and reso-
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lutions of the Select Committee on the distribution of the income, the 
first resolution was read, namely : 
ResolvPd, That the seventh resolution passed by the 1?o_a~-d of 
Regents on the 26th of January, 1847, requiring an equal d1v1~10n of 
the income between the active operations and the museum and hbrary 
when the buildings are completed, be and it is hereby repealed. 
Remarks were made by Messrs. Choate, Pearce, Douglas, and 
Berrien. 
On motion of Mr. Mason the yeas and nays were ordered. 
The questio11 ,vas then taken on the adoption of the first resolution as 
follows: 
YEAs.-The Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Berrien, 
Hawley, Mason, Pearce, Rusb, and Totten-8. 
NAYs.-Messrs. Choate, Douglas, English, Meacham, Stuart, and 
Towers-6. 
The second resolution was then read: 
Resolved. That hereafter the annual appropriations shall be appor-
tioned specifically among the different objects and operations of the 
Institution in such manner as may, ·in the judgment of the regents, be 
necessary and proper for each, according to its intrinsic importance, 
and .. a compliance in good faith with the law. 
The question being taken on this resolution it was adopted. 
· YEAs.-'I'he Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Berrien, 
Hawley, .Mason, Pearce, Rush, Totten, Towers-9. 
NAYs.-Messrs. Choate, Douglas, English, Meacham, and Stuart-5. 
Mr. Meacham then offered the following resolution, which was the 
first reported by him in his minority report, namely: 
Resolved, That a compliance in good faith with the letter and spirit 
of the charter of the Smithsonian Institution, requires that a large propor-
tion of the income of the Institution should be appropriated "for the 
gradual formatitm of a library composed of valuable works pertaining 
to all departments of human knowledge." 
. The question being taken on this resolution it was lost. 
YEAs.-Messrs. Choate, Douglas, Meacham, and Stuart-4. 
NAYs.-The Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Berrien, 
English, Hawley, Mason, Rush, Pearce, and Totten-9. 
Mr. Meacham's second resolution was then read, namely: 
Resolved, That the expenditures for the library shall be made under 
the direction of a" library committee" of three meml)ers, to be annually 
elected by the Board of Regents from members not upon the Executive 
Committee, or upon other committees which , may be appointed to 
superintend the .affairs of other departments or objects of the Institution_. 
The question bejng taken on this resolution it was lost. 
YEAs.-Messrs. Choate, Douglas, and Meacham-3. 
NAYs.-Tbe Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Berrien,. 
English, Hawley, Mason, P earce, Rush, Stuart, and Totten-JO. 
· On motion of Mr. Pearce the following resolution was adopted. 
Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed by the Chancellor 
to confer with a Committee of the Estabfo,hment as to suitable means 
of .communication between the two bodies, and to report thereon at a 
subsequent meeting of the: regents. 
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, The Chancellor appointed Messrs. Mason, Douglas, and Tott~n. • 
A communication from Gilbert A. Cameron was read; which,· on 
motion, ;vas referred to the B ·uilding Committee. · 
· The Treasurer then made a statement of the condition of the finances 
of the Institution; which was referred to the Executive Commi_ttee. 
The Board then adjourned to meet on Saturday, 13th January, at 10 
o'clock. 
SATURDAY, JANUARY 13, 1855. 
An adjourned meeting of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution was held on Saturday, January 13, at ten o'clock, a. ·m .. 
Present: The Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Berrien, 
Choate, English, Hawley, Mason, Meacham, Pearce, Rush, Totten. 
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved. 
Mr. Pearce, in behalf of the Executive Committee, presented the 
estimate of appropriations for the year 1855, which, on his motion, was 
laid on the table for the present. 
Mr. Pearce, in behalf of the Executive Committee, presented the fol-
lowing report in relation to the case of Mr. Blodget, which had been 
referred to that r,ommittee by the Board. 
REPORT. 
At a meeting of the Board of Regents held Saturday,' Ju1y·8, 18q4, 
the Executive Committee was authorized to investigate and settle the 
business presented to the Board by the Secretary, in reference to· 'the· 
acljustment of the claims of Mr. Lorin Blodget. · · · 
The committee having investigated the matter reforr0.d to them, ·pre-
sents the following report in part: · · . 
. Mr. Blodget was employed by the Secretary of the Institution to aid 
him ~y su_ch labors in relation to the meteorological obstrvations uncler 
the. d1rect10n of the Smithsonian Institution as the S2cretarr might 
~ss1gJ1. . Tbe rates of compensation for these services were fixed: from 
time to time by the same officer, and Mr. Blodget is entitled to no other 
c?rnpensation than that paid to him. His footing in the Institution was 
simply that of a temporary employe of the Secretary, in whose hands 
rested the determination of his duties, pay, and duration of service. 
Ernrloyed and paid for these services in connexion with the meteor-
ol?o-1~al operations, the fruit of his labors belong exclusively to the In-
st1tut10n. 
. In a?dition to these payments the committee is prepared on receiv-
mg sat1sfa?tory statements or vouchers from Mr. Bloclget of reasonable · 
expenses ~ncurred during any journeys 'be may have made with the 
consent of_ the Secretary for o~jects connected with bis duties in me-
teo:ology rn the Institution, to refund the amount, as also any moneys 
w~1cb may appear to the satisfaction of the committee to have beP.n 
paid out by .him an<l not already repaid for clerical or other services 
c~nn~cted with the meteorological observations of the Smithsonian In-
stltut1on, and _ for which an equivalent advantage has been recived. 
J. A. PEARCE, } 
JOS. G. TOTTEN, Executfrc Cornmi1tce. 
A. D. BACHE, 
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Communications and a memorial from Mr. Blodget to the Board 
were then read and ordered to lie on the table. · 
The report of the Executive Committee was then adopted unam-
mously. 
It being stated to the Board by Mr. Choate on behalf of Mr. C.- C. 
Jewett that lrn did not design, for reasons stated by him, to ask the ac-
tion of the regents at their present meeting on his memorial of the · 3d 
July last, communicated to the Board through the Secretary, Mr. Ma-
s.on moved that the said paper be returned by the Secretary to Mr. 
Jewett. 
On motion the memorial to the Board was then read . 
. . Mr. Chi:mte then requested permission in behalf of Mr. Jewett to 
·withdraw the memorial, which was granted. ._ . 
The Secretary then stated to the Board that he had deemed it his 
duty since its last session to remove Mr. Cbarlrs C. Jewett from the 
office of assistant to the Secretary. He deeply regretted the necessity 
which he had been under to exercise this authority, declared to be 
vested in him by the Board, and for the present he rested his_reasons 
for the act on the character of a paper submitted by Mr. Jewett to the 
select committee on the distribution of the income, and uoon the 
opinion in regard to that paper f'Xpressed by the committee to ~hich it 
was submitted. 
Mr. Pearce offered the following: 
The Secretary having stated to the Board that since the last meeting 
of the. Regents in 1854 he bad removed Mr. Jewett, under the author-
ity declared· to be vested in him by tbe resolution of July 8, 1854. 
Resolved, That while the Boar regret the necessity of Mr. Jewett's 
removal, they approve of the act of the Secretary. 
· Resolved, That this approval by the Bomd is not deemed by them to 
be essential to the validity of the act of the Secretary in so removing 
Mr. Jewett. 
The B<;>ard then adjourned to meet on Monday, January 15, at_t~n 
o'clock. 
MONDAY, JANUARY 15, 18,55. 
The Board of Regents met to-day at ten o'clock. 
Present: The Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Berrien, 
Douglas, Hawley, Mason, Pearce, Rush, Towers and Totten. 
The Chancellor, took the chair, and the minutes of tbc last meeting 
were read and approved. 
Mr. Pearce's resolutions offered nt the last meeting on Saturday were 
then taken_ up. 
The question being taken on tbe first resolution, it was adopted. 
Y~As.-The Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Berrien, 
Hawley, _Mason, Pearce, Rush,. Totten-8. 
NAYS,-:--Messrs. Douglas, Towers-2. 
Tbe second resolution was then taken up and a<Jopted .. 
YEAs.-The Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Berrien, 
Hawley, J_\'Iasoq, P_earce, Rush, Totten-8. 
NA.Ys.-Messrs. Douglas, Towers-2. 
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On motion .of Mr. Rush, Mr. John T. To\Yers was elected to fill the 
vacancy in the Building Committee. · · 
The report of the Executive Committee, making estimates of appro-
priations f?r th~ year 1855, &c.: was then t~ken up ar~d adopted. 
On mot10n of General Totten, the followmg resolut10n was adopted: 
Resolved, That in case the sum required '-'for the completion of the 
Smithsonian building should exceed the amount appropriated for the 
same, that the Building Committee have authority to pay for any una-
voidable excess out of funds on deposit to the credit of the Instituti?n· 
The report of the Building Committee was then read, and on mot10n 
adopted. 
A memorial and printed pamphlet from John Lord, of Portland, 
Maine, was read and ordered to lie on the table. 
The Board then adjourned to meet on Saturday, January 27, at ten 
o'clock a. m. 
WASHINGTON, January 27, 1855. 
An ncijourned meeting of the Board of RegP-nts of the Smithsonian 
Institution was held on Saturday, January 27, 1855, in the regents' room. 
Present: The Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Pearce, 
Stuart, Towers, Totten. 
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved. 
The following communication was read : 
HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
W11sliington, January 26, 1855. 
Sm: I am instructed by the spPcial committee of the House of Re-
presentatives, raised in conformity with the accompanying resolution, 
to !equest you to inform the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti-
tut1?n that the committee is ready to proceed to the discharge of .its 
dut1es-_and that any communication the Board may think proper to 
make will be most respectfully entertained. 
The committee will meet on Thursday, February 1, at half past 7 
o'clock, p. m., in the rooms of the Hon. W. H. Wittee, at the National 
Hotel. 
. Tb~ pr~se1;ce of an authorized representation of the Board, during the 
mvcst1gat10n of the matters referred to the committee would aid us in 
the perform_ance of the duty. imposed by the order' of the House of 
Re presentat1 ves. 
Very 1espectfully, your obedient servant, 
Professor Jos. HENRY, 
CHARLES W. UPHAM, Clwirma.n. 
Secretary of t~e Smithsonian Institution. 
Copy of resolution of House enclosed. 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES u. s.-January J 7, 1855. 
On motion of Mr . Meacham, 
Resolved, That the letter of Hon. Rufus Choate, resigning his place 
as_ Regen_t of the Smithsonian Institution, be referred to a 'select com-
mittee of five, and printed; and that said committee be directed to 
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inqui:re and report to this House whether the Smithsonian Institution 
has been managed, and .its funds expended, in accordance with the law 
establishing the Institution; and whether any additional legislation be 
necessary to carry out the designs of its founders, and that said com-
mittee have power to send for persons and papers. 
The Speaker thereupon appointed l\fr. Upham, of Massachusetts; 
Mr. Witte, of Pennsylvania; Mr. Taylor, of Tennessee; l\-fr. Wells, of 
Wisconsin; and Mr. Puryear, of North Carolina, the said committee. 
On motion of Mr. Pearce, it was-
Resoli-cd, That a committee of five be appointed by the Chancellor 
to represent the Board of Regents before the committee of the House 
of R'.'!presentatives. 
The Chancellor appointed :Messrs. Pearce, Mason, Bache, Rush, and 
the Secretary, as the committee. 
T-he -Secreta:ry laid before the Board his annual report. . 
~ Communications, and a bill of charges from Lorin Blodget, were 
read, and, on motion of Mr. Stuart, referred to the Executive Com-
~~. . 
Communication from G. Cameron, the contractor for the building, 
was read, and referred- to the Building Committee. 
Communication from J. M. Stanley, arti8t, offering to dispose of his 
Indian Gallery, was rea<l, and, after remarks, on motion it was-
Resohecl, That the Secretary be instructed respectfully to decline the 
offer made to the Boar<l by Mr. Stanley. 
A co1nmunis:;ation relative to the Geographical and Commercial Ga-
zette was read, and referred to the Executive Committee. · 
-The Board then adjourned to meet on Saturday, February 10, at 10 
o'clock, a. m. -
WASHINGTON, February 10, ·1855. 
Present: Messrs. Bache, Mason, Pearce, Totten, and the Secretary. 
There being no quorum, adjourned to Saturday, February 17. 
_ _ W ASHINGT~N, February 17, 1855. 
Messrs. English, ·Pearce, Totten, Towers, and the Secr~tary present. 
There being no quorum, adjourned to meet on Saturday, February 24. 
\V ASHINGTON, F ebruary 24, 1855. 
An a<ljournd meeting of the Board of Regents was held 01:i .Satur-
day, February 24, 1855, at 10 o'clock a. m. 
Present: Tbe Chancellor, Roger B. Taney, Messrs. Bache, Doug-
las, English, Pearce, Totten, Seaton, treasurer, and the Secretary. 
A reporL entitled "Report of the Hon. James Meacham, of the 
special committee of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, on the distribution of the income of the Smithsonian fund," &c., 
was presentE;~, and on motion laid on the table. 
On motion of Mr. English, the following resolution was adopted: 
Resolved, That three persons be appointed a committee of finance, 
\vho shall inquire into the safety and propriety of the present invest-
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ment of the fonds of the Institution, not in the Treasury of tbe United 
States, and who shall have the authority to. withdraw the. sai? fund 
from the present place of <leposit, and invest them otherwise m the 
name of the regents of the Institution. 
The chancellor appointed Messrs. English, Pearce and Mason as the 
committee. 
The following report w::is read: 
The committee to whom was referrc<l the resolution of the "estab-
lishment," proposing a conference by committee with the Board. of 
Regents, for the purpose of determining the mode of communicat10n 
between the establishment and the Board of Regents, submit the fol-
lowing report: 
That they have met and conferred with the committee appointed for 
that purpose by the establishment, and have, after cr1nsultation, agreed 
upon the following resolutions, to, be reported by the committees to 
their respective constituencies, and the committee recommend that they 
be adopted by the Board of Regents, and made a part of the by-laws. 
] . The general communication between the Institution and the 
Board of Regents shall be made through their common secretary. 
2. The secretary will regularly communicate to each body all such 
act~ ~f. either_ as may concern the other respectively, or may require 
their JOrnt act10n. · 
3. When either body may desire any special communication with 
the other, it will propose a conference by committee. . • 
All which is respectfully submitted. 
J. M. MASON, Chairman. 
JANUARY, 1855. 
The report of the committee was approved. 
The following resolution was offered by Mr. Douglas, and adopted 
by the Board : 
Reso_lved, That all correspondence of this Institution with any person 
or society shall be conducted by the Secretary, and no assistant or 
empl?y_ee shall write or receive any official letter or commuuication 
pertammg to the affairs of the Institution, except under the authority 
an<l by the direction of the Secretary, and all such correspondence shall 
b? duly registered anct recorded in such manner as the Secretaryfshall 
91rect. . 
The Board then acljourned to meet at the call of the Secretary. 
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APPENDIX 
TO 1}IE 
REPORT OF THE REGENTS 
OF TUE 
SMITHSONIA.N INSTITUTION. 
Report on American Explorations in the years 1853 and 1854. By S. F. 
Baird, Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
The report on this suhject for 1853, though ready for publication at 
the time of printing the last Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, was kept back until the present year, as most of the expeditions 
mentioned in it were still in the field at the close of 1853, and of many 
no definite intelligence had been received. Nearly all of these have, 
however, returned; and their officers are now busily engaged in pre-
paring their reports. I therefore shall present the principal events for 
1853 and 1854 in one narrative, without always distinguishing those of 
each year. 
The number of important scientific explorations embraced in this 
period, mark it conspicuously in the history of American discovery. 
Most of these are due to the appropriation for the survey of the China 
seas and Behring's Straits, and that for a survey of the several routes 
for a railroad to the Pacific, (although many more private expeditions 
were set on foot,) in addition to the regular operations of the United 
States and Mexican Boundary Survey, whose labors during the past 
years were in continuation of those commenced before. Many reports 
of explorations, commenced or completed prior to 1853, ·have been pub-
lished during this period, and will be noticed in their proper places. 
With scarcely an exception, every expedi1ion of any magnitude has 
received more or less aid from the Smithsonian Institution. This has 
consisted in the supplying of instructions for making observations and col-
lections in meteorology and natural history, and of information as to partic-
ular desiderata; in the preparation, in part, of the-meteorological, magnet-
ical, and natural history outfit, including the selection and purchase of 
the necessary apparatus and instruments ; in the nomination and train-
ing of persons to fill important positions in the scientific corps; in the 
reception of the collections made, and their reference to individuals com-
petent to report upon them ; and in employing skillful and trained artists 
to make accurate delineations of the new or unfigured species. Much 
of the apparatus supplied to the different parties was invented or 
adapted by the Institution for this special purpose, and used for the 
first time, with results surpassing the most sanguine expectations 
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I shall now proceed to present such facts as may be necessary to~ 
full understanding of the history and progress of these se~eral expedi-
tions, considering first those having North America for their field. 
United States and Mexican Boundary Surcey. 
The operations on the eastern end of the boundary line, as originally 
established, were brought to a successful termination tow a rd s tbe e_nd 
of 1853, by the energy and skill of Major Emory, and all the parties 
returned to W asbington by the beginning of 1854. After the purchase 
of a portion of Sonora from Mexico, it became necessary t_o make 
a new survey of the Mexican boundary; and Major Emory ha vmg been 
appointed commissioner, he complet~d his prepar~ti_ons in a very short 
time, and proceeded to the field of his labors, arnvrng at El !'aso, t~e 
initial point, the beginning of D ecember, 18.54. From this pomt ~1e :'7111 
proceed westward, expecting to meet half:.way the sub-party of Lieu· 
tenant Michler, who starts eastward from Fort Yuma. Major Emory 
is accompanied by Dr. Kennerly as surgeon and naturalist, from whom 
much may be expected i::1 the development of the natural history of the 
country, with the facilities which Major Emory bas always furnished 
to the scientific corps of his several explorations. Tbe natural history 
collections brought back from the lower Rio Grande, by Major Emory, 
were very extensive and important. 
Survey of routes for a Ra-ilroacl to tli.e Pacific. 
Just before the acijournment of Congress, in March. 1853, an appro· 
priation of $150,000 was made, to defray the expenses of the survey of 
various routes along which jt was supposed that a railroad, extending 
between the Mississippi river and the Pacific, might be constructed, 
By virtue of the authority committed to him by Congress, the Secretary 
of War proceeded to organize six parties, for the exploration of four 
main routes leading to the Pacific; and of these, Gov. I. I. Stevens, 
Lie~tenant IL S. Williamson, Captain Gunnison, Lieutenant A. W. 
Wh1pple, and, at a later period, Lieutenant J. G. Parke c1nd Captain 
J. Pope, were severally placed in command. All these parti es were 
ab_undantly provided with the apparatus and instructions, written or 
pnnt~d, necessary to enable them to make copious collections in natu-
~·al history, and observations in physical scienc_e. Each party (except-
mg the two last, which were not so folly organized) went accompanied 
by ?- surgeon, zoologist, botanist, mineralogist, geologist, and a civil 
engm_eer; though, occasionaliy, the same person united several of these 
funct10ns. The parties set out for their several labors in the following 
order and organization. 
1. "_Northern route under Governor I. I. Steven$. 
This portion of the survey was first in the field and most extensive 
in its organizatio~. It was placed under command of Governor I._ I. 
Ste~ens, lately of the corps of the United States engineers, and assist-
ant m charge of the Coast Survey, who had been appointed governor 
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of the new Territory of Washington, and was now about proceedi~g 
to the field of his duties. The survey was divided into two mam 
bodies, one to proceed towards the Rocky mountains from the east, the 
other to cross the isthmus and start in from the Pacific side to meet the 
former. Each of these parties was again subdivided into sub-parties, the 
progress and superintendence of which is as follows : 
Governor Stevens, , with the main party, proceeded from St. Paul, 
on the 8th of June,. 1853, westward to Fort Union, a trading post 
belonging to the American Fur Company, situatf'd at the mouth of the 
Yellow. Stone river; thence up the Missouri river to the mouth of Milk 
river; and up the valley of Milk river, nearly due west, to Fort Benton, 
another trading post of the American Fur Company near the Falls of 
the Mis.souri,_ where they arrived September 1. . 
From Fort Benton Governor Stevens crossed to the mission of St. 
Mary's; thence, by the Cceur d'Alene, to Fort Colville; thence to 
Fort Vancouver and Olympia. 
Lieutenant Saxton started from Fort Vancouver, and proceeded up 
the . Columbia river, by water, as far as the Dalles;· from the Dalles, up 
the valley of the Columbia, by land, to W alla-walla, a trading po~t 
occupied by the Hudson's Bay Company; thence in a northeasterly 
direction to the western extremity of Kalispe lake, crossing Lewis's 
fork of the Columbia, forty miles from Walla-walla, and Clarke's fork, 
near the outlet of Kalispe lake; thence along the northern shore of this 
lake and Clarke's fork of the Columbia, in a southeasterly direction, re-
crossing the river near the mouth of the Bitter Root, vne of its branches ; 
and thence nearly due south to the Flathead village of St. Mary's, situated 
on the St. Mary's fork of the Bitter Root, thirty miles south of the mouth 
of the Hellgate river. He proceeded up the valley of the HeUgate 
or Blackfoot river and the Foospin11ey, one of its branches-, to the 
Blackfoot pass in the Rocky mountains. This pass is situated about 
ninety miles from Fort Benton, near the sourc_es of tbe Teton and 
Medicine rivers. He crossed the mountains . through this pass, and 
met Governor Stevens and his party at Fort Benton. From Fort 
Benton he went down the Missouri river to St. Louis-in a -keel-boat 
as far as Fort Leavenworth. 
Lieute11ant Donelson, with the main party, passed over Lieutenant 
Saxton's route from Fort Benton to Fort Vancouver. Dr. Suckley went 
down the ri.ver, from St. Marf s valley, in a canoe, from the Flathead 
village to Fort Colville.. Captain McClellan explored the country on 
both sides of the Cascade range northward from Vancouver; he met 
Governor Stevens's parties at Fort Colville, and then continued his expe-
dition as far north as our northern boundary line. Lieutenant Mullen went 
from Fort Benton to St. Mary's village by the Jefferson fork of Missouri. 
He remained at St. Mary's village during the winter, continuina hi:S 
explorations as far north as the Flathead lake, and southward to Fort 
Hall. After continuing in the mountains for nearly a year, he returned 
to Olympia in the winter of 1854-' 55. Lieutenant Macfeely returned 
from St. Mary's village to Fort Vancouver by the southern Nez Perce 
trail down the valley of Kooskooskie and Little Salmon rivers. Mr. 
Tinkham, civil engineer, accompanied Governor Stevens's party as far 
as St. Mary~s . vmage, . and recrossed the Rocky mountains to Fort 
Mis. Doc. 24-6 
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Benton, and surveyed the ~farias pass, situated to t~e north ?f the 
Blackfoot or Cadot's pass, and proceeded to Olympia, W ashmgton 
Territory, by a new route through some pass in the Casca~e mou_n- , 
tains. Lieutenant Grover was to make an accurate survey of the Mis-
souri river from the Falls to the mouth of the Yellow Stone, and then 
across the Rocky mountains, in mid-winter on snow shoes, by the route 
Lieutenant Saxton followed. His o~ject was to test the climate in the 
mountains during the most unfavorable season of the year. Mr. Doty 
was left at Fort Benton to make meteorological and other observations 
during the winter. He remained until the autumn of 1854, when he 
proceeded to Washington Territory, and joined Governor Stevens. 
Most of these parties were provided with the means of making ob-
servations and collections in natural and physical science, and all have 
faithfully carried out their instructions. 
Dr. Suckley, surgeon and naturalist to the main party, accompanied 
Governor Stevens as far as the Flathead village, and thence down the 
river, as described. 
Dr. J. G. Cooper acted in the same capacity in connexion with 
Captain McClellan's expedition. Both these gentlemen, aided by the 
officers and assistants of the command, were occupied the whole time 
in making extensive collections of the highest interest. Lieutenant 
Donelson, with the party under his command, in proceeding up the 
Missouri to Fort Union, spared no exertion to accomplish the same 
o~ject, and gathered a large collection of plants and of specimens in 
alcohol. 
Dr. Evans, United States geologist for Oregon, accompanied by 
Dr. B. F. Shumard, visited the Mauvaises Terres of Nebraska, in con-
nexion with Governor Stevens's P,xploration, and collected a very 
extensive series of the fossil mammals and chelonians of that region, 
embracing several species not previously found by him. He arrived 
in Oregon late in 1853, and has since been engaged in completing his 
regular explorations of the geology of Oregon and Washington, with 
very important results. 
Since .the completion of the survey, Dr. Suckley and Dr. Cooper 
have continued their explorations most energetically. The former 
spent several months at Steilacoom, on Puget's Sound, as United States 
·urgeon of the post, and then went to the Dalles, from which point he 
accompanied a party sent to Fort Boise, to chastise some Indians. 
Dr. Cooper has been most of his time at Shoal-water bay. Both of 
the~e gentlemen have collected and sent home, from their respecti_ve 
~tat10ns, very valuable and extensive series of animals and plants, with 
important notes on their habits and peculiarities. 
2. Surrey cf the route near the 38th parallel, under the late Captain Gun-
nison, and continued by Lieutenant Beckwith. 
T~e party of Captain J. W. Gunnison originally consisted of him-
self m command, Lieutenant E. G. Beckwith, commissary aud quar-
termaster ; R. N. Kern, topographer and draughtsman; J. H. Peters and 
~- L. Homans, assistant e1;1gineers; Dr. Scheel, surgeon a~d mineralo-
gist; F. Kreutzfeldt, botamst and draughtsman; together with an escort 
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of thirty men, commanded by Captain Morris, United States rifles. 
The party was organized at camp Shawnee Reservation, on the 20th 
of June, and procee_ded up the Sandy Hill_ fork of the_ Kansas, a?d the_n 
across to the Arkansas, and up to the Abispah. After exploring this 
region, they crossed over on the Trincheres, and next to the Huerfano, 
thence across the mountains to the head of the Sangre del Cristo Pass, and 
down the valley of this stream to Fort Massachusetts. From this point 
they passed up the valley of San Luis, through Cooachotope pass, and 
down to Grand river of the Colorado; along it, past the Uncompagre 
and Aoonakara. Beyond this they struck the old Spanish trail, and 
after crossing Green river left it and passed through W ahsatch pass, for 
Sevier river, and down this river nearly to Sevier lake. While explo-
ring the regions about this lake, nearly the whole of the scientific corps, 
consisting of Captain Gunnison, Mr. Kern, Mr. Kreutzfeldt, and several 
other persons, were surprised by a party of the Pah Utahs, on the 
morning of the 26th of October, 1853, and all put to death. Science 
has much to deplore in the loss of these gentlemen, all so well known 
previously for their intrepid zeal as explorers: Captain Gunnison, in 
connexion with Captain Stansbury's survey of Great Salt Lake; and 
Mr. Kern as the companion of Colonel Fremont, Captain Simpson, 
Captain Sitgreaves, Lt. Parke, and others. Mr. Kreutzfeldt: was also 
a member of the memorable party of Colonel Fremont, which met 
with such sad disasters in the region of his latest exploration. 
Most of the instruments and papers of the party were captured by 
the Indians, but afterwards given up; and the command devolving on 
Lieutenant Beckwith, he spent the winter at Salt Lake city, and in 
the spring of 1854 proceeded across to California by a new route. He 
returned in September, and is now engaged in . completing his report. 
He brought with him a valuable collection of specimens. 
3. Survey of th-e route near the 35th parallel of latitude, under Lieutenant 
, Whipple. 
The third railroad party was commanded by Lieutenant A. VI. 
Whipple,_ formerly connected with the survey of the Mexican boundary. 
His party consisted of Lieutenant J.C. Ives, principal assistant; Dr. J. 
M. Bigelow, surgeon and botanist; Jules Marcou, geologist; Dr. C. B. 
R. Ken~erly, surgeon and zoologist; H. B. Mollhausen, topographer 
and artist; Hugh Campbell, astronomer; Albert H. Campbel], engi-
neer; together with Messrs. White, Garner, Hutton, Sherburne, and 
Parke. ~ieutenant Ives, vyith Dr. Kennerly and _Mr. Hugh Campbell, 
were detailed to go by Indianola and San Antomo, to El Paso, for the 
P\lrpose _of securing c~rtain instruments left there , after which they 
JOmed Lieutenant Whipple at Albuquerque. The main party went 
from Fort Smith mainly up the Canadian, and across the Llano Esta-
cado, to Anton Chico. Here it divided, Mr. Albert Campbell, ·with 
the main party, proceeding directly to Albuquerque, via Laguna; Lieu-
t~na~t "\Vh~pple pursuin_g a somewhat differ~nt route; ancl all the par-
ties, rncludmg that of Lieutenant Ives, meetrng at Albuquerque, on the 
26th of October. From Albuquerque they went over to the Little 
Colorado, via the Pueblo of Zuni; next by way of the San Francisco 
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mountains to Bill Williams's fork; down this stream to the Colorado, 
tben up tbe Mohave,_ and a?ross to Sar_i Francisco. _The -party r~turned 
to the United States m April, 1854, with the except10n of Dr. Bigelow, 
the botanist, who remained a few months longer exploring the Siena 
Nevada. · 
The collections in every department were very large, and included 
many new and rare species. 
4. Survey ef the several partial routes on the P aciji,c side under Lieutenant 
Williamson. 
The fourth of the principal government parties for the survey of the 
Pacific railroad route is that of Lieutenant R. S. Williamson, accom-
panied by Lieutenant J. G. Parke as assistant, William P. Blake as 
geologist, and Dr. A. L. Heermann as surgeon and naturalist, together 
with a skillful artist and civil engineer. The escort was commanded 
by Lieutenant Stoneman. The party started from San Fra1icisco and 
passed up the San Joaquin and Tulare valley, and explored the region 
about Walker's Pass, and along tbe Mohave over to the Colorado. 
They also examined the Tejon Pass, the Canada de las U vas, the Ca-
jon, the Gorgona and Caliente passes of the coast range. Lieutenant 
Williamson returned in the latter part of 1854, and is now engaged in 
preparing his report, to include notices of many interesting collections 
in natural history. 
5. Survey near the 32d parallel of lrititude, western erJ,d, under Lieutenant 
Parke. 
After the completion of the survey of Lieutenant Williamson, Lieu-
tenant Parke, accompanied by Lieutenant Stoneman and Dr. Heer-
mann, started from San Diego in January, 1854, and proceeded by 
way of Warner's Ranch to camp Yuma at the mouth of the Gila, g,nd 
thence up this river to the Pima and Maricopa villages, thence to Tuc-
son, Fort Webster, Dona Ana and Trentera. This point was reached 
on the 24th of March, the entire distance from San Diego having been 
tr~verseJ with wagons in about sixty days. Here the exploration ter-
~mnated, ~nd the party proceeded rapidly home via San Antonio, reach· 
rng Washmgton in May, 1854. 
In October, 1854, Lieutenant Parke again returned to California for 
the purpose of making further surveys. He was accompanied by l\fr. 
~lbert H. Campbell, civil engineer; Dr. Antisele, surgeon and geolo-
gist; H. Campbell, G. G. Garner, and N. H. Hutton, assistants. .Lieu-
t~nant Parke wili organize his expedition at Benicia, with all possible 
dispatch, and_ proceed to explore the Salinas river, from the Bay of 
1\Ionterey to Its sources, with a view of finding a practicable passage 
through the coast range into the Mohave basin, or into the valley of 
Los Angeles. Further examinations will also be made of the Mohave 
river, i_n the vicinity of the Co]nrado, on Lieutenant Whipple's route. 
Returnmg thence, this party will start from San Diego and go across to 
El Paso, on the Rio Grande, by the route south of the Giia. 
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6. Survey near the 32d parallel of lat£tude, eastern end, under Captain John 
Pope. 
Capti,in Pope, accompanied by Lieutenant Garrard, Capta~n Taflin, 
and Dr. Diffenderfer, with an escort under the command of L1eu,enant 
Marshall, left El Paso on the 20th of February, for Preston, Texas, for 
the purpose of completing the survey of the 32d parallel, prosecuted at 
the western end by Lieutenant Parke. .The line followed was nearly 
straight except through the Guadalupe mountains. The Pecos was 
passed near the mouth of Delaware creek:, and the Llano Estacada tra-
versed for a distance of one hundred and twenty-five miles. From this 
the party proceeded via head waters of Brazos and Colorado, arriving 
in Preston about the middle of May. The natural hiF:tory collections 
made were very extensive and valuable, induding, as they did, a por-
tion of those gathered by Dr. T. C. Henry, U. S. A., in New Mexico, 
during a period of several years. Captain Pope has since returned to 
the Llano Estacada, for the purpose of experimenting upon Artesian 
borings in the desert. He is accompanied by Dr. G. G. Shumard, as 
surgeon and geologist, well known in connexion with explorations by 
Captain Marcy. 
Exploration of Colonel Fremont. 
In order to test the depth of winter snow along the central route 
traversed by Captain Gunnison and Messrs. Beale and Hec1p, Colo- , 
nel Fremont started late in the season, and on the 25th of November 
was still below the mouth of the Huerfano. Entering the mountain re-
gion on the Huerfano on the 3d of December, he emerged from it, and 
reached the Little Salt settlement on the 9th ofFebruary, having found 
but four inches of snow in the Coochetope Pass on the ] 4th of Decem-
ber. From Parowan he proceeded to San Francisco, and has since then 
been engaged in preparing a report on the results of his trip. 
Expedition of Messrs. Beale and Heap. 
Lieutenant E. F. Beale, superintendent of Indian affairs in California, 
about to return to the scenes of his philanthropic labors among tbe In-
dians, in the vicinity of Tejon Pass, embraced the occasion to make the 
journey over land by the central route. He was in company with Mr. 
G. H. Heap. They left Westport, Missouri, on the 6th of May, and 
proceeded to Fort Atkinson on the Arkansas, crossing the head waters 
of the Osage and the Neosho. From this point they passed up the 
Arkansas to the Huerfano, and proceeded to the Mormon settlements 
near Little Salt lake and the vegas of Santa Clara, very nearly on the 
route pursued by Captain Gunnison, excep6ng that they went up the 
Huerfano instead of the Abispah. From the vegas they pursued tbe 
old Spanish trail leading from Abiquiu across the desert of the Mohave, 
and thence to Los Angeles, where they arrived on the 22d of August, 
making a distance of 1,852 miles from Westport in 100 days. Some 
?f the party had travelled 715 miles more in going to Taos and back, 
m consequence of the loss of stores. The party was at one time in , 
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imminent danger of collision with the same band of Inifians that after-
wards massacred Captain Gunnison. 
J. Soule Bowman. 
Mr. Bowman left Kansas the 20th of May, 1853, on · his journey _to 
California, and travelling up the Kansas river crossed it at the Baptist 
mission, and proceeded to Salt Lake city, via Fort Kearney and Fort 
Laramie. Leaving Salt Lake city on the 29th of July, he proceeded 
to Humboldt river, passing down its north side to the sink. From the 
sink be took the Truckee river route, and thence, by Beckwith's cut 
off w Bidwell's bar and Marysville. Shortly after his arrival in San 
Francisco he was attacked with the typhoid fever, which carried him 
off in a few days. Mr. Bowman's untimely end is greatly to be la-
mented, not only as a citizen, relative, and friend, but as a man of 
science. For mauy years he has embraced every opportunity for 
making collections in natural history, even under the most unfavorable 
circumstances. 
In a previous report I have referred to a collection made for the In-
stitution by Mr. Bowman. Those gathered by him during the trip just 
referred to were of much greater extent, embracing quite a full series 
of fishes and reptiles from a previously unexplored region-many new 
to science and all in excellent condition. These were received in 
April, 1854, through the kind assistance of his brother, S. M. Bowman, 
of San Francisco, and of Lieutenant Whipple. 
Exploration qf the Brazos, by Captain R. B. Marcy. 
Cartain Marcy, having completed and published his report of an ex-
plorat10n of Red river in 1852, was detailed in 1854 to select and sur-
vey_ cert~in lands in Texas, donated by tbat State for tbe benefit of tbe 
Indian tnbes included within ber limits. He accordingly left New 
Yo~k for this purpose in May, and proceeded to Fort Belknap, near 
wb_1ch the reservation is situated. Accompanied and assisted by Major 
~e1gh?ors, Indian agent, he performed the duty assigned him, and from 
10terv1ews with the chiefs of the southern Comanches, found that tbese 
In<li_ans. were not averse to the idea of settling down permanently and 
cult1vatmg the soil. 
. In the course of the summer Captain Marcy visited the head waters 
of the ~razos and tbe Big Witchita, a region previously untrodden by 
the \vh1te man. During his entire trip he was accompanied by Dr. G. 
G. Shumar~, as surgeon and naturalist, who made extensive and valu-
able collectwns and observations, which will be embodied in the report 
of Captain Marcy. 
Lieutenant D. N. Couch. 
In the \"vinter of 1852-'53, Lieutenant Couch, of the United States 
~1rtille~·?, under leave of absence from the War Department, l~ft Wash-
rngton for the purpose of making explorations in the natural history ~nd 
geography of Mexico. After a short stay at Brownsville, accompamed 
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by several servants, be crossed the river into Mexico, and we!1t. first to 
Monterey in New Leon. Here he. spent some time in exammmg t~e 
Sierras south and west of that city, and thence proceeded to Par~·as m 
Coahuila, 185 miles west of Monterey. He went next to the plams of 
the lower Balson de Mapimi, Durango, visiting there the celebrated 
Durango caves. Owing to the desertion of some of his attendants, he 
was unable to extend his journey further west, and retrac ng his steps 
he explored the salt plain of Alamo de Parras before returning to the 
United States by his original route. 
During the whole of this journey Lieutenant Couch gathered copious 
collections in all departments of zoology, and made a large number of 
original notes upon the habits of the species. Many new species were 
obtained by him, and important discoveries made respecting the geo-
graphical distribution of others. A portion of the results thus secured 
have been published by Lieutenant Couch, and others may shortly be 
expected. 
When in Matamoras Lieutenant Couch purchased the entire collec-
tion of notes and specimens left by Doctor L. Berlandier. Tbis was 
the result of many years of labor in the province of Tamaulipas, and 
proved to be of extraordinary value. 
Count Cypriani. 
According to Mr. Heap, Count Cypriani, ex-Governc,r of _Leghorn, 
left Westport in May, 1853, for a trip to California, ma Fort Laramie 
and the South Pass, Great Salt Lake, and Carson's Valley. His party 
consisted of eleven scientific men and a sufficient escort, well provided 
with all means of scientific research. No information has yet been 
received of the further movemen'ts of this party. · 
Explorations ef S. F. Baird. 
By anthority of the Secretary of the Smithsoman Institution, Mr. 
Baird, during the summer of 1853, proceeded in company with Dr. 
J. P. Kirtland, of Cleveland, to Racine, Wisconsin, where they spent a 
week in exploring the streams and prairies in its vicinity, with tbe assist-
ance of Dr. P.R. Hoy and Rev. A. C. Barry, well known naturalists, 
residP-nt in that place; and with them next visited the interior of the 
Staie, spending some time at Madison, and returni11g via Milwaukie. 
Dr. Kirtland and Mr. Baird next visited Ohio, spending some days at ' 
Elyria, and a week at Poland, Ohio. From Poland they went to 
Detroit, where they were joined by Professor Charles Fox and Dr. 
Davenport, with whom they visited Ann Arbor and Port Huron, 
exploring, in addition, a considerable extent of Detroit river. Mr. 
Baird next went alone to Montreal, and down the river below Quebec, 
then 1?ack again to Lake Champlain. The principal result of this trip 
~ovenng over 5,000 miles, was the acquisition of vet y foll sets of the 
fishes of the lake basin over a water line of about 1,500 miles, serving 
to develope important facts in regard to their geographical distribution. 
~ complete series of the fishes of Ohio, as described by Dr. Kirtland in 
his "Fishes of the Ohio," was also secured from the original localities. 
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and identified on the spot by this distinguished naturalist. The entire 
collection of fishes and other alcoholic specimens filled twelve kegs and 
large cans. In 1854, Mr. Baird visited the coast of New Jersey, and 
spent six wee~rn in the vi~inity of Be~seley's Point, ~t the m~uth of Great 
Egg Harbor_nver, studymg the habits and collect1~g SJ?eCif!lens of the 
marine species. A full account of the results of this tnp will be found 
in the present report. Additional explorations of similar character, 
,vere made at Greenport and River-head, Long Island, as also near 
Piermont and Sing Sing, on the Hudson river. At Piermont he hart the 
valuable aid of Mr. John G. Bell, of New York, in collecting full series 
of the fish of the Hackensack and Sparkill, embracing several species 
new to the State, and others heretofore only found in that locality. 
Exploration in Western Missouri and Kansas: by Dr . .P. R. Hoy. 
Dr. Hoy, well known as an ardent and successful naturalist of Ra-
cine, Wisconsin, left that place on the 4th of April, 1854, for a natural 
history excursion to Missouri. Stopping at various points to make col-
lections, he reached St. Louis on the I.2th, and next day proceeded up 
the Missouri river. After a short stay at Boonville, Cooper county, 
Missuuri, he went on to Lexington, Missouri, and from this point made 
various excursions, some of them into Kansas ; after remaining in this 
reaion some time, Dr. Hoy returned to Racine in June. Availing 
himself of every opportunity to add to his collections, Dr. Hoy gathered 
together many species of birds, reptiles, and fishes ; among the latter 
q?ite a number new to science. One hundred and fifty-two species of 
b1_rds were observed, or obtained by him above Boonville alone, some 
of them not previously known to occur so far to the east. His alco-
holic collections have been sent to the Institution, and prove to be of 
great interest. 
Exploration of Northern Wisconsin, in 1854, by Rev. A. C. Barry. 
Mr. Barry left Racine on the 10th of May, 1854, for his trip through 
northern Wisconsin, and reached Oshkosh, via Sheboygan and Fond du 
Lac, on the 13th. His route thence was up the Fox, to Lake Butte 
des Marts; thence up the Wolf, to the junction of the W crnpacca; 
thence to the mouth of the Embarras, and across the country to the 
Wi ~con sin, striking the river at Plover Portage. From this point he 
passc~ down the Wisconsin river, examining the country and streams on 
both. sides as far as Richland city ; returning by way of Dodgeville, 
M~dison, Palmyra, East Troy, and Rochester, to Racine, where he 
arrived towards the end of June. In the course of his journey, :Mr. 
Barry made copious notes of his observations, which will be hereafter 
presented to the Institution. The numerous collections of fishes and 
reptil_es ma~le by him have already been received, and were gathered 
pnnc1pally rn the following localities : 
L ake Winnebago, Lake Butte des Morts, Waupacca rive~, Litt~e 
':V aupacca, Embarras river, Spring brook, Baird's lake, W1sconsm 
nver, L emmonwier river, Yellow river, Bear creek, Pine river, Green 
creek, Little Plover, Big Plover, and Carp lake. 
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Exploration and Survey of the China Seas and Behring's Straits. 
In the summer of 1852, Congress made an appropriation of $125,000 
for "building or purchase cf suitable vessels and for prosecuting a 
survey and reconnoisance for naval and commercial purposes, of such 
parts of Behring Straits of the North Pacific ocean and the China 
seas as are frequented by American whale ships, ano by trading ves-
sels in their routes between the United States and China." The act 
was passed at too late a period in the year to allow any action heyond 
the organization of the party, and the commencement of preparations 
for departure. The command of the expedition was entrusted by the 
Secretary of the Navy, Hon.John P. Kennedy, to Captain C. Ringgold, 
an officer of much experience in the duties required, from his connexion 
\,Vith the United States exploring expedition under Captain Wilkes. 
The necessary vessels were procured and equipped in the most sub-
stantial manner, and fitted out with all the instruments required for 
making observations in astronomy, hydrography, magnetism, meteor-
ology, together with the most complete equipment of natural history 
apparatus ever taken to sea. The expedition was fortunate in se-
curing the services of Mr. William Stimpson a.s principal zoologist, 
and Mr. Charles Wright as botanist, both of them gentlemen well 
known for successful prosecution of their respective departments in 
former explorations. Mr. F. H. Storer went out as chemist and taxi-
dermist, and E. M. Kern, the intrepid companion of Fremont and Sit-
greaves, as artist 2nd photographer. Many of the naval officers on 
board expected to lend efficient aid in the natural history department 
as well as in the physical, to which they are more especially assigned. 
The squadron, as finally organized, consisted of the following vessels: 
l. The sloop Vincennes, bearing the flag of Commander Ringgold, 
with Lieutenant Rolando as lieutenant commanding and executive offi-
cer; Lieutenant J. M. Brooke, acting lieutenant and assistant astrono-
mer: William B. Boggs, purser and artist; Frederick D. Stuart, 
secretary and draughtsman; William Stimp~on, zoologist to expedition; 
F. H. Storer, chemist and taxidermist, and Edward M. Kern, photo-
grapher and artist. 
2. Steamer John Hancock, Lieutenant John Rodgers in command; 
Charles Wright, botanist to expedition, and A. H. Ames, assistant 
naturalist. 
3. Brig Porp0ise, Alonzo B. Davis, Lieutenant Commanding. 
4. Schooner Fennimore Cooper, acting Lieutenant Commanding H. R. 
Stevens. 
5. Store ship John P. Kennedy, Lieutenant Commanding Napoleon 
Collins. 
These vessels left Norfolk in June, 1853, and went to St. Simon's 
bay, Cape of Good Hope, and after a short stay, proceeded to Hong 
Kong, China. The sloop of war Vincennes, Commander C. Ringgold, 
and the brig Porpoise, Lieutenant Commanding A. B. Davis, by the 
v:ay of Van Dieman's Land, through the Coral seas, passing the Caro-
line and Ladrone and Bashee islands, arriving at Hong Kong on the 
17th of March ; the steamer John Hancock, Lieutenant Commanding 
John Rodgers, the store ship John P. Kennedy, Lieutenant Command-
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ing N. Collins, and the tender Fennimore Cooper, Lieutenant Com-
mandincr H. K. Stevens, by the way of the Straits of Sunda and Ga~-
per, the° Carimata and Bil1eton passages, and the Soo~oo sea. The_ir 
arrival at Hong Kong was reported by Commander Rmggold early m 
June, 1854. 
During the absence of Commodore Perry, with the greater part of 
the East India squadron, at Japan, the civil war raging in China, and 
particularly in the vicinity of Canton, so alarmed American ~i6zens 
holding valuable property in that region, that Commodore Rrngg?ld 
considered it proper to suspend temporarily the special duties to which 
he was assigned, and render protection to his exposed countrymen; so 
that he failed to accomplish a large portion of the surveys that had 
been planned for the year. 
The expedition has, however, again resumed its scientific duties with 
important results. Several large collections in natural history have 
been sent home, and others are on the way. Captain Ringgold havi~g 
returned to the United States, the squadron is in command of Captam 
Rodgers. 
E xploration of the Parana and its tributaries, by the steamer Water Witclt. 
This surveying steamer, under Lieutenant Commanding Thomas J. 
PRge, left Washington in January, 1853, for the Parana, having as an 
object the smvey of this great river and its principal tributaries. Cap-
t~in Page was provided with a complete outfit of apparatus for natural 
?1story collections, together with a skilful horticulturist, whose business 
1s the gathering of live specimens of the most interesting plants. A 
good many valuable seeds have already been sent home. The vessel 
arrive~ at Buenos Ayres on the 25th of May, but was detained for 
some tnne in consequence of the internal dissensions of the country, and 
the necessity of protecting the interests of American citizens; and it 
was not until the 7th of November that Captain Page was permitted to 
l~ave Ascension to proceed up the river. A small steamer of very 
liaht draught, was taken out by the Water Witch, in order to pursue 
the exploration into waters too shallow for the larger vessel. This 
~essel has been engaged since her arrival in Paraguay in making the 
intended explorations, as well as in protecting American interests io 
that quarter, and the collections made and sent home have added much 
to our knowledge of the natural history of the country. 
Expedition of Lieutenant MacRac, United States Navy. 
At the termination of the observations of the United States naval 
as_tronomical expedition in Chile, Lieutenant MacRae was instructed by 
Lieutenant Gilliss to cross the Uspallata pass of the Andes, and ~he 
pampas of the Argentine confederation, for the purpose of ascertainrng 
the l~w of ~e_crea::,e of mag1~etical intensity with elevation, the atmo-
sphenc cond1t10n of the higher Andes, the geography of the principally 
travelled route between Mendoza and Buenos Ayres, and other im-
portant ~acts interesting to men of science. He succeeded in m::~ king 
observat10ns for all the magnetic elements at stations differing in eJeva-
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tion 3,000 feet, both ascending and descending the Cor<lilleras, and at 
each 100 miles in crossing the pampas. Having accidentall_y broken 
his barometer and injured his chronometer, shortly after leavrng Men-
doza, Lieutenant l\facRae, as soon as he arrived in the United States, 
volunteered to return at his own expense for the purpose of completing 
observations which the loss of these instrumen ts prevented him from 
doing 011 his first trip. Permission being granted by the Navy D epart-
ment, he again embarked for South America, reached Mendoza from 
Buenos Ayres in time to observe the solar eclipse of November 30, 
1853; twice crossed the Portillo pass at an elevation of 14,319 feet; 
again passed over the Cumbre and U spallata passes, 12,656 feet; and 
finally returned to the United States in March, 1.8.54. 
Lieutenant MacRae made such collections in natural history as his 
limited opportunities allowed; among them a new species of tbe curious 
genus Trichomycterus. He also procured several fine specimens of 
Gavia austraLis. 
The report of his journeys will be four.cl embodied in the first volume 
of the report of the United States naval astronomical expedition. 
Japan Expedition. 
Although not specially an exploring party, yet the magnitude of the 
squadron sent out under charge of Commodore Perry~ and the import-
ance of the interests committed to his charge, render a brief notice 
necessary in this place. The principal object of the expedition was to 
(orm a tr~aty with the emperor of Japan for the protection of A_merican 
mterests rn and about the isl and, as well as to look after these mterests 
generally in that quarter of the globe. The squadron, under command 
of Commodore Perry, consisted of the steamers Mississippi, Powhatan, 
and Susquehanna; the sloops of war Macedonia, Plymouth, Saratoga, 
~nd Vandalia; and the store ships Supply, Southampton, and Lexing-
rngton. With a portion of this fleet Commodore Perry arrived at Jeddo 
b~y. on the 8th of July, and, after a brief interview with one of the 
m1msters of state, left, to return in the spring of 1854. Of the happy 
result:::: of this renewed visit, and of the treaty made with such import-
ant bearings on comrrerce and hu_manity, I need not here speak, as they 
are_ well known to every one. Commodore Perry has returned to the 
U n1ted States, bringing with him copious journals of the voyoge, with 
numerous drawings, and many collections illustrating the natural pro-
ducts and manufactures of Japan. Collections of plants, seeds, reptiles, 
and fish es, of much interest, were also made by Dr. James Morrow, 
ngriculturist to the expedition. 
Brig Dolphin. 
Lieutenant 0 . H. Berryman, in command of the brig Dolphin, has 
b~en engaged in a continuation of his previous labors and those of 
Lieutenant Lee of sounding the depths of the Atlantic Ocean, in con-
nexion with the researches of Lieutenant Maury on the winds and cur-
rents of the ocean. His results have been of the highest interest to 
science, as well a3 of very great practical value to the navigator. The 
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report by Lieutenant Lee of his observations while in command of the 
Dolphin , has recently been published by Congress. 
Arctic Expedition under Doctor Kane. 
The brig Advance which with her consort, the Rescue, had. joined 
in 1850 the band of searchers for the long lost Sir John Frank~m, ~as 
aaain fitted out and commissioned for a renevved effort in that direct10n, 
u~der command of Dr. E. K. Kane, the intrepid surgeon and annalist 
of the first or the Grinnell expedition. The Advance, libe;all y l~nt for 
the purpose by her owner, Mr. Henry Grinnell, was prov1de1 with all 
the means necessary for resisting the vigor of an arctic wmter, ~nd 
for making various deeply jnteresting observations in natural ai:d pt1y-
sical science in the polar regions. The Smithsonian Institut10n fur-
nished a complete set of magnetical apparatus, besides fitting out the en-
tire natural history equipment; and the funds necessary for the general 
expenses were supplied by Mr. Grinnell and by private subscriptions. 
Doctor Kane intended to have particular attention paid to the Acalephm 
and crustacea of the arctic seas, as well as to the collection of skele-
tons of cetaceans and pinnipedians. Mr. Henry Goodfellow has charge 
of the natural history department; Dr. I. I. Hayes is surgeon, and Au-
gustus Sontag, astronomer. The entire force consisted of but seventeen 
men. Dr. Kane proposed to visit U ppernavik, and there procure the 
necessary dogs and Eskimos for an overland journey, to be fully 
provided with these as well as with suitable dresses of furs, &c. His 
intention was to go directly to Smith's Sound at the foot of Baffin's 
bay, and, passing up the Sound to as great a distance as possible, seek 
a secure harbor for the winter. He then expected to take his sledge-
boats, and with seven men, besides the E·skimos, proceed by land 
o: water, as the case might require, in a direction due north as far as 
circumstances would allow. 
The vessel left New York on the 3J st of May, and the latest dates 
from D~. Kane were from U ppernavik to July 20, 1853. He had suc-
ceeded m obtaining what he needed for his onward march, and ex-
pected to start immediate I y for the north. 
S~nce then nothing has been heard from him: and Congress has au-
thorized an expedition for his succor. 
Exploration of the coast of Western Africa, by Lit!utenant W. F. Lynch, 
United States Navy. 
Com.mander W. F. Lynch, United States navy, who left the United 
Sta~es m November, 1852, on a reconnaissance of the coast of western 
Afr~ca, preparatory to a more extended exploration at some subsequent 
per~od, returned on the 1st of May, 1853, having been busily engage?, 
d~nr:g the greater part of the interval, in prosecuting the object of his 
misswn. H e examined a large portion of the coast of Liberia, and w~nt 
up a number of the rivers. He suffered much from the sickness which 
is so constant an attendant of the white man on that coast, and which 
caused an abrupt termination of his labors. He recommends that any 
future exploring party should consist almost entirely of citizens of Libe-
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ria, organized under the flag o(the [!nited States; and that t?e vvhites 
should ride out the fever at Monrovia, on account of the existence of 
suitable accommodations there. The proper rendezvous for the inland 
march he considers to be Mills burg, at the head of navigation of the St. 
Paul's, whence the route £hould extend via Boporah, an important native 
town, to the range separating the tributaries of the Niger from those 
which flow into the Atlantic. That range attained, it is to be fol-
lowed to the parallel of Cape Palmas, and thence to the sea. A full 
report of the exploration of Commander Lynch is presented in the an-
nual report of the Secretary of the Navy for the first session of the 
thirty-third Congress. 
Darien Ship Canal Exped,ition. 
A survey of the Isthmus of Darien, iri reference to the project of unit-
ing the waters of the Atlantic and Pacific by .a ship canal, was under-
taken under the joint auspices of the English, French, and American 
governments. 
The English expedition sailed for the Isthmus on the 17th of Decem-
ber, 1853, and arrived at Caledonia bay on the 19th of January. It 
consisted of the brig Espiegle and the survey schooner Scorpion, the 
former having on board Mr. Gisborne, Dr. Cullen, and Messrs. Forde 
and Bennett, with four assistant engineers, 011 the part of the Atlantic 
and Pacific Junction company, and of Lieutenant Singer, R. E., and 
staff, in behalf of the Br-itish government. The French steamer Chi-
mere joined them, at the same time, with a scientific corps. The Uni-
ted States sloop-of-war Cyane, under Captain Hollins, had reached 
Caledonia bay on the 8th of January; and, after some preparation, a 
party under command of Lieutenant Strain, of the United States navy, 
started out to make the transit. Losing their way, and suffering greatly 
for want of proper food and water, a number perished, and it was only 
through the aid of an English party from the Virago that Lieutenant 
Strain and a few of his men were saved from destruction. The British 
steamer Virago, Captain Preevorst, attempted the transit from the Pa-
cific side, and reached a point commanding a view of the Atlantic. 
From the facts gathered by the different parties, it appears conclu-
sively that a canal is impracticable in the region where that survey 
was made. 
Exploratio of the Valley of the Amazon. 
Messrs. Herndon and Gibbon, of the United States navy, after com-
pleting the survey of the valley of the Amazon, returned some time 
~go, and have published their general report. This contains much that 
1s entertaining and novel, and several large editions have already been 
called for by Congress. 
Exploration by Mr. Scrape. 
• 
In December, 1852, Mr. Thomas H. Scrape, an enterprising young 
gentleman of New York, left Para in a steamer for the town of Loretto, 
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on the Peruvian Amazon, about 3,000 miles from Para. He took with 
him everything necessary to make collections in natural history, a~d 
has signified his intention of spending as much time as possible m 
gathering specimens _of the animals and pla?ts of that little known re-
gion. N othmg has smce been heard from him. 
Dr. Thomas Steele. 
Dr. Thomas Steele, a missionary of the American Colonization 
Society, left in the packet Snirley, in November, 1853, fo~ C~pe Pal-
mas. He intended there to make such collections as were rnd1cated to 
him as of particular interest, for which purpose a quantity <?f alcohol 
was sent out to him by the Smithsonian Institution. Some important 
collections were sent home by him, and it is with much regret that 
we are informed of his recent death by fever. 
REPORTS OF EXPLORATIONS PUBLISHED IN ]853, 1854. 
A-Government Reports. 
Captain L. Sitgrea.ves, U. S. A.-Report of an Expedition down the 
Zuni and Colorado rivers, by Captain L. Sitgreaves, United States 
Topographical Engineers, accompanied by maps, views, sketches, and 
illustrations. Washington: Robert Armstrong, public printer, 1853. 
Public document, 32d Congress, 2d session, Senate executive No. 59. 
one volume 8vo., pp. 198, 78 plates, and one map. An editi9n was 
also published by the House. · 
This report is principally occupied by an account of the natural his-
t~ry of the region traversed by Captain Sitgreaves in this and a pre-
v10us exploration. The mammals and birds are by Dr. Woodhouse. 
~urgeon and naturalist to the expedition: the reptiles by Dr. Edward 
Hallowell; the fishes by S. F. Baird and C. Girard; and the plants b_, 
Dr. Torrey. Six new species are described of North American mam-, 
mals, five of birds, eighteen of reptiles, three of fishes, and ten of 
plants. 
C~iz?tain R. B. Marcy, U. S. A.-Exploration of the Red river_ of 
~omsmna,_ in the year 1852, by Randolph B. Marcy, captain 5th in-
fantry'. Umted States army, assisted by orge B. McClellan, Bre\'et 
C~ptarn, United States Engineers, with reports of the natural history 
ot the country, and numerous illustrations. Washington: Robert Arm-
strong, public _printer, 1853, two vols. 8vo., pp. 320, 66 plates and 
two ~aps. 32d Congress, 2d session, Senate executive No. 54. 
This report includes sub-reports on the minerals, by ·Professor C. 
U. Sh
1
ep:ird; on the geology of the expedition, by President Hitcb~oc.k 
and George G. Shumard, M. D.; on the palceontology, by B. r- Shu-
1!1ard, M. D.; on the mammals, by Captain Marcy; the reptiles and 
fishes, by S. {. Baird, and C. Girard; the shells, by Professo~ C. B. 
Adams and G. G. Shumard; the orthoptera, arachnida, and mynapoda, 
by C. Girard; the plants, by Dr. Torrey; and the ethnology by Cap-
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tain Marcy and Professor W. w_. Tu.:ner. ~C?urteen ne~ species of 
fossils are described, five of reptiles, hve of fishes, ten of orthoptera, 
arachnida and myriapoda, and three of plants, all of which are figured . 
Dr. G. G. Shumard acted as surgeon and naturalist, and the cullections 
were made principally by bim and Captain McClellan. 
Lieutenants Herndon and Gibbon, U. S. N.-Exploration of the valley of 
the Amazon, made under direction of the Navy Department, by W il-
liam Lewis Herndon and Lardner Gibbon, lieutenants, United States 
nrrvy. 
Part l. By Lieutenant Herndon, 2 vols. 8vo. Washington: Robert 
Armstrong, public printer, 1853, pp. 418, 16 plates and three maps: 
32d Congress, 2d session, Senate executive No. 36. 
Part 2. By Lieutenant Gibbon, 2 vols. 8vo. Washington: Robert 
Armstrong, public printer. 
Some interesting collections in natural history were made by these 
gentlemen, but not published in their reports. 
Lieutenant S. P. L ee, U. S. N.-Report and charts of the cru ise of 
the United States brig Dolphin, made under direction of the Navy 
D epartment, by Lieutenant Lee, 2 vols .8vo. Washington: Beverley 
Tucker, printer to the Senate, 1854. 15 charts and one map. 33d 
Congress, 1st session, Senate executive No. ,59. 
Captain W. F. Lynch, U.S. N.-Official report of a mission to Africa 
in 1852, 1853; pp. 329-366 of the report of the Secretary of the Navy, 
in President's message for 33d Congress, 1st session. Part III, 1853. 
Prefessor A. D. Bache.-R@port of the Superintendent of the Coast 
Survey, showing the progress of the survey during the year 1852. One 
vol., 4to. Washington: Robert Armstrong, public printer, 1853. Pp. 
184 and 37 plates. 
Professor A. D. Bache.-Report of the Superintendent of the Coast 
Survey, showing the progress of the survey during the year 1853. One 
vol., 4to. Washington: Robert Armstrong, public printer. Pp. 278, 
and 54 plates. 
H. R. Schoolcraft, LI;. D.-Information respecting the History, Con-
dition and Prospects of the Indian tribes of the United States; collected 
and prepared under - the direction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs per 
act of Congress of March 3, 1847, by Henry R. Schoolcraft. Illus-
trated by S. Eastman, Capt. U. S. A. Publisher! by authority of Con-
gress---. Part III, 4to., 18,53, pp. 636 and 45 plates. Part IV, 
4to., 1854, pp. 668 and 41 plates . 
. These volumes, in addition to the su~jects specially covered by the 
title, contain valuable journals of expeditio11s by officers of the U nited 
States -~rmy _and others, at various periods of time. 
_Pf:C1:ftc .Railroad Surveys.-Letter from the Secretary of \Var trans-
m1ttmg reports of surveys, &c., of railroad routes to the Pacific ocean, 
made February 6, 1854. 8vo., pp. 118. 33d Congress, 1st session, 
Ex. doc. No. 46. 
This contains the partial reports from the several expeditions, all of 
them still in the field at the date of the report. 
Report upon the northern Pacific railroad exploration and survey, 
by Gov. I. I. Stevens, made June 30, 1854. Pp. 548. 
Report of explorations for a railway route near the 35th parallel of 
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latitude from the Mississippi river to the Pacific ocean, by Lieut. A.W. 
Whipple, corps of topographical engineers, made July 31, 1854. 8vo., 
pp.154. 
Report of Expl?rations _for that portion of a Rail way R<:m_te near the 
32d parallel of latitude, lymg between Dofia Ana on the R10 Grande, 
and the Pima village on the Gila, by Lieut. Jno. G. Parke, U. S. A., 
of corps topographical engineers. Made August 22, 1854. 8vo., PP· 32. 
The above are all the railroad reports published in 1854, the re-
mainder not being finished till 18,55. The maps accompanying the re-
ports were not finished in 1854. 
B-Private reports. 
Dr. E. K. Kane, U. S. N.-The United States Grinnell ExpP,dition 
in search of Sir John Franklin. A personal narrative. By Elisha 
Kent K ane, M. D., U.S. N. New York: Harper and Bros. 1 vol., 
8vo. 1853. 
John R. Bartlett.-Personal narrative of Explorations and Incidents in 
Texas, New Mexico, California, Sonora, and Chihuahua, connected with 
the U nitcd States and Mexican Boundary Commission in 1850-' 53. By 
John Russell Bartlett, United States Commissioner during that period; 
,vith maps and illustrations. 2 vols., 8vo., 1854. New York: D. Ap· 
pleton & Co. 
G. H. Hrap.-Central route to the Pacific, from the valley of the 
Mississippi to California. Journal of the expedition of E. F. Beale, Su-
perintendent of Indian Affairs in California, and Gwinn Harris Heap, from 
Missouri to California, in 1853. By Gwinn Harris Heap. Philadel-
phia: Lippincott, Grambo, & Co. l vol., 8vo. 1854. With map and 
illustrations. · 
Lieut. J. G. Strain, U. S. N.-Report of the Darien expedition. Har· 
per's Magazine for March, April, and May, 1855. 
REPORTS ORD.l:!:RED BY CONGRESS, AND TO BE PUBLISHED. 
Lieut.!, M. Gilliss, U. S. N.-Report of the United States naval 
astronomical expedition in Chile. This report will occupy several vol-
ume~ qu arto, and contain much matter on the natural history of the 
country. 
Comm~dore M. C. Perry, U.S. N.-Report of the Japan expedition, 
Cattain 9· Ringgold, U. S. N.-Report of the Expedition for the ex-
ploration of the China seas and Behring's straits. 
_R~p~rts_ o~ the several parties for survey of railroad routes from the 
1'11ss1. s1pp1 nver to the Pacific ocean. These will embrace the govern-
m_ent expcuitions under Gov. I. I. Stevens, Lieut. A. W. W hipple, 
L ieut. E. G. Beckwith, Lieut. R. S. Williamson, Lieut. J. G. Parke 
and Capt. J. Pope, with the private ones of Col. J. C. Fremont and 
Mr. L an<ler. 
A. ~- Gray.-Report and map of surveys in New Mexico, &c. . 
Prqjessor A. D. Bache.-Report of the superintendent of the United 
States Coast Survey during the year 1854. . 
H. R . Schoolcraft, LL. D.-History and Statistics of the Indian 
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tribes of the United States. Parts V and VI. The sixth and last part 
is .to contain an abstract or synopsis of the whole work. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS, _ 
The record of explorations for the year will be incomplete without 
brief reference to the numerous researches and collections made at dif-
ferent points in North America, the results of which have come to the 
knowledge of the Institution. Few have any conception of the amount 
of quiet investigation in natural history now going on in this country, 
principally by persons laboriously engaged in other duties and using 
only scattered intervals of leisure. The records of the Institution 
almost daily receive entries of contributions of facts and specimens of 
natural history from such sources. 
Some general remarks and notices on this su~ject will be found de-
tailed in the report on additions to the museum in 1854. I would, how-
ever, make a particular reference to the labors of Lieutenant W. P. 
Trowbridge, United States army, who, while successfully prosecuting 
his duty as tidal observer on the Pacific coast, in connexion with the 
United States Coast Survey, has employed his leisure moments in form-
ing one of the largest collections of natural history ever made in this 
country. In this he has been zealously aided by Messrs. Cassidy, Szabo, 
and others, members of his parties. 
Mr. R. D. Cutts, likewise connected with the Coast Survey, has also 
made some interesting collections on the coast of California and trans-
mitted them to the Institution; and a gentleman of the same branch of 
the public servjce, Mr. Gustavus W urdemann, has supplied one of the 
fullest series of the animals of the Louisiana gulf coast ever received by 
the Institution. It is a subject of profound congratulation~ that while 
exhausting every department of physical research in connexion. with 
the survey of our coast, the distinguished superintendent encourages 
his assistants to pay all possible attention to the various branches of 
natural science, recognising fully their connexion with those more 
immediately belonging to the survey. One effect has been the gath-
ering together of vast materials illustrating the marine infusoria and 
microscopic shells of our coast, which have already been examined with 
important hydrographical results. 
Mis. Doc. 24-7 
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LECTURES 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
No. 1.-THE CAMEL. 
BY HON. GEO. p. MARSH. 
The first command addressed to man by his Creator, and substan· 
tially repeated to the second great progenitor of our race, not only 
charged him to subdue the earth, but gave him dominion over all ter-
restrial creatures, whether animate or inanimate, and thus predicted 
and prescribed the subjugation of the entire organic and inorganic world 
to human control and human use. 
Man is yet far from having achieved the fulfilment of this grand mis-
sion. He has, indeed, surveyed the greater part of his vast domain ; 
marked the outline of its solid and its fluid surface, and approximately 
measured their areas and determined their relative elevation; pierced 
its superficial strata, and detected the order of their historical succes· 
sion; reduced to their primal elements its rocks, its soils, its waters, 
and its atmosphere, and even soared above its canopy of cloud. He 
has traced, through the void of space, its movements of rotation, revo-
lution, and translation; resolved the seeming circles of its attendant 
satellite into strangely tortuous paths of progression; investigated its 
relations of density, attraction, and motion, to other visible and invisible 
c?smical orbs; and unfolded the laws of those mysterious allied agen-
cies, heat, light, electricity, and magnetism, whose sphere of influence 
seems commensurate with that of creation. But, notwithstanding these 
triumphs, earth is not yet all his own; and millions of leagues of her 
surface still lie uninhabited, unenjoyed, and unsubdued-yielding nei-
ther ~ood, nor clothing, nor shelter to man, or even to the 4umbler tribes 
o_f _ammal or vegetable life, which, in other ways, minister to his neces-
s1t1es or his convenience. 
In_ like manner, man has studied the biography, and the relations of 
a1?-mty ~r <l_ependence, of the infinitely varied contemporaneous forms 
of orga~1c hfe; traced the history of myriads of species of both plants 
and ammals, which had ceased to be before the Creator breathed 
into hi:,; nostrils the breath of life; and demonstrated the past and pres-
~nt_ e~1stence of numerous tribes of organic beings, too minute to be 
~ncl1V1du_ally cognizable by any of the unaided senses, and yet largely 
mfiuencmg: our own animal economy, and even composing no unimport-
ant part of the crust of the solid globe; but of the vegetables that clothe 
and diversify its soil, of the animated creatures that float in its atmos-
phere, enliven its surface, or cleave its waters, but comparatively few 
have as yet been rendered in any way subservient to human use, fewer 
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still domesticated and made the permanent and regular denizens of 
his fields or companions of his household. 
The efforts of civilized man towards the fulfilment of this great com-
mand have been directed almost exclusively to the conquest of inor-
ganic nature, by the utilization of minerals; by contriving methods for 
availing himself of the mechanical powers and. of natural forces, simply 
or in cunning combinations ; by cutting narrow paths for facilitating 
travel and transport between distant regions; and by devising means of 
traversing with certainty and speed the trackless and troubled ocean. 
The proper savage smelts no ores, and employs those metals only 
which natural processes have reduced. He binds the blocks of which 
he rears his temples with no cement of artificial stone. He drains no 
swamps, cuts no roads, excavates no canals, turns no mills by power 
of water or of wind, and asks from inorganic nature no other gifts than 
those which she spontaneously offers, to supply his wants and multiply 
his enjoyments. 
On the other hand, the very dawn of social life, in those stages of hu-
man existence which quite precede all true civilization, demands, as an 
indispensable condition, not the mere usufruct of the spontaneous pro-
·ductions of organic nature, but the complete appropriation and domes-
tication of many species of both plants and animals. Man begins by 
subjugating, and thereby preserving, those organic forms which are at 
once best suited to satisfy his natural wants, and, like himself, least 
fitted for a self-sustaining, independent existence;* and he is to end by 
extending his conquests over the more widely dissimilar, remote, and 
refractory products of creative nature. We accordingly owe to our 
primeval, untutored ancestors, the discovery, the domestication, the 
acclimation of our cereal grains, our edible roots, our improved fruits, as 
well as the subjugation of our domestic animals; while civilized man 
has scarcely reclaimed a plant of spontaneous growth, or added a newly 
tamed animal to the flocks and herds of the pastoral ages. Indeed, so 
remote is the period to which these noble triumphs of intelligent hu-
manity over brute and vegetable nature belong, that we know not their 
history or their epochs; and if we believe them to be in fact human 
conquests , and not rather special birth-day gifts from the hand of the 
Creator, we must admit that cultivation and domestication have so com-
pletely metamorphosed and diversified the forms and products, and 
modified the habits, and even, so to speak, the inborn instincts of both 
vegetables and animals, that but the fewest of our household beasts and 
our familiar plants can be certainly identified with the primitive stock. 
l\Iost of these, it is probable, no longer occur in their wild state and 
original form; and it is questionable whether they are even capable of 
continued existence without the fostering care of man. 
In both these great divisions of organic life there are some species 
* It is not the domestic animals alone whose existence is perpetuated by the protective, 
though often unconscious, agency of man. In the depths of our northern forests the voice of 
the song-bird, or of the smaller quadrupeds, is but seldom heard. It is in the fields tilled 1;i.y 
human husbandry that they find the most abundant nutriment, and the surest retreat froTn 
bi~d ~~d beast of prey. The vast flights of the wild pigeon are found, not in the remote, 
prim1t1ve woodlands, but along the borders of the pioneer settlements ; and, upon our west-
ern_ frontier, it is observed that the deer often multiply for a time after the coming in of the 
whites, because the civilized huntsman destroys or scares away the wolf, the great natural 
enemy of the weaker quadrupeds. 
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peculiarly suited to the uses _of man as a migratory animal. . The bread 
stuffs of the old world, and, m a less degree, our only Amenc~n cereal, 
Indian corn, the pulse, the cucurbitaceous plants, and the edible r~ots 
of our gardens, as well as the horse, the dog, the sheep, and t?e swme, 
seem almost exempted from subjection to climatic laws. While: ther:-
fore, a degree of latitude, a few hundred feet of elevation, a trifling ?1f-
ference in soil, or in the amount of atmospheric humidity, oppose 1m~ 
passable barriers t? the djffusion of most wild plants_ an~ an~mals, the 
domesticated species I have enumerated follow man m his widest wan-
derings, and make bis resting-place their home, whether he dwel~s on 
a continent or an ·island, at the level of the sea or on the margm of 
Alpine snows, beneath the equator or among the frosts oft he polar circle. 
Others, again, of the domesticated families of the organic w_orld 
seem, like the untamed tribes, inexorably confined within prescnbed 
geographical bounds, and incapable of propagation or growth beyond 
their original limits; while others still, though comparatively indepen?· 
ent of climate and of soil, are nevertheless so specially fitted to certam 
conditions of surface, and certain modes of human life, to the mainten-
ance of which they are tbe~nselves indispensable, that even the inficle1 
• finds, in these mutual adaptations, proofs of the existence and benefi-
cent agency of a self-conscious and intelligent creative power. 
Among the animated organisms of this latter class, the camel is, 
doubtless, the most important and remarkable. The Ship of the Desert 
has navigated the pathless sand-oceans of Gobi and the Sahara, and 
thus not only extended the humanizing influences of commerce and 
civilization alike over the naked and barbarous African and the fur-clad 
Sib~rian savage, bnt, by discovering th~ hidden wells of the waste and 
the islands of verdure that surround them, has made permanently hab-
itable vast regions not otherwise penetrable by man. The "howling 
wilderness" now harbors and nourishes numerous tribes in more or 
less advanced stages of culture; and the services of that quadruped, 
on which Rebekah journeyed to meet her spouse, and which, though 
negl_ecte~ and despised by the polished Egyptian, constituted a princi-
pal item 111 the rural wealth of the father of Joseph, are as indispensa-
ble to these races, as are those of any other animal to man in any con-
dition of society. 
The camel lives and thrives in the tropics; through almost the whole 
bre_adth_ of the northern temperate zone; and is even met beyond Lake 
Baikal m conjunction with the reindeer, with which, among some of 
the northern tribes, he has exchanged offices, the deer serving as a 
beast of the saddle, while the camel is employed only for draught or 
burden.* B~t his appropriate home is the desert, and it is here alone 
th~t he acqmres his true significance and value, his remarkable powers 
berng the necessary condition and sole means by which man has in any de-
gree extended his dominion over the Libyan and the Arabian wildernesses. 
In presen?e _o~ the i_mprovements ·of more advanced stages of so?iety, 
tlie cam~l d1m1mshes m numbers and finally gives place to other amma1s 
better suited to the wants and the caprices of higher civilization. Upon 
good roads, other beasts of draught and burden are upon the whole 
more serviceable, or, to speak more accurately, more acceptable to the 
* Ritter, Erdkunde XIII, 652.-'.667. 
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tastes of cultivated nations; and the ungainly camel shares in the con-
tempt with which the humble ass, the mule, and even the ox, are 
regarded by the polished and the proud. Besides this, both the pro-
ducts and the restraints of proper agriculture are unfavorable to his full 
development and physical perfection. When the soil is enclosed and 
subjugated, and the coarse herbage and shrubbery of spontaneous 
growth are superseded by artificial vegetation, he misses the pungent 
and aromatic juices which flavor the sun-burnt grasses and wild arbo-
rescent plants that form his accustomed and appropriate diet; the con-
finement of fence, and hedge, and stall are repugnant to his roving pro-
pensities and prejudical to his health, and he is as much out of place 
in civilized life as the Bedouin or the Tartar. Hence the attempts to 
introduce him into Spain, Italy, and other European countries have 
either wholly failed, or met with very indifferent success; and though 
he still abounds in Bessarabia, the Crimea, and all the southeastern 
provinces of Russia~ yet the rural improvements which the German 
colonists have introduced into those regions have tended to red uce bis 
numbers. When the vrnudering Tartar becomes stationary, encloses 
his possessions, and converts the desert steppe into arable ground, his 
camels retreat before the horse, the ox, and the sheep, and retire to the 
wastes beyond the Don and the Volga. So essentially nomade indeed is 
the camel in his habit8, that the Arab himself dismisses him as soon as he 
acquires a fixed habitation. The oases of the desert are generally 
without this animal, and he is not possessed by the Fellahheen of the 
Sinaitic peninsula, by the inhabitants of Sinah or the oasis of Jupiter 
Ammon, or by those who cultivate the valleys of Mount Seir. 
Of the primitive races of man, known to ancient sacred and profane his-
tory, but one, the Bedouin Arab, has retained unchanged his original mode 
?flife. It is the camel alone, whose remarkable properties, by making hab~ 
Itable by man regions inaccessible to the improvements of civilization, has 
preserved to our own times that second act of the great drama of social 
life, the patriarchal condition. The Arab in all his changes of faith, 
heathen, christian, mussulman, has remained himself immutable; and 
!he student of biblical antiquity must thank the camel for the lively 
1l1u~trations ?f scripture history presented by the camp of the Ishmaelite 
sheikh, who 1s proud of his kindred with the patient Job, and who boasts 
himself the lineal descendant of Ibrahim el Khaleel, or Abrah am "the . 
friend" of God. 
Naturalists divide the camel into two species, the Camel us dromeclarius, 
or one-humped camel of Arabia and Africa, and the Camelus Bactrianus, 
or two-bumped camel of northern Asia.* It has been suspected that 
the camtl of the Sahara is distinct from that of more northern Africa, 
* These geographical limitations , if not strictly accurate are nevertheless sufficiently so 
for general purposes. Although Host (Efterrettninger om Marokos, 270) saw the two-
~u_mped camel a~ Morocco, and individuals of this species are sometimes met in Syria, yet 
1! 1s pretty certam that he is not bred in Africa, or in the warmer regions of the Asiatic con-
tinent, but properly belongs to northern latitudes. The one-humped camel has a wider 
range. He 1s· found afnong the Kirghises, and in Tartary, and the highlands of central Asia ; 
he seems to bear the cold almost as well as the Bactrian, but he has neither the speed nor the 
powers of endurance which characterize the dromedary of the African and Arabian deserts. 
Although neither species probably now exists in a wild state, yet there is good reason to 
believe that the Bactrian was found wild at no very remote period in the desert of Gobi, 
where this variety probably originated. Humboldt, Ansichten der Natur, I, 88. 
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which is pretty certainly of the Arabian stock, and of comparatively· 
late introduction into that continent ;* but this conjecture does not 
appear to be supported by any direct ~istorical or physiologica l ev~-
dence. The scientific specific designation of the one-humped c a mel 1s 
not well chosen. The term dromas, as appli ed to the camel by the an-
cients, was not used to indicate a specific difference. The camel11:s dra-
mas was what the proper dromedary is now, that is, simply a running, or 
s,vift camel, used chiefly or altogether for the saddle; and he might be, 
as he may be still, of either species, B actrian or Arabian. In fac t:' any 
light-built, easy-paced, and swift-footed camel, of whatev~r sp e~ies or 
variety , is a dromedary; though the re are certain breeds, m which the 
slender head, tall short body, small hump, clean limbs, and gen~rally 
livelier color, which characterizes the stock, have become her editary, 
just as s1milar peculiarities of form are perpetuated in the thoroug h-bred 
hunter and race-horse. In popular phras-eology, the term drom ed3:ry 
has been to a considerable extent applied to designate a ca m el with 
t wo humps, from an erroneous supposition that the swift riding -camel 
(~ieloul al heiri or maherry of the Arabs, haguin or hedjin of th~ ~ gyp-
trnns) was of that species. This mistake appears to have ong m ated 
in a misinterpretation of a passage of Aristotle by Solinus and Theodore 
Gaza ; and the error, though exposed and corrected by Gesner, t~ree 
hundred years ago, and by almost every naturalist who has smce 
described the animal, continues to influence the language, and mislead 
the popular opinion of the nineteenth century. 
The varieties comprehended under each of the two species are 
~rnmerous; but they do not difler from each other in size, in form , or 
rn speed, more widely than the breeds of the common horse. Indeed 
the anatomical differences between the Arabian and the Bactria n camel 
~re so slight, that some naturalists have maintained their specific iden-
tity;. and i_t appears to be certain that the common physiological test of 
specific difference, the incapacity, namely, of the cross to p ropagate, 
does not ?old good as applied to this animal.t The skeletons of the 
two sp~c1es are distinguishable, if at all, only by a slight difference of 
J?roport~un; and the visceral structure being the same ip both, t he only 
1oundat1on for a specific distinction appears to be in the number of 
hui~ps. In the living animal, the species are readily disting uished by 
th_eir ?utward peculia rity; and besides their obvious difference, the Bac-
tnan 1s shorter limbed and much more hairy than the Arabian camel. 
•Minutoli thinks he recognises the head of the camel amono- the figures upon an obelisk at 
Luxor. Upon the walls of some of the smaller apartments ~f the g reat temple of Karnac 
are carved heads, which certainly appea r to me to resembl e that of this a nimal more closely than 
ofa:1Y other quadruped; and St . John (A dventures in the Libyan Desert, Chap .• XII) says 
he found the camel among the sculptures of the temple at t he oasis of J u piter Ammon. But 
modern Egyptologists consider some of these figu res to represent the head of the lion, others 
th
.at ~f the giraffe , and it is certain that no part of the skeleton of the camel has been met 
'~
1th m the catacombs. Although it appears from Strabo, that the tribes of the desert _an-
ciently employed the camel in the t ransport of merchandise between Captos and Berernc~, 
as _they do now between Cairo and Suez , yet there is abundant evidence to show _that this 
animal was not used by the proper Egyptians before the time of the Ptolemies, nor d_oes it appear 
to have _been known upon the Barbary coast until a much later per iod. See Ritter's e say, 
Ueber die gcographische Verbreitung des Kameels, Erdkunde XIlI, where this question, a_nd 
almost all othe~s belonging to the geographical distribution of the camel, are discussed with 
t he usual learnrng and ability of that great writer. 
t Ritter, Erdkunde XIII, 659. 
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Some writers describe the Bactrian as upon the whole smaller ~nd weak~r 
than the Arabian; but as others state the oontrary, the drfference m 
this respect is probably not great. It seems well settled tha~ in ?oun-
tries where the two species exist together, the cross, though mfenor to 
the dromedary in speed, is found to be a more powerful, and for general 
purposes a more serviceable animal than either of the unmixed races, 
as possessing in a good degree the most valuable properties of both.* 
The gem~ral anatomy of the camel is the same as that of other 
ruminants; but the hump, the horizontal posture of the head, the direc-
tion of the eye, the power of closing the nostril, the callosities upon 
the breast and legs, the spreading and cushioned foot, and above all 
the curious structure of the stomach, to which he owes his most valua-
ble property, the power of long abstinence from water, distinguish him 
from all other quadrupeds. The hump is simply a fleshy, or rather 
fatty, protuberance upon the back, like that of the bison, unsupported 
by any special bony process, and it is least developed in the highest 
bred animals, so that the maherry of the Sahara is popularly described 
as being without that appendage. The fullness of the protuberance, 
however, depends much upon the condition of the animal. The state 
of the hump is a test constantly referred to in the sale or hire of the 
camel, and the jockeys resort to various contrivances to give it an un.;. 
natural plumpness and solidity. t When the camel has been, for a length 
of time, full fed, and su~jected to moderate labor only, the hump as-
s umes a greater plumpness of form and hardness of texture; but if ill kept 
or ove orked, the fat of the hump is absorbed, and the protuberance 
becomes flaccid, and is sometimes even reduced to little more than its 
skin. It seems to serve as a repository of nutriment, 3:nd the absorption 
of it~ substance into the general system appears to be one of the 
special arrangements by which the camel is so admirably fitted for the 
lite of privation to which he is destined.+ ' 
The head of the camel, especially of those of the Bisharye and 
Ababdeh breeds, is carried high and nearly horizontal; and this cir-
cumstance, with the length and curvature of the neck, and the outline 
of_ the arched back, creates so strong a general resemblance between 
this. quadruped and the ostrich, that the latter is called by the Arabs 
the_ camel-bird. The eye is projecting, sheltered above by a very 
salient bony arch, and its axis is nearly parallel to that of the head, 
though with a slight inclination towards it anteriorly. From this con-
formation of the organ, the sight of the animal is habitually directed 
rather downwards than forward, to the ground upon which he is just 
about to tread than to the distance. It is, in a great degree, to this 
structure, as I believe, that his remarkable sure-footedness is to be 
attributed. The eye always scans the surface where the foot is next 
to be placed; and in moving about among the scattered luggage and 
* See a valuable paper, extracted from the notes of General Harlan, in the Report of the 
American Patent Office for 1853, Agriculture, p. 61. According to Ritter, Erdkunde Xlll, 
646 , and the authorities there cited, the word Booghdee, used by General Harlan to designate 
the cross between the Bactrian and Arabian, means the young male Bactrian. General Har-
lan's testimony in favor of the strength and power of endurance of the mixed breed is excee!1-
ingly strong ; but he appears to undervalue the pure Bactrian, which is certainly found 
extremely serviceable in European and Asiatic Russia, both for draught and burden, and in 
those countries, at least, is almost wholly exempt from diseas~. Fraser, Khoras:m, 273. 
t Tavernier: Voyages, I. 132. i Carbuccia, 10. 
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furniture of a camp, he rarely treads on the smallest_ article: The 
nostrils are fringed with · long hairs, and provided with ~phmcters, 
which enable the animal to close them, and thus to exclude msects and 
the sand with which the desert winds are so often charged, while the 
hairs, to a considerable extent, perform the same office duri?g _the 
occasional partial opening of the apert~res, _required. for resp1ration. 
The Bedouins understand the value of a wide nostnl as well as a 
Newmarket jockey, and they frequently slit the, nose of the a~i1:1al in · 
such a way as to give each aperture the form of a Y. The shttmg ?f 
the nostrils is a common preparation for a race, and I once saw this 
absurd ope:-ation performed upon a dozen young dromedaries, which 
vfere to contend for the prize on the followmg day. 
The camel is provided with seven callosities, which receive the shock 
of his fall in lying down for repose, or at the command of his master 
for the convenience of mounting or dismounting, or of loading and un-
loading, and the weight of the body is supported by them when at rest. 
One of these is upon the breast nearly between the fore legs, two upon 
each of the fore, and one upon each of the hinder legs. The callosities 
upon the breast and at the knees are evidently organic, as they consist 
of a horny substance and are found in the fcetus. The others appear 
to be a mere thickening of the skin, and they may be the effect of fric-
tion and pressure. The full development of the callosities is one of 
the "points" of a good maherry, and it ought to be accompanied with 
a slender barrel, so that in the recumbent posture the belly shall scarcely 
touch the grpund. 
In _lying down the animal throws himself :slightly forward, and first 
bendmg one fore leg, poises himself for an instant, and then falls sud-
<lenly upon the callosities at the knees; he now advances the hind feet 
a little and drops upon tbe gambrel joint; the callus upon the breast is 
brou~bt to the ground by a thfrd descent, and those upon the . upper 
and forwar~l part of the hind leg by a fourth. Eac;h of these move-
ments, (~hich are. renewed in rising,) and · especially the first, is at-
tendeJ with a considerable shock ; and the inexperienced rider is very 
apt ~o be thrown over the camel's ,head, unl.ess he steadies himself by 
holclrng fast to the saddle pins. The Arabs slide down from and climb 
11p to the saddle, ~vithout making the animal kneel, or even stopping 
lum, and any active man may readily learn to do the same, but Eu-
ropeans seldom practice this method. The French soldiers in Algeria 
u a long stirrup with two steps to mount by, and a loop upon a lance, 
sn h as w~re used by some ancient mounted troops, or attached to a 
musket, tmght answer the same purpose. 
Tlie foot of _the _camel is equally adapted to treading upon yielding 
sa~i<l and to chmbmg the rugged rock, which, in al'l extensive deserts,_ 
foi ms a much larger proportion of the surface than accumulations of 
sand. Th~ surface of the wilderness is in general a hard, compact, 
W~velly sml, or composed of loose stones or bare rocks, and wherever 
1
~ is not too hard for wear, or too soft permanently to retain impres-
sio~s, the valleys pursued by the caravans are furrowed with path~ 
which h~ve b~en thousands of years in wearing. These tracks are lo 
or 18 m1les wide, and four or five inches deep, running generally par-
allel to each other at a couple of yards apart, and now and then inter-
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tersecting each other. An Arabian poe'.n, older than _the time of Mo-
hammed, compares these paths to the stnpes of a part1-colored cloak; 
and the Arabian traveller of the present day finds the same resem-
blance between the face of the desert and the " many colored coat" of 
its more opulent inhabitant3. 
The foot is composed of two long toes united by and resting upon an 
elastic cushion with a tough and horny sole or facing. The foot 
spreads upon touching the ground, somewhat like that of the moose and 
reindeer, and affords a broader support to the weight of the animal 
than almost any other quadruped is provided with. The camel, there-
fore, sinks less in the sand than any other large animal; but he never-
theless instinctively avoids it, as a horse doe~ a puddle, and prefers 
any other surface except mud, loose rolling pebbles, and sharp pointi;d 
rocks.* The sole, though of a horny texture, is sufficiently yielding to 
allow the cushion of the foot to accommodate itself to the inequalities 
of a rocky surface, t and the c~mel climbs with f~cility ascents so steep 
and rugged, or even so slippery, as to be scaled with difficulty by any 
other domestic animal. The limestone ledges in the northern portion 
of the lesser Arabian peninsula are often worn to a glassy smoothness 
by primitive water currents, or by the attrition of the dese'rt sands, yet 
the camel traverses them in all directions with entire security. Ob-
serving a caravan climb a long ascent of this description in Arabia 
Petrea, I had the curiosity to measure the inclination of the rock, and 
found the angle with the horizon to be fifteen degrees. The su:rface 
was everywhere almost as slippery as polished marble, and the length 
9f the slope exceeded half a mile; but the whole caravan of more than 
fifty camels surmounted it without any accident. The northern slope 
of the pass of Negabad, on the eastern arm of the Red sea, appears to 
me even steeper than that I have just described, and tbe path is as 
rugged and the zigzags as short as those of almost any of the mule 
routes over the Alps, but it is constantly crossed by loaded caravans 
without difficulty. But these are trifles compared with the perform-
ances of camels in Alger,ia, as stated by the French officers. Accord-
ing to an official report to the war department of FrancA in 1844, in 
tbe expedition to Milianeh, camels carrying burdens of 250 kilogrammes 
(550 pounds) climbed without accident slopes rising at an angle of 45 
degrees, and readily traversed every route practicable by mules.t 
This structure of the foot gives the animal a peculiarly noiseless 
tread. The thunder which at a distance announces the approach of 
a troop of cavalry, does not herald the advance of a caravan; and 
even his rider hears but the faint rustling of the sand or the small peb-
bles displaced by the foot, as they roll back to the cavity left by the 
tracks of the animal. The regularity of his step and their gentle, pur-
ling sound, excite a peculiarly drowsy influence in the silence of the 
* Denham and Clapperton's Travels, I, chap. 3, do. p. 169. Pietro della Valle complains 
that his camel, though the freshest and strongest in the caravan, fell in the soft sand "more 
than seven times in one day." 
t The sole seems entirely impenetrable to thorns, and the camel treads with impunity on 
the strong sharp spines with which the fallen branches of the desert acacias are thickly 
armed. 
t Carbuccia :· Du Droma,daire, pp. 8, 169. 
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wilderness, which not even the danger of a fall enables· the inexpe-
rienced traveller always to resist. . 
In mud the footing of the camel is insecure. The hind legs ar~ httle 
separated down to the gambrel joint, but from this point they diverge 
at a considerable angle, so that the ancient poem I have before quoted 
compares the hinder feet to two water buckets borne upon a yoke, and 
the increased breadth of base thus acquired contributes much to the 
sure-footedness of the camel on dry ground. 
Upon a wet and slippery soil, on the contrary, the liability of the fo~t 
to slide is increased by this arrangement ; and in case of such an acci-
dent, as the foot usually slides laterally, the hip joint is often dislocated 
or so badly wrenched that the animal is unable to rise with his burden 
and proceed upon his journey.* It is commonly said that the camel 
riever rises after falling under his load, and that he immediately per-
ishes under such circumstances. I have myself witnessed instances to 
the contrary, although I have no doubt that where the fall is from ex-
haustion the death of the animal is nearly certain. Where the mud is 
merely a thin layer of wet earth over a rocky or other very hard sur-
face, the camel passes over it without much risk; and I have repeatedly 
seen caravans travel at their ordrnary pace and with entire confidence 
and security over pavements covered with several inches of snow and 
soft mud. 
The camel readily fords rivers with gravelly or pebbly bottoms, and 
I have seen them wade around headlands in the R ed sea, in water 
thre~ or four feet deep; but the passage of streams with soft bottoms, 
?r with deep water, by camels is always a matter of great difficulty . It 
~s almost impossible to train them to enter a ferry boat, or to lie quietly 
rn cr_ossing rivers by this mode of conveyance; and though they float 
readily, yet they are bad swimmers, the roundness of the barrel and 
the height of the head and hump above the line of flotation exposing 
them constantly to the danger of losing their balance and rolling over 
~p_on the side, in which case they are sure to be lost. For this reason 
~t 1s common to lash the head to the gunwale of a boat, or to support 
it by some other contrivance in crossing deep waters. t 
But ~he most interesting and important anatomical peculiarity of the 
camel 1s that curious structure by which he is enabled to take in at 
once and retain, by a special arrangement, a sufficient quantity of water 
to s~pply the wants of the animal economy for several days. It was 
~
011Jectured by Cuvier, and it is believed by some more recent natural-
ists, that the stomach of the camel is not only able to retajn for many 
days water swallowed by the animal, but that it possesses the further 
power_ of ~ecreting a special fluid for moistening the fanccs and viscera, 
and mmglmg with the food in rumination, in some such way as some 
fish are able to keep the skin moist for some time after they are taken 
fro_m the wa~er, by the exudation of a fluid secreted for that purpose. 
It is even said that the fluid found in the water-sack, after the death of 
the camel, possesses chemical properties which prove it to be an 
* According to General Harlan, (Patent Office Report, 1853,) the hind legs are sometimes 
hobbled above the gambrel j oint to prevent their spreading. 
tDenham and Clapperton, II, pp. 80, 212. Father Hue, I, chap. 6. Lyon's Traveli, 
p. 124. 
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animal secretion; but it does not appear that this fact has been estab-
lished to the satisfaction of the physiological chemist.* 
It is not easy to explain the structure of the stomach without draw-
ings, and it must suffice to say that, according to Sir Everard Home, 
it consists, like that of other ruminants, of four cavities. The first of 
these pprforms the functions of both the first and second in the horned 
ruminants; the second is simply a receptacle for water; the use of the 
third is not ascertained ; and the office of the fourth is tbe same as that 
of the corresponding stomach in other animals having four gastric 
cavities.t 
Thus by means of the nutriment supplied by the absorption of the 
hump, and the fluid preserved in, and, perhaps, also secreted by, the 
water-sack, the camel is able to travel several days ~ithout any new 
supplies of food or water. The period of abstinence depends upon 
the breed, training, and habits of the particular animal, the season and 
temperature, and the amount of labor demanded of him. 
With respect to food, there is no doubt that the camel often endures 
two, tbree,:j: and even more days of entire privation ; but long absti-
nence is seldom necessary, because, although there is one well attested 
instance of the existence of a tract of desert frequently crossed by 
caravans, six days' journey in width, and absolutely without a particle 
of vegetation,~ yet there are few portions of the Libyan or Arabian 
deserts where more or less of the shrubs on which the camel feeds do 
not occur at . very much shorter intervals. 
According to Denham, the African camel is prepared for long jour-
neys hy having balls of dough crammed down his throat, while, on the 
contrary, Father Hue, a much less reliable authority, declares that the 
Bactrian is hardened by several days of previous abstinence. Under 
ordinary circumstances, the camel is not fed at all, even on very long 
journeys, but is left to snatch his food as he can during the march of 
the caravan, or gather it more leisurely while it halts. In a journey of 
seven weeks which I made with these animals in Arabia Petree in the 
months of May and June, but a single camel of the caravan received 
any food from ' his driver. This was a fine large animal bred by the 
Ababdeb Arabs, which was fed every evening with from a pint to a 
quart of beans. . 
When herbage and browse are altogether wanting, a small quantity 
of beans, a few handfulls of dates or even date-stones, a ball or two of 
dough of barley-meal, millet, or other grain, weighing from one to three 
pounds, or a small supply of some dry vegetable are given each camel 
daily. According to Edrisi, they are sometimes feel with dried fish. 
Denham says they are fond of bones, and Riley even declares that be 
sometimes saw them fed with charcoal. The favorite fooc1 of the camel 
co~1sists of the leaves, branches, and seed-pods of the acacias and other 
pnckly trees or shrubs, of thistles, and of the saline plants so common 
* According to Carbuccia, the fluid in the water-sack remains und~maged and drinkable 
several days after the death of the camel.-Du Dromadaire, 12. 
t The gall bladder is wanting in the _camel, and no trace of the biliary secretion has been 
found upon dissection.-Plinii Hist. Nat. XI, 74; Carbuccia, 103. · 
! Carbuccia, 10. 
§ Denham and Clapperton, I, c. 3,: 
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in the desert; and every vegetable zone is .found to furnish some plant 
specially suited to his nutriment, while, in case of necessity, "he sca~·cely 
refuses any green thing.* His pO\verful jaws a_nd teeth enable him to 
grind and ~as~icare ~ranches of the hardest wood as thi?k :3-s the fing:r· 
His palate 1s lmed with a very hard cartilage ; and the ms1de of the ~1p, 
the tongue, and the gums are protected by a skin almost equally im-
penetrable. r:J;he lips are, nevertheless, very flexible, and the upper 
labrum is divided. In feeding . on the acacia or other prickly plants, 
he retracts and partially inverts the lips, grasps the twigs with t.he 
tongue and jaws, and thus crops and chews ~he thorniest shrubs with 
impunity. 
The camels domesticated in Tuscany, which, though dege_nerated 
by a residence of centuries in the moist climate and alluvial s011 of the 
lower Arno, are of the Arabian stock, neglect the green and tender 
cultivated grasses, but devour with avidity the leaves and smaller 
branches of the oak and the alder, and the hard dry stems of the thorn, 
the thistle, and the broom. The ,vorking camels at the grand duke's 
farm, near Pisa, are sheltered and fed on hay during the winter, but 
the rest of the herd remain in the opea air, and subsist on twigs and 
withered shrubs through the cold seastm. 
The Bactrian camel has the same fondness for saline plants as his 
A~rica_n congener; but he feeds also upon the leaves, twigs, and bark 
of deciduous trees, the coarsest grasses, thistles, reeds, rushes, weeds, 
straw, and, in short, upon such vegetable diet as is rejected by almost 
every other domestic quadruped. 
Th~ statements of travellers differ very considerably in regard to the 
quantity of solid food required by the camel. My own observation 
wo~ld lead me to think it extremely small. As I have already stated, 
he 1s ~sually n_ot feel at all; and in travelling his only opportunity of 
gathering his food is between the evening halt and sunset, when he 
returns to the camp, with such scattering mouthfuls as he can snatch 
upon the march. The vegetation of the desert is usually so sparse that 
!he quantity of nutritious food ,vhich can be collected after the day's 
JOur~ey i_s performed must be very inconsiderable; and though upon 
startmg 1~ th_e morning the animal shows signs of hunger, and much 
annoy_s his nder by suddenly stoppina or starting aside to crop _a 
terI:P!mg thorn twig or thistle, yet in °an hour or two his appetite 1s 
satisfied, and he performs the rest of his task without seeming to crave 
foo~. I was assured by the keeper of the herd at Pisa, that when fed 
entirely on hay, the camel consumed little more than half as much as 
!he horse; while, on the other hand, a correspondent in the Crimea 
mforms t?e t~at the Bactrian camel requires at least fifty pounds o~hay 
per day m wmter, and another in Bessarabia estimates the daily winter 
supp~y ?f hay and straw at seventy pounds. Pattenger states that the 
c_amels rn Beloochistan receive about fifteen pounds of meal daily, be-
si_des grass an~ shrubs, and he adds the singular fact that the Be_looches 
gL ve these animals considerable quantities of opium with the1r food; 
but most travellers state that when fed at all, the camel receives five 
* Carbuccia, page 10, says that the camel never touches the " aloe ; " but an official report, 
at page 182 of the same volume, enumerates the "cactus" among the wild vegetables con-
sumed by him. 
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or six pounds of meal at most. The power of the camel to_ abs~~in 
from water is much more frequently and severely tested than his ab,1hty 
to dispense with food. The testimony of travellers, as well as of 1!a-
tive observers on this subject varies wjdely; but thPir djscrepanc1es 
can generally be explained by difference of breed, of season, or the 
greater or less succulence of the s lid food consumed by the animal. 
The most extraordinary statements I have seen are those of the 
official reports of the French officers attached to the dromedary corps 
in Algeria. One of these reports declmes that the camels of the corps 
employed in the expedition of El Aghouat did not drink from Feb-
ruary to May, though the weather was very hot; and General Carbuc-
cia, the commander of the corps, positively states that the Algerine 
camel under no circumstances drinks oftener than once in seven days.* 
Although many travellers have related cases of very long privation, 
while the animal had daily access to an abundant supply of green suc-
culent food, yet that excellent observer Russell mentions an instance 
of fifteen days abstinence as altogether unprecedented ; and I have 
been able to find but one other well authenticated case, which is 
that mentioned by Denham and Clapperton, t of so long an abstinence 
as eight days, when the animal fod mostly on dry food. Most travel-
lers concur in saying that under such circumstances the extreme limit 
of endurance of the Arabian camel, whose powers in that respect are 
much greater than those of the Bactrian or other northern breeds, d,oes 
not exceed five or six days. The longest period of complete privation 
I have personally witnessed was four days in very hot weather, and 
upon withered fodder; and I have always observed that the camel 
drank as often as he bad an opportunity. In most countries where the 
animal is used, it is said he can dispense with drinking twice as long as 
the horse under the same circumstances. This I doubt not is a very near 
general approximation to the truth.:j: These facts, however wonderful, are 
by no means so extraordinary or incredible as they may at first sight ap-
pear. 'I'he domestic ox, when supplied with abundance of green fodder, 
seldom inclines to drink. Persons familiar witl1 sheep husbandry 
know that in rich pastures that animal thrjves very well for many 
weeks in the hottest summers, without any water but that which falls 
in the shape of dew; and if I mistake not, Captain Stansbury's mules 
travelled two whole days along the margin of Salt Lake, ,vithout food 
or water. 
It is not the mere power of abstinence alone that so eminently fits 
the camel for travelling the steppe and the desert. His preference for 
the brackish and even saline waters which almost exclusively occur in 
those regions, and which are often so highly impregnated with mineral 
substances as to be rejected l;>y most other quadrupeds, is a property 
almost as valuable. Russell even states that he prefers sea-water to 
* Carbuccia, 10, 11, 89, 204. 
t Denham and Clapperton, I. c. 3. 
t The quantity of water swallowed by the camel, after long privation, is . very great. I 
have s~en one empty at a draug·ht three goat skins, holding not less than seven gallons each ; 
and .Riley speaks of even much gre'ater quantities. The camel smells, or by some other 
sense detects water at the distance of a mile or more ; and the uncontrolled violence with 
which he rushes to the well to satisfy his thirst is one of the greatest inconveniences, not to 
say dangers, of desert travel. 
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fresh ; but this is not c~nfirmed by other authorities, a:-1d I_ have seen 
them, when parched with thirst, rush to the sea, wade mto 1t, and turn 
from it with evident disappointment on finding the water salt. 
The rate of travel of the burden camel is exceedingly uniform, and 
varies little in the different species and breeds of the animal. Rennelle, 
Robinson, and other inquirers, hav~ very carefully investigated this 
subject, with a view to the use of tfie camel's pace in geography as a 
measure of distance. His speed is naturally modified by the nature of 
the ground, but as all irregularities of this sort are usually compensa~ed 
in long journeys, it may be safely averaged at two miles and one thJrd 
per hour. Ov~r a smooth and level surface, I have found his ordi~ary 
length of step to be six feet, and the number of steps of each foot thirty-
seven to the minute. This gives a speed of two miles fifty-two hun-
dredths to the hour, under the most favorable circumstances ; but upon 
rougher ground it was proportionately retarded, and I believe Robin-
son's estimate to be a very exact average. · 
The length of the caravan day's journey, when there is no special 
motive for haste, is regulated by the distance between wells and pas-
ture grounds; but it is seldom less than ten, and more frequently twelve 
or fourteen hours, and in most countries the entire day's journey is 
accomplished without a halt. Averaging the hours of travel at twelve, 
the distance performed would be twenty-eight miles, and this rate may 
be kept up any number of days in succession. 
This is the estimate for animals with full burdens, and left to their 
natural gah; but in case of emergency, and especially under lighter 
loads and fleeter camels, both the rate of travel and the length of the 
day's journey may be very much increased. 
Bergmann states the ordinary clay's journey of the loaded Bactrian 
camel at forty miles, and without burden at from fifty to sixty-five 
miles; and my correspondents in Bessarabia and the Crimea agree in 
stating that upon a good dry road a pair of Bactrians will draw a load 
?f 3,000 to 4,000 pounds a distance of fifty miles without eating, drink-
rng, or halting. These authorities, which I believe are entirely reliable, 
s~ow that ~or transportation the Bactrian camel is superior to the Ara-
bia~;. and 1t appears that when properly trained he is also capable of 
attammg a considerable speed under the saddle, though in this respect 
he cannot compete with the Arabian dromedary. Some of the Arab 
accounts of the flee'tness cf the maherry are no doubt fables, and one 
~ay well question whether Johnson's story of the dromedary !hat bore 
h~s master on an errand of love from Morocco to Mogador an<l back, a 
distance of 200 miles, in a single day, is not exaggerated. But the 
numerous w~ll authenticated evidences of this animal's great speed 
and power of endurance, leave no doubt that in the union of these two 
qualities he far surpasses the horse, as well as all other domestic quad-
rupeds. 
Me~emet Ali, when hastening to his capital to accomplish the de-
struct10n of _the Ma~elukes, rode without changing his camel, from 
Suez to Cairo, a chstance of eighty-four miles, in twelve hours. A 
F1;ench officer in the service of the Pasha performed tJie same feat in 
th~rteen _h~urs, and two gentlemen of my acquaintance have a~com-
phshed 1t m less than seventeen. Laborde travelled the distance m the 
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same time, and afterwards rode the same dromedary from a point op-
posite Cairo to Alexandria, a distance of about one hundred and fifty 
miles, in thirty-four hours. But the most- extraordinary well authenti-
cated performance of the dromedary is that recorded by the accurate 
Burckhardt, under whose personal observation it fell. In this instance 
the animal carried its rider one hundred and fifteen miles in eleven 
hours, including twenty minutes spent in crossing and recrossing the 
Nile. Upon longer journeys the daily rate of the best dromedaries, 
though not equal to these instances, is still extraordinary. A French 
officer of high rank and character in the Egyptian service, assured me 
that he had ridden a favorite dromedary ninety miles in a single day, 
and five hundred miles in ten. Mails have been carried from Bagdad 
to Damascus, upon the same animals, four hundred and eighty-two 
miles, in seven days ; and on one occasion, by means of regular relays, 
Mehemet Ali sent an express to Ibrahim Pasha, from Cairo to Antioch, 
five hundred and sixty miles, in five days and a half. But the most 
remarkable long journey on record is that of Col. Chesney, of the Brit-
ish army, who rode with three companions, and w~thout change of 
camel, from Basrah to Damascus, a distance of nine hundred and sixty 
miles, in nineteen days and three or four hours, thus averaging fifty 
miles per day, the animal~ having no food but such as they gathered 
for themselves during the halts of the party. 
The gaits of the dromedary are all properly paces or ambles; though 
in racing I have seen them break into an irregular gallop, as they also 
do for_ a short distance when hotly pursued by cavalry, and they then 
outstrip the horse.* The motion of the burden camel and the slow 
walk of the dromedary are necessarily violent, from the great length of 
step, and at first very wearisome to the rider; but a few days' practice 
accustoms him to this rough exercise, and he performs his day's journey 
with as little exhaustion as upon horseback. The quicker movements 
of the dromedary, at his average pace of five or five and a half miles 
an hour are much easier and less fatiguing thari bis walk, and a day's 
journey of fifty or sixty miles at this pace is an easy achievement. At 
much more rapi<l rates, however, the motion becomes again intolerably 
violent, and an inexperienced rider finds it almost impossible to cling 
to the saddle, or even to catch his breath, though at the ordinary speed 
the seat is more secure than on horseback. 
The burden of the ordinary camel varies with the age of the animal, 
his breed, and training, and it ranges from three hundred and fifty 
or four hundred pounds for the lighter and more delicate of the Arabian 
camels, to twelve, and for moderate distances even fifteen hundred 
pounds for those bred by the Turcomans in Asia Minor. From six to 
eight hundred pounds would be a safe average, according to the weight 
of the animal and the smoothness or ruggedness of the route ; and with 
the smallest of these loads the ordinary camel would easily surmount 
any mountain passes practicable to other beasts of burden. The weight 
of the pack-saddle, which is considerable, is excluded in these esti-
mates. In some parts of the East the Arabian camel is employed as a 
beast of draught, and is even harnessed to the plough. I have seen 
* Carbuccia, 16, 77. Bergmann apud Ritter, XIII, 691. 
. 
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them employed for transportino- heavy stone on carts in Egypt, and 
they have been not unfrequently used for drawing heavy ordnance. In 
general, however, the Arabian c:amel is employed altogether as a beast 
of burden. In Bessarabia the Bactrian camel is used for the plough 
and for draught, ,vhilc in the Crimea he is used for draught alone, and 
is seldom or never ridden in either of those provinces. Throughout 
Chinese and independent Tartary, however, as well as in Sib_eria, t~e 
Bactrian camel, though sometimes harnessed to wheel carnages, is 
much more generally employed for the saddle or burden; ~nd the pre-
judice which has extensively prevailed that the configurat1~n an_d sen-
sitiveness of the humps forbids the use of the pack-saddle for this spe-
cies, appears to be without foundation. . 
In whatever mode the camel is employed, his harness jg very sim-
ple. In some regions he is guided by a plain halter, in others the sep-
tum or one of the alIB of the nose is pierced, an iron ring inserted, and 
to this is attached a cord to serve as a bridle; and in the military ser-
vice it has been found convenient to use the halter and this rude bridle 
in conjunction.* In the burden caravans the camels are not unfre-
quently tied head to tail, in files of about seven animals, the driver riding 
ahead upon a donkey or a camel, and the last camel in the file carrying 
a bell, so that the driver may be advertised by the ear if the chain by 
any accident is broken. 
The pack-saddle, whether for riding or for burden, is made by stuf-
fing a bag seven or eight feet long with straw or grass, doubling it and 
sewing the ends together. This forms an oblong ring, which is fur-
nished with a rope crupper and placed upon thP- back so as to enclose 
the hump. Upon this cushion rests a frame consisting of two pairs of 
flat sticks meeting at top like a chevron or pair of rafters, and connected 
at bottom by a' couple of sticks two or three feet long, secured to the 
o_thers by thongs. The pad soon fits itself to the shape of the back and 
sides, and the frame nestles into the pad, while the hump rising in t~e 
centre of the whole apparatus keeps everything in place, so that no gir-
dle, or ~t most a loose rope, is needed to confine the saddle. The load 
stowed m sacks, or better still in rope nettings, is balanced across the 
saddle, and the water-skins are suspended beneath. 
. The gear of the dromedary is somewhat lighter, hut of the same fa~h-
1 
ion. The wooden frame is more neatly made, the uprights berng 
curved outwards and uniting at top in two conical pummels, one before 
and one behind, six or eight inches high, and perhaps two in diameter 
at the ba~e, ~overed with figured brass plate or otherwise decor~ted, 
and termmatrng in a knob. Over the saddle is thrown a large pair of 
saddl_e-bags of striped goat's-hair cloth, ornamented with fringes and 
cowne shells, and upon this are laid blankets, cushions and carpets, 
a~d perh_aps a gay housing over all. The rider. is perched at the sum-
mit of this pyramid, directly over or perhaps a little in advance of the 
hump ; and his stirrups, if he uses them, his water-bottle, his gun, a 
smaller pair of saddle-bags or a carpet-bag, or any other convenience 
he may choose, are hung to the pommels. · In riding the maherry, how-
* C~rbuccia, 44, 45, 50, 51, 133. According to Erman and Father Hue, the Northern Tar-
tars pierce the septum of the nose and insert a piece of wood or bone, to which they attach 
the reins of the bridle. 
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ever, the wilder tribes sit on a small saddle placed upon the shoulders, 
in front of the hump, and sustain .themselves in their seat by crossing 
the ankles over the neck.* 
As the camel lies down to receive and discharge his burden, he is 
very quickly and conveniently loa<led and unloaded; the latter opera-
tion generally consisting simply in loosing a knot of thP. cord by which 
the packnges are slung across the saddle, and the camel then immedi-
ately rises and goes in search of pasture. On returning to the camp at 
veening he lies down between the packages; and if these consist of mer-
chandize or other articles not requiring to be opened at night, the driver 
has only to knot the cord again, and the animal is ready for the march. 
The pack-saddle is very rarely removed; and as the camel very ·seldom 
stretches himself on his side or attempts to roll, the saddle is never 
lost. 
For draught be is simply yoked to the pole of the wagon, just as the 
ox is with us, and requires no other gearing. This extreme simplicity 
and economy of harness has, ,vith trifling modifications, been carried 
into the military service by the French in Algeria, and wherever else 
the camel has been employed in war, and is found to answer all pur-
poses as completely as the costly furniture with which we supply our 
cavalry. Every soldier may be his own saddler, and he requires no 
material but bagging, straw or grass, a little cordage, and a few small 
sticks, which may be found wherever there is any arborescent vegeta-
tion, to extemporize at an hour's warning the complete equipage of his 
beast. 
The training of the camel commences when he is quite young, anJ, 
as bis manege is very simple, it is soon completed. At the close of bis 
third or early in his fourth year he is in his foll strength, and the period 
of his service begins earlier and la:::;ts longer than that of the horse. In 
Algeria he never attains a greater agP than thirty years, and he is fit 
for labor for about fifteen or twenty years. In Syria ancl Asia Minor 
his ordinary lifo and service is ten years longer; while in the Crimea, 
as I am assured by a Russian officer of great experience in the use of 
the animal, ttie Bactrian sometimes lives to a hundred, ancl, upon an 
average, to sixty or seventy; though another correspondent in Bessarabia 
states the ordinary term of his life at thirty-five years. 
The average height of the Arabian camels I have measured \Vas 
nineteen hands, or six feet four inches, to the top of the hump, the head 
being an inch or two higher. The tallest I have used measured seven 
feet and seven feet three inches respectively. Tbe very powerful Tur-
coman camel is somewhat Lower than the Arabian, and the height of 
the Bactrian is stated at from six to eight feet, his weight at one third 
more than that of tbe ox, wbich in the Crimea is estimated at nine hun-
dred pounds, making the weight of the camel twelve hundred ; and I 
~as infor.mPd at Pisa that the camels of the grand duke's stables some-
tHnes weighed fourteen hundred pounds. 
The swift dromedary varies much in size. Layard mentions a 
deloul (the name of this variety in the Syrian desert) from the Nedjd, 
where very fine animals are raised, which was little taller than an Arab 
horse ;t and all the true Arabian dromedaries I bave met were ve~y 
* Lyon's Travels, 114. t La yard: New Researches, 332. 
Mis. Doc. 24--8 
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small. The hecljin, a dromedary of the upper Nile, on the contrary, is 
much taller, frequently, I am su;e, not much below eight feet; and .the 
rnaherry of the great \lesert is taller still. Lyon speaks of _a Tibboo 
maherry of sevf'n feet eight inches as small; and on one occaswn a dro-
medary of this variety, measuring not less than nin t' foet and a half, 
was brought to the camp of Captain Denham.* 
The most common colors of the camel are mouse, drab, and fawn; 
but black and white animals occur, and a very delicate and pleasing 
rose tint i:-1 nut uncommon aq1ong the high- bred dromedaries of thP. 
greater Arabian peninsula . 
The_ milk of the camel is a very favorite drink jn all countries where 
the animal is used, and it is highly salubrious and nutritious. Some. 
tribes possessing large herds live wholly upon it during a great part of 
the ye;::i r, and it is very frequ ently given to favorite horses, which are 
extremely fond of it. t My own curiosity never led me to taste it, but 
the ladies of my party drank it constantly for many weeks, and found it 
both agreeable and refreshing ; though, when the pasturage was panjcu-
larly dry nod spicy, they thought it r ather too highly flavored with the 
n~·ornatic savors with which, as poets sing, even the air is charged in 
Araby the blest. The quantity given in tbe desert withol]t green food 
js small, certainly not exceeding a quart; but the Bactrian camel, which 
enjoys in general a more succulent diet, yields twice as much. 
The utility of the camel does not cease with his life. His flesh, 
especially the hump and heart, is a favorite food among all camel-
drivers, and wben the animal is in good case it is described as little 
inferior to beef; but in the desert the camel is seldom killed until' it is 
almost rendy to die of exhaustion, an<l European travellers have found 
it in that condition tough and ill-tasted. · The skin varies in thickness 
and strength with the breed, and is found of all qualities from that of 
the horse to the toughness and solidity of sole leather. Athough I have 
seen camels regularly sheared, yet, in general, the hair is wrenched off 
by hand at the time of shedding the coat. In southern latitudes the 
quantity is small, and the fibre short and coarse ; but the Bactrian 
yields a fleece weighing ten pounds, of longer and finer fibre; and 
there are varieties 10 the basin of the Caspian with long silky hair 
scarcely inferior in quality an<l value to the wool of the Cashmere and 
Thibet goat. These breeds would be well worth introducing for the 
fleece alone.+ The tallow is hard and firm, nnd for candles scarcely 
inferior to spermaceti or wax,~ and the bones would, no doubt, be 
found of value in the arts. 
The Arab holds the camel and the date-palm to have been formed 
out of the same clay as our common father Adam, and to have pro-
ceeded more immediately from the hand of the Creator than any other 
quadruped or tree; and he believes be shall meet them again in Para-
* Lyon: Travels in Africa, 313. t Denham and Clapperton, I, 169. 
i Father Hue. (American edition,) I. chap . 9, Ritter XIII, 676, 654. Errnan, Rei en, I. 
198, speaks of the camel's hair shawls brought to the fair ofNishnei Novgorod from BokJiar& 
as of the most extra.ordinary fineness and beauty. They are made of the hair or _rather 
wool combed from the belly of the animal, and spun into yarn as fine as human hair, aDd 
a1e sold at higher prices than the most delicate Cashmeres. 
§ Carbuccia, 82-Ri.tter XIII, 692. 
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<lise. Mohammed proclaimed his dispensation from the back of a 
camel, and was translated to Paradise by the same conveyance. 
The camel alone is permitted to carry the sacred Vf~il to Mecca, and 
he serves as the pulpit from which the Cadi preaches at M~unt Ara!at 
the annual sermon to the pilgrims to that holy spot. Notw1thstandm.g 
these high claims, the Arab seldom pets his dromedary as he does his 
horse. 
Beyond an occasional handful of food, and a dressing of the snows 
of the extreme north, he is never housPcl or otherwise sheltered in any 
of the wide range of climate8 through which h,J roves. To the ex-
tremest heat of.an African sun the Arabian camel is utterly indifferent; 
and the Bactrian braves, without shrinking, the chilling frosts and the 
icy blasts . of northern Siberia. I have often watched the camel's 
habits in this respect in the desert, and though we sometimes encamped 
near palms· and other trees, or where he would readily have found a 
shelter beneath the cool shadow of a rock, I could never discover that, 
even under the most glaring light and scorching heat, he at all preferred 
the shade to the sun. · 
The camel, though less vicious than the horse, is not altogether so 
patient an a11imal as he is generally represented. His anger is indeed 
not easily excited, but when once thoroughly irritated, be long remem-
bers the injury which has provoked him, and the "camel's temper" is 
a proverbial expression used by the Arabs to denote a vindictive an4 
unforgiving disposition.* Although he sometimes strikes with the fore 
foot, yet the .hoof being unarmPd, bis blows are feeble, and his only 
dangerous weapon is his teeth. These are used with powerful eflect 
in the barbarous fights which are sometimes got up as spectacles, but 
it is only under certain special circumstances, which are easily avoided, 
that he q,ttacks bis driver. 
His only ordinary manifestation of discontent is the harsh and ill:. 
natured growl he sets up wheneve~he is approached to be loaded or 
mounted; and especially when any attempt is made to overchargP- birn. 
In the stillness of the desert the growl of a caravan, preparing for the 
morning's march, is heard for miles around; though the true maherry 
seldom growls, and it is said there are breeds which have entirely lost 
this disagreeable peculiarity; yet, in general, silent as is the march of 
a burde_n caravan, its halts are very unmistakeably announced to all 
w,1nclerers within -~ long distance of its track. So harsli indeed is the 
growl of the camel, that Father Hue gravely declares that his camel-
driver, on one occasion, put a pack of wolves to flight by tweaking his 
camel's nose till he roared again. t 
The Arabs habitually travel much by night, and this not, as has 
been supposed, for the sake of the guidance of the stars, \vhich they 
seldom need, but partly to avoid the greater heat of the day, and more 
especially to allow the camel, _which never feeds by night, the day-
*Host, an accurate o~server, says, (Efterretninger om Marokos, 269,) that the Sultan of 
Morocco had camels trained to act as executioners, and all writers concur in representing the 
male as dangerous during the rutting season. According to Carbuccia, pp. 7, 8, 83 this 
parox:yism is calmed by tarring the head of the camel, or permanently prevented by a si~ple 
process attended with little inconvenience, and no danger to the animal. 
t Father Hue, I, chap. 3. 
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' Iiaht for gathering his food.* It is common to start from midnight to 
t:o o'clock, and to march, without halting, ten, fifteen, or sometimes 
twenty hours, after which the camp is formed; and if it is not yet dark, 
the camels are turnPd out to graze till sunset, when they return to th_e 
camp, are hobbled, by tying up one of the folded fore legs, and rumi-
nate and sleep to the hour of departure. Although so long a day'~ 
journey without pause is fatiguing to the rider, yet, except with light 
dromedaries, experience is in favor of the practice. To halt without 
unloading the camels would afford them no relief~ but fatigue them the 
more by practical1y lengthening their day's work; and if they are un-
loaded and allowed to wander in search of food, the time lost in col-
. lecting them and rearranging their burdens would bring the caravan 
too late to the camping ground. Where, however, the party, as is the 
case with military expeditions of a few days' length, is unaccompanied 
by burden camels, and the dromedaries are loaded with only the equip-
age, water, aud provisions of their riders, the hours of travel and repose 
can, without inconvenience, be arranged and varied to suit the exigen· 
cies of the occasion. 
The question of the practicability and advantages of introducing the 
camel into the United States for military and other purposes, is on~ 
of much interest and importance; and I hope I shall be pardoned if -
prolong a discourse, which I fear has proved but a dry one, for the 
sake of suggesting some considerations upon a topic to ·which I ban 
devoted some attention, both at home and abroad. 
Among those who are practically familiar with the habits and pro-
perties of the camel, and ·who have studied the physical conditions c· 
our territory west of the Mississippi, there is, I believe, little or ~e 
difference of opinion on the su~ject; and I am persuaded that the ult· 
mate success of judicious and persevering effort is certain, and will be 
attended with most important advantages. At the same time, it mus! 
not be concealed that, as much depends on ~ point · that nothing bu: 
experience can determine,-tbe selection, namely, of tbe particu lar 
breeds best adapted to our climate, soil, and other local conditions,:-
the result of a first experi'ment, unless tried on a liberal scale, and with 
animals of more than a single variety, is extremely uncertain. The 
question must be considered under two aspects: the one 1 e.garding the_ 
camel as simply a beast of burden; the other, his value as an animal o. 
war. But even if it is conceded, which I by no means admit, that the 
?rganiz~tion of a proper mounted dromedary corps is impracticable o: 
mexped1ent, it does not, by any means, follow that the camel may no 
be of great value in the commissariat, and in all that belongs to the 
mere ~novement of bodies of men, as well as in the independent tr~· 
portat10n of military stores and all the munitions of war. . 
. The first question to be discussed is the adaptation of any vari~ty o: 
either species to the climate and soil of any portion of our te~nt0r:· 
So far as mere extremes of temperature are concerned, it is qui te cer-
tain that we have nowhere, west of the Mississippi, fiercer or I?0r 
long-continued heats, more parched deserts, or wastes more de atu:~ 
of vegetation, than those of the regions where the Arabian camel · 
* Fraser, Khorasan, 379. 
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found in his highest perfection; and the Bactrian thrives i? climates as 
severe as even the coldest portion of o~r northeaste!n tern~o~y. 
There is, however, it must be admitted, one point of difference be-
tween our general climate and that of the eastern c_ontinent whic.h has 
an unfavorable bearing on the question. I refer to the greater moisture 
of our atmosphere and the greater frequency of rains during the sum-
mer season. In general, the countries where the camel thrives ha ve a 
proper dry season, little or no rain falling during the summer months. 
But to this rule there are exceptions. The valley of the lower Danube 
has summer rains, and a very wet autumn, winter, and spring; and 
many northern Asiatic districts are subject to similar ,climatic condi-
tions. But the objection, whatever may be its force, seems to apply 
merely to the proportion of the year during which the animal can labor, 
and not to its influence upon his constitution; because, it appears that 
in the co}d and damp Russian provinces the camel is less subject to 
disease, and attains a greater longevity, than in any other part of the 
world; and it is remarkable that in the Crimea, at least as I am in-
fo rmed, he is little used in the hottest and driest season, because the 
heat is found too great for that variety, and bis services are most valu-
able in winter. 
On alluvial and other soft soils caravans using the camel will, no 
doubt, be obliged to halt during rains and until the ground is dry; but 
upon all other surfaces, one or other of the species may be used with-
out regard to weather or season ; and as none of the passes of the 
Rocky mountains are more rugged or steeper than those of Arabia or 
T artary, there is every probability that he may be advantageously em-
ployed over all the known routes between the Mississippi and the Pa-
cific coast. 
In reference to the special properties of the different varieties it may 
be observed that, although, as we have already seen, the Arabian camel 
traverses the roughest routes and climbs exceedingly steep ascents, yet 
the B actrian and the cross between the two species are even better 
fitted for scaling difficult mountain passes. This difference is, proba-
bly, partly due to habit and training; but the greater elongation of the 
toe of these breeds, which sometimes projects beyond the cushioned 
sole and forms a sort of claw, undoubtedly somewhat facilitates climb-
ing by giving a grasp to the foot-hold, for which reason the Bactrian 
anciently was, and sometimes still is, called the mountain camel. 
My Russian correspondents, to whom I have so often referred, say 
that the Bactrian is chiefly used for winter transportation, and that his 
fee t require no protectiun, but, to use their own words, are so formed 
that he travels well not only on frozen ground, but upon ice and snow. 
Timkowski saw caravans of this breed cross a glacier; and Bergmann 
says that, in winter, the Calmucks prefer them to horses for the saddle, 
btcause their long legs enable them to wade through deeper snows, 
an<l adds that they bear severe cold better than the horse, the ox, or 
the sheep. 
Father Hue and Pallas give similar accounts of the power of the 
Bactrian camel; and Pallas adds that he is used not only in deep snows 
and half-frozen morasses, but that he fords rapid torrents, an<l, with a 
little training, even swims well. 
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. In the month of February, Erman saw, at Kiachta, on · the ~usso:_ 
Chinese frontier, herds of camels in tbe open air, feeding on withered 
and frozen wild vegetables, at a temperature of 25 degrees bel~w zero 
of Fahrenheit, and remarks that they fear neither the severe wmter of 
Siberia nor the parching summer heats of the sand-wastes of the desert 
of Gobi. The alternation of thaw and frost alone, says he, is danger-
~us to them, in consequence of the icy crust formed under such circum-
stances, which wounds their feet and limbs. 
. So numerous is the camel in these frozen ,realms, that almost the 
·whole commerce betw8en Russia and China, by way of Kiachta, is 
~arried on by means of them; imd they transport merchandise 0V8r the 
whole of the vast distance between Orenburg on the Ural, and Petro-
pawlowsk on the peninsula of Kamtschatka. In the month of October, 
Timkowski met on the desert of Gobi, in latitude 46°, and at the 
height of 2,500 feet above the sea, a herd of 20,000 camels ; the Rus-
sian expedition against Khiva and Bokhara, in 1840, employed more 
than an equal number; and Berghaus estimates the number of camels 
in European Russia at not less than 100,000. 
So far, then, as climate and soil are coneerned, it may be regarded 
as quite certain that the Bactrian camel can sustain any exposure to 
.which be would be subjected in our trans-Mississippian territory; 
_and there is no reason to doubt that the mezquit, acacia, and other 
~brubs, and the saline plants known to exist in many of those regions, 
'\:VOuld fornish him an appropriate and acceptable nutriment. · 
I cannot speak with equal confidence of the ability of the Arabian 
?ame~, and especially of the maherry of the desert, to bear correspond· 
Jng tqals. All high-bred animals are delicate, and impatient of expo· 
sure to great extremes and sudden changes; and although Denham 
and Clapperton speak of hard frosts in latitude 13° north, and Lyon 
records a temperature four degrees below the freezing point, in districts 
c~nstantly traversed by the maherry, yet the finest and fleetest animals 
.,v1ll not bear the winter climate of Algiers.* But, although we may 
.n?t be able_ to breed dromedaries of a speed equal to the most extraor-
dmary performances I have described, there is no reason to doubt that 
tbe m~re common animal, which will travel eight or ten hours a day at 
~ve rmles an hour, for many days in succession, and with greater speed 
for a shorter period, can be bred. and used with advantage throughout 
our sou!hwestern territories, and on all the more southern passes of the 
mountams which divide the valley of the Mississippi from the Pacific 
slope, as w~ll as throughout the State of California. 
fhe anc~ent Asiatics, and, at a later period, the Romans, made a 
ve~y extensive use of the dromedary in war, not only for the transpor-
tation of men and munitions, but as technical cavalry in actual corn-
b~t_; and th~y are still employed in Persia, Bokhara, and Tartary, for 
m1~1tary purposes, and especially for the conveyance of light pieces ~f 
-~rtillery, which are mounted between the humps, and used in that posi-
tion, the camel kneeling while the gun is loaded, aimed, and fired. In 
modern E~ropean armies they have hardly been employed, except by 
Napoleon, 111 transporting the baggage of bis army in the Syrian earn-
* Carbuccia, 4. 
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paign, in his celebrated dromedary regiment; and, mor~ recently, by' 
tbe army of occupation in Algeria. Upon the march from Egypt to_ 
Syria, the baggage, the camp equipage, and the sick,* of an army ot 
15,000 men, were transported solely by ?amels. . . 
It is remarkable that the military archives of France furrnsh l_1ttle or 
no information, beyond the mere number of the corps, respectrng the 
dromedary regiment of the army of Egypt, the historical documents 
belonging to the subject having been chiefly lost or suppressed; and all 
we know concerning it is derived from an imperfect and erroneous ac-
count in the great \.vork on Egypt, and a late paper by GouranJ, one of 
the savans who accompanied the expedition. Without ente_ring into 
minute detail, it must suffice to say that this regiment, which num-
bered something less than 500 men, was organized in the main like a 
regiment of cavalry, and performed the same general service, with thy 
most brilliant success. Although the men were taken from the infantry, 
a very short time was required to teach them the new discipline and 
drill, and the animals were habituated to the necessary evolutions in an 
incredibly short space of time. The services rendered by the corps 
were of a most important character, and its performances, according to 
Pretat, were quite unprecedented in military annals. This officer 
states that the ordinary march of the regiment was thirty French 
leagues, or about seventy-five miles, without a halt; and tbnt a detach-
ment belonging to it marched six hundred miles in eight days. These 
latter extraordinary statements rest on the testimony of a single indi-
vidual, and though the corps was composed wholly of picked animals 
and picked men, and animated by the em•rgy of a Bonaparte, it is very 
difficult to yield them full credence. 
The experiments in Algeria, though satisfactory to the officers 
charged :'7ith them, whose reports seem entirely conclusive upon the 
value and economy of the camel as an animal of war, have been 
attended with less brilliant results. The prejudices of the officers and 
men against the use of this awkward and ungraceful animal i ,1 the 
regular service have proved very difficult to overcome. Tbe peeuliar 
organization of the French commissariat has interposed serious pecu-
niary obstacles, and the government has always seemed disinclined to 
consider this question in a spirit of liberality and candor. It is, how-
ever, proved that the use of the dromedary contributes in a mosl 
important degree to the economy, the celerity, and the efficiency of 
military movements in desert regions; and I cannot doubt that it would 
prove a most powerful auxiliary in all measures tP.ncling to keep in 
check the hostile Indians on the frontier, as well as in maintaining the 
military and postal communication -between our Pacific territory and 
the east. 
There are few more imposing spectacles than a body of armed men 
advancing under the quick pace of the trained dromedary; and this 
sight, with the ability of the animal to climb ascents impracticable to 
* For the tril:nspor~ation of the wounded the camel is not so suitable, on account of t1i'~ 
roughness of his mot10n; but, for even these, the tachtirawan, or litter borne by two camels, 
Would probably answer. Invalids often travel, as I have witnessed, in a cajava, or, as it is 
sometimes called, a mahafa. This consists of a pair of boxes or frames, properly with a can~ 
vass sacking, five_ feet long, two wide, and two deep, slung across the pack-saddle, and pro-
tected by an awnmg. A strong camel will carry two persons in this way. ·, 
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hor~e.~, and thus to transport mountain howitzers, light artill~ry, stores, 
:rncl otbrr military materiel into the heart of the mountams, would 
trike with a snlutary terror the Comanches, Lipans, and other savage 
tribes uron our borders. 
The habits of these Indians much resemble those of the nomade 
Arab,, noel the introduction of the camel among them would modify 
their modes of life as rnuc:h as the use of the horse has done. For a 
timf', indPed, the possession of this animal would- only jncrease their 
powers of mi schief; but it might in the long run prove the means ?f 
raising them to that state of semi-civilized life of which c1lone theu-
nntiv~ wnstes seem susceptible. The products of the camel, with wool, 
kin, and flesh, would prove of inestimable value to these tribes, which 
otherwi ~e are likely soon to perish with the buffalo and other large 
amc nninrnls; and the profit of tran8portation across our jnland desert 
might have the same effect fr1 reclaiming these barbarians which it has 
had upon tlie Arabs of the Siniutic peninsula. 
Among the advantages of the camel for military purposes, may be 
m< ntioned tbe economy of his original cost, as compared with the horse 
or mule, when once introduced and fairly domesticated;* the simplicity 
an<l ·h npncss of his saddle and other furniture, which every soldier 
can manufricture for himself; the exemption from the trouble and ex-
p_ ·n _of providing for his sustenance, driving, sheltering, or shoeing 
/Jun; li,s ~rent d~ci~ity, his general freedom from disease, t bis longevity, 
I I~<' nrn<ruJtu~e of his burden, and the great celerity of -his movements, 
}!1:-- ('Xtrnordmary fearlessness,+ the safety of his rider, whether from 
fall,.~ or the viciousness of the animal, the economical · value of his 
II_ :Ii, _u11<l tl1e applicability to many military purposes of his hair and 
Ii, ·1~111, the _resources vvbich in extreme cases the milk might furnish, 
an l finally h,s great powers of abstinence from both food and drink.II 
1 J.110 price of the camel is exceedingly low in all countries where he is bred. Except for ~ 10 tghc t bre?d, maherries, it nowhere, except ~n the Crimea, exceeds fifty dollars, and is 
'r g 11?ral considerably below this sum. The reason of this is that it costs nothing to breed 
l i ai_~~mal. The dam continues to labor during the whole period of gestation, (which runs 
'lC oru1ng t J' r 
'
1 
• 1 c tmatc, irom eleven, or in some cases, ten to twelve months,) and even the 
1 !11rpu~1fo O a foal scar~ely _delays her marc_h. (D~n~am and_ Clapperton, I~ c. 3, ~it~r 
ll . d' .) The young 1equ1res no care and little trarnrng, and 1s already serviceable m his 11r year. · 
r ~ ~ cord ing to the concurrent testimony of all observers no domestic animal is so free from 
~,:· t c as . the camel. General Harlan 's statement, that he is more liable to maladies than 
dim l~~i;c, tstcsupported by any other writer, and it must rest on some local peculiarity of 
c·ompl tr O . r C<\ My cor~espondents in southern Russia describe the Bactrian as almost 
lltC>r. proyc fcm1t ro~ al_] _ailments. ]n Algeria the camel suffers much from the sting, or 
animal rriimr J1a.~ 1~ ovipositt0n of an insect; and it might be important, in importing t~e 
order lo avo· 1. /
0Jnt_ry, to select a season when he is free from the egg and the larvre, m 
, 1< tn ro ucmg the insect with the camel. 
f a.rbuccia, 25, ] 68. 
§ Th , c uri y f the t h ltardly reeoncila.l l .11 sch , ~ ough n.t once felt by all who have mounted the camel, se~ms i mor ru th · ~ c t 11 1 t e Vt?lence of his motion, and is not easily explained; but nothmg uflcn ~I · 'p upoan ti .a frorn his back. Every oriental traveller can testify that the Arabs 
Buphrate:, 11 , 671 /~~dcai~cls wh~n on ~he march, and Colonel Chesney (Expedition _to the fo ct on the backs f ti La yard give cunous accounts of the preparation and even cookmg of 
c·ontrive to milk Lio !f hcam~ls by the Arab women, during forced marches. They even 10 mt c animals without halting. 
II The use of the camel ha bl d . · · Al · d' pen c alto ctlte ·u 8 ena e the corps wlnch have employed 1t m geria to 1s-
drn i,; ad5itionr t' ti1 a 6fJigage train, as the animal can transport a very considerable bur 
ordi~ary march 
0
~ a iel so icr _and his accoutrements, at a much more rapid rate than the 
co umn of infantry or artillery. 
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I may add another advantage, which will be appreciated by. all who 
know the difficulty of conducting a caravan of mules or horses across 
the plains. I mean the security from stampedes and other nocturnal 
alarms and losses. The dromedary is a much less timid animal than 
the horse or mule, and he is not suiiiciently gregarious in bis habits to 
be readily inflt1enced by a panic terror. The mode by which he is 
confined at night furnishes a complete security c1gai nst escapes from 
fright or other causes. As he lies down, he folds the forelegs under 
the body. The Arab passes a loop around one or both of the folded 
limbs, above the knee, and secures tbe end of the cord around the neck. 
When both legs are thus shackled, the camel can rise only to the knee: 
if one only is hobbled, he rises with difficulty, mid moves very slowly; 
and if an Indian were to cut the loop, and thus free the animal, and 
even succeed in mounting him, be would not be able, without a previ-
ous practi ce, wbidi he has not the means of acquiring, to put him up 
to such. a speed as to elude pursuit.* There is another point which I 
have never heard insisted on, but which has often struck me with some 
force in riding the camel. I mean the greater range of vision vvhicb, 
in a level country, the greater elevation of the seat gives the rider. 
The eye of a horseman is upon an average scarcely ejght fr:et above 
the ground. Upon the dromedary it is two feet higher, and commands 
a wider range accordingly. 
To a ll these advantages I am aware of no drawbacks but the ex-
pense of introducing the animal and experimenting with him, c1nd the 
difficulty of accustoming horses to the sight of him. The first objection 
is too trifling to be debated in a cc1se of so muGh importance; and though 
the latter has been found formidable in Tuscany, and according to 
Father Hue, even in Tartary, where the camel has been very long in 
use, yet it is of no great force as applied to tbe sparsely populated 
regions of the Far West, and as the multiplication of the animal would 
be gradm:11 and slow, it is not likely that any _great or general evil 
would flow from tbis source. 
The facts I have recited seem to me abundantly to warrant the con-
clnsion tbat at the least the experiment is worth trying, and it is highly 
desirable that it should be tested on a scale large enough anJ varied 
enough to embrace all the chances of success.t 
For transportation, the choice would lie between the Turcoman 
camel of northeastern Asia Minor nnd the Bactrian. The former might 
easilj be procured at Aleppo, and shipped at Alexandretta, or perhaps 
better at Trebizond, on the Black sea. The Bactrian, which seems 
* The only serious inconvenience attending the use of the camel in marching through a 
country inhabited by hostile Indians, is the necessity of allowing him to wander in search of 
food; but as he habitually returns to camp before sunset, of his own accord, and never feeds, 
and very seldom stirs during the night, he would require to be watched only for a couple of 
honrs during the whole twenty-four. 
t Very full information on the military qualities and the hygiene of the Arabian camel, 
upon the dromedary reg·iment of the army of Egypt, and the use of this animal in war by the 
ancients, may be found in the work of Carbuccia I have so often cited, and the papers of 
Gourard appended to it The title is: Du Oromadaire comme bete de somme, et comme 
animal de guerre; par le General G. L. Carbuccia. Paris, 1853. The appropriation made 
by Congress for introducing the camel ($30,000) will prove hardly snfficient, it is to be feared, 
for trying the experiment on a sufficiently liberal scale; and it is therefore doubly important 
that advantage should be taken of the knowledge acquired by the French in their African 
possessions. 
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on the whole the more promising animal, might most readily be ob-
tained at Odessa, or in the Crimea; put, as the camels of those pro-
vinces are trained only for drauaht, it would be more advisable to pro-
cure them from the Calmucs,
0
in the neighborhood of the Caspian, 
where they are used for burden and for the saddle, and, according to 
Bergmann, possess great speed, and they could be shipped at some of 
the ports of the sea of Azow, or they might perhaps, with even greater 
convenience, be bought at Petropawlowsk, on the Pacific, at the sea-
son of the visit of the caravans, and landed in California. · 
The dromedaries should be brought from Algeria rather than from 
Egypt, because they are there accustomed to much severer winters, a 
moister climate, and a rougher country; and the experience of t~e 
French military service in the use of them might be of great value m 
aiding in the selection of the breeds or individual anim,1ls, as well as. 
in furnishing patterns of the best harness and gearing. The number of 
each ought to be at least sufficient for the organization of a small regu-
lar c:orps, to be trained in the use of them, and the officers should be 
provided with all the information which can be gathered from Asiatic 
und European experience on the subject. 
"If," says General Marey Monge, "cavalry had been unknown in 
France, and we, seeing the great advantages derived from it by the 
Arabs, had now for the first time attempted to introduce it into our 
military service, we should have had a thousand difficulties to over-
come. Objections would have been made on the score of kicks and 
bites, errnrs would have been committed in the choice of saddles and 
bridles, the horses would have met with accidents or contracted ail-
1:3ents from our want of experience and ignorance of farriery; in the 
first engagermmts, our mounLed men would have been thrown or run 
away with, they would have been clumsy in managing their arms on 
horseback, and probably been roughly handled hy the superior skill of 
!he Arab horsemen. A party would have been formed against the 
mnovators, ~ho would themselves have become disgusted, and the 
attempt to rntroduce mounted corps would perhaps have been aban-
doned ; but if, iu spite of accidents, mistakes, and losses, we had per-
severed, we should have Pnded by formina what we have now, an 
e~cie_nt and excellent cavalry." . 
0 
fh~s argument is as valid with us as it was in Algeria; and if t~e 
expcnment shall be tried in the United States without success, it will 
probably fail for reasons as specious but as inconclusive as those which 
<?encral l\!~nge supposes against the introduction of cavalry into the 
}; rench military service. 
. NoTE.-A late writer in the Revue Orientale, 1280, says: "l knew 
111 E~XP! a camel driver who had bought. a dromedary belonging to_ a 
sbent of Mecca, deceased, at Cairo. This animal often made the tnp 
l>etween the latter city and Suez, goina and returning in twenty-four 
hours, thus travelling a distance of ;ixty leagues in a single day." 
[~he performance of the dromedary is rather understated. The actual 
d1~tance between Cairo and Suez is eighty-four English miles, an1 the 
a?imal ~us~ consequently have accomplished one hundred and sixty-
eight miles m twenty-four hours. He remained four hours at Suez for 
rest, and therefore travelled .at the rate of eight miles and four tenths 
per hour.] 
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LECTURES. 
No. IL-ON THE NATURE AND CURE OF THE BITE OF SERPENTS AND 
THE WOUNDS OF POISONED ARROWS. 
BY DR. D.AVID BRAINARD, OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, 
Among the many points in which the science of the present day sur-
passes the knowledge of past centuries, there is none more conspicuous 
than that which relates to the nature, the effects, and the means of de-
tecting poisonous substances. 
To be convinced of this we have only to cast a glance at the state of 
society in the latter part of the sixteenth century, the time of Charles 
IX and Henry III, of France. 
At that period Italian manners and customs had been introduced into 
France by Catharine de Medici, and with them the knowledge of those 
poisons whose use, in Italy, had rendered the names of certain families 
pre-eminent in the annals of infamy. 
The most distinguished surgeon· of the sixteenth century, Ambroise 
Pare, has left us, in his works, a very curious account of the means re-
sorted to by the Italian perfumers to convey poisons in a manner which 
should not be suspected. . 
Pare was the surgeon of Charles IX, and, being a Protestant, vvas· 
saved from the massacre of St. Bartholomew, concealed in the cabinet 
of the king in the palace of the Louvre, at the time when the signal for 
the slaughter was sounded. 
The ol~ject of the monarch in saving liis li!e was to have the bene5t 
of. his superior skill as a surgeon, and especially in the art of detecting 
poisons and counteracting their effects. 
Pare states that poisons are, " by the artifices and sublimations of 
the wicked traitors, poisoners, and perfumers," deprived of their bitter 
taste, and even rendered agreeable to the palate, while they are so con-
centrated as to prove fatal in a short time, and so subtle as to defy the 
efforts of the most skillful to detect them. · 
In relating the case of Pope Clement, who was poisoned by the 
vapors of a torch, he says that flowers and odors of any kind were 
often used to convey the vfatal influence; and that evPry prelate, bene-
ficed clergyman, or other person whose wealth or rank promised ad-
vantage to any who might compass his death, lived in constant dread 
of poison. 
A whole chapter of his work on medicine and surgery is devoted to 
!he means of guarding against being poisoned. He advises the avoid· 
mg of all sauces, and especially those which are sweet, salted, or in 
any way pungent; and, in like manner, being thirsty, not to drink in 
~arge clraug~ts, or to eat greedily, but to consider well the taste of what 
1s eaten or arunk. "Moreover, we should eat," says he, "those things 
which break the force of venoms before each repast, and particularly a 
fat soup made of good meat," and only takA wine or other drinks alter 
havi~g eaten. He counsels taking in tbe morning mithirstate or the· 
riaca, with a little good wine or malvoisie, or the leaves of rue with a 
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nut and dried figs, which, he adds, " ·arc remedies of singular effi-
ciP-ncy." And "let not those who have a suspicion of having been 
poisoned, sleep; for the force of the venom is sometimes so great, ~o 
contrary to nature, that it exerts its power, and its effect in the body 1s 
like that of fire in dried straw." 
"The true way to avoid poisoned perfumes," he adds, in condud-
ing, "is never to smell them; to fly such perfumers as you would the 
plague, drive them out of the kingdom of France, and send them among 
Turks and infidels." 
Modern science has revealed the nature of these poisons so subtle, 
so mysterious, and so dreaded. 
The torch of chemistry has explored the secret chambers of those 
"vvicked poisoners and perfumers." 
Armed with its light the law is ennbled to cast a shield around every 
individual, and give to the humblest a consciousness of safety which, 
in former times, the most powerful could not enjoy. 
But science in this respect is not yet perfect. There are still sub-
stances mysterious, subtle, and dangerous, for which neither tests nor 
antidotes have been discovered. Many of the savage tribes of America 
possess the art, unknown to civilized man, of imbuing their weapons 
with a substance so deadly that a slio-ht wound from one of them is 
dangerous, if not fatal. 
0 
The venom of serpents, the s,millest drop of which brought in con-
tact wjLh the blood in the system is fatal, cannot be distinguished by 
chemical tests from the most harmless mucus or saliva. 
There is reason to believe that this venom is sometimes emploved 
by rna:.1; that he arms himself with the substance bestowed by Provi-
den_ce on the serpent for its defence, and uses it for the purpose of pro-
cur111g subsistence or satisfyincr his destructive instincts. 
Of tbe serpents which are f~rnished with this poison, the most com-
mon ancl dangerous is the crotalus, or rattlesnake, several varieties of 
which are found in the western and southern States of the Union, 
whe~e they constitute an o~ject ,,f dread, and a source of danger to 
the first settlers of the country. 
_The ratt~esnake derives its ncime from the peculiar structure of its 
tail~ on which are arranged a ·number of rings called the rattle, wi~h 
~vluch a sound js made not uLllike the buzzing of the wings of cer~a~n 
msects. _The number of these rings increases with its age; but 1t JS 
r:ot certain that they correctly iadicate the number of years it has 
hved. 
The rattle is genern1ly sounded whenever the serpent is angry, so 
~hat those familiar with the noise may avoid the danger; but in many 
rnstances the wound is inflicted without any warning heing given. 
The rattle itself is to be regarded as a means of defence in ad_dition 
t? t~1e fangs and venom; for the peculiar note which it produces 1s ter-
nfyrng to most animals, and thev shrink from it with instinctive fear. 
It seems to _have been regarded by some of the aboriginal inh3:bi-
tants o~ Amenca as highly ornamental, for it is one of the objects :Yh1ch 
the ~at1ves of central America have most frequently represented rn the 
carv1 ngs of stone with ,vhich they decorated the front of their templ~s. 
The apparatus by which this serpent inflicts a wound and deposits 
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the ven.om within it, excels in delicacy and perfection ariy instrum_ent 
for inoculation which human ingenuity has as yet been able to de~1se. 
It consists of moveable fangs or teeth placed one or more on either 
side of the mouth beneath the upper jaw. . 
They are exceedingly sharp, curved, and move upon a hmge, so 
that, when in a state of repose, they lie with the point backwards, 
almost covered by the membrane of the mouth. Tbe fang is perfor-
ated at its root by a canal which terminates near the point in a groove. 
It is through this that the venom is fjected so as to be thrown, not 
upon the surface, but deposited at the bottom of the wound. 
\Vhen about to strike, the fangs are raised so as to project directly 
forward, and the serpent coils himself so that, in the act of straightening, 
the heJ.d is thrust with great force a distance of a bout half his length. 
At tbe moment when the fang is most perfectly projected, the same 
muscle which elevates it presses also on the sac which contains the 
venom and ejects it, through the canal of the tooth, with force; so that, 
if the object is not attained, it is thrown to a certain distance, and may 
be seen falling in drops. 
If the object aimed at is attained, as soon as the the teeth are inserted 
they are turned backward and drawn through the fles h like hooks to 
lacerate it. Indeed it often happens that the animal bitten, by a sud-
den movement draws the serpent after him, or that the fangs them-
selves are left in the wound. 
The serpent, too, with the subtle instinct of his nature, as soon as the 
wound is inflicted, coils himself so as to r·esist being moved and thus 
inflicts a se·vere injury . 
. N at~re, as if this weapon were indispensable to the species, ha s pro-
vided rn the most ample manner for its indefinite reproduction when 
accid,~ntally removed -or shed at stnted periods. 
. Tf_1ere exists at the sidP. of the principul teP;th in use, several others 
m different stages of development, which, m case any are shed or 
removed, grow and supply their place. 
The gland which forms the venom corresponds to the largest of the 
salivary glands in man. The duct through which it is discharged is 
enl~rged so as to form a reservoir capable of containing several drops, 
which may be kept in reserve. 
That the saliva of one class of animals should contain the most con-
centrated venom, while that of others is the mildest of fluids, presents 
a contrast of the strongest character; but a certain analogy can be 
traced even in this instance, for in all animals when rabid, the saliva 
becomes poisonous, and in manv, as in men, it sometimes assumes acer-
tain degree of activity which ~·enders it dangerous from the effect of 
anger alone. 
The venom of the rattlesnakP. is a fluid of the consistence and color 
of olive oil; it has a peculiar and disagreeable odor, and is said to have 
a pungent taste. 
Th~re is no chemical test by which it is distinguished, nor are any 
peculiar appearances to be observed. in it by the most powerful 
microscope. 
It may be swallowed without danger. All the venom which could 
be extracted from several serpents mixed with water and poured into 
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the mouth of a young bird in the nest when it opened its beak for food, 
did it no injury. 
Persons bitten by serpents generally experience, as the first effect, an 
intense pain in the part wounded-vertigo, nausea, fainting, and coldness. 
If the venom has been inoculated directly into a vein, these symptoms 
terminate in death in a short time. If not, the part swells, becomes 
discolored, spotted over the surface of the member, and sometimes over 
the entire body. 
Tbe swellit;g is sometimes very great, extending over a large sur-
face; but the heat an<l inflammatory reaction which accompany it are 
of :=t low grade. . 
If the amount of venom which hns been deposited be small, or the 
wound has been properly treated, tbe swelling after having reached a 
certain point slowly subsides, but the part affected remains for a long 
time indurated. It has even been supposed that the extraordinary 
enlargement known under the name of elephantiasis is in many cases a 
remote effect of this wound. 
As soon as the swelling commences to subside, another danger threat-
ens the patient, viz: passive hemorrhage. The constitutional effects of 
the poison are such that they produce a dissolved state of the blood like 
that which exists in scurvy. H ence bleeding is liable to occur from 
the mouth, lungs, bowels, ulcerated surfaces, or the slightest wounds, 
or from all these at a time. 
In a case which occurred in the Illinois aeneral hospitaJ. the blood 
whic:h flowed from tbe gum; was found so intirely destitute of fibrine, 
the principle upon which the coagulation depends, that no trace of it 
could be detectect under the microscope. At this state the breath ex-
~ale~ a fetid odor, which is not only sickening at the moment, but which 
1s said to have produced serious illness in those exposed for a length of 
time to its influence. 
Bites which occur about the face are much more d~ngerous than 
those upon the extremities. 
This discoloration results from the dissolved state of the blood which 
gives rise to hemorrhage, mortification, and death. 
. Nev~rthe~ess, the bite even of tbe most venomous species of serpents 
1s not mvanably nor even generally fatal. 
There are seasons when they are inactive and inflict but a slight 
wound. The venorn is at times much less virulent than at others, or it 
may ~ave ~een exhausted by repeated bites. Small serpents have not 
sufficient force to penetrate the skin, and bites where the skin is thick 
or covered with clothing are least dangerous. . 
On ~he other hand if the serpent be old, of large size, and the bite 
occur m t_he commencement of summer, the danger is very great. 
The~e 1s reaso? t? believe that the poison used by the Indian tribes 
on tbeir arrows, 1s, m many cases, nothing else than the venom of the 
serpent preserved ju a peculiar manner. 
Mr. ~chof!lburgh himself says that the belief, that animal poisons 
e?tere~ ~nto its composition was so rooted in Guiana, that on the occa-
s10n of his second visit, in 1837, he was unable to eradicate it. 
Me?srs. Bernard ~n~ Pelouze, in a memoir presented to ~he Aca~erny 
of Sciences at Pans, m 1850, express the opinion that 1t acts m the 
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manner of a venom, that is an animal poison. They state that M. 
Goudot, who furnished them with the specimen they employed, had 
resided many years in South America, and was folly aware _of the · 
method of its preparation, ancl that he assured them_ that the po_i son of 
the most venomous serpents constantly entered into its compos1t10n .. 
He even describ'ed the manner of taking the serpents, and extracting 
the poison. 
An intelligent traveller in Cali fornia informs me that the Digger 
Indians in that State possess the art of poisoning their arrows, and that 
the substance which they use for the purpose is well known to be ob-
tained from the rattlesnake. 
Dr. George Johnson, of St. Louis, also told me that several tribes of 
Indians on the Rio Grande employ the venom of the serpent for this 
purpose, and that there is a species known to them which have the 
vesicles receiving the venom so large as to contain a quantity sufficient 
to poison a great number of c:Jrrows. 
An intelligent missionary, who had resided many years in the East 
Indies, states that the traditional account of the method of preparing the 
woorara of that country is, that the venom of serpents is mixed with it 
to form the most active part. 
This substance callecl woorara, curare, corare, tiennas, has been va-
riously described by different travellers as being of an animal or a vege-
table nature, or a mixture of the two. Sir Walter Haleigh is said to 
have been the first who heard of its existence; but certain missionaries 
in_ South America gave at an early day an account of its effects, but so 
mmgled with fanciful details as to deprive it of most of its value as 
authority. 
_At tbe commencement of the present century, Humboldt gave a de-
t_a1led account of its manufacture, stating that it is prepared by heat 
from the bark of a certain vine called bv the natives on the bank of the 
Amazon, b~juco de menacure mixed ~ith the juice of certain other 
plants Lo give it consistence. 
De le Condamine states that it is an extrnct made by heat from the 
juices of divers plants, about 30 in number, and tbat the bejuco is one 
of them. 
Robert H. Schomburak* confirms in most respects the account 
given by Humboldt. H~ named the vine from which it is obtained, 
Strycltnos toxifira. 
The Reverend Thomas Yond, who resided as a missionary in English 
Guiana, describes its mode of preparation very minutely. He states 
!hat two species of Strychnos and six other species of plants enter into 
1ls composition. 
Mr. Schomburgk treats as entirely fabulous the accounts of the em-
ployment of animal substances, such as poisonous ants or the venom of 
~erpents, in its preparation; an<l most English writers seem to consider 
it certain that it owes its activity to strychnine. 
On the other hand Boussingault and Roulin, (Annales de Chimie, Sep-
tember, 1828;) who made an analysis of it, state that it does not contain 
strychnine but a vegetable principle very' different from it. 
Its effects on the system sufficiently indicate that its action does not 
* Annals and Magazine of Natural History, vol. VII, p. 407. 
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depend on strych~ine. .It affects ~he braiu, producing fainting, insensi-
bility, and paralysis; wb1le strycbmne acts upon the sprnal marrow, pro-
ducing convulsions but lr.aving the consciousness intact. . . . 
When injected into the veins, even in the minutest quantJty, 1t kills 
in a fow seconds, while a much larger quantity of strychnine is required 
to cause death when thus admin istered. 
l\Ir. Charles Waterton, in his Wanderings in South America, states 
that in addition to the woorara vine, the natives employ in its compo-
sition the black aud re<l ant and tbe fangs of serpents, which, he adds, 
they invariably extract and preserve whenever occasion is presented. 
From a chemical analysis of this su,bstance which I had made, 
though not completed, but which has reYeuled formic acid and a pro-
tean compound among its constituents, I am enabled to state with g~·eat 
certainty that a. 1imal substances enter to a certain extent at least mto 
its composition. 
Humboldt, in bis voyage to the equinoctic1l regions of South America, 
states that Indians, who had been wounded by poisoned arrnws, de-
scribed to him the effects as identical with those of the bite of serpents. 
These effects, as noticed in experiments on animals and birds, seem 
to me to bear the closest analoay with those of the venom of serpents, 
if they are not identical. b 
The fact that the woorara is, like the poison of serpents, innocuous 
"".hen sw~llowed, strongly militates against the opinion that. it is stry~h-
nm~, o:, rndeed, any vegetable alkaloid. As usually m et with, the kmd 
which 1s brought from South America is contained in small gour<ls, over 
the internal surface of which it is spread. On being detached it P:e· 
scnts a dark color, has a resinous fracture, a bitter taste , is readily 
mixed with water, but imperfectly dissolved by it. Its appearance is 
the same when mixed with a lcohol; but both these fluids dissolve the 
active principle of it. The solution is acid . If the quantity of water 
~sed_ be small, the mixture has a ropy, tenacious consistenc~. T~~ so_lu-
t10n ~s ~oagu!ated by the nitrnte of silver, and by the solut10n of 10drne 
and 10d1de of potash in distilled water, aud, when treated with the latter 
so~utio.n, neither the part coagulated nor he fluid expressed from it re-
tains Hs pois?nous quality. lt does not effervesce vvith acid~. I~s 
~queo':1-s. solutwn is not coagulated by heat, and boiling does not impair 
its act1v1ty. 
'.fbe manner in which poisonous substances act in produci?g th~ir 
cfiects_ bas long been regarded as one of the most difficult subJects m 
th~ wide range of nature. So long as the doctrines of astrology pre-
~ailed , the~ were supposed to derive their properties from the malign 
influence o1 the stars. 
Am bruise Pare, certainly one of the most enlightened men of his ~ime, 
wa~ governed by the then prevailing doctrine when he said: "Poisons 
which act by a specific nature do not produce their effects because 
they are hot, or cold, or dry, or of an excessive humidity, but becau~c 
they have that peculiar property of the celestial influences which 15 • 
contrary to human nature." 
In the infancy· of toxicology the effect of nearly all poisons was refer-
red to sympathy. . 
When they were applied to wounds, and the heart ceased to act, 1t 
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was said to be from a sympathetic affection, conveyed in some myste-
rious manner by the nerves. 
The statement that any such impression is conveyed is as purely 
gratuitous as was the explanation of the pressure of the atmosphere by 
the simple expression, "nature abhors a vacuum." 
Since the experiments of Magendie, in 1809, on the subject of absorp-
tion, it has generally been admitted that most poisons produce their 
effect on the system by being absorbed and carried into the circulation, 
and that they exert their influence by virtue of their peculiar properties. 
Conia digitaline and nicotiue destroy the action of the heart; strych-
nia acts upon the spinal marrow; opium, the woorara, and poison of 
serpents on the brain. · 
Now, although the absorpti,on of poisons, and their presence physi-
cally in the blood and organs, is a most important fact,-one, indeed, 
upon which the whole science of toxicology reposes,-it is not to be im-
agined for a moment that it affords the slightest explanation of their 
mode of action. 
The question still remains, whether they act by bein6 applied to the 
sentient extremities of the nerves, or in some other manner not yet 
understood. 
Liebig has offered the explanation, that the poison by some chemical 
change is converted into the substance of brain, which is thereby ren-
dered unfit to support vital energy. 
This hypothesis is entirely gratuitous, improbable, and, in view of 
the rapid action of many substances on the brain, impossible. -
Fontana was much nearer the truth when about a century ago he 
attributed death from the poison of the viper to the effect . produced on 
the blood. He was of the opinion that, injected into the veins of ani-
mals, it caused coagulation of the blood, which arrested the circulation. 
He made more than six thousand experiments with vipers, repeated 
and varied in every possible way. In regard to the coagulation of the 
blood in this case, I am not able to deny that it may occur, as I have 
not experimented with vipers; but I am sure it is the reverse of what 
takes place from the bite of the rattlesnake, for it is uniformly found 
dissolved after death from this cause, and incapable of coagulating to 
the same extent as in he:a.lth. I am also certain that a change does 
occur in the form of the globules of blood in pigeons and frogs poisoned 
by woorara and the bite of the rattlesnake. 
If the wing of a bat or the web of a frog's foot be subjected during 
life to observation beneath the focus of a microscope, innumerable small 
bodies are seen hurrying along the arteries, towards their extremities, 
traversing the small, hair-like vessels called capillaries, and returning 
towards the heart by the veins. 
These bodies are the blood globules. They vary in form in dif-
ferent classes of animals, being circular and flattened in men, and ovoid 
in birds and frogs. 
The integrity of these globules is essential to life; for whenever they 
become altered, they adhere to the sides of the vessels and to one 
another, and can no longer traverse the capillaries. 
The theory that poisons alter the form of the globules, so as to render 
Mis. Doc. 24-9 
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them. unfit for circulation, is not a new one, for Fontana alludes to it, 
but says he had not been able to detect in them any change. 
This arose, no doubt, from the imperfect instruments employed, and 
from the deficient means of examination. Fontana claimed to have 
invented the microscope, but only used a single lens, and examined 
blood in considerable quantities. 
By using the most perfect microscope, and examining the bloo~ of 
frogs and of pigeons, _in which the globul~s ar:e ovoid and of l~rge s1_z~, 
I have- been able to discover that, after pmsonmg by serpent bite or tlie 
woorara, their form jg constantly altered, so that, instead 'of being of a 
distinct and regular outline, they are found irregular, indented, ·and 
partially disintegrated. 
Those taken from the capillaries are most, those from the heart ~nd 
large vessels least affected; but even of the former only a small port10n 
of the whole number will be found changed, as death takes place before 
all have time to become mutually affected. 
When death occurs quickly from the effect of the bite of the rattle-
snake or fro·m the woorara, it is, in my view, from these substance& 
being absorbed, and acting upon the blood by altering the form- ?f the 
globules,-so as to render them unfit for circulation, whereby they are 
arrested in the capillary vessels of the brain, and thus destroy its action. 
There are doubtless other changes produced on the circulating fluid 
besides this of the globules. 
The late Dr. J. ·W. Burnett, of Boston, noticed that when blood ob-
tained by pricking his finger was mingled with the venom of the rattle-
snake, the globules ceased to run together, as they naturally do. 
. But I _think the_ change of the globules which I have detected ·is of 
itself qmte sufficient to account for the sudden effects even of the most 
violent poisons. · ·' ' 
The belief that" some substances cause death by their effect upon the 
blood seems to have prevailed long before it was expressed by Fontana . 
. Shakspeare, with that intuitive perception of truth characteristic of 
his writings, has adopted it in his account of the killing of the king, 
when the ghost thus describes to Hamlet the effects of the poison: 
"Sleeping within mine orchard, 
My custom always in the afternoon, 
Upon my secure hour thy uncle stole, 
With juice of cursed hebanon in a vial, 
And in the porches of mine ears did pour 
The lepcrous distilment, whose effect 
Bears such an enmity to the blood of man 
That, swift as quicksilver, it courses through 
The natural gates and alleys of the body, 
And, with a sudden vigor, it doth posset 
And curd, like eager droppings into milk, 
The thin and wholesome blood; so did it mine, 
And a most instant tetter marked about, 
Most lazar like, with vile and loathsome crust, 
All my smooth body." 
. We arrive n-Jw at the consideration of the second part of our sub-
Ject, the t:eatment of poisoning by serpent bite, and the woorara, 
Accordmg to the division of scientific studies most commonly adopted 
the pursuit of science for itself, pure science as it is called, ranks above 
any practical application of it, however important and useful this latter 
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may ·be, though I regard it important in proportion as it has capacities· 
for useful application. -
· One migfit indeed devote himself to the pursujt of some of the natu-
ral sciences for the inherent pleasure which it affords. 
But the study of the- venom of serpents and its effects would be 
surrounded by few attractions, were it not that the knowledge thus-
acquired may be made available for the relief of some of the severest 
accidents to which man is subject. 
The experiments upon birds and animals required to carry out these 
researches are painful, and can only be justified by the benefit which 
results from their performance. 
In this country there is fortunately less occasion than in some others 
for defending the study of the practical applications of science, as the 
genius of the people, and their habits, tend to practical results rather 
than abstract researches. It is indeed possible that to many scientific 
men of our country the classic fable of Atalanta, who, in turning aside 
to seize the golden apple, lost the prize of the race, may not be inap-
plicable. 
In reference to the venom of the rattlesnake there js much need that 
further investigations should be instituted. 
It-is -a substance for which, as I have already said, no antidote has 
hitlierto been known, and concerning the nature of which no adequate 
researches have ever been made. 
What is required is a series of experiments in regard to it similar to 
those whiclr Fontana performed with the viper. 
The treatment resorted to for serpent bites varies in different coun- · 
tries, -that remedy being generally selected which tradition or accident 
may have suggested; and it would be a waste of time to enumerate all 
those inert or deleterious articles whose use has been recommended 
even in books of medicine and surgery. It may suffice to say, under 
this head, that scarcely any substance can be named so inert as not to· 
have been r,ecommended, or so disgusting as not to have been em-
ployed; nor is any practice so absurd as not to have found favor with 
the profession. · 
Among them may be mentioned burying th~ member bitten in fresh 
earth, thrusting it into the entrails of animals, or even putting the whole 
body of the patient into an ox laid open for the purpose-practices 
which, as they are either cooling or sweating, are not destitute of plausi-
ble reasons in their favor. · 
Arsenic, in the form of the Tanjore pill, has been extensively used 
by British practitioners both in the East and West Indies; but although 
many successful cases were cited in its favor, it has fallen into disuse . 
. Among intelligent physicians of the present day the treatment con-
s1s~s in washing the part, sucking it, or applying cups, to extract the 
p01son, using caustic for the purpose of destroying it, while stimulants, 
such as ammonia and alcohol, are administered internally. 
Of these means, washing, applying ligatures upon the members, and 
cupping, are those alone whose utility has been well established by 
reason and experience. -
That the removal of as much as possible of the venom from the 
Wound is useful, is self-evident, and sucking it for this purpose seems 
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to have been an instinctive act; for not only does tradition rel~te tha~ it 
was in use in ancient times and among savage nation·s, but · history m-
forms us that it has been resorted to more recently. Among the not_a-
ble instances of which may be mentioned that of Queen Eleanor, wife 
,of Edward I, who, it is stated, sucked the wound which her husband 
received from a poisoned dagger in the war of the Crusades, thereby 
,preserving his life. 
The application of ligatures around a member ·bitten, as it retards 
.absorption, has the same effect as introducing the poison in divided 
•doses, and at longer interyals of time. In this way quantities might 
.safely be received, which, if carried at once into the blood, would prove 
•quickly fatal. 
Cupping-glasses exhausted over the wound act in the same manner, 
with the additional advantage, that by drawing fluids from the part they 
may remove at least a portion of the venom. 
The value of these means has been tested by numerous experiment5 
upon various animals and with different classes of poisons. 
Of the applications resorted to, aqua ammonia is that mostly relied 
upon. But Fontana found that mixing it with the venom of vipers only 
hastened death. He also found that alcohol, oil, the mineral acids, and 
alkalies, (except caustic potash, which instantly destroys the tissues,) 
n~trate o!· silver, incisions in the part, and even amputating the member 
bitten, did not prevent a fatal termination. 
In my experiments with the rattlesnake I have found that mixing the 
venom with alcohol, oil of turpentine, nitrate of silver in solution, or 
ammonia., did not diminish its activity. 
The solutions of soda and potash have no effect ib retarding its action, 
unless sufficiently strong to destroy the tissues by acting as a caustic . 
. l\Iy friend, Dr. J. C. Morfit, who aided ·me in my experiments, tried 
liquor potass~, a solution of bicarb. of soda, tincture of arnica, and am-
~onia in water. The result of my observation is, that to the present 
tLme no substance has been found in any degree capable of neutralizing 
t~e venom of the serpent or the woorara, wjthout destroying the part 
bitten, e~cept the solution of iodine, and iodide of potassium, in water. 
Of the virtues of this solution I shall have occasion to speak hereafter. 
Alco~1ol taken internally to intoxication has at the present time the 
rcputat10n of counteracting the effects of the venom of the rattlesnake. 
The evidence in its favor is scarcely sufficient to justify the confi-
~cnc.:e reposed in it, as the following facts will show : 
1st. The venom, when mixed with alcohol, is rapidly fatal if inocu-
lated . · • 
2d. Alcohol introduced into the stomach of bjrds or animals bitten 
hast ns <leath. · 
3d. Persons bitten by rattlesnakes when in a state of intoxication are 
not, on that account, secure. . 
I have authentic information of several cases in which the bite 01 
th~t serpent proved rapidly fatal on intoxicated persons. I think it_c~r-
tarn, however, that the eflect of alcohol taken in this way is benefic~al 
rat~er tha~ injurious; but this is not my belief in regard to ammonia. 
which I thmk calculated to favor the action of the poison rather than 
retard it. 
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Among the substances in popular use in the western ~tates of the 
Union, I ought not to omit to spAak of the sulphate of alumina or a~um. 
This and other astringents . are principally useful in that stage of the 
affection when herriorrhages are liable to occur, and they may then_ be 
employed with advantage both as internal remed_ies and local apphca-
ca6ons. . 
It ·may be expected that ·I should here speak of those plants which, 
under the name of rattlesnake weeds or roots, possess, in the popular 
belief, a specific virtue against the bite of this serpent. The plant 
known under this name in many parts of the west is a species of Liatris, 
having a broad leaf with spines along the edges. It has a pungent 
aromatic taste, and is a diffusible stimulant of moderate force. The 
manner in which it is generally used is by beating it up into a poultice 
and placing it upon the part, and also taking an infu3ion as a drink. 
It has no specific virtues as an antidote, as I have known deaths to 
occur after its use; but as a stimulant it may be, in some degree, useful. 
There are many other plants, also, reputed to possess similar virtues, 
among which may be mentioned Eryngium aquaticum, or button-
snake root; several species of Impatiens, or jewel weed; the Eupa-
torium perfoliatum, or boneset; the Scrophularia, the Scutellaria., 
the Pla.ntago, and probably many others; of all of which it is 
sufficient to say, that there is no conclusive evidence tQ justify their 
being regarded in the light of specifics, though, like the Liatris, they may 
be more or less useful in certain ci';\ses. 
As remedies are by some deemed important from having been used 
by tbe Indians, it may be mentioned that the Impatiens, or jewel weed, 
is said to be often employed by them. A medical officer of the army 
~nforms me that the common nettle applied as a poultice, and taken in 
mfusion, is a favorite treatment among the Cherokees. For this, as for 
hydrophobia and most diseases, there are secret remedies, possessing, 
according to report, the most instantaneous and marvellous power of 
neutralizing the action of the poison. 
There exists, according to popular belief, a tree whose smallest 
bra~c~ or leaf has the effect if placed before a serpent of rendering him 
so timid and fearful that he will neither bite nor resent the roughest 
treatment, nor can he live in the region where it grows. The leaves 
possess the power (according to the same vague report) when bealfm 
up and placed on the· bitten part of instantly causing the pain to cease; 
~o tha~ the patient, like one touched by a hand of miraculous power, 
is_ straightway cured. The tree which is reported to possess such 
Vlftue is nothing else thari a species of Fraxinus, or common ash. It is 
cer~ain that it has none of the powers ascribed to it, either on the 
actions of the serpent or the effects of its venom. 
Having made many experiments, with a view of determining the 
action of various substances on tbe venom of the rattlesnake and on 
the woorara, I have found but one which, in any degree, neutralizes it 
without destroying the tissues of the part. 
The solution of iodine and iodide of potassium in water possesses the 
power, when properly used, of invariably retarding death, if it d0es not 
prevent it. The manner in which the experiments were conducted 
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with the woorara, was, in the first place, to ascertain the quantity 
required to cause death. . 
In general I found t of a grain to kill a pigeon in five mmutes, when 
injected under !he skin. · . . 
2. I then mixed the same quantity with 20 drops of a ~olut1on of 
iodine and iodide of potassium, of the strength of 10 grams_ ~f the 
former and 30 of the latter to the ounce of distilled water, and mJected 
it under the skin of the pigeon. It produced no sensible effect. . 
3. I threw the poison under the skin of the pigeon, and applymg a 
cupping glass lightly on the part, injected the solution of iodine through 
the same canula. No symptom of poisoning followed. -
4. I covered a deep wound of the muscle in a pigeon with a paste 
made of the woorara and water. The bird died in five minutes. 
5. I repeated the same experiment, but washed the wound with the 
solution of iodine. There was no bad effect. 
These experiments have been repeated by myself alone, and, in 
connexion with otrers, more than a hundred times with the same 
results. I feel confident, therefore, that their accuracy cannot be called 
in question, and that, in regard to the woorara, it is quite ~afe ~o 
affirm that the solution of iodine neutralizes its action. In makmg this 
statement, I would by no means be understood · as asserting th_at it 
does so in all circumstances and in all proportions. The circumstances 
~hich prevent its doing so are the introduction of the poison in su:h a 
situation that the solution cannot reach it, or so directly into the circu-
la~ion that it has not time to act upon it. In most cases of wound 
neither of these conditions is likely to occur. . . 
According to the experiments which I have made for the purpose ot 
1etermining the proportion of iodine required to rteutralize the poi~on, 
It appea:s tbat one third of a grain of woorara js perfectly neutralized 
by one eighth of a grain of iodine. 
The treatment of the bite of the serpent is more difficult to determine 
by experiment than that of the wounds poisoned by woorara. The 
bite itself is often profound, penetrating so deeply that applications can-
not_ be I?a~e to the bottom of it without inflicting an additional injury, 
wluch,_ ~n itself, would be dangerous to small animals. On the_ other 
hand, ~f the venom be first extracted from the serpent; and then rnoc_u-
lated, Hs action is uncertain. Much of what appears to be venom 1s, 
p~·o?ably, only saliva, which serves as a vehicle, and is ,vith difficulty 
distmguisbed from it. Nevertheless, I have succeeded in saving more 
than half the birds bitten and in greatly prolonginr- life in those which 
died. ' 0 
The rr:anner in which these experiments are conducted is as follows: 
The bite having been inflicted on a given part, by having th_e ser-
pent properl_y confined, immediately apply a cupping glass lightly 
upon tbe pomt, then insert a fine trochar beneath the cupping gl~~s. 
u~~ler_ the. skin, and, while the air is being exhausted, press the solution 
of wdmc rnto the tissues of the part with a small syringe adapted to the 
can_ula of the _trochar. The cupping glass is retained upon the w~und 
until the solution has had time to disseminate itself~ and become mixed 
with the poison. . 
In case of a superficial wound, when the treatment could be appheJ 
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imm~diately1 nothing more would be required than to wash it with the 
.solution. 
As pigeons, 1:1pqn which ~hese experiments were · made, are more 
easily affected than mammals, the antidote which succeeds with them 
more certainly succeeds in, case of the bite on man. 
The principle on which the iodine . opei::ates . in counteracting the 
.,effec_t of these poisons, .is most probably from its antiseptic properties. 
They belong ,t~ a class described by Orfila under the na.me of putre-
factive poisons, characterized by being innocuous·, or of litqe activity, 
when swallowed, but causing wounds upon which they are applied to 
run rapidly into mortification. · 
Iodine, like chlorine, has the effect of counteracting this change ; pre-
venting the discoloration which results from such wounds, and the 
alteration of the blood to '\vhich they give rise, while it possesses over 
<::hlorine the additional advantage of not causing inflammation or mor-
tification, when injected under the skin and disseminated in the tissues. 
The practice of injecting it into the parts, instead of applying it upon 
the surface, is .founded upon the principle, now well established in 
toxicology, that an antidote, to be effectual, must not only be intro-
<luced into the system, but brought in contact with the poison where it 
physically exists. 
Now for all inoculated poisons h is clear that to comply with this 
condition the antidote must also be inoculated; that is, introduced into 
the same tissues, and take its course through the same vessels which 
.the poison has to traverse, to reach the vital organs. 
When the poison is inoculated and the antidote swallowed, or ap-
plied on the surface, it is impossible· that they could be brought in con-
tact in more than the minutest proportions. 
. Used in_ thjs way, the iodine also favors the production of adhesive 
rnflammat10n, whereby lymph is effi1sed and coagulated around the 
wound, absorption retarded, and the disease rendered Jess diffusive. 
In this respect iodine, injected under the skin, is more efficient than 
blisters or cauterization with the nitrate of silver, which can only act 
superficially. 
Although I have advanced the theory that iodine is an antidote to 
septic poisons, by virtue of its anti-putrescent properties, I would not, 
by _any rr.eans, be understood as limiting its effects to this method of 
action. On the contrary, I believe it is, to a certain extent, an antidote 
for some poisons pertaining to other classes. 
Donne found it to counteract the action of strychnia to a great de-
gree; and I have observed that it has a very considerable power as 
an antidote to prussic acid, an action which its analogy to chlorine 
would lead us to expect, as chlorine is well known to nrevent the 
effects of this acid. ~ 
The plan of treatment which I recommend for the bite of serpents 
and wounds from poisoned arrows, is- · 
. 1st. To wash the part with a solution of iodine and iodide of potas-
smm, and apply cupping-glasses over the wound, or ligatures around 
the member, so as to prevent absorption. 
2d. If the wound be deep, or if absorption has already taken place, 
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I recommend injecting the solution under the skin, beneath the cupping-
glass, and disseminating it by friction about the wound. 
This recommendation is founded upon the result of over one hundred 
experiments with the woorara, and about sixty with the rattlesnake, 
made upon pigeons, dogs, cats, rabbits, and guinea-pigs. 
This treatment can be combined with the administration, internally, 
of such remedies as may be thought most useful; and among these al-
cohol, in some form, taken freely is, in the present state of our know· 
ledg~, to be preferred. 
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LECTURES. 
No. III.-THE ZONE OF SMALL PLANETS BETWEEN MARS AND JUPITER. 
BY PROFESSOR ELIAS LOOMIS, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, 
Seventy-five years since, the only planets known_ to men of science 
were the same which were known to the Chaldean shepherds thou-
sands of years ago. Between the orbit of Mars and that of Jupiter 
there occurs an interval of no less than three hundred and fifty millions 
of miles, in which no planet was known to exist before the commence-
ment of the present century. Nearly three centuries ago the immortal 
Kepler had pointed out something like a regular progression in the dis-
tance of the ulanets as far as Mars, which was broken in the case of 
Jupiter. Bei~g unable to reconcile the actual state of the planetary 
system with any theory he could form respecting it, he hazarded the 
conjecture that a planet really existed between the orbits of Mars and 
Jupiter, and that its smallness alone prevented it from being visible to 
astronomers. But KeplPr himself soon rejected this idea as improba-
ble, and it does not appear to have received any favor from the astrono-
mers of that time. 
An astronomer of Florence, by the name of Sizzi, took decided ground 
against 'al1 such innovations of doctrine. He maintained that since 
there are only seven apertures in the head-two eyes, wo ears, two 
nostrils, and one mouth-and since there are only seven metals, and 
seven days in the weeks, so there can be only seven planets. These 
seven planets, according to the ancient systems of astronomy, were 
Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon. 
In 1772, Professor Bode, of Berlin, first announced the singular rela-
tion between the distances of the planets from the sun, which has since 
been distinguished by the name of Bode's law. This law exhibited in 
a striking light the abrupt leap from Mars to Jupiter, and suggested 
the probability of a planet revolving in the intermediate region. This 
conjecture was rendered still more plausible by the discovery in 1781 
of the planet Oran us, whose distance from the sun was found to con-
~orm ne~rly with the law of Bode. In Germany, especially, a strong 
1mpress10n had been produced that a planet really existed between 
Mars and Jupiter, and the Baron de Zach went so far as to compute 
the orbit of the ideal planet, the elements of which he published in the 
Berlin Almanac. In the year 1800, several astronomers, of whom the 
Baron was one, formed an association, whose object was to effect the 
?iscovery of the unseen body. For this purpose the zodiac was divided 
mto twenty-four zones, one of which was to be explored by each 
astronomer. Soon after the formation of this society the planet was. 
discovered, but not by any of those astronomers who were engaged ex-
pressly in searching for it. Piazzi, the celebrated Italian astronomer, 
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while engaged in constructing his great catalogue of stars, was induced 
carefully to examine, several nights in succession, a part of the conste~-
lation Taurus, in which W ollaston, by mistake, had assigned the posi-
tion of a star which did not really exist. On the first of January, 1801, 
Piazzi observed a small star which, on the following evening, appeared 
to have changed its place. On the third, he repeated his obs~rv8:tions, 
and he now felt assured that the star had a retrograde mot10n m the 
zodiac. He continued to obs0rve the star until the 11th of February, 
when he was seized with an illness which interrupted his labors. After 
the planet had approached too near the sun to admit of further ~bser-
vations for that season, Piazzi communicated to astronomers all his ob-
servations. Professor Gauss found that they might all be satisfied by 
an elliptic orbit, of which he computed the elements. The planet was 
re-discovered on the 31st of December, almost exactly in the place 
which had been pre<licted by Gauss; and it received the name of 
Ceres. 
The distance of Ceres from the sun was found to be almost exactly 
the same as had been assigned by Bode's law. In this respect, there-
fore, the newly discovered planet harmonized with the other bodies of 
the system to which it belonged. The new planet was, however, ex-
cessively minute, its diameter, according to Herschel's measurements, 
amounting to only one hundred and sixty-one miles. · 
The discovery of this planet was soon followed by another of a simi-
lar n_ature. Dr. Olbers, while engaged in searching for Ceres, had 
carefully studied the positions of all the small stars lying near h0r path. 
~n. t~e 28~h of March, 1802, after observing Ceres, he swept over the 
:71cm1ty with an instrument termed a "comet seeker," and was aston-
ished to find a star of the seventh magnitude in a position where he 
was sure no star had been visible the preceding month. In less than 
thre~ hours, te found that its place had changed. On the following 
cvrm~g he looked again for his star, and found that its motion was un-
<iuest10nable. The elements of its orbit were soon determined by Pro-
f ..... or Gauss, \vbo found that its distance from the sun was nearly the 
~am ns that of Ceres ; and it received the name of Pallas. 
A comparison of the relative ma anitudes of the planetary orbits bad 
· ugac st~cl the existence of an unkngwn planet revolving between Mars 
nncl .J npiter. Instead of one planet, however, two had been discovered. 
lb?1 .. , remarked that there was a point where the orbits of these two 
b~ch : approached very near each other· and he conjectured that they 
m,~b~ po_ ~ibly be the fragments of a l~rger planet, which had been 
split m l_)1cces by some tremendous catastrophe · and he intimated that 
t_h :·c rrnglit be ma~y more· fragments which 'had not yet been_ dis-
co\ rrc! , He also mferred that. accordina to this theory, the orbits of 
nll the frarrm ~nts ld h · 0 • f · · · d 
• ~ -:i wou ave two common pomts o mtersect10n situate 
In opro Ile parts of the heavens throuo-h which every frao-ment must 
pa. ~ 10 th cour c of each rev~lution.0 He therefore pro;osed every 
mo~1th t? search carefully the two points of the heavens in which tbe 
-0rb1t of. Ccr and Pallas were found to intersect each other. The 
speedy d~scovery of a third planet tended to confirm the truth of this 
hypothesis. 
On the 1st of September, 1804, Professor Harding discovered a small 
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star very near the place where Olbers had asserted that the fragments 
of the shattered planet must all pass. On the evening of the fourth he 
foupd that the star had changed its place. This planet was named 
Juno. Its orbit was computed by Gauss, who found its distance from 
the sun to coincide nearly with those of Ceres and Pallas. 
Stimulated by this new discovery, Olbers continued with unwearied 
assiduity to explore the two regions of the heavens already referred to, 
and, after three years oflaborious search, bis perseverance was crowned 
with success. On the 29th of March, 1807, he discovered a small star 
in a place where none had been found in his previous examinations . 
. He soon satisfied himse]f that this object was a planet; and it received 
the name of Vesta. The elements of the orbit were determined by 
Gauss, who found its distance from the sun to be a little less than that 
of Ceres, Pallas, or Juno. 
Dr. Olbers continued his systematic examination of the heavens until 
1816, but was rewarded by no further planetary discoveries. · 
In 1825, a fresh impulse was given to researches of this nature by 
the resolution of the Berlin Academy, to procure the construction of a 
series. of charts showing the position of all stars down to the ninth mag-
nitude situated witoin fifteen degrees of the equator. Only about two 
thirds of the charts contemplated in this great undertaking have yet 
been executed. · 
After the discovery of Vesta, succeeded a long interval of thirty-eight 
years, during which the excitement created by these first discoveries 
su.bsided, and the search for new planets was generally abandoned. · 
At length, in 1845, a fifth asteroid was announced by an observer 
hitherto unknown to fame, Hencke, of Germany. In 1847, tbe same 
observer announced a sixth asteroid, and from this time numerous ob-
servers in every part of Europe devoted much of their time, while some 
devoted nearly all of their energies to the search for planetary bodies; 
and discoveries at once multiplied with astonishing rapidity. Three 
new asteroids were discovered in 1847, one in 1848, one in 1849, three 
in 1850, tvvo in 1851, eight in J852, four in 1853, and six have been 
a1~nounced during the year 1854, making at the present time a total of 
th!rty-three. Of these thirty-three ten were first discovered by Mr. 
Hmd, of London; seven by Dr. Gasparis, of Naples; three by Luther, 
of Bilk; while Dr. Olbers, of Bremen, Hencke, of Driese:n, Chacomac, 
of Paris, and Goldsmith, also of Paris, have each of them discovered 
two asteroids; and Piazzi, Harding, Graham, Marth, and finally Fer-
guson, of our own National Observatory, have each discovered one. 
~oreover, in several instances, the same planet has been independently 
discovered by more than one astronomer. 
In scarcely a single instance Gould these discoveries be termed the 
result of accident. They have been the result of a laborious search 
expressly undertaken for the discovery of these bodies. Mr. Hind, who 
has been the most successful explorer in this field, nearly ten years ago 
commenced comparing the Berlin charts with the heavens, and began 
t~ map down for himself the stars in other regions of the ecliptic, which 
did not fall within the limits of the Berlin charts. Any discrepancy 
between the stars on the maps and the stars in the heavens was care-
fully scrutinized; so that if a new star presumed to show itself within 
r 
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the limits of the charts, it was at once pounced upon as an unlicens_ed 
wanderer. . 
The discoveries of Gasparis were also made partly by comparing 
the Berlin maps with the heavens, and partly by a seri<:;s of obserya-
tions in zones of declination, made for the express purpose of findmg 
new planets. Nearly all the asteroids have been discovered by -a sys-
tematic comparison of the visible state of the heavens, with the state as 
recorded in charts. 
The rapid discovery of twenty-nine new asteroids, after a barren 
interval of almost forty years from the discovery of Vesta, is calculated 
to excite surprise; but it is explained by the diminutive size of the new 
planets, and the great increase in the number of observers, as well as 
the use of more powerful instruments. Vesta appears like a star of 
the sixth magnitude, Pallas of the seventh, while Ceres and Juno are of 
the eighth. Of the twenty-nine asteroids more recently discovered, 
none of them, with perhaps two exceptions, are larger thari the ninth 
magnitude, while several are as small as the tenth, and one or two 
scarcely, if ever, rise so hjgh as the tenth magnitude. The reason that 
Olbers was not more successful in his search was that he employed a 
telescope of too feeble power, and did not extend his examination be-
yond stars of the eighth magnitude. 
Some may conclude that the number of asteroids already known is 
so great that the discovery of additional ones is a matter of no interest, 
and is unworthy the attention of astronomers. I regard the questiop in 
a very different light. If only one planet had hitherto been discovered 
between Mars and Jupiter, our idea of the simplicity and perfection of 
the solar system would have been satisfied; and there might have been 
found ingenious minds attempting to prove by a priori reasoning, that 
no other planets could possibly exist, unless beyond the limits of the 
orbit of. Neptune. But our theory of the solar system, although app_a-
rently simple, would not have been the true theory. Every new J1s-
covery shows the solar system to be more complex than we ~ad 
supposed; and unless we prefer error (provided it has a show of s1m-
phc1ty) to truth, when it appears to our view complex, we shall value 
every new discovery in the solar system, because it promises to condu?t 
us _nea:er _to the true theory of the universe. Every new asteroid 
which 1s discovered is a new fact to be explained. It presents a new 
!est by \~hich every theory is to be tried. The -true philosoph~r, 
~ns~e~d of regarding the rapidly increasing number of asteroids w1~h 
rn<lifferrnce, wi11 watch each new discovery with growing interest, Ill 
the hope that it may fornish the key to the true theory of the solar 
system. 
The existence of thirty-three planets revolving round the sun, at dis-
tances ~lose l.y allied to each other, and differing from all the other 
planets rn their diminutive size, is one of the most singular pheno_mena 
111 our sol_ar system. This fact will appear the more striking_ 1f ~e 
draw a chagram representing the orbits of all the known planets m their 
proper proportions. We shall find that while the orbits of Mercury, 
Venus,. the earth, and Mars are quite <letached from each other, and 
!he orbits of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune are separated by 
mtervals which the imagination can scarcely grasp; between )Jars 
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and Jupiter is a cluster of bodies whose orbits are so interlaced as to 
suggest the apprehension of frequent and inevitable collision. The 
orbit of Fortuna approaches the orbit of Metis within less than the 
moon's distance from the earth, while the orbit of Massilia approaches 
almost equally near to the orbit of Astnea, and the orbit of Lutetia to 
that of Juno. 
It is evident then that these thirty-three small planets sustain to e<1ch 
other a relation different from that of the other members of the solar 
system. We see a family likeness running through the entire group; 
and it naturally suggests the idea of a common origin. This idea, as 
has been already stated, occurred to the mind of Olbers after the d:s-
covery of the second asteroid, and led to his celebrated theory, that all 
these bodies originally constituted a single planet, which had been 
broken into fragments by the operation of some internal force. Have 
we any means of testing the soundness of this theory? 
If the earth should be broken into fragments by the operation of 
some internal force, (such for example as that which causes -the erup-
tion of a volcano,) the fragments mighl be projected in various direc-
tions, and with very unequal velocities, but each would describe an 
ellipse, of which the sun would occupy one of the foci; if we except 
he extreme but possible case of a fragment projected with such ave-
locity as to carry it beyond the limit of the sun's attraction. If we 
leave out of view the disturbance arising from the mutual attraction ·of 
the planets, which. produces only minute effects, each fragment would 
continue to describe the same ellipse in its successive revolutions about 
~he sun~ in other words, these ellipses would all have a common poi1:t of 
intersection. The same conclusion must huld true for the asteroids, 
according to the theory of Olbers. The question, of course, arises, have 
the orbits of the asteroids a common point of intersection? A single 
slance at a diagram of these orbits will settle this question in the nega-
ll V~- But it is replied that the orbits of the planets are disturbed by 
their mutual attraction: these orbits should originally have had a com-
~ -on point of ·intersection; but at each revolution they suffer a ·slight 
displacement, until in the lapse of time the position of the orbits has 
become so completely changed as to leave scarcely a trace of their 
orig~nal intersection. Is such a result possible? A few simple consid-
-erat10ns will satis(y us that if the orbits of the asteroids ever had a 
,common point of intersection, such a result must have belonged to a . 
period nf time indefinitely remote. 
The line i11 which the plane of a planet's orbit intersects some 
~ther ~lane, selected -for commun reference, is called technically the 
lme of the nodes. If the asteroid orbits ever had a common point of 
.intersection, all the nodal lines upon one of the orbits must have 
coincided. Now, as two of the asteroid orbits are inclined less than 
·One degtee to the earth's orbit, vve will, for greater convenience, em-
ploy the latter as the plane of reference. On referring to a table of the 
,planetary elements, we see that the ascending nodes of the asteroids 
are distributed, though unequally, through the four quadrants of the 
,circle. Ten of them lie in the first quadrant, twelve in the second 
quadrant, seven in the third, and four in the fourth. · The nodes · of all 
,the planetary orbits are in ~onstant motion; · but the motion for a single 
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year is ·extremely small. The annual motion bf the node of Mercury 
is ten seconds; that of Venus is twenty seconds; Mars twenty-five · 
seconds, &c. The most rapid motion found in the nodes of any of the · 
asteroid orbits, as far as the computation has b,een made, ·is abou! fifty 
seconds a year. If we suppose the nodal line$. of all these orbits to 
move steadily toward each other, it would require, in some of them, a 
motion of fifty seconds a year, continued for more than · six thousand 
years, to bring them to a coincidence. ' 
It must also be observed, that not only must the nodes of all the 
asteroids coincide, but the distance of the planets from the sun must be 
the same at that instant. Now, the distances of these bodies from the 
sun, when at their nodes, differ by more t:han a hun<lred milli011s of 
miles; so that, to bring th~m all together, requires something more than, 
a change in the position of the nodes. Vv e may bring about a coinci-
dence in the case of some of the asteroids, by supposing the longer 
diameter of the elliptic orbit to change its position, without disturbing 
the plane of the orbit. Such a change does really take place in the 
case of every planetary orbit, but with none of the larger planets doe& 
it exceed twenty seconds a year. In the case of one of the asteroid 
orbits, this motion has been found to amount to seventy seconds a year;,: 
but, even with this motion, it would require the lapse of five thousand 
years to bring about an intersection in the case of many of the asteroid 
orbits. When, now, it is reme'mbered 'that, in order· to give ·a common 
point of intersection to these thirty-one orbits, all the nodal lines. must 
coincide, and, at the same instant, all the distances from the sun must 
be equal to each other, · we must be prepared to admit that such an' oc-
currence could only have taken place myriads of years ago. 
The preceding difficulties, however, are small, in comparison with 
another which remains to be stated. The orbit of Hygeia completely 
encloses the orbit of Flora, and, indeed, several other orbits, and would 
still enclose them, although the greater diameter of each of them were 
nwol~ed through an entire circumforence---since the least distance of 
Hyge1~ from the suh exceeds the greatest distahce of Flora. The 
sa~e 1s true of Themis, as compared with Flora, and several other 
orbit~. , The least distance of Hygeia from the· sun exceeds the great-
est distance ~f Flora by more than twenty-five millions of miles. In order 
to render.an mtersection of these orbits possible, we must suppose a 
great variation of the eccentricity. But the change of eccentricity of 
the planetary orbits is exceedingly slow, and the present rate of increase 
of the eccentricity of Vesta mtist be continued twenty-seven thousan_d 
years, to_ render the aphelion distance of that planet equal to the pen-
hehon _d1stanc~ of Hygeia. Moreover, the eccentricity of the orbit of 
Vesta is now increasing, which implies that in past ages the interval be-
tween Vesta and Hygeia must have been greater than it is at present; 
when~e the conclusion appears irresistible, that the orbits of Vesta and 
Hyge1a ca~no_t have intersected for several myriad,s of years. When the 
secular vanat10ns of the elements of each of the asteroids have been 
co~puted, _astrono1:1ers will be able to assign a limit ·of time, beyo~d 
which the mtersect10n of all the asteroid orbits must have occurred, if, 
indeed, sue~ an intersection ever took place. The discovery of m~y 
of these bodies is so recent that, as yet, there has not been sufficient 
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time for such ·a , computation; but, from what we already know, we 
hazard little in venturing the opinion, that when this computation shall 
be made, it will appear that, if the asteroid planets ever composed a 
single body which explode~, as Olbers supposed, such explosion must 
have occurred myriads of years ago. Indeed, the discovery of such a 
host of asteroids seems to have stripped the theory of Olbers of nearly 
all the plausibility it possessed when it was .originally proposed; and it 
would seem hardly less reasonable to suppose that the earth and Venus 
originally constituted but one body, than to admit the same for the 
thirty-three asteroids. 
But, if we reject the theory of Olbers, what do we conclude? . That 
the asteroids bear no special relationship to each other? Do they not 
all clearly indicate a family resemblance? And, if so, how do we ac-. 
count for this relationship? 
There are several reasons for believing in some peculiar relationship 
between the asteroids. 
1. Unlike the other planets of our system, they are all of diminutive 
size-the largest of them hardly exceeding one or two hundred miles in 
diameter. M. Leverrier, after a close examination of the nature and 
amount of the influences exerted by the entire group of asteroids upon 
the planets Mars and the earth, has arrive<l at . the conclusion that the 
sum total of the matter constituting the small planets between Mars and 
Jupiter, including undiscovered as well as known asteroids, cannot ex-
ceed aboui one fourth of the mass of the earth. 
2. The asteroids, in their position, occupy a zone entirely distinct 
from the other planets of the solar system. Between the orbits of Ju-
piter and Saturn, as well as between Saturn and Uranus, is an immense 
interval, furnishing space enough for a host of little bodies to circulate 
around the sun; but in not a solitary instance has any such body been 
found, except between Mars and Jupiter. Some · may attempt to ac-. 
count for this circumstance, by saying that astronomers have.long be€n; 
watching exclusively this portion of space, and have left all other re~ 
gions entirely unexplored. ,An exploration conducted upon such a prin-
ciple is simply a physical impossibility. If there were a small planet 
between the earth and Mars, it would have stood the same chance of 
detection, in the explorations of the past ten years, as if it were situated 
between Mars and Jupiter; and, indeed, it would have stood a better 
chance of detection, inasmuch as it would appear of greater brightness 
on account of its proximity to us. If there were a small planet circu-
lating between Jupiter'and Saturn, it would have stood the same chance 
of detection as if it had been placed this side of Jupiter, except that it 
would appear somewhat fainter on account of its increased distance. 
The fact that we have discovered thirty-three small planets between 
Mars and Jupiter, and not a solitary one in any other portion. of the 
solar system, points to something special in this region of the heavens. 
Ir. ~ther w0tds, · we have discovered a limited zone of· little planetary 
bodies, and have not been able to discover a single body of the same 
class situated out of this zone. · . 
3. The orbits of these little bodies present some special peculiarities. 
The ascending nodes of the orbits are not distributed uniformly 
through the zodiac. The ascending nodes of twenty-two orbits are 
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included within the space of 180 degrees; while only eleven ate left 
for the remaining 180 degrees of the zodiac. A similar remark ~p-
plies to the position of the perihelia. In the first half of the zodiac 
we find twenty-five perihelia, while only eight remain for the other 
half of the circumference. We could not have anticipated any such 
bias in the orbits if they had always been entirely independent of each 
other. 
4. But the most striking peculiarity of these 9rbits is, that t~ey all 
lock into one another like the links of a chain, so that if the orbits are 
supposed to be represented materially as hoops, they all hang together 
as one system. The orbits of Hygeia and Themis being the largest 
of all the orbits, completely enclose nearly all of them, and lock into 
but a small number; while the orbits of Massilia, Astrffia, Pallas, &c., 
lock into nearly all of the orbits, so that if we take hold ·ofthe orbit of 
Hygeia, which we fancy to be a material hoop, it will support the orbits 
of Iris, Thalia, Calliope, and two or three others, while these in turn 
lock into and support all the rest. Indeed, if we seize hold of any 
orbit at random, it will drag all the other orbits along with it. This 
feature, by itself,' sufficiently distinguishes the asteroid orbits from all 
the other orbits of the solar system. 
If we reject the theory that these asteroids ·were originally united 
in one solid body, it seems, nevertheless, difficult to avoid the conclusion 
th_at similar causes have operated in determining the orbits of this zone 
of_ planets. It is impossible to assign any cause for these resemblances 
without adopting some theory respecting the origin of the solar system. 
The theory of gradual condensation, as developed by Laplace in -the 
nebular hypothesis, affords at least a plausible explanation of these 
phenomena . . 
Laplace supposes that the matter composing the bodies of our solar 
syst~m, originally existed in the condition of an immense nebula, ex-
tendmg beyond the limits of the most distant planet-that this nebulous 
~ass _had an exceedingly elevated temperature, and a slow rotati?n 0!1-
1ts ax_is-that the nebula gradually cooled; and as it contracted m d1-
men~10ns, its velocity of rotation, according to the principles of me· 
chamcs, increased, until the centrifugal force arising from the rotation. 
became equal to the attraction of the central mass for the exterior zone: 
when this zone necessasily became detached from the central mass. !1,S 
the central mass continued to contract in its dimensions, and its velocity 
of rotation continued to increase, the centrifugal force again became 
equal to the attraction of the central mass for the exterior zone, and a 
second zone was detached. Thus a number of zones of nebulou~ 
matter were successively detached until, by gradual condensation, tbe 
cent~al mass became of comparatively small dimensions and great 
density. 
The zones thus successively detached would form concentric ring~ 
of v_apor, all revolving in the same direction round the sun._ If tbe 
particles of each ring continued to condense without separatmg fro~ 
each other, they would ultimately form a liquid or a solid ring. But 
gener3:lly each ring of vapor would break up into separate masse.:. 
revolvrng about the sun with velocities slightly different froz:n eac. 
other. These masses ·would assume a spheroidal form : that 1s, the_ 
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would form planets in the state of vapor. I~ one of the_se ma~ses :"ere 
l~rge enough to attract each of _the ot?ers m succ_ess10n to nself, the 
rmg of vapor would be converted mto a smgle spheroidal mass of vapor, 
and we should have a single planet of great mass for each zone_ of 
vapor detached. But if no one of these masses had a preponderatrng 
size, they would all continue to revolve about the sun in independent 
orbits, and would form a zone of little planets such as we have actually 
discovered between Mars and Jupiter. 
With regard to the actual number of bodies belong~ng to t~is zone 
of planets, we can do little more than hazard a plausible coruecture. 
Already we have one asteroid of the sixth magnitude, one of the seventh, 
foLfr of the eighth, eighteen of the ninth, and nine of the tenth or 
eleventh. It would require four hundred bodies as large as the largest 
of the asteroids, to make a body one fourth of the size of the earth; 
and, according to Leverrier, the snm of all the asteroids cannot ex-
ceed this limit. When we consider the shortness of the period during 
which stars below the eighth magnitude have been systematically ob-
served, w~ see room for the discovery of several more planets of the 
ninth magnitude, and perhaps three or four hundred more of inferior 
dimensions. 
With such a wonderful field of probable discovery inviting the 
explorations of astronomers, may we not hope that the enterprize of 
America will claim its' share of the labor of this research? The rapid 
progress which the last few years have witnessed in our country, both 
in the facilities for observation, and in the number of active observers, 
is one of the most encouraging signs of the times. It is scarcely a 
quarter of a century since the first telescope, exceeding those of a 
portable size, was imported into the United States; and the introduction, 
of meridional instruments of the large class is of still more recent date. 
Now we have one telescope which acknowledges no superior; and we 
have several which would be esteemed worthy of a place in the finest 
observatories of Europe. We have also numerous meridional instru- · 
ments of dimensions adequate to be employed in original research. 
These instruments have not been permitted to remain unemployed. 
At the Observatory in this city, and also at Cambridge, extensive cata-
logues of stars are now in progress; while nearly every known mem-
ber of our solar system has been repeatedly and carefully observed. 
These observations are all permanently recorded by a simple touch of 
the_ finger upon a key which closes an electric circuit-a method re-
cently introduced at Greenwich Observatory, and known everywhere 
throughout Europe by the distinctive name of the American method. 
Numerous, important, and striking discoveries have been the result 
of this astronomical activity. A host of comets have been indepen-
dently discovered on this side of the Atlantic ; and among them three,. 
at least, were observed here before they were seen in EuropP.. The· 
two nebulre which have been longest and best known, and which 
have attracted the wondering gaze of every astronomer since the inven-· 
tion of the telescope, were never adequately figured until an American 
eye saw them, and an American pencil depicted them. The planet 
Saturn, which, for many years, was made the subject of special study 
by the elder Herschel, with his wonderful means of observation, first 
M;is • . Doc. 24-10 
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revealed to American scrutiny a new ring, and an eighth satellite. The 
novel spectacle of a comet divided into two nearly equal por6ons was 
first witnessed by American eyes ; and an American observer has 
added one to the long list of planetary discoveries. 
It is gratifying to reflect that while the great powers of Europe are 
contending in mortal strife, and misery marks the progress of their 
arms, tbe astronomers of England are allies not only to the astronomers 
of France, but to those of America, of Germany, and of Russia also. 
The triumphs of science are bloodless and do not endanger the peace 
of nations. Let the New World contend with the Old in a generous 
emulation-not for the ,conquest of disputed principalities or fortified 
cities-but for a holier and a nobler conquest-the conquest of the 
skies. 
• 
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L E C T U R E II I. 
THE AMERICAN FIRE-ALARM TELEGRAPH. 
BY WILLIAM F. CHANNING, M, D,, OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, 
There are few positions more imposing than to stand at the capital 
of a country like our own, made up of confederated States, each State 
made up of confederated counties, each county perhaps made up of 
confederated townships ; every part, from the least to the greatest, 
conspiring to form an organized whole-one nation, one people. Fr?m 
such a centre it is natural to look abroad over the fair land, at ternlo-
ries and commonwealths, at cities and hamlets, whose interests and 
national life are thus interwoven into one, and to ask what are the 
laws and what the means of organization by which civilization attains 
these her great ends? It is natural, from such a point of view, to in-
quire into the general laws of relation by which parts are intelligently 
bound together to form a composite vvhole for some end of use or 
beauty, that is, the laws of relation by which every organization, 
every mechanism, in the high sense of that word, is formed. The 
material universe, with its majestic movements of suns, stars, planets, 
light, heat, winds, tides, seasons, is such a mechanism, actu::ited 
ever by the infinite Power, shaped and guided by the infinite vVis-
dom, animated by the infinite Love. The power which went forth 
at creation established the universe, with all its beauty and capacity, 
by the intelligent combination of outward parts. By the marriage of 
elementary atoms, by the joining of lesser unities to form greater, in. 
accordance with a principle of absolute order and harmony, nature 
took her perfect form. With this type of creation ever before us, the 
manifestation of God in his works, let not the word mechanism, if it effects 
only the humblest organization of material elements, appear to us low 
or unworthy. Whoever, in practical science, attains a result of human 
use, by the intelligent combination of outward parts, emulates, in his 
degree, the creative wisdom, which, in the language of an apocryphal 
writer, hath made all things by number, me::rnure, and weight. 
In the organization of states and municiµalities, the object or end in 
view, the formative principle, is some idea l of human lite and sociE.tY, 
some thought or aspiration for freedom, justice, brotherhood ; but the 
embodiment of these is an outward fram e-work of civilization, the 
highest mechanism to which hum an thought and buman bands have 
ever been applied, requiring the perfect relation of parts, and methods 
of comm unication and intercourse arranged and governed by an ab-
solute law of order. It is here that Science becomes the great instru-
ment of Civilization. 
In the early history of this country, the thirteen coloniPs stretched 
along the sea-coast, and commerce joined their interests and e~tablished 
a common circulation between them. The sailing vessel-the clipper-
schooner-then measured the possible rate of intercourse and cap~city 
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of co-operation between those States. A languid life existed; a weak 
Confederacy in the out~et was formed, proportioned to their outward 
means of communication and organization. A few centuries earlier 
than this, before navigation and other arts of locomotion had made 
much progress, each settlement on the coast would have been the 
centre of a small jurisdiction, with still less power of co-operation or 
union with its neighbors; science would have slept; events would have 
been slow; the human mind, for the most part, stagnant; civilization in 
abeyance; man isolated in industry and social sympathy from his fellow 
man. 
At the time of the formation of the American Constitution our fathers 
looked with anxiety at what seemed to them an immense territory, 
though now but a -small fraction of this republic, an<l asked if veins and 
arteries could ever ramify through this body politic, and interfuse the 
whole system with a common life-blood. To increase the difficulty 
and danger, new territory was added, new States in the interior of the 
country came in ; but, at the same time, the genius of civilization and 
the providence of God gave to us the realization of the dream of the 
poet in the invention of the steamboat. A new means of relating men 
to each other, of combining their industry, of introducing the era of peace 
and good will upon earth, was discovered. Wherever the great rivers 
penetrated the heart of the continent, there quick communication could 
be had with the centres of government, industry, and commerce 
throughout the land. 
A few years later, and our population, with the instinct of freedom, 
s_pread still further over the prairies and into the wilderness. The na· 
t1011 was again outgrowing its means of intercommunication and com· 
mon life, when the railroad and steam-car were in vented, and again the 
continuance of the commonwealth became possible; the confederated 
. rep~b!i? h~d a new lease of life by virtue of the application of science 
to c1v1hzat10n. 
Still later our empire spread to the Pacific and stretched three thou-
sand miles across the American continent. Different oceans washed its 
two shores. Our faces on the Atlantic coast were turned eastward, 
our brothers on the Pacific looked west ward, and the Rocky mountair_is 
rose between. · By steamboat or railroad, weeks must now intervene m 
the communication between distant parts of this mighty organization of 
conf~derated municipalities and States. The veins and arteries were 
prov~de~, but the living nation had yet no nervous system to flash com-
mum~at1on from one part to another, and to combine the whole int~ an 
?rgamzed body, which might, in its capacity for future expansw~, 
I?clude the whole race, and inhabit the whole earth. Before this 
~ime of need had fully arrived, the electric telegraph received its most 
important development, and was introduced into America. 
T he electric telegraph is thus the nervous system of this nation and 
o( modern society, by no figure of speech, by no distant analogy. ~ts 
wires spread like nerves over the surface of the land, interlinking dis· 
tant parts, and making possible a perpetualJy higher co-operation 
among men, and higher social forms than have hitherto existed. By 
means of its life-like functions the social body becomes a living whole, 
and e~ch of its new applications marks a step in the organization of hu-
man life. 
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We are thus conducted to the result of the highest philosophy : that 
society, in its form of organization, is human, and that it presents in its 
progressive development continually higher analogies with the laws of 
individual· being. In passing from these general principles to scientific 
detail, in the illustration of the municipal fire-telegraph, we shall find 
some of these analogies presenting themselves in still more definite and 
striking forms, thereby setting their seal of confirmation on the natural 
arrangement of the system of telegraphic organization, which is the spe-
cial subject of the lecture this. evening. 
Soon after the first introduction of the electric telegraph into this 
country, I conceived the idea of the municipal telegraph, as distin-
guished from the common form of telegraph connecting distant places. 
The telegraph, as you know, usually consists of a galvanic battery or 
generator of electricity in one city or town, and insulated wires or elec-
trical conductors going out thence and proceeding to a register or tele-
graphic instrument in another city or town, which instrument indicates 
every electrical wave or impulse that is sent over the wires from the 
distant extremity of the line. This requires that there shall al ways be 
what is called a " circuit" of electrical conductors-that is, that the 
electric current shaJl have the opportunity of going out from one pole of 
the battery, through one conductor to the distant register, and returning 
through another conductor to the other pole of the battery. When this 
"circuit" is completed, an electrical wave or current immediately be-
gins to pass through the conductors, though they may be hundreds of 
miles in length; and when the "circuit" is broken anywhere, it ceases 
to pass. All telegraphic signalizing is thus effected by alternately 
completing and breaking the circuit at suitable intervals. 
The municipal telegraph, while it employs the same essential condi-
tions, adopts a very different arrangement. Its function is not to con-
nect distant towns or independent centres of life and activity with each 
other, but it is to organize a single city or town so as to bring every 
subordinate part into relation with its centre of governm~nt and direc-
tion. Its purpose is to multiply points of communication, to cover the 
surface of the municipal body as thickly, if you please, with telegraphic 
signalizing points as the surface of the human body is covered with 
~ervous extremities or papillffi, the whole being intelligently connected 
Into a system by which the municjpal body shall understand itself in 
every part, and shall have a common life and vital functions for its own 
essential purposes. 
The common telegraph is linear-it is a" line" of telegraph. The 
municipal telegraph is the application of the telegraph to a surface, 
rnaking it cover a space with telegraphic nerves and papill& as thickly 
as required, to furnish a complete organization. The common telegraph 
connects distant points, as its very name implies, the more distant the 
better to illustrate its character. The municipal telegraph contemplates 
th~ linking together of a multitude of near points, the nearer the better 
to illustrate the peculiarity of the system. The common telegraph con-
nects two independent centres oflife and activity. The municipal tele-
graph connects a multitude of subordinate points with one centre, and 
makes the position of those points dependent upon the centre and the 
needs of the system. 
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Tbe occurrence of a fire in a city is one of the exigencies in which 
rapid and intelligent co-operation is necessary bet \:'een !he members ?f 
the municipal body. As our warehouses, manufac~ones, and public 
huildinas are constructed, the extent of a conflagration depends to a 
o-rcat extent upon whether it is reached by the fire department within a 
bhort time or not. The first ten minutes in directing the alarm is 
worth hours afterwards. In organizing a system of fire alarms it be-
comes, therefore, necessary that every locality in a city shall have the 
means in its immediate neighborhood of notifying the existence ofa fire. 
In order that this may be done systematically and under o.rganic direc-
tion, it is necessary that this notification should be sent, in the first in-
stance, to a common centre, which will naturally be at the city hall ; 
anc.l it is further necessa ry that the means should exist of giving thence 
an i11stantaneo'lts, drfinite, and public alarm of fire. 
Th first requisite for a fire telegraph is certainly in its means of 
communication. What, then, are the safeguards of the municipal tele-
graph by which its indications may be made always reliable, and by 
whi h interruption, by accident or design, may be rendered improbable 
or impo ~ible? These are the use of strong well-insulated wires, car· 
ri d ov r the houses and attached to lofty and well selected buildings ; 
tit u of duplicate wires, following different routes, between all the 
.. tntion., so that if one wire is broken from any cause, another and dis-
tn~t wire may still continue the circuit; and the dispensing entirely 
vnb the use of .the ground as any part of the circuit, as used in com· 
mon t legr~ph ~mes.. Instead, also, of using, in a municipal telegraph, 
0
~1 ~r at circuit which should traverse a whole city, a number of lesser 
tr ·u1t" may b~ used, radiating from the centre, like the petals of a 
fl~w r; ~o that 1f one circuit should be interrupted, all the others would 
· till ?e rntact and operative. These safeguards prove sufficient in 
1~rn.ct1ce. to !Ilake t_he municipal telegraph the most certain 1!1~ans of 
ommumcat10n which has yet been devised, under all cond1t10ns of 
w athcr and season. 
ln June, 1845, nearly ten years ago, I first published a notice of the 
fir -~larm tclewap~, involving, essentially, the principles and s~fe-
guai cl upon which 1t has since been constructed. No definite actron 
''?~ taken upon it until 1848, when the subject was brought before the tY ~overnment of Boston by the mayor, and two machines for striking 
t 1 _ city bells from a distance, by means of the telegraph, were con-
tt uct, und a· . f f h bl 
1 . er . 1rect10n o Moses G . Farmer, esq., one o t e a est 
~,:
1
. . m t 1~gemous telegraphic engineers in the country.* One of 
machi~es was placed in the belfry of the Boston city hall and 
c~ d with the line of telegraph extending to New York. Under 
c~rcumstances the operator in New York, by tapping on his fing:er· 
h tr u J the bell on the city hall a number of times, and, accordmg 
to 1 c n '';_,P~pers of that day, thus originated a false alarm of fire in 
I t n. 1 
hi was the first illustration of the capacities of the fire-
a arm t cgraph. 
Th matter slept, however, till 1851, when I brought the sy tem 
The e original machin . . . · · · th' J ture hut for the sale f 8.8 Were exh1b1ted, with other apparatus, m dehverll!g 1s ec _; 
from this ,vr'tte O connexion , reference to the experimental illustrations will be excludeu 
1 en report. 
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formally, and with specific plans, befm:e the city government _of_Boston, 
and urgP,d their action as due to sc1ence and to the pubbc mterest. 
This city government, unlike many others, induced only by the state-
ment of scientific truth, voted ten thousand dollars to test a system 
wholly untried, and without precedent in the world. The mechanism 
and construction w.ere placed in the hands of Moses G. Farmer, esq., 
and in 1852 were brought by him into thorough and successful opera-
tion. The American fire-alarm telegraph, in its development as a 
practical system of organization, tested now for nearly three years, 
should thus always be ascribed to Mr. Farmer equally with myself. 
It has been stated that the conditions of the fire-alarm telegraph re-
quire that information should, in the first place, come in from any part 
of the circumference or surface of a city to its centre, and that thence 
an alarm should go out in a definite form to the public. The organiza-
tion of a city under the system is as follows : 
From tbe central station, at the city hall, go out wires over the 
house-tops, visiting every part of the city, and returning again. These 
are the signal circuits, by which the existence of a fire is signalized 
from any part of the surface of the city to the centre. Strung on these 
circuits, or connected with them, are numerous signal boxes, or signal-
izing points, of which there may be one at the corner of every square. 
These are cast-iron, cottage-shaped boxes, attached to the sides of the 
houses, communicating, by means of wires enclosed in a wrought-iron 
~as-pipe, with the signal circuit overhead. On the door of each signal-
box the number of the fire district, and also the number of the box or 
station itself, in its district, are marked, and the place in the neighbor-
hood where the key-holder may be found is also prominently notified. 
On opening the door of the signal-box a crank is seen. When this is 
turned it communicates to the centre the number of the fire district and 
of the box, and nothing else. Repeated turns give a repetition of the 
same signal. By this means any child or ignorant person who can 
turn a coffee-mill can signalize an alarm from his own neighborhood 
with unerring certainty. 
Connected with the signal circuits at the central office, where they 
all converge, are a little alarm-bell and a register, which notifies and 
records the alarm received from the signal-box. The galvanic bat~ 
tery which supplies all the signal circuits is also placed at the central 
station. If a fire occurs near signal-box or station 5, in district 3, and 
the crank of that box is turned, the watchman or operator at the cen-
tral station will immediately be notified by the little bell, and will read 
at one~ on his register the telegraphic characters which signify district 
3, stat10n 5. The characters used in the fire telegraph are a group of 
dots to indicate the district number-as three dots for district 3, and a 
group of dots and lines to indicate, by arbitrary characters, the station 
number. Thus a line and two dots _may indicate station 5. These 
alternate on the record, and are repeated as often as the crank is 
turned. 
The register used at the central station is generally the Morse regis-
ter; which I recommend, in connexion with the system, as being most 
in harmony with its principle of operation. 
We have traced the alarm of fire from a signal-box into the central 
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station. How shall the alarm be given from that centre to the public? 
From the central station proceed also several circuits of wires, cal~ed 
alarm circuits, which go to the various fire-bells throughout the city, 
and which are connected with striking machines similar in character 
to the striking machinery of a clock, but liberated by telegraph. The 
operator at the central station is enabled, by the mere touch of his fin-
ger upon a key, t_o t~row all the strikin~ machines into simultaneous 
action, and thus give mstantaneous public alarm. 
By what precise mechanism is this effected at the alarm-bell sta-
tions? The heavy hammers may be raised above the bells by any 
force which can be conveniently applied, as by a weight which may be 
wound up by hand. But in all cities where the water is confined under 
pressure in the mains, it will supply, by means of the eccentric water 
engine, known familiarly under the name of the " water meter," the 
power necessary to wield the heavy hammers with the greatest facility. 
But how are hammers of one or two hundred pounds weight to be 
tripped by telegraph? To effect this readily Mr. Farmer •invented his 
cl ctro-magnetic escapement, one of the most beautiful and original of 
rec · nt mechanical applications. In this escapement the electro-mag-
n t, when it becomes charged by the galvanic influence received from 
tbc central station, attracts the little piece of soft iron or armature in 
front of it, which supports a small lever poised nearly vertically, and 
weighted with a little ball at its upper end. This lever and ball, when 
tripped by the withdrawal of the armature, acquires sufficient mo-
mentum to strike up the detent of the train of wheels which, in their 
rc_volution, raise the hammer and then allow it to fall. A single blow 
of t_he hammer follows each electrical impulse sent from the central 
tat10n, and the revolution of the train of wheels raises also the falling 
lcv r into its place and catches it again on the armature lever, ready 
to be disengaged or tripped for another blow. 
At the central station, connected with the alarm circuit, is a galvanic 
battery and _an _instrument for completing the circuit of that battery, 
called the chstnct keyboard. This is constructed with several keys, 
corr ponding to the numbers of the ,fire districts in the city. If you 
d~pr. ss_ any of these the machinery inside commences to move, and the 
1
_rcmt 1s completed at such intervals as to strike and repeat on the 
<li _'tant alarm bells the district number represented by that key with 
uttablc pauses between . 
. W c upposed that the operator at the central station received the 
1 111al of ~re_ fr~m district 3, station 5. He now places his finger ~n 
th k_ Y of d~stnct 3, ~n the keyboard. Instantly all the alarm bells m 
tb . tty h gin to stnke synchronously the district number three, an_d 
ontmu , no matter what their number or what the weight of their 
h mm r , so long as that single finger rests on that key. 
. ut t~e operator ha_s a finger key before him connected with the 
,gnal crrcmts, by which he can answer back and strike a little electro-
m~cm t, a:matur~, and bell, enclosed in each signal box. He has re-
c iv ' I a ~ignal f fire from district 3 station 5. While his hand re5ls 
n the ½ Y of ~istr~ct 3 he taps occasi~nally .five times on the_ return k~y 
f th _signal circuit , which I have just described. The little bell Ill 
ach signal box, at the corner of every square, strikes .five. The fire-
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man listens to tl ublic alarm bells and gets from them the number 
of the district; he runs by the nearest signal box and listens a moment 
to gather the station number from its little signal bell, and he now 
knows that the fire is at district three, station five. He directs his own 
motions and his engine, from the start, to within, perhaps, one hundred 
yards of the fire. · 
No other system has ever attempted to localize a fire more precisely 
than by the district number; and in some cities, like New York, the 
districts may· be two miles long. 
In all previous systems there has been a delay, first in getting an 
alarm from the fire to the bells, and, second, in finding the place of the 
fire in the district after the alarm was given, and reaching it by the 
shortest route. By the fire telegraph both district and station are pub-
licly notifiP-d; the one by the alarm bells, the other by the signal boxes. 
Let us now consider for a moment the analogy between the munici-
pal organization thus described and the nervous organization of the in-
dividual. A coal of fire falls upon my hand; one of the nervous ex-
tremities, or papillffi, the "signal box" of the part, sends in stantly its 
own spe ial signal, by means of a nerve of sensation or signal wire to 
the brain, where the existence and locality of the lesion is- at once re·-
cognized. An act of intelligence and volition ensues. The watchman 
of the central station, or brnin, does his part. An impulse to motion is 
sent out over the proper motor nerves, or alarm wires, and muscles are 
called into play in a suitable manner to remove the cause of injury, just as 
the electro-magnetic muscles and iron limbs in the bell towers are 
thrown into suitable and related action to the original cause and place 
of alarm. 
The telegraph, in its common form, communicating intelligence be-
tween distant places, performs the function of the sensitive nerves of_the 
~u1:llan body. I? the fire telegraph it is made to act for ~he first time 
m. it~ motor funct10n, or to produce effects of power at a distance;. and 
this 1s also connected with the sensitive function, through a bram or 
central station, which is the reservoir of electric or nervous power for 
the whole system. We have thus an "excito-motory" system, in 
which the intelligence and volition of the operator at the central station 
come in to connect sensitive a11d motor functions, as they would in the 
casP. of the individual. 
The conditions of municipal organization absolutely compelled the 
relation of circuits which has been described. The analogy with the 
laws of individual life was not perceived until after the system was 
evolved, and it came then as a confirmation of the correspondence of 
the system to natur:H law, and of the necessity of the arrangement as 
a means of order. 
I should not be precluded frorn saying in this placP., what historic 
t:uth at this time requires, that the development of the "motor func-
tlon" of electricity, or of the means by which electro-magnetic power 
can be exerted at a distance, is due to the early experiments of the 
Secretary of this Institution, Professor Henry, whose discoveries in 
electro-magnetism and especially of the quantity and intensity of the 
magnet in 1830, laid the foundation for all subsequent forms of the 
electro-magnetic telegraph, and made subsequent steps comparatively 
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easv. In the publication of these ex.perime1:1ts, t induction of the 
ele~tric telegraph as thenceforth possible was distinctly made by him; 
mid at a period not much later, weights were released and bells rung 
by him at a distance by electric influence transmitted through long 
conductors. 
In Boston, where the fire-alarm telegraph has been in successful ope-
r.ation for nearly three years, a star of wires is seen radiating from the 
top of the city building. These are the signal circuits connecting into 
one system forty-six signal boxes scattered over the city, and the ala_rm 
circuits connecting twenty-four belfries on church, school and engme 
houses. A few large bells would be preferable to this multiplicity of 
smaller ones, but this whole number are struck by the touch of a single 
man's finger in the central station. For the sake of economy in battery 
power, the district keyboard is so arranged as to throw the battery on 
the four alarm circuits separately, but in rapid succession at each blow. 
Practically, the bell's strike together or as much so as is desirable. At 
night, sometimes out of the profoundest stillness, the district number 
will suddenly strike upon the ear in a chime of perhaps eight or ten 
bells, their sound co.ming in one after the other in proportioQ. to their 
distance from the ear, but always in an invariable succession at each 
blow. Then the alarm ceases and the whole city is as suddenly silent. 
The operator at the central station is ·sometimes able to throw the 
beHs on, and tap back to the signal boxes before the originator of the 
alarm has ceased to turn his crank in the immediate neighborhood of 
the fir~. • As soon as the bells strike, groups of persons will be seen 
clustermg round each signal box to listen to the tapping of the station 
number, and it is soon known to the whole fire department exactly 
where the alarm originated. 
The battery employed on the Boston signal circuits is Farmer's 
protecte<l Grove's battery, which keeps in action several weeks or 
even months without being replenished. Instead of a galvanic battery 
on the alar~ circuits, a large magneto-electric machine has been re-
c~ntly subst1tuted, which is driven by a water meter, and which fur-
mshes the e~ectric current by which the bells a_re rung. 
The heaviest hammer in the system at Boston weighs one hundred 
pounds, and it is wielded by the Cochituate water at an expense of 
o~ly one _gallon for each blow, and tripped by telegraph from a distance 
of_two miles. By virtue of the electric current and the pent up water, 
tlns bell, and others associated with it, might be rung in measured 
s~rokes from the beginning to the end of the year by the pressure of a 
srngle ~an's finger in a di-;tant room. 
All of the stations in Boston are provided with " lightning catchers" 
or g:ro~nd conductors for atmospheric or induced electricity. Hence 
an mciclental protection from lightning commensurate with the extent 
of the network of wires above is obtained for the city. When these 
gro~nd conductors have been temporarily removed from the alarm_-bell 
statwns, a flash of lightning has been occasiona11y followed by a smgle 
blow from ~me or more of the bells. But where the lightning catchers 
have. been rn place, they have proved sufficient, except in rare instances, 
to divert atmospheric or induced currents from the electro-magnets 
to the ground. No practical or serious inconvenience has resulted 
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from this source. · But it has occasionally been a matter of curiosity 
and interest to hear the lightning thus tolling the alarm bell. 
The total loss by fire under the telegraph fire-alarm system, accord-
ing to the accurate " Report of the Boston Fire Department for the year 
1854," was only $150,772, or less than one dollar for every inh abitant; 
a loss which, for its small amount in so compact and wealthy a city, 
cannot be paralleled in America. 
Out of 195 alarms of fire in Boston in 1854, twelve are recorded as 
false; but at least six of these were from supposed fires, leaving only 
six unaccounted for. The whole number of alarms and the proportion 
of false alarms have been greatly diminished by the system. Science 
can make no contribution to civilization without the requisite social 
conditions. The trust of the fire telegraph system, in this case was 
placed in the hands of the citizens, and it has yielded to them its full 
fruits without abuse. This may deserve perhaps to be chronicled. as 
an instance of well rewarded confidence in the sobriety and capacity for 
self-government of the American people. The signal box, which is the 
sensitive extremity of the system, may be protected by various methods 
according to social requirements. In Boston it has been guarded by 
putting it in the most public place and exposing it to the fullest
1 
light. 
The fire-alarm telegraph contains also the elements of a perfect police 
syste~. In addition to the crank for alarm, every signal box is provi-
ded with a finger key, by means of which communications in the ordinary 
telegraphic method can be sent to the central station, and an answer 
can be returw~d from the centre and read by sound from the little bell 
in the signal box. 
The mechanism of the fire teleg\·aph is arranged and disposed for 
the purpose of preserving wealth, the fruit of human industry and of 
nature's bounty, from destruction. It therefore accomplishes an end of 
human use. But more than this, it is a higher system of municipal 
org_anization than any which has heretofore been proposed or adopted. 
In 1t the New World has taken a step in the forms of civilization in 
advance of the Old. 
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LECTURE V. 
BY PROFESSOR HENRY REED, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF P.ENNSYLVANIA. 
[The publication of these lectures will awaken in the sympathizi~g 
hearts of many of their readers a painful reminiscence of the loss m 
the Arctic of their amiable and gifted author.] 
THE UNION. 
FIRST LECTURE. 
The subject upon which I propose to address you· is the growt~ of 
the American Union during the colonial era of our history. In treatmg 
su h a subject, at the present time, it is my desire to say, in the first 
plac , that I shall purposely forbear speaking of the Union as it now 
xi ts, with its manifold and countless blessings, its present estate, a~d 
it pro pects. It is the retrospect which I intend to turn to, and m 
that retrospect there is abundance both of admonhion and encourage-
mc?t for all after time, much to inspire a thoughtful loyalty to ~he 
moo, and a deep sense of responsibility for each generation commg 
to liv within that Union, and to transmit it unimpaired to posterity, 
such_ as i~ has grown to be, not by man's will or sagacity, b.ut by t~e 
provicJ ntial government of the world, which may be traced m the his-
tory of our race. 
In peaking of history as making manifest such providential govern-
m. nt_of the world, I do but recognise and follow one of the highest 
pnnc1ples which we owe to the improved culture of historical science 
1
~ th present century. That improvement is not alone in more labo-
rious and dutiful habits of research, in the more studious use of origi-
nal locuments, but in a truer philosophy of history, not such as_i? a 
ii ~·m. r age, arrogating the title of philosophy, contracted its v1s10n 
Wttlnn the scant range of scepticismi but a philosophy which reverently 
trn on the annals of the human race marks of more than human 
an- n_ y- an overruling Providence. As in that which is especially de-
n mmat d "_sacred history" the purposes of the Creator are express_ly 
r v ~: cl, 0 m that which is styled, in contradistinction, "profane his-
tory, as purposes of the same Creator must needs exist, the thought-
ful stu<l<'n_t may gain at least some glimpses of them, and yet refrain 
ll th whil from rash interpretation of the Divine 'will in the guidance 
and g v rnment of man and of the races of man to whom the earth is 
parcell d out. 
t comes more practicable to trace the providential purpo~es 
wh n we _loo_k over long tracts of time. The history of Ro.t?e, ~or rn-
t~nce, wi~h Its twelve centuries of o-rowth, and decay, and ruin-rn one 
porn~ f view, what is it but a pgrposeless record of strife, external 
an internal-conquest and the domestic feud of patrician and plebian-
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and ended, at last, like an unsubstantial pageant, leaving n~ infl~e_nce 
behind it; but, in another point of view, it becomes a more mtell1~1ble 
memorial of the life of a nation that had a destiny to fulfil, an appomted 
work to do-to build up a system of law which should enter into mod-
ern European and American jurisprudence, and with its strong Pagan 
power to pave a path for Christianity to travel into the vast regions 
which at one time were included within Roman dominion. 
Now, turning to American history, and especially that portion of it 
which is devoted to the Union, it is possible, I believe, to place the 
events in such combinations, to discover in them such a concurrent 
tendency, as to leave no room to question that those events were con-
trolled as the seqondary causes of the results to which forri-1 was given 
in our system of government. From the latter part of the last cen-
tury-from the year of the adoption of the Constitution of the United 
States of America, with its primary purpose of forming a more perfect 
union, back into the century of English colonization, back still earlier 
to the years of discovery, and even earlier yet to those remote centu-
ries in which, many generations before Columbus or Cabot, European 
eyes, we may beJieve, beheld this continent for the first time-through-
out tbat long tract of time there is, I do not fear to say, a tendency 
more or less visible towards the future results, and not least among 
those results towards this Union. That tendency may be traced both 
in what was frustrated and in what has been achieved; so that all things 
seem to le;:id to this result, the predominance in North America of one 
European race, and that race the race which speaks the "English tongue. 
I thus entitle it for the want of a better and briefer name. The title 
"Anglo-Saxon" is hardly adequate or expressive enough for a breed of 
men in whose veins there runs the mingled current of Saxon and Nor-
man blood, perhaps of ancient British, Celtic, Roman, and Danish 
blood. From the earliest time in which intercourse began between the 
eastern and western hemispheres down to our own day, the great move-
ment has been the extension of what may be called Saxondom-a part 
of that larger movement, not confined to North America, but extending 
to southern Africa, to India from Ceylon to its northern mountains, 
and to Australia and the islands in the distant seas-the movement 
which is carrying the language and the laws of our race widely over 
the earth. 
My present purpose is to look at this movement as it has a connexion 
with American history, and especially with the Union; and, without 
attempting in any way to make historiGal facts bend to hypothesis, to 
show that the history of discovery, the history of colonization and of 
colonial government, all establish this historical truth, that the work of 
laying the foundation of a great political system in North America was 
reserved for the race that speaks the English language, by whatever 
name we may choose to call that race; further, that, in order to de-
~elop so essential a part of that system as the union of a federal repub-
lic, the work was reserved for the English race at a particular period 
of their history in the mother country. Thus it is to remote causes 
that we are to trace that political power which animates a government 
extending from the lakes to the Gulf of Mexico, and from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific. 
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It seems to me that there is no consideration better calculated to 
deepen in the mind of every reflecting citizen a reverence for the Union 
tban a just sense of its origin; and that is to be acquired by the studious 
asking and answering of this question, How was this Union forme~? 
Hos the origin of the Union a date-a day or a year? Can we find_ its 
epoch-as of independence, or of the confederation, or of the Constitu-
tion? W ::is it done in convention? Did men come together by some dele-
gated authority and deliberate in solemn council, and ordain a Union? 
Never. It was the work of time, the natural consequence of events, a 
growth from circumstances, or whatever other phr~se may be used _a~ a 
-substitute for an express acknowledgment of a Providence m the destinies 
of mankind. It is not possible to trace the Union to any premeditated 
plan, the idea of any one man, or the concert of any body of men. You 
can find no authority to pronounce it the direct product of human fore-
sight, of political wisdom and experience. You cannot point to any 
day in our history, and say that on such a day Union existed, and on 
the day before there was nothing of the kind. In truth the Union was 
not ma<le, it grew. It grew as the tree grows, planting its roots deeper 
and deeper, and lifting its branches stronger and stronger and higher 
and higher, its vital forces coursing upward and outward to its lightest 
lcat: The Union grew as the forest grows, and the seed was not sown 
by man's ham.I. This element of government is at the same time an 
element of national character. It is part of the life of Saxon liberty, 
and it came ,;yith the Saxon race to be developed and expanded in a 
land which seems to have been reserve<;! to be the Saxon's heritage. 
'\Vhatever may have been accomplished when European enterprise 
began its work on this continent with those long unknown or forgotten 
di .:;coveries of the Scandinavian navigators, who, 500 years before Col-
umbus, were the first to behold these western shores, those obscure 
voyages left no abiding influence here. The Northman had no distinct 
destiny here ; and idle as it would be now to speculate on such a fu-
ture as there might have been if Scandinavian discovery had been fol-
lowed by conquest and settlement, one cannot help thinking how fruit-
1:ss would have been the strife between the savage native races and the 
fierce uncivilized barbarians of the northern seas. This land was not 
meant for the Northman's home. The voyages of the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries passed away, leaving no trace behind them, and, 
what was more important, leaving the land open to the enterprise of 
otlier and _distant generations who had a destiny here. 
vVh?1~, m the fitte r:nth century, the south of Europe was stirred by 
the spn?t of maritime adventure, and Portugal took the lead in it, the 
~nterpnse of that kingdom found a southern and not a western direction, 
rn the voyages along the western coast of Africa, planned by that re-
rl_la kable personage, Prince Henry ( a Plantat!enet by the mother's 
side, let me say in passing.) Tbis land was not given to the race of 
Portugal first? though they were among modern discoverers. . 
When Spam slowly followed the career of which the neighbonng 
kingdom ~ad set t_he example, and when Columbus had nearly cros_sed 
the Atlantic, steermg due westward to the continent of North Amenca, 
then only a few days' sail distant, a flight of birds, as is familiarly re-
membered from the well known story, were seen winging their way 
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across the course of the vessels, and the great navigat1">r following those 
pilots of the air southwestward, lost the continent, and the power of 
Spain was planted only on the islands. As ~ flight of bi~ds save, ac-
cording to the legend, augury for the first domgs of Romes ~1story, ~o 
in another way it has a place in our earliest annals. Agam, on h1s 
second voyage, the path of Columbus lay among the islands; and when 
the papal power was invoked to determine the disputes between Spain 
and Portugal, respecting their rights of discovery, and Alexander Vlad-
judged his famous partition, which seems to appropriate to these t_:VO 
contending powers all that was discovered, and all that was to be dis-
covered in the new world-soon after this exercise of power, ( more 
than human by one less than human in the crimes that have made the 
name of Borgia infamous,) soon after, the sovereign of a country which 
held slacker allegiance to Rome, gave the commission to the Cabots, 
and that authority, which has been well styled "the oldest American 
State paper," set the Saxon foot upon this soil, the first of European 
feet to touch the continent. The land was not meant, either by claim 
of discovery or by papal gift, to be the Spaniards' home. The two 
small English vessels which had cleared from Bristol, "with authority 
to sail to all parts of the east, west, and north, under the royal banners 
and ensigns, to discover countries of the heathen, unknown to Chris-
tians, to set up the king's banner there, to occupy and. possrss, as his 
subjects, such places as they could subdue, with rule and jurisdiction," 
coasting along perhaps some thirty degrees of latitude, from Labrador 
to Virginia, gave to an English race their title here. Thus early, 
within a very few years after the beginning of western discovery in the 
fifteenth century, was laid the foundation of foture dominion; for what-
ever other European races might thereafter seek a home on this portion 
of the continent, it would be only for such partial or temporary occupa-
tion as would sooner or later be absorbed in the occupations by that 
race which was then, in that era, the first to touch the mainland. It 
was thus that the way was prepared to make the country the heritage 
of that race which speaks the English tongue, a race in whose institu-
tions the name of PEOPLE was never lost, whether in their furthest anti-
quity in the forests of Germany, or under Saxon, Danish, or Norman 
rule, afier their migration to Britain, whether under the kingly confed-
eracy of the Saxon, or under the power of the strongest Norman sover-
eigns, Plantagenet or Tudor; so that, with the popular element ever 
present, every political struggle has been either to regain something 
lost, or to expand and improve some ancient right. 
. I_n. studying the originating influe11ces of our institutions, political and 
Judicial, there can be no question, I believe, but that the first influence 
is to be sought in the character of the race. Powers and habits of 
thought and feeling come to us with our blood, and extend to all who 
come within the range of their influence. We have but expanded 
what the Saxon began more than a thousand years ago, before, indeed, 
the races of the north had a history of their own or a place in the his-
tory of the more civilized south. The influence of race is most obvious 
when we think of the inheritance of the common law, or such a special 
tradition, from unknown origin, as the trial by jury. My present pur-
pose is to trace the agency of the same principle, I mean the influence 
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of race, where it is less apparent, in that part of our political systeI? 
which is expressed by the term "the Union," and then to follow 1t 
on ward through the processes of colonization and the course of colonial 
government. 
The question to be considered is, what element was there in the Ar~-
glo-Saxon character and institutions, which, being transplantoo to this 
country, and being left to freer and more unrestrained action, would 
facilitate the formation of a federal government, of a Union? Such an 
element is to be found in the tendency to local seif-{(overnment, which~£ 
characteristic of the race, and is conspicuous in the history of theu 
institutions. This is a tendency the very reverse of that which is 
described by such terms as "centralization" or "consolidation." Saxon 
freedom has, no doubt, been held chiefly on the tenure of this principle, 
t~at the central power of the State has always recogni_sed ~ great va-
n ety of local powers. Even with regard to metropolitan mfluence~, 
how obvious is it that London has never been to England what Pans 
has been and is to France, whether royal, imperial, or rep~blic~n 
F rance. It has been justly said that "centralization and active ~e 
pervading the whole body are hard to reconcile; he who should do this 
perfectly would have established a perfect governm~nt. * . * It 
seems to be a law that life cannot long go on m a multitude of 
minute parts without union; nay, even without something of that very 
centralization which yet, if not well watched, is so apt to destr~y the 
parts by absorbing their life into its own ; there must be a heart rn the 
p~litic_al as in the natural body to supply the extremities continually 
with fresh blood."-( Arnold.) . 
Now, throughout the whole history of our race~the race that speaks 
the English tongue here and in England, during the three score y~ars 
of ?ur Constitution, during the brief existence of the confederation, 
dur!ng the contentional colonial period between 1763 and 17~6, and 
durmg the earlier colonial times, or, in the mother-country, dunng the 
':ariou~ eras of the history of the race there-it has been the com bina-
t10_n ?f these two principles-the principle of centralization and the 
pnnc1ple of local independence-that has distinguished the ~race, that 
has made its power, its safety, and its freedom. Political st:ength 
and health have been in the just distribution and harmony ot these 
powers, having an archetype, it may be said, in the tranquil an<l per-
petual harmony of the solar system-the noiseless on-goi~gs of the 
stars. Tn the political system of the Saxon-royal or republican- the 
danger has ever been in any excess of either the centripetal fo_rc~ on 
the one hand, or the centrifugal un the other. Whatever variatwns 
there may have been from time to time, this may, I believe, safely be 
pronounced _the great Saxon characteristic-a habit of local govern-
ment, exercised in a certain subordination or rather relation, to a central 
g?v~rn~ent. And further, it would not be <lifficult to discover in such 
dis~n_butwn of power in local institutions much of the discipline, the 
trammg for more expanded opportunities of government, which has 
h~lped onward what appears to be the destiny of the race. Observe how, 
after the ~axon _occupation of Britain, the conquered territ?ry, small 
comparatively rn extent, was divided into several petty krngdoms-
those loosely compacted kingly commonwealths which were to form 
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the heptarchy; and again, how each ·of ~hese was parcd_le~ out into 
those various divisions, the counties, slmes, hundreds, t1tbmgs, and 
other partitions, the origin .of which perplex the. antiqi:arian. The old 
Saxon spirit of local independence and authonty arnmated the local 
institutions, assemblies, tribunals of various kinds, with an energy that 
never could have been developed under a strongly controlling c ntral 
power. 
When the Norman conqueror sought to complete the subjugation of 
England, by introducing the laws and institutions o~ ~is own coun~ry, 
and a rigorous establishment of the feudal system, all th1s Saxon vanety 
of law, of usage, of manners, and of men, was a perpetual hindrance, 
which it was part of the conquest to do away with. The copqucror's 
strong hand· was laid on the free diversities which the Saxon hnd been 
used to of old, .for conquest, dominion, empire, clemandAd more of a 
submissive nniformity; and accordingly, as an instance of it, we find 
the conqueror introducing, for the administration of justice, an offir.e 
unknown to the Saxon-the office of chief justiciar. The biographer 
of the English Ghief Justices remarks, in the opening sentenl e of his 
work: 
" The office of Chief Justice, or Chief J usticiar, was introduced into 
England by William the Conqueror, from Normandy, where it had 
long existed. The functions of such an officer would have ill accorded 
with the notions of our Anglo-Saxon ancestors, who had a great anti-
pathy to centralization, and prided themselves upon enjoying the rights 
and the advantages of self-government. 
* * * "In Normandy, the interference of the supreme 
government was much more active than in England; and there existed 
an officer called Ci-nEF JusTICIAR, who superintended the administra-
tion of justice over the whole dukedom, and on whom, according to 
the manners of the age, both military and civif powers of great mag·· 
nitude WP-re conferred,." Lord Campbell adds in a note : "It is curious 
to_ ob~erve ~hat, notwithstanding the sweeping change o~ l_aws. ?.nd in-
st1tut10ns . rntroduced at the conqt1est, the characteristic difference 
between Frenchmen and Englishmen, in the management of local 
a~airs, still exists after the lapse of so many centuries; and that, while 
with us parish vestries, town councils, and county sessions are the 
organs of the petty confederated republics into which England is par-
celled out, in France, whether the form of government be nominally 
m~narchical or republican, no one can alter the direction of a road, 
bmld a bridge, or open a mine, without the authority of the ' Ministre 
des Ponts et Chaussees.' In Ireland, there being much more Celtic 
th~n Anglo-Saxon blood, no self-reliance is felt, and a .disposition pre-
vails !o throw everything upon the government." 
This Saxon characteristic is to be discovered not only in the number 
but also in the diversity of local institutions, arising from diversity of 
character and traditional influences. Although in the course of time-
many centuries-such diversities have been smoothed down by many. 
as_si~ilating processes, perhaps no country on the face of the earth ,. 
w1thm so narrow a space, presents so great variety of customs as Eng-. 
land continues to do. Habits, manners, the tenure of land, rules of 
inheritan~e, display a free variety strongly contrasted with the servile-
1\fo. Doc. 24--11 · 
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uniformity of governments with stronger controlling central powers. 
Usages which appertain to the North Briton are unknown to the South 
Briton-the man of Kent, or Cornwall, or Wales. The cities and 
towns have a variety of municipal power and privilege resting on the 
authority of immemorial usage. 
The origin of all this diversity, in which there has been developed 
so much of practical power, is to be traced to the same cause which 
has transmitted it to America-the mode in which the land was occu-
pied by the successive races who came to its shores. The Roman 
conquerors and colonists, the continued migrations of the Saxons, the 
abiding incursions of the Danes, the conquest by the Norman, each 
brought and left an influence, a set of laws or customs at the least; and 
in the after ages, no tyranny was strong enough or senseiess enough, 
no revolution was rash enough, to attempt that worst of all revolution-
ary havoc, total obliteration of the past, the absolute subjugation of 
local variety and independence. 
Such diversity may possibly ofiend the merely speculative mind, 
which is apt to crave that which is squared and levelled to a more 
theoretic exactness and completeness; but it is the power which has 
been disciplined by such diversity, and the freedom that accompanies 
it, which bas spread the race over the earth, and has engendered our 
Union. It is well known that in material nature, in the lower orders 
of creation, considerable uniformity is met with; but that the higher we 
asceu<l., the more diversity is found. A great modern historical philoso-
pher adopted, as a leading principle in his science, this truth, that "as 
m organic beings the most perfect life is that which animates the 
greatest variety of numbers, so among States that is the most perfect 
in which a number of institutions originally distinct, being organized 
each after its kind i_nto centres of national life, form a complete 
whole." 
Now I believe that it is possible to show that during the whole of 
our_ ~olo~ial _era, during what may be called the primitive period of _our 
political institutions, the whole course of events tended to the establish-
ment of thi~ principle thus philosophically stated by Niebu~r. I mean 
to sar expli_c1tly, that the providential government of th~ domgs of men 
on this port10n of the world, and with reference to this port10n of the 
~orld, from the discovery of it on wards to the adoption of the Constitu-
ti?n of the United States, has led on to what has been described as the 
hig~es~ form of political lifo, a republican system iucluding the principle 
of di tn?uted local government, in the parlance familiar to us," a Federal 
Republic," or in the philosophical language of the historian whom Iju~t 
quoted,_ ".a complete -whole, formed of a number of institutions," origi-
nally distmct, organized each after its kind into centres of life. I am 
aware that it may sound presumptuous to speak confidently of the pur-
po~es of the providential government over the world, or over por~io~s 
of it, or over the movements of this or that race. But when the pnnci-
ple of a providential government of the human race is recognised, as it 
must be by every mind whose belief has advanced beyond the confine~ 
of absolute atheism, and also, during a long course of years, near three 
hundred years in the case to which I wish to apply the prin~iple, ·mu 
can trace a correspondence between the events on such a penod and a 
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final result, I do not know why we need fear to affirm that tho~e · 
events were providentially controlled and guided to t~at result. This 
conviction is further strengthened when we can perceive beyond such 
result adequate consequences, can _see how that result was in th_e ~uture 
to be productive of good. The evidence of such consequences 1s m the 
knowledge that the form of government which alone renders popular 
institutions compatible with extent of territory, is that form which has 
its origin in this ancient element of Saxon local self:.government. Who 
can question that it is such a political system that has expanded this 
republic from its primitive circumscription to its present extent, so that 
that which at first reached not far beyond the sound of the Atlantic, 
became enlarged beyond the mountains ; then beyond the Mississippi; 
and now, having crossed the second great mountain range of the conti-
nent, has on its other border the sound of the earth's other great ocean. I 
know of no grander traditional influence to be observed in history, than 
this simple Saxon characteristic element and the mighty issues of it now 
manifest around us, the connexion between this principle of local gov-
ernment obscurely recognised in the ancient fatherland of the Saxon, 
carried thence to England to be combined with the central power of a 
constitutional monarchy, and now a living principle here, helping, by the 
harmony of state rights and federal energy, to extend and perpetuate 
the republic. 
On an occasion like the present, I do not propose to attempt to enter 
into the details of American colonization, or to dwell upon the familiar 
story of our early history, but rather to use them only so far as it may 
be necessary to illustrate the principle I have endeavored to set forth. 
A rapid review of coionial events, brought into a new connexion and 
concentered on one principle, will, I hope answer the purpose of main-
taining the historical argument which I desire to submit to you. There 
is perhaps nothing in our early history which now appears more re-
markable to us than the long delay on the part of the English govern-
ment, or the English people, in making use of the title which the right · 
of discovery bad given them to the soil of America. It presents a curi-
ous blank, near a century before any attempt was made to occupy or 
to colonize the newly discovered land, and more than a century before 
a permanent settlement was accomplished. 
It has been remarked, that the only immediate result of Cabot's voy-
age and discovery of the continent, was the importation into England 
from America of the first turkeys that bad ever been seen in Europe. 
Such was the beginning of the immense commerce between England 
and America. For a long time the right of discovery seemed a barren 
title; and it is a noticeable fact that while it was the first of the Tudor 
kings whose commission authorized Cabot to set up the English banner 
here, it was the last of the Tudor sovereigns who sought to make her 
title here a reality by planting English homes ; and indeed the whole 
dynasty passed away without anything permanent being achieved. 
Doubtless, the delay was salutary, was propitious for the foture; and 
perhaps we can conceive how it was so when we recall the character 
of that Tudor dominion and the spirit of that age. It was not the tem-
per of that dynasty to give the colonial free-agency (it might almost be 
called independence) which was to prove the germ of republican 
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nationality. It was not the spirit of that age to ask for such large 
power of local government as by a later generation was quietly assumed 
and exercised. The ancient Saxon element of local self-government 
could not well have been transplanted h~re, while the strong rule of the 
Tudor was centralizing so much about the throne ; and therefore, (I 
speak of it as an inference in the logic of history,) the whole sixteenth 
century passed away and the land was still the natives'; for when the 
year 1600 came, there was not an Eno-lish family, no English man or 
woman, on this continent, unless perch~nce there was wandering some-
where some surv~vor of Raleigh's lost colony. . . 
It would be vam now to speculate upon the influence which rrnght 
have been exercised on the destinies of our country if that which was 
the perishable colonization of the 16th century had been perman:~t. 
But a knowledge of what was attempted, and of the manner ot it, 
serves to show that it would have been different in character, and 
therefore in its influences, from the later colonization. 
When, in 1578, Sir Humphrey Gilbert obtained from Qu~en Eliza-
beth letters patent, authorizing him to discover and colomze rem?te 
cind heathen lands-the first grant of the kind ever made_ by an En~li~h 
sovereign-there was conferred upon him almost a monopoly of the 
right of c?lonization, :with privileg~s and _authorities for th~ governm_e1~t 
of his designed colomes of almost mdefimte extent, and with a proh1b1-
tion upon all persons attempting to settle within two hundred leagues 
of any pl~ce which Sir Humphrey Gilbert or his associates should oc-
cupy d:urmg the space of six years. While we may deplore the ad~ 
v~rse fort~nes of this brave voyager-his baffied enterprises and the 
p10us heroism of his dark perishing in the mid-Atlantic-it is not to be 
lamented that a scheme of colonization so vice-regal in its character; 
shn':1ld not. have been accomplished. The same comment mar be 
made on the graut to Sir Walter Raleigh-which was of prerogatrves 
and jurisdiction no less ample-to end, after repeated efforts and the 
w~ll known expeditions which he sent out to the new world, in disap-
pomtm~nt a?d a name ; for all that has proved perpetual from those 
e_nterpnses IS the word "Virginia"-a title given, for a considerable 
time, to an almost indefinite reo-ion of America. 
Let me here take occasion tg state that some recent investigations of 
the State records in England, and particularly a hitherto unnoticed en-
try on the close-roll of the 24th of Elizabeth have established the fact 
that another i~lustrious public man of those dmes-Sir Philip Sidney-
had turned his earnest and active mind to American discovery, and 
rob_ably contemplated a voyage in his own person to the west~rn 
emi phere. That he did so as early as 1582-whjch was ear~er 
than the voyages equipped by Raleigh-is a fact, the evidence of which 
~as but v~ry lately been discovered, and was published, for the first 
tu?e, only m t?e month of February, 1850. It appears that Sidney ob-
t~med fro_m Sir Humphrey Gilbert, under the Queen's patent to him, a 
r~ght t~ discover and take possession of three millions of acres in Am~-
n ca. ~he grant was large enough to he almost indefinite, an~ IS 
~nother mstance to illustrate the policy of colonization which prevailed 
m that generation. 
Although Sidney's meditated enterprise was relinquished, it is 
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pleasing to find associated with the early plans of American coloniza-
tion the name of one who has left so matchless a memory-the scholar, 
statesman, poet, the friend of poets, the soldier whose early death was 
mourned by a nation-a death memorable with its last deed of heroic 
charity, when putting away the cup of water· from his own lips, burn-
ing as they were with the thirst of a bleeding death, he gave it to a 
wounded soldier with those famous words, eloquent in their simplicity, 
" Thy necessity is yet greater than mine." 
Permit me to extend this digression a little further to notice an Ame-
rican allusion which occurs in the English literature of the same period 
in which Sir Philip Sidney flourished. When, in 1590, Spenser gave 
to the world the first part of'' The Fairy Queen," he dedicated that 
wondrous allegory to "The most high, mighty, and magnificent Em-
presse, renouned for pietie, virtue, and all gracious government, Eliza-
beth, by the grace of God, Queen of England, France, and Ireland, and 
V IRGINIA," Yes, there stands the name of that honored .State-then, 
as it were, the name of British America ; and while there is many a 
reason for the lofty spirit of her sons, the pulse of their pride may beat 
higher at ·the · sight of the record of the "Ancient Dominion" on the 
first page of one of the immortal poems of our language. 
To return to my subject. It can readily be perceived that such 
s~hemes of colonization as were planned during th~ reign of Elizabeth-
S1r Humphrey Gilbert's, Sir Philip Sidney's, Sir Walter R aleigh's-
could hardly have resulted otherwise than in the establishment of vast 
feudal principalities, to continue under rulers who would have been no 
less than viceroys, or to be resumed under the immedi::i.te sovereignty 
of the thron~. Such occupation of the land could scarce have led on, 
by any natural sequence and series of events; to a popular govern-
ment-still less to a political system in which the element of" Union" 
would exist. There would not have been enough of partition. There 
';ould not have been enough of either the spirit or the privilege of dis-
tmct and separate colonization-the establishment of communities in-
?ependent of each other, destined in a later age to grow so naturally 
rnto Union. Colonization then would have been too much like that of 
Fra_nce. in Canada-something far more regular and unifor,:11, and im-
posmg m appearance as an affair of State ; put fraught with no such 
momentous power of development as was latent in the freer Saxon 
method. There would have been far less of that "wise and salutary 
netlect" which Mr. Burke spoke of when, in his speech on conciliation 
W~th America, he said: "The colonies, in general, owe little or no-
tbmg to any care of ours. They are not squeezed into this happy form 
by t_he constraints of watchful and suspicious government; but through 
a wise and salutary neglect, a generous nature has been suffered to 
take her own way to perfection." It was, indeed, '' a wise neglect." 
But ~et me add that it was a wisdom which cannot, with accuracy, be 
pred~cate? of ~ passive~ negative, neglectful State policy, but of the 
providential guidance of the race by which there was bestowed upon 
them the f~eedom of self-discipline, of political power and e.x;pansion. 
It sounds like a paradox and a contradiction ; but it is an obvious truth 
that the first element of union is separation-distinctiveness of existence 
and of character. The history of union begins not with unity, but with 
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the creation of such separate existences as in the future may, by sorn~ 
process of assimilation and connexion, become united but not consoh-
dated-forming a complete whole, the portions of whir.h do not lose 
their distinct organization. 
Passing onward from the perishable colonization of Queen Elizabeth's 
times to that colonization which proved permanent, it is apparent that 
it did take that form, and direction, and character, the natural thoug_h 
distant results of which are to be seen in what is now around us. This 
holds good of_ the whole period of English colonization in America, 
from James the First to George the Second-a century and a quarter; 
from the arrival of the first permanent colony in Virginia, and the 
building of Jnmestown, (1607,) down to Oglethorpe's settlement of 
Georgia, in 17 32. . . 
Th e grant to Sir Walter Raleigh having be·come void by his_ attam-
cler, British America was again in the Kjng's gift-and that Kmg ~he 
first of the Stuarts. Now, although the notions of royal prerogative 
which were cherished by .the Stuarts were as high as those of the Tu-
dors, stili the relative _position of the sovereign was changed, for the 
prowess of constitutional government had developed new sentiments of 
all~gia~ce and new powers of resistance. The seventee_nth. centurJ'.', 
which, ~n fact, may be called the century of American colomzati_on, for it 
comprehends nearly all of it, was more propitious than the prev_10us cen-
tury to th~ planting of colonies destined to grow to a republic. ~be 
~rocess of p_artition now began-giving scope therefor !o the ancient 
t;a~on pnnc1ple of local government. It was at first, as 1s well known, 
a simple twofold partition; for when king James the First granted the 
pa~ent for the territory stretching from the 34th to the 45th degree of 
latitude, he divided it between the two companies, the Southe~n or 
L?ndon company, and the Northern or Plymouth company. By virtue 
ot these grants , and the settlements under them, the country was par-
cell:ed out into two great divisions, soon known by the familiar desig-
natrnns of Virginia for the former, and New England for the ~atter. . 
. I do not propose on an occasion like this to trace the detailed series 
of grants and sett~em~nt : it is enough for the present t<? ~emark that 
~he course of col~mzat10n was a continued process of part1t10n; so_ that 
10 1732, at the time of the Georgia settlement, the strip of ternt_ory 
alonCY the coast of the Atlantic which thrn formed Bnt1sh Amenca, 
''?S divid~d. into the tltirteen colo~ies-a colonial system fashioned into 
th1rt ~n dtstmct political communities . 
. Th~s :"7US _not merely territorial partition; political and social varie-
ties <l1stmgmshed the colonies. This was a consequence of what was 
a reny=i.r½able peculiarity in the English settlement of America, that 
colomzatrnn wns indi1.idual enterprise, receiving the sanction but not 
the upport or assista~ce of the government. No colony in the seve~-
tecnth. century, t? which period they nearly all belonged, had any di-
!cct aid. from kmg or parliament. The solitary exception oc?ur:ed 
m ~ parlia~en~a:y grant of aid to the Georgia colony. C~lon_iz_atwn 
which was rndtvid~al enterprise partook of the variety of rn?1v_1dual 
C~[~racter and ~otive-of the different and even conflicting prwc,ples, 
ClVl_l and ecclesiastical, which were dominant or depressed at different 
penods of the seventeenth century. This, it seems to me, is well wor-
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thy of notice, that no century of English history, either earlier or later, 
was so calculated to give character-and varied character, too-to the 
colonies, as that. century which was the century of colonization-the 
seventeenth. It wa::i an age in which the activity of the nation, there-
tofore busy in other directions, was turned to questions of government. 
The thoughts of men were anxious and occupied-not with questions 
respecting the succession of this or tbat branc.h of a royal family, but 
with the principles that lie at the very foundation . of government, the 
limits of power, and the rights and duties of the subject. It was an 
age-better than any other in the annals of the mother-country-fitted 
to send along with the sons who left her to seek a distant home the 
dutiful spirit ofloyalty, willing obedience to law, and the dutiful spirit 
of freedom-the two great principles of constitutional government. 
There was political variety, as well as social; for the colonial govern-
ments, altho_ugh all bearing a resemblance to the government or the 
mother-country, had those distinctive characteristics by which they are 
classified into the Royal, the Proprietary, and the Charter governments. 
· It seems strange that the colonial policy of one kingdom should ad-
mit of such a diversity, that in some the king's control was perpetually 
present; in others it was transferred to lords-proprietary, su~jects to 
whom was given the half-kingly power of palatjnes; and in others so 
free were the charters that the people, for a long time after the royal 
authority was wholly abrogated by independence, asked no change in 
them. Rtrange as _such colonial diversity appears, it was far more 
favorable to the future results than any uniform system of colonial gov-
ernment. . 
_I have endeavored to show that a principle, which may safely be 
said to be a characteristic of our .race, in all regions of the earth, has 
been brought hither to become a great element in our national system ; 
an~, further, that throughout the whole period of discovery and coloni-
zat10n, whatever was adverse to that principle was checked or frus-
trated; while, on the other hand, the tendency of events was to the 
ste~dy development of that principle-the creation of the materials for 
Union. 
In t_he next lecture I propose to consider the process by which those 
materials were brought together, without the loss of their distinctive 
character, as component parts of the Union. 
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THE UNION. 
SECOND LECTURE. . 
Having considered, at the close of my last lecture, the partition of 
British America into the several colonial governments, I propose now 
to ask your attention to the events and influences which combined with-
out consolidating them-in other words, the formation, or, more pro-
perly, the growth efthe Union. For this ·process there were needed two 
powers of an opposing nature-a centralizing and a repulsive :power-
the former to give connexion, the latter to preserve the distinctive local 
organization. 
Let me remark, by way of introduction, that in studying the history of 
the Union the mind is peculiarly exposed to that unconscious delusion? so 
frequent in historical studies, which consists in allowing notions and im-
pressions of the present time to enter inappropriately into our estimate 
of the past. It is thus that we often deceive ourselves with unper-
ceived anachronisms. The complicated frame-work of our political 
system has been for more than half a century acquiring strength and 
solidity by the actual working of the system and .by the imperceptible 
processes of time. There are the countless interchanges arising from an 
uc~i ve commercial spirit, the progress of the arts is speeding and facili-
tating intercourse to an extent never dreamed of in the olden time, 
there are the thousands of social affinities of interest and affection by 
which fellowship is created and confirmed between various and remote 
sections of the country. Conceive for an instant the possibility of a 
k~owledge of the written intercommunication, on any one day, trans-
mitt d ~y the agency of the post office or the electric telegraph, what 
a sto~y lt would tell of strong and incalculable affinity-political, com-
mercial, ~ocial-of community of traffic and of feeling, precious and 
far-reachmg ! So habitually familiar to us is all this, that when we 
turn to an early era of our history we are apt, unawares, to carry our 
pres_ent associations back where they clo not belong. Famaiar as '!'e 
are rn our day and generation with the recurrence and easy gatherrng 
of conven_tions, com posed of delegates from all parts of the U nio11, for 
e_very vanety of_ purpos_e-ecclesiastical and political, scientific, educa-
t10nal, co~mercial, agricultural, and fanatical-we are prone to under-
rate the difficulties of intercourse in former times of more laborious trav-
elling. In the early colonial period the colonies took little heed of each 
other. There was interdependence between a colony and the mother-
country, but not between one colony and another. This was, perhaps, 
a consequence of the policy which was restriction on the commerce and 
manufactures of the colonies. It was, in a great measure, in accord-
ance, too, with the feelings of the colonists, for Old England long had 
a _pl~c.e in their hearts ; but what was N ew England to Virginia,. or 
':7"Irgm1~ to New England? "Home" was the significant and endearrn_g 
title which continued to be applied, with a permanepce of habit that IS 
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remarkable, to the mother-country. When the news of the great fire 
in London, in 1666, reached Massachusetts, sul9scriptions of money 
were made throughout the colony for the relief of the sufferers. 
It appears, too, both from documentary history and from private cor-
respondence, how limited was the intercourse between the inhabitants 
of the different colonies. In the biographies of men whose movements 
are of sufficient consequence to be traced and recorded, but few in-
stances of the kind can be collected. Washington, in 1756, travelled 
as far eastward as Boston, and in the next year he visited Philadelphia; 
but both these visits were occasioned by peculiar demands of a public 
nature connected with the old French war-the first, for the purpose 
of a personal interview with the commander-in-chief, General Shirley; 
the second, to attend a conference of governors and officers, summoned 
by Lord Loudoun. These are, I believe, the only occasions, before 
the beginning of the Revolution, when he attended the Congress of 1774, 
that Washington went to the northern or middle provinces. Mr. Quin-
cy's visit to the middle and southern colonies, immediately before the 
Revolution, was (as is obvious from the record of it) an undertaking of 
quite an unusual character; in 1773, writing home from Charleston, he 
speaks of "this distant shore." No other instance occurs now to my 
recollection, except a visit to Boston of two of the Philadelphia 
patriots-John Dickinsoi1 and Joseph Reed-a few yeai·s before the 
war of independence. Even as late as the meeting of the first general 
Congress-that, I mean, of 1774-there is much, it appears to me, in 
the private .letters and other contemporary evidence of that period which 
shows that when the delegates to that Congress assembled they came 
together very much as strangers to each other personally, and repre-
senting, too, communities strange to each other but finding more con-
geniality than they had anticipated. 
[n thus noticing individual intercourse, as illustrative of the times, 
there is one case, indeed, which I have not spoken of, because it is 
clearly exceptional, and must so be considered in judging of the per-
sonal intercommunication during the colonial period. I refer to the 
case of Dr. Franklin. Boston-born and Philadelphia-bred he had, no 
doubt, in consequence a less provincial feeling, a more expanded sense 
of citizenship, which was favored too by the course and opportunities 
-~f his rPmarkable career, his personal activity, and his official posi-
tions. No man had so much to do with various colonies; for, not to 
speak• of his wanderings in boyhood, we find him, under his appoint-
ment in 1753 as Postmaster General for America, travelling in his one-
horse wagon from Pennsylvania into New England. Again, in con-
ference with delegates from seven of the colonies at \he Albany Con-
gr.ess of 1754, busy at Boston with Governor Shirley, at Philadelphia 
with a Massachusetts commissioner, and a-11 in quick succession; in 
Mary land acting as a sort of unofficial quartermaster for General 
Braddock; at a later period of colonial history, in England, uniting 
the agencies of Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and Georgia. Now, al-
though undoubtedly the formation of the Union is to be traced to causes 
of deeper import than any individual influences, I cannot but think that 
such various and extended intercourse as Dr. Franklin's must have 
aided in no small degree in bringing about that community of civic 
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feeling which at length took the shape of political union. Sagacious, 
practical, a~able, _a m~n ·of the people in the best sense of the te!m, 
led by official duties hither and thither through the land, brought mto 
business relations with the highest and the humblest functionaries, 
governors and generals and village postmasters, Franklin cannot ?ut 
be regarded as_ an inst:ument imperceptibly and unco~sciously dom~ 
the work of union. His case was, however, an except10n to the ordi-
nary intercourse among the inhabitants of the several colonies, and as 
an exception proving what we are apt to lose sight of~ that the forma-
tion of the Union was a slow, a laborious, and reluctant process. Hap-
pily so, for thus it gained a strength which no hasty or premature coa-
lition ever could have acquired. The period of transition from the 
original state of political severalty to the present political combination 
may be described as a space of time not shorter than a centurf and a 
half~ making the computation from the first distinct effort at umon, the 
original suggestion in 1637 of that little local coalition styled " The 
New England Confederacy," down to the Declaration of Independence, 
or, if a later date be preferred, when in 1789 the Union was made 
"more perfect" by the adoption of the present Constitution. During 
this long period the processes of combination were going on silently, 
imperceptibly, seldom thought of, and never fully appreciated; ad-
vances sometimes made, and then the cause retrograding; the power 
of attraction prevailing at one time, and the power of repulsion at an-
other ; connexion at one period looked to for security, and again shun· 
ned and resisted as concealing dano-er. 
It is not without interest to obs~rve that there was nothing in the 
physical character of the country, with all its variety of soil and 
climate, which presented impediments in the formation of the Union, 
There was no natural frontier at any part of the territory occupied by 
the ~ettl~ments which were for a long time limited to the country ex-
tenclmg from New Hampshire to Georgia, and bounded by the ocean 
and !he first great range of mountains. . . 
Rivers flowing north and south are thought to be most rnfluential 
upon c_ivilization, perhaps by connecting the climate and soil of differ· 
ent latitudes. When our territory was expanded to receive the whole 
val~eY: of the Mississippi, we can look back to the long and difficult ne· 
got1at10ns. respecting the navigation of that river, when its banks were 
h~ld by different powers, as indicating that Nature fitted it for a great 
highway for one people, and to bind . them strongly together for e'Ver. 
No bay or river interposed a dangerous or difficult navigation; indeed, 
the great ri~ers, the Delaware, the Susquehannah, the Hudson, ~nd 
the Connectic1;t, each flowing through the territory of several colomes, 
s~rved by their free navigation to facilitate the intercourse of the colo-
msts. There was no such mountain intersection as would cut off by 
a natural barri~r one portion of the country from another, s~ch as has 
be~n obser~ed rn Italy, where only a few years ago a Neapolitan natu· 
r~list, makmg an excursion to one of the highest of the central Ap~n-
mnes, foun_d medicinal plants growing in the greatest profusion which 
the Ne~pohtans were regularly in the habit of jmporting fro:n other 
countnes, as no one suspected their existence within their own kingdom. 
Look,ng to the physical character of the continent in relation to the 
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subject of social and political union, I may allude to another considera-
tion as affecting our natioual progress and permanence. It _has been 
observed by a distinguished French naturalist that mountarn ranges 
which run east and west establish much more striking differences with 
regard to the dwellers on the opposite sides than those range.s which 
extend north and south, a statement confirmed by observation through 
· the history of mankind. The Scandinavian Alps have not prevented 
the countries on both sides being occupied by a people of common de-
scent, while the feeble barrier of the Cheviot hills and the Highlands 
has served to keep the Anglo-Saxon and the Celt apart even in a period 
of advanced civilization. The Spaniards and the Italia.us differ more 
from their neighbors across the mountains extending east and west 
than the former from the Portuguese, or the Piedmontese from the 
Proven9als. Of this physical law of civilization and the destiny of 
races the most remarkable illustration is perhaps to be found in the sepa-
ration, which continued through so many centuries of ancient history, 
of the races that occupied the northern coasts of the Mediterranean and 
the races that dwelt in Central Europe. There is no more remarkabl~ 
fact in the history of mankind; and the barrier which so wondrously 
preserved this separation between populous nations comparatively so 
near to each other, was that east and west mountain range, which ex· 
tends from the western extremity of the Pyrennees, at the shores of 
the Atlantic eastward, to the shores of the Caspian. It was a parti-
tion that remained unbroken by either the southern or the northern 
race, with rare and only partial exceptions, until at length the ti!ne ar-
rived for those vast irruptions by which a new civilization was to take 
the place of the ancient and the Roman. The application of this law 
of Nature to our own race occupying this continent is manifest, and it 
is of momentous interest in connexion with the origin, the extension, 
and the perpetuity of the Union. The mountain ranges, great and 
small, extend in a northwardly an<l southwardly direction, but none in 
that direction which seems to have a power for partition over the races 
of men. It is only conventional lines running east and west that per· 
plex the nation. . 
The physical character of the territory occupied by these colonies 
which where to become the thirteen United States, was favorable to 
the establishment of Union. Further, it may be regarded as favorable 
to the same result that during the colonial period no addition of territory 
took place which might have introduced an incongruous element, un-
mauageble·. material to be brought into union. In making this remark, 
I have especially in my thoughts the failure of Cromwell's plan for se-
curing his then recent conquest of Jamaica by co-operation with Massa-
chusetts in planting a New England colony there. The Protector's 
proffered gift of a West India island was declined by the practical good 
sense of the general court of the colony; and thus the community which 
was destined to grow in compact strength on their own soil was sav~d 
from being parted into two communities with the ocean between them. 
The interview between Cromwell and Leveret, the agent of the colony, 
as narrated .by the latter in his despatch to Governor Endicott, (Decem-
ber 20, 1656,) is curiously characteristic on the one hand of that intense 
and deep policy which is part of the mystery of the Protector's cha-
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racter, and on the other, of the keen, clear-sighted, common sense of the 
representative of the colony: 
"At my presenting," writes Leverett, "your letter of the 1st of De-
cember, 1656, to his Highness, he was pleased to inquire of New Eng-
land's condition, and what news as to the business of Jamaica; to 
which I gave answer according to the advice received. By his resent. 
thereof: together with what I had from him the 18th November, he 
manifested a very strong desire in him for some leading and con~idera-
ble company of New England men to go thither; for at that time he 
was pleased to express that he did !1Pprehend the people of New En~-
land had as a clear a call to transport themselves from thence to Jamai-
ca, as they had from England to New England, in order to their better-
ing their outward condition, God having promised his people should be 
the head and not the tail ; besides that design hath its tendency to the 
overthrow of the man of sin ; and withal was pleased to add, that though 
the people had been sickly, yet it was said to be a climacterical year; 
t~~t others had been to view the place, as Nevis people, who, t~pon 
hkrng, were gone down; and Christopher's people were upon ~ot10n; 
and he hoped by what intellig<'nce he had from Captain Gookm, that 
some 1~onsiderable numbers would go from New England. His Hi~h-
ness was pleased to hear me in what I objected. As to the bettering 
our outward condition, though we had not any among us that had to 
boast, as some particulars in other plantations, of raising themselves to 
great ~states, yet take the body of the people, and all things considered, 
they b~ed more comfortably like Englishmen than any of the rest ofth_e 
plantat10ns. To which his Highness replied that tbey were more industn-
ous, what then would they be in a better country? To which I added, that 
there were now in New England produced to bespeak us a Commo~-
w?alth greater than in all the English plantations besides; the which his 
Highness granted. I objecting, the contrariety of spirits, principles, man-
ners_, and customs of the people of New England, to them that were at 
t?e island or on any other plantations that could remove thither, so not 
like to cement; his Highness replied that were there considerable per-
~ons t~at would remove from thence, they should have the government 
10
. their hands, and be strengthened with the authority of England, who 
might ~e capable of giving check to the ill and vicious manners of all."-
(Hutchmson's History, Vol. I, p. 176.) · 
We need not now speculate what might have been the effect; a 
people who had this consciousness of much that bespalce them a common-
we_alth, had t~ey been tempted away from their own stern clime and 
soil to dwell m a tropical island; but of this we may be assured,_ when 
we l?ok for"".'ard to the subsequent career of that people, that it was 
happily provided that they should remain compact at home. . 
In like !Ila~mer at a later period of our history, all the efforts which 
at the be~~nnmg of the revolutionary struggle were made to bring ~he 
other Bnt1sh provinces into co-operation with the thirteen colorues 
proved utterly ineffectual. It will be remembered, that when the first 
g:eneral Congress met in 1774 and deliberated on plans of peaceful re-
s1stan_c~ to the obnoxious policy of the mother-country, it was a_ matter 
of sohc1tu~e to increase and fortify that resistance by enlar~og the 
sphere of 1t. It must be borne in mind that all that was then aimed at 
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was colouial redress ; to that, an<l not to independence did the first 
Congress direct its thoughts, its words, its action. The events of that 
time followed in such quick succession, leading so rapidly on to inde-
pendence, and now seen to be so rapidly connected with such a result, that 
we are apt to forget that independent existence as a nation was not, for 
some time after the contest began, aimed at, or e"en desired. The heart 
of the people felt and avowed a sincere and natural reluctance to break 
away from an ancient allegiance. Thus contemplating a continuai:1ce 
of tbe colonial condition and not l~oking beyond it, the desire was to 
render colonial resistance as effective as possible, by bringing as 
large an amount of it as possible to bear on the ministry and parliament. 
Accordingly repeated exertions were made to induce all the colonies to 
make common ·cause. The Congress, composed at first of the delega-
tions of twelve colonies, from New Hampshire to South Carolina, 
appealed to the other colonies, Nova Scotia, St. Johns, and earnestly 
and urgently to Canada. The addresses to these British provinces fill 
a large space in the journal of the first Congress. T·he hope was that 
all British America might be brought to think, feel, and to act in unison 
in a cause then regarded as a temporary one, simply colonial redress, 
the restoration of a former colonial policy with which the colonist was 
content. 
And here let me remark in passing tha~ this attempted policy of gen-
eral colonial co-operation appears to me to explain both the use and the 
disuse of a term which for several years was a very familiar one, but 
afterwards became obsolete in our political vocabulary and for a long time 
has had only a historical significance. I refer to the word " continental" 
as employed both formally and familiarly in the titles "the continental 
Congress," "the continental Army," and in a phrase of less agreeable 
association '"the continental Currency." The term was an appropriate 
one when it was meditated to make the colonial resistance co-extensive 
with the British communities on the continent; and such was the plan 
when the word came into use, and it passed into disuse when it was 
at length ascertained that such enlarged co-operation was not to be ac-
complished, but that out of the conflict there was to arise a new nation-
ality not co-extensive with the continental extent of British power in 
America. 
The second Congress, I mean that of 1775, clung to the same hope 
and the same policy of colonial combination on the most enlarged scale; 
and this feeling continued even after the beginning of hostilities. Again 
did Congress address to the r,on-participant provinces elaborate appeals 
and invitations; again did they communicate arguments to Canada to 
demonstrate the hidden perils of the Quebec bill, to show the superiority 
of the common law over the civil law, to expound religious toleration, 
persuading the French Canadian that Roman Catholic and Protestant 
might dwell together securely and harmoniously as in the cantons of 
Switzerland. · 
Nay, further, the Congress indulged the expectation of even more 
than cis-Atlantic opposition, for it sent its voice from Philadelphia 
across the sea to the people of Ireland. In the earliest scheme of con-
federation-that submitted to Congress by Dr. Franklin, in July, 1775 
-one of the articles expressly provided for the admission of Ireland, 
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the West India islands, Quebec, St. Johns, Nova Scotia, Bermudas, 
and East and West Floridas into the "Association," which was then 
relied upon as a means of colonial redress. . 
Besides the appeals and the invitations addressed to the Canadians, 
there was a hope that il successful invasion of Canada might bring the 
population there into that support of the common colonia~ _cause for 
which the other means had failed. Accordingly, the exped1t10n under 
Montgomery, in the winter of 1775-'6 had a purpm;e additional ~o 
mere conquest-that of gaining the support and the assistance of their 
follow-colonists. 
Still clinging to this object, Congress resorted to one other and the 
last attempt-3n embassy to speak in person to the Canadian-the 
commission composed of Dr. Franklin, Charles Carrol, and Samuel 
Chase, taking with them for their coadjutors a Roman Catholic priest, 
the Rev. John Carrol, (afterwards archbishop of Baltimore,) and equally 
pacific agents, a printer and a French translator. 
All these efforts-addresses made and made again, invasion, the 
embassy of commissioners-all proved utterly unavailing in bringing 
to those early Congresses any co-operation from other British provinces. 
The addresses were not responded to, probably were hardly heeded; 
the military expeditions failed, and the commissioners found no audi-
ence. The printer who accompanied Dr. Franklin and the other com· 
missioners proved of no avail, in consequence of an unanticipated but 
fatal o~stacle, and that was that reading was a very rare accomplish· 
~ent with the French Canallian population. Quebec was not more 
impregnable to Montgomery than were the minds of the Canadians to 
Franklin and a printing-press. 
These schemes for more extended colonial combination-began in 
1774, continued during 1775 and into 1776--all came to naught; and 
now we can see, what was not visible to those who conceived those 
schemes, how happy it was that they did come to naught. I do not 
mean to questi~n or to disparage the sagacity of those colonial states-
me1~, who dunng three years persevered in those schemes and tbe 
va:10us ~ethocls of accomplishing them. Judged with relation to_ tbe 
0 hJects aimed at, those schemes were wise and patriotic ; but the objects 
were only colonial opposition, and the combination which was conte~-
pl~ted was only to be a temporary one, to cease whenever the col?n~al 
gnevances should cease. But in God's government over the dest1mes 
?f the race and country other and greater results were in reserve,-
mdependence, nationality, union,-and considered with relation to such 
results'. I repeat it was most happy that all attempts to bring about 
Canadian combination proved absolutely fruitless. It was only eleven 
years before, let it be remembered, that Canada had been transferred, 
by conquest and the treaty of Paris, from French to British domin_ion. 
A provrnce so recently foreign in laws, in language, in the vano_u~ 
social elements, must neeJs have proved an incongruous, if not a dis-
cordant mem her in such a union as was on the eve of completion be-
tween the thirteen colonies. The very fact that it was necessary for 
Congress to cause the addresses to Canada to be translated into French. 
is of ~tself enough to show how little congeniality there would b~,-e 
been for the perpetual purpose of union. ,vhen, therefore, Canac,ian 
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sympathy and co operation were invoked, "a wiser spirit" was at work 
to make that invocation of no effect. 
While the addition of these incongruous materials was happily pre-
vented, it must not be forgotten that the portion of the continent which 
was to be the soil of the Union already included within its bounds, 
indeed in its very centre, elements equally foreign and unsuited to natu-
ral combination ; for almost contemporaneous with the settlement of 
Virginia and of New England, in the first quarter of the seventeenth 
century, Hudson's voy;:ige had created the claim of Holland, and the 
grant by the States General to the Dutch West India Company planted 
their settlement along tbe banks of thP- Hudson. Thus was introduced 
into the very heart of the land a hostile element, for England and Hol-
land were at strife in the East Indian commercial settlements, in which 
region, the massacre of the English traders, at Amboyna, occurred 
about the same period. 
Another occupation, foreign, but less antagonistic, was that which 
connects with American history the name of one of the wisest and 
noblest of Europe's continental kings, statesman, and soldier, Gustavus 
Adolphus, of Sweden ; a company of whose subjects settled, it will 
be remembered, on the banks of the Delaware. 
Settlements such as these, by two of the great European powers, 
and on most important sections of the continent, were unpropitious to 
any progress of union among the British colonies, for the foreign and 
unfriendly occupation was interposed between the northern and the 
southern settlements, an occupation held too by one of these foreign 
powers for well nigh half a century, and during all that time .ambitious 
of larger colonial dominion, and actively aggressive. 
For the removal of these impediments to our union, there was needed 
the strong control of conquest. In one respect that process was simpli-
~ed, as if the course of things was so guided as to leave behind as 
little as possible of thP- ill blood and rankling recollections of conquest. 
~here was engendered no animosity between the Swedes and the Eng-
lish colonists; for it was Holland that did the work of conquest, and 
subjugated the little Swedish colony on the banks of the Delaware. 
For England, there was, therefore, left only one colonial adversary; 
~nd the adverse element of a foreign occupation of a considerable and 
important part of the continent was done away by the result of the 
war between England and Holland ; the treaty of Breda., and the final 
ce~sion ·of the territory, thus establishing English colonial dominion in 
uninterrupted occupation ·of the whole extent of the country, which was 
thereafter to be in union. 
It would, perhaps, not be easy now to measure the sense of repug-
nance which survived in the minds of the conquered Dutch colonists; 
the natural reluctance at the transfer, by conquest, of their allegiance ; 
the r.:ompulsory identification with a people who had other laws and 
usages, and another language: but whatever these feelings may have 
been, they met soon with what must have been a most unlooked for 
alleviation in the course of events in Europe; for it was only twelve 
years after the Dutch colonists in America passed under British do-
mi~i~n, th::it their native country, Holland, gave a sovereign to Great 
Bntmn, and tbus the throne of their conquerors was filled by one of 
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their countrymen, him who had been their Stadtholder, their Prince ol 
Oranae. Thus British rule became less of foreign rule to them; and 
thus ~he revolution of 1688 may be referred to as having contributed 
a harmonizing influence to the progress of the American union. 
The Dutch dominion in America, adverse as it was to union in one 
respect, by parting the northern from the southern En~lish colo?ies_, in 
another respect exerted an influence favorable to colonial combmatwn. 
It was not only the presence of hostile Indian tribes on the New Eng-
land frontier, but it was also the neighborhood of the Dutch, "that 
prompted the first effort of colonial union ; that of the united colonies 
of New England" which had its beginning in 1643, the first "confede-
racy," the first time the word "contecleracy" was used in America. It 
was the first of these combinations, serving to show how it was a sense 
of common danger, the sense of strength and security in united acti~n, 
which, by slow and safe gradations, was to bring the several colomes 
into union, disclosing, from time to time, how natural it would be for 
the sentiment of social union, which all the while, no doubt, however 
um:e~ognis~<l at the time, was growing strong, to be conv:crted i~~o 
political umon; how the sense of b,rotherhood, of a commumty of c1t1· 
zenship :vould imperceptibly prepare itself to assume political form 
and consistency. 
I cannot pause to comment on that early confederacy, its principles, 
its_ system, and its uses. It purported to be "a perpetual league of frirnd· 
ship and amity," and it contained provision for its enlargement by the 
admission of other colonies into confederacy with the four colonies w~o 
were the contracting parties. Limited as this confederacy was 10 
the number of its members, cautiously restricted as it was in its 
powers, and close and pressing as the dangers were, five years were 
consumed in the planning of it; perpetual as it professed to be, it lasted 
no more than about forty years; no other colony was added to it, and 
~s ~he dangers which suggested it passed away, the confederacy lost 
its ~nterest, and when its existence ceased incidentally with the abro-
gatwn of the New England charters, in the reign of James II, no effort 
was made to renew it. The old Saxon principle of distinctive lo?al 
government was at work even within the narrow circuit of these km-
dred Puritan colonies, and no adequate motive for union presented it~el£ 
There are traces of mutualjealousies there; especially was there Jea-
lous.y of !he centralizing authority of Massachusetts. This feeling was 
~amfest rn the solicitude on the part of the Plymouth colony to preserve 
its separate existence. It breaks out in the bitter humor of a not very 
felicitous pun on the Bay colony, in a despatch from the Plymouth 
agent to the Plymouth governor, when, writing from London in 1691, 
he says : "All the frame of Heaven moves upon one axis, and the 
whole of New England's interest seems clesigned to be loaden on one 
bott?m, and her particular motion to be concentric to the Massachuse!ts 
tropic. You know who are wont to trot after the bay horse."-(Wis-
wall to Hinckly, Nov. 5, 1691. Hutch. I, 365.) 
In the _New England confederacy, unanimity in religious creed was 
an essential principle of political c.:oncor<l, an impediment to the pro-
gress of union, if the confederacy had continued, for admission w~ 
refused to their dissenting follow-colonists of Rhode Island. The Pun-
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tan clergy who went to Virginia were ejected for non-conformity; and 
it was only about twenty years before William Penn obtained the char-
ter for Pennsylvania, and came with his Quaker followers, that the 
"Friends" who ventured into New England were scourged under the 
law against "vagabond Quakers," and the sterner penalty of death 
inflicted. 
If at an early period sectarian animosity was burning lines of division 
between the colonists, the now tolerant christianity of a later time con-
tributed largely to the more accordant results of blending the commu-
nities together. Each christian society was at length enabled peace-
fully to commune with its own brotherhood in other sections of the 
country, and thus ecclesiastical sympathy became one of the means by 
which the way was prepared for civil and political sympathies. The 
inhabitants of different and distant colonies became members of one 
household in their faith, thus learning, perhaps, how they might become 
members of one political family. Among thP. churches of the church 
of England in the color;.ies, no ecclesiastical union in one collective 
representative assembly was formed until after the peace of 1783. 
The Presbyterians, feeling the want of ecclesiastical combination, as 
appears from a circular letter of the ministers and elders at Philadelphia, 
began in 1764 to take measures to effect a union of their scattered forces. 
I turn now to another and very differeut influence of union, which is 
to be discovered in the military colonial combinations. On repeated 
occasions the authorities of the colonies-governors and commissioners-
were brought into connexion for conference respectiug hostilities, offen-
sive as well as defensive. It was upon such an occasion, in 1690, at 
New York, that the word "Congress" first has a place in our history. 
But, besides such occasional conferences, the colonists were brought to-
gether in joint military service, to know each other the better thereby. 
This kind of association may be traced as an influence of union, more 
or less operative on diflerent occasions from the times of what were 
called "King William's war," and "Queen Anne's war," at the close 
of the seventeenth and at the beginning of the eighteenth century, down 
to the peace of Paris, in 176-3, at the end of the old French war. The 
colonies contributed their respective sums of money to the general cost 
?f the war, and troops levied in the different colonies served together 
m the several early attempts on Canada, in the expedition against Cape 
1?retou and the capture of Louisburg, and upon what was the first 
foreign service of the colonists, (I mean foreign beyond the continent,) 
Vernon's disastrous expeditions against Carthagena and Cuba. The 
assoc~ated service in the old French war w:is the latest discipline of 
the kmd to prepare the colonies for the war of the revolution. 
~bile such influenGes and others of a more imperceptible nature, 
w~1ch I cannot now pause to discuss, were working propitiously for 
u_n10n, there was a counter-agency produced by the indications of a de-
sir~ on the part of the British government to adopt a different colonial 
pohcy, to substitute for "that wise and salutary neglect," which .Mr. 
Burke afterwards commended, a more active control. In carrying out 
such a policy there would be needed more of union, not spontaneous, 
voluntary colonial union, but compulsory union, by the imperial power 
on the other side of the Atlantic. It was at th0 close of the seventeenth 
Mis. Doc. 24-12 
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century that William the Third formed the standing Council of the Lo_rds 
Commissioners for Trade and Plantations, vested with new and central-
izing powers of superintendence. There had been in the_ more arbi~ 
trary reign of James the Second indications of the same pohcy of more 
active colonial control ; and it made itself manifest in the new metho<ls 
of colonial administration, their policy and their plans, in one in~tance 
nothing less than a recommendation that "all the English colomes of 
North America be reduced (reduced, such vvas the word) under one 
government and one viceroy." The consequence of all this was, that 
union began to present itself to the thoughts of the colonists in the ob-
noxious light of a means of increasing the ascendancy of the royal pre-
rogative; and they wakhed with perpetual vigilance every approach to 
combined action, to union avowedly or covertly compulsory, as some-
. thing that was fatal to colonial rights. 
The ancient Saxon element of distributed power was quickened into 
renewed activity during a long period of apprehension. When, in con-
sequence of the suggestion of the Board of Trade and of the colonial 
secretary, the Albany convention was held in 1754, with its delegations 
from seven colonies, extending as far south as Maryland, the plan of 
union proposed by that Congress was, as is well known, rejected; 
although the war with France was imminent, and although the author 
of the plan was Franklin himself, a delegate from Pennsylvania. The 
several colonial assemblies detected too much of prerogative in the 
scheme of union, which had the singular fate of proving also unsatisfac-
tory in England, because of the opposite objection of too little pre-
r?gative. Franklin was discouraged in his hopes of colonial confedera-
!10n; and one of his correspondents said to him, writing from Boston, 
rn 1754: "However necessary a union may be for the mut11al safety 
and preservation of these colonies, it is certain it will never talie place 
unless we are forced to it by the supreme authority of the nation." 
. It was by the action of the supreme power of the nation that union 
chd take place, but not in the way contemplated when those words 
were used. When the new and obnoxious colonial policy took the 
well defined shape of the Stamp Act, union, which had been dreaded 
~b~n t~e proposal came in any form from the British government, was 
mstmct1vely resorted to as a means of defence and security, and the 
delegations of nine colonies, as far south as South Carolina, met in the 
Congress of 1765. 
_When, nine years later, the power of the British government struck, 
with t~e Boston Port Bill, at one single point, the sentiment of union 
wa <liscovere? to be strong enough and quick enougb. to make com-
mon ca~se wnh almost instantaneous rapidity, and twelve colonies 
(soon afterw_ards to reach the full complement of the old thirteen) assem-
~led by their delegations in the Congress of 1774. When it is con-
sidered t_bat thos~ delegatiot1s were chosen in various ways, wi~h 
muc~ of 1rre~ulanty, of necessity, I know of nothing so remarlrnbl~ m 
the history ot_ r~presentation as the meeting of those fifry-two men m a 
roort_1 of a bmldrng familiar to Philadelphians as the Carpenters' Hall, 
loc~nng the doors, enjoining secresy on the members, and a~ the 
w~1~e the people from New Hampshire to Georgia waiting qmetly, 
w11lmgly, resolutely, prepared to do, I will not say the bidding of that 
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Congress, but to accept the conclusions of that Congress ns the voi~e 
of the nation. What higher proof could there be of the 1:1nknown_ 
strength of union? I say the unknoun strength of the sentiment of 
union, because that Congress contemplated nothing more than "asso-
ciation" (as· it was termed) in a policy of non-importation and non-
exportation. When the Congress of 1774 aqjourned, .it was a cont-ingcnt 
adjournment, leaving it to be determined by the course events might 
take whether the colonies would again be found acting in concert. The 
plan of confederation proposed by Franklin in 1775 looked to no dura-
tion bevond the continuance of the obnoxious acts of Parliament ; and 
even after the war began, and the contincntc1l army was formed, perpe-
tuity of union appears not to have formed part of the plan of operations. 
It was not until the wearied patience of the people was worn out, and 
the aggrieved sense of freedom driven to the last resort, that the coali-
tion of the colonies began to assume the aspect of permanence. Then, 
and not till then, it became apparent what had long been the tendency 
of things touching the relation between those distinct communities. 
Together they had sought redress for their grievances; together tbey 
had declared their rights; they appealed, petitioned, remonstrated 
together ; and when they encountered the same repulse and the same 
disappointment, they "associated" under solemn pledges, "the sacred 
ties of virtue, honor, and love of country," for a combined p;:icific re-
sistance. At length, when all had failed, and they saw that the hour had 
come for the last appeal, they bo\ved down together in " public humili-
ation, fasting, and prayer," and, with hearts thus fortified, they stood 
prepared to face the common danger. It was one wm to all. Blood 
was soon shed; an<l that blood, poured out for the common cause of 
all, was the seal of union. Further, when hostilities had heen con-
tinued for more than a year, and it became manifest that the war was 
ineffectual as a means of mere colonial redress, the process which 
established national existence was at the same time the consummation 
of union. The colonies, which found themselves in a: state of revolu-
tionary anarchy, instead of hurrying to separate action, deliberately 
sought the advice of the whole country as it might be given by Con-
gress. They sought rind they followed that guidance. This was union. 
When the final and formal act of indP-pendence came, it was done by 
all and for all. That was union. Therefore, there is, I think, no pro-
position in ou·r constitutional history dearer, simpler, truer than this, 
that Union is our country. 
In conclusion, permit me to say, that I fear I have exposed myself to 
so_m~ condem_na~ion for rashness in attempting to treat so large a subject 
w1thm such hm1ted space. I have had 1t most at heart to show how, 
during a very long period of time, there has been a tendency of events 
proving a providential purpose in the establishment of the Union. 
However the feelings of men may differ in respect for antiquity, what 
mind can refuse to recognise a claim for all that can be given of 
thoughtful, affectionate, and dutiful loyalty to that which for our good 
was achieved by more than human agency working through centuries. 
For the Constitution of the United States you may carry your debt of 
gratitude to the memory of that assembly of sages and statesmen who 
in convention constructed the Constitution. The debt of gratitude for 
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Independence may be paid to that other assembly of wise and good men 
who declared it. But for the UNION, our thanksgiving must be laid at 
the foot of the throne of God ; and therefore treason to the Union can-
not be conceived of but as a crime which heaps upon the traitor an 
accumulated guilt of thankless impiety. I speak it with reverence and 
with humility, and with thoughtfolness in the words I use, when I say 
that this Union of ours was the work of God. 
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LECTURES. 
VI.-ON METEOROLOGY. 
BY ROBERT RUSSELL, ESQ.,* OF SCOTLAND. 
First Lecture. 
To study the peculiarities of the atmospheric changes in North 
America, and the effects of the climate on agriculture, are the princi-
p al objects for which I have visited this part of the world. I am much 
gratified to find so large a number of meteorological observers scattered 
over all parts of this vast continent, contributing so materially to tbe 
advancement of science. 
Since I have had an opportunity of studying the meteorology of the 
United States, I have been much impressed with the limited area of the 
field for investigations within the British islands. It now appe~rs as a 
mere handbreadth, in comparison to the wide territory over :"h1~h you 
are prosecuting your inquiries into the causes of atmospheric disturb-
ances. 
Your government has done considerable for the support of meteor-
ology. It has accumulated at the National Observatory, under the 
direction of Lieutenant Maury, an invaluable collection of facts rela-
tive to the sea. It has established observations at each of its military 
posts, and has secured the services of Professor Espy, who has done more 
for theoretical meteorology, in my opinion, than any other living man. 
But I must confess that I would have turned my face to the Old 
W orld somewhat unsatisfied, if I had not had, through the politeness 
of the Secretary, an opportunity to examine the meteorological records 
collected within the walls of this Institution, and, through them, to be-
come acquainted with the peculiarities of your climate; and to trace out 
the n ature and extent of some of the atmospheric disturbances which 
had attracted my attention during my tour. 
In this short course of lectures I shall not enter upon those questions 
which relate to general meteorology, but shall confine myself princi-
pally to the analogies which seem to subsist between the action of 
atmospheric agents in Europe and in North America, and point out a 
few facts which demand more extended observations for their solution. 
* NoTE.-The author of these lectures came to this country with letters of introduction 
fro m Sir _David Brewster, Professor Airy, and other distinguished cultivators of science in 
Great Bntair,. The Smithsonian meteorological records were opened for his investigation , 
and other facilities extended him for the prosecution of his studies. Without intending to 
en dorse the peculiar views which he may have advanced, we may say that his lectures con-
tain facts and suggestions fully worthy of attention. J. H. 
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To comprehend the nature of the changes which the atmosphere un-
dergoes, the elementary principles of meteorological science must he 
understood; but I do not intend to enter more minutely into these than 
will enable those who have not devoted much attention to the subject 
to comprehend the more important truths. 
The nature. of the atmosphere was long involved in obscurity. Its 
properties could not be as~ertained till chemistry :3-nd other b!anches of 
natural science were r-ons1derably advanced. Air has so little color 
that it is almost invisible, and offers so little resistance to motion, that 
it was considered by the school of Aristotle imponderable. This 
opinion was entertained for many centuries afterwards, until the inven-
tion of the barometer, by Toricelli, in 1640, and the discovery of the 
fact. pointed out by Pascal, that the barometer stands lower on the top 
of a mountain than at its base, left no doubt remaining that air was pos-
sessed of \Yeight, and, consequently, that the atmosphere exerted a 
great pressme. 
If a glass tube, three feet in length, be filled with mercury, and its open 
end inverted jn a basin of the same liquid, the mercury in the tube will 
stand, at the level of the sea, nearly 30 i ncbes higher than the surface 
of that in the basin. This column of mercury, which, if jts section is a 
s9uare inch, weighs nearly 15 pounds, is balanced by a column of air 
of the same section and extending to the top of the atmosphere. The 
pressure of the atmosphere is, therefore, equal to that of an ocean of 
1!1-ercu~y of 30 inches deep, or to a pressure on each square inch of sur-
face of about 15 pounds. Moreover, mercury is 13¼ times heavier than 
water, and 10,500 times heavier than dry air at the surface of the 
arth ; hence the pressure of the atmosphere is equal to that of an 
OcP-an of water of about 33 feet deep, or an ocean of air, of equal density 
throughout, of 27,000 feet hjah. 
Tl1at the atmosphere should press on the surface of the earth, and on 
~ll parts of_ our bodies, with a wejght of 15 pounds to the square inch, 
1 
, ~t_first sight, a very perplexing fact; but it is fully illustrated by the 
fomrnar and analogous pressure of water. The diver who descends 
below t~e surt:ace of the sea is pressed on all sides by the su perineum-
bent weight of water, and, instead of being incommoded by this, is r~n-
der d :nore buoyant. The particles of the air are of extreme tenmty 
and_ ot al~ost perfect mobility, and therefore offer no resistance _to 
hodi s movrng among them. On these accounts the weight of the air, 
anc~ the grea t pressure of the atmosphere, remained so long concealed. 
I• or a long tn~e after the discovery of the pressure of the atmosphere, 
th_c \. orld remamed in ignorance of its chemical and mechanical con-
~t!Lutmn . The analysis of air was, however, one of the first triumphs 
of modcrr:i chemistry. ltutherford discovered hydrogen, one of its com-
pon nt ! 111 1772; an~, two years after, Priestly and Shiel, independ-
ntly of each other, discovered the other principal ingredient, namely, 
oxyg n. 
ry ~ir is composed of 77 parts nitrogen, 23 oxygen, by weight; 79 
pai~t nitrogen, _21 oxygen, by volume; carbonic acid, 1.1000 by 
w_ ICTht; amm?ma! only a trace. The atmosphere also cont~in~ a cer-
tain amount of moisture. This is the only component which 1s liable to 
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much change in .its quantity. It varies from two per cent. to an inap-
prec.;iable portion. 
Again, the chemjcal composition of air. hc1d been esfablished seve~al 
years before its mechanical character was fully made out. The sages 
of Egypt and of Greece disputed about the constitution of matter; but 
their speculations, however ingenious, led to no definite results. At 
the end of the last century many valuable facts had been accumu-
lated on this point; but no great law had been proposed to link these 
facts together before JoHN DALTON applied the atomic theory of the 
constitution of matter to explain the mechanical phenomena of the atmo-
sphere. 
Dalton did much for chemical science, and is justly regarded as the 
father of meteorology. He was gifted with gigantic powers of mind, 
and, in other re8pects, possessed a noble character. 
Modern science regards matter as made up of atoms endowed with 
attracting and repelling force. In the case of a solid or liquid, these 
two forces are in equilibrium-the atoms are held at a distance 
from Pach other, and do not fill all the space enclosed vvithin their 
boundaries. If a solid or liquid is subjected to pressure, the atoms are 
made to approach each other, and the repulsion is increased ; so that, 
":"hen the pressure is removed, the atoms fly back to their original posi-
t~on. If~ on the contrary, we attempt to draw a solid apart; the attrac-
t1.on comes into operation, an<l offers a resistance which is called cobe-
s10n. In the case of aeriform substances, the repulsion entirely pre-
ponder~tes. Dalton gave to this theory a definite form, and applied it 
to the phenomena of the atmosphere. 
All our conceptions of the constitution of substances, in regard to 
their solid, liquid: or aeriform states, are more or less intimately asso-
ciated with tbe atomic constitution of matter in its relations to heat. 
Thus, the action of heat converts a solid into a liquid, by giving mo-
bility to its atoms. The action of beat converts a liquid into an elastic 
vapor, or gas, by imparting a repulsive force to its atoms. Indeed, in 
regard to gases, the repulsive force and heat are often looked upon as 
identical, and we shall consider them to be so. The elastic properties 
of gas, steam, or vapor, are, then, owing to the mutual repulsion of the 
atoms, in consequence of the action of heat. This view, arising natu-
rally out of the atomic constitution of matter, gives an explanation of 
the mecbanism of gases no less simple than consistent. 
To illustr:ite this principle one fact will suffice. If water is con-
verted into steam under the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere, a 
cubic inch is transformed into about a cubic foot of vapor. The atoms 
of water are, therefore,. twelve times further apart in tbe case of steam 
than they are in that of the liquid. The action of heat has had the effect 
of putting every atom in a state of repulsion with regard to its fellows-
every one tends to fly from the other with as much force as if each was 
under the influence of a powerful spring. The intensity of the repulsion 
of the atoms constitutes the force of the steam. The elastic properties 
of the gases of the atmosphere are also owing to the mutual repulsion of 
their atoms, though the repulsion is much more permanent in this ''.case 
than in that of steam. No cold or pressure has yet been found suffi-
cient to reduce nitrogen or oxygen to a liquid form. 
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The bulk of gas is increased by heat, which must no~ be looked upon 
as increasing the size of the atoms, but only as increasing the repulsive 
force between them. The repulsive or expansive force is measured by 
the weight which it can support. In the atmosphere, the expansive 
force of a portion of air, or its elasticity, is exactly balanced by the 
gravity of all the air above it. The weight of the atoms, rrom the top 
to the bottom of the atmosphere, amounts, as we have sai<l before, to 
about fifteen pounds on each square inch; the elastic or repulsive force 
which keeps tbe atoms apart is exactly equal to tnis amount. Gravity 
and elasticity are so equally poised, and the atoms move so freely 
amongst each other, that the air is in a state of the most delicate 
balan~e that can be imagined. · 
The expansive property of gases is a remarkable phenomenon in 
physics. We have no means of ascertaining its limits, but we know if 
the whole air was exhausted from I his room, a single cubic inch of 
either oxygen or nitrogen would, if admitted into so large a vacuum, 
instantly occupy every part of it, and still press, though with dimin-
ished forcP, against the walls for further expansion. The repulsive 
force which exists among the atoms, though greatly weakened, would 
not be exhausted. 
The law which regulates the density and elasticity of gases was dis-
covered about half a century after Toricelli invented the barometer. 
l\fa.riotte found, by experiment, "That the density and elasticity of at-
mospheric air are directly, but the space it occupies ill'versely, as the 
fore~ of compression." That is to say, if you exhausted the air from the 
receiver of an air-pump until the barometer stood at fifteen inches, the 
pressure ~r elasticity of tbe air would only be half of what it was before 
the cxpenment. It would take two cubic inches of air in this state of 
rarity to weigh as much as one did when tbe barometer was at thirty 
inche~ ;_ or, in other worJs, one half of the atoms being removed, the 
remammg half are forth er a part, since they still occupy the same space. 
The num?er of atoms being reduced one half~ if the temperature is the 
same, their repulsive force is also reduced in tbe same ratio, and, there-
fore, the repulsion of the particles of any gas increases as the cube 
root of the distance between them diminishes. The repulsion be-
t ween the atom at the very top of the atmosphere and those below it is 
so much weakened by separation that it is precisely equal to the weight. 
From the simple fact that the repulsion of the atoms of gases varies 
as th_e _number of atoms contained in a given space, it follows tbat the 
elasticity_ and density of a gas are as the pressure directly, that the 
volume 1s as the pressure inversely, and that, consequently, the o~e 
can be deduce~ from the other by the simple rule of proportion. This 
law holds true m regard to tbe most minute additions of ,w~ight, and 
w~ have. the foll assurance of reason, founded on experiment, other_ 
t~rns-s bemg equal, that the distance which separates every atom of 
air from_ the top to the bottom of the atmosphere decreases as ·we d~-
scend ; 111 short, each atom is nearer the atom immediately below it 
than the one above. The various strata of-the atmosphere tbu ~ in 
some measure resembles fleeces of wool or loose balls of cotton piled 
upon each other. The wool or cotton is more compressed, and there-
fore more dense, in proportion to the weight it bears ; it is most .:o 
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next the bottom, and least so at the top. The air, in the same way, is 
more rare as we ascend to greater heights, the atoms being farther 
apart, and their repulsive force diminished. In consequence of the 
great capabilities of gases for expanding with diminished pressure, 
the atmosphere, instead of being only about five miles in height, as it · 
would be if of equal density with the lowest stratum, (?) is really up-
wards of fifty miles high. 
The atmosphere is not only in a most delicate state of balance in 
respect to elasticity and pressure, but it is no less so in respect to the 
amount of heat contained in its different strata. The expansive force 
of gases, or the repulsion which exists among their atoms, seems, as 
we have already stated, to be identical with heat. When air, at the 
temperature of freezing water, is condensed in the hollow globe of an 
air-gun, an immense amount of heat becomes sensible. Tinder, it is 
well known, can be lighted with a single stroke of a condensing 
syringe. In the rarefied gas a large amount of heat 1s stored away 
and inappreciable by our instruments or senses, which is again given 
out by compression. 
The intimate connexion subsisting between heat and the expansion 
of gases is most beautifully seen in the atmosphere. As already 
stated, the atoms of air as we ascend are at greater distances from 
each other. If the distance between any two atoms is diminished, 
they give out heat or render it sensible ; whereas, if we increase the 
distance between thE:m, they store it away. The upper strata are 
sensibly colder than the lower, not because the atoms have less heat, 
but because the heat is diffused through a larger space when the atoms 
are farther apart. One pound of air at the level of the sea, within the 
tropics, may be said to contain no more heat than the same weight at 
the top of the highest mountain perpetually covered with snow. It is 
for this reason that the same wind which is warm in the valley 
becomes colder as it ascends the sides of the mountain. The <liminish-
i:1g pressure allows the air to expand and store away its heat. It is, 
therefore, not the snow on the top of mountains which cools the air, 
but it is the rarity of the air which keeps the snow itself from melting. 
As a general law, the decrease of temperature amounts to 1 ° Fahren-
heit for every 300 feet in perpendicular height. 
A variation in the amount of heat affects the volume of a gas as 
sensibly as a variation in the pressure. An addition <'f heat increases 
the repulsive force of the atoms, and thus expands the volume. All 
gases, reckoning from the freezing point of water, expand nearly the 
480th part of their bulk for every degree of temperature; or, in other 
wonJs, if one cubic foot of air had its temperature raised 480° above 
the freezing point, its elastic force would be doubled, or it would tend 
to expand to twice its former bulk. 
If a number of atoms of air in the lower stratum receives a greater 
amount of heat than those in the vicinity, they will repel each other to 
a ~reater distance apart than they were before they were heated, and 
will h~ve ~ tendency to ascend, on the same principle that a piece of 
cork rises m water. 
On these undisputed data Dalton founded his two famous conditions 
of atmospheric equilibrium, which are now regarded as the true basis 
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on which all atmospheric disturbances are to be studied. First, that 
the atmosphere can only remain in a state of rest or equilibrium when 
the barometer stands at the same height at the level of the sea in all 
parts of the globe, because the aerial envelope has a tendency like water 
to seek its equilibrium. Second, that the atmosphere must every where 
have the same temperature at the level of the sea, and that its various 
strata as we ascend must have a temperature corresponding to their 
position-that is, that every atom, from the top to the bottom of the 
atmosphere, must possess the same absolute amount of heat. 
A number of natural agencies are at work to disturb the equili-
brium vf the atmosphere, and to give rise to aerial currents; among 
them tbe most important is the d(fference of temperature in different 
parts of the earth. The air within the tropics, constantly heated b_y 
tbe rays of an almost perpendicular sun, is rendered lighter, and 1· 
pushed upward by the heavier air north and south of this region. A 
c~rrent in this di_rection from each pole is thus produced at_ the surface 
of the earth, while an opposite current towards each pole 1s generated 
by the rarefied air which rises above the heated belt, and flows back-
ward like water seeking its equilibrium. These currents, on account 
of the rotation of the earth, are not alona the meridian. but those at 
the surface take a westerly direction, while those abo~e flow in. an 
e~sterly course. This is the origin of the trade winds at the surface 
oi the ea! th, and of the great westerly current which is almost con-
s_tantly moving in tbe upp~r strata over the middle and northern por-
t101'.s of the {!nited States. That such a current does prevail ov~r the 
regions ment10ned is clearly proved by Professor Coffin's adm1ra_ble 
rep?rt on the winds of the northern hemisphere, published in the 8m1th-
s0111an Contributions to Knowledge. The phenomenon of the con-
stancy of tbjs upper current early attracted my noticP- in my tour 
through this country, and I learn from the records that it is the same 
all the year. The fact of the existence of this current is referred to 
by Presid~nt Dwight, in his History of New England, to explain some 
atmospheric phenomena; and, indeed , it is one of the keys to a know-
ledge of the peculiarities of the meteorology of this couutry. 
To understand some of the pec uliar actions which occur in the lower 
strata_ of the atmosphere, it is necessary for us to consider a little mo~e 
attentively the effect which sometimes takes place when a large area ~s 
slowly heated and the air above it gradually expanded. In tb1:, 
case the heated air, increasing its volu:ne and resting on 1 he surface ot 
the earth, pushes up the air above it, and thus retains it in a state of 
unstable equilibrium. This condition was observed by the French 
savan~ as existing over the heated sand of the desert, and giving rise t~ 
th~ mirage. It was also observed by Colonel Sykes, on the plains ot 
H1,nd?st_an, and is quite common in all latitudes. . 
. This 1s a very unstable condition of the atmosphere, and 1s constantly 
liable to be overturned; yet its philosophy is not difficult to comprehend. 
When the atoms of air in the lower stratu m are gradually and equally 
heated, all have a tendency to rise, and the cold atoms above ha,-e a 
tendency to dcscencl. But as there is not room for all to descend and 
all to ascend at the same time, there is little downward or upward 
motion. 
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This is a very simple principle, but it is the only one which enables 
us to comorehend how a dead calm often exists immediately before 
violent sto;ms, and even before the tremendous hurricanes of the West 
India isl an.els. A large amount of power is in this way held in reserve 
ready to be developed under various circumstances. We shall men-
tion some phenomena as illustrations which are produced in this way. 
The unstable condition of the air, which results from the undue heat 
of the lower stratum, produces those great whirl wiu<ls of dust and sancl 
in the deserts of Arabia ancl Africa. The air flows in beneath, and 
revolves as it ascends, carrying loose material with it. Humboldt, 
when crossing over the great plains of South America during the hot 
season, recorded a curious instance of the effect of the sun's rays on the 
surface of the ground when the air was calm: "In the Mesa de Paja;'' 
says that illustrious traveller, "we entered the basin of the Llanos. The 
sun was almost at its zenith; the earth, wherever it appeared sterile 
and destitute of vegetation, was at the temperature of 86° to 90° F.; 
not a breath of wind was felt at the height at which we were on our mules; 
yet in the midst of this apparent calm whirls of dust incessantly arose, 
driven on by these small currents of air which glide only over the sur-
face of the ground, and are occasioned by the difference of temperature 
between the naked sand and the spots covered with grass."-(Personal 
Narrative, Vol. 1.) The land and the sea breezes observed in warm 
countries are caused by somewhat similar agencies. The land in the 
d~y time becomes heated to a much greater degree than the. sea; the 
a_ir over the former expands and flows away above, vvhile the compara-
tively cold air from the sea rushes over the land. This is exactly 
reversed at night, the air over the sea being slightly warmer than over 
the land-the breeze is from the latter. All are agreed as to the 
~eoeral cause of this phenomenon, but I am inclined to think the par-
tLcular mode of action has not received that attention which it deserves. 
As I shall have occasion to show that the action of the :,ea breeze in 
Great Britain apparently furnishes us with the true principle upon 
which certain violent disturbances sometimes take place over one half 
of Europe, I shall be a little particular in describing the exact mode 
of action. And I am not singular in opinion that a modification of the 
same principle applies to some of the storms of the United States. 
On a recent visit to Cuba I had an opportunity to study some wel] 
defined instances of land and sea breezes. I was particularly in-
terested in the former, because I was less familiar with them from personal 
observation ; for while the sea breeze is common in summer on the 
e?st coast of Scotland, the land breeze is very rare. Hugh Miller has 
given a description of the sea breeze in his work er.titled "My School 
and Schoolmasters," as it occurs on the Cromarty coast, which is well 
worth a perusal by those who take an interest in such matters. 
The parti<::ular summer sea breeze of North Britain, so far as I have 
?atl an_ opr,ortunity of observing, only occurs when an upper current 
1
~ flowmg from a westerly quarter. This condition seems to be essen-
tial to its action. The breeze is always strongest on the coast, it gradu-
ally moderates as it passes into the interior, and finally dies away long 
before it reaches the west coast. The manner in wbich the sea breeze 
loses its force shows that it is gradually absorbed into the upper current, 
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and that it does not rise in one vertical co]umn, but that there is a con-
stant ascension and absorption going on over the whole extent agitated 
by the breeze. By way of exemplification, and to render my exposi-
tion more clear, I shall direct your attention to the -action which takes 
place between soft and salt water, at the mouths of large rivers. Cap· 
tain King observed a current of salt water running up the mouth of the 
Santa Cruz, beneath the fresh water. In this case we cannot for a 
moment imagine that the salt water rises in a body at any particular 
spot, and returns as salt water to the sea; but only that the salt unde1 
current is gradually absorbed into the fresh stream above, at .every 
point as far as the salt water extends. 
Now suppose the sea breeze has a depth of 2,000 feet, and extend.5 
50 miles into the interior of the country; it will not rise in a vertical 
column of 2,000 feet in width, but will be gradually absorbed, by rising 
in small portions into the upper current along the whole distance tra-
versed. Tbe greater depth of salt water at the mouth of the river 
corresponds to the greater velocity of the air on reaching the l~~ 
The spot where the breeze is not felt has its counterpart in that pout 
of the bed of the river where the salt water ceases to flow against th• 
stream. The deep upper current from the southwest, which overlie: 
the shallow sea breeze, performs the part of the large body of frei~ 
water of the river, to which the other phenomena are merely secondary 
The power which propels the salt water up the bed of the river is t~ 
difference in the weight of the fresh and salt water. In the sea breez~ 
the air over the surface of the land is lighter than that over the sea ' 
the same elevation; and it is this difference in the \;veight of the tw 
columns of air which, in this case, is the propelling power. If the _ba-
rometer was sufficiently delicate, the rate of motion of the breeze m1gt 
be calculated with considerable precision. 
The heat of the sun materially affects the force of the winds at th~ 
earth's surface in all parts of the world. The still air of evening is ,~e[ 
known to be in striking contrast with the breeze of midday Dunag 
the ni~ht the air cools more rapidly next the ground than at a greater 
elevat1011. The ascending currents cease with the heat of the sun, and 
friction soon induces a calm. 
:1t the meeting of the British Association for the Advancement_ of 
Sc1enr,e the year before last, I took occasion, in illustrating the actwn 
of _one class of storms which agitate the atmosphere of Europe, tc 
po111t out the fact that the sun, durinO' the summer months, in North 
Britain, had the effect to reverse the moti~m of a thin stratum of air at the 
surface of the ground; while, during the day, a north current constantl~ 
flowed above and a south current flowed below, during the n·ight the l~tte~ 
was reversed. I have found similar phenomena to prevail in the Umteo 
St_ates. For some days, in Charleston, last January, I observed ~hat the 
wmd was south during the heat of the day, and north in the mor~m_g. I 
cann_ot stop now to discuss the cause of this phenomenon, though 1t 1~ ex· 
ceedmg~y rnteresting in a scientific point of view. But there is an an~I--
gous effect :rroduced, upon a grand scale, east of the Rocky mounta~ns. 
over the U mted States, as well as the British Possessions, that reqmre 
to be n~ticed in this place. It has been most satisfacto_rily made 0 
by Professor Coffin, that southerly winds, in North Amenca, are mu 
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more common in summer than in winter; the following are his reduc 
tions: 
Betwe~n lat. 320and330,9_stations,8lJan., N. winds, 3.06. _ s. to W.S.W. 7.77 days. 
y~ar s average: S. C~ro_ln~a, ~eor- July N. winds, 1.83. _ s. to W .S.vV. 10.]6 days. 
g1a, Alabama, and M1ss1ss1pp1. ' 
Delaware, Maryland, and Eastern Vir- { Jan., N. w~nds, 2.81. - S. to W.S.W. 6.29 days. 
ginia. 5 July, N. wmds, 1.05 - S. to W.S.W. 13.00 <lays. 
New England States south of latitude l Jan., N. winds, 3 .55. - S. to W.S.W. 6 .60 days. 
450, 49 stations, 5 years. July, N. winds, 1.44. - S. to W.S. W. 15. 74 days. 
Betw~en 4~0 an~ 5~0 latitude: Iowa, Jan., N. winds, 4.17. _ S. to W.S.W. 5. 73 days. 
W1~consm, M~ch1gan, Canada, and July N. winds 1.83. _ s. to W.S.W. 10. 77 days. 
Mame, 10 stat10ns, 17 years. ' ' 
Totalnorthwind . ••••••••••••••••••••• 19.74 Totalsouthwind. 76.06 
I quite concur in the opinion, first entertained by Volney, that the 
summer south winds of the United States are chiefly supplied from the 
trade winds of the tropics. To this wind is to be ascribed the amazing 
fertility of the climate for sugar, cotton, Indian corn, and tobacco. The 
isthmus which connects North and South America is too high to allow 
the trade winds to cross into the Pacific ocean; and in summer they ap-
pear to be frequently directed northwards by this great natural wall, 
and find their way across the Gulf of Mexico, and spread out as a 
surface current loaded with moisture over the Mississippi valley and 
the eastern seaboard States. If the isthmus which connects the two 
continents had been sufficiently 1ow to allow the trade winds to cross 
into the Pacific, the valley of the Mississippi would have had, in all 
probability, a much less productive summer climate, resembling that 
of the south of Europe or the north of Africa. 
I may here mention that there is only an extremely limited area in 
Europe which has sufficient summer rains, with the requisite tempera-
ture, to grow Indian corn, and that there are no cotton or sugar regions. 
The summers of Spain, except on the northwest of the country, are 
usuaHy so very dry that little Indian corn can be grown without arti-
ficial watering. The productive powers of the soil are almost entirely 
centred in the valleys, which are irrigated by the melting of the snow 
of the mountains. 
The summers of Italy are also too dry, and the melting of the snow 
on the Alps is essential to the fertility of Lombardy. The largest and 
best region for Indian corn in Europe is in the south and east of France. 
Mr. Marsh, in his introductory lecture here, told us that for three 
months rain did not fall in summer at Constantinople. In Palestine, 
"rain in summer" is still as rare as the "snow in harvest." In the valley 
of the lower Nile. a shower of rain is a remarkable phenomenon; the 
overflowings of the river serve for the growth of wheat, but no Indian 
corn or millet can be had without laborious irrigation; accordingly, fifty 
thousand oxen are employed in summer to draw water for this purpose. 
In upper Egypt no crops of any kind are obtained with ut the same 
appliance; and during a low current in the river the peasants are obliged 
to raise the water upwards of forty feet. · When we reflect on these 
facts, the great fertility of the summer climate of North America, east 
'>f the Rocky Mountains, is very surprising. The aridity of the Medi-
terranean shores is owing to the prevalence of northerly winds; while 
the fertility of the United St.ates is owing to the prevalence of those 
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from the south. This statement is amply supported by Professor Cof~ 
fin's researches in the Smithsonian Contributions. 
The warm surface vvind which sets in from the Gu'lf of Mexico over 
the United States, is not only the great source of fertility, but is also the 
great disturbing element of the atmosphere at all seasons of the year. 
During the warm season, in this country, when the wind changes 
to north or northwest, the sky becomes peculiarly transparent and blue in 
color. I have frequently had occasion, in my tour through Canada and 
the United States, to observe that the lower south and southwest wind 
begins to blow, as in Great Britain, shortly after the sun heats the air at 
the surfoce of the ground, and that Lhe sky soon loses its peculiar trans-
parency. One point in regard to this surface wind from the south de-
serves special notice. I allude to the fact that it is often at rest or very 
sluggish during the night, and most active durillg the maximum heat of 
the day. This vast surface wind which spreads over the region east of 
the Rocky Mountains, and over the Gulf of Mexico, is therefore daily put 
put in motion by the heat of the sun. The short time which I have been 
able to devote to this subject leads me to believe that the breeze begiw 
to stir at an earlier hour in the day in the higher latitudes, and that it is 
gradually propagated to the south. The sun rising earlier the farther 
we advance northward is probably the cause of this phenomenon. 
Mr. Thom, in his work on the "Nature and Course of Storms," p. 255, 
informs us that south and southwest winds prevail during summer over 
the projecting shoulder of South America, at Guiana; and I was in-
formed by the sugar-planters that in Cuba south winds are common 
during the rainy season, namely, May, June, July, and August. 
Mr. Phelps, also, in a recent communication to the meteorological 
department of the Smithsonian Institution, mentions the fact that 
at Fort Brown, on the Rio Grande, the prevailing winds are from the 
south, or probably a point or two to the east of south. This, he says, 
is more particularly the case during spring and the earlier part of 
summer, when they are usually pretty constant, especially during the 
day time, blowing at the rate of fourteen miles an hour, or five degrees 
o~ latitude per day. But Professor Coffin's report, already alluded to, 
gives us the best view of this great aerial current, which flows over the 
Mississippi valley, as well as along the Atlantic slope. 
The two great systems of atmospheric currents, viz: the lower and 
:varm surface wind from the south, and the cold and dry current flow-
n~g const~ntly in the upper regions from the west, are intimately asso-
ciated _with all the changes of the weather iu the United States. 
~ut before ~e attempt to trace the nature of these changes we must 
direct attention to another element of meteorology, which we have as_ 
yet c1lmost ~efi: out of view, viz: the elastic and invisible vapor ot 
water contamed in the air, and \vhich plays so important a part in 
almo~t all atmospheric changes. . 
Science, ~s e have seen, was long perplexed with the problem_ ot 
the manner m which water existed in the air; sometimes entirely m-
visible, at others obscuring the heavens with clouds, or falling as rain 
or snow. For the solution of this question, we are also indebt~d to 
John Dalton, who gave an explanation of the matter, no less s1m ple 
than consistent and ingenious. He at the same time opened up a new 
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view of the mechanism of mixed gases, gave us new ideas of the con-
stitution of the atmosphere, and enabled us to comprehend the agency 
which "divides the waters of the firmament from the fountains of the 
deep." The hygrometry of the atmosphere wjll be considered in our 
next lecture. 
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METEOROLOGY. 
Second Lecture. 
That water placed in an open vessel over a fire does not have its 
temperature raised above 212 degrees, however great the heat may be, 
and that the steam produced is no warmer, i.s among the first of the 
wonders which arrests the attention of the student entering upon the 
field of physical science. The heat of the fire is absorbed in the pro-
duction of the steam. The atoms of water are made to repel each 
other. A cubic inch of this liquid converted into steam at 212 degrees, 
at the ordinary pressure of the atmosphere, has its bulk increase_d 
nearly 1,700 times. The elasticity of the steam thus produced 1s 
equal to the weight of a perpendicular column of 30 inches of mercury. 
This must appear quite evident when we consider how steam is formed. 
It rises from the bottom of the vessel which contains the water, in 
bubbles, and can only be rapidly formed when the repulsion of the 
atoms is able to resist the whole weight of the incumbent atmosphere. 
Dalton, however, discovered that vapor is formed at all tempera· 
tures; that the boiling point of water and tbe elasticity of the vapor 
~re entirely regulated by heat and pressure. This he proved by allow· 
mg a small quantity of water to ascend to the top of the mercury in a 
common barometer tube, where it produced vapor, the elasticity or 
pressure of which could be exactly measured by the height of t~e 
column, as the heat was increased or diminished. This simple expen· 
m n~ s_bowed that tbe connexion between the temperature, density, and 
elast1c1ty_ of steam is subject to the same physical law which regula_tes 
th . d_ens1ty and elasticity of the permanent gases. The following 
exhib1_ts a few cases of steam at different temperatures, with the corre-
spondmg force and weight: 
Temp. 0° ; force 0. 068 in inches; weight of cubic foot, 0. 856 grain~. 
20° " 0. ] 40 " " l. 688 " 
40° " 0.280 " " 3.239 " 
60° " 0 . 560 " " 6 . 222 " 
0° " 1.060 " " 11.333 " 
212° " 30. 00 " " 257 .218 " 
In f~ct, after allowing for the difference of the temperature in steam, 
according to the law which holds in reference to other gases, the pres-
sur~ of team at any low temperature being given, the weight of a 
c_ubic foot of steam can be calculated by the simple rule of propor-
tion. 
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Steam or vapor, at all temperatures, may be considered as water c?n-
taining a definite amount of heat. A round of steam at 21~~ contams 
very little more caloric than a pound of vapor at 32°. This 1s proved 
by the fact that steam, at any temperature, wa.en condensed, is capable 
of raising the temperature of its ow~ w~ight of water _more than l,_000°. 
If a cubic foot of steam at 32°, we1ghmg 2.539 grams, were subjected 
to pressure, and none of the heat evolved during the condensation lost, 
a small volume of steam at 212° would be produced. But a cubic 
foot of steam at 32° could not exist in the atmosphere by itself, as it 
would be subjected to a pressure of 30 inches of mercury, whereas it 
could bear no more than one-fifth of an inch. Hence a difficulty arose 
amongst chemists in regard to the manner in which water existed in 
the invisible form in the atmosphere at all temperatures, and under all 
pressures. There was also some difficulty in accounting for the man-
ner in which the mixture of the different gases took place. 
· It has been found that air brought down from the tops of the highest 
mountains, and from the greatest elevation reached by aeronauts, is 
nearly the same in composition as at the surface of the earth. This 
fact was rather perplexing, because the different gases of the atmo-
sphere have not the same specific gravity. A cubic foot of oxygen 
weighed more than one of nitrogen, while one of carbonic acid was 50 
per cent. heavier than either. 
Common air _____ . ____________ . ___ ... ____ . 1.0000 
C arbonic acid. __ . ____ . _______ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5240 
Nitrogen. ______________________ ......... __ . 0.9760 
Oxygen. _______________________ . _____ .... 1.1026 
Steam 212°. ______ . ___________ . _____ . _____ 0.6235 
The carbonic acid being the heaviest gas, it should chiefly occupy 
the lower stratum of the atmosphere; and the nitrogen the top. Dal-
ton, to reconcile a variety of phenomena \Vith each other, added a new 
proposition to the theory of the atomic constilution of the mixed 
gases-namely, that the atoms of oxygen do not repel the atoms of 
nitrogen, but only those of their own kind. That the one gas is as a 
vacuum to the other. On this principle the most complete mixture of 
gases is explain~d, the atoms of one gas by their mutual repulsion are 
forced apart as is in void space, and thus diffosed among those of an-
other. At the last lecture we mentioned that if this room were com-
pletely exhausted of air, and a cu hie jnch of hydrogen introduced, it 
would iustantly expand and fill the whole space. Now, the same thing 
would happen if a cubic inch of hydrogen were introduced into the 
room filled with air. The process would be much slower, but the 
mutual repulsion of the atoms of hydrogen would still be in as active 
operatio:1 as it was in the v_acuum, and would still cause them to sepa- , 
rate until they pressed agamst the walls of the room with as much 
force as if there were no air in it. 
Not only has the truth of this law been verifieJ, but the diffusive 
vel?city of the various gases ascertained by actual measurement. 
This velocity is inversely as the density of the gases; in other words, 
the lighter the gas the greater its rapidity of diffusion. The vapor of 
water, or steam, is subject to the same law ; and this is the solution of 
Mis. Doc. 24--13 
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the difficulty we mentioned as to its capability of existing in the atmo-
sphere at all temperatures. In accordance with this law, the atoms of 
water as well as those of the several gases which compose the atmo-
spher;, are as far separata from the atoms of their own kind as they 
would be if each alone occupied the space. The pressure of the com-
pound atmosphere is therefore made up of the joint pressures of the 
individual gases. 
Strictly speaking, vapor is not condensed by the pressure of ~ir, but 
by diminution of temperature ; and the amount of moisture which can 
exist at any time in the atmosphere depends upon the amount of heat. 
Air saturated with moisture may be likened to a vessel filled with 
round shot or sand. The spaces between the atoms of the permanent 
gases are occupied by the atoms of steam, in the same way as water 
fills up the vacant spaces between the shot or ~and. The ato~s of 
water are at a distance when steam at any temperature is by itself, and 
th y can possess no greater repulsive force than is due to the tempera-
tur of the evaporating surface. Pressure applied to the atoms will 
au e con<lensation, if the heat mising from this act is lost. This is 
th same in the moistest atmosphere-the atoms of water are at a 
di tan cc, and their repulsive or diffusive force is the cause of their re-
maining invisible. Evaporation, therefore, in the atmosphere at a 
iv n temperature, can only take place when the atoms of water are 
r ~ov d as far from those on the evaporating surface as they would 
b 1~ pure ~team at the same given temperature. · 
Air 1s said to be saturated with moisture when as many atoms of 
vapor are contained iu it as would exist in a vacuum at the same tem-
perature. The atoms of air merely fill up the interstices of the elastic 
v P r of :"ater, or the converse. If the temperature be diminished, 
th repuls10n of the atoms will not be sufficient to support so great a 
r ure, and a part of the vapor will be condensed into water. The 
r duced temperat~re at which this condensation begins to take place is 
call d the d~w :romt, or point of precipitation. 
The elastic force of vapor would ultimately cause it to rise to the 
~ . of the atmosphere by virtue of this repulsive or diffusive property, 
tf 1~ w re not checked by other causes. At one time meteorologists 
n~tr:1l ~ted many atmospheric phenomena to the great activity of the 
diiltnve po_wer of the vapor of water; but we are indebted to Profes-
{ E PY fo r showing that this has been very much overrated, and 
ot I r CY . nts are the more active causes. 
f heh · ir has its temperature raised during the day by the direct heat 
hc!m1 t e su n. and contact with the earth, and loses the greater part of ~ 1 } 1 at during the night by radiation into space. The ground radiat-
~ (Y 1 ~t tuch fast~r than air in a clear, calm night, is generally cooled 
~vn f w _the pomt of precipitation of the vapor, and thus conden-
·att n o mo t · · 
•. 
1 ure is produced and dew formed. This effect of radia-
<ltl n 
1!a a most beneficial influence on vegetation. The formation of 
ew I r CYUlat d b · l e Ya very simple law, viz: that the dewed suiface is 
a 'U!a!J colder t(ta:i the air in contact with it. In the same way the dew-
p mt of the air LS ascertained by cooling down any body until moisture 
l. form ·<l upon 't 1 r d h. -
· . 1 
1 
• evera hygrometers have been 1orme on t 1 
rnnc , e. 
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The amount of moisture in the atmosphere has a great influe_nce in 
modifying the heating power of the sun's rays, as well as\ m the 
radiation of.heat during the night into space. We often find two days 
in summer equally free from clouds and equally cal1:1, ~vhile the o°:e 
may be oppressively warm, and the other comparatively cool. This 
does not arise from a difference in the power of the sun's rays, but from 
the quantity of moisture in the atmosphere. 
The influence of moisture in tempering the sun's rays is a remark-
able fact and well worthy of further investigation. When the dew 
point is high, or, jn other words, when the air is filled with moisture, 
the radiation from the earth is prevented, and the tern perature of the 
night remains almost as high as that of the day ; when the dew 
point is low, the sun's rays pass, without absorption, to the earth, and 
impart little of their heat directly to the air. The medium dew points 
are, therefore, most favorable to extreme heat in the atmosphere, and 
the greater beat beyond the tropics is probably owing to this cause. 
The fact that the amount of moisture in the air regulates the tempe-
rature of the nights has not received the attention which it deserves. 
I shall hereafter show that the hygrometrical condition of the atmo-
phere throws a very considerable amount of light on the action of 
North American and European storms; and therefore I am more anxiou.s 
to draw your particular attention to the relatio'n between the dew point 
of the vapor of the air and the night temperatures, because this is the 
only means which I have of indicating the hygrometrical conditions 
connected with the storms of the United States. 
It seems to be a law which holds in general over the world that the 
temperature of the air at sunrise during calm nights, at a certain dis-
tance from the ground, falls a little below the dew point of the air 
during the preceding day. The mean temperature of the air at sun-
rise, therefore, approximates very closely to the mean dew point. The 
gn~at amount of moisture in the air within the tropics is the cause of 
the warm and brilliant nights. Radiation from the air apd ground, 
under these conditions, seems to lose its power. On the other hand, 
travellers in all parts of the world inform us, incidentally, as to the 
connection between dry air and cold nights. Mr. Inglis, in his .travels 
through Spain, relates that he was oppressed by the hot rays of the sun 
in the valley of Granada while the hoar frost was lying white in the 
shade. Eastern travellers in the deserts often complain of thP- broiling 
heat of the air during the day, and of its chill temperature at night.' 
Beautiful allusions to the same law are also found in Scripture; many 
of you will recollect that one of the greatest hardships which Jacob 
experienced while he tended Laban's flocks was, that through the 
"drought by day and the frosts by night sleep departed from his eyes."· 
On the other hand, the moisture from the Atlantic in summer allow£ 
the air to retain its heat in the valley of Chamouni, in Switzerland, so 
that grapes ripen in the immediate proximity of the glaciers which · 
descend from the Alps. At Bergen, in Norway, the same element 
allows the cherry-tree to mature its fruit where you can pluck . it and 
throw the stones upon the broad mass of ice which slowly descends 
from the mountains. ' 
Those days during summer in the United States on which the sky 
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is very transparent are rather deficient in moisture. The air 1s then 
somewhat bracing, as the sun does not have the power of heating 
it up to a high degree. The great changes in the weather whic~ take 
place nt all seasons over the United States, and the very cold wmters 
· in comparision to those of Europe, are intimately associated with the 
hygromet;ic condition of the atmosphere, which we must now con-
sider. 
Why are the winters so cold at Washington in the 38° of latitude, 
the s;:ime as that of Lisbon, in Portuga l, where tile orange-trees are now 
in blossom? This is owing to the great prevalence of west and north-
west winds, which are very dry, and sweep over the vast territory 
from Canada to Florida, and are converted into the northern 0f Cuba 
and the coast along the Gulf of Mexico. President Dwight , a most 
accurate observer, in his Travels and History of New England describes 
the character and effect of the winds so accurately, that I will quote 
two short passages. He says, " In 1787 the west wind began to blow 
about the 20th November, and continued its progress with only four 
short interruptions until the 20th of the following March-somewhat 
more than 100 days. During the whde time the weather for the season 
was very cold." Also, "in 1780 the wind blew from the west more 
than six weeks without any intermission, and during the whole of this 
time tbe weather was so cold that snow did not dissolve sufficiently to 
give drops from the southern eaves of houses.'' So long as the westerly 
wind continues to blow in winter there is no cessation of your cold, and 
so long as it continues to flow in a broad regular stream in summer 
there is no end to your drought. President Dwight maintains that the 
we~t and northwest wind is merely the descent of the upper current 
which flows so regularly right across the Rocky Mountains. Whoever 
will take the trouble to examine the meteorological observations within 
the Smithsonian Institution, I am inclined to think, will come to 
the same conclusion. If the south wind was as common in winter as 
in summer, and if there was no d~scent of tqis upper current, your 
winter~ mig'.1t be as mild as those of Portugal, which are tempered by 
the moist wind from the southern Atlantic. 
The question naturally arises, why is tbe west wind so extremely cold? 
The answer is, simply, because in crossing the Rocky Mountains it is 
r?bbc<l of its moisture; and becoming so dry that the sun pours down 
h~s mys of heat; in vain neither the air by day nor the ground by 
n~g~t ca? re!ain them; they fly off into space. The principle on which 
air 1s dried m passing over high mountajns is a very simp e one, if ,ve 
merely bear in mind that air expands under diminished pressure and 
bccom~s colder by the heat being diffused over a greater space. Pro-
fessor Espy has very ably investigated this subject on theoretical 
grounds. But, as our space is exceedingly limited, I sball merely 
adduce some examples by way of ilJustration. Mr. Walsh made an 
ascent in a balloon on the 26th August, 1852, from Kew Gardens, in 
England. The barometer stood at 30 inches, and the dew point was 
61 o? or? in other words, the air contained 6,06 grain& of water in everr 
~ub1c foot. At the height of 18,370 feet the barometer stood at ~D 
rnches, te_mperature of air 70, dew point 208, or equivalent to 0.8 gram 
of water m a cubic foot. But at this elevation the air being expanded 
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by the diminished pressure, two cubic feet will only w~:gh_ about as 
much as one did at the surface of the earth. Two cu b1c feet, there-
fore, would contain 1.6 grains of water. Now, it will be evident, if t~is 
upper air was to descend to the surface of the earth, it would l:ave 1ts 
temperature raised by coming under increased pressure; but its dew 
point, as wil] be seen by inspecting a table, would be no higher than 
23°, instead of 61 o; the radiation during one night would, therefore, 
cool down the air at the surface of the earth to this temperature. The 
dry upper current coming over the Rocky Mountains often descends to 
the earth in winter, and is the cause of the severe weather at that 
season in the country east of these mountains. The great westerly 
current of air from the Pacific in passing over the Rocky Mountains, 
and in ascending their westerly slopes, becomes colder by expansion, 
and, consequently, deposits its moisture. It is true the heat liberated 
by the condensation of the vapor will tend to elevate the temperature of 
the air on the top and at the foot of the mountain above its nominal 
point; but this effect is counteracted, as we have said, by the increased 
freedom the dry air gives to the radiation of heat from the surface of 
the earth and the lower stratum of air, particularly whei1 it is spread 
over a wide extent of radiating surface. The descent, therefore, of the 
dry and upper current of westerly winds to the surface of the earth is: 
I think, the principal cause of the sudden and extreme changes of 
weather in this clime. President Dvvight states that in the month of 
July, 1804, considerable snow fell at Salem, in New Eng1and, and tr~at 
a severe frost was experienced in different parts of the same country. 
In all parts of the world where moist winqs, or those from the ocean, 
blow over high ranges of mountains, they deposit their moisture in the 
form of rain and snow on the windward slopes. Tnis is the case on 
the coast range of Oregon and California, and also on the slopes op-
posite the prevailing moist winds in South America. 
In England not more than 23 inches of water falls annually in some of 
the level eastern counties during the year, while nearly 200 inches 
occasionally fa11 on the vvestern side of the mountains of Cumberland. 
The west wisds of Norway are remarkably mild and rainy for such a 
high latitude, while the same winds in Sweden are comparatively 
cold ; . the air, in losing its moisture on the high chain of mountains, 
loses Its power of retaining the large amount of latent heat extricated 
by the condensation of vapor. 
The production of cold through expansion i.s the cause of cloud~ 
resting on the tops of mountains when they should apparently be borne 
away on the breeze. The precipitation of vapor as the air rises on the 
one side, and the evaporation of it as the air descends on the other, is 
the true cause of the phenomenon. The formation of clouds in the 
sky and precipitation of moisture are chiefly produced, as Mr. Espy 
h~s demonstrated, by the ascent of comparatively moist and warm 
air from below. The expansion produces cold, and of course the pre-
c1p1tation of moisture into clouds and rain. The cumulus clouds of 
summer are thus formed by ascending currents of moist air. The con-
densation of the vapor extricates a large amount of latent heat, which 
expands the air within the cloud, and thus produces an increased 
buoyancy. Before thunder-storms the air is usually moist and oppres-
sive, the perspiration from the skin is checked by the moisture, and 
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feels warmer on this account than it really is. The temperature 
within this cloud being higher than tbat on the outside in consequence 
of the evolution of latent heat, the passage of a thunder-cloud over 
any place almost invariably disturbs the air at the surface of the 
grf'und. The extrication of heat is a motive power which con-
stantly causes the air to ascend in the front of the storm as the 
cloud drift.s along in the upper current. Squalls are produced in the 
same way. Professor Espy, in his Report on Meteorology, says : 
"·Low clouds are constantly forming in the front of squalls by the 
upward motion of the moist air as fast as their hinder parts are 
swept down by the falling rain, and thus they appear constantly just 
jn front of the squall, for it is only in front that there is an up-moving 
column of air from below." 
'\Ve shall enter a little more particularly into this subject, to sl10w the 
analogy between these isolated disturbances arising from the formation 
of cloud and precipitation of rain and the land and sea breezes, hur-
ricanes of the West India islands, thunder storms of America and 
Europe, and also some of the great snow and rain storms of both con-
tinents. 
In Humboldt's celebrated voyage from Europe to South America be 
relates that, on reaching the latitudes of the trades, the " wind fell 
grndually the further we receded from the African coast; it vvas some-
times smooth wattr for several hours, and these short calms were 
regularly interrupted. Black, thick clouds, marked by strong outlines, 
rose in the east, and it seemed as if a squall would have forced us to 
haul our top-sails ; but the breeze freshened anew, there fell large 
drops of rain, and the storm dispersed. Meanwhile it was curious to 
observe the effects of several black, isolated, and very low clouds 
which passed the zenith. We felt the force of the wind augment or 
diminish progressively according as small bodies of vesicular vapor 
approached or receded. It is by the help of these squalls, which 
alternate with dead calms, that the passage from the Canary islands to 
the Antilles or southern coast of America is made in the months of June 
and July." 
Fro_1-r:i this description we gather that there was an upper current 
preva1lmg from the east, in which the clouds drifted, bearing them over 
the calm air resting on the ocean. The air in front of the cloud is dis-
turbed a~ soon as the cloud approaches, and a violent squall prevails so 
long as 1t is overhead. This shows the intimate connexion between 
the ~pper and lower currents of the atmosphere when clouds are 
passmg. · 
. Unle~s clo~ds were constantly replenished by Yapor from below, it 
is phys1call.y _impossible that they could continue to throw down such 
~reat quantities of rain over long tracts of country as they are. some-
times known to do. At no time, even within the tropics, is the air over 
.one spot capable of precipitating more than three inches of rain. 
In the squalls described by Humboldt we observe that there wa~ 
,calm. both before and after the passage of the cloud._ The motion ot 
the air at the surface of the sea is much the same as if the whole por-
tion of it under the cloud were in a state of vertical rotation around a 
hori~ontal axis. You will perceive that there is a resembl~c~ in the 
mot10n of the air under isolated storm-clouds to that of the rur ID land 
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and sea breezes. The latent caloric evolved by the condensation of 
vapor is the moving power in this class of phenomena, and the differ-
ence between the temperature of the land and the sea is the disturbing 
force in the other. I have frequently attempted to show that many of 
the European storms were to be ascribed to a modification of these 
principles. Since reaching Washington it has been pointed out to me 
·by Professor Henry that Professor Mitchell, of North Carolina, gave in 
Silliman's Journal a similar explanation of some of the American 
storms as far back as 1831. I had never seen this paper, and was a 
little surprised to find so great a similarity in our views, more especial-
ly as he had actually selected the same passages I have quoted from 
.Humboldt as a common starting-point. But I have since found that 
Volney more than half a century ago accounts for on~ American snow-
storm on the same principle. 
I must, in the first place, draw your attention to a feature which ap-
pears to be common to the hurricanes of the West India Islands, and 
to the local squalls in the region of the trade winds, viz: -that there is 
usually a calm before these terrific disturbances of the atmosphere. 
All who have examined these meteors are of opinion that the current 
above is from the southeast, and bears the hurricane clouds over the 
still and highly heated air; this being surcharged with moisture is in a 
most unstable state of e4uilibrium, which is liable to be overturned by 
'the slightest cause that conspires to produce an up-moving volumn 
of air. To illustrate this I will merely read to you Captain l\farryatt's 
·graphic description of the coming on of a West Indian hurricane as 
given in "Peter Simple:" "·what a hot day this has been; not a cat's 
paw upon the water, aml the sky all of a mist. Only look at the sun, 
how he goes down, puffed out to three times his size, as if he were in 
a terrible passion. I suspect we shall have a land breeze off strong. 
The heat was excessive and unaccountable, not the slightest breath of 
·wind moved in the heavens or below; no clouds to be seeu, and the 
stars were obscured by a sort of mist: there appeared a total stagna-
tion in the ~lements. We had not pulled long before a low moaning 
was heard rn the atmosphere, now here, now there, and we appeared 
to be pulling through solid darkness; I looked, and dark as it was, it 
appeared as if a sort of black wall was sweeping along right towards 
us. 'I'he moaning gradually increased to a stunning roar, and then at 
once it broke upon us with a noise to which no thunder can bear com-
parison. The sea was perfectly level, but boiling and covered with a 
white foam, so that we appeared in the night to Le floating on milk." 
Professor Mitchell, in the paper to which I have already referred, 
-~xpresses the opinion that thunder storms must be much less grand and 
imposing in Europe than in America, because poets have not considered 
them worthy of particular attention. Shakspeare, however, has not 
ne_gl~cte~ our thunder storms, and with his usnal philosophical dis-
-c_nmmat1on has portrased some of their more important peculiari-
ties: 
",ve often see, against some storm, 
A silence in the heavens, the rack stand still, 
The bold winds speechless, and the orb below 
As hush as death : anon the dreadful thunder 
Doth rend the region. "-Hamlet. 
The formation and progress of thunder storms are very peculiar m 
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this country. We have already alluded to the frequency of south and 
southwest winds over the United States in summer. These currents, 
derived, as we have said, from the trade winds of the tropics, contain 
a large amount of moisture, and are the source of the g<eat fertility of 
the Mississippi valley. Extensive rains and thunder storms only occur 
after the south wind has prevailed for some time. I am inclined to 
believe that this vast aerial current, which flows below the upper west-
erly current, is much deeper in the southern than in the northern States. 
Mr. Phelps's observations, near the mouth of the Rio Grande, show that 
in his district the thunder clouds drift in the southeast current; and I 
have been informed that they follow the same direction in Louisiana 
and Alabama. But in the higher latitudes, as for example that of 
Washington, the thunder clouds all move in the direction of the upper 
current from a point or two north or south of west. The moisture 
which forms these clouds is no doubt derived from the lower stratum, 
,vhose upper surface is exposed to the erosion of the upper current, 
constantly sweeping a portion away towards the Atlantic. The action 
of the lo\ver moist current rising into the upper and forming cloud, 
and perhaps part of the upper descending, is no doubt the principal 
propelling power of the surface wind. President Dwight gives a very 
good description of the thunder storms of New England, and refers to 
points which should be specially borne in mind. On one occasion he 
says: "The meridional line · upon which I stood was crossed by the 
storm several miles to the south. During the whole day the wind had 
blown from the south, and continued to blow in the same direction on 
the surface throughout the afternoon, without a moment's intermission. 
But had the wind," says he, "which carried the cloud when it passed 
over the meridian swept the surface, the wind for a time, at least, must 
have heen entirely stopped. This, · however, was not the fact even for 
a moment." On another occasion, in 1809, a "thunder storm passed 
o_ver New Haven, from the northwest, with great rapidity. It cnn-
tumed, as I judge, from an hour to an hour and a halt. But though 
the clouds moved rapidly to the southeast, a southwest wind blew the 
~hole of that day and while the thunder storm was overhead with great 
violence." 
Tbc1 increase in the strength of the southwest wind, as the clouds 
drifted overhead from the northwest, shows that the lower and upper 
currents mixed together; that as in the case of the squall mentioned 
by Humboldt, a part of the lower stratum of air rising formed cloud, 
a_nd that a part of the upper stratum descending to the earth was ca!-
ned a~ay by the prevailing surface wind from the southwest. This 
prop~llmg power, I think, cannot be doubted in thunder storms; but I 
ima~me the same principle must be taken into account as a_ source of 
mot10n to the southwest surface winds whenever clouds form rn the sky 
and drift in the upper current. Thunder squalls drifting from the west, 
a~ I am also informed by Professor Espy, often draw in the str8:tum of 
air. from _the east immediately above tbe earth's surface; while the 
fallmg ram under the clouds forces the air outwards towards the ea~t, 
an<l it rises immediately before the rain, carrying up dust and other 
materials. A slight westerly breeze then usually springs up and fol-
lows the cloud just a little in the rear. 
In fact, from the very irregular nature of the winds of the lower 
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stratum, we must in general look for a local cause of propulsion, on the 
same principle that the motion of the air at the surface of the earth, 
during the day in summer, with clear and dry weather, is constantly 
varied by the heat of the sun at every spot over which the breeze 
passes. As soon as the warm southerly wind begins to blow as a gen-
eral surface current over the United States, the conditions necessary to the 
production of a storm already exist. The south8rly winJ, often 
veering about very irregularly, will then frequently continue in the same 
direction, until the whole country from the Gulf of Mexico to Canada is 
covered with a comparatively hot and moist stratum of air. Under 
these circumstances a crisis must ensue, when the upper current from 
the Rocky Mountains resumes its sway at the surface of the earth. 
In winter it often sweeps the stratum of moist air from over the 
United States into the Atlantic, and completely changes the character 
of the weather in a very short time. In summer the changes are gen-
erally much less marked; for Professor Coffin's researches show that 
the northerly winds then lose their power. At this season the process 
usually takes place in a gradual manner. Thunder clouds, drifting 
in the upper current, as described by Professor Dwight, shower 
down their watery contents over the land, and thus enable Indian 
corn to be successfully cultivated over a surface of country vastly . 
greater than in any other part of the world. How the,:3e effects are 
brought about, involves the whole question of the action of storms east 
of the Rocky Mountains. We shall leave, however, the further discus-
sion of this for the present, and conclude this lecture by one example, 
showing the scale upon which thunder storms are sometimes developed 
much about the same time over a vast area of country. I am only 
sorry that my time has not permitted me to analyze this storm in 
all its details. 
During the first days of last September the wind was mostly from the 
south; the weather became excessively hot and oppressive; the news-
papers in all parts of the country were recording the higb tern peratures; 
when, on the 6th, thunder storms took place nearly simultaneously in 
Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, East and West 
Canada, and the New England States. Large quantities of rain fell in 
various parts of the country, as the storms were in several places 
somewhat locally developed. At some points the northwest upper 
current reached the surface of the earth for a time, the southwest wind 
again blowing as before, until a general change of wind to the north-
west prevailed, and caused a great fall in the temperature. ~1-.t Sara-
toga the thermometer stood at 960 in the shade on the afternoon of the 
6th, and at 46° on the morning of the 9th at Rochester. It is a fact 
worthy of attention that a severe storm, amounting to a hunicane, 
swept the southeastern coast of the United States just about the time 
that this ·great change was taking place in the north and west. It is 
certainly well worthy the investigation of American meteorologists to 
ascertain whether any connexion exists between the weather in the 
northwestern States and the hurricanes of the West Indian islands, 
for in this instance the coincidence of phenomena was quite remark-
~ble. As will be seen from our next lecture, great changes occurring 
m_ the northwest are rapidly propagated to the. southeast in the case of 
wmter storms. 
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METEOROLOGY. 
Third Lecture. 
When northwest winds preva.rl over the United States in winter, the 
air is very dry and cold; so long as the wind remains in this quarter 
there is no termination to the cold weather. It does not moderate, at 
least the thermometer does not rise, until the moisture is increased. I 
suppose it is ad mitted by meteorologists that the cold spells ot weather 
in -the U nite<l States are first folt in the west and northwest, and gradu-
ally extend over the country to the southeast. This direction, it will 
be ob erved,· corresponds very nearly with the . course of the current, 
which is so constant in the upper stratum of the atmosphere in thi5 
r <Yion. But it is a curious fact, well worthy of the attention of mete· 
rologists, that the warm and moist surface air which precedes storms 
· n<l cold weather travels also from northwest to southeast; at all 
v nt , ,t apparently does so. Sometimes a belt of moist air, several 
hundr ·d miles in breadth, and extending from the mouth of the Missis· 
._ippi to the lakes, and probably much further north, seems to advance 
t_rom th~ west, while there is very cold weather both behind and in 
front ~f 1_t. The storms of February, 1842, described by Professor 
Lo mis m. tbe Transactions cf the American Philosophical Society, 
~er: of this character. On the morning of the 10th November last, 
!m1~ar phenomena were presented : the eastern portion of the Missis· 
1pp1 valley, and all the Btates south of the lakes and west of the Alle-
h ny range, were under the influence of a comparatively moist and 
warm tratum of air, at the very moment that the temperature was 
' out 20° lower from latitude 350 to 450 on the Atlantic seaboard, and 
b t\:7' n the same parallel of latitude in the western States west ol 
lon 1tu<l 92° .. By the night of the 10th November, the weather be-
e m ,_ very moist and warm in the Atlantic seaboard States, more .so 
than 1t ha~ been in ~hio the previous day. · .. 
The m01sture which was found in the broad band could not ongm· 
ally hav come from the west. northwest, or north, because these winds 
· r al war exceedingly dry ; 'nor could it have come from the Atlantic 
n, . cause the weather remains cold on the coasts when it is much 
:van C'r 1? _Ohio. Indeed the storm was at hand before the east wind set 
1f , 1\ 1.th1 s 1~ a usual occurrence. There can be but little doubt, therefore, 
t mt _L 1~8 moi I ure is originally derived from the Gulf of Mexico, and 
t · t ~t I spr ad over the middle and eastern portion of the United States 
. t_ e outherly current, which, as we have before remarked, is, in our 
pinion, a deflected portion of the trade winds. ~ ~ form er 1 cture, I pointed out the fact, abundantly proved by 
. r . or offin, that these southerly winds prevail more in s1tmmer than 
1f
0 
winter; ?,ncl _an important point here suggests itself for future di':'cu~-
. 
th rnk 1t very probable that a broad band of southerly W1nds, 
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extending across the country from Florida to Texas, may flow north-
ward and aradually diffuse itself as a surface current over the valley 
of the Mis~issi ppi and the' seaboard States. The sun heating the _earth 
more at the north, during the longer days, assists in the pro_puls10n of 
this current. The higher portions of this lower current are m cot~ta?t 
with the under surface of the cold upper current from the west, an~ m 
the mingling of the two the moisture of the former is precipitated rnto 
clouds or rain. In some cases the lower current may thus be gradually 
absorbed into the upper one, and this action may take place over a con-
siderable portion of the country, producing an extended cloudiness and 
perhaps a general fall of rain without violent atmospheric disturbance. 
In winter, the propulsion of the southerly winds is not favored by the 
heat of the sun ; at this season, therefore, they do not extend to so 
great a breadth as in summer, and only flow over the northern regions in 
streams, forming narrow belts of warm and moist air, to which we have 
just adverted. This warm current is often bounded by cold air, on the 
east and the west. The cold air on both sides is drifting from west to 
east, the warm current between (flowing from south and southwest) is 
also carried laterally to the east; and hence, the moist and warm 
weather of winter has an apparent motion from west to cast. 
Our inquiries relative to this point lead us to believe that the south 
and southwest winds in winter may begin to blow over Texas and the 
high ground a little to the east c,f the slopes of the Rocky l\,fountains, 
and cause a rise of temperature to the west of the Mississippi, when 
the northwest wind is still blowing dry, cold, and clear, over the whole 
of the middle and eastern States. 
This, however, does not continue long; the west, northwest, and 
north winds soon descend between the western edge of the southern 
current and the mountains, and gradually force the former eastwards. 
On these occasions the north or northwest wind i~ the predominant one, 
which, rushing along the slopes of the mountains to the south, forms 
the well known northers from Vera Cruz to Cuba. According to this 
view, the norther should be felt sooner at the former place than at the 
latter. This much is certain, that almost every cold spell of weather 
which is experienced in the United States during winter is propagated 
to Cuba in the form of a norther, which, though the thermometer 
seldom sinks it below 550 at sunrise, is disagreeably folt by the inhabit-
ants of the island.* . 
* Since this lecture was written, I have had occasion to examine an interesting serie·s of 
"Que!ies an? Strictures," by Dr. Hare, in regard to Mr. Espy's Meteorological Report. 
The view which we have taken of the northers in the Gulf of Mexico will, as far as it goes, 
answer in the affirmative Dr. Hare's 20th query, page 5: 
"Whether northers are not consequent to the displacement of the warmer air lying on the 
Gulf by the colder air of the territory of the~United States north or northeast (northwest?) of 
the Gulf, to whatever cause that displacement may be due?" 
Among the :r:iumber of interesting points suggested by Dr. Hare for discussion, an answer 
to the following queries we consider would contribute much to the advancement of the meteor~ 
ology of the United States: 
"5th. Wherefore, in o_ne of Mr. Espy's generalizations, he alleges that storms travel from 
west towards the east durmg the five wmter months, instead of alleging that they travel from 
northwest to southeast, consistently with the observations of Loomis, above mentioned?" 
"7tl~. Whether there is not another distinct kind of storm, long known and universally 
recogmsed as the 'northeaster,' or' northeastern gale,' which has been distinguished from 
the s01;1theaster, so called by its direction, its longer endurance, lesser violence, and by it~ 
n?t b~mg ~sually followed, after a brief lull, by a northwester, nor any violent wind in a 
d1rect10n directly opposite to that in which it blew at the beginning of the storm?" 
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On no question has there been more discussi~n a~ong met~orolo~sts 
than that in regard to the cause of the fluctuat10ns m the height of the 
barometer, especially during storms. John Dalton made the following 
rcrnnrks on this subj ect more than sixty years ago; and they are well 
,vortby of consi1~ratio~ in the :rr~sent d~y, particularly since we possess 
better opportu111t1es ot ascertammg their truth: 
1. "Tne barometer," says Dalton, "has little variation within the 
tropics; while within the northern temperate zone, and doubtless within 
the southern also, its range increases in going from the equator. The 
mean annual range at Paris, for twenty years, was l½ inches; the 
greatest range, or difference between the highest and lowest observa-
tions, for the same term, was 2 inches. At Kendal, the mean range 
for fi vc years was 2 .13 inches, the greatest range was 2. 65 inches. 
In Hwcclen and Russia the range is still greater. 
2. "In the temperate zones the range and fluctuations of the baro-
mcl<'r arc always g reater in winter than in summer. 
3. "The rise and fall of the barometer are not local, or confined to 
a mnll district of country, but extend over a considerable part of the 
glob , a space of two or three thousand miles in circuit, at least. 
4. "It appears that the mean state of the barometer is rather lower 
than higher in winter than in summer, though a stratum of air on the 
'Urth'F urface always weighs more in the former season than the latter, 
. 5. "F_. Laval made observations for ten days together upon the top 
1 't. Pden, a mountain near Marseilles, which is 960 yards high, 
and found that when the barometer varied 2! lines at Marseilles it 
ariccl li inches upon St. Pilen. Now had it been a law that the whole 
atmosphere rises and falls with the barometer, the fluctuations in any 
·lc'v,itcd barometer would be to those of another barometer below it 
~early a~ the abso lute heights of the mercurial column in each, wh~ch 
1~1 tllf'SC rnstances were far from being so. Hence, then, it may be rn-
f rr '(~ t~nt ~he fluctuations of the barometer are occasioned chiefly by 
a vanat10n rn the density of the lower regions of tbe air, and not by an 
alt ·rrrn.tc elevation and depression of the whole superincumbent atm<r 
s1 b ·r ,." 
I am q':1itc aware that some of the deductio11s of Dalton require 
L? b ~ ltttlc modified. His first proposition, however, that the 
r no ~>f the barometer increases in going from the equator towards the 
pol ·:-;, 1" amply borne out as a general law by observations in this coun-
try ':" \:':ll as in Europe. 
1 fr fifth proposition is also correct, viz: that the fluctuations of tbe {lrom •t ,1: are occasioned chiefly by a variation in the density of the 
ow 'r rrgions of the air, and not by changes in the whole superincum-
n~ nimo phcre. To illustrnte this, I will state a hypothetic_;al case. 
0 t . mlloon ascent made by Mr. Walsh alluded to in a previous lec-
tur 1t \ fi d I ' · h f J 3_ va . un ~ 1at the barometer stood at 15 inches at the he1g t 0
. cl 1 
1 f<1r.t. If the whole air below this elevation had been occu-
1 j ,) hydrnge.n_ o-as, which is much lighter than common air, being 
0
~ Y ' bout ~w fifteenth of its weight at the same pressure, this lighter f .- . p<r·"e mg as much elasticity as common air, would be able to 
c1i up tbc upper stratum of the atmosphere weighino- 15 inches of 
mercury; but at the surface of the earth th~ barometer would fall 
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about 14 inches below its ordinary height. Now it is easily see1:1 that 
if the warm and light wind from the southward, which blows ~1th so 
much regularity in summer, were as light as hydrogen gas, with the 
same elasticity, it would cause an immense fall of the baromet~r al~ng 
the whole of the Mississippi valley when it displaced the cold air wh1~h 
has come over the Rocky Mountains. The southerly winds from the 
Gulf of Mexico are much warmer and lighter tbrrn those which have 
poured down the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains, and been 
cooled by radiation on the plains to the east. Consequently when 
they displace these colder winds in the valley of the Mississippi, a fall 
of the barometer ought, to a certain extent, to take place. I am, there-
fore, of the opinion that the fact of the displacement of the warm and 
moist current from the Gulf bv the colder air from the west and north-
west is sufficient to account fo'r the fluctuations of the barometer, in a 
great many instances, in -places to the west of the Alleghany chain of 
mountains. 
Professor Espy informs me that he has traced a central line of mini-
mum pressure, which precedes the eastern storms on the Atlantic coast 
first in th6 western States. This line is of great length from north to 
south ; and from an examination of his charts of the weather, in his 
Report on Meteorology, I was at once struck with the fact that its direc-
tion corresponds with the trough of the Mississippi valley, and with the 
course of the moist winds from the Gulf of Mexico. In Europe, I have 
often been enabled to trace the connexion between the fluctuations of the 
barometer and changes in the temperature and moisture of the air; but 
I have never found the connexions so regular and intimate as in the 
Mississippi valley, which is more removed from influences which tend 
to disturb this action. 
In my last lecture I showed that the temperature of the air at sun-
rise is, as a general rule, a close approximation to the dew point. A 
high dew point, or, in other words, a large amount of vapor, bas the 
effect, as we have before said, of maintaining the warmth of the air 
during the night. 
The observations collected by the Smithsonian Institution give the 
temperature at 7, A, M,, and 9, p, M, As a rise or fall in the tempera-
ture at these hours may be considered as indicating an increase or de-
crease in tbe amount of moisture in the air, and as the fluctuations of the 
barometer are also given for the same hours, I have, therefore, in the 
diagrams, [figures 1, 2, 3, 4,] shown the connexion which exists 
between the heat and moisture of the air and the changes in the 
pressure . . 
I have compared the temperature taken at 7, A. M., and 9, p, M,, 
leaving out the day temperature altogether . The temperature at these 
hours, as I have stated, is a close ·approximation to the dew point. 
And this fact, which, as a general rule, holds true, especially in 
autumn, is the only means I possess to ascertain the hygrometrical 
state of the air during the storms of this country. The amount of 
vapor is an essential element in the investigation of atmospheric dis-
~urbances, and hence even an approximate estimate of the quantity is 
important. 
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The following curves of temperature and pressure of the atmosphere 
for 7, A, M,, and 9, P, M,, from the 7th to the 16th of November inclu-
sive, are intendPd to illustrate the connexion between the moisture, 
temperature, and pressure, during a storm : 
No. I-Curve of temperature and pressure for Tuscaloosa, .!llabama. Latitude 33° 12' .N'.; L<m-
gitude 87° 12' w. 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
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No. 2-Curve of temperature and pressure for New Weid, Texas. Latitude 29° 42' N.; Longi-
tude 97° 0' W. 
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No. 3-Curve of temperatm·e and pressure for .Milwaukie, Wisconsin. Latitude 430 :f ~V.; 
Longitude 87° 57' W. 
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No. 4-Curve of temperature and pressure for Steuben, Washington county, .Maine. Latitude 
44 ° 44' .N'. ; Longitude 670 50' W. 
E. NW. NW. NW. NW. NW. SW. SW, SE. SW. S. S. SW. SW. W. NE. NE. N E. NE. 
The continuous line represents the changes of the barometer, and 
the dotted line those of the thermometer. The figures on the left-hand 
margin of the wood-cut indicate heights of the barometer in intervals 
of one-tenth of an inch, and those on the right hand side, of the ther-
mometer in intervals of five degrees of Fahrenheit's scale. 
The figures along the upper margin indicate the days of the month 
during which the storm continued, and the letters along the lower the 
direction of the wind during the same time. 
In order to exhibit more strikingly the relation of the temperature, 
moisture, and pressure, the dotted line is inverted so as to represent 
the highest point of the thermometer by the lowest point of the curve. 
With this arrangement the two curves in the first three figures are 
nearly parallel, showing that in the middle regions of the United States 
the abnormal depressions of the barometer are attended with a rise in 
the thermometer and consequently an increase of moisture, while in 
the eastern States, as illustrated by figure 4, the result is almost en-
tirely opposite-the increase of temperature is accompanied with a 
rise in the barometer. · 
If we suppose that a south wind, of 10,000 feet in he~ght, with a tem-
perature of 70°; occupies-the Mississippi valley, and the upper current 
from the west flows across its surface, in ordinary circumstances this 
stratum of air would weigh a little more than nine inches of mercury. 
Now, if we further suppose a cold northwest wind, having its dew point 
or morning temperature down to 30o, to displace the warmer current, 
by crowding it to the east and occupying its place, as ten thousand feet 
of air at this low temperature weighs I-12th more, or ¾ inch of mer-
cury, this denser and colder column will cause a rise in the barometer 
to that extent. Now, if a decrease of temperature of 40° causes a rise 
off inch of mercury, a decrease of 5° would cause a rise of nearly 
1-lUth inch. This effect would be produced without taking into ac-
count the changes which might take place during storms in the upper 
strata of the atmosphere. 
I have compared the fluctuations of the barometer at 7, A, M,, and 
9, P. M,, with the changes in the temperature at these hours from the 
7th to 16th November last, in the States of Maine, Vermont, New York, 
Michigan, Wisconsin, North Carolina, Kentucky, Missouri, East Florida, 
A.labama, Texas, and also at Washington. By making 5° of temper-
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aturc corr 'spond with 1-lOth inch of mercury in the barometer, I find 
"Olll<' very interesting results are brought out. In all the States south 
and we"t of the Alleghany range, the parallelism between the changes 
in the barometer and the changes in temperature are much greater than 
I anticipated. See figures _Nos. 1, 2 and 3. . . . 
:--.ome remarkable exceptions, however, occur, rn which a nse of tem-
perature i::i accompanied with a rise of t~e barometer. Th~se ex~ep-
tions are found to the east of the Alleghames and the mountams of ~ew 
England, where the curves of temperature and pressure of the air en-
tir;ly lose the regularity which they possess in the southern and western 
States. The changes of the barometer. before storms in the northeast-
ern 'tates appear to be very peculiar, at least I am acquainted with 
nothing like them in Europe. When the mercury rises a l_ittle aqove 
30 inc.:hcs in Great Britain, the index of the barometer points to "set fair," 
ancl an rastern storm rarely comes on before the mercury begins to 
sink. \Vhcn the mercury is above 30 inches in Maine, during winter 
r autumn, a storm is often at hand, and the barometer does not fall be-
fore ti)(' wcatbcr ge ts colder and drier. An examination of the weather, 
from tlic 7th to 16th November last, (see figure 4,) apparently shows 
~bat tli , inJications of the barometer, as a weather prophet, must be 
11 t rpr tccl by a contrary rule to that which is observed in the western 
12tate nncl in England. The probable cause of this will be afterward' 
advnt<·d t?· I _shall now proceed to give you an account of a general 
, torr11, wbH.:h will serve to illustrate the principles I have stated: 
Tlic. weather on the 12th November, 1854, presented a curious pie· 
• tur of <'xtrcmes over the United States. The northwest wind was 
ndvilnc.:i11g like an extended wall, from Iowa to Texas, and clearing 
tli_i· ,vliolc countr>-7 of its moisture. By looking at the following table 
of tcmpC'ratu~c for tha~ day, we shall see the progress which it haJ 
made at the time ment10ned: 
lowa, Poultney .... y _________________ no ..•. 7, A. M. 
Wi consin, Madison _____ . _____ . ______ 190 _ . _ _ " 
l\lis ouri, St. Louis .. __________ • _____ .260. • • • " 
Mis-i8sippi, Oxford. ________ . _________ 340 ___ .9, p. M. 
Texas, New Wied. __________________ .36o _ _ _ _ " 
11 the morning of the 12th the first killing frost was felt in Louisianai 
:mcl over l\Iichigun, the northern parts of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, the 
<rrouiHl wa covered for the first time with snow. In these States the 
11 
,_n_liwe~t wincl was flowing beneath the colder edges of the southwest 
11 
:ttn frc!m the Gulf, forcing it to ascend and precipitate part of its 
m JJ.,ture m the r:< f h l · b 
, tlic . _11)r:11 o snow. ~ s t e unc er current rose 1t was ?aug ! 
Y ~ppci current, and, as m the case of thunder storms, 1t ,-ra~ 
\\"/t O f !~>wards the east. This at least seemed to be the process at 




'£,. wbere, on the 12th, four inches of dry snow foll, while the 
owcr wmc o th 
l . 1 r m e north and northwest was overlaid by a current J nnn,y c oud -· fro th h · h ._1:. l m e sout west. On tbe morn mg of the 13t , at 1.:11e 
nm P ac~, tbe wind set in from the west. 
n. look mg at the meteorological chart for the morning of the 12th, ire 
n r 1 1ve ·1t a 1 h . 
!-1 ·nc ri-' g _ance ~ at the temperature gradually nses from Iowa o 
mm Missoun to Savannah, and from Texas to Florida. Tbe 
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eastern seaboard States now experienced the southwest stream of mo~st. 
and hot air--hotter and moister than it was in the west, because while· 
this moveable current is gradually borne to the east its temperature is 
higher from having been blowing longer from a warmer q~arter-on 
the same principle that an ordinary south wind in · summer 1s warmer 
the second day it blows than on the first. The temperatures on the .. 
east coast are in very striking contrast to what they are on the west of 
the Mississippi. 
Florida, wind SW., temperature 70°, rainy. 
Savannah, " SE., " 64°, rainy. 
North Carolina, Thornburv, " E., " 60°, rainy. 
Washington, ~ " . \V., " 48°, rainy. 
New York, " WNE., " 53°, rainy. 
Maine, Steuben, " SW. " 54°, rainy. 
The weather remained moist and warm on the 13th in the Atlantic 
States, but the cold air was rapidly advancing from the northwest. By 
the morning of the 14th it had swept the whole of the southwest cur-
rent into the Atlantic and brought cold and clear weather. In Florida 
the temperature of 70° on the morning of the 12th was changed to the 
freezing by the 14th; frosts also occurred on the same day in Georgia, 
South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia,Pennsylvania, and New York. 
It is worthy of observation that at the very time the northwest wind 
was making its cold felt from Florida to New York, the south wind, or 
a modification of it, had already set in over Texas, and raised the tem-
perature 15°' and its influence was afterwards also felt as far north 
as St. Louis, in Missouri. This was merely the first stage of prepa-
ration for another atmospheric disturbance whi(,;h was to run a similar 
course. 
Striking changes in the temperature of the weather are produced in 
autumn by the colder wind from the west descending and bearing the 
moister stream beforn it; when this hot stream is extended along the 
Atlantic coast it in all probability becomes the vehicle of the hurricanes 
which proceed from the West Indian islands. A severe hurricane, 
having its course along the Florida coast, desolated the rice grounds on 
the Charles and Savannah rivers on the 8th September last; but a thun-
der storm, extending over the greater portion of the northern States, 
began on the 6th and travelled from northwest to southeast, causing a 
great atmospheric disturbance and lowering of the temperature. 
We have only space to say a few words on the barometer during 
the storm of the 12th. Though rain and snow fell over an immense 
ai:ea that day, and the wind blew with great force in the Atlantic States, 
still the barometer was above the mean in the morning from Maine, in 
the east, to Wisconsin, in the west. In this section it is probable that 
the northwest current, overlying the whole storm, did not sweep away 
the ascending moist currents with sufficient rapidity, and he11ce the ac-
cumulation of air causing the barometer to rise before storms on the east 
coast. The Alleghany range must, so far, favor this accumulation by 
retarding or hindering the freer action of the winds from the west. 
When the air has a high temperature in summer, the increased pressure 
before storms is, I believe, not so much observed. In this storm, also, 
Mis. Doc. 24--14 
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I .find no traces of accumulation of air in Florida, wher~ the curves ot 
pressure and moisture coincide very accurately, as much so as they do 
throughout the Mississippi valley. The following reductions exhibit the 
state of the barometer over three sections of the United States. The 
figures show the difference of the pressure above qr below the mean 
for the month, in hundredths 9f an inch: 
Maine .......... . 
Vermont. _ . ___ .. . 
New York (St~te). 
Michigan. __ .. _ .. 
Wisconsin .. __ .... 
First Section. 






North Carolina._ .. at 7 A- M, 
Kentucky ____ . A. • " " 
Missouri ... _ . . . . . " " 
Third Section. 
East Florida ..•... at 7 A. M. 
Alabama. __ ..•... " " 
Texas. __ ..•.• _ . . " " 
+ .23 inches. 
+ .21 " 
+ .33 " 
+ .16 " 
+ .21 " 
0 mean. 
- .17 inches. 
+ .12 " 
......a.. .18 inches. 
__;_ .17 " 
+ Al '' 
During tbe weather from the 7th to the 16th of November, the flu_ctu-
ations of the barometer in the southern and western States do not seem 
to have been greater than could be ascribed to the changes of tempera-
ture. The great fall of the barometer in tropical storms, and the torna-
does of the United States, seem to me to admit of no other explanation 
than that given by Professor Espy, viz: an inward ascending column 
of air becoming much lighter from the extrication of latent caloric. 
In regard to the winds, during the progress of this storm, only two 
systems are well developed. The northwest winds, on the 10th, 
were observed both in the rear and front, while the southwest current 
occupied the middle. The east wind is so p~rtially developed, that we 
mu,st regard it merely as an eddy in the more general system wbich 
embraces it. We cannot expect to find much regularity in the course 
of any set of winds, because this can only take place with an invariable 
temperature. Inequality of local temperature is the principal cause of 
the irregularity of the arrows which represent the direction of the wind 
on the meteorological chart. 
. On the 12th, the weather was very wet and stormy along the Atlan· 
tic Sta_tes, and much rain also fell in the Ohio valley. Snow fell over 
a considerable area immediately to the south of the lakes. 
We shall now very briefly trace the peculiarities of the weather and 
storms of Europe. The east wind very seldom blows over a large 
area of t~e United States, unless during storms. In northern Eurore 
the_ case 1s very different: dry and cold winds are very common m 
sprmg, and, at this season, not on~y is the surface wind from the ea~t 
but the current in the higher regions is also from the same quarte:· ~t 
usually bears cirrous clouds, thus showing the great height to which it 
extends in the atmosphere. So long as the east wind blow~ as an 
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undivided current in winter, the weather is intensely cold in England. 
C?min~ over ranges ~f mountains ?nd a long stretch of Ian?, _it is so!Ile-
thmg like the west wmd of the Umted States-as long as 1t 1s contmu-
ous, the cold is unabated; when the same wind prevails in ·summer !he 
whole country is parched with drought; but when the surface east wmd 
is overlaid by a current from the southwest, then the east wind becomes 
excessively wet and disagreeable. An east wind in Scotland is very 
rarely stormy either in summer or autumn, unless it has an upper cur-
rent from the .southwest. This upper current from the ocean supplies 
the moisture which is precipitated by the lower wind. After long 
periods of dry summer weather in Scotland, the barometer begins to 
fall several days before the rain storm comes on. ThP- first symptoms 
of change are, usually, cirrous clouds floating in the upper regions of the 
atmosphere, and indicating a greater saturation going on above. Cu-
mulous clouds at length form, and drift from southwest to northeast, often 
directly against the lower wind. A thunder storm begins the rainy 
season; and so long as the upper current continues, the east wind is 
rainy or moist. · 
The fall of the barometer, it would appear, arises from a warm and 
moist stratum of air taking the place of a colder one above; on the 
same principle as a moister and warmer one depresses the barometer 
in the Mississippi valley. For this reason the barometer is very much 
consulted as an indicator of changes in the weather in Great Britain. 
The summer rain-storms often ext~nd over a large area in Europe. 
I have traced the northeast wind blowing, as a broad current, from the 
Alps to the south of Scotland, while rain was falling over the greater 
part of this space. 
The winter storms are also regulated by the same principles. When 
there is no upper current from the west, the east wind remains dry and 
cold; but when the southwest upper current begins to blow, it becomes 
wet and stormy, and almost all the great falls of snow in winter take 
place under these conditions. The barometer does not give as long a 
warning of an approaching storm in winter as it does in summer, but 
~here is invariably a fall in the mercury before the storm comes on. To 
1l~ustrate the cliaracter of our winter storms the following example is 
given: 
During the month of December, 1853, the wind was, in general, east 
in England, not only at the surface of the ground but at great eleva-
ti~ns in the atmospher~. The barometer was high and steady for that 
wmter month. The nvers from the north to the south of the island 
were more ice-bound than they had been for 15 years. 
On the 1st of January, 1854, the weather was very cold over Great 
Britain, as well as the northwest of Europe. There was no storm that 
~ay, and the temperature of the air did not differ much from Sandwich, 
m Orkney, to Brussels, in Belgium. 
Temperature. 
Wind. Max. Min. 
Sandwich Manse, Orkney ............ . NW ..... _____ .280 280 
Keleoliess, Fife _ ........ __ . ___ . ___ . _.NW. _______ _ . _340 120 
Hi hfi ld N . h g e , ottmg am ....•.......•.. WNW ...... _ ... _320 140 
Liverpool, Lancashire ...•.....•..... NNW ..•.... _. _ .36o = 270 
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Holkham, Nodolk .•...... _ •......•.....• W ........ ... 38° 
Helsten, Corn wall .............•....•. NW._ ........ .41 ° 
St. Aubin, Jersey ......•. _ .....• ___ • _ .NW ... ........ 35° 
Versailles, France._._ .... · ...•... . • _ . . NW., calm ..... 32° 
Brussels, Belgium .. _ .....•... _ ...... ~ .SW., calm ..••. 29° 






.A disturbing element was, however, after a short time introduced; 
at Jersey the wind set in from the westsouthwest on the morning of 
the 2d, and a thaw commenced ; the wind was high from this quarter 
at night, with heavy rain. A current also set in from the southwest, 
both at Versailles and Brussels, with snow falling more or less during 
the whole day. At Helsten, near Land's End in Cornwall, the wind 
was northeast, and 7-lOth inch rain fell in the night; but it is quite evi-
dent that this rain, thrown down by the northeast wind, must have been 
derived from the upper current from the southwest, as the air still re-
mained dry and frosty at Bath, on the west, and at Holkham, on the 
east. This supposition is rendered highly probable, from the fact that 
the upper stratum of clouds was from the southwest. . It was some 
time before the storm was developed in the eastern counties. 
The wind seems to have begun to blow very briskly from an easterly 
quarter over the south of England on the 3d, with much s:µow at night. 
An inch of rain fell that day in Jersey, with a squally wind from the 
east. The temperature remained low and the sky clear in Scotland 
and the north of England. The wind was from an easterly quarter 
that day at Paris, Brussels, and off the coast of Denmar,k. The south-
west upper current, still prevailing, saturated the air all over England 
and the south of Scotland, and a violent storm of snow on the 4th was 
the result, which extended over a large portion of the west of Europe, the 
wind being easterly at almost all the different stations. It is curious to 
observe that no snow or rain fell at Helsten, near Land's End, on the 
4th, the point to which all the wind on the east coast was blown ; which 
shows that it mqst have been absorbed in som,e way before reaching 
the west coast. In Scotland the wind, on the 4th of January, was quite 
as violent as in the south of England; but very little snow fell on the 
eastern coast. A deep snow fell, with a strong northeast wind, at the 
temperature of 32°. The wind was excessively cold and dry in Aber-
~een, being as low as + go max. - 60 min. The upper curren~ had not 
mfluenced it sufficiently to raise the thermometer above these low 
temperature_s. During this very low temperature in Aberdeenshire, the 
northeast wmd was about 230 higher in Belfast. This difference of 
temperature is vastly greater than in the case of a sea bre.eze, and might 
alone ac~ount for the violent gale on the Irish coast. 
The ~hsturbance of the equilibrium of the atmosphere in this and our 
other wrnter storms seems to be occasioned, first, by a flowing away 
?f part of the cold upper current, and a warmer and lighter air taking 
its place; and, second, by the denser air below flowing towards the 
warm and moist air over the ocean, which causes the saturatP-d air to 
rise to a greater elevation, and condense its moisture. The condensed 
vapor, by the extrication of its caloric, favors ascending currents, which 
are gradually absorbed into the upper current and carried towards the 
earth. I have already mentioned that no snow or rain fell at Land'~ End 
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while the day was nearly calm, and at the same time a violen~ hurri-
cane, with much snow, was apparently blowing right towards this very 
locality. But this case exactly resembles the action of the sea breeze-
the northeast wind being' . gradually absorbed into the upper current 
along the whole area over which it blows. The warming influence of 
the southwest upper current is well illustrated by the fact, stated to me 
by Mr. Moyle, that snow did not cover the ground for an hour last 
winter, though mucl:i fell with the northeast wind not far to the east-
ward of·his place. · 
·Though the storm had begun at Heligoland on the afternoon of the 
.5th, it did not reach Aberdeenshire on the 4th. The northeast winds 
were quite dry beyond this county; and the sky at Sandwich, in Ork-
ney, was bright, and the air quite calm. Notwithstanding the preva-
lence of the easterly winds, we find that the temperature js advanced 
from west to east, especially along the western coast of Europe ; and 
-on the 6th, the upper current seems to have so completely worn away 
the lower current, that the wind was from the southwest on that day 
from Cornwall to Belgium. But in the north of England and over 
Scotland the lower current increased in depth, and for a time checked 
the -warm upper current, or drove it back, and restored cold weat~er. 
All ·places under the influence of the southwest wind ~ad their temper-
ature raised, while those under the northeast had it depressed. This 
will be shown by the following table of temperature and direcfrm of 
the wind: · 
Helsten, s.w. mm1mum 36° Orkney E. minimum23½o 
.Jersey, s.s.w. 
" 38° Aberdeen calm " 100 
.P.aris, s.w. " 35° Fifeshire E. " 30° 
Bruss~ls, s.w. " 34° Liverpool S.E. ~' 30° 
This may be taken as an example of our eastern storm5. · They are 
preceded by a fall of the barometer, but the manner in which they ter-
minate has nothing of that regularity which distinguishes your storms. 
Very often the southwest wind blO\vs as a deep current, and produces 
moist and warm weather in the depth of winter. The lovver eastern 
wind, which is often very stormy, must be regarded as a mere surface 
stream, which is usually absorbed by the deeper upper current. 
Now, I think it is very probable that an action similar to that of our 
northeastern storms is sometimes developed over the United States and 
in Canada. While I was sailing down the St. Lawrence, in the be-
:ginning of last October, a strong head wind prevailed from the north-
·east, at the same time that the clouds at no great height were drifting 
from the southwest. At Quebec, I also observed the same phenome-
non; and, according to Professor Mitchell, of North Carolina, northeast 
·storms are sometimes developed over large portions of the United 
;States when the clouds are from the opposite quarter. I have had no 
opportunities since I have been in this country to examine the northeast 
rain storms, which appear to be more frequent in the New England 
:States than to the south. But I suspect we must always bear in mind 
that an upper current flows from the west quarter even when the lower 
northeast wind and middle southwest current are prevailing. 
There is another class of storms of very common occurrence in Great 
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Brit::i.in, during the continuance of which there are very rarely any east 
winds. There js also this peculiarity about them, that they seldom 
give warning of their approach by any fall in the barometer; indeed, 
it often shows a pressure above the mean just before .they commence. 
The wind springs up from the southwest, and blows as a broad stream 
over the whole island, and in almost all these storms an upper current 
prevails from the northwest, which descends before the termination of 
the disturbance, and at once brings cold and dry weather. This par-
ticular form of atmospheric disturbance occurs at all seasons of the 
year, sometimes as a very gentle breeze, and often as storms of the 
most violent character. The changes of the wind are from southwest 
to northwest, crossing dye west at once, and at this time blowing with 
their greatest violence. But our limits-forbid us to enter further into 
this suqject. 
In the course of these lectures it has been my wish to state as clearly 
and distinctly as possible the general principle~ on which nearly all 
meteorologists are agreed, and to a void, as far as might be, the discus-
sions of points in reference to which there is less harmony of opinion. 
I have been anxious-to place before you what I consider to be the dis-
tinctive features of the storms of North America and· of Europe. I am 
quite aware that the topic would have furnished materials for a much 
greater number of lectures, but a mere outline was all. that could be 
properly attempted in the time allotted. I have presented the phe-
nomena in the connexion in which they now represent themselves to 
my mind. I may, however, have reason to modify my present views 
of American storms when I have found leisure to arrange and discuss 
more thoroughly the ample materials I have collected in my tour. But, 
~hatever may be the change in this respect, I shall always retain a 
l~vely ~nd c~nstant impression of the kindness, the hospitality, and t~e 
hberahty which I have everywhere met with in my travels through th1& 
favored land .. 
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APPENDIX TO MR. RUSSELL'S LECTURES, BY THE SECRETARY OF THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
As an appendix to Mr. Russell's lectures, we give the following tables, 
showing the mean diurnal variations of the temperature, moisture, 
pressure, &c., of the air. The principal series are from observations 
made at Greenwich, near London, under the direction of Mr. Glaishier. 
The tables for Bombay are from the observations of Dr. Buist, those 
f<?r Philadelphia are from the valuable series made under the direction 
of Professor Bache at Girard College. · 
By a comparison of the quantities given, it will be seen that all the 
changes are connected with and depend upon the position of the sun in 
the heavens, or, in other words, upon the amount of solar heat received 
at t~e different hours of the day. The numbers given in the series for 
Greenwich are deduced from the observations continued for several 
years', comprising more than 20,000 individual recor<ls, and, therefore, 
abnormal variations are eliminated, and the special changes due to 
constant causes are exhibited in their true values. 
Table I gives the mean diurnal variation of the temperature of the 
ai~ in the shade at intervals of two hours, from 2 o'clock in the morning 
until the end of the 24 hours. It will ·be seen by this table that on the 
averag~ the coldest period of the day is a little before sunrise, and that 
t.he _temperature of the air remains nearly stationary from about 4 
o'<::lock until near 6 o'clock in the morning, that it then gradually rises 
until 2 p. m., when it reaches its maximum, and then declines. The 
first rays of the sun are probably expended in vaporizing the dew and 
moisture at the surface of the earth, and as this process renders a large 
portion of heat latent the air does not increase very rapidly in tempera-
. ture. 
TABLE I. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF TEMPERATURE AT GREENWICH, 
2 A.M. 4 A,M. 6 A,M. 8 A.Iii. IO A. 111. NOON, 2 P. !IL 4 P, M. 6P. M, 8P. M. 10 P. M, 12NIGHT, 
----------- ----- ---
4504, 44081 44081 46091 50° 4' 53061 55° 11 54D51 52031 49° 51 47051 460 31 
Minimum. + Maximum. 
TABLE II. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE WEIGHT OF WATER IN A CUBIC FOOT OF AIR AT GREENWICH. 
2A. M, 4A. M. 6A. M, 8 A,M, 10 A. M, NOON, 2 P, M. 4P. M, 6 P. lf, 8P. M. 10 P, M, 12NIGHT, 
-------- -------------------
GR. GR. GR, GR, GR, GR. GR, GR. GR, GR, GR, GR. 
3.52 3.49 3.51 3.64 3.78 3.88 3.92 3.89 3.79 3.71 3.63 3.58 
Minimum. + Maximum. 
Table No. II gives the mean diurnal variation of the absolute weight 
in grains of moisture in a cubic foot of the air, as determined by a 
• 
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series of calculations from the record of the observations of the wet 
and dry bulb thermometer. . . 
It will be seen by a comparison of table No. II with table No. I that 
as the temperature increas@s, the amount of water which exists in the 
air as vapor also increases. The two elements heat and moisture 
ml!ltually influence each other as to the quantity present in the atmos-
phere at a given time. With an increase of eleva6on of the sun above 
the horizon its rays pass to the earth through the atmosphere less 
obliquely and impinge more perpendicularly on the surface. This 
produces an increased amount of vapor, with an increased elastic force, 
which enables the air in turn to absorb and retain a larger quantity of 
heat. 
The maximurp quantity of moisture is at 2 P· m. The increase in 
weight is from about 3½ grains to near 4 grains. 
This table, however, does not give the· amount of vapor which the 
air could hold if sufficient moisture were present to entirely saturate it. 
Indeed the air is very seldom fully saturated, and in order to begin to 
precipitate the vapor it contains into water, it is generally necessary to 
lower the temperature quite a number of degrees. The point of tem-
perature at which the moistu_re begins to settle-for example, on t~e 
surface of a bright tin cup partly filled with water which is slo~ly 
cooled down by gradually adding ice water-is called the dew po~nt. 
The greater number of degrees the water is obliged to be lowered 
before dew begins to be deposited, or the greater the differen~e 
between the temperature of the air and the dew point the greater 1s 
the dryness of the air, or the greater is the tendency of vapor to exhale 
from the skin and from all bodies containing moisture. 
Table No. III gives the mean diurnal variation in the dew point. 
TABLE III. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE DEW POINT AT GREENWICH. 
2 A. M. 4A.M. 6 A.M. SA.M. lOA.M. NOON. 2P.M. 4P.M. 6P.M. SP.M. IO P. M. J2NIGHT. 
--------------------------
430 l' 4209 1 4209, 44001 4502• 4602' 4605' 46031• 4506' 4407, 440 l' 430 61 
Minimum. + Maximum. 
If we subtract the numbers in this table from those in Table No. 1, 
we shall have approximately the relative dryness, or evaporating 
power of the air; this is given in No. IV. 
TABLE IV. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF DRYNESS, (APPROXIMATELY,) AT GREENWICH. 
2 A,M, 4A.M . 6A.M. SA,M. lOA.M. 
-----
20 3' 10 9, 10 9' 20 91 5° 2' 
-
Minimum. 
NOON. 2P.M. 4P.M, 





6P.M. SP.M. 10 P. l'tL 12NIGHT 
---
60 7' 40 81 30 4 ;P 7' 
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From this it appears that the minimum dryness or greatest damp-
ness of the air also occurs at four o'clock in the morning, and the 
maximum dryness at two o'clock in the afternoon. · . 
The degree of humidity, however, of the air, may be more defimtely 
expressed by the result of a more laborious process, namely; by 
dividing the weight of water in the air at a given time by the whole 
quantity the air could hold if it were saturated. By making the 
necessary calculation, and considering the point of saturation as unity, 
we shall have the following table : · 
'"£'ABLE V. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE HUMIDITY OF THE AIR AT GREENlVI_CH 
2A.M . 4A,M. 6A.M. 8A.M. lOA.M. NOON 2 P.M. 4P.l\I. 6P.M. 8P.M, 10 P.M. !2NIGHT. 
------------------------
---
0.926 0.934 0.938 0.906 0.843 0.783 0.753 0.761 0.800 0.851 0.891 0.914 
+ Maximum . Minimum. 
:When the quantity of water is in the least degree greater than the 
atmosphere .. can contain . at a given temperature, condensat·ion takes 
place, which may be either in. the form of fogs or dew in the lower 
strata or clouds, and rain in the upper. The formation of clouds will 
therefore depend on the amount of moisture in the atmosphere. This 
is shown by 
TABLE VI. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE CLOUDINESS OF THE ATMOSPHERE AT GREENWICH. 
2 A, M, 4A.M. 6A.l\1. 8A.M. lOA,M. NOON. 2P.M. 4P,M. 6P.l\'I. 8P.M. 10 P,M. J2NIGHT, 
------------------------
.65 .67 • 69 .70 .71 .71 .71 .69 .66 .62 .60 .61 
+ Maximum. Minimum. 
~h~ actual weight of a given portion of the air is also affected by the 
vanat10n of temperature. This is shown in the following table, in 
which the minimum of weight occurs at the hour of maximum tem-
perature. 
TABLE VII. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE WEIGHT OF A CUBIC FOOT OF AIR AT GREENWICH, 
2A. M. 4 A. M. 6 A. M, 8 A. ;M. 10 A. M, NOON. 2 P, M, 4 P, M. 6 P. M. 8 P. M. 10 P. M, 12NIGHT. 
---------------------------
Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr. Gr. 
541. 7 542.2 542.2 540.1 536.3 532.9 531.0 531.5 533.9 537.2 539.4 540.6 
+ Maximum. Minimum. 
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The next table, which gives the variation of the barometer, shows 
that the indications of this instrument are not precisely the same as 
those obtained by actually wei~~ing ~ portion of air: The table ex-
hibits two maxima and two mm1ma m the course of the twenty-four 
hours. 
TABLE VIII. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT GREENWICH. 
2 A, M, 4 A, M, 6 A, M. 8 A. III. 10 A, M, NOON. 2 P, M. 4 P, M. 6 P. M, 8 P, M, 10 P. M. 12NIGHT. 
-----------------
29. 773 . 765 .766 .776 .786 .785 .774 .767 .768 .777 .784 • 784 
Minimum. + Maximum. Minimum. + Maximum. 
At first sight, it might appear that the weight and pressure, or in 
other word~ the density and pressure, ought to vary together, but a 
little reflection will make it plain that an increase of pre~sure on a por· 
tion of the surface of the earth may be counteracted by a variation of 
temperature. The height of the barometer indicates the weight of a 
column of air, extending to the top of the atmosphere; now, this 
column may be unduly heated at one point, as we ascend, and unduly 
cooled at another, and while the absolute weight of a portion of the air 
at any point of the column may vary, the pressure of the whole column 
may remain the same, or the converse. It is probable, however, that 
t~e variation of the weight which is found at the surface does not ex· 
tend to a great elevation, and that when it is not ind.icated by the 
barometer it is because the change is too small to be noted by that in· 
strument. 
The fact that the barometer exhibits two maxima and two minima 
i~ the course of the twenty-four hours has given rise to much specula· 
tlon _a~ to its_ cause. The most common explanation is, that it is due to 
the JOmt ~ction of the variation of the temperature and moisture. In 
the_ mormng, the moisture rising into the atmosphere increases the 
weight of the air more than the heat diminishes it by expansion, while 
at about ten o'clock, a. m., the effect of heat overbalances that of va· 
P r, _and again as the sun begins to decline, the weight of the latter pre· 
dommates. Mr. Espy attributes the daily oscillations of the barometer 
to the upward and downward motion of the particles of air and moist· 
ure as they are separated or approximated by the change of temper· 
ature: The particles weigh more while the rate of separation is in· 
er asrng, an~ less while it is diminishing. This is a true cause, but we 
are not c~rtam that it is a sufficient one. Whatever may be the cause 
of the da1!y oscillations of the barometer, we know the effect is nearly 
th sam~ m parts of the earth most widely separated. 
The dmrn~l variation of the pressure of the wind is also intimately 
co_nu_ected with the variation of the temperature and weight of the air; 
th1 18 shown by the following table, which gives the sums of the pres· 
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sure upon a sqmtre foot in pounds avoirdupois at each hour of the 24. 
The numbers are those given by Osler's self-registering anemometer. 
TABLE IX. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE PRESSURE OF THE WIND AT GREENWICH, 
1 A. M. 2A,M. 3A,M, 4A,M. 
603¾ 5_84¼ 546 558½ 
Minimum. 
1 P, M. 2P.M, 3P.M, 
------












6A.M, 7 A.M. 8A.M, 9A,M. 10 A, M, 11 A. llf. NOON, 
-----------
585t 650 t 781 906t l.008t 1.204½ 1.360 
6 P Iii. 7P.M, 8P.M, 9 P,M, lQp, M. 11 P, M. 12 NIGHT. 
--------
---
874 721 649¼ 649i 634 650½ 642¼ 
For the purpose of comparison, and to illustrate the fact that the 
diurnal variations of the meteorological elements follow the same gene-
ral law in the parts of the earth the most widely separated, the follow-
ing tables are given from observations made at Bombay: 
TABLE X. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF TEMPERATURE AT BOMBAY, 1843. 
2A,M. 4A.M. 6A.M. 8A.l\I. lOA. M, NOON, 2P,M, 4 P,M, 6P( M' 8P,.l\L 10 P. M. 12NIGHT. 
------------------------
---
7904, 78091 78041 790 6' 81081 83021 8401' 8309' 82031 8102' 80031 79081 
Minimum. + Maximum. 
r~e minimum temperature in this table occurs at,6 a. m., and the 





MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF TENSION OF VAPOR AT BOMBAY, 1843. 
(A:M, ffA,M . 8A,M. lOA,M. 
-------





4P.M. 6P.lf, 8 P,M. 
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According to this table the tension or elastic force of vapor at Bom-
bay arrives at its minimum at 6 a. m., and its maximum not until 6 p. 
m. This difference in the time of the maximum and minumum at 
Bombay and Greenwich probably arises from the tropical position of 
the former. 
TABLE XII. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE BAROMETER AT BOMBAY, 1843. 
2 A, M. 4 A, M. 6 A. M. 8 A, M. I0 A. M. NOON. 2 P, M, 4 P, M, 6 P, M, 8 P, M, 10 P. M, 12 NIGHr. 
-----------------------1-----1 
In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. 
29. 786 29. 778 29 .805 29 .840 29 .852 29 .817 29. 776 29. 755 29. 774 29 .806 29 .825 29. 809 
Minimum. + Maximum. Minimum. + ---Maximum. 
This table exhibits, as in the case of that for Greenwich, two maxi-
ma and two minima. 
The following tables exhibit the mean diurnal variations in the 
meteorological elements at Girard College, Philadelphia. They pre-
sent the result of the observations for each hour of the 24. 
TABLE XIII. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR AT PHILADELPHIA, 
Computed from the observations made in 1842, ancl from the ]st July, 1843, to the 1st July, 184.i 
l A, 111. 2 A. M. 3 A. M. 4A. M. 5 A, M, 6 A, M, 7 A. M, 8 A. M. 9 A. M, 10 A, M, ~~ 48.2 47 .8 47.3 46.8 46.6 47.0 48.1 50.1 52.1 54.1 56.8 
Minimum. 




:57.9 58.6 58.9 58.7 57.7 56.0 54.1 52.5 51.0 50.2 49.4 48.7 I 
+ Maximum. 
~y _comparing table XIII with table I, it appears that the diurnal 
vanat10n of temperature, at Greenwich and Philadelphia, is nearly the 
same. The minimum occurs a little earlier at the latter, and the maxi-
mum a little later. 
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TABLE XIV. 
MEAN :J)IURNAL _VARIATION OF THE DEW-POINT AT PHILADELPHIA. 
Computed from the observations made from the 1st July, 1843, to 1st July, 1845. 
1 A. M. 2 A. M. 3 A.M. 4 A. M. 5 A. M. 6 A.M. 7 A, M. 8 A, M. 9 A.M. 10 A, M, I 11 A, M, NOON, 
42.0 41.7 41.4 41.1 41.1 41.4 42.0 42.9 43.7 44.1 44.3 44.5 
Minimum. 
} P. lit. 2 P. M. 3 P. M. 4 P. M. 5 P, M. 6 P. M. 7 P, M. 8 P, M. 9 P, M, 10 P, M, 11 P. M, 12 NIGHT. 
---------------------
------
44. 7 44.6 44.5 44.1 43.7 43.7 43.6 43.3 43.1 42.9 42.7 42.3 
+ Maximum. 
The variations of the figures, in table XIV and table III, also follow 
the same general law. 
1 A, M. 
6.1 




MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF DRYNESS, (APPROXIMATELY,) AT PHILADELPHIA, 
Computed from the observations made from July 1, 1843, to July 1, 1845. 
2A.M. 3A,M. 4A.M. 5A,M. 6A.M, 7 A, 11'1. 8A. M. 9A,M. 10 A. M. l] A. M, 
-------




2P,M. 3P,M. 4P.M. 5P.M. 6P.M, 7P,M. 8P. M. 9P, M. 10P. M, l!P.M. 12 NIGHT. 
----------------
---
14.1 14.5 14.8 14.2 12.6 10.7 9.4 8.3 7.4 ~.8 6.4 
+ 
Maximum. 
From table XV, it does not appear that Mr. Russell's rule, for 
ascertaining the dew point from the minimum temperature, holds true 
in Philadelphia. Table No. IV, gives a much nearer approximation, 
and, in moist seasons, the same will probably be the case in this 
~ountry, particularly at the south. By comparing the quantities given 
m table No. XV, with those in table No. IV, it will be seeµ that the 
relative dryness of Philadelphia is much greater than that of London. 
or Greenwich. 
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TABLE XVI. 
!11EAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE CALCULATED FORCE OJ' VAPOR AT PHILADELPHU, 
Computed from the observations made in 1842,' and from July 1, 1843, to July I, 1845. 
}A.M, 2A.M, 3A,IIL 4A.M. 5A.M, 6A,M, 7 A. M. 
--------
----
.344 .341 .334 .335 .333 .336 .343 
Minimum. 
1 p, 1\1 . 2P. l\1. 3P. M, 4P.M. 










8A.M, 9A,M, lOA. M. ~1~ 
.351 .359 .363 .369 
8P.M, 9P. M. !OP. M, 11 P. M. 12 NIGHT, 
-------
------
.364 .358 .353 .350 .348 
TABLE XVII. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE, BAROMETER REDUCED, AT PHILAD!, 
Computed from the observations made in 1842, and from July I, 1843, to July 1, 1845. 
!A.M. 2,AM. 3A,M. :4A,M. 5.A.,M. 6A,M, 
------------
29.938 29.936 29.933 29.935 29.941 29.951 
Minimum. 















11 A. M. 12NIGHT, 
--- ---
29.927 29.916 29 .910 29 .909 29.911 29.918 29.927 29 .935 29.943 29.946 29.949 29.941 
-
Minimum. + Maximum. 
Table XVII_ shows two maxima and two minima in the height of the 
bar m ter, which correspond very nearly in time with those of table 
II for reenwich. 
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TABLE XVIII. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE FORCE OF WIND, IN POUNDS, AT PHILADELPHIA . 
Computed from the observations made in 1843 and 1844. 
1 A, M. 2 A.M. 3 A. M. 4 A. M, 5 A. M. 6 A. M. 7 A. M, 8 A. M. 9 A. 111. lOA.M. llA,M. NOON. 
------------------
.50 .50 .52 .53 .51 .47 .47 .56 .64 .80 .88 .98 
+ Maximum. Minimum. 
P. M. 2 P, M. 3 P. 111. 4 P, M. 5 p, 111. 6 P. M. 7 P. M. 8 P. M. 9 P. M. lOP.M. llP.M. 12 NIGHT. 
----------
---------
1.02 1.03 1.03 .98 .82 .61 .59 .50 .51 .52 .50 .47 
+ Maximum. Minimum. 
Table XVIII, compared with table IX, exhibits a greater mean pres-
sure of the wind at Greenwich than at Philadelphia. The maximum 
intensity, during the whole 24 hours is, in both tables, at 2 P. M. 
TABLE XIX. 
MEAN DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE SKY COVERED BY CLOUDS, A1' PHILADELPHIA. 
Computedfrom the observations made from the ]st July, 1843, to 1st July, 1845. 
1 A. M. 2 A. M 3 A. M. 4 A. 111. 5 A. M. 6 A. M. 7 A. M,18 A. M. 9 A.M. lOA.M. llA.M. NOON • 
.60 .61 .61 .65 .70 .74 
. 79 1 .86 .83 .85 .86 .88 
Minimum. 
P. M. 2 P. M. 3 P. M. 4 P. M, 5 P. 111. 6 P, M. 7 P. M. 8 P '. 111. 9 P, M. 10,. M. I 11 P. M. 112NJGHT. 
---
.88 .89 .87 .88 .83 .80 . 74 .69 . 65 .64 .65 .63 
+ Maximum. 
Tables XIX and VI exhibit nearly the same variation in the time 
of greatest and least cloudiness at Greenwich and Philadelphia. 






On Mr. John Wise's observations and inferences respecting the phenomena of 
a thunder storm, to which he was exposed during an <13rial voyage, made lJy 
means of a balloon, June 3, 1852, from Portsmouth, Ohio. 
BY DR, ROBERT HARE, 
1. I have read with great interest the account published by Mr. 
Wise, a well known IBronaut, of his balloon ascension during a thun-
der storm. This heroic excursion should awaken much attention in 
_ the scientific world, as opening a new a~d fruitful avenue to meteor-
ological research in the immediate theatre of the stormy commotions of 
the atmosphere. The query " Cui bono ?" can no longer be reasonably 
put to those who, like Wise, have been thought unwisely to have sub-
Jected themselves to risk in the sterile field of IBronautic adventure. 
2. The ~act !hat this IBrial voyage is the one hundred and t~irty:fir~t 
of those of which this veteran ffironaut has survived the penls, mdi-
cates that they have not been so perilous in reality as in appearance; 
nor, so far as can be judged from the facts furnished by Wise's letter 
does the unusual circumstance of n cotemporaneous thunder stor1;11 
~ppear to add to the danger. Moreover, this practically safe result 1: 
Just such as an attentive consultation of the well ascertained laws ot 
P,lectricity would justify. It is quite consistent with those laws. that 
the reronaut, seated in his car, suspended by silken cords from a silken 
globe, should be more secure than persons simultaneously situated on 
terra firma beneath the clouds by which tbe balloon is surround~d. 
Supported as described, in the non-conducting air, by a non-conductrng 
apparatus, an animal must be too well insulated to become the means 
of an electrical discharge, whether from the clouds to the earth : 
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from one cloud to another. Neither the diameter nor length of the· 
human frame would be sufficiently great, in proportion to the interval· 
to be percurred, to cause a discharge oflightning to deviate much from 
any route which it otherwise would pursue, in order to employ that 
frame as a part of its circuit i~1 the discha~ge. . . . 
3. There would be more nsk of suffer.mg by a dynamic rnduct1ve · 
shock. This shock is exemplified when persons are stunned while · 
near one who is directly struck. Yet while enveloped in a thunder 
cloud, the ceronaut could not be injured by any discharge, whether be- · 
tween that cloud and another or between it and the earth. 
4. The most intense electrical excitement, as imparted by a powerful, 
machiqe to an animal supported by an insulaterl stool, produces no 
serious discomfort, so long as no spark is taken from any particular· 
spot. The destructive violence of electricity is only displayed during;· 
transition, as when a comparatively slender body is made the medium.i 
of reciprocal neutralization to oppositely excited surfaces. 
5. Under this view of the case, it is to be hoped that Mr. Wise may 
prove the pioneer in a new career of observation, and that encouraged 
and instructed by his example, a succession of scientific observers may 
visit the region of clouds during thunder gusts and gales. 
6. The greatest source of danger is the violence of the winds, which 
when high must make it difficult to quit the terrestrial surface, or to 
descend upon it with safety. The velocity of the wind, however great, 
would have no more influence upon a balloon floating in it aloft, than 
the orbitual movement of our planet upon the bodies resting upon its 
surface. 
7. As, agreeably to the narrative of Mr. Wise, the ascension com-
menced at half-past five, p. m., it is inconceivable how a landing could 
have been effected at nearly one hundred miles from the place of start-
ing, especially as in the fifth paragraph of his synopsis he alleges that 
he was in the margin of the third storm noticed, twenty-five minutes. 
It is to be presumed that there is an erratum as respects the time, either 
of the commencement or of the termination of his voyage. 
8. Presuming, ho,vever, that the observations of Mr. Wise are reli 
able as respects certain phenomena which bear upon the theory of 
storms, I will endeavor to show that they are quite consistent ,vith the 
idea that electricity is a principal agent in the generation of storms. 
9. Mr. Wise gives the following synopsis of the observations made 
during his aerial voyage: 
"1st. Thunder storms have two plates of clouds; the upper of these 
discharging the contents, whatever they may be, whether rain, hail, or 
snow. 
"2d. Sheet lightning, of an orange color, undulates silently b~tween 
the upper and lower strata of clouds, with a waving motion . 
. "3d. Discharges of electricity take place from the lower cloud. By 
~1scharges are meant thunder and lightning. 
"4th. The distance between the upper and lower cloud was not less 
than two thousand feet, by eye measurement. 
"5th. The current uprising from the terres1 rial surface wasl not 
continued higher than the lower cloud, and was rising and whirling, 
while I was in the margin of the storm, during twenty-five minutes. 
Mis. Doc. 24--1.5 
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"6th. The storm was much wider below than above and diverging at 
least twenty-five degrees from a perpendicular line. 
"7th. The deposition of rain and hail was thicker about the centre 
of the storm. 
" 8th. Under the shadow of the upper cloud it is very cold, and in 
the lower cloud quite warm. The upper cloud was moved by the cur-
rent which always moves from west to east." 
To these allegations Mr. Wise might have added the following, as 
they are merely a repetition of facts alleged in his narration: 
9th. A balloon, instead of being borne ahead by the current of air in 
which it floats, may be so approximated as to be involved in the "out-
-skirts of its rain," and be made to "rack by its whirling motion." 
10th. A third cloud may be formed by the rushing together of two 
others, seen previously in opposite quarters, and r~mote from each 
other.* 
11th. The gas in a balloon may be so acted upon by the electric 
medium around it, as to acquire an augmentation of volume equivalent 
to calorific expansion. 
10. The existence of two "plates," or strata, of clouds, as stated in 
paragraph 1st of the above synopsis, I have for some time considered 
as the usual concomitant of rainy weather. When, agreeably to the 
observations of Dalton, on which Espy founded his theory of storms, 
the vapor in an ascending mass of air is condensed, by the rarifaction 
and consequent increase of calorific capacity, which the air acquires on 
attaining the elevated region usually occupied by the clouds, this in-
crease of capacity enables it to rob the aqueous vapor associated with 
it of heat; but by these means becoming warmer than if this vapor 
were not present, it consequently acquires an ascensional power; but by 
admixture with a larger portion of air, the warmth and moisture are 
again absorbed in the state of vapor, so that the clouds thus created be-
low a certain level are reabsorbed at a higher level, producing a cold 
proportionally as great as the heat resulting from its condensation. 
This may be called the level of absorption, while the level at which 
they are created may be called the level of condensation. Between 
these levels the clouds, in fine weather, seem to float as if they were 
persistent, when, in reality, they are no more of this character than 
the fog which surmounts the escape-pipe of a steam-boiler when letting 
off steam. 
lJ · Yet the moisture which escapes from permanent condensation at 
the first level at which this process takes place, by reaching a higher_ 
level, may be a second time condensed, by which a second stratum or 
clouds, as much colder as the associated air is rarer, may be generated. 
~he process of reabsorption which had previously taken place imme-
diately above the lower stratum, can now only take place immediately 
above the upper stratum, and, in consequence of the greater refrigera-
,,.. E~id_ently the cl_ouds which rushed together would have displayed this propeusity had they_ 
been s_1milarly electrified. In that case, they would have been reciprocally repulsive. ~ut 1: 
opposttely charged, neutralization must have ensued, to a greater or less extent, according o 
their respective surfaces and intensities of excitement. This would have been incon i~ten 
more or less, with the formation of a thunder cloud. The only consistent explanation seem.:, 
to be, that they were both attracted by the "cloud cap," which, according to Wi e, 1- • e 
source of the electricity discharged from the lower stratum i thunder gusts. 
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tion, must proceed with proportionally less rapidity. Cons~quently the 
absorption now no longer compensates for the condensat10n, and the 
excess must be precipitated as rain, hail, or snow. 
12. That the upper stratum should be colder than the lower one, ~s 
alleged in the synopsis, is explained: first, by the difference of the alti-
tude; secondly, the evaporation going on from the upper one must r?b 
it of heat by a process from which the other stratum is protected by its 
presence; thirdly, radiation by the same superiority of altitude goes on 
copiously from the lipper stratum, while this, by its interposition, checks 
radiation from the lower stratum. 
13. The formation of clouds witnin the space occupied by the upper 
stratum must prove the air associated with those clouds to be saturated 
with moisture. Hence the clouds formed in any subjacent stratum 
cannot be absorbed within the interval between the strata, and must, of 
course, be more likely to accumulate so as to produce rain. 
14. That the upper stratum should be so overcharged with electricity 
as to give it out in "sheet lightning," undulations, or aurora boreal cor-
ruscations, is perfectly consistent with the suggestion which I have ad-
vanced respecting the existence of three concentric spaces occupied 
severally by our globe-the denser non-conducting part of the atmos-
phere, and the rarified medium beyond that last mentioned, which is suffi-
ciently rare to form a eonductor or coating, the terrestrial surface per-
forming a similar part within, the atmospheric electric existing inter-
mediately. 
15. The frequency of the aurora boreal corruscations and flashes is 
no doubt the consequence of discharges from one part of the exterior 
concentric space to another, especially when proceeding from either the 
arctic and antarctic regions to those of intermediate latitudes. 
16. It is well known that ice, when very cold and, consequently, 
dry, performs the part of an electric no less than glass. The friction of 
globules, as existing in the fog produced by escaping steam, has been in-
ferred by Faraday to be a competent source for the torrents of electricity 
generated by a high steam; and it is not improbable that the friction 
between wind and the terrestrial surface may induce opposite states in 
the stratum o air bounded by that surface and the stratum occupied by 
the earth, an that occupying the space above the region of the cloucls. 
17. The discharges of lightning are the means of equalization be-
tween these spaces. Observation shows that the higher regions of the 
atmosphere are equally surcharged with electricity so as to prove dan-
gerous to travellers among the Sierras or table lands of the Andes. 
Hence the upper stratum of clouds is liable to be surcharged with 
electricity oppositely to the earth. But whatever electrifies; the inner 
terrestrial coating must produce a proportional opposite excitement in 
the outer one. 
18. When an upperstratum of clouds, such as Mr. Wise describes 
as the " cloud cup," is highly electrified by corruscations from the outer 
concentric space, as above supposed, it is consistent that it should at-
tract the oppositely electrified air in the vicinity of the terrestrial sur-
face. This air must at the same time undergo dilatation like that to 
which the gas in Wise's balloon was subjected, and must, of course, be 
repelled by the similarly electrified earth. Calorific expansion may 
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co operate, and th us an ascension al power be generated sufficient to 
make it rise to the region of the clouds, where rarefaction so increases 
the calorific capacity of the air, that it robs the aqueous vapor, exist-
ing in the air, of its heat, and thus condenses it into a cloud. Mean-
while the heat involved by the vapor m condensing keeps the tempera-
ture higber than if the moisture were not present, and, according to 
Espy, should be productive of an upward force competent to produce a 
tornado. But according to Wise's statements, the uprising current 
does not reach the upper stratum of clouds. 
19. In the fifth paragraph of his synopsis it is alleged not to be con-
tinued higher than the lower cloud ; but in his narrative he alleges that 
when " the balloon was half way down between the cloud and the 
lower stratum, the uprising current arrested the descent;" and was 
rising and whirling as he was in the margin of the storm. 
20. The fact that the balloon, instead of being carried ahead by the 
current in which the "thunder gust," first noticed by our voyager, 
floated, was carried towards it so as to be "involved in the outskirts of 
its rain," and to be affected by its motion, can only be ascribed to cen-
tripetal currents; and the whirl might be the natural consequence of 
the conflicting concurrence of such currents. The rising of the air in 
the axis of the whirl would require that there should be inblowing cur-
rents to supply the deficit <::reate<l by this upward blast. It is difficult 
to comprehend why the balloon was not drawn into the vortex and car-
ried round with it. 
21. I have never seen nor heard any evidence justifying the idea 
that an ordinary thunder gust involves the existence of a whirling mo-
tion about a vertical axis. The rushing together of two thunder gusts, 
or clouds, to form a third, as stated in the narrative, and noticed in the 
9th paragraph of the synopsis, indicates the existence of two currents 
rushing towards an intermediate space, where a whirl might contin-
gently ensue, a result which is quite consistent with the inblowing theo-
ry, agreeably to w_hich whirling is an incidental consequence, not a 
cause nor an essential feature of storms. In these respects Wise's ob-
servations are irreconcilable with the Redfield theory, which assumes 
th~ whole of the theatre of stormy reaction to whirl aboyt a com~on 
mus. Agreeably to this idea, the two thunder gusts, instead of rusbmg 
to:wards each other, would have to be carried further apart by a cen-
trifugal motion, and the air, instead of rising about the axis, would 
have been drawn downward to supply the centrifuo-al currents. 
22. T~e pe:sis,tence of the upper stratum, or '~cloud cup," as this 
stratum 1s designated in the narrative, is inconsistent with the Espyan 
hypothesis, which requires that in every thunder gust, no less than in _a 
tornado, that the whole mass of air, of which the commotions consti-
tute the storm, should be turned inside out, by an upward blast pr?-
duced by the heat arising from condensing vapor. Of course, tk 
force could not come into existence below the level at wh1ch tbe con-
densation commences, in other words, that of the lower stratum of 
clouds, and could not continue to operate further than the inferior le-vel 
of the upper stratum. Any buoyancy thus created wov.ld tend to carry 
up the "cloud cup," while it could have no effect at any level belo~ 
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that at which the increase of temperature should commence, as I have 
proved, both experimentally and theoretically. 
23. Supposing the electrical charge jn the upper stratum to be the 
main agent in the phenomena, it would be consistent that its influence 
should b9 exercised more widely, as the air acted upon should be fur-
ther . off, since distance enlarges the sphere as it lessens the force of the 
attraction. 
24. This seems to explain the widening of the stormy mass affected 
towards its base, as stated in the sixth paragraph of the synopsis. 
25. Agreeably to the seventh allegation of the synopsis, the greatest 
deposition of rain took place towards the interior or central part of the 
stormy mass, while, according to Espy, the moisture ascends over the 
focal area, and descends on one or more sides. But Mr. Wise was not 
well situated ,to f9rm an accurate estimate in this respect. Until the 
facts are better examined or confirmed, it ,vere better to postpone the 
examination of this question. 
26. The ninth paragraph is added by me, being founded on the alle-
gations of Mr. Wise in the fourth, fifth, and sixth .paragraphs of his 
narrative. 
27. It must be evident that by the narrator the words thunder storm, 
-or thunder gust, are used as synonymous with a stratum of thunder 
clouds; so that when he informs us that two tremendous thunder storms 
were approaching each other rapidly beneath hjm, it is evidently in-
.tended to convey the idea of two great thunder clouds coming together 
so as to form one. 
28. This is not the first time that the coming together of two thunder 
-clouds has been alleged to happen. In the report on the tornado of 
·Chenay, by Peltier, such an approximation is stated to have preceded 
the formation of the meteor. Evidently they could not be brought to-
;gether by charges of electricity unless those charges were of an oppo-
site kind ; but if they were of an opposite kind, the union of the clouds 
would have caused reciprocal neutralization, so far as their charges 
were equivalent. This result would have been inconsistent with that 
augmentation of electrical energy consequent to their uniting, which is 
,in both cases alleged to have ensued. The only explanation which I can 
suggest, consistently with the laws of electrical reaction, is, that these 
masses of vapor were both neutral, and that they were both attracted 
simultaneously by the upper stratum of clouds, designated by Mr. Wis~ 
as the "cloud cup," ana cbar~d therefrom as soon as they attained 
sufficient proximity so as to form one cloud. 
29. The last paragraph of synopsis was added by me upon the in-
fer~nce of the narrator that his balloon acquired an ascensional power 
vyh1ch awakened surprise, and respecting which, on reflection and con-
sideration, he came to the conclusion that "the electrical medium" in 
which he was floating was acting on the gas and attenuating it." 
30. In concluding an essay entitled "Additional objections to Red-
field's theory of storms," published in Silliman's Journal about the 
year ] 843, as well as on various other occasions, and especially in my 
t~vo strictures on Espy's report, I have advanced that ~riform par-
.t1cles, when existing in a mass of air electrified, either vitriously or 
.resinously, must repel each other more than ,vhen they are in a normal 
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state; and, consequently, the mass which they constitute must be dila-
ted proportionably to the intensity of the charge. Moreover, a mass 
so electrified must be repelled by the earth proportionably to the 
charge, so that in this way a diminution of barometrical pressure and 
atmospheric density may ensue. . 
31. But, according to Dalton's observations, the temperature being 
constant, the quantity of moisture in the air is as the space occupied 
by it, since it is the capacity of the space, not that of the air, which 
regulates the proportion of moisture associated with the latter. 
32. It follows that when by electrical repulsion the air is dilated it 
will have an jncrease of its capacity for moisture, proportional to its 
dilatation, and when the electricity causing the increase of capacity is 
discharged the :noisture must precipitate. 
33. And further, when two masses of air, opposit;ely electrified, 
coalesce proportionably to the neutralization, must moisture be de-
posited? 
34. Such masses must acquire by a reaction with the earth, and an 
ascensional tendency arising from repulsion between them and the ter-
restrial surface. Mr. Wise's observations respecting the influence of 
the electric medium upon the gas within his balloon, by which it was 
so attenuated as to create a surprising ascensional power, is altogether 
confirmatory of my inferences. 
3,5. It appears that Mr. Wise was enabled to vary the direction of 
his sailing by varying the altitude at which he floated. H ence, as 
there are always two currents during gales, it would be possible for an 
aerial navigator to determine his course by his elevation, as Mr. Wise 
appears to have done. In a northeastern gale he might first use one 
current in order to go to a sufficient distance, and then use the other to 
return. 
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CORRESPONDENCE 
0~ 
THE CLIMATE OF SAN FRANCISCO. 
BY DR. H. GIBBONS. 
No. 1.-GENERAL REMARKS. 
Since the 1st of Decemb@r, 1850, I have kept a record of observa-
tions on'.the weather in this city, of which I propose to give you a summary, 
for the especial benefit of distant enquirers. It may be well to observe, 
that while the climate of the western coast of North America possesses 
some peculiar features, that of San Francisco and the immediate vicinity 
diff<=~rs from every other place on the coast, and is, in some respects, 
the most extraordinary climate in the world. This is owing to the 
peculiar position of the city, having the ocean on one i,i.de, and on the 
other a vast bay, extending north and south near hundred miles, and 
separated from the ocean by a mountain wall, except at the break 
where the city is located, and where the bay communicates with the 
sea by a narrow strait. On the coast, a trade-wind from the northwest 
blows almost constantly, in the summer season especially, and a strong 
ocean -current flows in the same direction. 
The thermometrical observations forming the basis of the following 
summary were made three times a day, viz: about sunrise, which js 
the coldest period; at noon, or after, being the warmest period; and 
at eleven in the evening. In computing the mean temperature for· 
the month, I have used two observations only, the extremes at sun-
rise and at mid-day; experience having shown that the mean thus cal-
culated is very near the true temperature for the twenty-four hours. 
In the Atlantic States, the warmest period of the clay in winter is . 
from one to two o'clock, and in summer from two to three. In San 
Francisco the same rule holds in winter but not in summer; for the 
sea breeze, which springs up about noon, or soon after, instantly de-
presses the temperature, so that the warmest time of the day, from 
May to August, inclusive, is an hour or two earlier than in winter. 
For the want of proper care in the location of the thermometer, many 
of the observations which are thrown into print lose much of their value. 
The greatest error is commonly at mid-day, when the instrument is ex-
posed to reflection from buildings and other objects on which the sun is 
shining. Every such object acts as a mirror, and tends to elevate the 
column of mercury above the proper mark for the air. The ther-
mometer should, therefore, be excluded, not only from the direct, but 
also from the reflected heat of the sun, and it should at the same time 
be exposed to a free circulation of air; hence, to obtain a proper loca-
t!on is ofi:en very difficult. The figures in my observations will be 
found lower, in many instances, than those obtained by other ob-
serv~rs, in consequence of the care exercised in this re1;,pect. In 
ma~mg the morning observation, I use a self-registering thermometer, 
which is certain to give the minimum temperature. 
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The summary, which I will now present, gives the mean for each 
month at or before sunrise, when it is the coldest, or at noon, when it 
is warmest, and at eleven in tbe evening; the mean temperature of 
the month, computed from two daily observations; also, the warmest 
and the coldest mornings in each month, and the warmest and coldest 
days at noon, with the range of the thermometer. It embraces a 
period of fourteen months-from December, 1850, to January, 1852, 
inclusive. 
DECEMBER, 1850.-Sunrise 43.29 degrees Farenheit; noon 54.13; 
11 p. m. 45.39. Monthly temperature 48.71. Coldest morning 28, 
warmest morning, 54; coldest noon 38, warmest noon 64 ; range 36. 
JANUARY, 1851.-Sunrise 41.68; n?on fi6.94; 11 p. m. 44.90. 
Monthly temperature 49.31. Coldest morning 30, warmest morning 
56 ; coldest noon 50, warmest noon 64; range 34. 
FEBRUARY, 1851.-Sunrise 41.97; noon 60.03; 11 p. m. 43.64. 
Monthly temperature 51. Coldest morning 33, warmest morning 52; 
coldest noon 55, warmest noon 71; range 38. 
MARCH, 1851.-Sunrise 44; noon 63.68; 11 p. m. 44.84. Monthly 
temperature 5 84. Coldest morning 34, warmest morning 50; cold-
est noon 53, warme::s noon 74; range 40. 
APRIL, 1851.-Sunrise 48.20; noon 67.27; 11 p. m. 49.80. Monthly 
temperature 57. 73. Coldest morning 42, warmest morning 56; cold-
est noon 57, warmest noon 84; range 42. 
MAY, 1851.-Sunrise 49.58; noon 64.32 ; 11 p. m. 50.42. Monthly 
temperature 55.95. Coldest morning 45, warmest morning 54; cold-
est noon 57, warmest noon 71; range 26. 
JUNE, 1851.-Sunrise 50.90; noon 66.73; 11 p. m. 51.80. Monthly 
temperature 58.81. Coldest morning 49, warmest morning 56 ; cold-
est non 60, warmest noon 78; range 29. 
JuLY, 1851.-Sunrise 51.50; noon 64.32; 11 p. m. 52.10. Monthly 
temperature 57.91. Coldest morning 47, warmest morning 54; cold-
est noon 60, warmest noon 73 ; range 26. 
AUGUST, 1851.-Sunrise 54.97 ; noon 69.45; 11 p. m. 56.06. 
Monthly temperature 62.21. Coldest morning 50, warmest morning 
66 ; coldest noon 63, warmPst noon 82 ; range 32. 
SEPTEMBER, 1851.-Sunrise 53.97; noon 69.27; 11 p. m. 54.20. 
Monthly temperature 61.62. Coldest morning 50, warmest morning 
63 ; coldest noon 64, warmest noon 7 5 ; range 25. 
OCTOBER, 1851.-Sunrise 53.36; noon 70.42; 11 p. m. 55.45. 
Monthly temperature 61.89. Coldest morning 47, warmest morning 
60 ; coldest noon 60, ,varmest noon 83 ; range 36. 
NOVEMBER, 1851.-Sunrise 48.93; noon 63.60; 11 p. m. 51.90. 
Monthly temperature 56.26. Coldest morning 41, warmest morning 
57; coldest noon 52, warmest noon 73 ; range 32. 
DECEMBER, 1851.-Sunrise 46.10 ; noon 56.55 ; 11 P· m. 48.~6-
Montbly temperature 51.32. Coldest morning 35, warmest mormoa 
58; coldest noon 51, warmest noon 61; range 26. 
JANUARY, 1852.-Sunrisc 44.61; noon 56.97; 11 p. m. 49.~9. 
Monthly temperature 50. 79. Coldest morning 35, warmest mormn o-
52 ; coldest noon 50, warmest noon 64; range 29. 
For tbe year 1851: Sunrise 48.76; noon 64.38; 11 p. m. 50.2L.. 
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Yearly temperature 56.57. Coldest morning (January 17th) fO, vmrm-
est morning (August 18th) 66; coldest noon (January 9th) oO, warm-
est noon (April 28th) 84 ;· range 54. 
The average yearly temperature at Philadelphia is 51.50. Two de-
grees south of Philadelphia, in the latitude of San Francisco, jt js near 
.54. It follows that the yearly temperature at this point of the Pacific 
coast is not much higher than on the Atlantic; border. The vicinity of 
the Golden Gate is much colder in summer than any other point on the 
Pacific coast south of the Columbia river, owing to the almost incessant 
-sea breezes, induced by the geographical features of the n~gion round 
about. 
The most striking peculiarity of the climate of San Francisco is its 
uniform temperature. There are no extremes of heat or cold. The 
warmest day in the year was the 28th of April, ,vhen the mercury 
reached 84; next to this was the 19th of October, 83. On the 18th of 
August it was 82, but this was the only day in the three summer months 
when jt rose above 79 ! The thermometer was at or above 80 only on 
nine days in the year, six of which were in October. At Philade] phia, 
.it reaches this point on from sixty to eighty days in the year. 
Only once in the year did the mercury sink to the freezing point, and 
it was below 40 only on twenty-five mornings. At Philadelphia, it 
falls to the freezing point or lower about 100 times i11 the year. 
The coldest day in the year, at noon, was 50. This is about equal 
to the warmest weather in the three winter months at Philadelphia. 
There, the months of January and February sometimes pass without 
,one day as warm as this. 
The warmest month in the year, at sunrise, was August, then Sep-
tember, then October. July, which is decidedly the hottest month in 
most other climates, was the fourth on the list, being considerably 
,colder than October. 
The warmest month at noonday was October; then August, Sep-
tember, April and June, in the order :named. July comes in with May, 
being the sixth on the list, and only a trifle warmer at noonday than 
March and November. 
At 11 p. m. August was the warmest, and next comes October and 
.September, before July, which is but a trifle warmer at this hour than 
November. November was warmer in the evening than June. 
. The lowest temperature in the year being 30° , and the highest 840, 
1t follows that the range of tbe thermometer was 54° . On the Atlantic 
border, in the same latitude, the range is nearly 100° . At Philadel-
phia the greatest cold is 100 below zero, and the gre;itest heat 940_ 
making a range of 104°. At San Francisco, in D ecember, 1850, the 
thermometer was one morning as low as 28°, and did not rise above 
,38° at noon, so that ice remained in the shade all day. This was re-
garded as an extraordinary degree of cold. Up to the present date, 
February 25, 1852, the extreme cold of the winter has been 35°, and 
it is probab~e the coldest weather is past. 
January 1s the coldest month of the year in the Atlantic States, and 
February a trifle warmer. The same is true of San Francisco, judging 
from the past year. The temperature of January, at Philadelphia, is 
about 30½0, and that of July, the warmest month, 73½0 ; difference 
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43°. The djfference between January and August, the coldest and 
warmest months at San Francisco, was not quite 13° ! 
To facilitate comparison, I insert the mean temperature for a series 
of years of the several months at Philadelphia: January, 30½0 ; Febru-
ary, 31!0 ; March, 40o; April, 50o; May, 60½o; June, 69°; July, 
73½0 ; August, 7}½0 ; September, 640; October, 53°; November, 42½0 ; 
December, 33¾0 • By observing that one <legree of latitude makes 
about one degree of difference in temperature in the Atlantic States, 
the reader may easily compute, from these data, the mean temperature 
at any given place. For example, if the place be two degrees north 
of Philadelphia, you will find its mean temperature by deducting two 
from the temperature at Philadelphia; if south, by adding. 
The coldest month in 1851, at San Francisco, (viz·: January,) was 
9° warmer than the average of the coldest month at Philadelphia; 
while August, the ,varmest month at San Francisco, was 11° colder 
than the average of July, the warmest month at Philadelphia. 
At San Francisco, the temperature falls more rapidly in the after-
noon and evening than in the Atlantic States, but less rapidly during 
the night. From 11 P, M, to sunrise, the mercury at Philadelphia falls 
four or five degrees on the average, while at San Francisco the differ-
ence was less than two degrees, and in four of the months less than one 
degree; except in the winter, when the change is similar in this respeci 
at the two points. In November, December, and January, at San 
Francisco, the thermometer falls from two to three and a half degrees 
betw~en 11 P. M, and sunrise. The same is true precisely of Phila-
del,ehia. But while at Philadelphia in all the other months the fall 
dunng the same period of the night is twice as great, it is less than 
half ~s rnucl_i at the former place. In other words, the _temper~ture 
falls m the mght, after 11 p. M,, four times as much at Philadelphrn as 
at San Francisco, from February to September inclusive. 
. In th~ summer months there is scarcely any change of temperature 
rn the mght. The early morning is sometimes clear, sometimes cloudy, 
and al ways calm. A few hours after sunrise the clouds break away, 
and the sun shines forth cheerfolly and delightfully. Towards noon 
or most frequently about 1 o'clock, the sea breeze sets in and the 
weather is completely chanaed. From 60o to 65° the mercury drop· 
forth\vith to near 50o, long before sunset, and remains almost motion: 
less till next morning. This is the order of things in three days out ot 
four in June, July, and August. May and September exhibit something 
~f the same character, the sea winds establishing themselves in the 
former and declining in the latter month. This subject will be more 
fully investigated under the head of winds. 
The r_emarkable uniformity of temperature at San Franc~sco may be 
fur~her ~llustrated by taking note of the number of days m the year 
":7h1ch give the same degree. The most frequent temperature at _sun-
rise was 53°, the mercury standino· at that point on forty-five mormng5, 
The most frequent at noon was 640, forty-two days showing that tem-
perature. Referring to my journal kept at Philadelphia, I. happened 
to_ open at the year 1839, which exhibits a fair representat10~ of the 
chmate t~ere. I find the most frequent temperatures at sunns~ were 
52° and 68°, but that the mercury stood at each of these pornt£ o~ 
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fourteen mornings only. The greatest number of days in the year coin-
ciding in temperature at noon was sixteen, with the thermometer at 68°. 
At San Francisco, in the year 1851, there were one hundred and 
sixty-one mornings with the temperature from 50° to 54° inclusive. 
At Philadelphia the greatest number of mornings within the like range 
of the thermometer, in the year 1839, was but forty-six. At the former 
place there were two hundred and nineteen days within a range of 5° 
at noon, while the greatest number within that range at Philadelphia 
was but sixty. 
It is not uncommon for the thermometer at noon to stand almost at 
the same point day after day, for one or two weeks. March, April, and 
October, were the most irregular months in this respect, being inter-
spersed with a great proportion of warm days. But no other month of 
the year elapsed without exhibiting one or two weeks continuously 
when the mercury varied only 5°. From the 12th to the 26th Febru-
ary, (15 days,) the lowest mark at noonday was 55°, and the highest 
60°. From the 2d to the 16th of June, (15 <lays,) the lowest was 65°, 
and the highest 70°. From the 1st to the 13th of July, (13 days,) the 
lowest was 61 °, and the highest 650; and from the 17th to the 27th of 
the same month, the lowest was 60°, and the highest 65°. In the first 
13 days of August, the lowest was 63°, and the highest 65°-a varia-
tion of only 2°. From the 13th to the 21st of September, the lowest 
was 65°, and the highest 660-only 1 o of variation in nine days.-
From the 2d to the 11th of November, (10 days,) the range was be-
tween 62° and 67°; and from the 14th to the 24th, (11 days,) between 
60° and 65°. From December 8th to the 24th, (15 days,) the varia-
tion was from 540 to 580-only 40. 
The. sudden fluctuations of temperature incident to the climate of the 
Atlantic States are unknown here. We have none of those angry out-
breaks from the northwest, which change summer to winter in a few 
hours. But the diurnal depressions of temperature in the afte:rnoon are 
considerable. The average fall of the thermometer from noon to 11 P. 
M., for the vvhole year, is at Philadelphia 11 °; at San Francisco 14°. 
The change at the latter place is the more striking, from its greater 
rapidity. In the season of the sea breezes, a few hours will reduce the 
temperature fifteen, twenty, and on some of the warmest days, twenty-
five degrees; and this change is effected long before sunset. · -Under 
the head of winds, this subject will be more fully examined. 
Comparing one day with that succeeding, the difference is never 
gr~a.t.. The greatest difference during the year at noon, between two 
adJommg days, was 21 °. Turning to the table for 1839, at Philadel-
phia, in the month of March alone, three instances are found exceeding 
this: .the differences being in one case 29°, in the second 330, and in 
the third 35°. Though no other month was equal to March in this 
respect, yet there were several other examples during the ye~r which 
exceeded the extreme at San Francisco. 
As -~egards the influence of the seasons on vegetation, the common 
order 1s reversed. The entire absence of rain in the summer months 
parches the soil, and reduces it almost to the barrenness of a northern 
winter. The cold sea winds of the summer solstice defy the almost 
vertical sun, and call for flannels and overcoats. When the winds 
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cease, as they do in September and October, comes a delightful Indian 
summer. In November and December the early rains fall, and the 
temperature being moderate, vegetation starts forth, and midwinter 
finds the earth clad in lively green and spangled with countless flowers. 
The spring opens with genial warmth, but just as the April sun begins 
to give promise of summer heat, its rays are shorn of their power by 
the winds and mists of the Pacific. 
These remarks apply only to a small portion of the State of Cali-
fornia. Beyond the influence of the Bay of San Francisco and its out-
let, the sea winds are scarcely perceptible, even near the ocean. In a 
subsequent chapter, ] will present the results of my observations on the 
winds, clouds, rain, and other phenomena of the climate, as noticed at 
.San Francisco, together with some notes on the climate of other por-
tions of the State, and also its general relations to health. 
NO. 2.-WINDS. 
In a former article I gave the result of my observations on Temper· 
.ature. The present chapter refers to the Winds . 
. The course of the wind is noted in my journal by three daily entri_es, 
viz : forenoon, afternoon and evening. Should the wind change durrng 
either of these periods, as it very often does, especially in the forenoon. 
the change is marked, and taken into account in the summing up, 
·with these explanations, the reade:::- will have no difficulty in compre· 
bending the following table, which shows the winds of each month of 
the year, and the total of the year: 
1852. N. NE. E. SE. s. SW. w. NW. 
---------
January .. ,, .. ,,. 35 2 1 14 7 7 21 6 
February ........ 18 5 2 6 9 13 15 16 
March., ........ 7 2 1 8 4 14 34 23 
April ........... 3 5 1 4 7 13 45 12 
May ............ 1 1 1 2 4 11 65 June .. , ......... 1 1 1 l 5 14 62 
I 
5 
July ............ 0 0 1 2 1 14 74 1 
August ......... 0 1 1 I 6 11 72 1 
eptcmber ...... ] 0 0 2 2 11 72 2 October ..... , ... 8 3 3 6 6 2 54 I 11 November ....... 10 4 2 8 15 12 30 9 
December ...•••• 15 9 3 12 24 7 13 10 
-99 33 I 17 ! 66 I 90 129 557 I 104 
The direction of the coast is nearly NvV. and SE., or about one point 
north of NW., and one point south of SE. Hence the wind from 
NW. to S ., inclusive, blow from the ocean, and those from I\,.. to E. 
from the land. The former greatly preponderate, exhibiting an aa-are--
gate of 880 observations, to 215 of the latter. That is to say the 
winds blew from the ocean semi-circle more than three-fourtbs of the 
year. 
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It is still more striking that the winds came from due west, or rather 
from the octant corresponding to that point, more than half the year ;.. 
the summing up of that column being 557 against 538 from all other 
points, ernbracing seven eighths of the compass. _ 
Observe the remarkable contrast between the columns of west and 
east winds, the latter presenting only 17 observations in the year ! It 
is a well. ascertained fact that westerly winds predominate in the tem-
perate latitudes of the northern hemisphere, on both continents. But I 
cannot discover that in any other spot on the globe the winds blow 
from one octant 186 days, and from the opposite octant only six days . 
in the year. 
Dividing the year into four seasons, January, February and Decem-
ber being classed as the winter months, we have the follovving ms ult : . 
N. NE. E. SE. s. SW. w. NW. 
------ ---
Spring .......... 11 8 3 14 15 38 144 43 
Summer .....•.. 1 2 3 4 12 39 208 7 
Autumn ........ 19 7 5 16 33 25 156 22 
Winter .... ...... 68 16 6 32 40 27 49 32 
Thus it appears that the proportion of land winds to sea winds, in, 
the several months, was as follows : 
January, land winds, 52 observations ; sea winds, 41 observations. 
February, do 31 do do 53 do. 
March, do 18 do do 75 do. 
April, do 13 do do 77 do. 
May, do 5 do do 88 do. 
June, do 4 do do 86 do. 
July, do 3 do do 90 do. 
August, do 3 do do 90 do. 
September do 3 do do 87 do. 
October, do 20 do do 73 do. 
November, do 24 do do 66 do. 
December, do 39 do do 54 do. 
Grouping the months into seasons, and reducing the observations to-
days, three observations representing one entire day, we find in the-
Spring, land winds, 12 days, sea winds, 80 days. 
Summer, do 3 do do 89 do. 
Autumn, do 16 do do 75 do . 
. Winter, do 41 do do 49 do. 
Total, 72 293 
In every month of the year the sea winds exceed the land winds,, 
except January, when the reverse occurred. In January, 1852, the 
land winds were 61, and the sea winds 32. In February, however, the 
former were but 27, and the latter 60. In December, 1850; the land 
winds exceeded the sea winds by one observation, the figures standing 
47 to 46. 
By casting the eye over the tables, one is struck with the progressive 
increase of the sea winds after the month of January, and the almost. 
entire absence of the opposite winds from May to September, inclu--
sive-the land winds in these five months occupying only six days. 
The winds from north and east are always dry, and in winter coot. 
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They are nearly always attended with a sky of cloudless blue. Those 
from northwest to southwest are cold and chilling at all seasons, and in 
summer loaded with the ocean mists. But they do not often produce 
rain. The coast winds from south and southeast are most conducive to 
rain, and they are ~lways warm. The course _of the winds in relation 
to rain will be considered under the head of rams. 
The force of the winds at different periods of the day, and from dif-
ferent points of the c~mrass? is a subject of some interest.. It is repre-
sented by figures-0 111d1catmg calm or nearly calm, 1 a light breeze, 2 
a moderate breeze, 3 a strong breeze or wind, 4 a high wind, and 5 a 
very high wind. The observations occupy three columns, for the fore-
noon, afternoon, and evening. The mean of each of these columns for 
every month is given in the following table, and the fourth column con-
tains the mean of the three observations, collectively, for each month. 
January ......................... . 
February ......................... . 
~larch . . •. . . ....••...••••. • •...•• 
April. ........................... . 
lay ... .......................... . 
June . . .......................... . 
July . ....... . ................... . 
lJll'USt. .,, •• , ••••• , • , •• , •• ., • , , • , 
'cptembor ..•.. • ...........•...•.• 
October ......................... . 
ovombor .. . ..................... . 
December ..•..•••••.••.. • ••••.... 
l 51 .. .... ... ................ . 






















































. The reader will perceive that the average force of the wind in the 
a{ temoon was greater than in the forenoon, in every month of the year 
?Xe pt J?ccer:1be!. By referring to my Philadelphia tables, I find there 
1 ~ no umform1ty 111 this respect, the morning winds being stronger in 
~ me months, and the afternoon winds in others . 
. The evening winds were uniformly lighter than the afternoon, and 
lighter than those of the forenoon, except in the three summer months. 
wl~ 11 they w~re d~cidedly stronger than in the forenoon. At Philadel-
phta th evenmg wmds sum up lower in strength than those of the fore-
no n or afternoon, in every month, without exception. 
, Th' tab~e shows a remarkable progressive increase in the force of the 
,lt~o phone currents from J anuary to July the latter being the mo't 
w,rJy month of the year ; and then a d~crease till November, the 
~a re~t month. At Philadelphia there is no such regularity. Autumn 
1 t ~c c,nlmest season at both places, but summer comes next in the At-
l:ntic tatcs, then ~ inter, and lastly spring, which is the windiest 'ea-
n on the astern side of the continent . 
. From May to eptember, inclusive, there is more wind at San Fran-
cisc than at Philadelphia · but in the remaining five months from Oc-
tober t April, there is les~. ' 
ot nly in regard to time do the winds from the western semicircle 
rcatly preponderate, but also in force. The land winds are often very 
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light and transient, not affecting an ordinary vane. Besides, many_ of 
the observations placed in this column in my journal are due to the m-
fluence of the bay, from which a gentle current-really a sea breeze-
frequently flows upon the city for a brief period in the forenoon, before 
the general current from the ocean sets in from the opposite quarter. 
These bay currents are strictly local; and on the opposite side of the 
bay they takP- the opposite direction, and swell the proportion of sea 
winds i.1 that location. 
The following table is a summary of three daily observations, con-
tinued through the year 1851, showing the direction of the atmospheric 
cm-rrP-nts, with reference to their comparative force. 
N, & N.W. E. & N.E. 
Nearlycalm _________________ 49 24 
Lightbreeze _________________ 86 39 
Breeze ____ ~ __ ....• ____ ... _ . 69 5 
Wind. ____ .. _____ . _____ ... _ 20 0 
High wind ..• _____ . __ .. __ . _ . 2 0 















Thus it appears that the wind was very high only on three days in 
the year. Much as is said of the violence of the wind at this place, I 
have never yet witnessed a wind in California equal to that which fre-
quently attends a. thunder-gust or an easterly storm of the highest grade 
in the Atlantic States. 
From the east quarter of the compass the current did not rise beyond a 
moderate breeze in the entire year, and only for five observations did it 
reach that degree of force. As we recede from that limit, either north-
ward or southward, the winds increase both in frequency and strength. 
But it is not until ·we pass the north point on one hand, and the south-
e_ast point on tbe other, t at they are high. Of the twenty observa-
tions above noted as "winds" from the north and northwest, seventeen 
were from northwest, and only three from north. The two high winds 
under the same head were from northwest. So in regard to the thir-
teen winds, three high vvinds, and two very high winds, in the column 
headed south and southeast; a small proportion were from due south-
east,. the mass of them coming from south-southeast and south. The 
high winds of winter, when such occur, are from this quarter, and brino-
rain. The high wind~ of summer are always westerly, and withou~ 
rain. 
In the course of the year there were 169 windy days. On ] 23 of 
this number, the wind did not rise till after the sun had crossed the 
meridian, and it continued after sunset on 57 only. There were but 26) 
days in the year windy at sunrise . 
. The sea breeze of summer, which forms the most striking trait of the 
clu~ate of S~n Francisco, demands something more than a ~assing 
?ot1ce, and will be reserved for another chapter, together with the sub-
Jects of clouds, rains, electrical phenomena, &c. 
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No. 3.-THE SEA BREEZE. 
The tables contained in my last number exhibit the great excess of 
sea winds over land winds in every month of the war 1851, excepting 
January, when the excess was in favor of land winds. In this respect, 
tbe month o.f January in the present year corresponds with the last. 
December, 1850, shows a very slight preponderance of land winds. 
From these data I infer the general rule, that the westerly or sea winds 
predominate in every month except January and December, and that 
the latter month varies in this respect, being sometimes on the one side 
and sometimes on the other. 
I have already stated that the westerly winds increase, both in fre-
quency and in force, from February to July, and then begin to fall off 
very gradually. The precise relation of sea to land winds, in each 
month, as to frequency, is shown by computing their per centage of the 
whole number of observations. The result for the year 1851 is as fol-
lows: 
January, sea winds ______ . ____ . ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 44 per cent. 
February, do. _________________ .. ________ . 63 do. 
March, do. _____ . __ . _ ... ___ . __ .. __ ... _ _ 81 do. 
April, do. ______ . ___ .... __ .••.. _ .. _ . _ • 86 do. 
May, do. --------------·--··--------- 9.5 do. June, do. _____ .. _________ . _____ .. ___ . _ 96 do. 
July, do. ---------------------------- 97 do. August, do. _____ . _____ . __ ...•.... __ . _ _ _ 97 do. 
September, do. . ...• __ ..•. _ .. ____ .. __ .•.. _ _ 96 do. 
October, do. ______ .•. ____ . _ .. _ .•. ____ • _ • 78 do. 
November, do. • •. _. _ • _. __ ... _ . ______ . ___ • _ 73 do. 
December, do. __________________ •......•. 38 do. 
To which may be added-
December, 1850, sea breeze ___ ._ ........ _. __ . __ 49 do .. 
January, 1852, do. . ________ . ____ . ____ . 34 do. 
February, 1852, do. . ___ . __ .. ______ •• ___ 69 do. 
~hatever may be the direction of the wind in the forenoon, in the 
sprmg, summer, and autumn months, it almost invariably works round 
towa!ds the west in the afternoon. So constant is this phenomenon: 
that m the seven months from April to October, inclusive, there were 
but three days on which it missed, namely, on the 8th of Apt'il, the 18th 
of l\fay, and the 27th of August. And these three days were all rainy, 
with the wind from the south or south-southwe~t. 
The sea win_ds are moderate in the spring until the month of May, 
~hen t_hey begin to give trouble. In June they increase in force, reach-
mg ~helf grea_test_violence about the beginning of July. In August they 
beg1~1 to declme m force, though not in constancy. In September_ they 
con~rnue ste~~y, though moderate; and in October they lose their an-
noyrng qualities, and become gentle and agreeable. 
The sea winds of summer are commonly su ppose<l to come from Jhe 
northwest. But this is a great error, ar.ising, no doubt, from th fac 
that our citizens have mostly been accustomed to cold ·winds. in t 
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Atlantic States, frop1 that quarter. In the early spring they sometimes 
proceed from north of west. As the season advances they depart en-
t_ircl y from this course, and are almost invariably from south of west • 
. From May to September, a period of five months, the direction of the 
afternoon sea breez_e was north of west on twelve days only; and even 
on these occasions it was mostly within one point of west. The pre-
vailing direction was west -southwest. * 
I have reason to believe that the wind off the coast, at sea, during the 
period referred t_o, is . more northwardly than on land, and that it is de-
flected from that course about the bay of San Francisco. Such, at 
least, is the account given by the captains of vessels navigating the 
coast. 
• There was a decided sea breeze on 23 days in March, 17 days in 
April, 22 days in M_ay, 24 days in June, every day in July and August, 
28 days in September, 30 days in October, and 8 in November. 
The number of afternoons that might be described as windy was, in 
February 8, March 16, April 15, May 18, June 24, July 29, August 
23, September 19, October 8, November 2. On the 162 days thus 
noted, the mornings were seldom windy, the wind rising above a mod-
erate breeze in the forenoon on 34 clays only. In May there were 5 
days windy at sunrise, and 1 in June ; but not one in the months of 
April, July, August, September, and October. 
Th~ sea breeze generally rises . to its height soon after noon-day, 
mostly between one and two o'clock, but sometimes not till three or 
four. It commonly falls about sunset,_ or soon after. Sometimes it 
continues till midnight. In the early part of the season it is apt to set 
in earlier and continue later. There were . 8 windy evenings in May, 
11 in June, 11 in July, 5 in August, and none in September. · 
The idea of mist and vapor is commonly associated with these 
winds; but the sky is clear, or partially so, more than half the time 
There were 6 cloudy mornings in May, 11 in June, 16 in July, 21 in 
August, and 22 in September. About 9 or 10 o'clock, the clouds mostly 
broke away rapidly, a light breeze springing up at the same time. 
Several hours of very pleasant weather occurred towards noon, almost 
e_v~ry day. 'fhe sun shone fo. b with genial warmth, the mercury 
nsmg generally from about 50 at sunrise, to 60 or 65 at noon ; but 
when !he sun had reached 11< , !zenith, the wind rapidly increased~ 
coming·uown in gusts from the hills, which separate the city from the 
ocean, and often bringing with it clouds of mist. But the dampness is 
never sufficient to prevent the elevation of clouds of dust and sand, 
which sport through the streets in the [IlOSt lively manner. The mer-
cury falls suddenly, and long before sunset it fixes itself within a few 
degrees above 50, where it stic_ks pertinaciously till next morning; 
often ~ot movi?g a hair's bre.l:!:dth for twelve hours. Many times I have 
exammed the mstrument on suspicion that some defect had fixed the 
column immovably. The chilling temperature adds to the effect of 
sand and dust. Persons who have business out of doors are seen but· 
toning up their coats or overcoats, and rubbing industriously at the 
various apertures about the face as they hurry through the streets, in 
the worst possible humor. Such weather, at the summer solstice, with 
an almost vertical sun, is pronounced "perfectly ridiculous." 
Mis. Doc. 24--16 
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The mist often increases towards evening, and, when the wind fallst 
remains all night in the shape of a heavy fog. Sometimes, when the 
sun has been shining brightly, the mist comes in from the ocean in one 
great wave, and suddenly submerges the landscape. In a few minutes. 
it may vanish, and give place to the cheerful sunshine. 1n short, there 
is no conceivable admixture of wind, dust, cloud, fog, and sunshine 
that is not constantly on hand during the summer at San Franciscor 
Not unfrequently you are tantalized with a rainbow at sunset. Once I 
saw a solar rainbow before night in the east, and soon afterwards 
another bow, in the west, made by the moon. 
I have already noticed the almost constant prevalence of the west 
and southwest currents. As the sea breezes become established, the 
entire absence of winds from north and northwest is remarkable. In 
the month of May, and in the beginning of June, there were a few 
light breezes from that quarter. But from the 13th of June until near 
the middle of October, a period of four months, there is not a solitary 
observation noted, in my record, even of the lightest or most transient 
wind, from north or northwest. I think it probable that the same can-
not be said of any other spot on the globe, in the north temperate zone. 
The uniformity of the summer weather is occasionally broken by 
the intervention of a few warm and pleasant days, when the wind is 
not high enough to convert summer into winter. Under these circum-
stances the thermometer mounts to 70 or 75. In the latter spring and 
early autumn months it is warmer. But as soon as the "summer" has 
fairly set in, flannels and firewood are in almost constant demand, at 
least until August. 
No one but an actual observer can appreciate the utter impotency of 
an almost vertical sun during a brisk sea breeze. The rays of the sun 
have scarcely more warmth than moon beams. Instead of rai sing the 
thermometer 30 or 40 degrees, they seldom produce more than ten 
degrees of elevation in the sweep of the wind. 
Such is the "summer" at San Francisco. Everybody complains of 
t?e _chilly winds, the mist, and the dust. If yo u have nothing to do but 
sit rn the house, you are perfectly comfor table. Even for out-door 
employment or exercise, the mornjngs are almost invariably pleasant. 
The evenings are generally too cool to sit withou t fi re, and the nights 
are never too warm to dispense with blankets. F or the purpose of rest 
and sleep, the night in California is perfectly luxurious all the ye~ 
through. With sprinkled streets, the afternoons will lose much of their 
bad character at San F rancisco. 
It might be jnferred that a climate such as I have described is unfa-
vorable to health, especially with persons liable to diseases _of the 
chest . . But ~he fact is just the reverse. T he tone and vig9r given to 
the ~1111:1al frame by the uninterruptedly bracing temperature~ appear 
to raise _n ab_ove the control of inherent tendencies to pulmomc disor-
ders. I believe the humid and i aline condition of the atmosphere 
co-operates in the benefit. But I shall consider this subject more folly 
under a distinct head. 
In all other parts of California, except the region about the Bay of 
S~n Francisco, the summer is very different. Along the coa _t _are 
mists and sea breezes, but the winds are moderate and not so chilling. 
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Inland, they do not extend beyond the barrier of hills which skirt. the 
coast. A distance of fifty miles in any direction from San Francisco 
brings you into a different climate. In a southeast course, towards 
San Jose, you escape the winds and fogs of summer by travelling 
twenty or thirty miles., Even in Contra Costa, directly across the bay,, 
they are less severe, though the trees show, by their semi-prostrate'. 
attitudes, the direction of the prevailing atmospheric currents. 
The general principles on which depend the diurnal currents of air, , 
which set in from sea to land, are well known. The land being more--
heated than the ocean by the sun's rays, the superincumbent heated· 
air r·ses in a steady column. Its place must be supplied from some-
quarter, and the colder and denser air of the ocean accordingly flows 
in, constituting a sea breeze. Independently of this, we have the.-
universal westerly current, coinciding in its course and tending to addt 
strength and constancy to the sea breeze, while the topographical fea- -
tures of the Bay of San Francisco, and the region of country bordering: 
on it, enhance the effect. These several causes combined will explain 
the extraordinary constancy and force of the westerly winds at this 
point. 
The importance of these winds, in connexion with the climate of 
San Francisco, has led me to dilate much more than I intended in 
taking up the subject. There are other incidents of the climate yet to 
be considered. 
No. 4.-RAIN, STORMS, CLOUDS, AND MISTS. 
Mining and agriculture, the leading interests of California, are inti-
mately connected with the distribution of rains. The absence of rain 
during one portion of the year, and its profuse supply during the 
remaining period, a phenomenon which maintains through a great 
extent of the western cuast of the American continent, gives the subject 
additional interest as connected with meteorological science. These 
considerations induce me to enter into some details which may prove 
beneficial, although they may possibly not be so interesting to every 
~lass of readers. The prevailing idea of mists and fogs, and the rela-
tion of the climate to health, furnish additional reasons for some degree 
of minuteness in the investigation. . 
The subjoined table presents the following details, for each month, 
from December, 1850, to March, 1852, inclusive of both months. 
1st. column. The number of days on which rain foll. 
2d. The quantity of rain in inches. 
3d and 4th. The proportion of clear and cloudy weather. 
5th. The number of days clear, or nearly so, from sunrise to sunset. · 
6th. The number of days entirely clouily, from morning to uight. 
7th, 8th, and 9th. The number of days misty in the forenoon, in the 
afternoon, and in the evening. 
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1850. 
December .•••••• 4 1.15 22 9 17 3 4 2 2 
1851. 
January ......... 4 0.65 24 7 12 1 8 3 5 
February ........ 4 0.35 23 5 14 I 4 1 2 
March .•••••.••. !) 1.88 20 11 9 3 2 1 1 
April. ........... 8 1.14 20 10 10 3 3 1 1 
May ............ 3 0.69 23 8 15 I 0 0 2 
June ............ 0 20 10 10 I 0 3 6 
July ............ 0 20 11 9 0 1 6 19 
August ......... 1 0.02 21 10 10 I 0 2 9 
September ..••.. 2 1.00 23 7 7 0 2 1 2 
October ......•.. 2 0.18 26 5 15 0 2 1 3 
November ....... 5 2.14 23 7 13 2 2 2 4 
December ....... 15 7.07 19 12 I 10 5 1 0 0 
1852. 
January ......... 4 0.58 23 8 13 0 6 1 2 
February ........ 4 0.12 21 8 5 2 5 0 0 
March .......... 14 6.40 19 12 9 4 2 0 0 
It appears that the quantity of rain in the year 1851 was a small 
fraction over 15 inches. The annual quantity in the Atlantic States 
varies from 35 to 60 inches, with an average of about 45 inches. The 
driest season there gives more than double the amount exhibited in the 
foregoing table. So small a quantity as 15 inches. falling in one ye~r 
:voulcl be a terrible calamity to our Atlantic neighbors. It would 
mvolve the entire country in embarrassment, bankruptcy, and famine. 
The winter of 1850-'51 was remarkably dry. Throwing it aside, 
and taking the year from the 1st of April, 1851, to the 1st of April, 
~852, so as to include the rains of the following winter, we have 19.84 
mches. I presume this figure is not very far from the mean of a series 
of years. But it is still much below the annual supply east of the 
Rocky Mountains. · 
It is well known that tropical countries have the most abundant 
rains, and that the quantity diminishes as you go northward. This is 
the general rule. On examining the records in my possession, scattered 
through a· variety of publications, the smallest annual fall of water that 
I can fincl distributed in the Atlantic States or in the valley of the 
l\fississipJ?i, is at Burlington, Vermont, on the eastern border of Lake 
Champlam. The mean for a series of 13 years was 32.24 inches, and 
the ~east quantity in any one year was 26.35 inches, in 1849. In 
makmg these statements, the snow reduced to water is al ways included. 
According to my own register, kept in Wilmington, Delaware, from 
1827 to 1843, and at Philadelphia from that time till 1850, the least 
annual fall of water was 38. 70 inches, in 1837, and the greatest 66. 7 
inches, in 1831. 
The latter is an extraordinary supply for the middle States, but it i~ 
exceeded in the southern and south western sections of the countn-. It 
appears by a table published in the reports of the Patent Office th~t 
there fell in Union county, Arkansas, latitude 330 18' north and 1ongi-
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tude i6° west of Washington, in the year 1850, nof less than ~1.37 
inches. And . this is not the maximl\ffi quantity in the southern tier of 
States. 
Whether the rains in other parts of the State correspond in quantity 
with those of San Francisco, I am unable to say. I have taken 
measures to obtain exact information concerning this and other depart-
ments of the meteorology of California. But the only data of irnpor~ance 
at present in my hand, consist of a journal for 1850 and 1851, kmdly 
furnished me by Dr. R. V. Abbott, of the United States army, kept by. 
him at Camp Far West, in the northern part of the State, latitude 39° 
20' north, longitude 1210 18' west from Greenwich. From this record 
is taken the following account of the rain in each month of those yean;; : 
1850. 1851. 
January. _ .... __ ~ __ .• ____ ....•. __ . __ . G. 71 inches. 2.06 inches. 
February ..•.. _ •.. ___________ . _____ . 60 " 
March •. _ . _ ... _____ . ~ __ ... _ ... _____ . . 5.56 " 
1.16 " 
3.44 " April . ___ . _____ . _ . _ ...... __ . ___ . . . . . 1.40 " 3.06 " May. _ . ____ .. _____________ ..... ____ . O. 00 " 0.86 " 
June ____ ............. ____ .... ____ . . . 0. 00 '' 0.00 " 
July ..•...... __ .•.. _ . _ .. _ ....... _ .. _ 0.00 " 0.00 " 
August . _ ... _ .•..... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 00 " 0.00 " September __ . _ ... _____ .. __ .. ____ .. _ _ 2.00 " 0.30 " 
October .....•.•. _ .. _ ...... ____ • _ . . . . . 0. 00 '' 0.10 " Novemb~r _ .. ___ . ____ .. _______ .• ___ •. 2.10 " 1.86 
" December ....... _ . ___ •. __ . ____ . _ . . . . 2.00 " 6.63 " 
Total. ........ ___ • _ ••.• _______ ... _ 20.37 19.57 
Thus h appears· that the quantity which fell in San Francisco, in the 
year ending April 1, 1852, and which I have assumed as the proba-
ble annual mean, viz: 19.34 inches, corresponds very nearly with the 
annual supply for two years at Camp Far West. 
In the two winters, or rainy seasons, embraced in my table, there 
were but four days on each of which the quantity reached one inch, 
viz: November 8, 1851, 1.50 inches; December 22, 18,~l~ 2 inches; 
March 6, 1852, 1.20 inches; and March 8, 1852, 1.15 inches. These 
quantities bear no comparison with the rains of the Atlantic States. In 
almost every" month of the year there are rains in that region from 1 to 
3 incbes in · depth. The greatest quantity in a day at San Francisco 
was 2 inches. The heaviest rains at Wilmington, in each year, from 
1830 to 1840, were as follows: 1830, 2.70 inches ; 1831, 3.00; 1832 
2; 1833, .. 3.35; 1834, 5.10; ]835, 2.70; 1836, 3.80; 1837, 2; 1838, 
3.60; 1839, 3; and in 1840, 6.75 inches. 
The last noted rain, in 1840, was nearly equal to the greatest monthly 
~all at San Francisco. That of 1834, being upwards of five inches, fell 
m _the space_ of t~o hours. Compared with deluges such as these, the 
rams· of Cahforma are but gentle showers. 
The winter of 1849-' 50, according to the representations of those 
who then resided here, was a season of continual ourpourings, not 
excelled since the forty days and forty nights of primeval times. Th~y 
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t~ll us the water came do,vn not in drops but in streams, and that the 
streets of the city were conver~d into flowing rivers and fathomless 
quag-mires. The tubs and casks that were left out at night were 
al ways found full and over.flowing next morning. Unfortunately, there 
was no rain-guage to verify these statements. Doubtless the rains 
were copious at that time, probably much more so than since. But the 
doleful traditions respecting them may be referred in part to the 
absence of comfortable defences against the elements. The early settlers 
had to reside in tents, or beneath cribriform roofs, and tread in 
unplankecl and submerged paths. These circumstances magnified and 
multiplied the falling drops, and penetrated the sufferers with indelible 
hydropathic impressions. Hence the rainy winter of 1849-'50 is 
uniformly dwel_t on with great pathos and eloquence by those who 
endured it. 
The question may arise, whether the floods that OCCl..Jrred in March, 
1852, did not require a larger supply of rain than fell at San Francisco. 
But those who have not investigated the su~ject can fonn no adequate 
idea of the immense quantity of water requisite to make an inch_qf rain. 
Let us suppose the river Sacramento to drain _a surface of one thoqsand 
square miles, and the chan"nel at Sacramento to be 200 yards wide. 
Through this channel let one inch of rain be required to dr:ain _ off in 24 
hours, with a current of four_ miles i:!-n hour. Jt is eas~ly calcul.ated that 
one inch of rain, falling on a surface of one thousand. square miles, 
would, under such circumstances, ra_ise the rlver eight feet and keep it 
at that height 24 hours. . _ . _ 
The presence of a few inches of snow, with the subjac;:~nt earth fro-
zen, so as to prevent it from imbibing, will greatly enhance the diluvial 
effects of even a moderate rain . The snow, first absorbs the water .and 
retains it until fully saturated, and then the entire mass rapidly liqui-
fies and flows off. This was the case in the freshets that were precipi-
tated from the mountains and hills of California in March last. One of 
the most destructive floods that ever occurred in eastern Pennsylvania 
was occasioned by a warm rain of less than two inches, which fell when 
the ground was frozen and covered with three or four inches of s110~. 
It is one striking feature of the winter of California, that when the 
":Veatber puts on its rainy habit, the rain continues every day for an 
rndefinite period; and when it ceases, there is an entire absence of rain 
for a long time. Thus, after three days of rain in the first week of 
~ec~mbe1:, 1851, the sky was perfectly clear for 13 days. Then, be-
gmmng with the 19th, rain fell every day fot.13 days, or until the end 
of the ~onth. After this it continued clear for nearly two month~ 
there bemg: but four slight rains in January, and two in February, until 
the 28~h of the _latter month, when the rainy diathesis again developed. 
and ram fell daily for 12 days. After the 10th of March, there were 
but four rains for more than a month. 
. There nppear to be two rainy seasons, rather than one-som~thing 
hke the early and later rains of Palestine. The one takes place m the 
latter part of November or December, when the sea winds relinquish 
the!r sway, _and the other in March, when they are about to re~ume 
their authonty. Between those periods there is an interregnum of dry 
weather. 
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By adding together the numberof rainydaysinDecember 1850 and '?l, 
and so of the corresponding months of the two seasons, the two ramy 
pe:iods and the intervening period of drought are rendered more con-
spicuous. 
December 1850 and '51. Days of rain, 19, quantity 8.23 inches. 
January 185J. and' 52. " 8, " 1.23 " 
February 185land'52. " 8, " 0.47 " 
March 1861 and '52. " 23, H 8.28 " 
Thus in the four months embrncing the early and later periods in the 
two seasons, there were 42 days of rain, and 16½ inches, while in 
the four intermediate months there were_ only 16 days of rain, and 
rather less than one inch and three quarters ! 
Dr. Abbott's journal, at Camp Far West, exhibits the same thing, 
.though to a less extent. In that locality the early rains were continued 
into January. But February was a dry month. That the rule is gen-
eral from year to yec1r, the data are not sufficiently extended to war-
rant me in declaring; but the facts evidently tend to that conclusion. 
I am informed that the month of February was· dry, in the memorable 
winter of 1849-' 50, at San Francisco. 
There were 53 days of rain in 18.51, at San Francisco, and at Camp 
Far West, 62 in 1850, and 68 in 1851. In the Atlantic States the ave-
rage number of days of rain in the year is about 100. 
The average quantity of water for each day ofrain at San Francisco, 
uring the period embraced by the table, was about one fourth of an 
inch. At Camp Far West it was something more. The average in 
the Atlantic States is about twice that amount. 
Tbe rains in California are extremely irregular, falling almost inva-
Jiably in showers. A settled and uniform fall of rain for twenty-four 
hours, or for even twelve hours, would be a strange occurrence. The 
southeast storms are the longest, but they seldom last many hours ; or 
at least the rain does not, though tbe wind may continue. It seldom 
rains for two consecutive minutes with uniform rapidity. Often, in the 
space of one minute, there are several distinct showers. The sun 
breaks forth frequently in he midst of a shower, and directly the sky 
is almost clear. Presently, when you have no suspicion, you hear the 
rain on the roof with the suddenness of a shower-bath. These extem-
poraneous outpourings come from the west, arid are always transient. 
The night is more favorable to rain than the day. · No matter how 
dense the clouds, how fair the wind, and how resolute the barometer 
in its promise of falling weather, the sun rarely fails to break up the 
arrangements towards noon, and to tumble the dense vapor into con-
fused masses. I am informed by Robert Lammont, Esq., who was en-
gaged in grading the streets of the city in the pluvious winter aforesaid, 
that the men in his employ were forced to suspend their labors for only 
four entire dnys in the whole time. · 
The entire season, with all its rains, is really delightful. Itis not winter, 
hut spring. The grass starts, and the flowers begin to blow on the hills 
.as soon as the early rains have moistened the soil. In January nature 
wears her green uniform, studded with floral jewels. As spring ad-
vances the blossoms incre;ise in variety and profusion, until their yellow 
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carpeting shows on the hills at the distance of five miles. With the 
drought of June comes the winter of vegetation. 
I have something more to say in regard to the course of .the winds 
and clouds during rain, and on the subject of mists and dews. 
No. 5.-RAIN, STORMS, CLOUDS, AND MISTS. 
In my last_ article I inquired whel her moderate rains, such as have 
fallen at San Francisco, would be adequate to the production of the 
floods of last March; and I stated that a single inch of rain, poured into 
the river from a surface of 1,000 square miles, and forming a current of 
four miles an hour, would raise the river at Sacramento to eight feet, 
and keep it at that height 24 hours. When we consider that the Sacra-
mento really drains something like 15,000 square miles, before reaching 
the city, we find no difficulty in accounting for the freshets without sup-
posing an extraordinary fall of water. In the five days from the 5th 
to the 9th of March, there fell' five inches of water at San Francisco. 
Suppose the same quantity throughout the State, and four fifths of it to 
sink into the earth, the remaining fifth, equal to one inch, running off; 
and requiring an entire week in the drainage. With a channel at Sa-
cramento 200 yards wide, and a current of four miles an hour, the rive 
w~uld be raised seventeen feet, and kept at that height a whole week . 
With these data in mind, there is no difficulty in comprehending the 
great effects of even moderate rains in producing freshet~, especially 
when the melting snows add to tbe supply. 
'~he table contained in my last article shows that the number of days 
entirely or nearly clear, from sunrise to sunset, in the year 1851, wa' 
134. This is not very different from the Atlantic States. At Phila-
delphia the number varies from 100 to 140, with an average of 125. 
Owing to the many days that are partly clear, the number entirely 
clear does not present a criterion of the proportion of clear weather. 
By taking also into consideration the days at were clear in part, v:e 
find, as the table exhibits, the proportion of clear weather to cloudy, rn 
the year, to be 262 to 103. The ratio at Philadelphia is about 220 lo 
145. The skv is therefore less clouded at San Francisco than on the 
Atlantic bord;r. 
I have already noticed the inconstant character of the clouds, tbe 
sky_ being seldom completely clouded for 12 hours, even in the rainie ~. 
r e:10d. The number of days in the year entirely cloudy, from the 
n.srng to the setting of the sun, was 18. At Philadelphia 50 is a very 
low number, and there are often 75. Seldom does any month of the 
year lapse in the Atlantic States without one or more days perfectly 
cloudy. At San Francisco there were but three such days in tbe ~ix 
months from l\Iay to October. On most of the 18 days set rlown a5 
entirely cloudy, the clouds were at times sufficiently broken to render 
the sun visible. It is an extraordinary circumstance for the ~un to 
make hi day's journey without showing his face. 
The chilling mists of summer, conspiring with the wind and du:: · 
I ave on one's mind impressions not the most agreeable or eYaneticent: 
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but, after all, the weather is not so misty as might be supposed. By 
referring to the table given in my last paper, the misty weather appears 
to have ?een distributed as follows, in the four sea~ons of the year: 
Winter .. ____ . . . • 13 mornings, 5 after noons, 7 evenings. 
Spring _____ . . . . • 9 do. · 3· do. . 4 do. 
Summer.......... I do. 11 do. 34 do. 
Autumn ... ·....... 6 do. 4 do. ' 9 do. 
It should be noticed that the mornings were sel~om misty for more 
than an . hour or two after sqnrisP-, and the afternoons not often misty 
throughout. The mist generally comes in detached clouds, driven by 
the wind, and sometimes in a universal stratum. Nearly always 1t 
gravitates sensibly towards the earth, in the form of a very fine rain, 
occasionally wetting the surface. 
In the entire year there was mist on 27 mornings, 21 afternoons, and 
45 evenings. At Philadelphia the average is about 20 mornings, 5 af-
ternoons, and 10 evenings. 
The tendency to the production of mist reaches its height in July. -
Th.ere were 19 foggy evenings in that month. The winter months, 
however,_ were most productive of mist in the morning. In the summer 
months there was b_ut one fog·gy morning. 
I now come to speak of the direction of the wind and clouds during 
the rains. In the sixteen months endii;ig with March, 1852, and conse-
quently embracing the greafer part of two rainy seasons, there were 79 
days on which rain fell, with the wind~ s follows: 
East 0, northeast 2, north 2, northwest 6, west 8, southwest] 7, south 
20, southeast 24.. · · · , · 
Or, the classification may stand thus: 
East and northeast. ____________ ............. _ . . . . . . 2 
North and northwest. _____ . _ ... _ . " __ _ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 8 
West and southwest,. ________ . __ • __ ... · .. _ .... ____ • _. 25 
South and southeast. __ .. _____ .. __ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Thus, from east and northeast, emphatically the rainy quarter in the 
Atlantic States, there was scarcely any rain. More than half the rains 
came from south and southeast. The rainiest point is in a direct line 
with the southern coast, or about south-southeast. 
The easterly storms, which form so prominent a feature of the Atlan~ 
tic climate, are unknown here. There is nothing that bears a resem-
blance to them. The rains from southeast are ~en attended by high 
gales, whieh extend over a large portion of the we, 'rn coast of North 
~merica, and inflict some injury on shipping. But ~se gales are less 
v10lent than the most severe easterly storms of the At.tantic coast. 
The direction of the cloud producing th~ rain is ofien of greater im-
portance than that of the lower atmospheric current. There are mostly 
two strata of clouds, the lower concurring with the wind on the earth's 
surface, and seldom supplying rain, and the higher, which is the true 
rain-cloud, varying in its course from the lower, and sometimes havi1 -g 
the very oppoF·;te direction. 
I 
.. 
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fo the 67 rains which furnished an opportunity of observing the upper 
cloud, its course was as follows : 
Northeast ...•..........••..••••.•........... - - - . - 1 
N orlh and north west. _ .• _ •.. _ ...• __ . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
West .. _ ...............••.......•.............. - . 16 
Southwest. ...•..... __ ..... __ ......•..... - . - - • . . . 23 
South .....•...••..••......................•. - - - . 14 
Southeast .••••..........• ______ .•........... - - - - - 6 
These results concur with observations made in the Atlantic States, 
showing that the higher strata of atmosphere which sweep northward 
from the equatorial region, saturated with aqueous vapor, are the prin-
cipal source of rain in the temperate latitudes. 
In the following table is recorded the number of days in each month 
on which clouds were observed in the lower and higher strata of atmo-
sphere, the first column referring to the lower clouds, and the second 
to the higher. In the other columns is noted the direction of the higher 
clouds, as far as observed. The direction of the lower clouds, which 
mostly move' with the wind near the earth's surface, is omitted. 




December .••••••••. 17 23 ...... ....... . ..... 4 4 . ..... 2 
······ 1851. 
January ....•..••••. 15 29 ...... ...... ...... ...... 3 8 10 
······ February ........... 19 21 ...... ...... ...... ...... 3 1 1 7 
March ..•....•..•.. 24 28 ...... ...... ...... ...... 4 8 8 3 
April. .............. 24 22 1 2 ....... 2 ...... 15 1 1 
May ............... 26 24 ...... 1 2 ...... 3 8 
······ 
2 
June ............... 26 15 ...... ...... 2 3 ...... 3 1 2 
July ......•••••..•. 28 8 ....... ...... ...... 1 1 4 ...... 1 
August ............. 28 17 ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 14 
······ ······ September ....•.••.. 29 14 ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 8 4 
······ October ............ 20 24 ...... ...... ...... 7 6 3 5 
November .••.••.•.. 20 27 4 ...... 1 1 3 2 4 7 
December .......... 19 31 ...... 2 ...... 5 5 7 4 7 
lf552. 
January ............ 22 29 3 1 ...... 4 1 7 7 1 
February ..••.•..... 21 27 2 4 1 1 4 ...... 10 3 
March .......•••... 28 26 ...... 1 ...... 
······ 
4 11 4 2 
~:~ ------ ----Total .••••. 10 11 6 21 44 112 49 41 
The his her c1oud was, in the majority of cases, a light cirrhus, often 
very partial, or seen only in the horizon, and composed probably of 
congealed vapor, at an elevation of two or three miles. In other cases 
it was a cirro-cumulus, or a nimboid-cumulus. In almost every 
month of the year, even during the dry season, the clouds put on the 
appearance of rain and then vanish. It is evident that the poenomena 
:Vhich P:oduce rains in other climates are present in this, but not q~ite 
m sufficient degree to accomplish the result, except during the ramv 
season, and then only by paroxysms, with intervening periods of 
drought. 
The table shows the presence of an upper cloud on 260 days of the 
year 1851, and a lower cloud on 278 days. The lower cloud was 
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deficient most frequently in the rainy season, but present almost daily 
in the dry season. The upper cloud was most wanting in the dry 
season, especially in July. 
The higher currents of the atmosphere, as indicated by the clouds, 
pursue the same general course as in the Atlantic States. They show 
the prevalence of an almost constant stream from the tropical regions, 
traceable to the action of the sun, which heats and rarefies the . air 
within the tropics, and causes it to ascend and pour over towards the 
poles. Starting northward, the current comes over portions of the 
earth having a slower rotary motion, and is thus deflected from a due 
north course, becoming a southwesterly instead of a south current. 
No. 6.-REVIEW OF THE WEATHER FOR THE YEAR 1853. 
The first part of January was cloudy and rainy, but after the 11th 
the weather was mostly clear and charming, only one rain occurring 
in the last two weeks. The lowest temperature was 41, and the 
highest 62. The mean at sunrise was 47½ and at noon 56½. The 
prevailing winds were very light from north and northwest. There 
were nine days entirely clear and four days entirely cloudy. January, 
1852, was coldnr, having five mornings below 41; January, 1851, was 
much colder, having thirteen mornings below that point. Both these 
months were dry, scarcely any rain falling. But tbe first two weeks 
of January, 1852, were rainy ; the remainder of the month dry. 
Sacramento city ,vas drowned on the first of the montb. In January, 
1851, there was three-quarters inch of rain ; ] 852, half inch ; and 1853, 
four inches. 
February, for the first three weeks, the weather was superb. Up 
to the 21st there were no less than seventeen days entirely clear. In 
the last week there were four rainy days, but in the whole month only 
one day was entirely cloudy. The temperature was delightful, the 
means at sunrise and noon being 48 and 60. The coldest morning 
42, and the warmest noon 67. Tbe prevailing winds were from north, 
northwest and west, and most light. Tbe hills were covered with 
flowers. In February, 1852, there were four mornings colder than in 
this month, and in 1851, thirteen colder mornings. February appears 
to be always a dry month. In 1851 there was one-third inch of rain; 
in 1852, half inch; in 1853, one inch. 
March was mostly a pleasant month, with several moderate rains 
towards the middle, and three days of heavy rain in the last week. 
The prevailing winds were from west, northwest, and north, with an 
increasing tendency to west, and increasing force. The minimum 
temperature was 41, and the maximum 77 ; mean at sunrise 49½, and 
at noon 62. The first week of the month was very warm. On the 
15th, Mount Diablo was covered with snow, as mostly happens 
towards the end of March. There is commonly considerable rain in 
this month. In the dry winter of 1851 there was two inches; in 1852, 
six and a half inches ; in 1853, five inches. 
April was a pleasant month, with winds generally from west and 
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northwest, and frequent light sea breezes. Temperature agreeable, 
varying from 46 to 56 at sunrise, and from 59 to 75 at noon; means 
at sunrise and noon 52 and 65. The heaviest rain for several year 
fell on tbe night of the 16th, viz : upwards of three inches in twelve 
hours. The only thunder of the season occurred during tbis rain. 
April mostly gives us some days of rainy weather. In 1851 an inch 
of rain fell; in 1852, orlly quarter of an inch, in 1853, five inches. 
The coldest morning was 46. In 1851 there were five colder morn-
ings, and in 1852 eighteen. Dry and cold weather go together in our 
winters. 
May was generally warm and pleasant; the coldest morning being 
47 and the warmest 62, while the coldest noon was 61 and the warmest 
81. The means at sunrise and noon were 53¼ and 68. The wind 
settled in the western quarter, and increased in force, though not 
offensively high. There were several slight rains, witb a large portion 
of cloudy and broken weather. The clouds always give their parting 
blessing in May. In 185.l, there fell three fourths inch of rain; in 
1852, one third inch ; and in 1853, one third inch. 
June was uncommonly warm; the mercury ranging from 49 to 60 
at sunrise, and from 60 to 84 at noon. The sea winds were constant, 
but not often fraught with mist. The sky was unusually clear for 
summer . 
. The weather of July was uniform; varying in temperature at s~n-
nse from 50 to 55, and at uoon from 63 to 78. The means at sunnse 
and noon were 52¼ and 68. Cloudy and misty weather prevailed, and 
there were but four days of clear sky from sunrise to sunset. 
August was a cloudy and misty month; but less so than July. Its 
temperature also was very uniform, ranging at sunrise from 51 to 56 
and at noon from 63 to 76. The means at sunrise and noon were 53 
and 67. The sea winds, though constant, were not often high. 
. In th~ three summer months of 1851, there were four misty morn-
ings. and 33 misty evenings; in 1852, 7 mornings and 27 evenings ; 
and m 1853, 15 mornings and 36 evenings misty. 
Septem?er was rather pleasant, affording one or two days really bot. 
The mornmg extremes were 50 and 60, and the noon extremes 63 and 
88. The sea winds continued their daily visits with diminished for~e : 
and there was much cloudy and broken wea~her, with two small ram. 
near the middle of the month. The means at sunrise and noon were 
?5 an? 7~. September usually brings a day or two of light rain. ~ne 
~nch fell 10 1851, a few drops only in 1852, and tbe eighth of an men 
m 1853. 
October was, as usual, warmer than several of the previous monlbs 
The coldest morning was 49 and the warmest 64 ; the coldest noon 60 
and the warmest 85. The means at sunrise and noon were 54½ and 
71. During thi~ _month the sea winds began to give out. Th~ sky 
was genera1Iy fair; and one slight rain fell, amounting to 1-10 mcb. 
In October, 1851, there was 2-lOth inch· and in 1852, three fourtb-
inch. ' 
November placed the usual embargo on the sea winds. The tem-
perature wa. moderate-a fow slight frosts occurring. The colde.::t 
morning was 44 an<l the warmest 59 ; the coldest noon 55 and the 
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warmest 73. The means at sunrise and noon were 51 and 63. There 
was much cloudy weather, with occasional moderate rains. The pre-
vailing winds were from west and south. The first southeasterly 
storm, in '51, was on the 8th ; in '52, 911 the 13th ; and in '53, on the 
16th. Quantity of rain in the three years, respectively, 2 inches, 5~ 
inches, and 1¼ inches. 
December was more pleasant than common. The coldest morning 
was 40 and the warmest 54; the coldest noon 50 and the warmest 69. 
The means at sunrise and noon were 46½ and 57{. Hoar frosts were 
frequent; but the cold was not sufficient to injure vegetation. A 
copious rain fell on the 10th, and several light rains at other times. 
Prevailing winds from north, northwest, northeast, and south. Thun-
der was heard on the 10th, for the second time in the year. In De-
cember '50, there fell l inch of 1 ain ; '51, 7 inches ; '52, 12 inches-
the greatest quantity in any one ~ onth for three years and more ; in 
'53, 2 inches. 
The summing up for the year 18.53 exhibits a mean temperature of 
51¼ at sunrise, and 65 at nC>on, w =-iich is warmer by two degrees than 
either J851 or 1852. The lowest point reached by the mercury was 
40-or eight degrees above the freezing point. The extreme of heat 
was 88. In 1852, the extremes w ere 35 and 98; · in 1851, 30 and 84; 
and in December, 1850, the thermometer fell as low as 28. The 
amqunt of rain in each month of 1853 was, in round numbers, as fol-
lows: January, on eight days, 4 inches; February, four days, 1 inch; 
March, six days, 5 inches; April, ·eight days, 5 inches; May, three 
d~ys, ¼inch; June, July, and August, none; September, two days, 
¼ rnch; October, one day, I-JO inch; November, eight days, H inches; 
De~emb~r, six days, 2 inches; making, in the year, forty-four days on 
which ram fell, to the depth of 19 inches. In 1851, there was rain on 
fifty-_three days-quantity, 15 inches; in 1852, on sixty days-quantity, 
25½ rnches. From the first of January, 1853, to the dry season, the 
quantity was 16½ inches; and from the dry season to the end 9f the· 
y~ar, 3½ inches. The last rain of the spring was May 24th, and the first 
of the autumn was September 15th. The hills began to look green in 
the l~st week of November, and at the close of the year at least thirty 
s_pec1~s of plaiits were in bloom around the city, some of them the 
lrngermg flowers of summer, and a few the products of a new growth. 
There were two !$mall spe<:.imens of thunder during the year, none of 
the aurora borealis, and a considerable sprinkling of meteors in the 
second ,veek of August, and also in the fourth week of November. 
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No. 7.-THE WEATHER OF FEBRUARY, 1854. 
The subjoined figures will enable the reader to compare this month 
with the corresponding months of 1851, 1852, and 1853: 
1851. 1852. l853. 1854. 
Mean temperature at sunrise .••..... 41.97 45.69 48.18 47 .93 
Mean temperature at noon •. ...•••• 60.03 60.41 60.07 59.21 
Mean temperature at 10 o'clock p. m .. 43.64 49.59 51.00 49.07 
Monthly temperature .••••••......•. 51.00 53.05 54.13 53.57 
Maximum ......................... 71.00 65.00 67.00 69.00 
Minimum ......................... 33.00 40.00 '42.00 38 .00 
Range ............................ 38.00 25.00 25.00 31.00 
Clear, (proportion,) ................ 23 days. 21 days. 22 days. 15 days. 
Cloudy, (proportion,) ............... 5 days . 8 days. 6 days. 13 days. 
Whole days clear .................. 14 days. 5 days. 17 days. 5 days. 
Rain on ........................... 4 days. 4 days. 4 days. 13 days. 
Quantity ................... .. ... .. . 0 .35inch. 0.12 inch. 1.16 inch. 8.41 inch. 
North and northwest winds .......... 9 days. 6 days. 10 days. 8 days. 
Northeast and east winds ...•••• . •.. 2 days. 3 days. 1 day. 2 days. 
South and southeast winds ••••••.... 5 days. 4 days. 8 days, 8 days. 
Southwest and west winds .••••..••. 12 days. 16 days. 9 days. 10 days. 
High winds ........................ 0 days. 0 days . 0 days. 1 day. 
The temperature of the month ~ras about the medium standard. Al 
sunrise it was not nearly so cold as 1851, but at noon it was rather 
below either of the other years, owing to the large number of cloudy 
and rainy days, which are apt to be cool at noon. On three or four 
mornings there were slight frosts. In the middle of the month, and 
again on the 28th, the coast mountains were seen covered with 
snow, as they mostly are when the rains at this point are accompanied 
with a temperature below 50. The most extraordinary feature of the 
month was the quantity of rain. F ebruary is usually a dry month, 
but this year it was the exact reverse. In F ebruary, 1851, the quan· 
tity \~as 0.35 inches; February, 1852, 0.12 inches ; F ebruary, 1853, 
1.16 mches ; making in three months an aggregate of 1.63 inches, or 
l ss than one-fifth of the supply for the month just past. In the three 
rears just mentioned, the grea'test monthly supplies of rain were 113 
follows : December, 1851, 7.07 inches; March, 1852, 6.40 inches ; 
November, 1852, 5.31 inches ; December, 1852, 11.90 inches; April, 
1853, 5.05 inches. Thus it appears that February of the present year 
exceeded any other month in that period, except December, 1852. 
Up to th~ first of March, the quantity of rain since th~ dry season 
!"as 16?6 rnches. At the same date in 1851, the quantity was 3._40 
rnches ; m 1852, ll.ll inches; and in 1853, 23.28 inches. The ram· 
of this wmter, therefore, though much greater than those of 1851 and 
1852, have been but little over two-thirds of last winter's ~upply at 
this date. Subsequent to this date in 1851, aud before the dry sea on 
rain fell on twenty days, quantity 3.71 inches; in 1852, on eighteen 
days, 6.89 inches; i!1 1853, on seventeen days, 10.18 inches. From 
these data we may infer that our rains are by no means at an end. 
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Owing to the cold and wet weather, vegetation is very backward, 
having scarcely moved since the first of January. On the 15th_ of 
February, 1852, I found sixteen species of plants in bloom on the hills 
west of the city; and on the 22d I gathered forty-three species on a 
walk to the fort at the entrance of the bay. Last year, also, the coun-
try was covered with flowers in February. But this spring scarcely a 
flower has made its appearance. Tbe spring of 1851 was equally 
backward, on account both of cold and of drought. 
No. 8.-THE CLIMATE OF SAN FRANCISCO FOR THE YEAR 1854. 
\ 
The year began with very fine vveather. On the fifth was a severe 
norther, which damaged the shipping in the harbor. A few cold morn-
ings followed, and on the 12th the rains set jn. From that date to the 
24th, rain fell on nine days to the depth of four and a quarter inches. 
The rains were cold and several times accompanied wjth hail, and 
snow covered the distant mountains. The coldest weather on my 
record was at this time. On the 19th, 20th, and 21st, the thermometer 
stood at 31, 25, and 31. At noon on the 20th it rose no higher than 37. 
The mud was frozen solid so as to bear the heaviest wagons. Of 
course, the oldest inhabitant had never seen the like. In December, 
1850, it was nearly as cold, the mercury then falling to 27. The 
month woun<l up with a few very warm days. The mean temperature 
at sunrise was 42.26, at 9 A. M, 45. 71, at noon 54.23, at 10 P, M, 45.26, 
being the coldest month on my book; that is, since the winter of 1849-
'50. The greatest heat was 69, and the extreme of cold 25. The 
prevailing winds were north, northeast, and northwest. 
It should be mentioned, as a rare phenomenon, that hail fell on the 
morning of the 15th so as to cover the ground and to lay for an hour. 
In the winter of 1849-' 50 the ground was covered with hail or snow 
in like manner. 
February was rather warm. The mean at sunrise was 47.93, at 9 
A, M. 50.86, at noon 59.21, and at 10 P, M. 49.07. The extreme of 
heat was 69, of cold 38. Rain fell on no less than thirteen days, and 
in the quantity of 8.41 inches-the greatest quantity in any month on 
my record, excepting December, 1852, when there was nearly twelve 
inches. This is the more remarkable as February is usually a dry 
month. On the 12th, hail 'fell in a heavy shower so copiously that it 
could be gathered by the bucketfull where it collected from the roofs. 
The prevailing winds were from west, south, northwest, and north, in 
the order named as to frequency. Our high wind occurred from south-
southeast. 
March was of moderate temperature. The mean at sunrise was 
47.23, at 9 A, M, 52.06, at noon 60.97, at 10 P, M, 49.45. The extreme 
of heat was 72, of cold 38. Rain foll on ten days 3.17 inches-a 
moderate supply for March. Most of the rain was during a cold storm 
on the 13th, 14th, and 15th, the wind blowing moderately part of the 
time from northeast, wbjch is a rare direction for a rain wind. The 
westerly winds increased in frequency, as usual in this month. Those 
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from south, northwest, and north, divided among them one half the 
month. There were no high winds. 
The warmest April on my book was that of 1854. The mean at 
sunrise was 51.lO, 9 A. M. 59.83, noon 68.43, 10 P, M, 52.90. The 
extreme heat wc1-s 83, of cold 45. Rain on 6 days, 3.31 inches, nearly 
two inches of which· fell on the 28th,-the last rain of the season. The 
sea breeze came nearly every day, though with moderate force. On 
10 days the winds were from other quarters than west. During this 
month the hills and fields assumed the gorgeous array of flowers which 
marks a California landscape in the spring. 
May was a very unpleasant month, cold and windy, often cloudy 
and threatening rain. On one day only was there rain, and then but 
two-hundredths of an inch, in the form of mist. The mean tempera-
ture at sunrise was 48.95, at 9 A, M, 59.00, at noon 64.61, at 10 P, M, 
50.68-being three degrees below April. The mercury rose no higher 
than 73, and the lowest extreme was 43. There were light frosts on 
several mornings, and vegetation advanced tardily. Potatoes of the 
season's growth appeared in the market on the 1st. A hail storm oc· 
curred at Sacramento on the 6th. The winds were westerly on 25 
days. On 8 days they were high. 
June, also, was a cold month, rather below April in temperature. 
Mean at sunrise 50.10, !) A, M, 61.83, noon 66.80, 10 p. M, 51.50. The 
warmest day was 74, and the coldest morning 47. There was an uu-
usual tendency to rain, and several times a few large drops deigned to 
violate the law of the season. On the 17th it ramed moderately for 
two hours, four-tenths of an inch collecting in the guage. On the 13th 
was a heavy storm of rain and hail in Utah. On 23 days the wind was 
west, and on four northwest. It was high on eight days. 
July was rather above the average temperature. The means were, 
at sunrise 51.87, 9 A, M, 63.94, noon 70.65, 10 P. M, 54.16. In the 
three years preceding, the mercury had not reached 80 in July, but in 
this year it was at or above 80 on four days, and on one day as high 
as 87, which is near the extreme heat of our climate. The lowest' ex-
treme was 46. The first week was beautifully clear, but afterward· 
th~re was scarcely a morning or evening without cloud and mist. The 
wmd was constantly west, and on six days it was high . 
. Au~ust was a trifle below the average temperature. Mean at sun· 
nse 52.42, 9 A, M. 62.39, noon 68.29, 10 p. M, 53.81. There were two 
days above ·80, the highest being 85. The minimum temperature was 5?, Almost every afternoon was windy, and though the wind was 
h1gh on on~ day only, yet the weather was about as unpleasant as our 
~ummer _cl1mat~ can afford . The mornings were generally cloudy and 
the evenmgs misty. A light shower of rain fell on the 27th. At Lo~ 
Angel~s _and .San Diego it rained heavily on the 20th and 21st, and on 
the Tnmty nver there was a thunder storm on the 26th, with heavy 
rain and snow on the mountain peaks. 
September, comII?,only the warmest month in the year, was nearly 
as cold as Augilst. Mean at sunrise 53.30, 9 A. M. 61.43, noon 67. 73 
10 P. M, 54.40. There were two warm days, on one of which the 
~ercury rose to 87. The greatest depression was 46. Cloudy morn· 
mgs and misty evenings prevailed, and the sea breeze blew with great 
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constancy ·and with more force than usual in September. This mon~h 
seldom passes without rain, but on the present occasion the only ram 
was a trifling shower on the 15th. There was a heavy rain at Los 
Angeles about the same time. 
The weather of October was generally agreeable. Mean tempera-
ture at sunrise, 53.32; 9 A, M,, 60.97; noon, 68.13; 10 P, M,, 55.42. There 
were three days above 80, the .. warmest being 83. The minimum tern- . 
perature was 46. It was the warmest month of the year, except July. 
The winds were light, and distributed to west, northwest, north, and 
south, the first predominating. The most extraordinary feature of the 
month was its frequent rains. Rain fell on no less than 10 days; quan-
tity 2.12 inches. The first rain was on the 4th. At Marysville the 
ground was covered with. hail on the 23d. At the close of the month 
the hills around the city began to look green, and the wise men pre-
dicted a very rainy winter. 
The climate of November was very fine. Mean at sunrise, 50.67; 9 
A, M., 55.97; noon, 65.13; 10 p, M,, 53.00. The extremes were 72 and 
47. The mornings ranged from 47 to 5,5, and the noondays from 58 
to 72. The winds were from west, northwest, and north, and gentle 
as zephyrs. The sky was almost uninterruptedly clear. A single rain 
fell, amounting to four tenths of an inch; and the wise men reversed 
their prediction and promised a very dry winter instead of a wet one. 
December furnished a continuation of the fine weather of November, 
with a decline of -temperature corresponding to the season. Mean at 
sunrise, 47.03; 9 A, M., 51.32; noon, 60.65; 10 p. M,, 49.39. There were 
a number of slight frosts, and ice formed in favorable situations, though 
the minimum temperature was 38. The warrnPst day was 71. The 
most gentle breezes prevailed from north, northeast, and northwest. 
There were 15 days entirely clear. A trifling rain, .08 inches, fell on 
the 3d, and no more until the 31st, when a rain storm set in, which was 
quickly handed over to the new year, leaving three tenths of an inch 
to December . 
. The mean temperature of the whole year sums up as follows: Sun-
rise, 49.68; 9 A, M,, 57.ll; noon, 64.57; 10 P, M., 51.76. The mean 
of the sunrise and noon observations gives the figure for the year, 57.13. 
The temperature for 1851, deduced in the same way, was 56.57; 1852, 
56.53; and 1853, 58.51. The year 1853 appears to have been un-
usually warm. Taking 1854 as a fair representation of the climate of 
San Francisco, it follows that our climate is two or three degrees 
warmer than that of the corresponding latitude on the Atlantic coast, 
though it does not exhibit the extremes either of heat or cold incident to 
the latter. 
. The extreme of heat iu 1854 was 87. There were only twelve days 
m the year at or above 80, of which one was in April, four in July, 
two in August, two in September, and three in October. In 1851 there 
were nine days at or above 80; in 1852, thirteen; and in 1853, eleven. 
The extreme of ·cold was 25. There were three days in the year 
when the mercury fell to the freezing point, all in January. In 1851, 
!he thermometer fell to the freezing point on one day only; in 1852, 
35 was the lowest depression ; and in 1853, it did not sink below 40. 
The w~rmest month in the year was July, then October, then Scp-
Mis. Doc. 24--17 
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tember, then August, then April, and June stands the sixth in order, 
and only two degrees above November. In neither of the three years 
preceding was July the warmest month. In 18.51 the warmest months 
occurred in the following order: August, October, September, J une, 
July, April. In 1852: September, July, August, June, October, :Ko-
vember. In 1853: October, September, .June, May, July, August. To 
the daily visitations of the cold ocean wind in the summer is owing this 
great variation from the order of the months as to comparative temper-
ature in other climates. 
January was the coldest month, then February, then December, and 
next March. In other years, December sometimes takes the precedence 
of January. February, which in the Atlantic States is often the cold-
est month in the year, is not so here. 
Rain foll on 54 days in the year, 22.12 inches in depth. This is our 
average supply, though only half the quantity that falls in the Atlantic 
States. In 1853, the quantity was 19.03 inches; in 1852, 25.60 inches; 
and in 1851, only 15.12 inches. The old inhabitants tell of occasiona: 
seasons when scarcely any rain has fallen, and when the cattle haw 
perished from want. Such very dry seasons are said to recur at in-
tervals of eight or ten years. 
The greatest amount of rain was in February, next comes January 
next April, then March. This differs from the ordinary arrangement 
Taking the last four years into view, December gives the most rain. 
and March comes next, while the intervening months are comparative}: 
dry. In fact, we have the early rains, beginning in November and con· 
tinuing through December into the early part of January; and the late; 
rains, beginning in March, and continuing at times through April. 
.Lightning is seen at San Francisco on an average three or four time: 
a year, and thunder is heard less frequently. On the 15th J anuar: 
flashes of lightning were observed in the evening, during a cold rair: 
storm from the south; and on the 22d February, under similar circurn· 
stances, lightning was again noticed. But no thunder was audible in 
either case ; nor was there any further exhibition of atmospheric elec· 
tricity during the year. There was thunder three times in 1851, fire 
times in 1852, and twice in 1853. 
No exhibition of auroral light was observed in the year. Since ID!" 
residence here, from August, J 850, I have seen the aurora borealis only 
on two occasions, once in January and once in February, in th 
year 1852. 
There was no unusual display of shooting stars during the year. To 
:September, 1851, in August, 1852, and in August, 1853, they we:.-e 
numerous for several nights in succession. 
Earthquake shocks were distinctly felt on the morni11gs of the 9· 
of January ancl 21st of October. 
Abstract if M eteorological Observations for Sacramento, California, latitude 38° 34' 42'' north, longitude 121 ° 4.0' 5'' west; ele-
vation above the level of the sea 30 f eet; for the year ending March 31, 1854. By Thorr1:as M. Logan, M. D. 




Maximum .................... . .... 30.38 30.28 30.20 30.20 30.05 30.10 30.40 30.45 30.45 30.45 30.40 30.40 30.45 
Minimum .......................... 29.88 29.88 28.88 29 .95 29.85 29.90 29.90 29.30 29.70 29.70 29.70 29.85 28.88 
Mean .................... . ........ 30 .13 30.09 29.79 30.06 30.30 29.85 30.15 30.05 30.13 29.11 30.17 29.05 29.97 
Thermometer . 
Maximum . ........................ 76 78 97 93 93 95 88 72 64 59 62 68 97 
Minimum .......................... 50 54 58 62 58 54 58 46 32 19 38 37 19 
Mean ............................. 61 68 77 75 71 76 73 53 48 43 51 53 62 
Total. 
Clear days ......... . ............... 16 19 27 25 22 28 26 13 21 19 10 13 239 
Cloudy days ........................ 7 6 2 2 8 1 4 10 6 5 5 9 66 
Rainy days ......................... 7 6 1 4 .. 1 1 6 4 7 13 9 59 
Days of W ind. 
North wind ••••••••••••.•••.•••••.. 3 2 3 1 .. 2 4 3 4 22 
Northwest wind .................... 8 7 13 4 1 9 23 13 16 16 10 8 128 
West wind ..•••••••••••••.••••••••• 1 .. 1 1 1 1 2 7 
Southwest ,vind .••••••••••••••••• , • 7 10 7 2 3 5 3 4 2 1 1 5 50 
South wind .•••.••••.••••• . • • • •.••. 3 4 4 1 2 4 1 5 1 3 1 8 37· 
Southeast wind ..••••••.••••••• , .••. 7 7 3 24 25 9 2 5 2 5 6 1 96 
East wind .. , ....••.••••.••••••.•••• 1 1 .. .. .. 1 .. 3 2 4 l 11 
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REMARKs.-By clear days is meant that no clouds were visible at 
the times of observation; by cloudy, that some were visible; and by 
rainy days, that some rain fell then, without reference to quantity. Not 
being provided in time with a suitable pluviometer, the quantity of rain 
cannot be put down in figures. The greatest amount that fell at any 
one period was on the 22d February, after raining forty-eight hours 
without intermission. The last rain of the past season occurred on the 
20th May, 1853. There was a slight sprinkle afterwards on the 26th 
June, and on the 17th and 21st July. The first rains of the present 
season occurred on the I.5th :September and 10th October. The regu-
lar rainy season, however, did not set in until the 14th November. 
About the middle of January the coast-range of mountains presented 
the novel appearance of being covered with snow. The degree of cold 
during this month was unprecedented. Not having a thermometro-
graph, the minimum, which generally occurs shortly before sunrise, 
may not have been obtained. Sutter lake was frozen over on the 6th 
and on the 21st of January, and remained so all the day of the 22d. 
This degree of cold is one of those extraordinary occurrences which ~ 
sometimes experienced in the most equable and genial climates. Thus, 
for instance, in 1507 the harbor of Marseilles was frozen over its whole 
extent; for which a cold of at least 0.4o was requisite. Again, in 1709, 
the Gulf of Venice, and harbors of Marseilles, Genoa, and Cette, were 
frozen over. Such irregular occurrences are caused by the long preva· 
lence of particular winds, and should not be taken into computation in 
making an estimate of the mean annual temperature of any place. 
Notwithstanding, however, even the past extraordinary winter, we find 
the mean annual temperature of Sacramento vieing with the land of tbe 
olive and the vine. An isothermal line drawn across our continent, 
from this point, would deviate as many degrees to the south as from the 
western to the eastern side of the old continent. 
Meteorological table far Sacramento, California,far the year ending March 31, 1855. By Thomas M. Logan, M. D. 
1854-'55. April. May. June. July. August. Sept'r. October. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March. Mean. 
------
---------------
Barometer. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. Inch. 
Maximum ......................... 30.45 30.28 30.22 30.13 30.20 30.20 30.20 30.35 30.26 30.34 30.11 30.04 30.45 
Minimum .................... , •..• 29.85 29. 29.90 29.85 29.80 29.85 29.83 30.05 29.68 29.44 29.50 29.52 29. 
Mean .•••••..•••••.....•••.••..•.. 30.04 30.02 30.03 30.08 30.05 30.04 30.13 30.21 29.69 29.95 29.78 29.72 29.98 
Thermometer. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Maximum .•••••••••.•••••.••••••. 78. 77. 90. 101.50 99. 90. 90. 72. 68. 62. 70. 76. 101.50 
Minimum .••••••••••••••••••..•••• 49. 48. 49. 50.75 52. 48. 49. 44. 29. 27. 32. 41. 27. 
Mean ............................ 60. 62. 67. 80.63 69.47 65.05 60.01 55.05 47.93 43.71 52.50 54.82 59.84 
Dew Point. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Maximum ••••.••..•...•••.••••••• 
········ 
........ ........ 68. 62.50 55. 55. 49.50 49. 44.50 51.50 59. 68. 
Minimum ......................... ........ ........ ........ 45.50 43. 40.50 32. 34. 25.50 30. 18. 32. 18. 
Mean ............................. 
········ 
........ ........ 61.59 50.22 48.20 45.40 42.65 39. 38.08 41.37 45.13 34.30 
Number of- Total. 
Clear days ......................... 9 23 20 27 25 26 12 20 19 8 16 10 215 
Cloudy days ....................... 12 4 7 4 5 3 10 8 9 18 3 13 96 
Rainy days ........................ 9 4 2 ........ 1 1 9 2 3 5 9 8 54 
Inches of rain .............. , .••••• 1.50 0.21 0.31 0.0½ sprinkle. 1.01 0.65 1.15 2.67 3.46 4.20 15.16½ 
Days of-
North wind ....................... , 1 1 1 2¾ 2 11 2½ 6¾ 3 2½ 4½ 2 28 a a 
Northwest wind ................... 10 6 6 4 2.!. 2 7¾ 12¾ 17¾ 13 10 10¾ 102 3 
West wind.~ .•.••..•••••••••••• , •. 1 2 1 1 11½ 1 3½ l½ 1 2 1 22 a 3 3 a 
Southwest wind ..•••••••• • • .. • • • • • 8 8½ 7¾ 7¾ 8 10½ 8 3½ ........ 3 5 5 74½ 
South wind ............. , ... ,,••,•• 5 8¾ 10 5 8 5 3½ 1 11 2 3¾ 53½ 
Southeast wind ........... , , , • ... • • 3 3¾ 3¾ ........ 10¾ 7 7¾ 2½ 4½ 6½ 6 8 62¾ 
East wind ............... , .. •• .. •·· 1 l½ 1 ........ 1 2 l 1 3 l½ l 1 10 3 a 3 3 3 1 Northeast wind ............ ••• .. ,·· H 1 1 1 
········ 
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REMARKS,-By clear days is meant that no clouds were visible at 
the times of observation; by cloudy, that some were visible; and by 
rainy days, that some rain fell, without reference to quantity. The 
heaviest rain of the year commenced falling at noon, on the 27th Feb-
ruary, and continued without intermission until 10, P, M,, of the 28th, 
measuring 2.10 inches. The last rain of the past season occurred on 
the 17th June, 1854, and amounted to 0.20 inches. The first rain of 
the present season was on the 4th October, when 0.14 inches fell. 
Thus far the present has been a comparatively dry season. The Sac-
ramento river remained at a very low stage until 15th March, when it 
rose 20 feet 2½ inches above low-water mark; since which time it has 
been gradually falling. The 13th July was the hottest day expe-
rienced during the year, and, indeed, since the settlement of the coun-
try. The thermometer was observed, in some less favored situations 
than ours, at 107°, at the hottest time of the day. The mean tempera-
ture of the hottest part of the day for the week ending July 16th was 
97°. The night of the 16th August was the hottest as yet noticed in 
the country; the thermometer standing at 82° at 10 o'clock, p. M,, and 
70° at sunrise. The weather during the whqle winter was mild, dry, 
and pleasant; and the spring opened early. On the 1st February, the 
cowslip was observed in profuse blossom on the surrounding plains; 
on the 15th, the wild violet; on the 20th, the peach tree; and on the 
23d, the willow (salix nigra) and the nemophila, a small indigenous 
blue flower. · 
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Meteorological Observations at Sacramento, California, lat. 38° 34' 42" 
north, long. 121 ° 40' Ob". 
BY F. W. HATCH, M, D. 
The observations with the thermometer and barometer, and record 
of the wjnds, embrace a period of ten months, from June, 18.54; and 
those of the psychrometer, the period embraced between August, 1854, 
and March, 1855, inclusive. The means of the thermometer are calcu-
lated from four daily observations, viz: at sunrise, (for which the mini-
mum is used, at noon,) at sunset, and 10 P, M,; those of the barometer, 
from tbree daily readings, at sunrise, noon, and 10 P, M; and the same 
number for the psychrometer, but at different hours, viz: at or near sun-
rise, 3 P, M., and 10 P, M, The course of the wind is given four times 
daily, corresponding with the observations of the thermometer, and will 
serve to show the influence of the wind, both upon the elevation of the 
barometer and . the humidity of the atmosphere. A long and patient 
examination and system of comparison, upon this subject, has convinced 
me of the almost perfect uniformity of :=i high barometer and a northerly 
wind, (north or northwest,) and the reverse condition with a south or 
southeast wind. There are some exceptions to this rule, and in our 
northwest gales the barometer often falls low; but what I have stated 
is the ordinary course under ordinary conditions. The source of these 
winds in the mountains of Oregon, and of the others (south, southeast, 
and southwest) from the Pacific, will, moreover, account for their 
respective influence upon the humidity of the atmosphere. 
Not less evident is the relation of the winds to temperature, espe-
cially in the summer months. It is common, at this season, for the 
wind, after sunrise, to change to a northerly direction, and to continue 
in this quarter for a greater or less length of time, varying from a few 
hours to a period of the day as late as 3 or 4 P, M, In their passage 
over the burning plains of the interior, and by contact with the heated 
air, they have acquired, before they reach here, an elevated tempera-
ture, and are dry and occasionally hot. This state of things is, how-
ever, mostly succeeded by a delightful breeze from the ocean in the 
afternoon, when both the temperature and the humidity of the atmo-
sphere undergo a rapid transition. These facts would be more clearly 
denoted by an examination of the daily record, and especially by a 
~eparate observation in the forenoon, than by the means which I send, 
~nasmuch as the northerly wind of the morning is frequently unnoticed 
m my regular tables, from the fact of its prevalence only between the 
hours of sunrise and noon. The above is a correct view of the ordinary 
course of the wind in the summer season. In the winter, on the con-
t~ary, the north wind prevails more, and comes to us in all its original 
freshn~ss and coolness. 
TABLE No. 1.-0f daily and monthly means ef the Barometer at Sacramento, Cal., from four daily observations from .Tune, 
1854, to March, 1855, inclusive. 
Days. 
1 ................. . 
2 ................. . 
3 •.•..•••••.•••••.. 
4 ................. . 
5 . ................ . 
6 ................. . 
7 .•••••..•••••••••• 
8 .•••••.•••••.••••• 
9 ................. . 
10 ....... .......... . 
11. •••••.••••..••••• 
12 ..•••...•••...••• . 
13 ...•...........••. 
14 ................. . 
15 ....•.....•....... 
16 ................. . 
17 ................. . 
18 .....•...•••..•.•. 
19 ................. . 
20 ........ . ........ . 
21 ................. . 
22 ................. . 
23 ........ . ........ . 
24 ................. . 
25 ................•. 
26 ................. . 
27 ... . ............. . 
28 ................•. 
29 ................. . 
30 .•••....•.••..•••. 
31 ................. . 

































































































































Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. 
30.036 30.123 30.086 29.553 29.903 30.156 
30.036 30.1(0 29 .936 29.963 30.020 30.110 
29.880 30.263 29.986 29.916 30.206 30.146 
29.790 30.223 30.080 29.683 30.236 30.080 
29.880 30.130 30.156 30.010 30.076 30.040 
30.016 30.036 30.22 30.283 29.943 29.956 
29.973 29.983 30.203 30.260 30.070 30.066 
29.830 30.003 30.156 30.240 30.160 30.060 
29 .866 30.036 30.1216 30.273 30.250 29.983 
29.920 30.106 30.41 30.273 30.093 29.923 
29.966 30.090 30.406 30.110 30.216 29.916 
29.930 30.073 30.29 30.076 30.203 29.770 
30.090 3°0.056 30.276 30.246 30.150 29.733 
30.083 30.146 30.206 30.230 30.183 29.840 
29.983 30.113 30.123 30.156 30.216 30.020 
29.950 30.053 30.05 30.116 30.203 30.163 
29.926 30.020 30.06 30.130 30.290 30.130 
30.013 29.943 30.236 30.103 30.176 30.130 
30.003 30.046 30.233 30.126 29.770 30.133 
30.086 30.083 30.17 30.226 29.690 30.130 
30.110 30.013 30.126 30.253 29.826 30.083 
30.016 30.056 30.106 30.210 29.880 30.100 
29.860 30.133 30.163 30.153 29 .883 30.100 
29.840 90.150 30.12 30.080 30.010 30.090 
30.040 30.150 30.096 30.016 30.056 30.013 
30.006 30 .103 30.14 30.053 29.993 29.896 
30.116 30.130 30.313 29.953 29.963 29.856 
30.150 30.056 90.276 29.910 29.843 29.940 
30.193 29.956 30.10 29 .756 ····•· 29.986 
30.196 30.000 29 .99 29.903 · · · · .. ~t~ig 
30.226 .....• 29.833 29.966 ······ 






















TABLE No. 2.-0f daily and monthly means ef the Thermometer at Sacramento, Cal.,from four daily observations,from June, 
1854, to March, 1855, inclusive. 
Days. 1854, June. July. August. September. October. November. December. 1855, Jan'ry. February. March. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1, .••. ...••••...••. 58.87 69.12 64.33 66.50 74.62 51.00 57.75 49.00 53.62 58.75 2 .. ................ 61.75 68.75 67.87 65.00 76.00 56.75 56.50 41.50 55.12 ,. 58.25 3-----· ..... ....... 65.62 74.00 72.75 61.12 76.50 57.00 52.62 43.50 56.00 58.75 4 ..••••.•••••..•••• 68.12 78.50 65.87 63.75 69.00 57.62 54.00 43.50 55.25 58.00 5 .....•..••••.••••• 59.50. 78.12 65.25 65.12 65.50 59.75 51.00 34.50 55.25 56.125 6 ••••••••.•••.••••• 56.25 74.62 68.62 63.00 65.50 60.50 48.75 34.25 53.75 59.75 7 •••••.•••••••••••• 62.QO 78.00 70.00 63.12 65.50 55.50 46.25 40.25 56.50 61.25 8 .................. 67.00 78.50 78.50 63.50 66.50 52.75 47.00 43.50 54.87 59.00 9 ••.•••••••••.••••. 74.25 77.25 74.75 62.25 62.87 56.37 44.25 44.87 56.00 57 .125 10 .................. 78.25 78.00 69.75 62.25 63.50 53.62 44.87 45.00 51.75 51.50 11 •••••••.••••.••••• 71.50 77.75 76.50 60.CtO 64.75 55.62 44.75 44.50 50.25 51.50 12 .•••••.•••••.••••• 62.87 81.12 74.25 60.25 61.25 57.62 45.37 42.50 51.75 50.875 13 .•••..•..••••••••• 67.75 86.37 72.00 61.37 57.50 54.50 46.00 41.50 54.50 53.25 14 ............... : •• 70.87 83.87 72.00 60.75 58 .00 54.37 47.50 39.75 56.50 49.375 ]5 .................. 68.37 78.75 77.00 60.87 60.00 55.00 47.37 38.25 58.00 46.75 }6 ••••.•...•••.••••. 68.87 72.00 85.00 66.25 62.25 56.87 46.25 39.50 57.00 45.50 17 ••••.•.•••••.••••. 62.87 69.50 84.50 72.00 61.00 57.37 49.62 39.75 54.00 49.75 18, ••••••..••••••••• 66.25 64.75 72.75 75.25 59.GO 57.00 49.12 43.37 54.37 57.25 19 ..••.•••••••.••••• 71.00 65.75 71. 75 78.75 58.75 58.50 46.12 46.37 48.00 58.25 20 •••..•••.•.••••••• 69.87 64.25 74.62 68.50 66.50 55.75 45.75 41.75 45.25 55.75 21 .•••.•• ,, •••••.••• 64.25 67.37 73.00 67.50 65.75 55.75 45.62 42.50 45.50 58.25 22 •••••••••••••••••. 62.50 71.75 64.00 68.50 65.00 59.87 51.87 44.G2 46.87 60.75 23 .................. 66.12 78.00 69.37 71.25 61.75 60.75 51.37 45.50 47.25 64.00 24 •..••••••••••••••• 65.25 83.00 68.12 72.50 56.25 60.75 53.50 50.75 47.00 64.125 25 .••••••••••••••••• 66.75 76.00 64.37 68 .7.5 58.25 60.25 54.50 53.25 51.50 63.00 26 .•••••••.•••.••••. 66.50 75.75 65.50 69.37 58 .00 60.87 49.25 52.00 53.87 62.00 27 .................. 69.56 76.00 62.75 71.25 56.25 59.50 44.50 51.57 54.25 57.50 28 .................. 67.75 75.50 69.00 68.62 58.50 58.50 43.25 50.75 57.QO 56.25 29 ••.•••••••.••.•••• 67.00 75.25 64.75 66.75 58.50 51.50 42.00 51.25 ..... 59.25 30 ..•••••••••••••••• 72.37 71.75 66.75 68.75 59.50 53.00 43.75 50.75 ..... 57 .75 31 ••••••••••••••.••• ..... 67.00 70.87 ..... 57.75 . ... . 49.75 56.87 . .... 55.50 
----



























Meteorological observations at Sacramento, California. 
. Thermometer-four daily observations . 
Date. Daily temperature. Maximum extremes. Minimum extremes. 




June •••••••••••• 54.04 76.03 72.05 65.33 66.00 87.00 84.00 78.00 46.00 67.00 62.00 
July ••••••••••••. 61.25 88.74 80.17 74.88 73.00 97.50 92.00 83.00 51.50 72.00 67.00 
August .......... 55.90 81.90 76.25 67.25 69.00 96.00 95.00 84.00 49.50 72.00 68.00 
September .•••••• 51.38 76.33 70.63 62.70 61.00 86.00 87.00 72.00 47.00 68.00 64.00 
October ••••••••. 51.32 71.03 68.25 59.67 62.00 88.00 86.00 75.00 46.00 62.00 60.00 
November ....... 44.21 65.25 63.13 54.53 52.00 70.00 69.00 61.00 39.50 58.00 57.00 
December •••••••. 37.25 55.12 53.90 47.41 52.00 66.00 54.00 57.00 28.00 50.00 50.00 
* The minimum observation is used for the sunrise column. 
Barometer. 
IOP.M. Sunrise. Noon. IOP.M. 
---
50.00 29.96 29.95 29.93 
61.00 29.90 29.95 29.92 
58.00 29.95 29.95 29.93 
55.00 29.93 29.97 29.92 
52.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 
46.00 30.09 30.06 30.07 





















Meteorological observations at Sacramento, California. 
Attached thermometer. 'J'hermometrograph. 
Hygrometer, 12 M.*' 
Extremes of month. 
Dew point. Moisture. 
Date. (l) 
~ ~ ~ ~ bJl a a s s s s i .:: ~ ::, ::, ::, ::, ::, ::, 
-~ s:: ~ s ~ s ~ s Q) s $ s s d s s d ~ 0 ~ :E -~ ::s:§ ro -~ ·a .M ·a ro -~ ·a ro ::, 0 ro Q) ro ~ ~ ro ro ~ Q) ro ~ Q) 00 z ~ s s ~ :E 0 0 :E :E :E :E 
---------- ---------------------------
1854. 
June .••••••.••. 66.70 75.00 72.70 81.05 54.04 26.97 95.50 10th 46.00 2d 65.00 41.00 54.36 .802 .354 .537 
July .•••••••.•. 63.00 63.00 80.87 91.32 81.25 30.22 103.00 13th 51.50 20th 68.50 43.00 60.53 .84!:l .243 .507 
August •.•••••. 73.42 75.35 77.52 87.00 -55.90 31.09 102 .00 16th 49.50 2d 68.00 45.00 57.11 .609 .254 .460 
September .•••. 68.63 70.73 73.33 81.85 51.38 29.83 94.00 19th 47.00 . 16th 60.50 44.00 53.31 .691 .252 .493 
October •••••••. 68.83 70.83 73.00 73.83 52.38 21.54 93.00 2d 46.00 14&27 63.00 31.00 52.19 .905 .2_06 .568 
N oy~m)?~r -~ ! _ ••• 62.16 65.20 65.80 68.13 44.21 23.85 74.00 lst&6th 39.50 10th 50.97 26.96 44.99 .686 .306 .494 
December •••••. 56.03 62.58 61.54 59.04 37.25 21.79 69.00 1st & 17 28.00 30th 48.00 25.9 36.99 .813 .293 .539 
* Daniel's hygrometer used until September; sine~ thei:i the sw~n~ing thermometer, as recommended by Professor Espy. The moisture tables were calcu-


























Meteorological observations at Sacramento, Californ-ia. 
Wind. Four daily observations. (The figures refer to the number of observations.) 
South to West. I West to North. , Sensible breeze to Moderate to vio- Clear, or mostly North to East. East to South. moderate wind. lent wind. clear. Date. 
• - J ,. • · I J ,. - - - I - . . . . 
-~ d ~ ~ ~ . i ;:;i ~ • i ::s 
-~ ci ~ ~ .fe A i ~ 





June. 0 0 0 0 21 10 21 20 7 10 1 9 2 10 2 1 26 23 24 28 4 7 6 2 19 25 26 28 
July .. 0 0 0 0 20 9 19 20 8 13 10 9 3 9 2 2 28 28 21 26 3 3 4 5 26 27 30 30 
Aug .. 0 0 0 0 25 12 17 16 5 14 12 15 1 5 2 0 27 24 25 26 4 7 6 5 28 30 29 30 
Sept .. 0 1 0 0 21 15 11 20 9 11 11 10 0 3 2 0 27 25 25 22 3 5 5 8 25 28 26 30 
Oct .•. 0 2 0 0 20 16 16 14 5 6 7 12 6 7 8 5 28 26 28 28 3 5 3 3 17 20 16 25 
Nov .. 8 8 4 8 9 10 7 9 4 2 5 6 14 1.5 14 12 28 26 27 29 2 4 8 1 24 27 25 27 
Dec ... 0 4 1 1 13 9 15 15 1 8 2 2 17 15 18 18 28 23 28 29 8 8 8 2 18 19 22 28 
* liad no rain-gauge until October. 
WEATHER. 
Cloudy, or most- ;5 =..: 0 • 
-1>, 
Iy cloudy. ~~ l>,'1:l "'" 'O 0 
'O Q ::::0 
• I - J ,. ~~ oll>, i~ -~ A ~ p_; ~~ 0 o 0 
~8 
..8 s 
" 0 " 0, 0 rn Z rn .-< 0 
--------
11 5 4 2 19 2 
5 4 1 1 23 0 
3 1 2 1 28 0 
5 2 4 0 18 0 
14 11 15 6 8 4 
6 3 5 8 20 2 
13 12 9 8 11 5 
Rain. 
~ .g 
















2 ... ... 
























Table ef daily means ef Psychrometer, with direction ef wind, at Sacramento, Cal. 




June. July. Aug. 
SE;SSW;SE;SE 
Sept. 
65.33 57.66 1 SSE; S; SW; SSW. I S; S; SSE; SE. 1 63.66 56.33 I 2 SSW; SSE; S; S. 2 " " " " 2 70.40 61.33 SE. SW; SSE; SE. 2 63. 56.33 
' 3 SE; S; S; SSW. 3 SE; WNW; SSE; SE. 3 74. 65. SE; S; SE; SE. 3 60.66 55 .33 4 SE all day. 4 SE; NW; SE; S. 4 67.33 58 .66 SE; SSW; SE; SE. 4 62.66 55.66 5 SE; S; SSE; SE. 5 SE; S; SE; SE. 5 65.66 59.66 SE; S; SE; S. 5 64. 56.33 6 SE all d~. 6 NW all day. 6 68.66 60.66 SE all day. 6 63. 56.66 7 SE; W; E;SSW . . 7 " " " 7 71. 65. SE; SW; S; S. 7 62.66 55.66 8 SSW;NW; S; SSE. 8 NW;WNW;SE;S. 8 78.33 64.66 do 8 63.33 56 .66 9 SSE;· NW; NNW; 9 S; SW; SSE; S. 9 75.33 62.33 S; SE; S; S. 9 6-2.33 55 .66 NNW. 10 SE; S; SSW; SE· 10 69.66 61.33 SE all day. 10 62.33 55.33 IO NW; WNW; SSE; 11 SW; S; SE; SE. 11 71.66 63.33 do 11 60. 54.66 SSE. 12 S; Nin forenoon; W; 12 75. 62.33 SE; W; S; S. 12 59.66 54.66 11 SE; S; SE; SE. SSE; SE. 13 72. 63. SE; S; S; S. 13 60.66 54.33 12 SSE all day. 13 SE, SW; SE; SE. 14 72.33 60.66 SE; SSW; SSE: SE. 14 60. 54. 13 SSW;NW;SSE; SSE. 14 S;NW; S; S. 15 77. 62.66 SE; S; S; S. 15 60.33 55.33 14 S; SW; SSE; SE. 15 SW; NW in forenoon; 16 84.66 66. S; WNW; S; S. 16 66.66 57.33 15 SE; SW; SE; SE. SW: SW;SE. 17 83.33 68. SE all day. 17 71. 59.33 16 SE; SSW; S; SSE. 16 SE; S; S; S. 18 73.33 61.66 do 18 77. 62.33 17 SE; NW; SE; SW. 17 SE all day. 19 71.33 61. S; S; S; SE. 19 67. 62. 18 SW; NW; SE; SE. 18 do 20 73.66 63.33 SE all day. 20 67.66 59.33 19 SE; NW; SSE; SSE. 19 do 21 72.66 60. do 21 66. 58. 20 SE all day. 20 do 22 63.66 57.33 do 22 67.66 59 .66 21 do 21 do 23 68.66 58. S; SSE; S; S. 23 67.33 59.66 22 do 22 do 24 67.66 57.66 SE; W; SE; SSE. 24 69. 57.33 23 SE; SSW; SE; SE. 23 S; WNW;S;S. 25 63.33 56. S; SSE; SE; S. 25 68. 56.66 24 SS; SSE; SW; SW. 24 SE; NW; SE; SE. 26 63.66 54.66 SE; S; SE; SE. 26 62.33 58.66 25 SW;NNW;SW;SW. 25 SE; SE; S; SE. 27 6L.66 54. SE; SW; SW; SW; 27 70. 58.33 26 WNW; NW; S; S. 26 SE; S; S; SE. 28 66.33 55.38 NW;W;W;S. 28 66.66 58.33 27 SSW;SW;SSW;SSE 27 SE all day. 29 64.33 57.66 SE all day. 29 66. 57. 28 SE all day. 28 do 30 65.66 56.66 SE;W;W;S. 30 6'6.66 56.66 29 do 29 do 31 68.66 62.33 SE; S; S; S. 30 SE; S; SSE; SSE. 30 SE; SSW; SSE; S. 
31 SE; SE; SE; S. 
* Psychrometrical observations not commenced before the 1st of August. 
Wind. 
SE all day. 
S; SSW; SE; SE. 
SE all dav. 
S; SW; S: S. 
SE; SSW; S; SSE. 
SE; S; S; SE. 
S; S; SE; BE. 
SE; SE; S; S. 
SSE all day. 
do 
S; SE; S; S. 
S;SSE;SE;SK 
S; SSE; SSE; SE. 
SE; S; S; S. 
SE all day. 
SW; S. 
SE all day. 
do 
do 
SE; WNW; SW; SW. 
SW; W; S; S. 
SE all day. 
SE; SSE; S; S; 
SE;N;NW; S. 
SSE; SW; SE; SE. 
SEE all day. 





























Oct. Mean Mean 
D.B. W.B. 
-----
1 74. 58.33 
2 74.33 60.66 
3 75.66 61.66 
4 67.66 59.33 
5 64.66 58. 
6 65. 59. 
7 64.33 57.66 
8 72.33 56.66 
9 64. 58.66 
10 61.66 55.66 
11 60.33 57.33 
12 61.66 59. 
13 58. 53. 
14 56.33 49.66 
15 58. 51.33 
16 59.66 53.66 
17 60. 53.33 
18 57.66 51.66 
19 58. 51.66 
20 62.66 56.33 
21 65. 58.33 
22 64.33 58.33 
23 59.66 54.66 
24 54. 52.33 
25 57. 52.33 
26 57.66 53.66 
27 55. 50.66 
28 57.66 52. 
29 57.33 50. 
:lo 60.66 50. 
::n 57.66 50. 
Table of daily means ef Psychrometer, with direction of wind, at Sacramento, Cal. 
Wind, Nov. Mean Mean Wind. - Dec. Mean Mean 
D. B. W.B. D.B. W. B. 
---
---
NNW;N;W;W. 1 57. 50. NW all day. 1 57. 48.33 
SW; SW; W; SW. 2 55. 47.66 SE; SE; SW; SW. 2 58.33 . 49. 
SW all day. 3 52.66 49.66 SW; WNW;NNW; SE. 3 54.33 51.66 
SE all day. 4 55.66 49.33 SSE all day. 4 55. 50.66 
do. 5 57.66 51.33 do. 5 51.33 48.66 
do. 6 58.66 50.66 SE all day. 6 48.66 46. 
S; S; vVNW; WNW. 7 54.66 46.33 SE; SE; S; S. 7 46.66 44.33 
NNW; NW; SSE; S. 8 53. 48.33 SW all day. 8 47.33 42. 
SE all day. 9 55.33 4f. SE;WNW;NW;NW. 9 42.66 40.33 
SE; SSE; SW; S. 10 51.33 47. Nall day. 10 44.66 41.33 
SE all day. · 11 54.33 48.66 do. 11 44. 38.66 
S; S; SSW; SE. 12 56 .66 48. NW;NW;WNW;W. 12 45. 40.66 
SE; NE; S; S. 13 53. 48. SW; SSE; SSE; SSE. 13 44.66 41.33 
W;N;NW;SW. 14 54. 48.33 SE;NW;.WNW;WNW 14 47. 41.66 
NW; NW; SW; SW. 15 54.33 46 .66 Wall day. 15 46.33 41.33 
SE all day. 16 55. 48.33 NW;W;W;W. 16 45.66 41.33 
do. 17 56. 48.66 NW all day. 17 49.66 42.33 
SE; S; SE; SE. 18 55 . 51. NE; SSE; NE; S. 18 51.33 43.66 
SE all day. 19 58.66 53. NW all day. 19 46.66 40. 
SE; SE; S; S. 20 54. 51. NW; SE; SE; SE. 20 44.66 43. 
SSE all day. 21 55.33 52.66 SE; SW; S; S. 21 45.66 41. 
SE; SSE; SW; SW. 22 59.66 55.66 SE; SE; SW; SW. 22 52. 45.33 
SSE all day. 23 59. 53 .66 SW; SE; SE; SE. 23 51. 45.33 
do. 24 59. 53. NW all day. 24 53.66 47.66 
SE all day. 25 59.33 52.66 NW;N;N;N. 25 55. 51.33 
do. 26 60.66 53.33 NW all day. 26 48.66 44.66 
SSE; NW; W; SW. 27 58. 52. do. 27 43.33 37.33 
SW; SE; SSE; SE. 28 57.33 51.33 do. 28 42.33 37.33 
SE; NW; NW; NW. 29 51. 43.66 WNW;NW;NW;SSE. 29 37.66 35.66 
NW all day. 30 53.33 47.33 NW; N'W; SE; SE. 30 43.33 39. 
do. 31 48.66 46. 
w·ind. 
SW;NW;NW;NW. 
NW; NW; SE; SE. 
SE; SW; WSW; WSW. 
NW all day. 
SE;NE;N;N. 
NW; N; SE; SE. 
W;WNW;WNW;WNW. 
SSE; W; SE; SE. 
SE; SE; S; S. 







NW; N; SE; SE. 
W; SE; SE; SE. 
SE all day. 
do. 
SSE all day. 
SE all day. 
do. 
do. 
SE; S; SSE; S;E. 
SE; SW; SSE; SSE. 
WNW; N; NW; NW. 
NNW all day. 
NN.W; NW; NW; SE. 
NW; W; SSE; S. • 




















1855. Mean Mean D. B. W. B. 
-----
Jan. 
1 50. 46.33 
2 42.66 39. 
3 43.66 41.66 
4 43.66 41.33 
5 35.33 33. 
6 34.33 31. 
7 39.33 35.66 
8 44.66 40.33 
9 45.66 43.66 
10 45. 42.33 
11 45.66 43. 
12 43.66 41.66 
13 40.33 38. 
14 39.33 37.66 
15 39. 36.66 
16 39.66 37. 
17 40 .33 39. 
18 43.33 42 . 
19 47. 44. 
20 41.33 39.33 
21 42.33 37.66 
22 44.66 39. 
23 47.33 43.66 
24 51. 46.33 
25 53. 47. 
26 51.66 46.33 
27 50. 44. 
28 49. 43. 
29 51.33 46.33 
30 50.66 47.66 
31 56.66 52.33 
'.1 able Oj daity means Oj Psychrometer, with directions of wind, at Sacramento, Cal. 
Wind. 1855. Mean Mean Wind. 1855. Mean Mean D.B. W.B. D.B. w. B. 
---
Feb. Mar. S; SW; SW; SW. 1 54. 47.66 N; S; SW;N. 1 58.66 53.66 WSW; SE; SE; SE. 2 54 .33 49. NNW; NW; NE; NE. 2 57.66 53. SE all day. 3 55.66 48.66 WSW;NW;SW;W. 3 59. 55.33 S; SW; SW; SW. 4 56.66 50 .33 W; N; SE; ENE. 4 58.33 53. SE all day. 5 54. 49.33 WNW; N; N; WSW. 5 57.33 56. Do. 6 55.33 51. N; S; SE; SE. 6 60.66 59. NW;NW;W;W. 7 54.33 51. SSE; S; S; SSW. 7 62. 58.66 NW all day. 8 55.66 52.66 Sall day. 8 57.66 56.33 NW; NW; N; SE. 9 53.66 50.33 S; WSW; WSW; NNE. 9 51.66 50.66 SE; NE; SE; SE. 10 52. 49.33 SSE all day. 10 51.66 47. SE; NW; NW; NNW. 11 50.33 46.66 E; NNW; NW; NNW. 11 51.33 46.66 N; N; SE; E. 12 51.33 46.33 SSW; S; NNW; NNW. 12 52.33 50.66 NW; ESE; SE; SE. 13 52.66 49.66 NW;NNW;WNW;WSW. 13 54.33 50. SE; NW; NW; SE. 14 56. 52. SSE; S; S;NNW. 14 49. 47. SSE; NE; SW; SE. 15 57.33 49.66 NNW all day. 15 47. 42. SE; SSE; ESE; SE. 16 57. 46. Do. 16 44.33 36.66 NW; N; SE; SE. 17 51. 46.33 NW;NW;NE;N. 17 50.66 44. S; SE; SE; N. 18 55.66 46.33 SE;SSE;S;N. 18 58. 53.33 SSE all day. 19 48.33 38.33 N~W; NNW; NW; NW. 19 59. 52.33 NW;NW;NW;W . 20 45.33 37.66 NW; NNW; NW; NNW. 20 55.33 53.33 WSW;WSW;NNW;NNW 21 44.66 38.33 N; SE; SSW; SSW. 21 59. 52.33 NW; NNE; NNE; NW. 22 46.66 42. SSE; S; SSE; SE. 22 62. 57.33 SSE; SSE; ENE; E. 23 47.33 43.33 SSW; SSW; N; WNW. 23 64.66 56.66 NW; N; NNE; SE. 24 45.66 40.33 NNW; W; N; NNE. 24 64.33 59. SW; NE; NW; NNW. 25 52. 46 .66 NNW; SSE; NW; NW. 25 64. 57.33 NW; N; N; WNW. 26 55.33 52.33 SE; SE; NE; NNW. 26 61.66 54 .66 NW; NNW; E; SE. 27 55. 53. NW; ESE; S; S . 27 58.33 53. NW;N;NE;W. 28 57.66 56.33 SE; S; SE; SE. 28 57.66 53.33 NW; NNE;SSE;ENE. 29 58.33 53.33 WSW;NNW; NNE; NW. 30 58.33 55. N; SE; N; NNW. 31 57. 54. 
Wind. 
SE; S; S; SW. 
SE; S; S; S. 
S; SSE; NW; WNW. 
W; S; S; SE. 
E; S; S; S. 
S; SE; S; S. 
S; SE; SE; SE. 
ESE; S; S; S. 
S; S; S; WSW. 
NE; WNW; W; SE. 
SE; WSW; S; E. 
S; S; SSE; SE. 
Sall day. 
SSE all day. 
NW all day. 
NW;NW;SE;E. 
N; NNW; NW; NW. 
N;N;NW;NW. 
NW all day. 
NW; NW; NW; SW. 
NE; NW; NW; NNE. 
NNW;NNW;NW;N. 
NE; SSE; ESE; NNE. 
N:W; N; NE; NE. 
NE; NW; SE; SE. 
E; N; N; SE. 
S; S; SSE; S. 
SE; SSW; SSE; SSE. 
SSE; SW; S; NE. 
SE; SE; SSE; S. 



























272 NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF 
REMARKS CONTRIBUTING TO THE PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE 
NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT. 
BY JULIUS FROEBEL. 
SAN F RANCISco, December 8, l854. 
Since the annexation of California our geographical knowledge of the 
, western half of our continent has made a progress the rate of which is 
unsurpassed in the history of geography, and almost equals the fastness 
of California life itself~ by which it has been produced. In every 
direction the great wilderness of the western table-lands, and of the 
continental slope along the Gila and Colorado, together with the ad-
joining portion of Sonora, is traversed by engineers, by cattle traders, 
emigrants, prospecting miners, and bold adventurers, who all contribute 
in daily augmenting our store of topographical details concerning these 
vast regions. But while this store is accumulating, it cannot be ex-
pected that travellers, who have to pay attention to some particu~ar 
and more or less immediate interest, should trouble themselves with 
geographical questions of a more general character. Thus some m~-
conceptiJns in our general ideas of the physical structure of our conti-
nent, produced by ~ome former and premature generalizations of sys-
tematic geography, are still propagated by maps and books, as well as 
Congressional railroad speeches, and the influence of these errors on 
different branches of science, as well as on common life, is important 
enough to make it worth while to correct them. I am referring here 
to the prevailing notions of the geographical system of our continent, or 
the manner in which its mountain chains and table lands are generally 
believed to be arranged and connected, or separated. As this arrange-
m~nt, together with the geological constitution of the soil, forr11: th_e 
prmcipal conditions of the local deviations of climate and of the d1s~n-
bution of organic life, it is easy to conceive how the most intere~t~o; 
c~apters of physical geography must be affected by any prevailing 
misconception in that respect . 
. A correct knowledge of the whole system of elevations and depre · 
s10ns of the surface of a country can only be the result of a complete 
and careful topographical survey and subsequent representation. _To 
execute such a task over a large continent, like that of North Amenca, 
can only be the work of generations. Even the most advanced States 
of Europe, s~all as they are in extent, and almost unlimited as the 
power of their governments is to expend money for such a purpose. 
ha ~e onl1 la~ely succeeded in possessing good topographical m~p~ 0 
their terntones. But while thus we must resign to our grandab1ldren 
the satisfaction of having a clear and correct conception of the Uf aid 
clowns of the continent we inhabit, we are under the necessity, for our 
own present wants, to form an approximate idea. Insufficient a~. the 
number of our observations must be, and discontented as they are JO 
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great measure, we must try to fill up the lacuna of our kn~wledge. by 
generalizations and ideal connexions. It is natural that, m so domg, 
we should be exposed to error; but \Ve shall keep our mistakes within 
the narrowest possible limits, if we proceed by the way.of simple induc-
tions, and refuse to submit to premature theories. No doubt the pro-
pensity of the human mind to bring isolated facts into an ideal con-
nexion originates in our highest intellectual faculty, by which alone we 
are able to discdver the general laws which govern the endless variety 
of cases. But there is scarcely one science which has not been led 
astray from time to time by this same propensity, and no science, per-
haps, more so than geology, of which orography, or the knowledge of 
the external form of the dry surface of our globe, may, in some respects, 
be said to be a chapter, while physical geography in general is its 
descriptive department. . 
Among the many mistaken notions still prevalent on that subject, 
is the opinion that the principal systems of water-courses or the great 
river basins and continental depressions must be divided by mountain 
chains. In America this is not more true than in any other part of 
the world. But great and important as is the number of well known 
facts which prove that the less striking differences of level followed 
by the water-courses of a country may be independent of the system 
of real . mountain chains, both being very often the results of two 
entirely different series of causes, still these facts are regarded as mere 
exceptions to a general rule, and, wherever positive observations are 
wanting, geographers continue to fill up the blanks in our maps accord- • 
ing to that supposition. Thus, to separate the Pacific from the Atlantic 
slope, and especially from that towards the Mexican Gulf, the Rocky 
Mountains have been brought into an imaginary connexion with the 
Sierra Madre of Mexico, and this latter chain has been forced on our 
maps to take a direction which it does not take in reality. I have 
often heard the name of the former unhesitatingly extended to the 
latter by Americans living in northern Mexico, though there is an 
interval of several hundred miles in longitude i:nd latitude between 
their nearest points. A generalization even of a bolder character is 
sometimes made, when the Sierra Madre and the Rocky Mountains 
together are said to be the continuation of the "Cordilleras" of South 
America. But the system of the Andes does not continue through the 
Isthmus of Darien; and the hills of the Isthmus of Panama bave little 
to do with them. These hills, again, are not, connected with the moun-
tains and table lands of upper Mosquitia, of Honduras, and Guatemala, 
nor_ with_ t~e volcanic cones which ri.se in isolated beauty from the 
plarns of Nicaragua and San Salvador. 
. It may be observed that these interruptions of continuity are not 
important enough to affect a general view of the subject, and it may 
be conceded that this is true. Certainly we may speak with all pro-
priety of the mountains and table lands of the western side of the new 
world as of one great system following the course of its western coast 
fr~m Terra del Fuego to the northern Polar ocean, and separated by 
,y1de tracts of flat and, comparatively speaking, low country, from 
the groups and chains which occupy certain sections of the eastern side 
of both th~ northern and southern continents. But this is only repeating 
Mis. Doc. 24-18 
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a fact almost too general and simple to be much dwelt upon. It being once 
known, as it is, to everybody, the specia] arrangement of the numerous 
subordinate members becomes the o~ject of investigation, and it is this 
object we have here in view. • 
In this investigation the question is not only whether certain groups 
or chains of mountains are really connected or separated, but what 
other relations may exist between them, relations that may be of high 
interest to the geologist and meteorologist, or to those who are studying 
the laws of the distribution and diversity of vegetable, animal, and 
human life. Mountains, though separated by intervening space, may 
be the productions of simultaneous and connected geological processes, 
or, by taking corresponding situations in reference to the whole geo-
graphical structure of their respective regions, may form corresponding 
parts in the system of natural circumstances and conditions, so that 
one may be said to be the equivalent of the other in one or the other of 
the different series of causes and effects which constitute the great 
organism of nature. Thus we may not only ask whether the Rocky 
Mountains are connected with the Sierra Madre or not, but we may, if 
the latter be the case, put the question whether the one must not be 
considered, at least, as the equivalent of the other. This question, in-
deed, has been raised by the geologists of this country in respect to 
the different chains of our own system of mountains. It has become 
an interesting question of geology and physical geography, whether the 
peninsular chain of Lower California is the southern equivalent of the 
Sierra Nevada, or is that of our coast range, and whether the so-call~d 
San Bernardino chain is corresponding to any of the three, or has 11.: 
own independent character and existence. 
Since Elie de Beaumont has drawn the attention of geologists to 
certain relations which appear to exist between the bearings of mou~· 
tain chains and the geological periods of their respective upheavals, 1t 
has been asserted that such questions should be decided; and that the 
classifications and nomenclature of geography should be regulated by 
the facts which const~tute geological character, and not by those of mere 
outward form. But it is easy to show that, by subjecting the whole 
matter to the domination of a mere scientific principle, we yield to the 
claims of one science at the cost of the equally just claims of anotber. 
~s well as of_ every-day utility. Thus, for example, it is a well estab-
lished fact of geology, that different sections of the Alps are to be_ 1e· 
ferr~d to very different geological epochs, while each c_>f these sectwns. 
has lls geological equivalents in certain more or less distant parts o. 
the world. Still it is in the interest of climatology and of the study ot 
the distribution of nlants and ·animals, as it is in that of common life 
,and of human histo;y, to adhere to the old and natural way of viewing 
an~ naming, by _which the Alps are considered as one ~ou~tain c_hai~. 
which has nothmg to do with certain mountains or hills m Spam, m 
Scandinavia, and in Greece. It is an equally well establi~hed fact. 
that the hills in the south of Eno-land and a certain section of the 
C~uc~su , that the Thuringi2.0 fore~t in Germany and certa_in mo?n-
ta~ns rn Greece, that one section of the Pyreuees and a certain sec~IOL. 
of ~he Alps, are to be referred respectively to the same aeoJo.;ir.3 } 
penocl , ~tiU no sensible man, unless he is considering the matter 
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expressly under a geological point of view, would say that these 
mountains respectively belong to each other. Even not to a1;1gment 
the sufferings of schoolmasters and schoolboys, we should abstarn from 
innovations which would ob]ige them to become good geologists before 
they could understand, the one what he is teaching, the other wha! Jm· 
is learning. The outward forms of the surface of our globe should· 
be considered independently of the system of geologica! per~od_s and1 
mineral masses. The knowledge of each, though there 1s an mt1mate · 
connexion between the two, has its own peculiar interest, and the · 
claims of the geologist in that respect have no better foundation than , 
those of the botanist who would propose to give different names to 
two sections of the same chain of mountains, because one is covered 
with pine trees, the other with oak. 
After these preliminary remarks, intended to clear tbe subject of 
some confused notions in respect to its general principles, I may pass 
over to a statement of facts, which shall be mostly such as have fallen 
under my own observation. 
1. The great chain of the Rocky Mountains divides, in the neighbor-
hood of the origin of the Rio Grande, into two ranges_, of which one 
runs a1ong the eastern, the other along the western side of that river, 
down to about the latitude of Santa Fe. 
Every one who has travelled from the Missouri river to the capital 
of New Mexico, is well aware of the fact that the latter part of the road, 
from Las Vegas to its termination, turns round the southern promontory 
of the eastern range. To the north he leaves steep, high, ;:ind mostly 
snow-covered mountains, while the elevations to the south are of two 
kinds, but both different in character from the great chain to the north. 
Some there are, it is true, which have been caused by plutonic eruptions, 
and the upheaval of metamorphic and sedimentary masses; but they 
are merely little isolated groups, or ridges, such as the Placer, Sandilla, 
and Manzana mountains. The rest are either mere declivities, or de-
tached portions of the general table land. This latter, at an average 
altitude of nearly 7,000 feet above the sea, turns round that same south-
ern promontory, from the eastern to the southwestern side of the great 
chain, and, running out here in a projecting corner to the westward, 
reaches the very borders of the valley of the Rio Grande, where, at 
many places, the traveller has a view over its edges down into the val--
ley near Albuquerque. The little groups and ridges just mentioned 
~ave entirely the general character of the numerous mountains which, 
like the islands of an archipelago, are scattered all over the high plains 
of western Texas and Mexico. If, nevertheless, they be considered 
as_ the so~the!n continu~tions, or representatives, _of the Rocky l\Ioun-
tams, which rn a certam sense they really are, 1t should be in view 
of the correspondence of the natural arrangement of elevations in that 
section of country to the western terminal range, which, south of Santa 
Fe, appears to pass over to the eastern ~ide of the river, following, 
in this way, the general south-by-east course of the system. 
2. Whoever has travelled from El Paso to California by the Gila 
route knows that, following Cook's route in its southern bend, he has to 
pass over several mountain spurs; but that, choosing the straight line of 
a more northern track, called L eroux' s route, he passes from the Rio 
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· li'.:Gr'ahde to the Gila, near the Pima villages, without the necessity of 
' surmounting a single real mountain-chain. In general, there is no 
'·doubt that, if the traveller were not bound to touch the few watering 
1, places, and to avoid difficulties of another character, he could keep off 
· from mountajns altogether. If, therefore, the western terminal range of 
:. the Ro(rt{y Mountains should reach so far south as the origin of the Gila 
1
• 1-iver,dt certainly does not pass over to the south of that locality. It is, 
~ho:W"ever, much more likely that the road from Albuquerque to Zuni, 
:._~hd, perhaps, even the old Spanish trail from Santa Fe, by Abiquiu 
and the head waters of the San Juan river, to Los Angeles, turns round 
the real southern promontory of the western terminal range. 
It is true that further south, in the neighborhood of Socorro, in about 
34° of latitude, mountains of considerable elevation, and steep, Alpine 
forms, stand on the western side of -the Rio Grande. They appear, 
however, to be separated from the Rocky Mountains by a wide interval 
-0f flat and open country, which has been made use of for the pas-
:sage of several routes. This section of country I do not know from 
:;personal observation, except from what I could see in coming 
,down the Rio Grande. Now, even conceding that reasons might be 
found to consider the mountains near Socorro as a continuation of the 
western terminal range of the Rocky Mountains, still they would ~ot 
form a connexion with the Sierra Madre, because such a connex10n 
cannot be found further south. Between Valverde and Santa Barbara 
the same group of mountains form those jmpassable narrmvs of the 
valley of the Rio Grande, which compel tbe traveller to leave the 
river and traverse, for ninety miles, the ill-reputed desert of the Jornada 
<lel Mucrto, or "dead man's journey," the south-eastern portions of the 
<rroup thus proving to stand on the eastern side of the Rio Grande. 
3. The mountains which here obstruct the valley, those further north 
which rise in picturesque forms from the western side of the river near 
Socorro, together with the Copper Mine Mountains, and the little group 
of Ben Moor, appear to belong, in reality, to a central ~ncl s~parate 
system, in which the Gila river takes its orjgin, and which m1gh~ be 
called the Upper Gila mountains. Its centre appears to be the Si~rra 
Blanca, so called, not from being covered with eternal snow, as might 
be supposed, but from the white color of its rocks. In a deep and nar-
rn_w canon of tbe southern portion of the system I observed white masses 
of a porphyritic or trachytic formation, wi'th transitions into pearlstone. 
It has been pretended that the real connecting link between the 
U.locky Mountains and the Sierra Madre is formed by a chain called the 
,Sierra de los Mimbres. But the traveller in the section of country 
"where it should exist will look in vain for such a chain. The name: 
indeed, is only applied to the restricted and subordinate mountain 
locality ou the southern verge uf the Upper Gila Mountains, so called 
from the Rio de los Mimbres, a small creek which, during the dry sea-
son, is lost in the plain, but is said to continue its course so far sc,uth 33• 
to reach the Laguna d~ ::,anta Maria, a lake situated west by s_outh ot 
El Paso. Mimbre is Lhe Mexican name of a beautiful bjgnomaceou5 
shrub (a Chilopsis) exclusively growing in the alluvjal beds of ~n<l and 
pebbles of little intermittent streams. The little creek, therefore. ha:: 
il name from the shrub; and the mountain locality in ,....-hich the cree -
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has its origin, near the now deserted Fort Webster, obtains its appella-
tion from the creek-a fact which shows its subordinate character. · 
4. After having approximately defined the southern extremity of the 
Rocky Mountains, I have now to follow the course of those detached 
groups ~nd ridges which, in a certain sense, to be explained hereafte-:,. 
may be called its southern equivalent. I have already stated that, Jf 
such an equivalent exists, it is to be looked for on the eastern and not on 
the western side of the Rio Grande. The traveller coming from San 
Antonio de Bejar, on his way to El Paso or to the Presidio del Norte,, 
has to pass these mountains, which, situated west of the Pecos river ,-
mark a step from a lower to a higher section of the plateau of western 
Tex'.ls. In steep and singular forms, of a character entirely different 
from the hill_s formed by declivities and detached portions of table laD<l :, 
as common in western Texas as they are on the head waters of the P ecos. 
and the Canadian, these groups and ridges of plutonic and metamorphic 
masses, formed by a combination of upheavals and eruptions, emerge 
from the high surrounding plains. 
On the road to the Presidio del Norte they are passed in the P 10e1110i 
del Paisano, on the road to El Paso, in the Puerto de las li'llllffeiaa., or 
" Wild Rose" Pass, two localities of the most striking character 0f wild 
and romantic mountain scenery-particularly the latter of tne two,. 
where the walls of immense porphyritic eruptions are separated intoi, 
innumerable strange shapes of needles, spires, columns, and spheroid?·· 
South of the Presidio del Norte, in the neighborhood of San Carlos, this 
line of mountains strikes again the Rio Grande, passing from the ~ast-
ern to the western side of the river without changing its general d!fec-
tion, the river forming here a great eastern bend, in a long, deep, nar-
row, and impassable gorge, through which, in a series of rapids, it pours 
down from the elevated country of its upper and middle course into !he· 
deep country of the Mexican gul£ On its western side, then, the lm 
of mountains bordering the Balson de Mapirni to the east runs furth er-
south through the States of Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, San Luis Potosi,, 
and Vera Cruz, where it forms the eastern margin of the plateau of 
Anahuac. 
5. I come now to speak of the Sierra Madre. This clenomi11ation 
has been the cause of many geographical misunderstandings and mis-
constructions. It has been understood as a real proper name, while it 
is but an appellative, meaning the mother chain of mountains-i. e., the 
principal chain of a country in general, just as the Mexicans call acequia 
madre the principal channel of a system of irrigation. Thus t he name 
may occur in different localities without thereby authorizing ge0gra-
phers to conclude that all the mountain chains which have received that 
denomination belong to one and the same system. It may, therefore, 
really be as some maps have it-I do not know from what source-that 
acert~in chain east ofDurango, belonging to the line of ridges which passes 
over from Texas to Mexico, is known under the name of Sierra Madre, 
~oo. But it is certain, and every one vvho has travelled across Mexico 
m that latitude knows it, that the Sierra Madre, in the sense generally 
adopted in the country, is not east bu.t is west of Durango, and is passed 
by the road from that city to Mazatlan. Of a mountain chain in New 
Mexico calle<l Sierra Madre, and pretended to be situated on the west-
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-em side of the Rio Grande, I have never heard. But if the name should 
·occur there, too, as some maps 1i1rnwise have it, I am almost sure that 
it has only been m;ed by some Mexican theorist who wanted to convey 
a general idea of the geography of his country according to his own 
fancy-that it is not, therefore, a commonly employed term there-and 
under no consideration could even a fact contrary to this conviction 
prove any connexion of the Rocky Mountains with thP Sierra Madre 
proper, which, following the direction of the Pacific coast of Mexico, 
borders the interior table-land of that country towards the low country 
of Michoacan, J alisco, Sinaloa, and Sonora. If such a conclusion could 
be allowed to be drawn from a mere name, it would certainly be as 
justifiable to prove a connexion, or at least a relation, of the Sierra 
Madre proper to that chain of mountains which our geologists now call 
the Sa.n Bernardino chain, but which the old Californians likewise 
know under the name of Sierra 1\'fadre. 
Now as to the Sierra Madre proper, there is a singularity in the 
natural structure of this marginal chain, which, though by no means 
uncommon in other similar chains in different parts of the world, is one 
of the principal causes of the misconstructions of our maps in respect 
to western and northern Mexico. Nearly all the more considerable 
rivers which empty into the Gulf of California. have their origin on the 
high plains of the interior table-land-that is to say, on the eastern side 
of the Sierra Madre-and, bursting through deep and narrow gorges or 
rents, cross the chain at right angles before they come down ~m a lower 
terrace of the country, and ultimately into the "tierra caliente" of the 
coast. This fact is to be seen in the most striking manner on the road 
from Chihuahua to the rich mining place of Batoseagachic, where the 
traveller passes, without any ascent, from the high plateau on the eastern 
side of the Sierra down into the deep country on its western si?e, 
through one of these openings; the road coming out on the latter side 
at an elevation of several thousand feet above the lower country, where 
he may see the orano·e and banana, while he is still in the region of the 
pine-trees and of a 1~rthern climate. · The water-course at the bottom 
of the transversal gorge is tributary to the Rio del Fuerte, which 
empties into the gulf somewhat south of the Rio Yaqui. One of the two 
principal branches of this latter river, the Rio de Papig6chic or Con· 
ception, shows a similar phenomeE.on. For nearly a hundred miles it 
runs along the eastern side of the sierra in a northerly direction, through 
· the beautiful savannas of the western table-land of Chihuahua, passing 
· inany fine little towns, until at last it makes a sudden turn to the west, 
~nters a gap in the mountains so narrow that it is scarcely perceptible 
10 the landscape, and through it dashes down into the deep country on 
!he :"es tern side of the chain. One of these two passages must be ?~d 
rn view by the projectors of the railroa<l from El Paso or the Pres1d10 
del Norte to Guaymas, for which Santa Anna has lately given a con-
cession. ,!',,-s geographers, however, have not understood this c~arac_ter 
of the chain, they have placed it so far to the east of its real 1tuatwn 
as to get it on the eastern side of the origin of the rivers of Sonora and 
Sinaloa. 
At the same time there are some reasons to suspect that the as tro-
nomical positions of the interior of these two States are likewise too far 
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east; by which circumstance, if my supposition, suggested chiefly by the 
comparison of distances on both sides of the mountain chain, should prove 
just, the sierra, even keeping its relative situation, would 1?e broug~t 
nearer to the line of direction of the Rocky Mountains than 1t co~es m 
reality, and by the combinations of the two errors the disfigurat10ns of 
our maps appear to have been doubled. Thus, while the southern 
terminal ranges of the Rocky Mountains have been laid down too far 
·west, the northern terminal ranges of the Sierra Madre have been laid 
down too far east, and both have been brought nearer to each other 
than they really are. 
6. {?f the latter ranges, the extreme northern spurs, situated south ~f 
the middle and lower Gila, are passed by Cook's route on the trail 
between the Guadalupe pass and Fort Yuma. Near the latter place, 
or the junction of the Gila and Colorado, the Coast Range of Sonora 
and Sinaloa, which forms the western foot of the whole Sierra Madre 
system-a system which, throughout its whole extension, is formed by 
parallel ranges-has its northern termination. Beyond the Gila and 
Colorado, however, its direction is contin1_Jed by a chain of mountains 
~hich the traveller on his way through the desert, between the latter . 
nver and Carizo creek, has at some distance to his right hand. At 
a v~ry acute angle it converges with the chain which comes from the 
penmsula of Lower California, till at last it falls in with it, the San 
Bernardino peak forming, as I have been assured by persons who have 
been on the spot, the point of junction. Thus the extreme northwestern 
spur of the Sierra Madre constitutes what has been called by geologists 
the San Bernardino range, but has been known to the old Californians 
under that same name of Sierra Madre, as I have already stated. If, 
ther~fore, the Sierra Madre has a northern equivalent, we have to look 
for 1t not in the Rocky Mountains but in the Sierra Nevada system. 
Bu~ the real meaning of all these relations will receive more light from_ 
their connexion with the more general structure of the western half of 
our continent, of which, therefore, I shall try to give a few outlines. 
~his western half is known to be composed of a great longitudinal 
basin, extending, in a direction corresponding to the Pacific coast, from 
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec to the polar region. Through the greater 
par~ of its extent it is confined between an eastern and western marginal 
ch~m of mountains. The greater part of its surface has an elevation 
which gives it the character of a table land, and by its marginal 
chains it is separated from. an eastern and a western lateral terrace . 
. In California and Oregon, Utah and New Mexico, and in the coun-
tn~s farther to the north, the two marginal chains are clearly and con-
spicuously marked by nature. The eastern 'one is formed by the 
Rocky _Mountains, the western one by the Sierra Nevada, Cascade 
Mo1;1nt_ams, and their more northern equivalents. In Mexico, the western 
cham is constituted by the Sierra Nevada, and is likewise clearly traced ?Y nature; but the eastern one, comp0sed of that line of detached and 
irregular groups and ridges which crosses the Rio Grande frorn east to 
west at the narrows and rapids of San Carlos, is less conspicuous, and 
may be entirely overlooked by those who are not sufficiently informed 
a~out the matter. Nevertheless, as already stated, if the Rocky Moun-
tams have a southern equivalent, it must be recognised in the mountains 
of western Texas, Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, San Luis Potosi, and Vera 
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Cruz; and if the Sierra Madre has a northern equivalent, 1t must be 
recognised in the Sierra Nevada, the Cascade Mountains, and their 
more northern continuations : because the first line forms the eastern, I 
the second line the western borders of the great longitudinal basin of 
our western interior, the whole construction being thus under the rule 
of a strict physico-geographical analogy. 
8. Though in respect to its prevailing elevation, this great basin may 
be called a plateau or table-land, still it has considerable differences of 
altitude, and three great slopes-not to speak of similar phenomena of 
a minor importance-which form transitions from the inner and higher to 
theouterandlowercountries: that of the Rio Grande, thatofthe Colorado 
and Gila, and that of the Col um hia-the former breaking through the 
western marginal chain. 
Between the middle part of the valley of the Rio Grande and the 
middle part of the valley of the Gila, the country is less elevated than to 
the north and south of that line. The level of Lake Guzman, situated west-
southwest of El Paso, is, according to Mr. Schuchart, even lower than 
that of the Rio Grande at El Paso. Lake Santa Maria must have 
about the same level. Into this latter 1ake .the Rio J.l!imbres, which 
comes from the north, is said to empty itt time of copious rains; while-
from the south the Rio de Santa J.11.aria, emptying into the same lake, 
rushes down from the central plains of Chihuahua. A line traced from 
these two lakes to the Dry Lagoon of Cook's mute, forms a north-
western continuation of this depression of the table-land; and from the 
latte_r place the middle part of the Gila may be reached without over-
commg any consi<lerable elevation, which, however, would be found 
to exist to the north as well as to the south of that ljne. The upper 
Gila ru?s in a narrow part of the higher country north of it ; and 
though its bottom may be even lower than the level of the open country 
~long th~ general line of depression, still that does not form an objec-
t10n agamst the general construction, as it has neither an opening to 
the Rio Grande uor is it accessible much higher up than where the 
road from Tucson first strikes it. If Cook's wagon route, in taking 
frorr:i Dry Lagoon a southwestern course to the Guadalupe pass, 
deviates to the south of our line, it jg because it follows a series of fine 
~atcring and pasture-places, situated just between the mountains of the 
highest section of country, which contains the origin of the southern 
affi.uents of the Gila and of the northern river of Sonora. 
9. Thus it would appear that an ocean of a level not much higher 
than the Rio Grande near El Paso would separate Mexico from the 
rest of orth America. 
. But an ocean of that level-setting aside the more important changes 
1t would produce in the form of our continent"-would cover the Colo-
rado desert, and, extending over the deep mountain passes southea t~ 
of Los Angeles, would gain the Pacific here, and make an island of 
Lower Ca]ifornia. 
It is very possible that such a state of things has really once existed.-
The nearly horizontal strata of the cretaceous formation of Texas 
appear to enter in a western direc6on and unconformable superpo i!i?n 
betweell: _elevations of other sedimentary rocks and granite, ye~ltlc 
porphynt1c, and trachytic mountains, which must have already exr~ted 
when, amd mu.st have been abov.e the surface of the ocean in which• 
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the cretaceous strata were deposited. Strata of that formation, in un-
conformable superposition, appear to exist at several places between 
upheaved and eruptive tracts of country, in northern Chihuahua and 
Sonora. And if a closer geological investigation should really prove · 
that, a little south of the upper and coinciding with the lower Gila, a 
branch of the ocean should once have formed a strait across what is 
now forming our present continent, we might say that some hundred 
thousand years ago the natural line of a railroad, which in our days, 
should connect the eastern and western side of that continent, wa& 
already traced by nature. 
It is an interesting fact that the desert north of the Lower Colorado,. 
which is in the western continuation of that old range of lower country,. 
is, even now, perhaps, the lowest spot of the American continent-as, 
according to recent measurements, it is in part even somewhat under-
the level of the ·ocean. While travelling through that country, I was, 
struck by certain phenomena connected with the periodical filling and 
drying of what has been called Neu· River, and of the several lagoons 
connected ·with it. The immense mud deposits of Little Lagoon, 
which I have examined, prove tHe former existence of long and unin-
terrupted periods in which the water of the Colorado entered the 
desert and kept the bed of New River, together with the basins of this-
lagoon, full; while the existence of mezquit trees, now killed by its 
water, from which the upper parts of their trunks and branches 
emerge in a dead state, proves that other uninterrupted periods have 
passed when the water of the Colorado did not enter the desert. Now, 
it has been asserted that these fluctuations are the consequence of the 
more copious or more scanty rains in the countries drained by the 
Colorado and its tributaries; but the fluctuations appear. to have 
been of such an extent in time and level, that the cause assigned to 
!bet? appears ~o me to be inadequate to the effect~ and I am more 
rnclmed to believe that the phenomenon is, at least m part, produced 
by fluctuations of the ground in consequence of the action of subterra-
nean forces. There is a large solfatara even now in action at the 
northern side of the Lower Colorado. 
10. But to return to my strictly geographical object: It follows from 
the foregoing statements and remarks that the great longitudinal basin 
which constitutes the inner part of the western section of our continent, 
is divided, by a depression of soil which runs from the Middle llio 
Grande to the Middle Gila, into a Northern and a southern table-land, 
the former being that of New Mexico, Utah, Upper Oregon, and other 
more northern countries-the latter that of Mexico in its present 
confines, as they have been fixed by the Gadsden purchase. At 
the same time it can be seen bow great an error it is, affecting 
the whole physical geography of the continent, to bring the Sierra 
Maclr_e into connexion with the Rocky mountains. It makes the western 
margmal chain of the southern to be the continuation of the eastern 
marginal chain of the northern ,half of the great longitudinal basin, 
separating analogous and confounding heterogenou'S phenomena of 
orography, of climatology, and of the distribution of vegetable and 
animal Hfe. Those who have studied the climate, and the flora and 
fauna of these regions, will find that I am right in my assertions. 




Some Rf.marks on the Natural History of B eaver Islands, Michigan. 
BY JAMES J. STRANG. 
SAINT JAMES, BEAVER IsLAND, December 7, 1853. 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution: 
I have prepared for your use the following lists of animals, plants, 
&c., found upon the "Beaver Islands," in Lake Michigan, which I beg 
to submit to you. I am aware that these lists are quite imperfect, but 
hope they will serve some useful purpose until better can be prepared. 
Truly and sincerely, yours, 
JAMES J. STRANG. 
II 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
Horses, oxen, sheep,· swine, dogs, cats. 
WILD ANIMALS. 
Foxes, red, quite numerous. 
Foxes, black, scarce; silver grey, very rare. Some hunters assert 
tha.t these are the same variety, the colour only distinguishing the sex. 
The silver grey is the most valuable fur in market, a single skin being 
priced at more than fifty dollars. 
Hare, or rabbit. Two species, large and small. 
Chipmunk, or red ground-squirrel. 
Otter, very scarce. 
The beaver are extinct. Caribou, or reindeer, range as far south as 
here, but visit the islands only on the ice, and very rarely. Elk are 
found on the east shore, and bears on both. American deer are found 
as near as Green Bay and Manistee river, piloting civilization. 
BIRDS. 
Geese, brant, duck (numerous varieties), loons, gulls (two varietie~), 
crows, hawks, (several varieties), woodcock, pigeons, blackbird, robm, 
redheaded woodpecker, snipe, snowbird, pewee. 
FISHES. 
In some of the small' streams on the mainland " brook trout ' are 
found in abundance. Most of the streams are destitute of them, hut 
abound in other fish, the names of which I do not know. 
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The small lakes within the islands, as well as the mainland, are well 
stocked with fish, of which perch, suckers, and bass, are the most 
abundant. . 
In lake Michigan, among and around the islands, are sturgeon, pike, 
pickerel, siskowit, trout, whitefish, herring, suckers, perch, ling or 
lawyers. 
STURGEON, (Aupenscr.)-I have been able to learn very little of the 
habits of the sturgeon. While the shoal channels among the islands are 
frozen, the tribe of Indians residing on Garden Island depend much 
upon them for sub,istence. ThGy are usually taken with spears, in 
from one to four fathoms water. 
The quality of the flesh is very fine. Properly cooked, it can scarcely 
be distinguished from veal cutlet. They also make from them conside-
rable quantities of lamp-oil, quite superior to that furnished by contract-
ors for the light-houses. 
The mode of taking them is as follows: The fishermen go onto the 
ice at the favorite resorts of the sturgeon, and cut holes through the ice 
about one foot in diameter. By ). be side of the hole they put down a 
small quantity of hemlock or cedar brush, (either of which is an anti-
dote to frost.) 
On the brush the fisherman lies down, with his head over the hole, 
covering himself entirely with his blanket, so as to keep out all light, 
except what reflects up from the water. He is provided with a spear 
of great strength, usually consisting of but one tine, with three or four 
barbs on one side. The spear-handle is thirty or forty feet long, and of 
heavy wood, so that it will penetrnte the water with a slight effort. 
The spear is not made fast to the handle, but slightly pressed into a 
mitre in the end of it; so t~t the first motion of the fish will take the 
spear out of the handle. But the sp€ar is connected to the handlf~ by 
a strong cord several fathoms in length. The reason for this is, that the 
struggles of the fish woul<l break a very strong spear handle if the 
spear was fastened. But, by this arrangement, the fish spends his 
strength in pulling upon the cord, without being able to get loose. 
It is supposed the fish congregate around the holes in the ice to 
breathe the fresh air. The fisherman watches their coming, and seiz-
ing the first favorable opportunity, seldom fails of taking one if within 
twenty or thirty feet. The sturgeon are exceedingly shy. They are 
not sought in the summer, and very seldom taken in seeking other fish. 
I have never learned the weight of sturgeon in this region. They 
are usually from four to seven feet long-and are of value simply as 
winter subsistence for the Indians. 
Pike and Pickerel.-I can communicate nothing reliable concerning 
pike and pickerel. They are taken in small quantities for market; but 
none of the fishermen have been able to give me any information as to 
their habits. It is even disputed among fishermen whether they are 
not one and the same variety of fish, though, I think, without any good 
reason. 
SrsKOWIT, (Salmo sislcowit.)-Siskowit abound principally in Lake 
Superior, where the best quality are taken. But they are taken in 
limited quantities in L·ake Michigan. Fishermen generally suppose 
they are a mule between trout and white-fish, and their appearance 
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favors this opinion. But they are very abundant in parts of Lake 
Superior where the quantity of white-fish and trout is not large, and in 
various parts of Lakes Huron and .Michigan. Where white-fish and 
trout are always found together, no siskowit are found; which is hardly 
consistent with the theory that they are produced by a crossing of the 
two. Five minutes' intelligent observation at the spawning season 
would dispel the doubt, but I can find no person who has made it. 
The siskowit is the fattest of all fish, and yet has no unpleasant or 
oily odor. It is valued in market above all the fish of the lakes. But 
there is a species of white-meated tro1.1t, of indifferent quality, so greatly 
resembling siskowit that it is frequently sold under that name, by which 
means the siskowit is undervalued, except where well known. 
MACKINAC TROUT (Salmo amethystus).-The trout of this region have 
a world-wide fame, under the name of Mackinac trout. There is no good 
mason for the use of this local name, as they are found from Dunkirk, 
on Lake Erie, to Fond du Lac, on Lake Superior, and Milwaukee, on 
Lake Michigan, and I presume through a much wider region. What 
re!ation they bear to the trout of other regions I am unable to deter-
mme. 
The trout are great eaters, and subsist principally on other fish. 
They are always pursuing white-fish an<l herring, and are not unfre-
qucntly caught in the nets while stealing white-fish from them. 
Indians take them in the winter with spears, in the same manner as 
the sturgeon; also, in the same manner, with snatch-hooks instead of 
spears, using an artificial decoy fish, but no bait. 
Trout are taken for market by trolling, with snatch-hooks, set hooks, 
gill-nets, and seines . 
. ThP- apparatus for snatching trout ca hardly b~ described as "a 
stick and a string, with a worm at orie end and a fool at the other." 
A trout hook is made of steel vvire, from one fourth to three eighths of 
an inch in diameter, is weighted with about two pounds of lead, in the 
shape of two cones with the bases joined, through which the shank 
passes lengthwise. The line is a cotton one of the strength of a bed 
cord, usually from three to six hundred feet in length. In fishing 
through the ice, the moment a bite is felt the fisherman throws the line 
~ver_ his shoulder, and runs with all his might, in a direct line, till the 
fish 1s on the ice. When in a boat, hA allows the fish to run with the 
hook, occasionally pulling lightly, till the captive's strength is exhausted, 
and then pulls him in. As high as eighteen barrels have been snatched in 
one_ week by two persons; but four barrels a week is very good 
fishmg. 
Of trolling and set-hooking I could add nothing to what is generally 
know?, excep~ that the apparatus corresponds in strength with that 
used rn snatchmg. Seining and ai-11-netting will be described under tbe 
head of whitefish. 0 
~ think t_he ~verage weight of trout caught in seines and gill-nets 
(after <l~·essmg) 1s not above four pounds. Those caught with books 
are a tnfle heavier. But individuals weighing fifteen pounds are com-
mon, c1:nc.l they have been taken of above fifty pounds weight. 
Their spawning seasou is in autumn, about the first of November; but 
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individuals are found with mature spawn several months earlier. I 
have thought it possible that they spawn more than once a year. 
r~ '\VHITEFISH (Coregonus).-The whitefish are the most abundant, 
and, as an article of commerce, the most valuable fish of this region. 
Fifty thousand barrels per annum are taken among the Beaver Islands, 
and the quantity is rapidly increasing. As an article of food they are 
preferred ,to the trout, and inferior only to siskowit. Indians occasion-
ally take them through the ice with spears. But they are only caught 
in quantities with seilles and gill-nets. 
·Seines of all sizes are used in the usual manner. The seining begins 
soon after the disappearance of the ice in the spring, and lasts from one 
to three weeks, when various kinds of fish are taken, suckers being 
most abundant, but ,vhitefish are take11 in large quantities. The 
spawning season makes about three weeks of whitefish seinir:g in 
.November. 
Fishing is principally done with gill-nets. The season begins from 
the :middle of May to the forepart of June, according to the warmth of 
the weather, and usually ends the first week in December. 
Gill-nets are usually about five or six feet wide, and twenty rods 
long. If designed for trout the meshes are four inches, for whitefish 
threP- and a half, and for herring three inches. ,vhen set for fishing, one 
edge is weighted with stones and the other buoyed up with cedar floats, 
so that they maintain a vertical position. From six to twelve nets 
,are bridled together and called a gang. 
'\i\Thet~ the nets are prepared for setting, the fisherman takes them to 
some favo rite r,,sort of the fish, usually a feeding or spawning place, 
and first sinks a stone anchor 10 the bottom and makes fast to it a 
fbuoy with a flag-staff and flag attached; then fastening the end of the 
.gang to a buoy by a line long enough to reach the bottom, he rows or 
sails his boat in the direction he wishes to place the nets, paying out 
the nets as the boat moves till he gets to the end, when he fastens 10 it 
another buoy and flag by a line kmg enough to drop the net to the 
bottom. 
The nets are usu:.1lly left in the water three days, when they are 
lifted, the fisl1 taken out, stones and floats taken off~ and the nets dried, 
repaired , and prepared for setting again. Twenty fish to a net is a 
good yield, but as many as one hundred are sometimes taken. 
Whitefish come into the shoals in the spring (for what purpose I 
have been unable to learn); hence the spring seining. The first 
gilling is usually in from two to five fathoms water. As the season 
advances they retire to deeper water, till by the firs t of September they 
are found in from fifty to one hundred and fifty fathoms water. Indeed, 
off Fox Island nets have been set with success in water fourteen hun-
·dred feet deep. The largest fish come from the deep water. 
The spawning season begins in November, and terminates in Decem-
?er. This year (1853) it commenced November 11, and is apparently 
Just closing (December 7). The spawning season is indicated by 
the fish leaving deep water and appearing in immense numbers on 
rocky shoals. The first day they appear upon the shoals the nets take 
all males, apparently well stocked with milt. The second day a few 
females appear among them, plump with spawn. The proportion of 
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females increases till after a week or ten days, when they are two, 
three, and four times as many as the males, after which the females 
slowly disappear, and the males last leave the spawning ground. 
The best opinion seems to be that the males precede the females 
only to prepare the ground, especially as they at that time assume an 
extraordinary roughness of the scales, and employ themselves con-
stantly in scraping up gravel on which the spawn is subsequently 
deposited. Some, however, believe that the mere inclination to milt 
causes them to seek the proper positions without reference to the pres-
ence or absence of females. Others still are of opinion that they pre-
ceed only to wait for the females, and do not commence milting till the 
spawning commences. The males have been accused of• lingering on 
the spawing ground to feast pn the spawn; but this is contrary to nature, 
and, undoubtedly, a slander. The most careful observers assure me 
they are employed in coverinf? up the spawn. 
Seining during the spawning season is the most productive of all 
fishing. Twenty barrels with a seine one hundred rods long is a com-
mon haul. One hundred and forty-seven barrels have been taken at a 
single haul. But there are very few places adapted to it. The only 
situation adapted to it is a smooth sand or shingle beach, a bottom free 
from rocks and surrounded by rocky reefs. 
HERRING (Coregonus).-Herring are taken in the same manner as 
whitefish; also in gill nets, set under the ice in winter. They are 
us~ally the first taken in the spring. I have not been able to learn 
their spawning season; and their habits have been very little observed. 
When heavy winds prevail, they seek shelter in quiet bays, and in the 
lee of th~ various islands. Flocks of gulls hover over them continually, 
and Garmvorous fish pursue them wherever they go, even into the nets. 
They are killed by a very slight touch. Indeed, they seem to be the 
prey of everything that eats fish. 
The average weight of dressed herring is not above one pound. 
They are usually pickled in the ~ame manner as whitefish, and not 
unfrequently sold under that name, but are too small to be desirable. 
Wben scalded and smoked, after the Scotch mode, they are equal to 
any ever found in market, and are remarkable for fatness. L abor is 
too dear to justify saving them in this manner. 
I have 1~ever compared them anatomically with salt-water herring, 
and therefore do not know whether these are genuine herring. But 
fro1:1 flav~r and general appearance, I presume they are. [They are 
ent1relY: <l1fferent.-S. F. B.J 
He1:nno-, _whitefish, and trout, are fouud of several varieties, differing 
mat_ nally m their qualities, and sometning in 1heir appearance and 
habit~. . 1:3ut we have no names for the several varieties, and their 
pecuhant1cs have not been noted. 
~ uc_KERS ( Catastomus).-The lake suckers, though similar to the 
~~b of _the same name in most of the western rivers, are very superior 
rn quality for eating. For this reason, and to avoid the ill repute of 
the i;~mc "sucke:," they are usually sold under the name of ' lak~. 
shad, a name founded merely on caprice, and used for purpo~e~ or 
fraud. They arc not supposed to uear any resemblance to the shad. 
1 uckcrs are usually taken with seii1es, early in the spring, at tbe 
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mouths of rivers and brooks. They frequent particular shores and 
shoals in June, but whether for spawning or sorrie other purpose, I 
have been· unable to learn ; they are there taken with seines in great 
quantities. Suckers are sometimes taken for manure alone. 
PERCH.-Perch abound in all the waters of this region, except mere 
brooks, and are in constant use fresh, but are never preserved in any 
way. I find no man who has observed their habits in any respect •. 
They are taken with hooks and spears with so much facility, that 
children hook them with pins, and spear them with sharpened rods. 
BAss.~Bass, of two or three varieties, are found in one of the lakes 
within this island; I presume they abound in others. No notice has 
been taken of their habits, and I can get no information concerning 
them from those who fish for them every year. They are taken both 
winter and summer. 
LING or LA~YERS (Lota).-Tbese are a valueless fish, taken in 
small numbers. They will live twenty-four hours out of water. No-
amount of boiling will make the flesh tender. If exposed it will not 
rot, but only dries up like an oxhide. The Indi-ans eat the livers only. 
SUNFISH (Pomotis).-Sunfish abound in all the small lakes. Nothing. 
is noted of them. I cannot get even an intelligent description of them, 
though they are frequently caught for food. 
GENERAL REMARKs.-Trout subsist on all kinds of fish. They 
are a voracious fish of prey, seizing and devouring, so far as we 
can learn, every other kind, even their own. Herring are their con-
stant prey. Whitefish of two pounds weight have been found within 
the belly of the trout. Small trout are sometimes found in them. 
Whitefish in gill-nets are gnawed and torn by them, and in this opera-
tion the largest trout are frequently themselves tangled in the meshes 
of the nets and taken. It is supposed they seek the spawn of other 
kinds of fish, and· that the whitefish seek rocky shores to avoid them.;, 
and in support of this theory it is alleged, among other things} that 
when the whitefish are spawning nets set a little further out catch 
trout. Possjbly, however, this may arise from the habit of the trout 
of spawning in a little deeper water. 
Whitefish subsist on a kind of worm of the same structure as the 
leech. Probably it may be a leech, but white and semi-translucent 
for want of red blood to prey upon. Also upon the seed of a kind of· 
seaweed, or submarine moss, which exists in great abundance in all the 
deep waters of this region. On inquiry of a dozen intelligent fishermen 
I can hear of but one instance of a whitefish being found with fish in 
his belly. 
Throughout the fishing region there are vast submarine meadows, 
rising almost to the dignity of forests. Probably most of the fish sub-
sist on this growth, and a few only by prey. If this is the case,. the 
supply of fish will ever be regulated by the productiveness of these 
fish-meadows; for so numerous are the spawn, that no eonceivable 
amount of catching can sensibly diminish \he stock of fish. The usual 
spawn of a female is between fifty and one hundred thousand. 
Whitefish are only found in very pure water. In channels of the 
greatest depth, where steamboats are constantly passing and occasion-
ally throwing over ashes and litter, the whitefish disappear. 
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Where fishing is extensively carried on, many nets are lost by the 
lines parting, and the buoys and flags going loose. The nets remain 
at the bottom continually catching fish, which remain and perish. 
-Other nets, with fish in them, are broken up by storms and left scat-
tered about the bottom. The effect of this is to drive off the fish and 
destroy the fishe1:ies. But no amount of fishing, where these calamitie" 
were avoided, has ever sensibly diminished their productiveness. 
SP AWNING GROUNDs.-In passing over the lake in the fishing region, 
when the surface is perfectly unruffled, the man of science is surprised 
to see the bottom regularly paved with large stones. Careful observation 
shows that, naturally, the bottom was strewn with boulders, varying 
in weight from such as can be lified with one hand to mountain masse" 
-0f detached rock. 
Selecting some convenient point with a large boulder as a nucleus, 
the others have been rolled together, so as to form a compact pavement, 
in some instances, of many acres in extent without a single blank 
space. In doing this work all the other ground is cleared of rock, ex-
-cept here and there a boulder -of several tons weight. Throughout 
these pavements a few large boulders remain scattered as by the hand 
of nature. But, except them, the smallest rocks are in the centre of 
each pavement, gradually enlarging as you approach the circumference, 
till the outside courses are only perceptibly less than the scattered 
boulders which remain unmoved. There is an entire absence of all 
mathematical arrangement, but 111 its kind no work of man can be more 
peHect. 
The islands of this region are ai1 upheaval, and in several place3 
these pavements are now above water and can be examined to ad-
vantage, and there can be no mistake as to their structure. They are 
found in the greatest depths that the eye can penetrate. Some are a 
few rods and others many acres in extent; and the vacant spots inter-
vening are (except occasionally an immense boulder) as thoroughly 
-cleared of every kind of stone as a well-kept lawn. They present 
only the appearance of clean washed sand. 
Fish, when spawning, are observed to place small stones and pebbles 
in this same order, and all are agreed that these are spawning grounds. 
~hen it is considered that the ponderability of stone in water dimin-
1Shes as the depth increases, it may not be deemed incredible that tbe 
present known ~pecies of fish have made these pavements for spawn-
mg g~ounds. I will not, however, speculate further, but submit tbe 
fact for the consideration of those more capable of judging. 
A thousand avocations and duties constantly pressing upon me have 
prevente~ my giving the attention to these subjects that I would be pleased 
to. But 1f the few facts I have been able to obtain, and this hurried 
communication, prepared in haste (with many others) in the few hours 
that the last steamboat of the season lies in this harbor, is of any value. 
I shall be guite happy to continue to correspond, and to continue! a5 
far as possible, to make observations for that purpose. 
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• On the habits ef the Black Bass of the Ohio, ( Gryites fasciatus.) 
BY JOHN EOFF, ESQ., OF WHEELING, 
289 
"On my return from a small hunting expedition to the head w~ters: 
of Sand creek, Jackson County, Virginia, I found your kind letter of No-
vember 26; and, in order to comply·best with your wishes and views . 
therein expressed, I will give you such a description of one particul~r 
species of fish, ( which I consider the most valuable, on account of their 
quality as a pan-fish and their quantity,) in our western streams, viz:~ 
the bass, (called by the early settlers in the western country, yellow, 
or black perch). They are a remarkably active and voracious fish, with, 
a large and hard mouth, and vary in size, according to their age, from 
three quarters of a pound to three pounds, and occasionally have been 
caught to weigh as high as six pounds or seven pounds. Their food, 
when small, appears to be all kinds of insects, (flies, worms, &c.); 
when larger, though not. entirely leaving off their earlier habits, their 
principal food is the smaller fish of other kinds. In the winter season 
they retire to deep and still water, and apparently hide under rocks, 
logs, &c., .. and e'l'llain there until the 1st of April, when they come out 
and begin to ascend the streams, apparently to find a convenient place 
for sp·awning, whic!h commences about the 15th of,May, varying some 
i ittle according to the warmth of the season, &c. When that event is 
about taking place, they appear to separate into pairs, male and female, 
and hunt out some retired place, or nook, where the water is about 
eighteen inches deep, and still, but adjoining deeper water, to which they 
can escape if alarmed; they there commence making their nests, 
that is, washing all the mud, &c., off the bottom, so as to leave it per-
fectly clean, in a circular forrn, the diameter of the circle (or nest) being 
about twice the length of the fish; after which the female begins de-
positing her eggs, which appear to become glued to the bottom, or srt1all 
stones, in rows, after the deposit has taken pla:ce. She remains night 
and day, either on her nest, or swimming round about it, apparently 
guarding the eggs, and driving every other smaller fish away. This 
watching or guarding continues until the eggs are what i~ called 
hatched, which occurs in from eight to ten days, according to the tem-
perature of the water. The young fish at first remain near the bottom, 
and appear like a gauze veil floating. In two or three days they grad-
ually rise and spread, the old one leaves them, they separate, and each 
one shifts for itself, i. e., hides under leaves, small sticks, and stones. 
I, as yet, have had no positive means of determining the precise time 
for a youn~ bas~ to arrive at maturity,_ ~ut suppose it to be three years, 
from the followmg facts. In the spring of the year (April) you may 
find large numbers of young bass al;)Out two or two and a half inches in 
length, rather in company with other minnows; in the following autumn 
~nd fall of the year you will find very few of that size, but congrega-
!mg together, and alone you will find a number from three to four inches 
m length; while during the same fall you may catch young bass of 
about eight inches long, with the formation of the young egg within 
them, preparatory for spawning the following spring. In the spawn-
.Mis. Doc. 24-19 
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ing season you will find a large number of nests of small bass. 
the bass being ten or eleven inches long, which I have always con-
cluded were three years old. Hence, from the above facts, you will 
perceive that the bass of our western country are valuable, and, at the 
same time, can be easier transferred, and in greater quantities, from 
one stream to another, than almost any other fish. All that is nece;,-
sary to supply a p6nd with any quantity, would be to examine their 
nests at the time they are spawning, and to pick up the small gravel 
out of their nests, with the eggs attached thereto, and put them in a 
bucket of water, and place them in your pond, in such a position that 
smaller fish could not devour the eggs; and in a short time they would 
hatch, and the young ones would help themselves. Or, to secure a 
larger quantity in a short time, wait until the young are hatched, and 
;are in innumerable quantities, suspended over the nest; then, with a 
piece of gauze net, dip them up and empty them in a vessel containina 
as much pure water as will sustain them until you can convey them to 
your pond; and then, as I before observed, they can support them-
selves, while young, on insects, &c. Or, early in April or May, if you 
are fond of angling, you can go to a stream in which there are plenty, 
and in catching fifteen or twenty, will almost al ways get nearly one 
half the number smaller ones. Put these into your pond unhurt; and. 
as they have not spawned that season, they will soon stock the water. 
Then all that remains to be done is to supply your pond with othe· 
small fish, minnows, &c., for food for the large bass, and they will in-
crease in quantity just in proportion to their supply of food. Hence I 
am satisfied that if a farmer would convert one acre of his land into · 
pond, well supplied with fresh water, that acre would raise and suppo:-
·more fish yearly (the value of which would be more,) than any other 
-two acres cultivated in any other manner-the expense of cultivating 
·<leducted from each. 
Mr. William Shriver, a gentleman of this place, and son of the late 
David Shriver, esq., of Cumberland, Maryland, thinking the Potorna: 
river admirably suited to the cultivation of the bass, has commence .. 
the laudable undertaking of stocking that river with them; he has a:· 
ready taken, this last season, some twenty or more in a live box: in the 
water tank on the locomotive, and placed them in the canal basin Q 
Cumberland, where we are in hopes they will expand and do well, an 
be a nucleus from which the stock will soon spreacJ. 
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Some Remarks on the Natural History of the country about Fort Ripley, 
Minnesota. 
BY J. F. HEAD, SURGEON U. S. ARMY. 
Communicated by the Surgeon Geneml of the United States ./Jrmy. 
[Extract.] 
* * * The mammalia most frequently found are the prairie and 
large gray wolf, ( Canis latrans and C. occidentalis,) the former very 
abundant; the red deer, ( Cervus 1,irginianus,) not very numerous; the 
ground squirrel, ( Sciurus striatus,) field mouse, (Mus leucopus '!) weazel, 
(Mustela erminea,) muskrat, (Fiber zibethicus,) barlger, (Meles labrado-
ria,) and porcupine, (Hystric dorsata,) and occasionally the otter, (Lu-
tra bra.ziliensis,) marten, (Mu5tela martes,) mink, (M. lutreola,) skunk, 
(Mephietis amer.,) lynx, (Lynx ca.nadensis,) and red fox, (Canis fulvus.) 
Other varieties of fox are taken somewhat further north, ( C. decus-
satus, C. argentatus, and C. cinereo-argentatus,) and may inhabit this 
neighborhood. The black bear, ( Ursus americanus,) though found 
in the surrounding country, has never been seen in the immediate 
vicinity of the post. The moose ( Cervus alces) and carabou ( C. 
tarandus) are said to be occasionally seen at about one hundred and 
fifty miles north, and the elk ( C. canadensis) on the prairies thirty or 
forty miles west of this place. The gray squirrel (Sciurus caroli-
nensis) is not found in any part of the territory. The buffalo (Bison 
americanus) does not approach within one or two hundred miles. In 
the autumn of 1848 the varying hare, (Lepu.'> americanus,) vulgo "white 
rabbit," was very abundant, but during the following year (the winter 
of which · was not unusually severe) they almost completely disappeared 
from a region for many miles around this point. Many of the Indians, 
who depend much on these animals for subsistence during the winter, 
were consequently reduced to actual starvation. 
Of birds the following species have been identified: The golden 
eagle, (Falco fulvus,) bald eagle, (F. leucocephalus,) owl, ( Strix virgin-
iana,) meadow lark, (Sturnus ludovicianus,) red-winged and cow black-
birds, (Icterus pfueniceus and I. pecoris,) crow blackbird, ( Quiscalus versi-
color, raven, ( Corvus corax,) crow, ( C. americanus,) blue jay, ( C. cris-
tatus,) chickadee, (Parus atricapillus,) cedar bird, (Bombycilla caroli-
nensis,) king bird, ( Mu.kicapa tyrannus,) pewee, ( M. fusca,) thrush, ( Turd us 
rufus,) robin, ( T. migratorius,) yellow bjrd, (Sylvia <Xstiva ?) blue bird, 
(Sialia wilsonii,) (rare,) snow bunting, (Emberiza nivalis,) wood-peck-
ers, (Ficus auratus, P. erythrocephalus, P. pubescens, king-fisher, (Alcedo 
alcyon,) swallow, (Hirundo rufa,) whipper-will and night-hawk, ( Capri-
mull{us vociferus. C. virg.,) pigeon, ( Columba migratoria,) "pheasant," 
or "partridge," ( Tetrao umbellus,) grouse, ( T. cupido,) *golden plover, 
( Charadrius pluvialis,) killdeer, ( Ch. vociferus,) crane, ( Grus canadensis,) 
* This bird, at first rather rare, but now rapidly multiplying in this vicinity, differs some-
what in plumage, and perhaps in its habits, from the descriptions of T. cupido. It is possibly 
T. phasianellus. Never having examined other species before coming to this station, and pos-
sessing neither a plate nor a good description of the latter bird when specimens were procura-
ble, I am at present unable to determine the question . 
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green heron, (Ardea virescens,) curlew, (Numenim longirostris,) sand-
pipers, ( Tringce,) yellow-feet, ( Totanus vociferus,) smaller do., ( T. fai.-
vipes, (peet-weet,) (T. maculariu<J,) upland plover, (T. bartramii?) snipe, 
(Scolapax wilsonii,) a few woodcock, (Sc. minor,) rail, (Rallus,) coott 
(Fulica americana,) horned grebe, (Podiccpr; cornutus,) terus, (Sterna, 
several species,) goose, (Anser canadensis,) bFant, (A. bernicla,) loon, 
(Colymbus g"lacialis,) Mergus merganser, M. cucullatus. Ducks of the fol-
lowing species, and doubtless others not identified: the golden-eye, 
(Fuligula clangula,) scaup duck, or blue-bill, (F. marila,) buffel-head 
(F. albeola,) dusky duck, (Anus obscura,) mallard, (A. boschas,) summer 
duck, (Anus sponsa,) and teal (A. discors and A. crecca). The duckst 
pass this point nearly in the order of the above enumeration, on their 
way northward, the first appearing about the middle of April, and re-
turn nearly in an inverse order late in August and early in September. 
A few individuals of nearly all the above-mentioned species appear to 
breed in this latitude, as does also occasionally the Canada goose. 
Lingering for a few weeks about the rice-lakes in this vicinity, where 
they acquire a fine condition and flavor, they continue their course to 
the south in October and November, by the middle of which month the 
last of the migratory tribes have disappeared; and the grouse having 
retired into the recesses of the forest, the raven, blue jay, and snoil 
bunting are left apparently the sole feathered inhabitants of this deso-
late region. 
The reptiles have scarcely been noted. Of serpents, the only specie: 
seen are the common "garter snake," ( Coluber sirtalis,) and a species 
of adder. The rattle-snake, if ever met above the falls of St. Anthony, 
must be very rare. T\vo are reported to have been killed at Sac 
Rapids, about 50 miles south of this place. 
The fish most abundant in the Mississippi at this point, and in the 
neighboring streams and srr.all Jakes, (which appear to be least scantily 
supplied with them,) are the "glass-eye," Ohio "salmon," or pike 
perch, (Lucioperca america,na,) lake bass, ( Grystes nigricans ?) and 
rock bass, ( Centrarchus ceneits?) or species much resembling them : 
yellow perch, (Perea jlavescens,) of small size and somewhat rare ; a 
large species of sun-fish, (Pomotis appendix,) pike weighing from one to 
eight pounds, (Esox vittatits ?) small cat-fish, (Pimelodus,) and a variet, 
of suckers, &c., (Cyprinidae). The gar-pike (Lepidosteus) has ne~er 
~een seen, nor are any of the salmonidre found in the streams falhn.::_ 
mto the Mississippi north of the Falls of St. Anthony. A species o 
white~sh, called by the Indians tulabie, (a Coregonus ?) is taken, bow· 
ever, m some of the lakes nearer to the sources of this river. A large 
pike, specifically distinct from that above mentioned, and weighing 
from eig~t to forty pounds, is occasionally taken here, and more fre-
quently m the river Minnesota. Two specimens captured here 
weighed, respectively, 18 or 20 pounds. The only one examined 
seems to differ both from E. boreus and E. estor. 
The entomologist would find a wide field for research in this region. 
Insect life here appears to compensate for its brevity by its astonishing 
activity. During the short summer, the woods and prairies swarm 
•The canvass-back duck and red-head (F. valisneria and F. ferina) have never been olr 
erved here, though both are frequently met at Fort Snelling. 
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with insects, among the most noticeable of which are the mosquito, the 
large "horse-fly," an<l the "black fly"-a small dipterous insect with 
black body and white leg~. The last two species inflict almost incon-
ceivable torture on the domestic animals, effectually keeping in poor 
condition those turned out to graze, and obliging the farmer regularly 
to make a large smoke at night to windward of his cattle yard. The 
mosquitos are said to be more abundant 'here during June and July 
than in the swamps of · Louisiana, and are a most serious annoyance~ 
both by day and night, to those whose pursuits call them abroad. The 
honey-bee is unknown here, but is reported to have appeared in the 
Bouther:i portion of the Territory within a few years. * * 
On the habits cf the Gopher of Illinois ( Geomys bursarius ). 
BY J. B, PARVIN, ILLINOIS COLLEGE, 
I send to the Institution a young gopher, a little more than half 
grown, which I hope will reach you in safety. If he arrives alive,, 
take a flour barrel and fill it half foll of moist earth, potatoes, corn, or 
beets, at the bottom, for food, and he will dig down and help himself, if 
the earth is compact, so that he can make a hole in it without its 
caving in upon him. I have never seen them drink; but it will be well 
to set a dish of wr1ter where he can come out on the top of the earth 
and drink it. Keep the barrel covered loosely, but so that he cannot 
climb out ; and set it on a floor or plank, so that if he should get out 
he need not get easily into the ground. His habits of digging and eat-
ing you will see only by careful watching in the barrel. He uses his 
paws and his pouches to carry both dirt and food. He digs long holes 
m the ground, extending sometimes for rods or even miles, about two 
feet below the surfacP., and at suitable distances makes side cuts, at an 
angle of about 45°, running from the longitudinal majn track up to the 
surface. Through these side cuts he carries up the dirt from the trunk 
below, as long as he finds it convenient to retain it, in his pouches-then 
he turns back and fills this side cut full of quite hard earth down to his. 
main trenches, and then makes another and another side cut further 
on-filling all these up and stopping every crevice where light or air 
can enter, so that his abode: when finished, is one long winding pas-
:Sage, wholly excluded from all light and air, from one to three or four, 
perhaps more feet under ground-generally about two feet, except in 
places where it is made deeper to deposite food in piles, or tn procure 
Water. In these subterranean passages he lives at all times, and 
gathers foo_d, roots, &c., in summer, and stores them in large deep 
holes for wmter. He is never seen above ground except in the rare 
-cases when food becomes scarce in one field, or for some other cause 
he prefers another ; then he will sometimes condescend to walk a part 
o~ t~e way above ground, rnther than persevere in his migration by 
<lrggmg below, and then for most part only in the night. Whether 
·~hey live in droves or families, or only in pairs, is uccertain; but 
af two strange gophers are put together, they at once attack each 
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other, and the victor devours his antagonist. I cannot, therefore, send 
you a pair at once, as I promised ; and this is the first and only one I 
have seen this summer, except one killed a·nd mangled in taking, so 
thoroughly did my boys wage their war of extermination on them last 
year. I will watch for more in the spring, if wanted. I have not 
time now for a more particular description, but will answer in fu ture 
any questions desired. You are aware of its mischievous destruction 
of hedges and fruit-trees, as also of clover and all root crops. 
On the habits ef a species ef Salamander, ( Amblystoma opacum.) Bd. 
BY THE REV. CHARLES MANN. 
GLOUCESTER C. H., Vir!{in ia. 
One of my sons requests me to say that, in all the cases in which he 
had found the Salamander with eggs, the latter were under the animals. 
both male and female being curled up over them. From the number 
found in this way, there can be little doubt of the eggs having been laid 
by the animals. This was the case with the specimen sent. The 
first speciII?-en obtained a year ago with eggs, which be could find no 
means of sending you, and the one sent, were found in November. He 
says, he has seen them in the summer with eggs. The localities are 
the beds of small ponds in the woods, which in rainy seasons have 
water in them, but were dry when he obtained these. I sent a younger 
son, the other day, to get other specimens; and he returned saying be 
found but one pair, and they ran into the water (the late rains having 
partially filled the pond). These had hatched, and had several young. 
The nests of the one sent, and of others previously taken, were in a small 
hollow in the surface of the earth, deeply covered with leaves, and 
under which were tunnels extending in various directions. In these 
hollows the animals were, as I have said, curled up over their eggs. 
My son has been too much otherwise engaged to look for other speci-
mens as yet, but will search for more and send them on if he succeed.5 
~n getti~g them. The specimens I mentioned in my letter were more 
mterestmg, because the eggs contained the embryos, as I supposed, 
near t~e period of hatching. Not knowing how to keep them, I pu: 
them m a box of sand ; the old ones escaped, and the eggs dried up. 
The other varieties were found in a sprjng branch. We are fully 
~ssured they are oviparous ; the old opinion of the young taking refuge 
m the_ stomach of the mother, may or may not be true. Of the com-
mon hzard, we have more than once found the eggs with perfectly 
formed animals in them, on one occasion so formed, that the youna one-
ran aw ay on the covering of the egg being cut. 
My sons request me to send you some more Salamander~. A 
large one with one hundred and eight eggs under it was found in 
pece~ber. The young animals were so far matured that they ~ver 
m motion as soon as released from the covering. The Jargest spec1me 
was found near a pond, say twenty or thirty feet from it, and tunnel: 
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like those of mole hills, extended from the nest in every direction under 
the leaves, as if the animals had been in search of food. Nosmalt ones have 
been found out ef the water, except the very small ones which we send 
you, and these have come from the broken eggs. 
On tlic Amblystoma luridum, a Salamander inhabiting Wisconsin. 
BY P, R, HOY, M, D,, OF RACINE, WISCONSIN. 
Characteristics: Back bluish-black, with light amber spots; tail com-
pressed, larger than the body ; length 11 inches. 
Description: Body robust, smooth, and shiny; head large ; snout 
rounded; eye moderately prominent; neck short, with a distinct cer-
vical fold; nostril small, sub-l ateral; mouth opening beyond the eyes; 
tail sub-quadrangular at its origin, then becomes compressed laterally, 
moderately arched, and terminated in an obtuse point, rounded on the 
upper and under edges, with a notch above just below the vent. A 
vertebral furrow at the termination of the body and origin of the tail. 
Legs stout, anterior four toed, the posterior five toed, and two fifths 
larger. 
Color: Above, back, tail, head, and extremities bluish-black, with 
reddish reflection, and spotted with pale amber; mouth and circle 
round the eye reddish lemon ; flanks with a row of large oblong orange 
spots slightly varied with lemon yellow. Below, abdomen slate-blue, 
spotted irregularly with pale lemon and orang~ ; tail, inside of legs and 
feet, thickly punctate with black, toes all tipped with the same ; throat 
and chin orange, irregularly sprinkled with crimson points. 
Length ___ • _ . ___ .. ____ . ______ ... _ . ___ .. _________ . ___ .. 
Head and body to centre of vent. ____ .. __ ..•.............. 
Tail . ___ . ______ .. __ . _ .......... _ . - .. - - - . - -- - - · - .. - - - - -
Head, length to gular fold __ .. _ ...... _ ............ - . - .. - - . 
" breadth between the eyes .... _ .................. , - • 
" just back of the eyes . _____ .... _ . _ . _ ......... _ .... . 
" breadth between the nostrils. _ ..................... . 
Tail, breadth at vent. _. _. __ ....•. _ .........•...........• 
" " one inch below. _ ...... _ ...... _ ......•...•.. 
" " at the vent ___ . _ ... ___ .......•........... __ 
Hind-leg, including longest toe. ___ .. _._._ ..........•. ___ •• . 
Fore-leg, " " " ........ _____ . m _ • _ • ___ •• __ • 
Longest toe of hind-foot .. __ .......•.. _ ......... __ ...•.•. 















T~eir motion on land is slow, but they swim with activity. They resent 
a~y msu~t offered t? their mouth or eyes by quick and repeated strokes 
w11h their ample tails. I have met with but two individuals of this fine 
reptile, which were found about my cellar after a wet night.-(The 
first October 20, 1849, and the last November 1, 1850.) They are 
nocturnal, and, probably, only quit the water in the fall in order to seek 
some congenial winter quarters. 
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DIARY 
Of an excursion to the ruins of Abo, Quarra, and Gran Quivira, in Se1r 
M exico, under the command of 
MAJOR .TAMES HENRY CARLETON, U. S. A. 
WEDNESDAY, December 14, 1853. 
A squadron of cavalry, formed of company "H," first dragoons, 
commanded by First Lieutenant Samuel D. Sturgis, and company 
"K," first dragoons, commanded by Brevet Major James Henry Carle-
ton, in all one hundred strong, with one 12-pounder mountain howitzer, 
left Albuquerque, at eleven o'clock this morning, as an expedition to 
explore the country around the ruins of Gran Quivira, New Mexico, 
and for other objects connected with the bands of Apache Indians who 
often infest that portion of the territory. 
Our route, for the first forty miles, lies down the left bank of the Rio 
Grande. This part of the country has often been described. Its prin-
cipal / features are easily named. The Rio Grande, at this point 
avei:ages about one hundr~d yards in width, and not more than eighteen 
inches in depth. Its waters are turbid, like those of the Kanzas. Its 
bottom and banks are composed of sand. The valley along the river 
is very level, and usually not over two feet higher than the surface of 
the water. In some places it is more than two miles broad. It has a 
great deal of sand mixed with the soil; but it is remarkably fertile. 
From this valley a second bottom, or table-land, extends, by a gradual 
ascent, back to the mountains on either hand. This table-land is desti-
. tute of water and uncommonly sterile. The lower level, which skirt~ 
the _river, and which is irrigated from fr, is the source of nearly all the 
agricultural wealth of New Mexico. 
A_ storm of rain which came on yesterday continued, almost with-
out mtermission, for the whole oflast night and until late this forenooD:: 
the roads are, therefore, very muddy. In consequence of the hean-
ness of the travelling, the squadron was encamped near the residence 
of an American gentleman, named Baird, seven miles 694 yards below 
Al~uquerque. Here we are able to obtain wood and hay; but we are 
obliged to send across the Rio Grande to purchase corn. 
THURSDAY, D ecember 15, 1853. 
About four o'clock this morning it commenced snowing, with_ a 
piercing wind from the north. Our poor horses, exposed to the m-
clemency of the storm, were soon chilled and trembling with the cold. 
By eight o'clock the weather began to moderate ; but we had ~now-
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squalls, from different points of the compass, for the whole f~renoon. 
Before we reached a little hamlet, called Valencia, fourteen miles 265 
yards from our camp of yesterday, we encountered a shower ~f rajn 
and sleet. As in this place we could get t,wo corrals, wherem our 
horses could be partially sheltered, it was decided that we should en-
ca mp here for the night. The weather seems singularly unpropitious 
for an expedition. It is said to be quite unusual to have these storms 
in New Mexico at this season of the year. To-night, however, at nine 
o'clock, the clouds have all left the heavens, and we have promise of 
a fair day to-morrow. 
Three Mexican citizens of respectability, a Mr. Chavis and two of 
his sons-in-law, came to our camp this evening, and informed Major 
Carleton that it was their intention to establish a colony of settlers at a 
point east of a range of mountains known as the Sierra Blanca, and 
along some streams affiuent to the Pecos, called the Seven Rivers; that 
they proposed going with this command as far as Gran Quivira; and that 
from that point to the Seven Rivers they desired to be furnished with 
an escort of dragoons. They were told that they could accompany the 
expedition &s far as Gran Quivira, but that no escort would be given 
beyond that point. They were informed that Brevet Lieutenant Colo-
nel Chandler, of the army, was about to proceed from near Dona Ana, 
with three companies, directly to the country in the neighborhood of 
the Seven Rivers, and, if they wished to do so, they could have the ad-
vantage of his protection. Mr. Chavis concluded to go by the way of 
Gran Quivira, at all hazards; and to proceed across the country, from 
that point, even without an escort. The truth doubtless is, the old 
gentleman fancies that the purpose for which this squadron is going into 
that country is to search for a great amount of treasures which are 
said to be buried beneath the ruins there, and he hopes he may be 
able tu obtain a share of them. 
FRIDAY, December 16, 1853. 
The weather became very cold last night ; all the ponds of water 
extending up and down the valley are frozen over, and the ground is 
hard and re1,ounds loudly at the tread of the column. The sand-bars 
along the river seem to be covered with geese, ducks, and brant, which 
have been driven by the ice from the lagoons and sloughs. They are 
so tame they hardly fly at our approach. 
We arrived at a little town, called Casa Colorada, about four o'clock 
this afternoon. This place is thirty-nine miles 537 yards from Albu-
querque. Here our road leaves the river for the mountains toward the 
east. As it will take two days to march to Manzana, the next and last 
point where we can procure any corn, we are encamped for the night; 
and shall here buy, and haul in our wagons to-morrow, the forage our 
animals will require to that town. 
The citizens of Casa Colorada gave a ball this evening in honor of 
our coming. The sudden arrival amongst them of so many armed 
men is a matter of great astonishment. 
The result of our observations, as regards the general appearance ·of 
the inhabitants of the country, made during these first forty miles of 
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our march, may be stated in a few words. The dirty little villages 
through which we have. passed, as well as those we have seen in the 
distance, have generally turned cmt their inhabitants en masse to get a 
sight at us. Tbis gave us a sight at them. Had we been painters it 
would doubtless have been an interesting one; for men, women, 
children-motley assemblages-exhibited themselves to us in groupes 
picturesque, as well as in crowds grotesque. Some blanketed, with 
sombreros and cigarritos; some with whitewashed and some with scar-
let-dyed faces, some with rebosos, some nearly naked, some on house-
tops shading their eyes with their hand, and some peering tbrough 
chinks and crannies in the mud walls of their dwellings; but all 
curious as to whence we came and whither we were going. The 
national expression of Quien sabe appeared deeply written on every 
face. In no rancho or village have we seen a solitary indication of 
industry, cleanliness, or thrift since we left Albuquerque; and it may 
be remarked, parenthetically, that we have yet to see, in that town, 
the first evidence of these cardinal virtues. Indolence, squalid poverty, 
filth, and utter ignorance of everything beyond their corn-fields and 
acequias, seem to particularly characterize the inhabitants who are 
settled along the east bank of the river. We have seen nothing de-
noting energy on the part of any one, save that shown by the old man 
Chavis and his two sons-in-law. On the contrary, we could but ob-
serve amongst them what seemed to be a universal proclivity for rags, 
dirt, and filthiness, in all things; vvith sheer laziness and listlessness 
marking their every movement and all that they do. It may be said 
that the people whom we saw were of the lower order; but we were 
justified in coming to that conclusion from not seeing any of a better 
class. 
SATURDAY, D ecember l 7, 1853. 
We started this morning at eight o'clock. For about two miles our 
road lay up a gradually inclined plane, where we found ourselves on 
an alm_ost level mesa that stretched, uninterruptedly, eastward to the 
base of those mountains which commence at the Sandia Peak and ex-
tend towards the south below El Paso del Norte. 
This plain is sandy and entirely destitute of water. We saw several 
herds of cattle grazing upon it; but, so far as we could observe, there 
was very scanty pasture. Our guide, a Mexican, informed us that 
these herds are driven to the Rio Grande for water only once in two 
days. We saw but a solitary flock of antelopes, numbering some ten 
or twelve. This was midway between the river and the mountains. 
Th~ scenery, viewed from elevated points on this plain, was very 
beau~1ful. The Socorro and the Ciboletta ranges of mountains, and 
the distant peaks of others toward the north, were covered with snow, 
and gleame_d in the sun with dazzling splendor. The long Sierras 
towar?s which we were now moving were also clothed in a wmter-robe 
of white. They bounded the whole eastern horizon. Their tall sum-
mits and jag~ed outline, like a fringed edge, standing sharp and cl_ arly 
d~fine~ agamst the morning sky, glowed in the light as if burms~ed 
with s1lv r. While towards us, along their whole western slope-wb1ch 
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descended toward the plain as a coast towards the ocean-the valleys 
and precipices reposed in cold blue shadows, chilly enough to make the 
beholder shudder in looking upon them. . . 
Just before arriving at the foot of these mountains, we found a pond 
of water four hundred yards to the right of the road. Our guide 
informed us that in the dry season no water can be obtained at this 
place. · 
There are here two passes through the mountains; the one on the 
left hand going eastward, leading through a difficult canon, is practi-
cable only as a bridle path; the one on the right hand affords every 
natural facility for making a most excellent road for wagons. 
These passes are known, in the language of the country, as Los 
Pu,ertos de Abo. The summit of the right hand pass is nineteen miles 
and sixty-three yards from Casa Colorada, and lies east 20° south from 
that town. The road for this whole distance is by far the finest we had 
seen in New Mexico, and is not surpassed, in any point of excellence, 
by the celebrated shell road at New Orleans. 
The first outcropping of stone which we observed as we approached 
the mountains was of quartz, trap, and greenstone. These are sur-
mounted by numerous strata of fossiliferous limestone, of good quality. 
These strata in some places are hundreds of feet in thickness. This 
latter formation prevails exclusively at the summit of the pass. 
There is no timber of any kind to be met with until you come near 
the top of the mountains; the growth then is entirely of dwarfish pinon 
and stunted cedar. 
We encountered snow half way up the pass. TlJe scene presented 
by the column winding its circuitous route to the summit, with parts of 
it lost to view behind some jutting crag, or just emerging into sight 
from some deep gorge-the foreground filled with the dragoons moving 
upon different turns of the road, the sun glancing brightly on their ap-
pointments-the towering snow-clad peaks on either hand-the back 
ground the valley of the Rio Grande, with the distant mountains in the 
northwest marking with a serrated line the far off horizon-was a pic-
ture whose beauty will not easily be fo1gotten. 
The general direction of the chain of mountains stretching north-
ward of the pass toward Sandia Peak is north 10° west. The first 
elevated peaks southward of Sandia are called La Tetilla; the next La 
Sierra de ta Manzana; then come Los Puertas de Abo; and then the high 
range still further south which is known as La Sierra del Palo Dura. 
. From the summit of the pass for the first two or three miles the road 
1s _very circuitous. It then has an easy gradual descent for about three 
miles further, when you come to a deep canon which lies entirely to 
t~e left, but in sight of the road, and at a distance from it of six or 
eight hundred yards. There, in the canon, good sweet water is always 
found. This place is called Agua de Juan Lujan. Near this, but a 
fe~ hundred yards further east, we passed a large spring of salt water. !t 1s known by the Mexicans who travel the road· as La Salada. Pass-
mg this, we next encountered, for some three or four miles, mesas of 
dar~ chocolate-colored sandstone, through which we wound our way to 
a pomt where the ·roads forked. We took that which leads to the left 
hand. In less than half a mile, our road lying up the dry bed of a wet-
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weather creek, we came to a fine streamlet of fresh water. This was 
fringed by a beautiful grove of cotton wood. At the distance of four 
hundred yards, after we struck the water, we came to the Rums OF 
AB6, Here we are encamped for the night. 
At this time, when so many surveys are making from different points 
along the Mississippi toward the Pacific, with a view of ascertaining 
the best route for a railroad track, perhaps the suggestion may be ot 
value that the Pass of Ab6 offers advantages in this respect which may 
not be found in any of the other passes through these mountains. They 
are certainly of sufficient consideration to ' make it an object to have 
this pass thoroughly explored before others shall be adopted. By 
directing the route from Anton Chico, on the Pecos river, immediately 
past the Ruins of Ab6, and thence through the canon by which the 
bridle-path lies that has already been spoken of, the open plain in the 
great valley of the Rio Grande can be reached without tunnelling a rod, 
and with no more difficulty as to the blasting of rocks and grading 
down of accljvities, than has been encountered on any of the ordinary 
railroads in the United States. Let the road be directed across the 
plain so as to pass the Rio Grande at the mouth of the Puerco river, 
thence up the valley of that river to its west branch, and up the valley 
of that branch to Laguna; thence to Zuni, and from that point by the 
route which the indefatigable Whipple will without a doubt find, to the 
sh?:es of the Pacific. These suggestions may possibly be of pra_ctical 
ut1l1ty to those who are engaged in by far the greatest enterpnse of 
modern times. 
The Rums OF AB6 consist of a large church, and the vestiges of 
many other buildings, which are now but little else than long heaps of 
stones_, with h~re and there portions of walls projecting above the s:1r-
roundmg rubbish. There is yet standing enough of the church to give 
?ne a_ knowledge of the form and magnitude of the building when in 
~ts pnri:e, The ground plan of this structure is in the form of a cross, 
It~ longitudinal direction being wjthin ten degrees of the magnetic meri-
<l1~n.. It was, perhaps, situated exactly upon that meridian when the 
bmldmg ~as erected-the variation of the compass accounting for ~he 
present difference. The grearentrance was in the southern end. From 
thence to the head of the cross, where the altar was doubtless situated, 
it is one ~undred and thirty-two feet, inside. This, the nave of the 
churc~, 1s thirty-two feet in width. The short arm of the cross, or 
what rn cathe?rals is ca1led the transept, is forty-one feet in length and 
twenty-three 111 breadth. The transept is sixty-six feet from the do?r-
w~y. These measurements were made with a tape-line in a very high 
wmd. The round numbers in feet are, therefore, only given, without 
noting tbe fractional parts of a foot. 
The walls are of great thickness, and their height is, at this day, in 
?Ver h~lf the structure, all of fifty feet. The upper edge of these w:ills 
~s cut rnto_ batt~ements. The church, as well as the neighboring bmld-
mgs now m rums about it, was built of a stratified, dark red sandstone, 
S?ch as crops out along the creek and makes its appearance on the 
sides of the surrounding hills. The pieces of stone do not average 
over_ two and a half inches in thickness, and are not generally over one 
foot m length. Each piece is of the form it had when it was broken 
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from its native bed. We saw not a single dressed stone abo_ut the 
ruins. These stones are laid in mortar made of the ordinary s01l from 
the grour.d immediately at hand. The roof of the church was evidently 
supported by beams and covered with earth, as in the churches still 
occupied as places of worship throughout New Mexico. We saw no 
signs of an arch, nor any indication that those who planned and built 
the church at Ab6 were at all acquainted with architecture as a science. 
The walls over the doors and windows, so far as we could observe, 
had been supported by beams of wood. When these had become de-
stroyed, those stones which were liberated above had dropped down; 
so that now, over each window there is a rude sort of Gothic 
arch, owing its form, not to design, but to accident. The wood-work 
of the church was evidently destroyed by being burnt. Wherever in 
the walls portions of beams still remain they ar_e found charred and 
blackened by fire. 
The form of the church alone, proves it to have been designed by 
Christians. Perhaps the workmen employed in its construction were 
Indians. We saw a distinct mark of an axe in one of the pieces of tim-
ber, which is imbedded in the east wall of the church some six feet 
from the _.ground. Saws also were doubtless used, but we discovered 
no marks of them. The stick of timber marked with the axe, and some 
beams that supported a landing at the head of the stairway which is 
made in the west wall, were the only pieces of wood about the ruins 
which were not burned so much over their surface as to obliterate all 
marks of tools. 
The extent of an exterior wall, whi<::h, from the appearance of the 
present heaps of stones, once surrounded the church and the town, was 
about nine hundred and forty-two feet north and south, with an average 
width east and west, of say four hundred and fifty feet. A large popu-
lation must have occupied this town and its neighborhood, if one were 
to judge of the number of people by the size of the church built to 
accommodate them at their devotions. 
We saw few, if any, unmistakeable signs that the ground had been 
cultivated in the vicinity of these ruins. Nor is there any good arable 
land, so far as we could observe, at any point nearer the Rio Grande; 
for uplands to be arable, in the climate of New Mexico, must be so 
situated as to be capable of irrigation. The stream of water at Ab~ is 
in a deep ravine. It is very inconsiderable in point of size, and loses 
itself in the sand in less than five hundred yards below -the springs 
which feed it. The adjacent country is rolling and broken, and cov-
ered with pinon and cedar. The underlying rocks are secondary red 
sandstone. The summits of the mesas and neighboring eminence~s are 
composed of gr.ey limestone filled with marine fossils. 
It was nearlv night when we reached Abo. There was a keen 
freezing gale f(om the northwest, and the whole appearance of the 
country was cheerless, wintry, and desolate. The tall ruins, standing 
there in solitude, had an aspect of sadness and gloom. They did not 
seem to be the remains of an edifice dedicated to peaceful, religious 
purposes, a place for prayer, but rather as a monument of crime, and 
ruthlessness, and violence. The cold wind when at its height appeared 
to roar and howl through the roofless pile like an angry demon. But 
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when at times it died away, a low sigh seemed to breathe along the 
crumbling battlements; and then it was that the noise of the <listant 
brook rose upon the ear like a wail. 
In the mystery that envelopes everything connected with these ruins-
as to when, and why, and by whom, they were erected; and how, and 
when, and why, abandoned-there is much food for very interesting 
speculation. · Until that mystery is penetrated so that all these ques-
tions can be answered without leaving a doubt, Abo belongs to the 
region of romance and fancy ; and it will be for the poet and the painter 
to restore to its original beauty this venerable temple, to rebuild its 
altars, and to exhibit again unto us its robed priests, its burning cen-
sers, its kneeling worshippers. 
SUNDAY, December 18, 1853. 
It took us until half past nine o'clock this morning to complete our 
examination of the ruins. We then marched over a rolling and, in 
places, broken country twelve miles 760 yards, and in a general direc-
tion of N. 12° E. For the whole of this distance the country is covered 
with groves of cedar and pinon trees. We then came to the Ruins of 
Quarra. These appear to be similar to those of Abo, whether regarded 
with a view to their evident antiquity, the skill exhibited in \heir con-
struction, their preservation at the present time, or the material of 
which they are built. They too are situated upon a small stream of 
water that soon disappears in the earth. 
The church at Quarra is not so long by thirty feet as that at Ab6. 
We found one room here, probably one of the cloisters attached to the 
church, which was in a good state of preservation. The beams that 
suppo!te<l t~e roof were blackened by age. They were square and 
smooth, and supported under each end by shorter pieces of wood carved 
into regularly curved lines and scrolls, like similar supports which we 
had seen at the en<ls of beams in houses of the better class in Old 
Mexico. The earth upon the roof was sustained by small straight 
poles, well finished and laid in herring bone fashion upon these beams. 
In t~is room there is also a fire-place precisely like those found in the 
Mexican houses at the present day. . 
We had heard that in a stone panel inserted in the front end of the 
c~urch at Quarra we should find emblazoned the fieur-de-lis, the ancient 
armor~al bearings of France; and. many therefore supposed that possi-
bly t~1s_ church had been erected by French Catholics who had come 
as m1ss10naries across the country from the direction of New Orleans. 
But we saw no panel, no -fleur-cle-lis, and no stone of any kind, that 
bore ~arks of a chisel or .of a hammer. Every piece in the church, in 
the clmstcrs, and in the debris of a neighhoring village, was in the same 
rough form which it had when it was broken from the quarry. 
The course from Quarra to the town of Manzana is, W. 35° N.; the 
distance is ~our miles 1,145 yards. We now find ourselves at a very 
g:eat ~levat10n. The whole country is clad in a winter garb. The 
high S1e:ra de las Manzanas, and the towering pyramidal peaks 9alled 
Las Tet1llas, gleam with a depth, it is said, of more than two feet of 
snow. 
The town of Manzana is situated at the base of the Sierra of th t 
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name, and a small rivulet which, in running eastward to the open plains, 
soon sinks into the ground. Several dams are constructed along this 
rivulet, to collect and retain the water for purposes of irrigation. The 
town is built partly of logs set on end jacal fashion, with the interstices 
filled with mortar~ and with roofs covered with earth, and partly of 
adobes. It sports a very dilapidated church, erected, it would seem, 
as a practical antithesis to the morals of the inhabitants;. for Manzana 
enjoys pre-eminently the wide-spread notoriety of being the resort of 
more murderers, robbers, common thieves, scoundrels, and vile aban-
doned women than can be found in any other town of the same size in 
New Mexico, which is saying a good deal about Manzana. Fortunately 
it contains but few inhabitants, not more than five or six hundred at 
most. It is not an old town. When the first settlers came here they 
found two groves of apple-trees, one just above the site now occupied 
by the town, and one just below. Tradition says these trees were 
planted at the time Abo and Q11arra were inhabited; and yet, tradition 
has lost all trace of when that time was. It is said the Catholic church 
of New Mexico claims that they were planted by some priests, but 
admits that it has no records or authentic traditions about the ruins 
we have visited. Her claim, however, that some priests did this at 
some period or other, is good enough to authorize her to farm ot.tt 
these two orchards yearly, as we were informed, to the highest bidder. 
Two of the largest trees in the lower grove were found to be respec-
tively eight feet and six feet in circumfe:-ence. The largest was hollow 
-a mere shell of an inch or two in thickness. These trees have a 
venerable appearance. They have never been pruned, and have, 
therefore, grown gnarled and scraggy. Many of them are much smaller 
than those which were measured. They have grown, doubtless, from 
seeds which have fallen from the older ones. How long this process of 
self-planting has been kept up, of course, no one can know. Apple-
trees are not indigenous to New Mexico. Assuming it to be true, how-
ever, that the largest of these trees were planted at the period referred 
to, then the ruins of Abo and Quarra are more than two centuries old. 
These two groves, or rather these t•i·o clumps of trees, are not stand-
ing regularly in rows and orchard-like; on the contrary, they are 
crowded together in the most irregular and natural manner. 
The name of this town, and of the towering Sierra to the west of it, 
was adopted from finding these orchard::; here ; Manzana being the 
Spanish for apple, and Manzano the botanical name iu that language 
for apple-tree. The name of the town is spelt indiscriminately in both 
ways throughout New Mexico. 
Immediately about Manzana, and up the slope towards the high 
mountains west of the town, there is a pine forest many miles in extent, 
of most excellent timber for boards and for building purposes. Some 
twenty-five or thirty miles in an easterly direction there jg a large salt 
lake, which has no outlet. This lake, supplies nearly the whole of the 
upper portion of the territory with salt. There are fine n)ads leading 
towards it from different directions. We were informed that the bottom 
of the lake is covered with a sheet of solid salt, which, in the dry 
season, is some three or four inches in thickness. When the rainy 
season .sets in, @ling the .lake with fresh water drained from the sur-
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rounding prairies, this sheet of salt is said to dissolve down to half this 
thickness. We were not prepared to examine and visit this lake. It 
.lies directly off our route, and has neither wood nor fresh water within 
many miles of it. The proper time to go to it would be during the 
rainy season and when there is grass. 
We had procured orders from the vicar general of New Mexico for 
what corn we should require at Manzana-corn which had been paid 
in by the peasantry as tithes ( diezmos) to the Catholic church. When 
we arrived there, we found that the corn belonging to the church was 
some six or eight miles off, at another village, called Torreon. So we 
were forced to buy on credit what forage we required. 
Here we learned that a small party of Texans had recently been at 
the ruins of Gran Quivira in search of treasures. Whilst there they 
sent an Apache Indian in to Manzana for some articles they wanted. 
An American named Fry, a hunter, who lives at Manzana, went out to 
the ruins in company with two Mexicans to see these Texans; 'Yhen 
he reached there he found them gone. He ascertained while he was 
gone that there was no water to be found at a pond where our Mexican 
guide expected we should find it, as it had dried up; and that unless we 
found another small pond some six or eight miles from that, and which 
our guide knew nothing about, we should be obliged to go without any, 
for be said there was probably no snow about the ruins, as about 
Manzana, which we could melt. So Fry was employed to pilot us to this 
pond, as, failing to find it, we could obtain no water nearer to Gran 
Quivira than at the little stream at Quarra, which is a distance of thirty-
five miles. 
MoNDAY, December 19, 1853. 
This morning we loaded the wagons with all the corn they would 
hold; but it did not amount to over two days' feed, as our other supplie" 
had to be taken along besides. In addition to this the dragoons put 
into their haversacks enough for their horses for one night. We started 
about ten o'clock in the morning and retraced our steps toward Abo, to 
a point on the road known as arroyo de ta Cienega-a dry bed of a wet-
weather stream. This is nearly two miles below Quarra. Here we 
left the beaten track and took a course across the country in the 
direction of E. 40o S. After travelling some six miles we struck an 
Indian trail which leads from Manzana to the countrv of the Mescalero 
Apaches. This we followed in the same general ~direction to some 
holes in the rocky bed of another wet-weather stream called Las Agua-
cha:s , These often contain water enough for a small party with. 
~mmals, but we found them quite dry. One, only, had a small cakeot 
ice, but no water. They are 13 miles 1,022 yards from where we left 
t?e road. The ?Oun~ry for this distance is . quite barren. It has ~ut 
httle grass, but 1s covered with the tall branching cactus, and with 
scattered clumps of pi:non and cedar-trees. On our right hand, for the 
last third of this distance, we have had a mesa covered with timber to 
its summit, which is called La Mesa de los Tumane.,;. It is improperly 
laid down upon the maps as a Sierra, or mountain range. It runs from 
w~st to east, commencing a few miles south of Abo and ending in a 
pomt on the plains about fifteen miles east of Las Ag,.iachas, where we 
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cross over it by ascending gradually through an open prairie, which ,can 
easily be seen from the place where we left the road below Quarra. 
The stone that crops out at Las Aguachas is a remarkably ~ne sand-
stone, suitable for grindstones and whetstones. The best 1s at the 
upper end of the ravine where the last pool of water would be found 
in the wet season. 
When we reached this point it was nearly night. A cold piercing 
wind was blowing, and it was yet some miles to the place where _we 
hoped to find water. The wagons were some two or three miles · 
behind; Major Carleton pushed on with the squadron, having Fry for a 
guide, to find the pond before dark; leaving Lieutenant Sturgis with 
twelve men at Las Ag1,rnchas, to wait for the wagons, and then follow 
with them on the trail. The Mexican guide stayed with the lieutenant, .. 
that he might track the squadron after night should set in. After travel-
ling a little over five miles, the squadron arrived at the water. It was.. 
found in a deep hollow in the open prairie. The pond is not over 
eighty or one hundred yards in diameter, and might easily be missed: 
after dark even by one acquainted with its locality. The water is 
fresh and sweet. This pond is nearly a mile from timber. It lies 
immediately off against the mouth of a pass through the Mesa de los 
Tumanes, and is known to the shepherds as La Laguna de la Puerta, 
the Lake of the Pass. Here we made holes in the ice, and, having 
watered all the horses, moved up into the pass, where we found wood 
in abundance, and very good protection from the cold wind. We soon 
had large fires burning, which served as a beacon to the lieutenant, 
who was behind bringing up the wagons. Shortly after dark he arrived. 
One of the wagons was immediately unloaded and sent with the water-
kegs to the lake; the men taking lanterns to see to get the water through 
the ice. By ten o'clock at night our horses were groomed an,d fed, 
the men had had their suppers, and large piles of pinon wood were 
blazing the whole length of the camp, giving it a cheerful and pictu-
resque appearance. 
This camp is twenty-five miles and 90 yards from Manzana. 
TUESDAY, December 20, 1853. 
As we knew it would be quite impossible to march to Gran Quivira 
and make the necessary observations there and back to the laguna in 
one.day, it was decided to rest this forenoon, and to fill the kegs and 
India rubber water-tanks with water, and then to march to the ruins in 
the afternoon ; to encamp near them to-night; to employ the forenoon 
of to-morrow in their examination; and then to return to-morrow even-
ing to this place. In this way our animals would not be without wate 
more than a day and a half. We accordingly broke up our camp 
about half-past twelve o'clock. After we had filled our kegs and 
tanks ~t the ~aguna, we ascended a high ridge for a mile or more, when 
our gmde pomted out to us what he said was the great church or cathe-
dral, at Gran Quivira. It was in an air line all of thirteen miles dis-
tant, and y_et we could see it distinctly with the naked eye. We could 
have seen 1t easily when five or six mjles further off, had there been no 
obstruction t_o the view; a proof of the remarkable clearness of the 
atmosphe!e m this elevated region. It lies S. 5° E by the com-
M1s. Doc. 24--20 
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pass from Laguna de la Puerta, and served for a land-mark towards 
which to direct our march. Our course was a very straight one; for 
the country, whjch is an open rolling prairie, offered no impediment to 
our moving in a right line. The weather changed to be very cold 
during the afternoon ; when near sunset a fierce wind arose from the 
direction of the snow-clad mountains in the west, and a cold vapor 
like a cloud came over the country, enveloping everything in a dense 
fog, and covering men and horses with a hoar frost. It was feared 
that the gale would change into one of those dreadful _winter northers 
which are sometimes experienced in this country, and which are so 
fatal to men and animals when exposed to their fory on the open 
prairie. So the direction of the march was changed, that we might get 
1the shelter of the timber on the slope of the Mesa de los Tumanes, 
which stretched along our right at a distance of not more than three or 
four miles. This we struck very opportu~ely, just as night was setting 
jn. We soon had large fires blazing, and all our horses well blanketed 
.:and picketed on the leeward side of them, to get the benefit of the 
:heated air and of the eddy in the wind from the long line of tents. In 
this way they were kept from suffering, although the night was uncom-
monly cold and inclement. 
So still another day has passed away, and the ruins are not yet reached. 
QuiYira would seem always to have been a difficult place to arrive at. 
W c find in Castaneda's history of the expedition into this country 
made by Fraucisco Vasques de Coronado, in 1540, '41, and '42, that that 
,general was forty-eight days in hunting for it, starting from some point 
between the Rio Grande and the Gila river. . All the way from Albu-
..querque we have asked the people of the country where the ruins 
were situated? How they looked? Who built them? &c., &c. To 
;all these questions we could seldom get a more definite reply than 
Quien sabe? It seemed as if the genii who, in the Eastern tale at least. 
are saiJ to guard the depositories of great treasures, were determined 
to make the existence of such a place as Gran Quivira as much of a 
problem to us as to the Mexicans themselves. We had seen, before 
the fog set in, an edifice in the distance, which had seemed to move 
away as we approached it, like the weird lakes of water- in a mirage. 
But to-morrow, at all events, will decide for us vvbether that edifice be 
a Fata Morgana or not. 
·WEDNESDAY, December 21, 1853. 
At daybreak this morning every tree and spire of grass, and even 
the blankets upon our horses, were covered with ice. The trees 
seemed as if every twig was made of frosted silver. The wind had 
gone down, and overhead the sky was clear; but a heavy bank of fog 
extended all along the east, obstructing our view of the Sierra de las 
Gallinas, which bounds the horizon in that direction. It was Iona ere 
the approaching sun waded up through so dense a veil. . 
. Soon after we left camp we again saw the cathedral of Gran Qui-
vira; but in surmounting one eminence after another as we moved 
along over a rolling country, the ruins, phantom like, seemed to 
recede before us the same as yesterday. When we first saw them 
this morning they appeared to be about a mile and a half distant, when 
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in reality they were more than five miles off. The Jast three of th~se 
five miles' travel was over nothing but a succession of sand hills 
covered with a tall coarse grass, with two or three heads on each stalk, 
which seemed to be peculiar to this place. The horse~ sank more 
than fetlock-deep into the soft yielding sand ; while it was with great 
,difficulty that the mules, at a snail's pace, drew the wagons along. 
At eleven o'clock in the forenoon we came to the last high ridge on 
the point of which the ruins are situated. This ridge is composed of 
dark blue compact limestone, which crops out in several' places along 
its slopes. The ascent is quite abrupt on every hand, except towards 
the east; the ridge is prolonged in that direction for several miles. We 
all felt rejoiced that finally we had reached a place about which so 
much had been written, and yet so little had really been known. 
Whatever may have been the grandeur and magnificence of that 
place in ages long past, its present appearance and condition are easily 
described. 
We found the ruins of Gran Quivira to consist of the remains of a 
large church, or cathedral, with a monastery attached to )t; a smaller 
church or chapel; and the ruins of a town extending nine hundred feet 
in a direction east and west, and three hundred feet north and south. 
All these buildings had been constructed of the dark blue limestone 
which is found in the vicinity. 
The cathedral, which we had seen from Laguna de la Puerta, is one 
hundred and forty feet long outside, with the walls nearly six feet in 
thickness. It stands longitudinally W. 15° S., with the great entrance 
in the eastern end. The altar was in the western end. Like the 
churches at Ab6 and Quarra, it is constructed in the form of a cross. 
From the doorway at the foot of the cross to the transept, it is eighty-
four feet seven inches; across the transept it is twenty-one feet six 
inches; and from thence ito the head of the cross it is twenty-two feet 
seven inches ; making the total length, inside, one hundred and twenty-
eight feet eight inches. The width of the nave is twenty-seven feet ; 
the length, inside of the short arm of the cross, is thirty-six feet. A 
gallery e~tended along the body of the cathedral for the first twenty-
four feet. Some of the beams which sustained it, and the remains of 
two of the pillars that stood along under the end of it which was nearest 
to the altar, are still here; the beams in a tolerably good state of pre-
servation-the pillars very much decayed; they are of pine wood, and 
are very elaborately carved. There is also what, perhaps, might be 
termed an entablature supporting each sine of the gallery, and deeply 
embedded in the main wall of the church; this is twenty-four feet long 
by, say, eighteen inches or two feet in width; it is carved very beauti-
f-qlly, indeed, and exhibits not only great skill in the use of various 
kinds of tools, but exquisite taste on the part of the workmen in the 
· construction of the figures. These beams and entablatures would be 
an ornament to any edifice even at the present day. We have cut one 
of the beams into three parts, to take back with us. The entablatures 
are so deeply set in the walls that we are unable to procure a piece of 
them. The beams are square, and are carved on three sides; the 
floor of the gallery rested on the fourth side. 
The stone of which the cathedral was built was not -hewn, nor even 
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roughly dressed; but the smoothest side of each piece was laid to the 
surface with great care. \Ve saw no one piece in all the ruins which 
was over a foot in length. The mortar was made from the ordinary 
soil found upon the spot; it affords but a poor cement to resist the 
action of the elements and the ordinary ravages of time. · 
The walls of the cathedral are now about thirty feet in height. It 
was estimated, from the great quantity of stones which have fallen 
down, forming a sort of talus both within the walls and outside of 
them, that, originally, this building was all of fifty feet in height. 
There is a small room to the right as you enter the cathedral, and 
another room, which is very large, and which communicates with the 
main body of the building by a door at the left of the transept. There 
was also communication between this large room and the monastery> 
or system of cloisters, which are attached to the cathedral. The 
chapel is one hundred and thirty feet from the cathedral. This building 
is one hundred and eighteen feet long, outside, and thirty-two in width; 
its walls are three feet eight inches in thickness; it is apparently in a 
better state of preservation than the cathedral, but yet none of the 
former wood-work remains in it. 
A short distance from the chapel there is an enclosure, which we 
supposed was the ancient cemetery. 
The remains of the town are but heaps of stones, with here and 
there some evidences of narrow streets running nearly east and west, 
and north and south. Through these stones pieces of beams and sticks 
of wood are seen to project; these indicate, by moss and otherwise, 
that they are of very great antiquity; they are bleached white by the 
weather, and are deeply gnawed by the tooth of time . 
. We saw some deep pits, which were circular, and walled around 
like wells; we believed them to be the remains of cisterns-they were 
not deep enough for wells ; some have c eluded that they were 
estufas. Two hundred and ninety feet north of the cathedral there 
a:e evident traces of an estanque ; this, as well as the cisterns,. was 
probably made to collect the rain-water which ran from the different 
buildings. 
Toward the east we saw a well defined road, which kept the ridge 
for a few hundred yards, and then turned off toward the southeast, 
where al~ further vestiges of it are lost in the sand. Where it is the 
most plamly marked along the summit of the ridge some large cedar 
trees are growing directly in the middle of it; these trees look to be 
very old indeed. 
In every direction about the ruins we found great quantities of broken 
pottery, many specimens of which we have collected to take to Albu-
querq~e. Some of it is handsomely markeJ and well glazed. We 
also found several stones which were evidently once used as matates. 
These matat~s are in use to this day, to rub boiled corn upon until it 
bec?mes a kmd of dough, suitable to be kneaded into cakes _called 
tortillas. W e have selected two, which we shall take home with u~. 
These prove to us that the ancient inhabitants of Gran Quivira knew 
the use of corn as an article of food. 
There is no sign that the ground in the vicmity has ever been cu~ti-
vated, and no mark whatever of irrigating ditches. Indeed, an acequ1a, 
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or open aqueduct, could not, it is be]ieved, have brought water to the 
Gran Quivira, for the point occupied by the town appears to be con-
siderably higher than the surrounding country". 
· We were informed by men at l\fanzana who had been pastores in 
their youth, and had herded sheep in this region of country, that -there 
;is a fine bold spring of water at the base of the Sierra de las Gallinas, 
about fifteen miles from the ruins, and that they had heard that water 
-once ran in an aqueduct from that spring to the Gran Quivira. This 
-could hardly have been possible, unless the aqueduct was a closed 
pipe; because, from appearances, the country intervening between 
those two points is considerably lower than either of them. 
' We saw no indications that there had ever been such an aqueduct, 
nor did we see any sign that wells had been digged in the neighbor-
hood. From every feature of the country, both within and without the 
.surrounding sand-hills, W8 could but be lost in conjecture as to the 
method adopted by the inhabitants to obtain even water to drink, let 
alone for purposes of irrigation, unless they were supplied by some 
spring or stream that has 'long since disappeared. The nearest point 
where water can always be obtained now, is the spring which the 7Jas-
.tores spoke of as being at the base of the Sierra de las Gallinas, fifteen 
miles away. The Laguna de la Puerta is 14 miles 773 yards from 
Gran Quivira, in nearly a direct line; but this is said to become 
entirely dry in seasons of great drnught. 
As at Abo and Quarra, we were surprised at nut finding, in the ca-
thedral and chapel, some of the doorways and windows surmounted 
by an arch. Had they been so, originally, these buildings would be in 
a better state of preservation. The beams across windows and doors, 
in giving way to the weight above as they became decayed, made a 
fair beginning towards letting down the whole superstructure. 
Mr. Gregg, in speaking of the ancient ruins of New Mexico, says: 
"' The most remarkable of these are La Gran Quivira. This appears 
to have been a considerable city, larger and richer by far than the 
capital of New Mexico has ever been. Many walls, particularly those 
of churches, still stand erect :imid the desolation that surrounds them, 
as if their sacredness had been a shield against which time dealt his 
b~ows in vain. The style of architecture is altogether superior to any 
thing at present to be found in New Mexico. What is more extraordi-
nary still is, that there is no water within less than some ten miles of 
the ruins; yet we find several stone cisterns, and remains of aqueducts, 
·eight or ten m;les in length, leading from the neighboring mountains, 
from whence water was no doubt conveyed. And as there seem to be 
no indications whatever of the inhabitants having ever been engaged in 
agricultural pursuits, what could have induced the rearing of a city in 
such an arid woodless plain as this, except the proximity of some val-
uable mine, it is difficult to imagine. From the peculiar character of 
the place, and the remains of cisterns still existing, the object of pur-
suit, i11 this case, would seem to have been a placer-a name applied 
to mines of gold-dust intermingled with the earth. Other mines have, 
no doubt, been \.vorked in the acljacent mountains, as many spacious 
pits are found, such as are usually dug in pursuit of ores of silver; and 
1t is stated that in several places heaps of scorire are found. 
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"By some persons these ruins. have been suppose<l to be the remains 
of an ancient pueblo, or aboriginal city. This is not probable; for, 
though tbe relics of aboriginal temples might possibly be mistaken for 
those of Catholic churches, yet it is not presumed that the Spanish· coat 
of arms would be found sculptured and painted upon their fa9ades, as 
1s the case in more than one instance. The most rational accounts 
represent this to have been a wealthy Spanish city, before the general 
massacre of 1680, in which calamity the inhabitants perished,-all 
except one, as the story goes,-ancl that their immense treasures were 
buried in the ruins. Some credulous adventurers have lately visited 
the spot in search of these 1ong•lost coffers, but as yet (1845) none 
have been found." 
There is no indication that the escutcheon of Spain was ever sculp-
tured or painteJ. on any fa9ade about the ruins; and the facts, as re-
gards the style of arch ilecture an<l the remains of an aqueduct, do not, 
as is showu by this journal, agree with his statement. Mr. Gregg 
must have described the appearance of this place from what he heard 
about it; for on all those subjects of which he wrote from personal ob-
servation he is most excellent authority. 
Pedro de Castaneda accompanied Francisco Vasquez de Coronada 
in bis great expedition to the north in search ·of gold. H e wrote a his-
tory of the campaign. General Vasquez de Coronada arrived in a 
country which was called Quivira, in the month of June, 1542. lf the 
present ruins of Gran Quivira are in a region identical with the Quivira 
then visited, it may be of interest to state what Castaneda says of it 
and of its inhabitants: 
"Up to that point the whole country is -only one plain; at Quivira, 
mountains begin to be perceived. From what was seen, it appears to 
be a well peopled country. The plants and fruits greatly resemble 
those of Spain: plnms, grapes, nuts, mulberries, rye, grass, oats, penny-
royal, origanum, and flax, which the natives do not cultivate, because 
they do not understand the use of it. Their manners and customs are 
the same as those of the Teyas; and the villages resemble those of New 
Spain. The houses are round, and have no walls; the stories are like 
lofts; the roofs are of straw. The inhabitants sleep under the roofs ;. 
and there they keep what they possess." 
The manners and customs of the Teyas, to which he likens those of 
the people of Quivira, are described as follows: 
"These natives are called Querechos and Teyas. They live under 
tents of buffalo skins tanned, and subsist by the chase of these animals. 
These nomadic Indians are braver than tbose of the villages; they are 
taller, an~l more inured to war. They have great troops of dogs, which 
carry their baggage; they secure it on the backs of these animals by 
means of a girth and a little pack-saddle. When the load become& 
deranged, the <logs begin to bark to warn their master to adjust it. 
These Indians live on raw meat, and drink blood; but they do not eat 
h~m ~n ~esh .. F~r from being evil, they are very gentle, and very 
fa1tbful m theJT fnendships. They can make themselves very well un-
derstood by signs. They cut meat in very thin slices, and dry it in the 
~un; they reduce it atterwarcls to a powder, to preserve it. A inale 
handful thrown into a pot answers for a meal, for it swell~ areatly. 
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'Fhey prepare it with -the fat which they preserve when they kill a buf-
falo. They carry around the · neck a great intestine filled with blood, 
which they drink when thirsty. Ii' they open a buffalo, they squeeze 
the masticated grass which is foqnd in the stomach, and drink the juice 
which runs out; they say that this is the whole substance of the belly. 
They open a buffalo at the back, and divide it at the joints, by means 
of a piece of p1::bble attached to the end of a stick, with as much facility 
as if they used a · knifo of the best steel." 
The present ruins are not the remains of the round houses with roots 
of straw, which Castafieda describes as the dwellings of the inhabitants 
of Quivi-ra, three hundred and twelve -years ago; and if they had had 
in those days instruments to shape and carve these beautiful beams 
aud pillars, and entablatures, they would hardly have used pebbles at 
the ends of sticks in cutting up the buffaloes which they had killed. 
Besides, the matates we have found are almost positive prnof that the 
people who once resided here ate as food tortillas made of corn; while, 
from Castaneda's account, one is obliged to believe that the inhabitants 
of the country which he calls Quivira lived entirely upon the flesh of 
the buffalo, as the Comanches do at the present day. . . 
Castaneda says likewise that= "The Indians of the country had 
neither gold or silver, and were not acquainted with the precious 
metals. The Cacique wore on his breast a plate of copper, which he held 
in the greatest esteem." · 
Many have supposed that the ancient Aztecs built the edifices at 
Gran Quivira, Ab6 and Quarra, during their migration from .Aztlan 
toward An~huac; and that the ruins now found in the Navajo country, and 
the Casas Grandes which are still to be seen along the Gila river, were 
built by the same people and at about the same period of time. Cap-
tain Johnson, of the· first- dragoons, visited the ruins of the Gila river in 
November, 1846; from his description of one of the Casa Grande, the 
largest and best of any he saw, we can discover no point of resemblance 
between it and these now before us. , Captain Johnson says= "After 
matching six miles, still passing plains which had once been occupied, 
we saw to our left the Casa de ~lontezuma . . I rode to it, and found 
~he remains of the walls of four buildings, and the piles of earth show-
mg where many others had been. One of the buildings is still quite 
complete, as a ruin. The others· had all crumbled but a few pieces of 
low, broken wall. The large Casa was fifty feet by forty, and had been 
four stories high; hut the floors and roof had long since been burnt out. 
Tlie charred ends of the cedar joists were still in the wall. I examined 
them, and found that fhey had not been cut with a steel instrument. 
The joists were round sticks, There were four entrances, north, south, 
east, and west; the doors are about four feet by two. The rooms had 
the same arraugement on each story. There was no siun of a fire-
place i~1 the building, The lower story was filled with ribbish; and 
above, 1t was open to the sky. The walls were four feet thick at the 
bo~tom, and had a curved inclination in wards to the top. The house was 
bm~t of a sort of white earth with pebbles,- probably containing lime, 
which · abounded on the ground adjacent; and the surface still remained 
firm, although ·it was evident they (the walls) had been exposed to great 
heat from the fire. Some of the rooms did not open to all the rest, but 
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had a hole a foot in diameter to look through. In other places were 
smaller holes." Clavigero, the historian, believes that this great move-
ment of the Aztecs from the north towards the south commenced about 
the year of our Lord 1160, and that Casas Grandes were built by them 
at various halts which they made in thejr circuitous journey towards the 
valley of Mexico. It has been shown that in 1542 there were no 
buildings of the size and character of the Casas Grandes, or such as are 
found here now, in all the country called Quivira, which Castaneda 
visited and described. So one must conclude that, so far as the Aztecs 
are concerned, whatever they may have had to do with the building 
of the edifices either in the Nav~jo country, or on the Gila, or those 
found 250 miles northwest of Chihuahua, they never planned or con-
structed those at Gran Quivira. 
History represents that Vasquez de Coronada, finding no gold during 
his great expedition, returnecl to Mexico, where he fell into disgrace and 
died in obscurity. 
The Spaniards did not return to colonize the province of New Mexico 
until the year 1581 ; and the country could not be considered as con-
quered until 1595. For eighty-five years after this the colony seems to 
have prospered and to have grown in power. Towns and villages 
were built, and valuable mines of gold and silver were found and 
worked with success. The Catholic clergy were aided in their efforts to 
convert the Indians to christianity by the government, at whose expense 
large churches were erected in different parts of the province of New 
Mexico, corresponding with the missions, which were built for the same 
purpose and at about the same period in the other- provinces of T exas 
and California. It was during this time, doubtless, that the large edi-
fices at Abo, Quarra, and Gran Quivira were erected. It is more than 
P!o_b~ble that valuable mines of ~he precious metals. were found in t~eir 
v1cm1ty, and worked under the direction of the Sparnards by the Indians 
who had been subjugated; for there is every reason to believe that the 
mountains east of the Rio Grande are at this day ri~h in gold and 
silver. 
It appears that during these eighty-five years the Spaniards treated 
the Indians with the most cruel oppression, until finally the latter re-
v:olted against them. The night of the 13th of Augus~, 1680, was t_he 
time set throughout all New Mexico, when the Indians should nse 
and make an indiscriminate massacre of all the Spaniards in the 
country. This plot was made known to Don Antonio de Otermin, then 
the governor and military commandant of the province, by two Indian 
chiefs. Every effort was made for defence and to avert the coming 
stor_rn, but without success. The Indians rose. as agreed upon: after 
vanous conflicts, they destroyed great numbers of the inhabitants_; anq, 
fi~rnlly, by the latter end of September of that year, succeeded rn dn-
vmg all the rest, with Governor Otermin included, to El Paso del Norte, 
entirely beyond the confines of the territory. 
We have been informed that there is now a tra<lition amongst the 
Indians, that as soon as their forefathers had become successful in ex-
p~lling the Spaniards, they filled up and concealed all traces of ~he 
mmes where they had toiled and suffered for so many years; declarmg 
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the penalty to be torture and death to any one who should again make 
known their locality. 
Old Mr. Chavis, who overtook us soon after our arrival at Gran 
Quiv.ir:a, informed Major Carleton that he had been told, when in his 
youth, by very old people, that a tribe of Indians once lived here called 
the Pueblos of Quivira; that the Spanish priests came and lived 
amongst them, in peace and security, for twenty years; that during 
this period these large churches were erected ; and that at the time of 
the great massacre there were seventy priests and monks residing 
here-all of whom were butchered excepting two, who contrived to 
makA their escape; that, previous to their massacre, the priests had 
had intimation of the approaching danger, and had not only buried the 
immense treasures which had been collected, but had concealed like-
wise the bells of the churches ; that many years afterwards the people 
of Quivira died off until , but few remained; that one of these, a de-
scendant of the chief, knew where the treasures were buried ; that the 
remnant of the tribe afterwards emigrated and joined other Pueblos 
below El Paso ; and that many years ago an old man, one of the last 
of the tribe, had told in what direction from the church these great 
treasures had been concealed. So far as the building of the churches 
and the massacre of the monks and priests are concerned in this ac-
count, as well as the final decrease and removal of the people who 
once lived here, there is no douLt but the story told by Mr. Chavis is, 
in e main, correct. The account of the depositories of the bells and 
the treasure is said to have been written down as given from the lips 
of the last cacique of Quivira, who, at the time he made the disclosure, 
was living away below Mesilla, on the Mexican side of the river. A 
copy of this paper has been secured, and is here inserted in the original 
language, for the benefit of those who may take an interest in such 
matters. · 
"En el Semetario de la Parroquia grand,~ en el centro del costado 
derecho segun la figura numero uno esta una entrafi.a escarbando estan 
dos campanas tomando la linea de la abertura que dejan las dos carp-
panas se bera al oriente para el callejon que deja la eglesia vieja y el 
pueblo una lornita a distancia de tres cientas varas mas o menos que 
no hay otra que forme linea con las campanas debajo de dicha loma 
hai un sotano de diez o mas varas retacado de piedras el cual tiene el 
gran tesoro. 
"Nombrado por Carlos quinto de la Gran Quivira."* 
The grammar of this document is preserved, as in the original. 
There can be 110 doubt but the belief that a large amount of gold and 
silver has been buried here, has for a great number of years been 
seriously entertained. We find in the cathedral and in the chapel, in 
every room in the monastery, in every mound of stones in the neigh-
borhood, and in every direction about the ruins, large holes dug, in 
many places to the depth of ten feet, by those who have come from 
'.""'_* "In the cemetery of the great parish church, in the centre of the right side, according to 
figure number one, there is a pit, and by digging will be found two bells. By taking the line 
of the opening left by the two bells, there will be seen to the east, along the lane left by the 
old church and the town, a hill, at the distance of three hundred yards, more or less, which 
forms precisely a line with the bells. At the foot of said hill is a cellar of ten yards or more, 
covered with stones, which contains the great treasure. 
"Mentioned by Charles Fifth of Gran Quivira . " 
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time to time to seek for these bidden treasures. Some · of these holes 
look as if they were made more than a century ago, while others ap-
pear to be quite recent. Even the ashes of the dead have not been 
left undisturbed during these exploratious. Near the east end of the 
chapel we saw where tbe people who had been digging had thrown 
up a great many human bones, which now lie scattered about. From 
these we have selected six skulls to send to some one who is skilled in 
the science of craniology1 that he may determine, if possible, to what 
race of people they once belonged. These skulls are tbought to be 
unusually large. 
The ruins of Gran Quivira have hitherto occupied the same position 
with respect to the boundless prairies which the fabulous island of Atlantis 
did to the ocean in days of antiquity. No one seemed to know exactly 
where this city was situated. But the uncertainty of its locality seemed 
to make no difference in regard to tbe interest that was felt concerning 
it; for people would believe in its existence, and receive great pleasure 
in listening to traditions about its marvellous beauty and magnificence, 
even when to a reasonable mind those traditions and accounts ran 
counter to probability. 
Men of genius and distinction have taken great pains in following up 
mazes in the labyrinth of reports concerning it, whether oral or written, 
and in their glowing descriptions it has appeared almost like a city of 
enchantment. To them it had paved streets, and fluted columns: and 
ornate friezes, and sculptured fa9ades; it bad the remains of aqueducts 
and fountains; it had long colonnades, and even barbaric statuary; it 
had the groined arch, the shouldering buttress, the quaint gargoyle, and 
everything in outline and in detail that could betoken skill, and taste, 
and opulence. It was a city, they said, whose inhabitants departed 
from it so long back in the gloom and mists of the past as to leave in 
utter obscurity all other records concerning them. 
The sphynx, they sajd, about whose bosom the sands from the Lybian 
desert had drifted for unknown centuries, was no more of an enigma 
th~n this was. Here were palaces and temples, and deserted courts, 
and_ long-echoing corridors, and grass-grown streets, and reigning over all 
a silence so profound as almost to be heard. 
Historical societies had taken up these descriptions, and filed them 
away among their transactions as documents of deep interest. Vene-
rable and learned ethnologists searched in dusty manuscripts and black-. 
letter volumes of antiquity for some authentic account of that race ot 
me? who reared and then abandoned such a city. But to this ~ome~t 
their researches have proved fruitless, and the story they seek 1s still 
recorde<l in an unsealed book. 
Our business is not that which will permit us to clothe \.vith imagi-
nary grandeur these vestiges of a people whose name bas been erased 
from the book of nations, nor that which will allow us time to indulc,e 
i11 abstruse speculalions as to their race or their language. These 
thing~ belong to the poet and philosopher. With all those plea ant 
reveries and romantic fancies which these ruins away here on a de ert 
are so wonderfully calculated to awaken we can have nothinc, to do. 
We came here to note realities; and now the facts we have neen, the 
theories we have read which were of value, the traditiow we ha\·e 
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heard deserving of attention, and the conclusions to which we have 
come concerning this interesting place, are all written down. · All else 
save the things we saw admits of doubt, and is obscured by so dark a 
cloud of uncertainty as to leave much ground for new theories, and for, 
perhaps, infinitely more valuable conclusions. . 
We found that the Mescalero Apaches, with whom we had some bus1-
.ness of interest, had all · gone far towar~s the south: Our guide, who 
was a captive amongst them for eight months, gave us some information 
as to their strength in warriors, which is worthy of record. He says 
they live in small bands, or families, in order to distribute themselves 
over a greater extent of country for purposes of hunting. When they 
are ,engaged in war, or upon any other enterprise of importance, these 
bands become united. When separated, they are each ·controlled by a 
sub-chief; when acting in concert, they choose a head-man to direct 
affairs for the time being. The following list sho\vs the name of each 
of these sub-chiefs and the strength of his band in fighting men: 
Santos has forty men ; 
J osecito has nine men ; 
Barranca has nineteen men ; 
Negrito has twenty men; 
Jose Largo has fifteen men; 
La Pluma has thirteen men; 
Santana has. nineteen men. 
Two chiefs who live in the Sacramento mountains, whose names are 
unknown, have fifty men. 
· Add to these the ten sub-chiefs, and we have in this tribe two hun-
dred and eight men capable of bearing arms. 
They are represented as having many good rifles, and as being most 
excellent shots. Living in the neighbc,rhood of the great thorougfare 
that leads from Texas to California, and having mountain fastnesses in 
which to take refuge when pursued, they are able, and very willing, to 
do a great deal of mischie£ · · 
From Gran Quivira, the northern point of the Sierra Blanca bears 
by the compass S. 30° E., and is distant about fifty miles. 
The highest point of the Sierra de las Gallinas bears E. 5° N., and 
is distant about fifteen miles. · 
The peaks known as Las Tetillas bear N. 36° W.,. and are distant 
about fifty-five miles. 
\Ve left the ruins about three o'clock in the afternoon, and retraced 
our steps to the Laguna de la Puerta, where we arrived an hour after 
dark. 
THURSDAY, December 22, 1853. 
To-day we returned to lVIanzana, over the same track we had made 
to the Laguna. Here we encountered a snow-storm. This town is so 
elevated that hardly a cloud passes the mountains that does not shower 
upon it either rain, snow, or hail. From what we have observed 
during our second visit to this place, this Botany Bay of New Mexico, 
we have concluded that our former estimate of the character of the 
inhabitants was premature and ill-judged; we now bP.lieve that there 
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is not one single redeeming trait of disposition or habits to be found 
within its borders. 
FRIDAY, December 23, 1853. 
Our course to-day was about N. 10° W., and lay along the eastern 
slopes of the Sierra de la .Manzana. We faced a snow-storm for nearly 
the whole forenoon, and were therefore unable to observe much about 
the features of the country. Six miles 729 yards from Manzana we 
passed a small mountain stream running towards the east-a mere 
brook, that is soon lost in the ground. On this there is a little village 
called Torreon. Two miles 1,181 yards further north we passed ano-
ther similar brook, and another small town called Tagique. From 
this last place, over a rolling, broken, and well timbered country, we 
marched to a small hamlet called Chilili:. This town, like Torreon and 
Tagique, is situated upon a mere rivulet, running from the mountains 
to the open plains towards the east. Here we encamped in the snow, 
and suffered much during the whole night from a cold wind frcm the 
north. 
SATURDAY, Decem.ber 24, 1853. 
This morning, before we left camp, an old Mexican brought us some 
ore, which he said is to be found in great abundance near the Tetilla 
Peaks, but that it is now covered so deeply in the snow as to be diffi-
cult to be procured. We believe the specimen he gave us contains 
silver. When the snow has melted, it will be worth the trouble, per-
haps, to explore these mountains thoroughly, with a view to the dis-
covery of precious metals. 
After travelling north for about two miles this morning, we turned 
off toward the west, by a road that leads to Albuquerque by the CafitJn 
del Infierno. As we ascended the eastern slope of the mountain, we 
passed through extensive groves of large pine-trees, suitable for boards 
a?d other building purposes. The snow was a foot in depth, and the 
air dry and cold, as in mid-winter in the extreme north. The Canon 
del Infierno is 10 miles 562 yards in length. It is very circuitous. 
The mountains rise abruptly thousands of feet above it on either hand. 
This makes it a pass of great ruggedness; as well as of a wild and pic-
turesque beauty. Half-way down through it we came to a fine spring 
of water. The rocks are the same stratified, fossiliferous limestone, 
which we saw at Los Puertas de Ab6. From the mouth of the Canon 
del_ Infierno to Albuquerque, the road descends through an open prairie, 
entirely destitute of water for the whole distance, which is 20 miles 
492 yards. 
We arrived at Albuquerque at 8 o'clock in the evening, having 
marched to-day 36 miles 317 yards. 
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REPORT 
ON THE 
FISHES OBSERVED ON THE COASTS OF NEW JERSEY AND LONG ISLAND 
DURING THE SUMMER OF 1854, BY SPENCER F, BAIRD, ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
A period of six weeks spent on the coast of New Jersey, principally 
at Beesley's point, and Long Island, New York, furnished an oppor-
tunity of studying the habits and distribution of the principal species of 
fishes that' are found on that portion of our shores during the summer. 
Although many others, doubtless, are to be found in the same region, 
yet none have been introduced except those which were actually caught 
and carefully examined. A considerable number of the species whose 
habits and peculiarities are given at some length, have hitherto had 
nothing placed on record concerning them; and it is hoped that the 
present article may be found to contain some interesting information, 
given here for the first time, in addition to its character as a contribu-
tion to our knowledge of the geographical distribution of species. 
The difference of the names applied to the same species of fish at 
various points of our coast, even when these happeri to be connected 
very closely, . both commercially and geographically, must strike every 
one with astonishment. 
It ·is scarcely too much to say that no one species of fish bears the 
same vernacular appellation from Maine to Maryland, still less to 
Florida or the coast of Texas. This is probably owing to the fact that 
our shores have been originally settled by various nations from widely 
remote parts of Europe, each introducing its peculiar nomenclature, or 
deriving names from the equally isolated aborjginal tribes with their 
various languages. Thus the names of blue fish, white fish, perch, 
black fish, bass, king-fish, porgee, hake, tailor, whiting, horse mackerel, 
shad, smelt, dog-fish, &c., may apply equally to two or more very 
different species. Among the synonyms of the species will be found 
the vernacular equivalents in the regions visited, together with some 
from other localities. It will be sufficiently evident, therefore, that 
before any species referred to under a trivial name can be identified, 
the origin of the fish or that of the writer must be ascertained. 
Although most of the facts recorded in the following paper have 
reference to Great Egg harbor, New Jersey, during a period extend-
ing from the middle of July to the end of August, it has been thought 
not amiss to incorporate the results of a visit to Brooklyn; Riverhead, 
and Greenport, Long Island, as well as to some points on the Hudson 
river, in September. Some valuable information was thus obtained 
tending to illustrate more fully the natural history and distribution of 
the species found on the New Jersey coast. 
And here I take occasion to render an acknowledgement for much 
kind assistance and important information derived from . various gentle-
men at the different points of operation. Among these I will particu-
la~ly mention Messrs. Sa~uel_ and Charles Ashmead, at Beesley's 
pomt, who devoted all their time to the furtherance of my objects 
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in this exploration. I may also mention Messrs John Stites, Willis 
Godfrey, ·washington Blackman, John Johnson, in fact, most of the 
residents of Beesley's point. Much benefit was derived at Green-
port, Long Island, from the companionship of Mr. E. D. Willard,· of the 
National Hotel, Washington; while to Mr. J. Carson Brevoort, of Bed-
ford, Long Island, well known as the first ichthyologist in New York, 
and surpassed by no one in his knowledge of our marine species, I am 
under the greatest obligations. Through the kindness of Mr. John G. 
Bell, of New York, and Smith Herring, of Piermont, I was enabled to 
make a complete collection of the fishes of the upper Hackensack and 
Spar kill. . 
It must be understood that the present article does not aim at giving 
a complete account of the species referred to. Such descriptions of 
color as have been given were in every case taJ.rnn from the fresh and 
living fish, the object being to place on record features not usually 
preserved in alcoholic specimens. Of the species whose colors 
were known not to fade or alter in spirits no notes of their peculiarities 
in this respect were taken, while the tints of others were so evanescent 
as to have escaped or altered before a description could be noted down. 
Very little respecting the habits or history of the species has been 
added from other authors, nor does the nomenclature profess to be at all 
final as to critical accuracy. To have accomplished this latter object, 
would have- required more time than is at present at my disposal, 
involving, as it would, the entire revision of American ichthyology 
generally. The names given are principally those of De Kay in his 
history of the fishes of New York, and can thus be readily identified. 
As will be seen in the course of the article, several of the species 
collected appear new to science; to these I have been obliged to give 
names for the sake of proper reference, without at the same time 
furnishing a complete scientific description. This will, however, be 
supplier!. soon through another medium-want of time preventing it~ 
being done in season for the present Smithsonian Report. For import-
ant assistance in determining the species I am under many obligations 
to Mr. Girard. 
The coast of New Jersey is well known to consist, for most of its 
extent, of a low beach with sand-hills, separated from the mainland by 
a wide strip of low meadows filled with small ponds, and intersected 
by cre~ks and thoroughfares, which traverse it in every direction. 
There 1~ ~o roe~ or stone of any description, and, consequently, tber_e 
1~ a deficiency m the plants and animals which frequent rocky local1-
t1_es. At Beesley's point there is scarcely a pebble of the smallest 
size to be seen. 
The meadows are densely coated with o-rass, and are covered with 
water only during unusually high tides. 
0 
. Bees~ey'_s point is situated at the mouth of Egg Harbor river, where 
1t ~mpt~cs rnto Great Egg Harbor bay. The water is, of course, alt at 
this point, though somewhat diluted by the volume of fre~h water 
brought down by the river. 
The distance from the mouth of the river, or head of the bay, to th 
inlet on the beach, is about two or three miles · the extreme width 
about the same, although extending into thoroughfares, through which 
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a_ boat may be taken to Absecom on the one side, and to Cape ~ay o_n 
other, without _going outside of the beach. The mouth of the nver 1s 
occupied by very extensive beds of oysters, which are celebrated for 
their excellent flavor. The bottom of the bay is in some part hard 
and shelly, in others sandy, or again, consists of a soft mud;. the l~tter 
condition prevails near the shore, or wherever the current 1s of little 
strength. 
There are numerous mud-flats or sand-bars in the bay, some of them 
bare at low tide, or nearly so, and occupied by various species of water-
fowl. These flats, continuing to increase in height, and at length ac-
quire a growth of grass which fixes still more the accumulating mud and 
sand, so that in time what was formerly .a bar becomes an islan · 
elevated some feet above the water. 
This transition is, in fact, so rapid, that many of the inhabitants now 
living . have known islands several acres in extent to form within their 
own recollection. 
The greater part of the bottom of the bay and of the thoroughfares, 
generally, is a soft mud, rich in organic matter, and covered with a pro-
fuse growth of Zostera marina and algce of various species. Mr. 
Samuel Ashmead, who has been engaged for some years in studying 
the sea-weeds of our coast, has found a much greater variety of spe-
cies at Beesley's point thr1n Professor. Harvey allots to the New 
Jersey coast. The water being generally shallow except in the chan-
nels, the sub-marine vegetation can be seen to great advantage, while 
sailing over the surface. The water becomes very warm during the 
summer, and supplies all the conditions necessary for the development 
of young fishes of many species. The young of all the large fish of 
the bay may thus be found in greater or less numbers along or near 
the shore. 
The ponds in the meadows, like the waters of the bay itself, are 
generally muddy at the bottom, sometimes bare of vegetation, and 
sometimes covered with a thick growth. The fishes found in these 
ponds consist almost entirely of cyprinodonts of various species, with 
occasional specimens of Atherina, small mullet, or sticklebacks. The 
creeks likewise <.;ontain cyprinodonts, generally of different species from 
those of the ponds, with young fish of various kinds. Crabs and eels 
are found everywhere. 
The line of beach is two or three miles from the mainland, and con-
sists of a clear white sand raised into hills ten to thirty feet high, a few 
hundred feet from the water's edge. It is in the inlets at the ends of 
these beaches that the greatest variety of fish is to be found, particu-
larly in the small indentations, protected from the roughness of the 
waves, and the bottom of which is covered with Cerarnium or sea-cab-
bage. 
Carson's inlet, frequently mentioned in the -following pages, is situa-
t~d at the southern end of Peck's beach, which begins directly oppo-
site Beesley's point at the entrance to the harbor, and extends to this 
inlet over a distance of about five miles. 
~he only fresh water near Beesley's point is Cedar Swamp creek. 
~his stream, ris_ing in a cedar swamp, and flowing with a very slug-
gish current, (the ,vriter of a chocolate color,) is cut off from the tide 
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by a dam at Littleworth, three miles from the point. The bottom is 
very mu<ldy. But little variety of fresh-water fish is to be found in 
this stream. Several species of Esox, two Leuciscus, one eel, three 
Pomotis, one each of Aphredoderus, Labrax, Etheostoma, and Melanura, 
and several cyprinodonts. The species are nearly all different from 
those found in the intcr;ur of Pennsylvania on the same latitude. 
Another Cedar Swamp creek occurs on the opposite side of Egg 
Harbor river, in Atlantic county. In many respects it _differs from that 
first mentioned in being of more rapid current, and the bottom at some 
distance from the tide-,vater dam consisting of sand or small pebbles. 
The water too in small quantity is clear, though where of considerable 
depth it appears almost black. Fewer species of fish were found 
here than in the other ; the only additional one being the Catastomus 
tuberculatus. 
Ludley's Run is a small run crossing the road to Cape May, about 
eight miles from Beesley's point; fresh at low tide but flooded at high 
water. The only fish found in it consisted of two cyprinodonts, and 
the Gasterosteus quadracus. 
NoTE.-For the sake of avoiding a constant repetition, the initials only 
of the names of the fins are used. Thus, D. indicates the dorsal fin; C., 
the caudal; A., the anal; V., the ventral; and P., the pectoral. 
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LIST OF FISHES. 
1. LABRAX LINEATUs, Cuv. and Val. 
Rock-Pisk-,-8~ - · , 
. w-/··--~-_r-- __ i ___ . ..- - ~,---.J 
Labrax lineatus, C~ Val., Hist. Nat. Poiss. II, 79.-
Storer's Report, p. · -DeKay, Fauna of New York, Fishes, 7, 
plate i, fig. 3. 
The well known rock-fishior striped bass, was not caught abund-
antly during my 5tay, althou occasionally taken in the mouth of the 
river, and near bluff banks long the thoroughfares. In winter and 
spring they are captured in onsiderable numbers in seines, and of a 
weight extending to twenty or thirty pounds. Individuals of this size 
are; however, rarely met with. No yount' ones were seen, as they had 
not yet returned from the upper portion of the river. At Sing Sing,. 
New York, a few weeks later, several sizes of young were taken. 
The rock takes a bait readily, and, from the vigor of its actions, 
affords fine sport with the rod and reel; the fly is especially adapted' 
to the capture of this spe€ies. 
As is well known, the rock-fish is the associate of the shad and seve-
ral species of herring, in a vernal migration from salt water to fresh, for 
the purpose of depositing their eggs. The development of their young 
is very rapid, as, when they return to the sea in the fall, they have already 
attained a length of about four inches ; up to a size somewhat greater 
than this they exhibit decided indications of vertical dark bars, as in, 
the yellow perch, but this fades out in a short time after being taken from 
the water. 
The rock-fish is more abundant in Chesapeake bay and its tributa-
ries than anywhere else to the northward. Here they occur all the 
year round, and are taken in great numbers. During their migration, 
they feed voraciously upon the herring bound on the same errand up 
the fresh water streams. These they ascend to a great height; . in the 
Susquehanna, b~fore the clams were built, reaching the forks at North-
umberland, and possibly beyond. The falls of the Potomac offer serious 
impediments to their passage mud~ above the city of Washington. 
Arrested in this way, they accumulate in considerable numbers, and 
afford great sport to the citizens of this place during spring and early 
summer. The late Mr. Webster was frequently to be seen patiently 
exercising that skill which made him eminent among tbe celebrated 
fishermen of the day. 
Owing to its abundance, the rock is the chief staple of the Washing-
~on fish-market, where it is to be seen throughout most of the year. It 
1s usually sold at a moderate price, and it is no uncommon thing to have 
the opportunity of purchasing one of 30 or 40 pounds for 75 cents. 
Much interes~ has been excited in the experiments of Mr. R. L. Pell, 
of Pelham, Ulster county, New York, in reference to the breeding of 
ro?k-fish and shad in fresh waters. I have been kindly furnished by 
this gentleman with the following communication, which explains his 
method of stocking fish-ponds. 
Mis. Doc, 24-21 
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"I have succeeded in rearing the striped bass, known in our river a .. 
the Croton bass, thus: male and female were placed in a small pond 
the water of "which was salted twice each week until the small fry ap-
peared, when salting ceased. Sixty days after, the old fish languished, 
and became excessively weak, in which state they continued to exist 
ten days, when they died. The small fry of both shad and bass grew 
rapidly, and when six weeks old were placed in a larger pond, and 
their progeny became fresh-water fish. . 
"I have a trout pond, which ou probably did not see, in which I 
placed several hundred broo trout, varying from four to twelve 
inches in length. I was accustomed, for several years, to feed them 
frequently, and, to my surprise, they became very tame and confiding. 
On one occasion a large trout followed me around the pond, and so 
pertinacious was he, that if I suddenly passed around he crossed over; 
the ~ext clay he did the same thing several times, and, finally, I lifted 
him from the water and discoYered a corroded hook in his mouth, after 
removing which I replaced him in the pond. How can you account 
for so much instinct in a fish?" 
2. LABRAX MUCRONATTJ'S, Cu~. and Val. 
White Perch. 
Labrax mur.:ronatus, Cuv. and Val., Hist. Nat. Poiss. II, 86 
plate xii.-Storer's Report, 8.-Labrax riifus, DeKay, Fauna of 
New York, Fishes, 9, plate iii, fig, 7. 
The white perch was at no time during the summer taketYin the bay, 
although in winter they occur there in great numbers, and are caught 
in seines, with rock-fish, eels, and flounders, which constitute the prin-
cipal kinds of that season. They are very commo_n in the Tuck_ah~e 
river and Cedar Swamp creek, Cape May county; indeed they exist ~n 
almost all the creeks of the salt meadows. The largest were taken rn 
the perfectly fresh water of Cedar S,;rnmp creek, above the tide~wat~r 
d_am, and exceeded a foot in length; very fow, how·ever, attarn th1s 
size. 
I found them abundant at Sing Sing, New York, in the brackish wa-
ters of Croton river; they are also very common, the year round, about 
Washington. · 
By setting a net across the current of a creek, at high tide, a great 
many white perch can usually be caught. I have seen many bu~hel::-
taken out when the water was low. Great care must be exerc1 ed 
however, lest the crabs, which are intercepted at the same time, eat 
holes in the net while nibbling at the fish gilled in the meshes. . 
The white perch bites readily at a hook, an<l is frequently caught ill 
this way in great numbers. The flesh is very insipid and rather tough: 
in fact, the fish is one of the poorest of all the marine species of our 
coast. 
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The yellow perch, Perea flavescens, does not appear to occur at Bees-
ley' s Point. 
3. CENTROPRISTES NlGRICANS, Cuv. and Val.. 
Black Bass-Sea-Bcws. 
Centropristes · nigricans, Cu v. and Val. Hist. Nat. Poiss. III, 14. 
-Starer's Rep. 9.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 25, plate 
ii., fig. 5. 
Like the porgee and several other species, the sea-bass or black 
fish, taken in Great Egg harbor, are of diminutive size, compared with 
those caught some distance out at sea. I do not remem her any exceed-
ing 20 ounces in weight, while most of them were not above half that 
size. They were seldom taken in large numbers, and in fact were 
rather difficult to catch at all, owing to their habit of nibbling at the 
bait without swallowing the hook. A very small hook, with a bait of 
corresponding proportions, was found to furnish the best mode of cap-
turing them. Where they abounded, however, they generally put a 
stop to any successful fishing. 
The black fish appears to be a summer visitor in Egg harbor, as I 
could not learn of its capture in winter. They were generally to be 
found off steep bars near the channels, very rarely near the shore. A 
few young @nes, about an inch long, were captured at Corson's Inlet. 
The black fish, as an article of food, may be reckoned among the 
best of the fishes of the coast. The meat is firm and· very white, and 
the comparative absence of bones renders it possible to eat those of 
quite a small size. 
Few authors, in their description of this fish: mention the broad, ver-
tical, dark bands so conspicuous in the fish when first caught. · 
Color cf young spccimens.-Each scale on the body with a yellowish 
green or greenish white centre, and a border of darker. The sides, 
between the head and tail, crossed by five or six broad vertical bars of 
blackish, (constituted by the above mentiorn~d borders,) not, however, 
obliterating the ligliter centres ; the borders of the scales between these 
bars are olivaceous. Head dark olive, the centres of the scales, the 
inferior border of the orbit, and several lines radiating from the eye 
towards the snout, rich green. Lower jaw blue, the extreme tips 
olive; isthmus inside the mouth and gill-covers, with the branchial 
arches, yellow, branchiostegal membrane brown. D. with the membrane 
olive green, brightest towards the · edge ; between each two adjacent 
rays of the dorsal are transverse bars of bluish white, and a larger 
number in the soft portion of this fin. These bars are slightly oblique 
to the rays, or, when the fin is erect, nearly parallel to the dorsal out-
lin~. Extreme margin of D. greenish white, with a narrow border of 
black on the soft portion; C. A. V. with membranes dark olive at base, 
then greenish white, and margined with black, the dark portions occa-
sionally relieved by lighter patches of whitish or olivaceous, especially 
along the rays. P. olive green. Length 8 inches. August. 
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4. PoMoTIS oBEsus, Girard. 
Pomotis obesus, Girard in Proc., Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., V, · 1854, 40. 
General color dark olive green, with six or eight vertical bars of 
darker on each side, covering a breadth of three or four scales. The 
skin at the base of the scales, in the space covered by these vertical 
bars, shows spots of golden purplish; cheeks with narrow lines and 
spots of the same and similar spots on. the basal portion of the membrane 
of the vertical fins. A. and V. are glossed with metallic green on the 
interradial portion. Opercular flaps, rich velvet black, bordered (ex-
cept behind) with a narrow line of golden purple; a crescent of the 
same on the basal half, the convexity anterior; opercles metallic 
green. P. transparent olivaceous. In some specimens a distinct verti-
cal bar passes through the eye. In some, too, there is a shade of violet 
on each side, above the anal fins. 
This species was only found in the Cedar Swamp creeks, Cape May 
county, and Atlantic county, among the splatterdocks, or in small runs 
or ditches. They were most abundant in muddy water, though occa-
sionally occ_urring where it was quite clear. Fins nearly black. 
This modestly colored species of sun-fish appears to be confined to 
the fresh water in the immediate vicinity .of our Atlantic coast. I first 
detected it in the boggy brooks near Framingham, Massachusetts, and 
have since taken it at other points. It was very abundant in the Spar-
kill, near Piermont, New York; but does not appear to have been 
caught by any one but myself. Of its southern range along the coast 
I cannot speak, although a fish strongly resembling it is contained in a 
collection recently received from Georgetown, South Carolina. 
,5. PoMOTIS CH.iETODON, Baird. 
Banded Sun-Fislz. 
, Pomotis chrEtodon, Baird.-General form sub-circular ; greatest depth 
~t body comprised less than twice its length; dorsal and ventra! ou!-
lmes regularly convex; profile descending towards the snout, which 1s 
obtuse. ~he II:outh is small; the eye large, its diameter contained 
but thr~e times m the length of side of head; spinous portion of dorsal 
extending o_ver a base nearly equal to that of the soft portion, and 
almost as h_igh; caudal subtruncated posteriorly and largely developed, 
an<l ex!endmg a little more posteriorly than the caudal; tip of ventra~s 
extendr~g beyon_d the three anal spines; pectorals rather small, their 
extremity reachmg as far backwards as the ventrals. P· X. 11; A. III, 12; C. 4 I. 8, 7, I. 3; V. I. 5; P.10 or n. Scales 
qmte large ; lateral line concurrent with the dorsal outline. 
. General color dirty white, with clouds of olivaceous; the tints clearer 
1? smaller specimens; sides of abdomen silvery. Six well defined ver-
tlcal bands of black on each side, covering each a breadth of two or 
three scales ; the first passes through the pupil across the cheeks ; the 
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second is posterior to the edge of the preoperculum, but interrupted in 
the middle so as not to cross the operculum; the third is posterior to 
the first ray of dorsal; the fourth posterior to the spinous rays of anal; 
the fifth posterior to the end of the dorsal and anal; the sixth passes 
across the base of the tail. Between the third and fourth bands are 
short bars, one proceeding from the dorsal, the other from the ventral 
outline in the same vertical line, and parallel to the others. This may 
in fact be described as an additional bar interrupted in the middle. 
Fins greenish yellow, with mottlings of dark. Ventrals black cen-
trally, yellow posteriorly, and deep red on the two ~nterior rays and 
intermediate membrane. Dorsal with the three anterior rays and their 
membrane black; the membrane between the third and fourth rays 
red. Pectoral plain. 
In large specimens the tints are darker, and the ground color tinged 
with olivaceous. The red of the dorsal is not distinct. Length three 
inches. 
Abundant in the muddy water of°Cedar Swamp creek, Cape May 
,county, New Jersey. 
6. CENTRARCHUS POMOTIS, Baird. 
The Bass Sun- Fish. 
Centrarchus pomotis, Baird.-General form elongated, subfusiform 
in profile; upper and lower lines regularly curved. A depres-
.sion above the eye. Snout very much abbreviated; lower jaw 
longest. Mouth large; posterior extremity of maxillary extending to 
the vertical posterior rim of ere- Diameter of the eye contained 
about four times in the length of the side of head. Head constituting 
two sevenths of total length. Six rows of scales above the lateral 
line; twelve rows beneath. Lateral line concurrent with the dorsal 
outline. Spinous portion of dorsal quite low, and extending over a 
base twice as long as the soft portion. Caudal rounded posteriorly . • 
Anal extending a little more backwards than dorsal. Five short 
anal spines. External soft ray of ventrals extending as a filiform 
appendage beyond the other rays, which do not reach the anterior 
margin of the anal. Tip of pectorals extending to a vertical which 
would intersect the vent. · 
D. XI. 12 ;- A. V. 10; C. 4. I. 7. 6. I. 3; V. I. 5; . P. 12 or 14. 
Color.-Dark greenish olive, with three or four irregular longitudinal 
bands of dull greenish yellow, and occasionally cloudy spots of golden 
gre~n. Sides of the head of this color, with three indistinct bands of 
<lark olive. A dusky spot at the end of operculum. Iris purplish 
brown ; cornea olive green. Fins quite uniform, very dark greenish 
olive, with darker margins, except the pectorals, which are light oliva-
~eous, and the ventrals, the spinous rays of which are unco]ored. 
Length six inches. 
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Some specimens may be better described as dark golden green, with 
longitudinal bands of dark olive, broken up by cloudings of greenish. 
This species was only found in muddy water, or where there was. 
considerable cover. They were stirred out from along the banks. I 
sometimes thought that they lay at times completely embedded i11 the 
mud. They were not rare in Cedar Swamp creek, and I caught a few 
in the Hackensack, Rockland county, New York. 
7. APHREDODERUS SAYANUS, Lesueur. 
Apltredoderus sayamts, Lesueur.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes~ 
35, plate xxi, fig. 62. 
Prevailing color dark olive brown, with occasional obscure dots Qf 
lighter. Abdomen and under surface of the throat and head, with the 
sides of the latter, yellowish, with fine punctations of greenish_ brown 
indistinctly visible on the sides. A vertical dark bar beneath the eye. 
Iris silvery, dotted with black. 
D. C. and A. dark olive, with darker margin and base. This cha-
racter on tbe tail shows as a vertical . bar, parallel to which is another 
near the base of the tail. P. olive, V. greenish yellow, with cloudings 
of dusky towards the tip. Lateral line lighter than thA ground color. 
Largest specimens four and a half inches. Ditches of Cedar Swamp 
creek, Cape May county. 
This species was very abundant in a small branch of Cedar Swamp 
creek, above Littleworth, where many were taken in · a short time. 
The size above given is probably a maximum one, as most I have 
seen from other localities are considerably less. The species is little 
known to naturalists, although occorring in many streams on the 
Atlantic coast. 
8. SPHYRA:NA BOREALIS, DeKay. 
Nori !tern Barracuda.. 
Sphyrcena borealis, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 39, plate 
lx, fig. 196 . 
. ~othi_ng specially noteworthy was observed as to the ha?its of this 
d1mmut1ve representative of the ferocious barracuda of Florida. None 
of the specimens caught, in fact, exceeded four inches in length. They 
were taken from a smaJl cove at Carson's inlet; a few of them were 
found among the grass at the mouth of the river. 
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9. PRIONOTUS PI'LATUS, Storer~ 
Flying Fish. 
Prionotus pilatus, Storer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. lI, 77; also, 
Hist. of the Fishes of Mass. 20, plate vi, fig. 1-
Above mottled olive and reddish brown, with thrt'e or four large 
quadrate spots of darker across the back. The reddish browri spots 
predominate along the lower part of the sides, in some cases almost 
forming a longitudinal stripe. Abdomen and inferior part of the body 
generally reddish white. Head reddish brown, cheeks coppery. Bran-
chiostegal membrane and inside of mouth behind, brownish black. 
Pupil violet; iris olive-green externally, brassy or coppery internally. 
Anterior dorsal olivaceous dusky at base, with two or more inter-
rupted bars of pale bluish nearly perpendicular to the rays. A distinct 
dar:k spot on the membrane, between the fourth and fifth dorsal spines. 
Posterior dorsal transparent, mottled or coarsely vermiculated with 
olivaceous. P. very dark olive-green, with reticulations of a lighter 
color; chalk-white on the posterior edge of the lower surface. · A. C. 
V. with the pectoral processes reddish brown, brightest along the mar-
gin; the former white along the base. Length six inches. 
This species was very abundant, and frequently taken with the 
hook, when its disentanglement proved to be a matter of some danger, 
on account of the spines of the head. In one instance a man was con-
fined to the house for two weeks in consequence of a puncture received 
in this way. 
When caught, this fish commences · a loud croaking or barking, the 
sound apparently produced in the abdominal region. This is so loud 
and constant .that in hauling a large seine the presence in the net of a 
single specimen of this gurnard, however small, could gen~rally be de-
termined by the peculiar sound emitted. For this reason it is sometimes 
called pig-fish by the inhabitants. 
The pectoral processes are use<l as organs of progression, the fish 
dragging itself slowly upon the bottom by their aid, or raising itself up 
and resting on their tips. In swimming, or resting, the broad pectoral 
fins are generally spread out horizontally to . their fullest extent-pre-
senting a very beautiful and striking appearance, and closely resem-
bling the wings of some butterfly. 
The flesh is sweet, white, and palatable, though on account of its com-
paratively small size this fish is seldom eaten. Specimens caught on the 
s.urf or out at .sea are usually much large: tha~ those in the bay, some-
tl~es exceedmg a foot in length. It 1s said to be only a summer 
v1s1tant. · 
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10. AcANTHOCOTTUS VIRGINIANUS, Girard. 
The common Sculpin. 
Acantlwcottus virginianus, Girard, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. III, 
1850, 187.-Cottus virginianus, Storer, Rep.-DeKay, New York 
Fauna, Fishes, 51, plate v, fig. 13. 
A dried specimen of a sculpin was given me by Mr. Ashmead, which, 
unfortunately, was mislaid and lost. It was taken in the winter, but 
does not seem to be abundant. 
11. BoLEOSOMA FUSIFORME, Girard. 
Darter. 
Boleosoma fusiforme, Girard, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. V, 41. 
The ouly specimens procured were taken from Cedar Swamp creek, 
at Littleworth, where it was seen lying motionless at the bottom of the 
water, darting off swiftly when disturbed. 
12. GAsTEROSTEUS QUADRAcus, Mitch. 
Stickleback. 
Gasterosteur; quadracus, Mitch. Trans. Lit. and Philos. Soc. 430, 
plate i, fig. 11. DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 67, plate vi, 
fig. 18. 
Reddish olive above; sides with a broad but ill-defined band of 
mottled dark brown, of irregular outline, extending from the snout to 
the tail, with finer mottlings of the same above and below. This is 
so:11etimes broken up into irregular mottlings of dark and lighter brown, 
with b~tter defined and larger blotches of darker interspersed. 
Region of lateral line generally lighter; lower part of cheeks and 
under parts yellowish silvery; fins, transparent with dark mottlings 
on the rays ; ventrals red behind the anterior spine. 
A few specimens were taken, at intervals, in the salt-ponds in the 
meadows, or a~ong the grass and sea-cabbage· of the bay. They were 
most abundant m Ludley's run, at the crossing of the Cape May road; 
where the water is perfectly fresh at low tide, and brackish at high 
water .. Here they kept along and underneath the bank, whence they 
were ~hslodged with considerable difficulty. This species was also 
taken m the brackish waters about Sing Sing, New York. 
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13. LEIOSTOMUS 0BLIQUUS, DeKay. 
The Lafayette. 
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Leiostomus obliquus, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 69, plate Ix, 
fig. 195. 
The" Cape May Goody" of the Jersey coast, so called from its great 
abundance at Cape Island, is very rarely taken in winter, and appears 
to be rather a summer visitor. It makes its appearance, in large num-
bers, at Cape May, in August; the first run being composed of quite 
small individuals, and the larger ones succeeding these. They enter 
the creeks in crowds, and are caught there in company with the white 
perch. When perfectly fresh they are most delicious-excelled in 
flavor by no species on the coast. Their usual size in the bay is about 
six inches, though occasionally caught measuring ten. 
This species is somewhat capricious in its visits to the northern 
shores ; intervals of years sometimes intervening between periods of 
abundance. 
From a coincidence of one of these runs and the last visit of G~neral 
Lafayette to America, they are known by his name about New York. 
14. OTOLITHUS REGALIS, Cuv. and Val. 
Weak Fish-Squeteague-Blue Fish. 
Otolithus regalis, Cuv. and Val., Hist. Nat., Poissons, V, 67.-De-
Kay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 71, plate viii, fig. 24. 
Young.-Back greenish, shading into yellowish silvery, with purple 
reflections on the side. In some specimens there are indications of 
subvertical blotches on the sides. None of the spots of the adult are 
seen until the fish exceeds 4 inches in length. D. and C. dusky; P. V. 
A. yellow; Iris, silvery. Length, 4 inches. 
The adult, when first caught, in addition to the markings which are 
retained in alcohol, presents all over a rich tint of purplish red, which 
very soon fades out into a dull silvery. 
This species, known as blue fish at Beesley's point, weak fish at 
New York, shecutts at Greenport, Long Island, and trout in Philadel-
phia and Baltimore, is the species most abundant of all those considered 
as game by the fisherman. It makes its appearance early in the spring, 
and leaves for the sea late in the autumn, attaining its period of greatest 
abundance towards the end of July. It is very easily captured with · 
almost any bait-clam, soft crab, or pieces of fish. Indeed, some of 
the best sport I ever witnessed with this fish was had by 'USing the 
eyes of those already caught as bait. 
No species on the coast shows so large a count in a successful day's 
fishing as the weak fish, it being not uncommon for a single boat of 
three or four men to take from 150 to 250 in an hour or two. When 
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caught in such numbers, however, the size is not great, perhaps not 
averaging three-quarters of a pound. The large specimf.ns are generally 
scattering in their appearance, being seldom taken in numbers. These 
fish moves about in shoals of greater or less extent, usually swimming 
pretty near the surface, an<l requiring for . their capture a line leaded 
vety lightly or not at all. They take the bait at a snap, seldom con-
descending to nibble, thus requiring the line to be kept taut and ready 
to haul in at a moment's warning. It is, however, only for a short 
time that they bite voraciously, the run seldom lasting more than one 
hour. 
These fish keep much in the channel ways of the bay and river, 
when moving, but during ebb-tide, they settle in the deep holes in 
great numbers, remaining until flood, when they again sally forth. The 
old stagP-rs are always on the alert to move up to the places of this 
kind well known to them, and, anchoring their boat, wait patiently for 
the fish. After passing ·some time without a nibble, the sport suddenly 
begins, and, for half an hour to an hour, the excitement of hooking a 
fish almost the instant the line is dropped, is kept up, when it again as 
suddenly ceases by the disappearance of the game. The most noted place 
of this kind about Great Egg harbor is Molasses point, already referred 
to, where the current is very strong during height of tide, and the great 
depth of water scarcely extends for one hundred yards. 
During the night the weak fish runs much up into the larger creeks 
of the salt meadows, and, by putting a net across the mouths of these, 
the weak fish, king fish, and some other species may be penned up 
and caught in great numbers. In any attempt to retain specimens ?f 
moderate size, or of the small species generally, great annoyance 1' 
experienced from the crabs, ( Lupa dicantha,) which are exceedingly 
abundant, and, arrested by the same operation, leisurely set themselves 
to work in catching the fish gilled in the net. In so doing, they cut 
the meshes very badly, in fact some of my best seines were almost 
totally ruined by them. 
The weak fish appears to require, <luring the summer, a slight 
dilution of fresh water in the marine element it inhabits, as it concen-
trates in large numbers about the mouths of rivers in dry weather. 
During the excessive drought of the past summer, it was observed 
tha! the weak fish was taken much higher up rivers tha? ev~r known 
before. They disappeared almost entirely from Beesley s pomt about 
the middle of August, and could only be heard of towards Tuckahoe 
and higher up. The fishermen prayed devoutly for rain to weaken 
the waters of the bay, and bring back the weak fish. 
At Sing-Sing, New York, and even much higher up the North river, 
they were taken in numbers in August and September. 
The y_oung weak fish were very abundant along the edges_ of the 
bay and m the small creeks, of sizes not exceedino- four or five mcbes. 
It i quite probably that they spawn early in the s~ason, and that the~e 
are the fry of the year. At this time they are broadly banded verti-
cally, and, with their much compressed body, would never be refe:red 
to the weak fish but for the two prominent canines of the upper Jaw. 
A few only had the spots of the adult. 
As a table fish, this species is very much inferior to almost any other 
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captured on the coast. It looses its rio-idity soon after being taken, 
becoming soft and flabby. It can hardly be used whole a few hours 
out of the water, and is usually served up cut into short pieces. The 
flesh, when cooked, is somewhat gelatinous and translucent, very dif-
ferent from the snowy opacity of that of the king fish. . 
As usual, the fish of this species taken outside in the surf~ either 
with the line or by hauling the net, are much larger than the common 
run of those in the bay and rivers. The largest I have ever seen 
weighed about five pounds, though they are said greatly to exceed this 
occasionally. 
When taken, this species makes a peculiar croaking, some,What like 
that of Prionotus. This is said at times to be beard above water when 
the fish is at the bottom . . 
15. CoRVINA ARGYROLEUCA, Cuv. and Val. 
The Silver Perch. 
Corvina argyrole'ltca, Cuv. and Val., Hist. Nat. Poiss. V, 105.-
DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 74, plate xviii, fig . .51. 
A single specimen only of the adult fish was taken during my stay 
at Beesley's point. It was caught in the bay by Captain Townsend 
Stites, and seemed to be unknown to the fishermen. 
The young, however, were very abundant fo the grass along the 
edge of the river, of various sizes, not exceeding three inches. They 
had no markings of' any kind, the sides being of a uniform yellowish 
white; 
It is not unfrequently brought to market in New York, whe're it is 
known as silver perch. 
16. UMBRINA ALBURNUS, Cuv. and Val. 
The King-Fish. 
Umbrina alb'ltrnus, Cuv. and Val.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 
78, plate vii, fig. 20. 
This species is known at Beesley's point as the hake, a name derived 
probably from its possessing one barbel at the chin, in common with 
the Phycis americana, which bears the same appellation with more pro-
priety. About New York it is called king-fish, and its congener at the 
south is known as whiting. Kverywhere it bears the deserved reputa-
tion of being one of the finest fish caught, the sheepshead ( Sargu<; ovis) 
scarcely excepted. Of late years this fish appears to have become 
quite rare about New York, but they are still abundant on the Jersey 
coast. At Beesley's point they come next in the count of a day's 
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sport to the weak fish, although thirty or forty may be considered as a 
first rate catch for a single boat and tide. 
The king-fish makes its appearance in the bays early in the spring, 
leaving in the fall, and appears to observe much the same periods with 
the weak fish. Like this species, it is fond of a slight mixture of fresh 
water, running up the mouths of rivers and ascending in proportion to 
the duration of dry weather. 
During the past summer several were taken at Sing Sing, New 
York, where they had previously been unknown. 
The young fish were exceedingly abundant in the river at Beesley's 
point, on sandy bottom, as well as in the surf: hundreds being taken 
at a single sweep of a small net. The smallest \Vere about an inch 
long, probably the spawn of the spring. As usual, the largest speci-
mens of the fish were caught with nets in the surf, though none that 
were seen exceeded fifteen inches in length. 
The king-fish keeps much in schools, in or near the bottom where it 
is sandy or hard, preferring the edge of channels or the vicinity of sand-
bars. They keep abont oyster beds, and when oysters are being taken 
up frequently congregate in large numbers about the boats in eager 
quest of the worms and other minute animals dislodged by the opera-
tion. They bite very readily at clams, crabs soft or hard, and at times 
make little objection to pieces of fish. The best time f~r capturing 
then:i is on the young flood; . 
Like the weak fish they .at times run up the small creeks m the salt 
meadows at night, and are taken by intercepting their return with the 
falling tide. This, however, is by no means so common a habit as 
with the other species. 
The eastern range of the king fish is not extended. Dr. Storer re-
cords a single specimen only as having been taken in Boston harbor. 
17. PoGoNrAs FAscrATus, Lacep. 
The Banded Drum. 
Pogonias fasciatus, Lacep., Hist. des Poiss.-DeKay, New York Fauna, 
Fishes, 81, plate xiv, fig. 40. · 
Sides yellowish silvery, with six or seven broad, dark, vertical bars 
between the head and tail. D. and C. dusky towards their borders, 
the anterior D. quite dark ; P. colorless ; V. and A. yellow. 
The :young fish of this species were found very abundan~ly during 
August m ~he sma~l bays along the shore about Beesley's Pomt. Few 
were seen m the n vers. 
18. LoBOTES EMARGINATus, B. and G. 
Lobotes emarginatus, B. and G. Body elongated, subfo.siform i~ pro-
file; head subconical, contained a little more than three time~ m Lhe 
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tota1 length. Posterior extremity of maxillary extending to the ver~ical 
line of the anterjor rim of pupil; eye circular; its diameter con tamed 
ab9ut four times in the length of side of head; external sott ray of ven-
trals continued into a membranous thread extending beyond the other 
rays, but not reaching the anal fin. Caudal emarginated posteriorly . 
. D. X. 14; A. III. 8; C. 4, I. 8, 7, I. 3; V. I. 5; P. 1.5. 
Scales well developed ; in six rows above lateral line, and fourteen 
to fifteen below. 
G~neral color light olive green, wjt,h narrow, well defined longi-
tudinal lines of purplish brown along the sides ; one through the centre 
of each row of scales. These lines, above the lateral line, are parallel 
to it; below, they are somewhat oblique, ascending behind. A nar-
row, well defined horizontal line of steel blue passes beneath the eye, 
tangent to the orbit; a broader one of violet extends through the pupil, 
parallel to the upper outline of the head. · . · 
D. light olive green, the distal half of the spinous portion dull pur-
plish; the membrane elsewhere mottled with purplish brown. C. with 
rays_ yellow and red, the membrane mottled with purplish. 
A.. and V. purplish red anteriorly, yellow behind, the former some-
what m0ttled. P. greenish yellow. A narrow margin of D. A. and 
P. pale violet. Length, three inches .. 
. A few specimens were taken, in August, among the grass along the 
nver. 
19. P AGRUS ARGYROPS, Cuv. and Val. 
The Big Porgee. 
Pagrus argyrops, Cuv. and Val., Hist. Nat. des Poiss. VI, fig. 164.-
DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 95, plate ix, fig. 25. 
About six vertical broad bars of dark purplish brown on each side 
between head and tail; the first just anterior to the dorsal fin. The in-
termediate space, when viewed directly, appears of a brownish olive 
and greenish white mixed; but, held a little obliquely, this resolves into 
a silvery tint, with well defined longitudinal lines of purplish, a line for 
each row of scales, and usually along the adjacent edges. Above the 
lateral line these lines are oblique, and nearly parallel with the dorsal 
profile anterior to the D. fin. Head above (excepting a lighter bar be- . 
neath the eyes), operculum, and an oblique bar beneath the eye rich 
purplish brown. Back along the dorsal fin and a space on each side 
of the nape with reflections of rich metallic green. A dark spot on the· 
base of the pectoral bones. Belly white, closely punctate with dark 
brown. 
D. with the rays silvery, the m~mbrane mixed green and purplish 
brown, the margin clear dark reddish brown. C. brown at base, then 
greenish, then violaceous white, and ending in dark purplish brown ; 
these colors in rather ill defined V-shaped bands, parallel with the 
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posterior margin. Extreme tips of caudal lobes of a brighter brown; 
A. green and purplish brown, bluish towards the edge, which itself is 
milk white. V. similar. P. transparent, tinged 'Yith dusky. Iris 
dark reddish brovvn. Length, six inches. 
After death, and, indeed, most specimens when fresh caught, exhibit 
but faint traces of the vertical bars, the sides being silvery, with longi-
tudinal lines of brassy yellow. Iris silvery. 
This species is caught with a hook, in water from six to twelve feet 
deep. They feed on the bottom, and are very destructive to bait, which 
· they nibble off from the large hake and blue fish hooks in a very short 
time. Few exceeded six inches. 
The porgee did not make its appearance in Egg Harbor bay until 
towards the middle of August, although said to be found at sea at an 
earlier period. As usual, the specimens were smaller than those taken 
outside the beach, though exhibiting th~ same beauty of color. Very 
few descriptiocs or figures convey any idea of the variety of delicate 
tints on this beautiful fish, which fade in a short time after death into 
a uniform silvery hue. 
After the arrival of the porgees in the bay and mouth of the river, 
they become very troublesome by their great numbers and the destruc-
tion of bait caused by their incessant nibbling. A large hook will be 
cleaned entirely in a moment, while all efforts to catch the depredator 
prove vain. The only way of taking them is to use a fine line, and 
very small minnow hooks, baited with small bits of clams, fish, or other 
food. These wil e swallowe<l boldly, and , as they bite voraciously, 
large numbers ca e taken in a short time. It is only necessary to 
throw the line out to its foll extent, and then at once haul it in slowly. 
during which movement the bait will generally be seized. A single 
clam, chopped fine, may serve to catch twenty or thirty. 
Quite large porgees are taken about Greenport, Long Island, in very. 
great numbers, with seines. The usual ground is on the e·ast side ol 
Shelter island, where a fishing smack will frequently be loaded at a 
single haul. During the months of August and September these fish 
constitute the principal stock of those sent to the New York market over 
the Long Island railroad. The flesh of the porgee is excellent when 
fresh-scarcely surpassed by that of any other fish on the coast. 
Genus EUCINOSTOMUS, B. and G. 
~enus Eucinostomus, B. and G.-This genus has been eslablis~ed 
to rn~lude a species of the Menid family, possessing the followrnu 
generic. characters : . Mouth small and very protractile; ,vhen protruded 
presentmg a subcomco-tubular appearance; lips thin; palate and tongue 
toothless ; opercular apparatus without either spines or serratures, 
The second spine of the anal itself is less developed than in the geou-
Gerres, a genus to which the presen ne bears a close affinity. 
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20. EuCINOSTOMUS ARGENTEus, B. and G. 
Eucinostomus argenteus, B. and G.-Mouth very small; when re-
tracted the posterior extremity of maxillary extends slightly beyond 
the vertical of anterior rim of the eye; base of spinous portion of dorsal 
equal in length to that of the soft portion ; posterior extremity of soft 
dorsal rays extending a little more backwards than those of the anal 
fin. 
D. IX, 10; A. III, 7 or 8; C. 5, I, 8, 8, I, 4; V. I, 5; P.13. 
Head forming about one fourth of · the whole length ; eye large, its 
diameter contained nearly three times in the length of~the side of head; 
scales large; ground color silvery, wjth transverse fasciIB of a darker 
hue in immature specimens. 
This species was quite abundant in the latter part of August, in the 
river and small bays. None were taken exceeding three inches in 
length. 
21. CYBIUM MACULATUM, Cuv. and Val. 
The spotted Cybium-Spanish Mackerel. , 
Cybium maculatum, Cuv. and Val., Hist. Nat. Poiss. XIII, 181.-De-
Kay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 108, plate lxxiii, fig. 232. 
Of this fish but two specimens were taken during my stay at Bees-
ley's point, and the species is scarcely known to the fish-ermen. It 
was more abundant at Greenport, Long Island ; and in the Peconic 
bay, towards Riverhead, four hundred were caught at one haul of the 
seine. The flesh is excellent, having much the flavor of true mackerel, 
only a little softer and richer. 
The fish bears a high price in the New York market, where it has 
been but recently known. It has beer~ more abundant off our coast gener-
ally this season than ever before; and in the lower part of the Potomac, 
numbers have bee11 taken and salted down. They may frequ ently be 
found in this state in the Washington market, and readily recognised 
by the round yellow spots on the sides, and the size so much brger 
than that of the common salted mackerel. The posterior portion of the 
body, to the base of the tail, is slenderer and much more elongated 
than in the other species. 
22. LICHIA CAROLINA, DeKay. 
Lichia carolina, DeKay, New YQTk Fauna, Fishes, 114, plate x, 
figure 30 . 
. Bright silvery, with bluish reflections on the back and upper part of 
sides; dorsal transparent, dusky towards the tips of the longest soft 
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rays. C. A. yellowish towards their ma~gin-the latter brightest an-
teriorly; V. white, tinged with yellow; P. brownish anteriorly: Iris 
silvery. Length, 5 inches. 
This species was very abundant in the edge of the surf on the beach, 
moving about slowly in small schools. Occasionally they were seen 
in great numbers in the small slues running up into the beach, where 
several bushels were frequently taken in a sweep of ten yards with a 
· seine eight feet long. They are most delicious as a pan-fish, and give 
very little trouble to fit them for cooking, not requiring scaling and 
scarcely gutting. The only preparation needed is to cut off the head 
a little obliquely, which will remove all the intestines. 
23. LICHIA SPINOSA, Baird. 
The spinous Dory. 
Lichia spinosa, Baird.-Trachinotus spinosus, DeKay, New York Fauna, 
Fishes, 117, plate xix, fig. 53. 
Similar in colors to the L. carolina. -The anterior yellow of the dor-
sal and anal is, however, brighter-even gamboge yellow; basal half 
of the ana], dusky; ventrals, chalk white, yellow anteriorly. Length: 
2½ inches. · 
Caught in very small numbers with L. carolina. 
24. CARANX CHRYsos, Cuv. and Val. 
The yellow Caranx- Yellow Mackerel. 
Caranx chrysos, Cuv. and Val., Hist. Nat. Poiss. IX, 97.-DeKay, 
New York Fauna, Fishes, 121, plate xxvii, fig. 85. 
Sides bright wax color, becoming olivaceous along the back; a 
darker tinge of yellow on the cheek and operculum than elsewhere, 
In some lights there is a violet reflection on the back. A black spot 
on the ~pper part of the posterior edge of the operculum. Dorsals, 
dark olive green, dusky along the margin; C. dark wax yellow at the 
base, then lighter yellow-the tips blackish brown; A. dark wax yel-
]ow, the margin and spinous portion opaque white; V. white, yellow· 
ish centrally; P. greenish yellow. Length, 8½ inches. 
Only one specimen of this fish was seen during my stay. It was 
caught in the bay with a hook. A few more were found amoug the 
porgees at Greenport, Long Island. 
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25~ ARGYRErosus CAPILLARIS, DeKay. 
The Hair-finned Dory. 
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Argyreiosus capillaris, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 125, plate 
xxvii, fig. 82. 
One specimen was taken in August while hauling the seine in the 
surf. 
26~ TEMNODO~ SALTATOR, Cuv. and Val. 
The Blue Fish-Horse-Mackerel-Slcip-Jack. 
Temnodon saltator, Cuv. and Val., Hist. Nat. des Poiss. IX, 225, 
plate 260. DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 130, plate xxv1, 
fig. 81. 
The blue fish, or horse-mackerel, as it is called at Beesley's point, 
arrives in the bay early in the spring, accompanying the weak fish in 
its migration and preying habitually upon it. It is not usual to take 
them of large size during the summer; later in the season, however, 
specimens of two and three pounds are not unfrequently captured. 
Their usual size in August was from eight to twelve inches. The very 
young ones were found abundant at Corson's inlet, measuring two or 
three inches in length. At this age they are much more compressed 
than afterwards. 
The blue fish is one of the most voracious fishes on the coast. It bites 
readily at any o~ject drawn rapidly through the water, as a bone 
squjd, or metal spoon, minnow, white rag, and, in fact, any con-
spicuous bait. They are generally caught by trolling o.n the surface of 
the water, best by sailing back and forth across a channel way, when 
the wind and tide are in opposite directions. Unless the line is arme <l 
with quill near the hook, or wired for a short distance, it is cut off by 
the sudden snap of their nipper-like teeth, this species ranking with 
the shark in the facility with which it takes off the hook. 
T he blue fish keeps near the surface of the water, and frequently 
leaps some distance into the air. It preys habitually upon the w eak 
fish, and its ravages among the latter species seem to have diminished 
greatly its numbers off the coasts of New York and New England. It 
finds, likewise, an easy prey in the schools of l\fossbunkers, among 
which it is said to commit such havoc that the gulls are attracted far 
and near jn quest of the bits of flesh and mutilated fish which float on 
the surface. 
Such congregations of birds often indicate to the fishermen the pre-, 
sence of blue fish on his grounds. 
T his species, like the weak fish, runs up the mout:gs of rivers even 
to w here the water is comparatively fresh. Small ones were very 
abundant at Sing Sing the past summer, and were caught readily from 
the rocks or along the wharves. They were known as white fis '.-i. 
Mis. Doc. 24-22 
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They_ are taken in large . num?ers in ~he Potomac river as far up as 
Acqma creek, ~s well as m Philadelphia, where they are called tailors. 
27. PEPRILUS TRIACANTHus, Cuv. 
Harvest· Fish. 
Peprilus triacanthus, Cuv., Regne Anim. 3d ed.-Rhombus triacanthus, 
DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 137, plate xxvi, fig. 80. 
Several specimens wern taken jn a net at Carson's inlet. They 
were occasionally seen swimming slowly in small schools close to the 
steep banks of the inlet. The flesh is said to be tolerably well flavored, 
though less so than that of many other scomberoid ~pecies of the Jersey 
coast. 
28. ATHERINOPsrs NOTATUS, Girard. 
The Silverside-Sand-Smelt. 
Atherinopsis notatus, Girard, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc., Philad. VII, 1854, 
]98.-Atherina notata, Mitch.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 
141, plate xxvi, fig. 88. 
This diminutive species may be said almost to out-number all others 
on the coast, the cyprinodonts not excepted. It is found quite abund-
antly everywhere throughout Egg Harbor bay, though of small size; 
but it is along the sands of the beach and about the inlets th11.t its vast 
schools are met with. Here they come in with the rising tide, espe· 
cially when it flows over an extensive tract of sands bare at low water 
or with only a few pools. At times the water will appear in a state of 
constant agitation with the attempts of the fish to keep in the edge of 
the tide as it rolls on, and bushels can be taken in a short time merely 
with scoop-nets. Several parties, provided each with a fine meshed 
seine of twenty or thirty feet in length, could readily fill a wagon in a 
little while. Although no use is made of these "silver sides" on 
our coast, except as bait, there is no doubt that, potted and prepared 
as sardines and anchovies, they would be excellent. 
With t~e exception of Hydrargira fiavu.la, which is fou~d i_n large 
numbers m the same localities, few other fish are met with m these 
large schools of atherinas. A few scattered Cypri71:odon ovi~us and 
small mullets only are to be seen. The maximum size to which the 
atherina attains is about six inches, although fish of this length are 
seldom caught in the bay. The flesh is nearly translucent ~d ,ery 
sweet; and no preparation being required to fit them for the frying-pan 
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they might, though comparatively small, be eaten more frequently than 
they appear to be. ' 
The silver-side, or sand-smelt, as it is called further east, makes an 
excellent bait for blue fish, weak fish, and, in fact, almost any other 
species. It must constitute the chief article of.food for the larger fish 
on our coast, as it is found everywhere,: ~ven far up the mouths of 
rivers. It was very abundant at Sing Sing. In fact, I have seldom 
drawn a net anywhere in salt water ot brackish without seeing it. 
It is a constant associate of the cyprinodonts in the salt ponds and 
meadows. It bites readily at a hook, although very seldom swallowing 
the bait owing to the smallness of its mouth. · 
29. MuGIL ALBULA, Linn. 
The White Mullet. 
Mtgil albula, L.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 146. 
Back dark bluish black; sides lustrous silvery; beneath opaque 
white; a dark bluish black spot on the body, at the base of the pectoral 
fin; iris silvery, with a yellowish tinge above, as also on the opercu-
lum; D. and C. dark bluish on the membrane, especially towards the 
extremities; P. less strongly marked in the samA manner; V. and A. 
opaque white, the latter with a few brown dots on the rays. Length 
4¼ inches. 
Although small mullets were caught in considerable numbers in the 
creeks and about the inlets, none oflarge size were seen. The larger 
ones do not arrive until September, when they are s_aid to be abundant. 
They then come close to shore among the grass, and run up the creeks 
in numbers, even,where the water is shallow. When jntercepted in a 
seine they leap over the upper edge with great readiness, one following 
the other, like a flock of shep. Their maximum _size is from eight to 
ten inches. 
This fish becomes extremely fat, so much so as to require no grease 
in 'frying. The flesh is said to be very -palatable, though rather rich. 
The large mullets do not remain long in the bay, generally returning 
to the sea in the fall. A few, however, are said to remain all winter in 
the salt ponds. 
30. Gomus ALEPIDOTus, Bose. 
The variegated Goby. 
Gobius alepidotus, Bosc.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 160, 
plate xxiii, fig. 70. 
Translucent olive green, with seven or eight vertical lines of lighter 
along the side; vertical fins, mottled with dusky spots, arranged in 
series transverse to the rays. Length one inch. 
A few specimens only of this rare fish were taken in the grass along 
the beach of the river. 
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31. BATRACHus VARIEGATus, Les. 
Toad-Fish- Oyster-Fish. 
Batrachus variegatus, Les., J ourn. .Acad. Nat. Sc. Philad. III, 398.-
DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 171. 
· Body olivaceous, closely but rather coarsely vermiculated with 
darker; three or four quadrate spots across and along the back; iris 
greenish yellow, with four broad double radii of greyish; fins reddish 
brown towards the borders, their general color light olivaceous; C. and 
P. with well defined bands of dijrker, transverse to the rays; D. and A. 
with similar bands disposed .obliquely towards the rays, the angle ante-
rior; a dark spot on the anterior dorsal ; V. and inferior parts of body 
reddish white-in large specimens, the latter yellowish, with dark 
blotches. Length six inches. 
The toad-fish, or, as it is called at Beesley's point,· the oyster-fish, 
on account of its frequenting the oyster beds, is one of_ the fishermen's 
pests, from its great abundance, and pertinacity in taking the hook 
baited for nobler game. Few fish are more repulsive in appearance 
than this species, with its large, flattened head~ broad mouth, laciniated 
processes or fringes about the jaw, goggle eyes, and slimy body. It 
will live a long while out of water, snapping at the finger even whe_n 
almost dried up. It is capable of inflicting quite a severe bite, and IS 
always handled with a great deal of caution. 
The eggs are said to be laid on oyster shells, or between their empty 
valves, at Beesley's point, in the entire absence of stones or pebbles, 
which constitute the usual place of deposite. An artificial pile of stone 
near Chattin's tavern is a favorite locality with them. The eggs are 
about the size < >f number 6 shot at first, but enlarge to the bulk of a 
pea; their color is a bright yellow. The fish watches its nest very 
vigilantly, and can scarcely be driven away, snapping at the finger or a 
stick, and when forcibly removed returning with the first opportuniti, 
The flesh is said, by those who have been able to overcome their 
aversion to the fish, to be very sweet and palatable. 
The toad-fish seldom comes very near shore, few having been taken 
in the hauling of small seines. I have never seen it up the small 
creeks. 
32. TAUTOGA AMERICANA, Cuv. and Val. 
Tautog-The Buzek Fish. 
Tautoga americana, Cuv. and Val., Hist. Nat. des Poiss. XIII, 293.-
DeKay, New York Fauna, Fjshes, 175, plate xiv, fig. 39. 
The tautog, smooth black fish, or chub, as the species is indifferently 
called, was not abundant at Beesley's point durjog the past ummer. 
although their number is said to be greater in the fall. TbeJ: are 
caught off the steep banks, in the channel-ways and the thoroughfares. 
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The flesh is not very remarkable for its excellence, being greatly sur-
passed by several other species. 
Owing to the toughness of the skin and the firm adhesion of the 
scales, it is customary to skin the tautog before cooking, whenever of 
sufficient size to permit it. 
Young fish of this species were taken in considerable numbers in 
the river and about the inlets, when .hauling the nets. Their color 
was generally of a light olive green. 
33. ArLURICHTHYS MARINUS, B. and G. 
Sea Cat-Fish. 
I 
A ilurichtltys marinus, B. and G., Proc. Acad . . Nat. Sc. Philad. VI.-
Galeichthys marinus, De Kay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 178, plate 
xxxvii, fig. 118. 
The se~-cat or cha~nel-cat, was occasionally taken with the hook in the 
channel of the river. Nothing specially was learned of its habits. The 
flesh is very ihdifferent, being coarse and rank, tasting much like that 
of small sharks. 
·34. LEucosoMus AMERICANUS, Girard. 
Dace.-Wind-Fish-Sltiner. 
Leucosomus americanus, Girard in Storer, Hist. Fishes of Massach. 117, 
plate xxi, fig.-Abramis versicolor, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 
191, plate xxxii, fig. 103. 
. . ' 
This species was very abundant in the fresh waters of Cedar Swamp 
creek , and Cedar creek, two streams emptying into the Egg Harbor 
river on opposite sides. None were seen excepting in perfectly fresh 
water above the tide dams. They were in considerable numbers, as 
being the principal representative of the cyprinoids in the New Jersey 
streams. This species is found everywhere in the streams of the At-: 
lantic coast to Maine. Nothing of special interest was noted as to its 
habits. 
35. CATOSTOMUS GIBBosus, Les. 
'lie Horned S1tcker-:-Chubsucker. 
Catostomus gibbosus, Les,_;_Labeo gibbosus, DeKay, New York Fauna, 
F ishes, 194, plate xxxii, fig. 101.-Cutostomus tuberculatus, Les.-
DeKay, .ibid, 199, plate xxxi, fig. 97. . 
This was the only sucker· found in the Cedar creeks, nor is any other 
species ?elieved to occur there. It is everywhere constantly associated:, 
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with the Leucos·omus · americanus; and these, with a small'species of Leu-
c·iscus alli~d to L. hudsonius, constitute almost the only cyprinoids of the 
fresh waters on our coast. I have seen no other species from New 
Jersey to. Maine in streams emptying directly into the ocean or into 
brackish water.s, except when quite remove~ from the salt water. 
36. MELANURA PYGMJEA, Agass. 
Mud-Fish. 
Melanura pygmcea, Agass.-Leuciscus pigmaeus, DeKay, New York 
Fauna, Fishes, 214, plate xlii, fig. 134. 
Only one specimen of this species was obtained, caught in a muddy 
ditch along side the fresh waters of Cedar Swamp creek. Of the five 
or six species of this genus indicated by Professor Agassiz, all appear 
to have the same peculiarity ofliving almost entirely in mud. A locality, 
which, with the water perfectly clear, appears destitute of fish will 
perhaps yield a number of mud-fish on stirring up the mud at the bot-
tom and drawing a seine through it. Ditches in the prairies of Wis-
consin, or mere bog-holes apparently affording lodgment to nothing be-
yond tadpoles, may thus be found filled with melanuras. Their usual 
associates in such places in the west are Gasterosteus inconstans, Kirt. 
I found none on Long Island, although they doubtless occur in the 
muddy streams about Riverhead. Mr. J.C. Brevoort, obtained a single 
specimen near Bedford, and Dr. Ayres some at Brookhaven. This 
genus appears to be confined to a few points near brackish and salt 
waters, and to the vicinity of the great lakes; they are especially abun-
dant on the plateaus dividing the waters of the lakes from those of the 
Mississippi. I have caught them all around Lakes George and Cham-
p_lain; on the American shores of all the great lakes except Lake Supe-
rior; and on their dividing ridges, as already stated, as far : west as the 
Mississippi, in Wisconsin. They have, however, not yet been detected 
much south of this region in the interior. 
!his species of Melanura is probably identical with Leuciscus pygmtem 
~f ~eKay, an unfortunate .name, as it belongs to an entirely different 
family than the Cyprinidae, and attains to a larger size than the rest, 
much larger than many of the Leucisci. Specimens taken in Rockland 
county, New York, and in the same localities whence Mr. J. G. Bell 
obtained those sent to Dr. DeKay, measure nearly six inches in length, 
I procured a large number of them during the past summer. 
37. FuNDULUS ZEBRA, DeKay. 
Fundulus zebra, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 218. 
Above, dark olive green, lio-hter on the sides; on the throat and be_lly 
greenish white ; 12 to 15 ;ertical bands on each side of greem:h 
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white, with spots of greenish golden sprinkled ju the interval_s. Oper-
culum bronzed, iris greenish black, with a narrow golden rmg on the 
inner border; D. and C. dark olive, margined with light grass green, the 
former with greenish white spots on the posterior half, some of them 
occasionally confluent; the latter with smaller spots of the same on the 
membrane, arranged in series transverse to the rays; A. and P. gambo_ge 
yellow on the distal half, with black spots posteriorly, the former with 
some light spots. Length three inches. . 
Female fishes corresponding to the F. viridescens of De Kay, and 
probably of this species, are uniform olive, with the belly yellowish 
white. Some specimens have obscure vertical dark lines. 
This species is exceedingly abundant in the small creeks of the salt 
meadows, less numerous in the ponds. They are very active in their 
µ10vements, d;irting to cover at the slightest alarm. Like all W.e other 
species, they are excessively voracious, and a dead fish of considerable 
size will be eaten up in a few minutes by the dense crowd of tbese 
9iminutive scavengers, darting upon it from all points. A clam 
pounded up and thrown in among them, will in a moment attract many 
hundreds, and they are frequently taken for bait, by putting the clam 
into a scoop-net, and withdrawing the net suddenly, with the fish €!).-
closed. 
There is no doubt that the various species of cyprinodonts on our 
coast perform very important services in rapidly removing dead ani-
mals, as fishes, crabs, shells, &c., from the water, and thus keeping up 
the proper equilibrium. This they do to a much greater extent than 
the crabs, which, however, assist in the labor. Abundant everywhere 
along the shores and in the creeks and ponds of the meado\vs, they are 
always on hand to do their work. 
Nothing was observed at· Beesley point in regard to the reproductive 
peculiarities of any of the cyprinodonts, the season of the' year not be-
ing favorable. It is very probable, however, that most of them are 
viviparous, like many other species of the family. Like the others, this 
one is remarkably tenacious of life, resisting successfully long absence 
from water, even to the extent of considerable desiccation. 
A few specimens were caught in the fresh waters of Cedar Swamp 
creek. They are, however, essentially a salt water species. 
38. FuNDULUS DIAPHANU8, Agass. 
H ydrargira diaphana, Lesueur.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 219. 
This species ~as found abundantly in _Ludlum's run, at a point 
where the water 1s perfectly fresh at low t1de, but becomes brackish 
during high water. It was also taken in the fresh waters of Cedar 
8wamp creek. I do not remember to have ever noticed it in perfectly 
salt water. 
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3'9. FuNDULUS MULTIFASCIATus, Cuv. 
FunduZ.us multifasciatus, Cnv. and Val., Hist. Nat. des Poiss. XVIII, 
200.-Hydrarp;ira multifasciata, Lesueur.-De Kay, New York 
Fauna, Fishes, 220. 
This species was found everywhere associated with H. jlavula, but 
~n quite limited numbers. 
40. HYDRARGIRA FLAVULA, Storer. 
Hydrargi,ra jlavula, Storer.-Esox flavulus, Mitch.-Fundulus fasciat11,1, 
DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 216, plate xxxi, fig. 98. 
This species may be called the giant of the northern cyprinodonts, 
attaining a size only approached by the females of Fundu,lus zebra. As 
in F. zebra~ the female is considerably larger than the male. Specimens 
were taken nearly eight inches in length. 
The H. flavula is very rarely found in the bays and meadows, the 
few that occur in such localities being very small, and much scattered. 
It is along the beach, and about the inlets, that the immense numbers 
that exist on our coasts c:an be appreciated. As the tide is rising and 
flowing over flat sands, or up the narrow shores and channel ways, 
this species will ~e seen in dense schools, slowly swimming with 
the tide, and readily recog:.1ised by its large size and the light spot near 
the dorsal fin. 
It generally keeps distinct from the atherinas, which are equally or 
even more abundant in the same -situations. A few Cyprinodon ovinus 
are sometimes seen in company, rarely any other species of the same 
family. 
The se?'es of this species are conspicuously dif~'erent in marking, t~e 
male ha vmg many broad vertical bands on each side, from head to tail, 
the female twu or three longitudinal ones. 
41. HYDRARGYRA LUCIJE, Baird. 
Hydrargira lucice, Baird.-General form elongated, though of rather 
short appearance. Head constituting less than one-fourth of total length. 
Insertion of anal slightly in advance of origin of dorsal, and rather 
more developed than the latter. Vertrals very small; their extremity 
reaching the anus. Tail large. D. 8; A. 9; C. 6, I. 8, 7, I. 5; V. 6: 
P.15. 
Dark olive green above, lower part of sides and beneath rich ochre 
yellow. Sides with 10 or 12 broad, well defined, vertically dispos_ed 
dark bars, nearly as large as their inter-spaces, which are of a famt 
tint of greenish white. All the fins but the dorsal are of a uniform 
yellowish, lighter than the abdomen. Don:al, yellow on the terminal 
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half, the basal portions o1ivaceous with a large black spot posteriorly, 
and immediately anterior to it a white one. The dark spot is bordered 
above and behind by tp.e yellow part mentioned. In one specimen the 
posterior half of the base of the dorsal fin is dull white, with a large 
subcircular spot of black in the centre. Length .about one inch. 
P. similar, the dorsal unspotted, the yellow less intense. 
A few specimens only were taken, in a small ditch at Robinson's 
landing, Peck's beach, opposite Beesley's point. 
42. CYPRINODON ovrnrn, Val. 
Cyprinodon ovinus, Valenc.-Esox ovinus, Mitch.-Lebias ovinus, DeKay, 
New York Fauna, Fishes, 215, plate· xxvii; fig. 87. ', 
This species was very abundant in the salt ponds, more so than any 
other; it was seen but rarely in the creeks or in the bays. Specimens 
were taken of much larger size than the supposed average; and the 
males~ recognised by the black band on the end of the caudal fin, were 
found to be lar~er than the females. · 
43. CYPRINODON PARVUS, B. & G. 
Cyprinodon parvus, B. and G.-Form elongated, resembling a diminu-
tive Leuciscus; head constituting less than a fourth of the total length ; 
eye quite 'large and circular, being contained three times in the length 
of the side of the head; caudal posteriorly rounded.-D. +U; A. 10; C. 
5. I. 7. 6. I. 4; V. 6; P. 15. Scales quite large, deeper than long, and 
disposed in eight longitudinal series upon the line of greatest depth of 
the body; seven series may be observed upon the peduncle of the taiL 
This species was found in the small ponds of the salt meadows, 
generally in the grass; and owing to their diminutive size the males 
were not often taken, and, in fact, neither sex was found in anything 
like the abundance of most other species. The colors during life were 
very plain, being without any of the peculiar patterns of other species. 
I observed it, sparingly, in many localities in Long Island, especially 
at Greenport. It hqs a close resemblance to the females of Heter--
andria. · 
44. Esox FASCIATus, DeKay. 
Short· billed Pike. 
Esox fasciatus, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 224, plate xxxiv, 
fig. no. 
Brownish olivaceous ; a longitudinal lighter vertebral stripe. On 
each side of the body a. median longitudinal irregular band of golden1 
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sending off bars transversely above and below, sometimes opposite 
each other, sometimes alternate, occasionally branching and anasto-
mosing. Beneath greenish or yellowish white. Iris purplish brown, 
with a golden interior ring. 
Dorsal and caudal fins plain olive, tjnged with red. A. V. P. pink-
this color becoming rather deeper after death. Length, 10 inches. 
Abundant in Cedar Swamp creek. Specimens of considerably larger 
size were taken. 
45. Esox RETICULATus, Les. 
Pickerel. 
I 
Esox reticulatits, Les.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 223, plate 
xxxiv, fig. 107. 
Rather rare in Cedar Swamp creek. Associated with E.Jasciatus. 
46. BELONE TRUNCATA, Les. 
The Bill-Fish-Sea-Pike-Silver Gar-Fish, o/C· 
Belone truncata, Lesueur.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 227, 
plate xxxv, fig. 112. 
Color.-Back dark green; sides opaque silvery white; beneath 
dull white-the lines of separation between these colors very distinct; 
cornea green; iris silVfffY; fins subtransparent, with fine punctations 
of greenish on the membrane, much thickest on the D. and C.; length, 
8 inches. 
The silver gar made its appearance, in August, in considerable num-
bers, though of quite small size. It was found in the shallow bays and 
creeks-more abundantly in the slues on the beach, keeping in com-
pact bodies, and swimming slowly along. -
This species is fond of running up into fresh water during the sum-
mer, and is often taken a considerable distance from the ocean. I 
hav_e seen them in the village of Riverhead, Long Island; and they are 
at times quite abundant off the city of Washington. They have been 
s:en at Columbia, Pennsylvania, in the Susquehanna. _The¥ some-
times are taken with a hook, although such an occurrence 1s qmte rare. 
When of large size, their flesh is of excellent flavor. 
47. SAURUS MEXICANus, Cuv. 
Saurus mexicanus, Cuv., Regne Anim.-(Griff. transl.) X, 431. 
A single specimen of this fish was taken in a seine in the river. 
Although abundant off the southern coast, it is rarely seen so far to the 
. . 
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riorth. ·nr. DeKay does not enumerate it among the fishes of New 
York, yet several have been procured by Mr. Brevoort about Long 
Island. · 
48. ENGRAULIS VITTATA, Band G. 
The Anchovy. 
Engraulis mttata, B and G.-Engraulis mitchilli, Cuv. and Val., Hist. 
Nat. Poiss., XXI.-CZ.upea vittata, Mitch.-DeKay, New York Fauna, 
Fishes, 254. 
It is a little remarkable that no mention of the o"ccurrence of Engrau-
lis on the Atlantic coast of the United States, is made by any Ameri-
can writer. The species was long ago described by Dr. Mitchill, so 
accurately as clearly to indicate this genus; but Dr. DeKay does not 
appear to have noticed it at all. 
· The anchovy made its appearance early in August in the shal-
low waters along the beach, although of very small size. They 
became sub.sequently more abundant; and towards the end of the 
month, while hauling a large net in the surf, many were taken measur-
ing over six inches in length. As the meshes of the net were very 
large, the greater portion readily escaped; but with a seine properly 
constructed enough could be readily procured to supply the American 
market. 
I procured several specimens of this fish, in 184 7, at the residence 
of Mr. Audubon, on the Hudson river, above New York. 
49. ALOSA MENHADEN, Mitch. 
The Moss-Bonker-Bony Fish-Hard Head. 
Alosa menhaden, Mitch.-Storer, Rep., p. 117.-De Kay, New York 
Fauna, Fishes, 259, plate xxi, fig. 60. 
Back dark green, shading into yellowish, silvery on· the sides and 
beneath. Iris silvery. A rounded dark spot behind the upper part of 
the operculum, and five or six smaller ones, less distinct, in a longi-
tudinal row behind it, the latter sometimes indistinct. All the spots are 
on the skin, showing through the transparent seales. . . . · · 
D. and C. yellowish, with a dark margin; the remaining fins color-
less. ' 
The moss-honker is a fish of great economical importance, as much 
so, perhaps, as any other on our coast. This is not on account of its 
flesh, which, though sweet, is too full of bones to be generally accept-
able; as a manure, however, it replaces all other fertilizers on and 
near the sea-shore. 
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The countless schools of moss-bonkers, most of them of vast extent, 
seen everywhere on the Atlantic coast, represe1~t a species quite equal 
in numbers to any other of the same size belonging to our fauna. 
Every bay and river-mouth along our coast is filled with them 
during the summer, and theycan everywhere be taken with great ease. 
The schools swim at the surface, their dorsal fins projecting above the 
water, and keeping it in such agitation as to be readily discernible at 
a great distance. They are generally followed by blue fish, sharks, and 
other predacious species, which commit such havoc in their ranks, it 
is said, that the gulls frequently follow in their w1:ike to feed upon the 
fragments left floating behind. 
. The fishermen about Greenport. when in pursuit of moss-bonkers, 
lie some ·distance off shore, with two seines joined together, each seine 
resting on a separate boat, provided with its crew. When a school is 
seen of sufficient size to warrant the trouble, the joined ends of the nets 
.are dropped into the water, and as the boats separate they make a turn, 
and thus enclose the fish ; the ends of the nets are then taken to the 
shore, and the net itself drawn up by means of a windlass. Many 
thousands are taken at a haul, and meet with a ready sale. Quite 
recently several establishments have been erected on Long Island for 
the manufacture of oil from the moss-honker. The fish, as brought in, 
are chopped up and boiled, and the oil skimmed off; a heavy pressure 
on the residuum expresses the remaining oil, and what is lefi: is still use-
ful as a manure. The oil finds a ready market. It has been estimated 
that a single fish will furnish· enough oil to saturate a surface of paper 
eighteen inches square. 
Most of these fish, however, are used directly as fertilizers, by being 
ploughed or hoed in the ground. It is quite customary when planting 
corn to place a fish in each hill, the result being seen in a very luxu-
riant growth of the plant. 
Besides being taken in the manner just described and by single 
seines put out from the shore, many are captured in gill-nets set in 
channels of rivers and other localities frequented by them. Many are 
taken in this way in the Hudson river and tributaries, as well as else-
where. 
Besides its use as manure, the moss-honker, from its abundance, is 
employed to a great extent as bait for other fishes. Chopped up fine, it 
c_onstitutes a chief bait for eels in eel-pots, and the flesh is "."e~y attrac-
tr~e to the blue fish and other species. When used as food, 1t 1s usuall_y 
skinned, to remove the oilier layer of black fat, and the back bone is 
generally taken out at the same time. 
The' moss-honker is much infested by a species of lernaean, which 
is buried in the skin by its star-shaped processes with a long projecting 
thread. 
The moss-honker is not much sought after at Beesley's point, nor 
did I hear of any who made a business of catching them there for manure. 
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50. ALOSA MATTOWACA, DeKay. 
Alosa mattowaca, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 250, plate xl, fig. 
127.-Clupea mattowaca, Mitch. 
A few s:pecimens :were caught in the surf with a large seine. 
51. ALOSA TERES, DeKay. 
Alosa teres, DeKay, .New York Fauna, Fishes, 262, plate xl, fig. 128. 
A number of specimens of this rare species were found one day in 
the edge of the surf along the beach ; they seemed to be very weak, 
and died soon after their capture. 
52. CHATOEssus SIGNIFER, DeKay. 
Thread-Herring. 
Chatoessus signifer, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 264, plate xli, 
fig. ]32. 
A few specimens were taken in a net in the bay. In life the back 
is bright green; the caudal fin yellow, black at the 6p. 
53. PLATESSA ocELLARis, DeKay. 
The long.::toothed Flounder. 
Pla.tessa ocellaris, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 300, plate 
xlvii, fig. 152. 
This flounder is caught very abundantly during the summer, es-
pecially in the month of July, when it frequently constitutes the chief 
result of a day's fishing. It is generally found on sandy bottoms, and 
bites readily at almost any bait. They are sometimes taken in large 
numbers by means of nets in the deep slues along the beach. 
In winter they at times seem to be quite torpid on the shallow 
grounds, suffering themselves to be taken up with oyster tongs without 
making any attempt to escape. 
54. PLATESSA PLANA, Storer. 
The New York .Flat-Fish-Winter Flounder. 
Platessa plana, Storer.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 295, plate 
xlviii, fig. 154, and plate xlvix, fig. 158. 
A few specimens only of this species were taken in the shores on 
the beach. It is said to be found abundantly in the bay during winter. 
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56. RHOMBUS MACULATus, Girard. 
The spotted Turbot. 
Rhombus maculatus, Girard, in 7th Ann. Rep. Reg. Univ. N. Y., on 
State Cab., 23.-Pleuronectes maculatus, Mitch.-DeKay, New York 
Fauna, Fishes, 302, plate xlvii, fig. 151. 
Taken occasionally of small size in the surf. 
56. AcHrnus MOLLis, Cuv. 
The New York Sole. 
Achirus mollis, Cuv., Regne Anim., II.-DeKay, New York Fauna, 
Fishes, 303, plate xlix, fig. 159. 
A few specimei:1s were caught in the river by means of seines. The 
species, though resident, is taken most frequently in early spring. 
When thrown on the shore it buries itself in the sand, and is out of 
sight in a few moments. It is familiarly known at Beesley's Point 
under the name of hog-choker, as when seized by the hogs it doubles 
itself up, and, filling the &sophagus, obstinately resists by the scabrous 
nature of its scales all effort on the part of the animal to swallow it. 
57. ANGUILLA TENUIROSTRIS, DeKay. 
Anguilla tenuirostris, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 300, plate 
liii, fig. 173. 
As might be expected from the vast mud-flats of the bay and its 
generally muddy bottom, eels are exceedingly abundant about Bees-
ley's point. In passing slowly over the shallow waters near the shore, 
they will be seen darting out from among the sea-weeds at the bottom 
ev_ery few rods, and may readily be captured by a skillful hand armed 
with~ gig. They can be caught readily, likewise, by means of a book 
and hne, by bobbing, with eel-pots, and the other devices suitable to 
the capture of the genus. Night is, of course, the best time for taking 
them m any way. 
In winter they bed in the soft mud, to the depth of about a foot, and 
are then easily secured by means of a broad gig or spear. 
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58. CoNGER occrnE,NTALis, DeKay. 
The Conger Eel. 
Conger occidentalis, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 314, plate liii1 
fig. 172. 
Clear olive above, shading into silvery on the sides and beneath. 
Vertical fins thin and transparent, with a narrow and well defined 
margin of brownish black. Iris, silvery. After death the silvery hue 
is more predominant. · 
Only one specimen of this species was taken at Beesley's point. It 
was captured on the 16th of August at Molasses point, and seemed 
entirely unknown to the residents. 
59~ OPHIDIUM MARGINATUM, DeKay. 
Ophidium marginatum, DeKay, New York, Fauna, Fishes, 315, plate 
lii, fig. 169. 
One specimen was taken during the past winter, and presented by 
Mr. Chatten. 
60. SYNGNATHUS vrnIDESCENS, DeKAY. 
The Green Pipe-Fish. 
Syngnathus viridescens, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 321, plate 
liv, fig. 176. 
This pipe-fish was very abundant in the sea-weed and grass near 
the mouths of the inlets, every haul of the net bringing in hundreds. 
They were of many shades and colors, and of sizes varying from 
one inch to eight. 
61. DronoN MACULATO-STRIATus, Mitch. 
The Spot- Striped Balloon-Fish. . 
Diodon maculato-striatus, Mitch.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 
323, plate lvi, fig. 185. 
A few specimens were taken in the river. 
62. DronoN FULIGINosus, DeKay. 
Diodon fuliginosus, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 324, plate Iv 
fig. 181. 
A few specimens captured in the river by means of a seine. 
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63. TETRAODON TURGrnus, Mitch. · 
Toad-Fish. 
T etraodon turgidus, Mitch.-DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 327~ 
plate· Iv, fig. 178. 
Dark olive green ahove and un the upper part of the sides, with 
fine· black points intermixed. Abdomen and ben~ath, pure opaque 
white. Lower part of sides ochre yellow, with six or seven large 
vertically oblong and rounded blotches of brown. Above these are 
occasionally traces of dark mottling; fins pale yellowish. Iris red-
dish brown, with an inner circle of a coppery or brassy color. 
This fish is frequently caught in the bay of Great Egg harbor, 
while fishing for better species. When drawn up, it immediately in-
flates its body to a prodigious size by means of short jerking inspira-
tions, the sac becoming distended with air if in the atmosphere, or 
water, when submerged. By scratching it on the belly or pounding ii, 
it will readily inflate itself several times in succession, and again dis-
charge its load at a single effort through mouth and gills. When in-
flat d and thrown on the water, it will sometimes float to a great dis-
tance before collapsing. 
The skin around the eye of this species is contractile to such an ex-
t nt _s com1:letely to close up the latter by a kind of puckering. 
Thi_s fish 1s most abundant in summer; rarely, if ever, taken during 
th wmtcr, and only occasionally in early spring. 
64. CARCHARIAS CJERULEUS, DEKAY. 
The small blue Shark. 
Carcliarias cceruleus, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 349, plate 
]xi, fig. 200. 
. Th . lue shark was quite abundant in the bay during the summer, 
·~rk quit a number were captured by various parties. They were 
,t 1
11
1 kby means af large shark-hooks baited with eels or other fish, a m·1 · b · I ' 1_ 1' g mg_ used as a float. Several of the boats always carried i 1• r - 111· ' wh1ch were put out when on suitable ground, the buoy 
> in17 t w d to float off to some distance. On getting a bite the 
:~ 
10
. would be taken up, the anchor raised, and every effort 
. t' to llrc out the shark. Sometimes the fish would be towed to an 
kil~n 1 1 a <l hauled up, or again drawn in to the side of the boat, and 
,,., . . JJ m _ansf?f a harpoon or sword. The largest taken in this way 
" ,l out nme eet long. 
th~ h~ucrh sufficiently abundant to be seen any day swimming with 
inh~ /rsal 1n1 ~hove th_e surface, no instance was mentioned by the 
:m
1
• rt _t eir attacking bathers while in the water. 
fi h. pecimens were occasionally taken on hooks baited for other 
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65. MusTELUS-CANIS, DeKay. 
The Hound-Fish-Dog-shark. 
*33'T 
Mustelus, Mitch., canis, DeKay, New York Fauna, Fishes, 355, plate· 
lxiv, fig. 200. 
The little dog-shark was sufficiently abundant to constjtute a griev-· 
ous pest to those who aimed after something more edible. It was no 
?ncommon thing to see from ten to twenty taken in a few hours' fish-
ing. They bite at almost any bait, and their presence is generally 
fatal to much success among other species. The flesh is not very pa-
latable, having much of the coarse and rank flavor of the sea cat-fish. 
66. ZYG.tENA TIBURO, VaL 
Zyg~na tiburo, Val.-Yarrell, Brit. Fish., I, 507-Squalus tiburo, 
Linn. Syst. Nat. I, 399, 6. 
Only one specimen of this shark was obtained, although several were 
taken by the fishermen. This one was caught by Mr. Charles Ash-
mead, in the bay, and measured about eighteen inches. The Z. malleus 
is also said to occur even more abundantly than the present species. I 
do not find this species recorded hitherto as occurring on the American 
coast. 
67. PASTINACA HASTATA, DeKay. 
The Whip Sting-ray. 
Pastinaca hastata, D eKay, New York F auna, .Fishes, 373, plate lxv, 
fig. 214. 
. This species was found to be abundant in the bay and elsewhere. It 
vvas frequently taken with the hook, and every haul of the seine in the 
surf brought in numbers. The smallest caught were about the size of 
a breakfast plate, the largest measured about four feet across, with a 
tail five feet long. 
The wounds inflicted by means of the serrated spine on the tail of 
the sting-ray are justly dreaded by the fishermen, who use the greatest 
care in handling them. The usual practice is to cut off the tail at 
once, and thus render the fish hors du combat. Instances have been 
known of this spine being driven through the hand with such violence 
as to render it necessary to pull it out from the opposite side. 
The large ones, when brought in by the seines, are so heavy as mate-
rially t::> impede the hauling of the net. In this case some of the men 
-w-ere in the habit of thrusting the handle of an oar into the orhit, and 
·vvith this convenient point d'appui sliding the- monster out upon the 
bank. 
Mis. Doc. 24--23* 
Catalo!fue of rocks, _minerals, and ores, collected during the years 1847 and 1848, on tlie Geological su_rvey <f th.e D_nit~d States 
mineral lands m Michigan, by Dr. C. T. Jackson, United States geologist, and deposited in the Smithsonian Institution. 
Progres- No. of j No. of 
sive No. specimens. box. 
Description. Locality . 
. 
- - -
1 1 1 
2 2 1 
3 3 1 
Cocks' comb sulphate of baryta and dog· tooth spar.. • • . . • . .. • . .. . • • • .. . • • • . New York Company, near Agate Harbor · · 
Cocks' comb sulphate of baryta and ca1c. spar ........................................ do ......... ···••· .. •· .. •· .. ··· 
Cocks' comb sulphate of baryta ........................................... , .••...•.. do ..••••.•• ,• .. ••············· 
4 4 1 Do .............. do ............................................................ do .••••...•• •··•· .. ·· .. ·· .. ··· 
5 5 1 Do .............. do ............................................................ do ......... ,,···•············• 
6 6 1 Do .••..•.....••• do ............................................................ do ..•••.. , .... ·•• .. ·•·• .. ·•··· 
7. 7 l 
8 8 1 
Do .............. do ............................................ , ............••. do ............. •••·•···•······ 
Do .............. do ............................................................ do ............ ,,.,, ... ,••··,·• 
9 9 l Do .............. do ............................................................ do ................ • ... ••• .. ,,• 
10 10 1 Do .............. do ............................................................ do ............. ,• •... ,, •.• ,,·· 
11 11 1 Do ...•.•...••••• do .................................................. . ......... do .....•••••.••..•••.. ,, .••• •• 
12 12 1 Do .............. do ............................................................ do ........................... , 
13 13 l Do ..••••.•••.... do ............................................................ do .•••••.........•...•.•..••• , 
14 14 1 Do .............. do ............................................................ do .........••.•...•..•....•••• 
15 15 1 Do •••••.•••.... do ............................................................ do, .......................... . 
16 16 l Do .•••••...•.... do ............................................................ do ........................... . 
17 17 I Do .............. do ............................................................ do ........................... . 
18 18 1 Do .............. do ............................................................ do ........................... . 
19 20 1 
20 65 1 
21 66 1 
Cocks' comb sulphate of baryta, with sulphate of baryta and black sulphuret 
of copper .................................................................... do ........................... . 
Sulphate of haryta and black sulphuret of copper, mixed ............................... do .......................... . 
Do ..........••.•...••. do ...................................................... do ........................... . 
22 67 1 
23 68 1 
24 69 1 
25 70 1 
26 71 1 27 25 1 28 26 1 29 27 1 30 28 1 
Do .................... do ...................................................... do ........................... . 
Do .................... do ...................................................... do ........................... . 
Sulphate of baryta containing black sulphuret of copper coated with green 
Di~~~~~~:~ .0.f. ~~::~::a~:::::·.:_'::::·.:::'.: ·.a~.'::::·:.'.'.'::::::·.::·:.:::: : : : :: : : : : t::::: :: : : : : :: .' .' :·:.::: :: : : : : : 
C~lc. spar and radiated sulphate of baryta ....................................... : •.•• do .......................... •, 
Fine crystals of calc. spar .......................................................... do ........................... , 
Cale. spar, six-sided prisms ........... . ............................................. do ........................... • 
Cale. spar, scalene dodecahedrons. . . .. . • • • .. • • • • • . . . • • • .. • • • • • • ................... do .•....••••.••••.•..•..•••••• 






































































































Do ..••• ,.,,,.,•··•·"··•·"·••'"····''''"····"·'"····"···•········,,,,,. ,do, •.• , •••• , 
I f 1 If t f •••It It• t' ft t t ti d I t t ft t t It t ••••••I' Crysta s o ca c. spar .......... , • • ....... , , , . .. • . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . o 
Crystal~ of calc. spar colored by black sulphuret of copper, , • , • • .•• , , .................. do.'.'.'.':::.':::::::::::::::::::: 
Do ..............•....••. do .... , .. ,,,,,,,.•••, .•.. ,, ... ,,.,,, .................. do ........................... . 
Single crystal of calc. spar ••• , , •••• , • , , , , , ................ , ........ • , • , •• , , , ....... do ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
Fine crystals of calc. spar ......... , ................ , ............ , ....... • , ••••• , , • ,do •• , •• , ..................... . 
Calni:~: :: .': :·:.:: : :: : : : : : : : : :: : : :: ."'.:::::::::::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : : : :: .'::: : : : : :: : : : : :~~::::: :: ·.::::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : : 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... • 
Do .......................... • ........... : ................ • ........... •• .. •••• .do .. • .......... •• ... ••• .... ••• 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ...................... • ..................................................... do ........................... . 
Do.• ...................... • .. • .................... • ... • ..... • ..... • ....... •• •• do .•••.••• • ......... •.• ...... . 
Cale. spar colored by black sulphuret of copper ....................................... do ........ , , .•• , ......... • • • • • 
Do ...................... do .................................................... do ......................... ••• 
Y ello,v clog-tooth spar .•••••••••.•.••••..••..•••••....••••••••••••...•.•...••• , •• , •• do ••.•...•••••• , ..•.•••.• • • • • • 
Calni:.a~::: ~::::: :·.:::::::: :·.::::: :: : : : : .'.' .' .' :: ·.::::::: :: .' .' .': : .':: :: .'::: : : : : :: : : : J~: : ~ :: : : :: :: : : : : :·:.::: :: : : : : : 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do .......... , ..•.••...•..••••• 
Black sulphuret of copper and calc. spar colored by black sulphuret of copper .......... ,do ........................... . 
Black sulphuret of copper on calc. spar .............................................. do ........................... . 
Black ca.le. spar colored by black sulphuret of copper .•••.•.•••..•.••••..... , ......... do ........................... . 
Do ............................ do .............................................. do ........................... . 
Do ............................ do .............................................. do ........................... . 
Do ............................ do .............................................. do ........................... . 
Do ............................ do ................. · ...................... , ••••• do . . ......................... . 
Dog tooth spar and black sulphuret of copper ........................................ do ••..••.•.•.•••••••.•.•••.••• 
Do .................... do ............................................ I .......... do ••.•••••.•..••••••..••.•.••• 
Blue calc. spar ............................................ , .................... , •• do ........................... . 
Do .••• , ............................................. , •••..••••.••••. , ......... do ........................... . 
Blue calc. spar and black sulphuret of copper ........................................ do ........................... . 
Do ................... ,do ...................................................... do ........................... . 
Cale. spar, six-sided prisms ......................................................... do ........................... . 
Vein of brecciated limestone •• , ......... ,., ............................ ,, ........... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloid containing red feldspar ................................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper and black sulphuret of copper in red amygdaloid .............. Eagle Harbor mine ..................... . 
Do .................... do ..... , .................. do ................ , ........... do ........................... . 
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Native copper and black sulphuret of copper in red amygdaloid. . . . . . . .. • . . • • E-a.gle Harbor mine, • , • · • • •• · • • • • · • · • · · • · 
Veinstone and black sulphuret of copper ............................................. do.••·•••··•···•·•·•········· · 
1 Do ................ do .•.........•••.••..••.••.•••.•.••.•.•.......•••..••••••••• do .• •··•············•········· 
1 Do .•••••.•....•••. do ...•.•••.•••••....••••..••••.••.••••••.•.•••.•...••••••••• do .•. • • • • , • • • · • • • • • • · • · · • • • • • • 
1 Do ................ do .................................................... co ••••• do ... • • • · · · • • · · · • · · • • · · • • • · • · · 
1 V einstone ............................... , . , ............... • ... • • • .......... ~- ••••• do. • • ·· • • • • • · • · · · • • • · • · ·· • • • • · 
1 Do .•...•...•...•.....•.•..•• • •.•.•.•••.•.•.•...•.••.•...••......••••.• -·· ••••• do .•...•...• • ...•.....• • ..... • 
3 
3 N av;;_~~::~~.:~ :~~:~~~t~ :. : : : : :: : ·. ·. ·. ·. :·.:::: :·.:::: .': .':: :: .' .' .' .' .'.' .' .' .' .':: .': .' .':: :·:.::: t:: : : ·.:: :·:.::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
3 Do ..••••.•.••• do .................................................. , ..•.••••••. do ...••••• ,,, .. ,, .. ,, .•• •,•,•• 








Native copper in veinstone ........................................... , , ••..• - ••.• , .do, .• ,,,•,,,·,••,••··•, .. ••·•• 
Native copper in analcime, with calc. spar colored green by carbonate copper ...... 4 ••••• do .•.. , , , , , , . , ... , , , , , , .. , • • • • fi~;~!:¥£li~ir:::::~~:; :·-_:_-._· .. ·._·:··_·._·._·._:_:~-~-::·::_:_·._-. .-:·:· :-:-_·._-._··::::::::::: ::· :·::::::: == ·:::: :ir:::: :: : : :·~-~::: :·~ -~::: :·~ -~:::: 
Amygdaloid, with native copper in crystals of calc. spar, with red feldspar .••...••• ~ ..••• do ........................... . 
Massive native copper in ve1nstone, with laumonite ..................................... do ........................... . 
7 Do .••...•. do ..••.••••• do .•••.•...••. do ................................ ~., •••••. do ........................... . 
7 Do .•....•• do .•••••.•.. do ............ do ................ , ......................... do ........................... . 













Dentritic native copper in veinstone, with laumonite .................................... do .............. , , ........... . 
Do .....•.• do .......... do .•••.•.••••. do ...................... , ••••••.•• h •••••••• do ........................... . 
Mass of native copper, with laumonite ......................................... ........ do ........................... . 
Dark red compact sandstone ................. .-................ , ............. ~ 4 ...... do ........................... . 
Trap, mixed with sandstone, coated with light green chlorite ....................... , ••. do ........................... , 
Fine-grained compact trap, containing chlorite finely disseminated............ E:ag·le harbor .•.•.•..•.•..••••• , • , •••.•. 
'l'rap, containing scattered nodules of chlorite ......................................... do ........................ , •• , 
Do ........ do .............. do ......... • ..... • ........................ 1 •• • ....... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloid, containing amygdaloid of chlorite calc. spar and laumonite ••••••.••••••••. do ....................... ,•••• 
Mass of native copper in laumonite... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • ,v-est Vein harbor ••••.•••.•••••• , ••• , • • 
M Do.• ••.••• do .• • ..••••• do .•. •• •••••••••••.••.• •.•• •• •• •••• •• ••• •••• ..... ~ ••••••• do •.••••••••••••••••••• • •.••.• 





















105 735 8 
106 736 8 
107 737 8 
108 738 8 
109 739 8 
llO 21 1 
lll 22 1 
ll2 23 1 
113 24 1 
114 72 1 
115 73 1 
116 512 5 
ll7 513 5 
118 514 5 
ll9 515 5 
120 516 5 
121 517 5 
122 518 5 
123 519 5 
124 520 5 
125 521 5 
126 522 5 
127 523 5 
128 524 5 
129 525 5 
130 578 6 
131 331 3 
132 332 3 
133 333 3 
134 334 3 
135 335 3 
136 336 3 
137 371 3 
138 372 3 
139 507 5 
140 348 3 
141 349 3 
142 350 3 
143 351 3 
144 352 3 
145 353 3 
Do.,,,, ... do .• ', .••••• ,do ......•.••••••. ,........................... do 
Native copper in laumonite.,, .. ,, • • .... """ • • • • '"' '' '· · ·" · · .. · ·, ..... : : : : : : :: : : :do:::··"···· .. "··"····""· 
Do ............ do.,.,• .. •· .... •• .. •• .. • .. •" .... •· .. "• .. • .. ·••• ............... do ..• :::::::::::::·:.:::::::::: 
Do ... , ••...••. do .••• ,··,, .. •••• .. ••••••••··• ••••. ,, ... ,••··,· ... •••, .•••••.••. do .••....•.....•.......•• · .•••. 
Do .•••..•••••. do ............................ ,, ........ , ........... , •.•••••.... do ........................... . 
Native copper coated with red oxide. • • .. . • • • . . . . • . • . • • • .. . • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • Northwest corner of Kewconaw point .•.•. 
Native copper in quartz ............................................................ do ........................... . 
Native copper in quartz and phrenite, with red oxide ................................. do ........................... . 
I)o .................................. · · • · ...................................... do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
t~
1
~;~~!~~~!.¥t~~ii~~t~:::: :: : :::. :_: _:::: :.:~·::: :: : : :: ::·::_:: :: :: :·>:: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : :i~-~:: ::·:·::: ::-:·::: :: _:: :: ::·:·:::: 
Do ............ do .............................................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper and calc. spar ........................................................ do .• , ..................... •,•• 
N a~g;, ~?:~: ~~-~~t ~~~r.'.:::: :·.:::: :·.::: ::: : : : :.':::: ·.::: :: .': :·:.::::::::::::: :: : : :~~::: :: .' .' .': :.' .'::: :: .' .':: :: ,':::: 
Do ............ do .............................................................. do .................... , .... ,•• 
MaDo~~ ~~:i.a~~~::~~·::::::::: :: : : : ; :·:.::: :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :: .' .':::: :·.'.::::::::::::: t::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : 
Native copper coated with red oxide, with fine crystals of green carb . copper ............ do ......................... , •• 
~r~!::1sc~rp::1~~ ~;~/e~~?.a.
1
~::: :·. •• ·.::: ·.:: :·.:::: :·.:::: :·.::::: :: :: •• •• :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t·. ·. ·. :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: :·. ·.:::: 
Native silver and copper in veinstone, containing flesh-colored weak quartz ore ...••••..•. do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone, containing flesh-colored weak quartz ore .................... do ........................... . 
Mass of native copper coated with red oxide .................................... , •.•. do ........................... , 
Native copper in veinstone. . . .. . • • • .. . . .. . . .. . • • • .. .. . • • • .. . . .. • • • • .. • • • • . Northwest corner of Stautenbury vein .... . 
Do ...........•. do ............................................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper coated W'ith carbonate copper .......................................... do .• , ........................ . 
Native copper and silver in veinstone, with ca.le. spar .................................. do ........................... . 
Do .•••..•..... do ........ do ..•..••...... do ..•••.........••....••......••.••••.. do ....................... , •... 
Do ......•. , ... do .••...•. do ............. do ..................................... do ........................ , ..• 
Native copper in veinstone .......................................................... do ........................... . 
Do ............ do .••. , ......................................................... do .......... , ................ . 
Native copper in phrenite. The surface of copper impressed by phrenite ...••..•.•••..•. do ........................... , 
Native copper in veinstone., ...... , ............................. , ••......• Northwest corner of Hogan's vein ....... . 
Do ••••••••.••. do .••• , ••.•••••••..• , •.•• , •.••••••.•..•.••••••.•..•••..••••••.•. do •.••••.•••••••••••.••••••••• 
Do .•.•••.•.••. do ................... ,.,, ..... , ................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper and silver, with yellow calc. spar ...................................... do ........................... . 
Do .•••••••••.• do .............. do ........... • •• , •••••••••••.••.•• ' . , •.••••••••• do ........................ •• •• 


































































Catalogue ef rocks, minerals, and ores, collected by Dr. C. T. Jackson.-Continued. 
No. of Description. Locality. 
box. 






Native copper with phrenite ......................................................... do ••• •• .. ·•._. .. ····:·•········ 
Native copper in calc. spar ................................................ Northwest corner of Middle vem ... • • .. · · • 
;~~i;: ~~~~:~ 1~ ~~ftn!~:·r::: ·:::·::.:: :·::.:::: ·:::::.: ·:: :.: : : : :: .'::: :.' .'::::::::: :: : : t::::: :·::. :: :: : :. :·:.::: :·:.:::: 
Do .............. do. · ................................................. North·west corner of East vein ........... . 
3 Do .............. do ............................................................ do ......... •• .. •• .. •••• .. ••••• 
3 
3 NaYJ:. ~~~:~: i~.:~~~s.t~~~.' :::: .'.' .' .'.'.' .'.' .'.' .' .' .'.' .' .'.'.' .' .' .'.' .' .' :::::: :::: :::: :: .: : : : : : : : :: : : :~~::: :·:.::: :: : : :·:.::: :·. :: :: : : : 
3 
3 
Native copper in veinstone, with red oxide ............................................ do ............... ~· .......... . 
Do ... . .•••..•. do .••••..•....••.••..•••...•••........•..•••..•..••••• Northwest corner of West vein .•••••••••• 
3 Do ...•••••••.. do .............................................................. do .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5 Indian stone-hammer ..................................................... Northwest corner of Old Indian mine ...••• 
5 Do ...• do ...................................................................... do ........................... . 
5 Do .•.• do .............................. ,, .••• , ................................. do ........................... , 
5 Do .••. do .................... , ..................................... , •••••••.••• do ........................... . 
3 
3 
Light green calcareous veinstone, containing native copper •.•••..•• , .••.. , , • Copper Falls ••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••• 
















Arborescent copper and red feldspar .......................... · •••••••••.••.•••••••••• do •••••••••..•••••••••.••••••• 
• Native copper and silver, with leonhardite •.. ; ....................................... do •••••••••.•••• , •••..•••••••• 
Leonhardite and ca.le. spar .............. , ........................................... do .•••••••••••••••.•••.••..••• 
Red analcime ..................................................................... do, ........................ , •• 
Do ............................................................................ do .......................... ,, 
Red analcime radiated ............................................................. do ........................... . 
Red analcime, cal. spar, and red feldspar ......................... ~ .................. do ........... , ............... . 
Native copper in laumonite passing into red analcime .••••.••••••••••••••••..••••••••. do ........................... . 
Native copper, calc. spar, and red feldspar ..••••.•••• , ................................ do ......................... ,., 
Do ............ do .......... do ............................. ., ................... do ......................... , , • 
Cal. spar. and red feldspar .......................................................... do .•• ! ..................... ,,• 
Arborescent copper ..................................................... , ••••••.••. do ........................... . 
Arborescent copper coated with green carbonate of copper ............................. do ..................... •· .. ··• 
Native copper in veinstone with analcime ......................... . .................. do ..................... •• .. ••• 





















179 656 7 
180 657 7 
181 658 7 
182 659 7 
183 660 7 
184 661 7 
185 662 7 
186 663 7 
187 664 7 
188 665 7 
189 666 7 
190 667 7 
191 668 7 
192 672 7 
193 673 7 
194 674 7 
195 675 7 
196 676 7 
197 677 7 
198 678 7 
199 679 7 
200 680 7 
201 681 7 
202 682 7 
203 683 7 
204 684 7 
205 685 7 
206 686 7 
207 687 7 
208 688 7 
209 689 7 
210 690 7 
211 691 7 
212 692 7 
213 693 7 
214 694 7 
215 695 7 
216 696 7 
217 697 7 
218 698 7 
Native copper in veinston~, conta~njng·, calc .. spar _wit~ analci~e and calc. spar .......... ,do· 
Native copper in veinstone,. co~ta1mng c?l.onte wit?, 1ed analc1me ..•......••.....•..... do::::::::::·.·.::::::::::: ::::: 
Analcime and red feldspar m trap contammg chloute ......................... ......... do .................. ~ ........ . 
Do .............. do ........ • •.••• do ..••• • ....................... ............... do ........................... . 
Analcime ..••..•••. , . , ............................................................ do ........................... . 
Crystallized native copper and fine crystals of analcime ............................... do ........................... . 
Analcime ................... , ..................................................... do ........................... . 
Analcime and native c·opper ..••••..•..•••••.•.. , •.. , , .............................. do ........................... . 
Vein of red and white analcime and ca.le. spar in trap, containing chlorite, .•..••••••.•.• do ........................... . 
Crystals of analcime and calc. spar, with red feldspar-arborescent ................ ..... do ........................... . 
Red analcime in trap, containing chlorite ............................................ do ••••••.••••.•••••• , ••••....• 
Red analcime and mesotype ........................................................ do ........................... . 
Red analcime and calc. spar ........................................................ do ........................... . 
Native copper in light colored veinstone, containing phrenite and carb. lime ............. do ........................... . 
Do ................ do ................ do ....••......•••• do .....•••..•. . ••••..•.. do ........................... . 
Do .•••••.•••••...• do ................ do ................ do ...................... do ........................... . 
Red analcime in light colored veinstone, containing carb. of lime ....................... do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone, containing phrenite and calc. spar ...•..... , ............... do ........................... . 
Do ............ do ............ do ............ do ............ ..................... . do . ........................ , •• 
Do ..••••..•••• do .............................................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone, containing calc. spar ...... .................... ........... do ........................ , .. . 
Native copper in veinstone, containing calc. spar and green earth ............ Copper Falls ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone, containing green earth ..•.....•......•...•......••••.••.. do .••••••• , •....•.....•....••• 
Phrenite, analcime, and calc. spar ................ ,. ................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper in phrenite, ......................................................... do ..•... , .. , •..•.......•..•••• 
Native copper and silver in calc. spar, with leonhardite and green earth ................. do ........................... . 
Do .•••.••......•.. do ............ : .•. do .............. do ........................ do .•...•...••.. , •..••..••..•.. 
Do ................ do ................ do ..•... . ....... do ........................ do ••••.••••••.••••.....•..•.•. 
Do ................ do ................ do ..•••....•.... do ........................ do ...••••...•..••...•..••..•.• 
Do ................ do ........... , ..•. do .•.•• , ......•. do ...••••.••• •..•••••.••. do .•....•..••........•.••..••. 
Red feldspar and arborescent copper in trap, containing chlorite ............ , .•••• , ..... do., ......................... . 
Trap resemBling scoria, containing- red feldspar and crystals of native copper 
and calc. spar, •• , ......... ,, .. •• ... ••• ... ,,, .. ,., .................. Copper Falls (botton1 ofn1ine) ........... , 
Do ................ do .......... , ••... do ................ do ...................... do .•••••••...•.••••••...•..•.• 
Do ................. do ........ • • • •. • • .do .••• , ........... do ...................... do .•••••....••• , , .••••.••.••• 
Native copper in calc. spar and leonhardite ..•••.•••..•.••••.....•..••...•.•••• , ••.••. do .•• ,., .• , .................. . 
Do .••.•••••••••. , .do ....• ,.••··••••·•··•••• ......... , ........................ ,do ............. , .... , •••••.••. 
Do ................ do ........ •·• .. ·· ....... , .. , ................................ do ........................... . 
Do ••••••.•.••••••• do., .•• •··••·•• .. ······• ••.•••.•••.•••.•.• , •••.••.••••••.•. do ........................... . 
Native copper, showing the form and angles of calc. spar .............................. do ........................... . 



























Progres- No. of I 






























247 :no 248 500 249 501 
Catalogue of rocks, minerals, and ores, collected by Dr. C. T. Jackson-Continued. 




Arborescent copper •.•••...•..•.....•.••• , .. • • • • •. • . . • .. . • • • .. • . • • .. • • • • . Copper Falls . • · • • · • • · · · · • • · · · · • • • · · · • • • 
Do .................................................. , .... , .................... do .•.• • .. ·····•·• .. ····•···•·· 
7 
7 Leo0~~1:~i~·e· ~1~~ -~~~~: ?~: ·.::: .': :: : : : : :: : : .': :: : : : : :: : .':: :: : .':: :: .' .' :·. ·.::::::::::::: t::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
7 Do .••••..... do ......................... ,.,, •.••••.•••••.....•...•••...••.•.... do •.•••.•• • .. ••••······•······ 
7 Do ...••..... do ............................................. , •••........•...... do .•..• , ....... ,•······,····•• 
7 Do ..•••..... do ...... . .......................................... , ......••...... do ............ , . • • • • • · · • · · • ~ · • 
7 Do .•••••.... do ...................................... , .....•. •,,, .. , ...•••..... do ..•• , ...... ,••• . ··•··•······ 
7 Do .••••..... do .......................................... , ..................... do .................. ,••,•····• 
7 Do ...••..... do ................................................................ do ••••••••..••••• , ..... ,.··•·· 
8 
8 
Crystallized native copper and red feldspar on amygdaloid .......... , .................. do ......................... · , • 
Arborescent copper in calc. spar, with red feldspar ... . ................................ do ........................ • • • · 
8 Native silver with calc. spar .................... , ..................•...••.•••••••.•. do . ........................ ·•· 
8 
8 
Mass of native copper in laumonite .................................................. do ..................... , ... , , • 
Crystals of native copper and calc. spar-modifications of the scalene dodeca-
hedron ...................................................................... do .................... , ... , ••• 
10 
10 
A.rborescent copper (good specimen) ................................................ do, .............. , .....•... ; , . 
Do ................ do ............................................... , ••••••.... do ..••••.....••••........•.... 
10 Mass of knotty, contorted native copper, showing large crystals of native cop-
7 
7 
per .... . ..................................................... , •.••..•• ; ••..•. do ..••••....••.•..........• _ •.. 
Fine compact brown sandstone ......... , ............................... , . Above Copper Falls ..••••...••••....••.• 












Do ............ do ............................ . ................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone ................................................ Northwestern Company-Slawsen's vein .. 
Do ..•••..... do ................................................................ do .•••••..•••...•••..•••••. , •• 
Do .•••••.•.• do ................................................................ do ......................... ,,. 
Do ..•••..... do ........................... , . , ....... , ...... , ........... ~ •••.... do ..................... , • , •• , . 
Do., ••••.•.. do ................................................................ do ................... , ••• ,,•,, 
Do .••••..... do ................................................................ do ....................... ··,·· 
Native copper in veinstone ( dark-colored trap pose) ....••...•.........•...••.••••••.... do ................. , ... • • • · • · • 
Do .•.••..... do .............. do .•••.•.••••........•••. ,'.: •.•.........••• , ••.•.. do ................... r •.• •.... 
Do .•••••.... do .•••••......•• do ................................................ do ................ • , • • • • • • · • • · 





















250 502 G 
251 503 5 
252 504 5 
253 505 5 
254 506 5 
255 811 8 
256 812 8 
257 343 3 
258 344 3 
259 345 3 
260 346 3 
261 347 3 
262 366 3 
263 367 3 
264 368 3 
265 356 3 
266 357 3 
267 358 3 
268 362 3 
269 380 3 
270 38.1 3 
271 382 3 
272 383 3 
273 384 3 
274 385 3 
275 386 J 
276 387 I 4 
277 :388 I 4 
278 389 ! 4 279 390 4 
280 391 4 
281 392 4 
282 393 4 
283 394 4 
284 =~95 4 
285 396 4 
286 397 4 
287 398 4 
288 399 4 
289 400 4 
290 40] 4 
Native copper in veinstone, dark-colored trap pose ..................... . 
N t, ' d 1 1 d ' t '' ' · ' · • • • • • do a 1ve copper 1n arc-co ore veins one.,,··,··• .. ·•······•....•••......... · · · ·d · · • • • .. · • • • .. · • •••.•.••..•.. 
Native copper in light green veinstone .. ,,, .. , • · • • • • • •,, • ,, · ............... : : : : • · · · · ·d~ · • • ·• • • • • •• • • • • • · • • • · • • • · • · • 
Native copper in light green veinstone, (from 2d shaft, 7 feet from surface) ........ : : : : : :do::::::·.-.:::::::::::::::_':::: 
Native copper in veinstone V\Tith laumonite ........................................... do ........................... . 
Mass of native copper in epidote . • • • • • . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • • • • .. . • • • .. • . .. . • . Northwestern Company, lease 8 .••••• , .. . 
Native copper in veinstone with bluish green earth and calc. spar ....................... do .•••.••..••••..••••..•...... 
Black sulphuret of copper in veinstone. • . • • • • . . . . . . . .. . • • • .. • • . • • . . . .. • • • • • Michigan Company ..••••..•••••...•.... 
Do ....••.••••••••••• do ........................................................ do .•••.....•...•••.•.••• , ...• 
Do ...•..•••...... , .. do ..••••...•........ ,, .................. , ................. do .................... , ...... . 
Do .................. do ..••••...••.........•...••.•...••••...••••..•..•..•.•••. do ........................... . 
Do .................. do ....•.....•..•...••• , .....••..•.........••..•.•••••.... do .••••....•••.•••• , ..•.•••••• 
Black sulphuret of copper .......................................................... do .••••••....••••...•.••..••.. 
Do ...................... ......... .. . .......................................... do ........................... . 
Do .•.........••........••...••• , ...... ........................................ do .......••.....•....•....•••• 
Amygdaloid containing native copper and silver ..•••..•••••.•..•..•....•••. Eagle river ............................ . 
Do ..•..........••••• do ........................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ..........•. , .••.. do ........................................................ do ..•.•...••••••••..•.••..... 
~=~~~~~/!~ ;~~~::: :.:.:::: :.: .:~. :~ ~.: ::<·: ~::: :·: ·:::: :·: ·::· .: : : : :.: .: : : : : : :·: ·:::::::::: :: : : :!~::::: :: : : : : ::: : : : ::: : : : :: : : : 
I~~~ii:~~~~1:~~tP_~~!.~~1~: :: ::_:.::: :: : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : ~ :: :.:.:::: :: :: :·:·:::::::::::::::it::::::·:·:::::::::::·:·:::::::: 
. Do .••••....••. do .............................................................. do .••••...•••••.•••.•••••....• 
Do .••••• . ..... do ...•••...........•...................•..........•••..•••••.... do ..•••...••••.••••...••••.•.. 
Liemise rock ...................................................................... do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Greenstone ...........••...•••.....•..•..•....••...•••..••••. ...• .. , ......••••.••. do ..•••...••••..•••..••••..... 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Feldspar and chlorite ....•.........•.......•••...•...•••...•••......••••.••••••.... do .••••. , .•••.•..••..••••.••.. 
Do ......... do ................................................................. do .•••••.••••.•••.••.•••••.•.• 
Red feldspar, ana.lcime, and prehnite in amygdaloid, containing chlorite ................. do .••••...•••..•••••.••••.••.. 
Do ...••.....••••..•. do ..•........••...••.•...... do .•••.....•.•......•••••••.. do, ........ ..... .............. . 
Do .....•.•••..•...•. do ........................................................ do .......................... . 
Do .................. do ........................................................ do ........................... . 
Do .•••••.•••••.••••• do ........................................................ do .••••.••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Red feldspar and crystals of calc. spar more obtuse than primary .•••••.•••••.•••••..•. do .•••••.•••••••••••.•••••.•.• 
Red feldspar, analcime prelmite, coated with light green chlorite ......•.•.••. , •••••..•. do .•••• , ..................... . 
Red feldspar, calc. spar, and analcime prehnite, coated with light green chlorite .••••••••.• do .••..•..••••••••••••••••...• 



























Progres- No. of I 



































Ca~Logu,e of rocks, minerals, a.nd ores, collected by Dr. C. T. Jackson-Continued. 






Native copper in phrenite ..••..••••.•••••.•••••.••••..•••••.•••.•.•.••••• Eagle river .••. •·••·•······•····· .. ••••• 
Native copper impressed by phrenite ........... ....................................... do ..• • • .. • • • • •· • • • • .. • • · • • · · · · 
Red feldspar on trap containing nodules of chlorite .•••••.•.••••.•..••••••...•••••.... do .••..•. • .. • • · · • • · • • • · • • · · · • • 





Red feldspar and dathohte in dark green trap ......................................... do ...... , ...... • • · · • • .. • • • · • • • 
Red feldspar and massive datholite, coated with minute crystals of the same ............. do ...................... · · • • • • 
Amygdaloid cont.tining red feldspar and phrenite ..•••.•••••.....••...••.••...•••...•. do .•.............• , • , ... • · .. • • 




Amygdaloid containing red feldspar, native copper, and ca.le. spar ...................... do ........................... . 
A1uygdaloid containing native silver and native copper ..•••...••••.....•••••.•••••..•. do ...................... ,• .••. 
Do ..••••.•.•..•..•••••.••.••.•.• do ••••••.•••••.•.•..•..........•.••••••••..••. do .••........•.•...•••.. •··•·· 
6 
6 
Amygdaloid containing native silver and copper ..................................... do ...................... •··,•• 





Amygdaloid containing native silver and copper with epidote ........................... do ........................ ~ .. . 
Crystals of native copper and quartz in trap containing chlorite ......................... do ........................... . 
Native copper (fragn1ents from mining heap) ......................................... do ........................... . 
Do .................... do ...................................................... do ...•.....•...•.......•...••. 
8 
8 
Native copper in dark-colored amygdaloid containing quartz.: ......................... do ........................... . 
Do ..••••.•.....•••..•• do ..•..•••••.••• do ••••••.••..••.. , ••••...••••..••••..•. do ........................... . 
8 Do ..•..•........•..... do .••......••••• do ••••.•..•.••...•..•...•••••.•••••.... do .••......•...•............•. 
8 
8 
Native silver and copper in dark colored amygdaloid containing quartz .................. do ........................... . 












Do ..••••..••••.•••.... do .•••.•...•• • ••• do ••••••••••.•...•.•..••.••••••••••.••. do ••••.•...•••••.•••••.•..•••• 
Do .................... do .............. do ..................................... do ........................... . 
Do .••• ~ •.•••••.•.•.•.• do .••••....•.•.. do ••••••••••.•.•.••..••••••••.••••••••• do ........................... . 
lndian ha1nmer .••.•••••..•••••.••• , ..................................... Eagle river, west vein ..••......•••••...• 
Do .............................................. • ••••• • ••••..••••.•..• • •••.••. do ••••. • ..................... . 
Hone slate, light, soft variety, shewing stratification .............................. , .••• do .•.•••••••..••••.........••• 
Do ............................ do .•••••.••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• , •••• do ....................... , ••• , 
Do .• • • • •· ........ , ••.......••• do ...•.•••.• , •••••••••.•••••••••.••• , • , ••••••••. do ................ , , .•••••. , • • 
Nat\ve copper in_ veinstone, old Lake Superior cabinet? •••• , ....... , •....•••. Eagle river, vein in pit 3, May 28, 1847 .. . 
Nat~ve copper w~th calc. spa~, old Lake Superior cabinet? ................... Ea~le river, opening S. drift, Nov. 1846 .. . 





















324 980 19 
325 981 10 
326 982 10 
327 983 10 
328 984 10 
329 985 10 
330 9Rfi 10 
331 987 10 
332 988 10 
333 989 10 
334 990 10 
335 991 10 
336 992 10 
337 995 10 
338 364 3 
,339 365 3 
340 589 6 
341 594 6 
342 595 6 
343 483 4 
344 484 4 
345 485 4 
346 486 4 
:347 487 4 
348 488 4 
349 489 4 
350 490 5 
351 491 5 
352 492 5 
353 493 5 
354 494 5 
355 495 5 
356 496 5 
357 497 5 
\ 
Nat\ve copper, old Lake Su~erior cabinet ..................... .. ~·"'·----- ..... 
Native copper in calc. spar, old Lake Superior cabinet,,, ......... ::::::::::: 
Native copper in dark red trap, thin sheets, old Lake Superior cabinet ....... . 
Native copper in dark red trap, thin sheets and masses, old Lake Superior 
cabinet ............................................................ Eagle river, Drift No. l, Irish contract ••.• 
Native copper in dark green trap, coated with chlorite............ .• . • • • .. • • • Eagle river ........... . .......... .. .... . 
Eagle river. Winn B, 40 _feet deep, Sept., 
1846 ............................... . 
Eagle river, Winn B, 173 feet deep, Nov. 
25, 1846 •••••..•.• . . .. .• · .... • • •. • , . 
Eagle river, Winn B, 1846 .......... .. . . . 
Native copper in amygdaloid, containing chlorite phrenite, the copper im-
pressed by prehnite ........................................................... do ..•.. • , ......... , ... , • , , •••• 
Native copper in amygdaloid containing chlorite phrenite, the copper im-
pressed by phrenite ........................................................... do .•••..••. , •••••••••••••...•• 
Gray sulphuret of copper, with ca.le. spar and decomposed green earth, old 
Lake Superior cabinet .............................................. Eagle river, Winn B, 60 feet deep, from 
: drift 1 ......................... .... . 
' Native silver and copper in trappose veinstone, containing chlorite ...................... do ........................... . 
I Native copper, impressed by quartz ........................................ Eagle river, pit No. 2 ...... , ........... . 
: Native copper in amygdaloid, perfect amygdules of native copper............ Eagle river, west side of vein ........... . 
Do .......................... do ................................................ do ........................... . 
1\'Iass of nativE> copper, found near the Indian stone hammers .......................... do ....................... , •••• 
Boulders of iron pyrites .................................................. Eagle river diggings ................... . 
Amygdaloid, with agates ................................................. Fort Wilkins .......................... . 
Do ........................................................................... -.do ..................... , •••••• 
Compact trap ..................................................................... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloid, containing chalcedony and quartz ....................................... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloid, containing agates and geodes of quartz .••.••.....•..••.••..•...••••• _ ••• do ........................... . 
1 Green and blue silicate of copper .......................................... Pittsburg & Boston company ............ . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Do .............. , ............................................................. do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do, .......................... . 
Do .......................... , ............. • ................................... do ........................... . 
Black oxide of n1anganese ..••..•....•.•..•..•..••••.........•...•.••.•.•..••••••••• do ........................... . 
Black oxide of manganese, compact and massive ...................................... do •••••••••••• , .............. . 
Black oxide of manganese, slicken-sides ............................................. do ..................... , •••.•• 
Black oxide of manganese, compact and massive ..................................... do ........................... . 
Do ............................ do .............................................. do ..................... ., ••••• 
Black oxide of n1anganese, with quartz and calc. spar ................................ do .••..•••••.••• , ••••••.••••• , 




























Catalogue qf rocks, minerals, and otes, collected by Dr. C. T. Jackson-Continued. 
Progrcs- j No. of I No. of 
sive No. specimens. box . 
Description. Locality. 
358 498 5 
359 499 5 
360 528 5 
361 532 5 
Black oxide of manganese, with quartz and calc. spar • . . . • .. . . . • .. . . • • . . • . . Pittsburg & Boston company •.••• • ... • • • • 
Black oxide of n1anganese, ,vith calc. spar ........................................... do ................. , , • • .. • • • • • 
MaD~~~ ~~l_c.'. ~:~1: :: : : : : :: .': : : . .' .'::: :: .'::: :: ,'::: :: .'::: :: .' .' .'::: .': : : :·. ·.: : : : : : : :: : : : : :~~: : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : 
362 533 5 Do ....••.....•...........••..•.••••..........•.•.......•.......•.••..••••.•••. do ........................... . 
363 604 6 
364 605 6 
Trap joining sandstone, glazed and striated .......................................... do ........................ •••• 
Do .....••......•.......••• do .................................................. do .................... • •.• •••• 
365 607 G 
366 608 6 
Rock colored by green carbonate of copper. . • • .. • • • • •. • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . Pittsburg ~ Boston coi:npany, southeast 
corner view, upper drift ............. . 
Do ........................ do .................................................. do .......................... •• 
367 609 6 Dark green trap.. . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . • . . • • . • . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . .. . • • • •. • • • • • . • • . Pittsburg & Bosto_n company, southeast 
corner end of drift four •.•..••.•.••••• 
368 610 6 Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
369 611 6 Trap containing· chlorite .. . . . • .. . . .. • . • • .. • . .. . • .. • . .. • . .. • . .. • . .. . . .. . • • Pittsburg & Boston company, from trail ii 
miles from southeast corner .......... . 
370 612 6 
371 613 6 
372 614 6 · 
373 615 6 
374 941 9 
375 950 9 
376 951 9 377 952 9 
378 953 9 
379 968 10 
Dark brown crystalline trap . . • . • .. . • • • • . . . . . . . .. • . . • .. • • • • • . . • . . . . •. . . • • • Pittsburg & Boston company, southeast 
corner, top of hill, No. 6 ............ . 
Do. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . • . . • . . . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . .• • • • • . Pittsburg & Boston con1pany, southeast 
corner, bottom of hill, No. L ........ . 
Dark brown trap, containing chlorite .......................... , ........... Pittsburg & Boston company, southeast 
corner, mouth of drift, No. 3 ........ . 
Rocks containing vein of carbonate of lime . . . .. . • • • .. • . .. . . .. • • .. • • • • .. • • • Pittsburg & Boston company, southeast 
corner, lower drift ••••••••••••.•••••• 
Compact dark trap, stecken sides ..••••.•.•.....•.•.•...••..•.. , ..•••.•••••••••••••.. do ........................... . 
Dark green compact trap (no trace of crystallization) . . . . •. . • • • • . • . • . • . • • • • . Pittsburg & Boston company, southeast 
. corner, No. 5 ••••••••••••• ,, ••••••• , •• 
L1&'ht gray trap, containing chlorite ......................................... _ ••••..•. do ......................... , • • 
Yem of quartz and calc. spar in dark red trap, containing chlorite............ Pittsburg & Boston company, southeast 
T . . corner, lower drift .................. . 
rap contammg chlorite ................................................ , Pittsburg & Boston company, · from south-
D k east corner 1 ~ miles •••••••••••••••• , , 
ar green crystalline trap, feldspar, and hornblende ....................... Pittsburg & Boston company, south of 





















m~o I 353 I 10 
381 970 10 
382 971 10 
383 591 6 
384 601 6 




387 921 9 




390 908 9 
391 909 9 
392 910 9 
393 911 I 9 394 912 I 9 395 913 
I 
9 
396 914 9 
397 915 9 
398 916 9 
399 917 9 
400 918 9 
401 411 4 
402 412 4 
403 413 4 
404 1017 10 
405 1016 10 
406 1018 10 
407 1019 10 
408 I 1020 10 
409 1021 10 
410 1022 10 
411 1023 10 
412 1027 10 
413 1029 10 
414 428 4 
415 429 4 
416 414 4 
Dark green crystalline trap, not so crystalline as the preceding. . • • • .....,. 
• • •" • • • • . .. .nttsburg & Boston company vein wall 
d , near summit of hill ' • Do .................................... o... .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . do .....•.......••••. 
Rock consisting of red feldspar speckled with chlorite .. , , , , .. , • ............ : • · Pitt~b~~g · &. • B~st~~ • -~~~~~~Y; ·s·o~th --~f 
Copper Hill, south sid!il of hill .•• . •.•.. 
Altered sandstone, contorted., •••••••••••••••••••......•.•.••..••••••••••. . ' -Copper harbor ••..•..•...•••••.•.•.••••• 
Altered sandstone from the conglomerate on .••..•......•..•.••.••••••••.••. · Hay's point, Copper harbor ............. . 
Altered red slate with grey bands, furrowed and contorted ............................. do ........................... . 
Do .................................. do .............................. ,., •••••.... do ........................... . 
E~::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : t::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : i: :::: :: : : :~~::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : 
Do .................. , ............... do .............................. - ••••..... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloidal trap, amygdules of chlorite, calc. spar, and red leonhard.ite..... Point west of Porter's island, Copper harbor. 
Do ................................. do ......................................... do ........................... . 
Do .................................. do .•••••... •..•..........•••.••. - ......... do .......................... . 
Do .................................. do ........................................ do ................ . .......... . 
Do .................................. do ..••••... • .............................. do ........................... . 
Do .................................. do ........................................ do ........................... . 
g~::: : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : t::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :! : : : :: : : : : t: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : 
Do .................................. do •••••......••.•••....•••....• ; . .......... do ........................... . 
Do .................................. do .•••••..............•...••.... ; , .......... do ........................... . 
Do ................................. ,do .............................. . , .......... do ........................... . 
Laumonite and calc. spar ...............•.•....••...•.•.•.....•....•... ~., Cliff mine ............................. . 
Native copper coated with black oxide in veinstone with quartz ............ ~, ..••. do ................................. . 
Native copper in veinstone with drusy tabular reticulated quartz .•......... ~ _, •... do ................................. . 
Native copper and silver in epidote rock ( old Lake Superior cabinet?) • . . . . . .. .• Cliff mine drift of adit. view four feet •••• 
Native silver (large pieces) and native copper in :veinstone ( calc. spar and 
green earth) .................................................................. do ........................... . 
Mass of native copper impressed by quartz crystals, with calc. spar ...................... do ........................... . 
Native silver piercing large sheet of native copper (junction of silver and 
copper) ......................................................... ~-· ........... do ........................... . 
Arborescent copper and dodecahedral crystals of native nopper ............. ............. do ........................... . 
Drusy tabular reticulated quartz crystals of copper and silver ........................... do ........................... . 
Drusy tabular reticulated quartz and crystals of copper .................... ~ ........... do ........................... . 
Drusy tabular reticulated quartz and modified rhombohedrcns of calc. spar .............. do ........................... . 
Native copper and fibrous crystals of red oxide ....................................... do ........................... . 
Sample of clipping mortised out in dividing large masses of copper ..................... do ........................... . 
Jasper .............................................................. ~ .••. Jasper point •••.•.•.•••.•••..••••••••••. 
Do ............................................................................... do ........................... . 


























Progres- NC?. of I 
sive No. specunens. 
----















432 I 439 433 440 









445 425 44G 426 447 837 448 838 
Catalogue of rocks, minerals, and ores, collected by Dr. C. T. Jackson-Continued. 






Breccia of ,vhite and green slate .......................................... Near Jasper point .................. •• .. . 





Scoria from fusion of trap and sandstone, (small round pebbles,) ..••••.••..••. Boston locat10n ..................... •. •. 
Alt~h: ~l~t~::: :·: ·:: :·~·~::: :~~::: ::. :.: _:: ·:·: ::· :·::: :~~: :_: :,:_:::: :,:_:::: :: :·>~::::::::: :: : : :!r:: :_:_:::: :: :_: :_:_:::: :~ ::_:,:::: 
4 
4 
Junction of trap and sandstone ...•.•••.••. , •••.••..••. ·.. • • • • .. • • • • .. . • • • . Bete Gris ............................. . 









~:~-i~:1~~~~~~/r~:.' .' .'.'.'.'.'::.'.'.'.' .' .'.':: :::::: .' .' .'.':: ::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : :~~: .': :·:.::: :: :: :: : : :: : : :·:.:::: 
Spotted trap, with chlorite in external cavity .......................................... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloidal trap ................................................................. do ••••••.•..••••••••••••.••••• 
Porphyritic trap, containing a vein of calc. spar ....................................... do ........................... . 
Cale. spar, containing veins of red feldspar ........................................... do ........................... . 















Vesicular trap ..................................................................... do ........................... . 
Trap, containing veins of calc. spar ................................................. do .......................... . 
Trap, containing chlorite ........................................................... do ........................... . 
Jasper ............................................................................ do ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 
Grey sandstone, fine-grained .............................................. Bete Gris bog ......................... . 
Red and grey sandstone . • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. . • • • .. . • • • •• • . • • • • • • • . • • . Point south of Bete Gris .••••••••.••••••• 
Red and grey sandstone, with interla.yers of red chalk ..•••.••••••.•..•.•••••.•••••..•• do ........................... . 
Grey sandstone, containing spheroids of red chalk surrounded by a ring of 
white slate .............................. , .................................... do ........................... . 
White sandstone ................................................................... do ........................... . 
Red and grey sandstone •••..•••••••••.•••.•••••.••..•••••.••••••••.•.•••• Keweenaw bay .••.••••••••••••••••••• • • 
R Do ••••.••••• do .................... • .......... •••• .. • ••. •• ........ •• ......... • .do.•• ••• • .......... •• •• •• .... • 
H ed sandstone .................................................................... ,do ........................... . 
one slate, grey, soft .................................................... L'Anse •••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••• • 





















449 839 !) 
450 840 9 
451 841 9 
452 842 9 
453 843 9 
454 844 !) 
4.55 845 9 
456 846 9 
457 847 !) 
458 848 9 
459 849 9 
460 850 9 
461 851 9 
462 852 9 
463 853 9 
464 854 9 
465 855 9 
466 856 9 
467 857 9 
468 858 9 
469 85!) 9 
470 860 9 
471 861 9 
472 862 9 
473 954 JO 
474 - 955 IO 
475 I 956 10 476 957 10 
477 958 10 
478 959 10 
479 960 10 
480 961 10 
481 962 10 
482 963 10 
483 964 10 
484 965 10 
485 966 10 
~t:: :: : : :t:: :-:~::: ::. :_::::: ::_: :_:: ::. ~: :·: ·:::: <:: :: :_: _:::: :: ::-:::::::::: :: : : :;r ·.: :: .-: : : :: .-: : : : : :: : : :·;::::: 
Red and green slate contorted, surface polished and grooved, containing scat- · • • • • • · · · ·· • • • · .. • • • · ·· • • • • .• 
tered crystals of pseudomorphs of iron pyrites replaced by carb. of lime .•..••.••..•. do ........ .. . . ..... . . .. .... .. . 
Red and green slate contorted, surface polished and grooved, containing scat-
tered crystals of pseudomorphs of iron pyrites replaced by carb. of lime ....•••••.... do .............. . ...... . .. . . . . 
Red and green slate, contorted, surface polished ....................................... do ....... . ................... . 
Red slate ......................................................................... do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ................................................. , ............... -]- ......... do .....•........ , .•••••. , ••••• 
Red slate, breaks in splintery frag1nents .............................................. do ........... , ............... . 
Red slate, with light green slate, surface polished and grooved .......................... do ........................... . 
Red slate, containing crystals of pseudomorphous pyrites replaced by carb. of 
lime, surface polished ......................................................... do ............ , ...• : , ..• , • • • • • 
iled slate, breaks splintery on surface ................................................ do ........................... . 
Boulder of red sandstone, with nodules of grey sandstone and black speck in centre 
Red sandstone, with nodules of grey ~andstone and black speck in centre ..•.•..••..•.... do ................. , ..•. • .. ••• 
Do ................ do ............ do ...•••...... do ........ do .................... do .................... , •.••.• • 
R.ed and grey sandstone .................................................. ' ..•.•..... do ....................... ,.,•, 
Altered sandstone, green, co1npact ...... ,_ ................... · .. · • • • .. · · • • .
1
. ········.do.···• .. ·••··········• .. ••••• 
Do ................ do ......................................................... do ........................... . 
Do .•.••.....••.... do ............................................... 'I' ......... do .................. , .. ~ .••••• 
1 Alteretl sandstone, containing a vein of quartz , coarse-grained, g reen .......... 1 •••••••••• do ........................... . 
Do. • •••......•. do .•........•. do .....•.. , ... do ........ do ............ 1 •••••••••• do .•••••..•••..........•...•.• 
Altered sandstone, coarse-grained, green ............................................. do ........................... . 
Do .•.............. do ..•....•. do ..••••.•.••..••.•...........••.•.......•••..... do .••••..•...•...•..••..•••••• 
Jasper, fonned fron1 sandstone ...................................................... do ........................... . 
Do •••••..••••..... do., ... , ......................... , ................ 58, 28, 30, near Bare rock ............. . 
Do ..••.•••.••. , ... do .......................................................... do .••••••.•••••.••...•..•••••• 
Do ................ do .......................................................... do ........ , .................. . 
Do .•....•......... do ......................................................... do ........................... . 
Do ..•..••..•...•• ,do ...•..•...............................•..•.•.••...•••..... do, •••••..•••••••••..•••.••••• 
Grey sandstone .................................................. , ••......•••••.... do ........................... . 
Do .................................................................. . ......... do ........................... . 
Red sandstone ..................................................................... do .•••.•.••••.•••••••••••••••• 
Alternated red and grey sandstone .................................... , .............. do .••••••.••••••..•••••••••••• 
' Breccia joined with chlorite. , ....................................... , ••••• 58, 28, 29, and 30, near Bare rock •••••••• 
Do .•••.•••••.•• ,do ........................................... ,', ••••• 58, 28, 29, and 30, near Bare rock (near 
Chlorite. This appears to be an indurated slate, green-coated chlorite joined sketch). 
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Native copper ...•.••••. , . , ....... , .................... ~ • • . . • . . . • . .• • • • • . Quincy Mining Company .•.••••••...•••• 
Na!~ ~~~~~;.;;~:~~i~i~~~:: :: :: ;~ :_: :): ; : :) :: i):: ii:-:-:::::::: /i:::::: ::_:_::::tr::\))\\))::;;:_:_::.::::: 
Native copper, in veinsto~e, c?ntaining prel~n~te ..•••• • •· • • ·· • · ·· · · ·• • · ··., · .••• •··• .. do.••··•• . ••.. .••• •.••. •.. .•.. 
Native silver and copper m vemstone, conta1mng compact E;reen earth .••...•...•••..... do .•••••.••••..•••.•...•...••• 
Do .••••.••••.. do .....••. do . • ...•.. do .•...••. do .••.••.. do .. ••••..•...•.••••.•.. do .... ............... .. ... ... . 
Native silver and copper in amygdaloid trap, containing chl orite ..•. •. • •..•••• , ......... do .•••••••••• , .•.•.••....•.••. 
g~: :::: ·.::::: t:::: ·.:: t::::::::::::: t::::::: ::~~-.. :: :. ~:::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~: : : : : :: : : :·:.::: :·:.: : : :: : : : : : 
Native copper in amygdaloidal trap ......... . ..... •••••••••· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·•·•·····•· ·•• .do.••••··•·•••• •. ••· ·· " ...... . 
Native copper in hard light green veinstone ..• • •.•• • • ·· · • • • • • • • • · • · · • • · • · • · · · • • • • · · • , ,do. • • • • •• • • • • •• • • • • •.••••••••• 
Porphyritic trap .•...•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••... •,: · •, • • • • • •· • · • • · · · · · • · • · · • • • • • · • · .do• • • ·• • • • • ··• • • • •• ••••••••••• 
Amygdaloidal trap, containing red feldspar and _chlonte ..•• • • .. ~ • • • •. • u • • • , .... • . , ... do ..•••..•••••••••••••••••.••• 
Native silver and copper in dark brown trap, with quartz, ph·remte and green 
earth .•......••••.••••..••••..••••.•••• •, •• •••··••••••••••··••••••,,••••··• .. do •••• •.•.••••••••••••••••• • ••. 
Native copper in trap, with calc. spar and phrenite ..••.••• • .. •·• •. • ••• • •.• •, .••••••••. do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone with calc. spar .•••••••••• • , •• • • • •· • • • • •• • • •• • •..•••••.••. do .•••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 
Mass of native copper ..••••••.•••.•••••.••.•••••••..•• • .• , • · • • · • • · .. • • • • · ·• ••., .••. do ••••• .-..................... . 
Native copper in veinstone containing epidote ••••••.. , ......... , • ·• · • .... • • .. , •••••••• do ........................... . 
Do ..•••••.•••. do .•...••.•••. do .••••••••• , •• • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . • • • • • • • Quincy Mining Co1npany ............... . 
Native copper in trap containing quartz, phrenite, and green earth . •. • , ................ do ........................... . 
Do .••.••••.••• do .••.•••••••• do .••••••••••. do .................................. do .•...••.....••..•.•...• , •••• 
Native copper-in dark brown trap, containing epidote trap very compact .•••••.•...••••. do ••••.•....••••.•••••••••••• 
Native copper in light green veinstone ............................................... do .••••..•••••.•....•••••••••• 
Native copper in dark brown trap, showing slicken-sides .•••••••••••.•••.•. : . •..••••••• do .••..•.••.••••••••••.••••••• 
Native copper ..••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••..•••••.•••••.•.. North American Go1npany ..•••.••••••••• 
Native copper in veinstone .•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••..••..•••..•..•••.••••. do .•• , .••.••••••••••.••.•••••• 
Native copper in veinetone, with calc. spar ................................. North American Company, N. C. qr. sec 3. 
Do .......•.•.. do ............ do .•• , ......................................... , •. do ......................... • • • 
Do .•...•...••. do ..••••..•••• do ..•••..••.••...••.••••••....••••••••• , .••••• •••• do .......................... • • 




















518 467 4 
519 468 4 
520 469 4 
521 469 4 
~ 522 470 4 523 471 4 
rp 524 652 6 
t, 525 751 8 
0 526 752 8 
r 527 753 8 
~ 528 754 8 
t 529 755 8 530 756 8 
~ 531 757 8 
Ci,:) 532 758 8 
533 759 8 
534 760 8 
535 761 8 
536 762 8 
537 763 8 
538 764 8 
539 765 8 
540 766 8 
541 772 8 
542 863 8 
543 864 9 
544 865 9 
545 866 9 
546 867 9 
547 868 9 
548 869 9 
549 870 9 
550 871 9 
·551 872 9 
552 873 9 
553 874 9 
554 875 9 
Native copper 1n vetnstone, wtth carbonate of' copper-............ . 
A h ll't d l "' • • • ·' '' · ·'·"···•,do pop y I e an ca c. spar ........... ,.,, .. ·• .. ··"·•·•···· .. ,.... d • • • • ·" • • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. · • • • • 
R;::::: : : : : : : :tL : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·: ::·:: : : : : :·:':: : : : : : ~ i i ~ ~ ! i ! ! : : .: .: ! i i :if:: ~ ~ _:; ! ~ ! !; ~ ~ ): ! i ! ! : :) ! : : : 
Agate and yellow jasper ........ ,, .................................................. do ........................... . 
Dark green compact trap, coated with fibrous chlorite, resembling talc .................. do ........................... , 
Apophyllite and calc. spar .......................................................... do ........................... . 
Do .......... do ................................................. · ••••..••••..•.. do ........................... . 
Do .......... do ........................................ , ....................... do ...................... , •.••• 
Do .......... do ................................................. .. .............. do ........................... . 
Do .......... do ................................................................ do.,-; .......•..••..•.•.•..•.• , 
Apophyllite and calc. spar (acute rhombohedrons) .................................... do ............. ,, .. , ... , ... ,•, 
Apophyllite and calc. spar ................................................ North American Company, qr. sec 2 ••••• , 
Cale. spar acute rhombohedrons........ . . . . .. • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . North American Company .............. . 
Do .•••••.•••.• do .............................................................. do ..................... · ...... . 
Do ............ do... . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • • • . North American Company, qr. sec. 2 ...••• 
Native copper in veinstone, containing calc. spar and green earth............. North American Company ............ , , • 
Native copper in veinstone, containing quartzose ...................................... do ..........•.....• , •... , ... , , 
Native copper in veinstone, confaining calc . spar ..................................... do ........................... . 
Native silver and copper in veinstone, containing green earth ................ North American Company, qr. sec. 2 ....• 
Native copper in dark green veinstone, containing quartz .............................. do ................. do ....... . 
Native copper in veinstone, composed principally of green earth ........................ do ................. do ....... . 
Native copper from bottom of mine, where the vein takes a steeper dip ........ North American Company .............. . 
Cale. spar-curved faces, modifications of rhomboid more obtuse than pri-
mary (ac. 79.45, ob. 100.15-180.00) ........................................... do ........................... . 
Do ..••.•••.•.•••• . do ................ do ................ do ...•.••......•••••.... do ........................... . 
Do ................ do ................ do ................ do ............ , •.••...•. do ........................... . 
Do ................ do ................ do ................ do ..•••••..... ! .•••••.••• do •.•.....•.••..•.•....•..••.• 
Cale. spar-curved faces, modifications ?f rhomboid more obtuse than pri- j · 
mary; surface 9f crystals frosted with small crystals ............................. do ........................... . 
Cale. spar-curved faces, modifications of rhomboid more obtuse than pri- I 
D:~:~·:.::: :·:.::::a~::::·.·.::·.·.·.·.: :·:.a~::·:::.::·:::.: :·:.a~·.:::::::::: :i: :::: :: : : :i~::: :: :·. ·.::: :: : : :·. ·. ·. :: :·:.:::: 
Cale. spar and laumonite ........................................................... do .•.•.•••.••••..•.•..••...••• 
Rhombohedron of calc. spar with laumonite .......................................... do ........................... , 
Crystallized native copper, and native copper in calc. spar ............................. do ........................... . 
Crystals of native copper in calc. spar-octahedron edges replaced, passing to 
dodecahedron ................................................................ do ........................... . 
Acute rhombohedrons of calc. spar, containing native copper ..•••.•••••••.••.••••••.••. do ........ , .................. . 



























Catalogue of rocks, minerals, and ores, collected during the years 1847 and 1848-Continued. 
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Description . Locality. 
Mass of native copper impressed by quartz crystals .......................... North American Company .••••• ,, .•.. ,,, 
Native copper, coated with green carbonate .......................................... do: ..... ·. •• ••. , ........... • ••. 
Mass of native copper impressed by quartz crystals .......................... North American Mme .......••..•...•.•• 
Native copper in veinstone, containing calc. spar ......... , ............................ do .. , ...... ,, ................ . 
Native copper in green vcinstone, impressed by quartz crystals ......................... do ........................... . 
Do ........•.•..... do .....••••..•.••. do ........................................ do ..... · .......•.....•........• 
Native copper in veinstone, containing chlorite ....................................... do .•...••.....••...........••. 
Native copper in dark red veinstone, with apophyllite and calc. spar .................... do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone, containing epidote, with apophyllite and calc. spar ..•••••.... do .• .•......••.....•...•.•...•• 
Dodecahedral crystals of copper in dark red veinstone, frosted with minute 
crystals of apophyllite ........................................................ do .•.....•.••.....••..••...••• 
Na¥;;,~?:~~ .~'~ii!:~~r ... ::: :·. ·. ·. ·.: :·:.::: :: : : : ·.:: :·:.::::::: :: : : : : : : :·. ·.::::::::::::: t::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : 
Native copper in veinstone, with drusy, tabular, reticulated quartz ...................... do ........ : .................. . 
Crysials of native copper, with drusy, tabular, reticulated quartz ....................... do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone, coated with r6ld oxide-old Lake Superior cabinet. North AmericanMine, vein No. I, July, '47. 
Native copper in vein ofprehnite and calc. spar, with red oxide and green car-
bonate-old Lake Superior cabinet. .................................. North American Mine, new vein, Jan., '47. 
Native copper in veinstone; a light, jaspery rock, Tesembling marbling from 
veins of trap intersecting............................................ Boston and Lake Superior Company •••••• 
Do .•...•••••.••••. do ..••••••....•••. do ................ do ...................... do .•••.....•..••...•...••..••• 
Amygdaloid with prehnite .•.•.•••.....••••••••••..•••.......•.••......•...•••••.•.. do ........... · ••••..•.•••••.••• 
Native copper in vein of calc. spar in veinstone, containing green earth and 
chlorite ...................................................................... do ..•.....•••.•.•.•.•••...•... 
Do .•••.••••••••••• do ................ do ••••.•••..•..••. do ..••••••.••...•.• , •... do ..•••.....••..•.....•.....•. 
Do ................ do .•••••.•••••.••• do ................ do ...•••••••••.......... do .•....•.•.....•.•.....•...•. 
Pebble of altered sandstone (jasper) shaped like the head of an encrinite .••••• Boston and Lake Superior Company, on 
lake shore. 
Grb sulphuret of copper ................................................ Bohemian Mine, shaft No .• 1 ...•...•... , · 
o .......... do ................................................................ do ..•...•. do ..•. • ...•.••..... · 
Do.·· •••.... do ...................................................... Bohemian Mine, shaft No. 1, upper drift.· 
Gray sulphuret of copper (working ore on bank) ........................... Bohemian Mine, shaft No. 1, north drift.., 




















583 544 5 
584 545 b 
585 546 5 
586 547 5 
587 548 5 
588 549 5 
589 550 5 
590 551 5 
591 552 5 
592 553 5 
593 554 5 
534 555 5 
595 556 5 
596 557 5 
597 558 5 
598 559 5 
599 560 5 
600 561 5 
601 562 5 
602 563 5 
603 564 5 
604 565 5 
605 566 5 
606 567 5 
607 568 5 
608 596 6 
609 597 6 
610 598 6 
611 599 6 
612 600 6 
613 924 6 
614 925 9 
615 926 9 
616 927 9 
617 928 9 
618 929 9 
619 930 9 
620 931 9 
621 932 9 
Gray sulphuret of copper···••••··•"····"········"··············••,, ••. Bohemian M' E . 
D • • • •" • • ., • • B i me, . and W view o. • • • • .. • • • • ... • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • ... • • • .. • • . • • .. , . • . .. . . . . . ohemian mine shaft N 1' • • ••••••• 
D B h ' ' o . .............. . o ... .•• , •.. , , , •• • • • • •• • • •• • • •• • • • • •• • • '' •' •' '' •' •• • • • • ·· • • ·· • • ·· • · · o em1an mine shaft No 2 
Gray sulphuret of copper with calc. spar .. ,, ... ,, •.. , .. ,, .....••......•.............. do ' · · • • · • • • .. • • • • • 
Gray sulphuret of copper from new opening 200 feet from top of mountain. • • . :Bohemian mi~;:.'.'::·.·.: : : :: : : : : : : :.: : : : : : 
Do ................................. . do ........................................ do ........................... . 
Do . ................................ do ....................................... ,do .•...••••....•.......••••••. 
Do ................................. . do ........................................ do .•••...••......•.•....•.••. .-
Gray sulphuret of copper with calc. spar ................................... Bohemian mine, SE. and W. vein ....... . 
Copper pyrites ........................................................ , ........... do._ .......................... . 
Red feldspar rock containing chlo1.:ite ...................................... Bohemian mme, near 1st shaft ........... . 
Red feldspar with trace of copper pyrites ................ ,.................. Bohemian mine, No 2 shaft. ............ . 
Specular iron and green carb. copper in trap . • • . • • • • • • . . . • . . • . .. • • . • .. • • • • . Bohemian mine ........................ . 
Do ...................... do .................................................... do ........................... . 
Copper pyrites .......................................................... Lac la Belle Co., E. and W. vein ........ . 
Gray sulphuret of copper .......................................... ~ •••••...••••..•. do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do .••..•••..•..•.•••••.....•.. 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Copper pyrites .................................................................... do ........................... . 
Copper pyrites from working ore on bank .................................. Lac la Belle Co., shaft No. 1, north drift.. 
Gray sulphuret of copper ·with calc. spar ............................................. do ........................... . 
Do ...................... do ............. , ..... , ...................... Lac la Belle Co., vein No. 1, north drift., •• 
Do ...................... do .................................................... do ........................... . 
Gray sulphuret and green carb. of copper .................................. Lac la Belle Co., shaft No. 2, north drift .. . 
Do ...................... do .•. ,, ......... • ........................... Lac la Belle Co., Sibley's vein No. 2, N. drift 
Trace of gray sulphuret of copper in rock composed of feldspar, carb. of lime, · 
and chlorite ........................................................ Lac la Belle adit .................. , ••••• 
Do ........................ do .......................... do ...................... do ........................... . 
Do ........................ do .......................... do ...................... do ........................... . 
Rock containing a little gray sulphuret of copper ........................... Lac Ia Belle Co., N. and S. vein ......... . 
Gray sulphuret and green carb. copper .................................... Lac la Belle Co., E. and W. vein ........ . 
Gray sulphuret, coated, and green carb. copper ...................................... do ........................... . 
Serpentine and calc. spar, with a little gray sulplrnret of copper ........................ do, .......................... . 
Gray sulphuret of copper in veinstone containing calc. spar ............................ do ........................... . 
Do ............................ , .do ............................................ do ........................... . 
Gray sulphuret of copper in veinstone containing serpentine and calc. spar. • • . Lac Ia Belle Co., N. and S. vein ........ . 
Do.,,,.,,··,.··•····,··,• .do.,,··,, .. ,,,• ........... do ............ , .......... do ........................... . 
Do .• ,.• .. ,··· .. •••• .. •••• ,do.•••• .. ,~, .... , ......... do ............. Lac la Belle Co. adit ................... . 
Gray sulphuret of copper in veinstone containing serpentine and calc. spar and 
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Gray sulphuret of copper in veinstone containing ~erpentine and calc. spar, and . 
little laumonite ...•.••.•.•.•••..•••..••••....•.•••••................ Lac la Belle Co. ad1t. • • •• • • • • •• • • • • •• • • • 
Light grayish green veinstone (serpentine and calc. spar) containing a little 
Red sf:f[ !f£h\h1~~i~~:~~: ·.::: :·. ·.::: :·. ·.::: :·. ·.::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :·. ·.::: :~~::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : 
Trap consisting principally of feldspar and chlorite rock in confused masses .....•••...... do .••••..• • • • .. • • · • • · • · ·· · • • • • 





~ Rock containing carb. lime, feldspar, chlorite, and epidote in which the ore is 
found ....................................................................... do ..•••...........•••...... ••• l> 
Trap rock .............................................................. Alliance Co., Lake Bluff ....•..•••..••• •• Z 
Trap conta!n)ng sp~cular iron with spots of epidote .................................... do .............. • , , • · , · .. · • • • • a 
Trap contammg a little gray sulphuret and green carb. copper ......................... do. . . • • •• • • • • .. . • .. • • • • .. • • • • • l> 
Do ............................ do .•.•.....••.•..•...•••••...•.•........•..•..•. do............................ t'-i 
Trap containing a little gray sulphuret of copper ...................................... do. • • • • • . • . • • . . .. . • • • .. • . . . • • . _ 
Trap containing trace of gray sulphuret of copper with chlorite ..•••......•••.....•••••• do............................ : 
Gray sulphuret and green carb. copper ............................................... do ............... , ........... , >-o 
Amygdaloid, amygdules of chlorite, near the conglomerate ............................ do............................ O 
Cale. spar and prehnite .................................................. NW. cor. ofloc. 17 on train for Lac la Belle. ~ 
Do ............................................................................ do ...•.•....••..•..........••. 
Cleaveable ja~per ...................................................... , . Mount Haughton .••..•.•...••••..••.•.• 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Uncleaveable jasper near the trap .................................................. do ........................... . 
Compact trap near the jasper ....................................................... do ........................... . 
Cale. >'par, massive ...................................................... Lake Shore Mining Co., W. the Portage .. 
Do ............................................................................ do .•.•.•.....•..••••••...••••• 
Do ............... . ............................................................ do ..•..••..•........••......• 
Do .............................................................. , ............. do .................... , .•.• ••• 
Amygdaloid containing laumonite .................................................... do .•......... •:.·······:······ 
Native copper in compact fine grained trap containing green earth .• ,, ........ Eagle river, Sheffield and Nott's vem. · • • • 
Do ...................... , •.... do .............. , ••• do .......................... do •• , •• , •.•• •·····•·•········· 
Native copper in compact fine grained trap containing calc. spar ....................... do ......... • • .. • • .. • • · • • · · • · • • 
Native copper in compact fine grained trap containing green earth .•••••• , . , .•.•••••.••• do ..••• , , .. , , • , .. , • • • • · • • • · • · • 
Native copper in compact fine grained trap containing calc. spar ............ , ••••••.••• do, ............. , .. , , , • .. • • • • • 
0 
lzj 
652 648 6 
653 649 6 
654 650 6 
655 651 6 
656 745 8 
657 813 8 
658 814 8 
659 815 8 
660 816 8 
661 817 8 
662 818 8 
663 819 8 
664 820 8 
665 821 8 
666 822 8 
667 767 8 
668 768 8 
669 760 8 
670 770 8 
671 771 8 
672 790 8 
673 791 8 
674 792 8 
675 793 8 
676 794 8 
677 795 8 
678 796 8 
679 797 8 
680 798 8 
681 799 8 
682 800 8 
6t:l3 801 8 
684 802 8 
685 803 8 
686 . 804 8 
687 805 8 
688 806 8 
689 807 8 
690 1010 10 
Native silver and eopper in dark brown fine grained compact trap containing 
th ..•• f. If •••••• gree11 ear ... • • .. · • • • ·· · • • • .. • • • • ·' • • . · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · , ..... .... . do 
Light green ve\nsto~e, cont~ining no copper, coated with quartz and prehnite, • · · •• • • · · · · · · · • .. · • · • .. · · • •• 
and sho"v1ng shcken sides ......... , .. , , .. , , .. , , • , .. • , , , • , .. • , .. , , • , ........... do ........................... . 
Do .••••......••..••...•.•... do ..................... , ••• do . , •••••••.••••••••. do ........................... . 
Do .......................... do .......................... do .••.•.•••.•••••.... do ........................... . 
Mass of native copper containing native silver ..... ......................... Forsyth C0's . mine ..................... . 
Mass of native copper with red oxide and green carbonate ............................. do ........................... . 
Do .........•.••..•.•••..•. do .•......••...•...•••••••.•.••••••....••...••••.... do .•••••..••••.••.•••••••••••• 
Do ........................ do ........................................ Forsyth Co ...••• ••..••..•...•.....•.••• 
Boulder of native copper found by Agendas.. ............................... Forsyth Co. loc ........................ . 
Native copper in epidote . . ...... . .................................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone containing epidote and prehnite ............................ do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone containing chlorite and quartz ............................. do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone containing prehnite and quartz . . '. .......................... do ............. .............. . 
Native copper in veinstone containing calc . spar, epidote, and chlorite .................. do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone containing calc. spar, quartz, and chlorite ................... do ......... ,. ................ . 
Gray sulphuret of copper in porphyritic trap... ...................... . . . . . • . Pray's lease 101 ........................ . 
Do .. . ............... do .......... . . ... ..... .. ................................ do ........................... . 
Do ............ do ............................................................. do ........................... . 
Do .......... .. do. . . • • .. . . • • .. . • • . .. . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. • • • • . Praysville ............................. . 
Gray sulphuret of copper in veiristone containing calc. spar ..................... do ................................. . 
Gray sulphuret of copper in porphyritic trap (bright red crystals of feldspar)... Pray's lease 101. ....................... . 
Do .................... . . do .......•••............ do ..............•...•..•••• do ............................. . 
Do ...................... do .••................•.. do ............. . ........... do ............................. . 
Do ...................... do ...................... do ......................... do ............................. . 
Do ...................... do ...................... do ..• • ..... • • •......•....•. do, ............................ . 
tr : : : ; ) : : : ) : i: : ~ : :tr : : : : ) : ~ : :  : : ::: : : : :u : !; ; ; ; :: ; ! i) : : : : : : : : : : jr :_:  _: _:; :_ : )\;:: .: .:  : : : : ::-:  : : : 
Gray sulphuret of copper in porphyritic trap containing calc. spar ................... do ............................. . 
ir : : ; :::  : : :  :  : ) ;·:  : :ir : : ) : : ; :; ; : : !! :-:-: : : Ji : ; ; ; ; : ;; ; ; ; : ; : : : : : : : : : : : :tr: ; ; : ::-;: : : : : : : ; i: :: : : : ::. : :_: : : 
Do .. •••····•· .. ···• .. •· .do.············• · .. ···• .do ................. Pray's lease 102 ........................ . 
gt : : : : : ·: ·:  : : : : : : : :· :": : : £: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : J~ : : : : : : :-:  : : : : : : : : : : : : : :::it : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : 
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Gray sulphuret of copper in veinstone containing calc. spar •••••...•••..•••• , Fray's location .....•.. ••• · • • • ·• • • · • • • • 
Do .•••••..•••. . ••••. do .................. do ...........•••.•.•••.•••...••.••. do .•••••.•.•••.• •••··•·••··•••·• 
Gray sulphuret of copper and green carb. in porphyritic trap ......................... do ..•••....•••..•••..••• •··•••·• 
Do ...................... do ...................... do ......................... do ......................... ••••• 
Iron containing a little copper . • . . . . . .. • • • • • . . . .. . • • • .. • • • • . . • . .. . . .. • • • • . Fray's furnace ..•••••....••.•••• •··••••• 
Black m etal vesicular containing fibrous copper .•....•••••.•••••.••..•••.••......••. do .•••••.•.....•.•.•••••• , .• , , , . 
Do ...................... do .................................................. do ............................ ,• 
Native copper in mass ofcalc. spar ........................................ 58.32 S. W. ¼ sec. 36 ................ , , • 
Vein of native copper (thick) in prehnite .................................... : .do .......... do ..................... . 
Large mass of native copper from a vein coated with green carb....... •. • • • • . 57 .32 S. W. ¼ sec. 33 ..•••.••••......•.. 
Native copper in epidote with calc. spar and prehnite ....................... 57.32 S. W. ¼ sec. 33 .......•.•.•..••••• 
Native copper in epidote with calc. spar and chlorite ............................ do .•••••.... do ..................... . 
Do ........................ do ....•.•••• , .....•....••...••••••...•••.•.•. do ..••••.••. do ..................... . 
Native copper in epidote with chlorite ......................................... do .• , .•.•••. do ..................... . 
Native copper in epidote with chlorite, calc. spar, prehnite, and laumonite .....•.. do .......... do ..................... . 
Native copper in epidote with ca.le. spar and laumonite .......................... do ..•...•••. do ..................... . 
Massive prehnite in calc. spar. • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . • .. . • • • .. • . • • .. . • • • .. • • • • • 57 .32 N'. W. ¼ sec. 11 .. ................ . 
Do .............. do ..................................... , ••.•.•.•.....••. do .......... do .................... . 
Native copper in dark-green trap containing chlorite . . • .. . • • • .. • • • • • . • • . •...... do •.••••.... do ..••••.••••..•••••.••• 
Native copper with calc. spar and soft, light-green earth ..................... 57.32 N. W. ¼ sec. 11 .................. . 
Native copper in dark-green trap containing chlorite ............................ do ••••.••••. do ..................... . 
Native copper in veinstone containing massive prehnite and calc. spar ............ do .......... do .................... . 
g:~~: :~:~ ~~-d -~;~l;~it~ ·: : : : : :: : : : : :·.-.-.:::: :: : : : : : : : : :: ·.-::: :·:.::: : : : : : : : : : :-: : t·.-.-.-. .-: : : : t::: :·:.::::: :: : : : : : : : : : 
Dark-green compact trap.. . • • • .. • • • • .. . • • • .. • • .. . . .. • . .. . . .. . . .. • . .. • • • • . Medora mine .......................... . 
Regulus light-gray crystalline fracture showing metallic copper .................... do .......................... , .. ,.• 
Gray sulphuret of copper and dark-green trap ...•••.•.•••••••••••••.••••••. Buffalo Company ...................... . 
Native copper in dark-green trap containing veins of quartz .......................... do ................ ,, ..... • · .. • • • 
Gray sulphuret of copper in dark-green veinstone containing chlorite .................. do ............... , , .. ·. • .. • · .. · • • 
Do ...................... do ...................... do ......................... do .. ..................... · .. ··••· 
Dark-red, smooth trap containing chlorite in scattered patches............... Douglas Houghton mine ..••.•.•..• •····• 
V einstone containing prehnite and calc. spar ( no copper) ........................ do ••........ do .•.......••.••...• , • • 





















724 900 9 
725 901 9 
726 902 9 
727 903 9 
728 904 9 
729 905 9 
730 906 9 
731 1001 10 
732 1002 10 
733 1003 10 
734 1004 10 
735 829 8 
736 830 8 
737 831 8 
738 832 8 
739 833 8 
740 834 8 
741 835 8 
742 836 8 
743 1007 10 
.744 1008 10 
745 1009 10 
746 946 9 
747 947 9 
748 948 9 
749 949 9 
750 996 10 
751 997 10 
752 998 10 
753 999 10 
754 1000 IO 
755 1005 10 
756 1006 IO 
757 363 3 
758 526 5 
759 527 5 
760 653 6 
761 944 9 
Native copper in veinstone containing epidote with veins or quartz and calc. f 
spar mixed ......... ,·••···•••"·••••••'"''•' 1' 111 ' 'd" · · · •" · · ·····.,,.do •.• , •••.•. do •......•.•........... 
Do ........................ do ...................... •. o .............. ; .. do ..•.•••... do .... . 
Native copper in epidote with veins of calc. spar ................................ do .......... do .... : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Native copper in epidote containing quartz, calc. spar, and laumonite ............. do •.•.•...•. do .......•...•...•...•• 
Native copper in epidote intersected by veins ofchlorite rock showing slicken sides ..... do .......... do .................... . 
Native copper in a vein of quartz in chlorite rock ............... , ............... do •.•....•.•. do .•.•.............•.•• 
Chlorite rock near the 1nine ...•.....••.•......•••••..••••.......•............ do .......... do ..•...•........•....• 
Native copper in light-colored veinstone containing prehnite and. calc. spar .••... , . do ....•..... do ...... _ ......•.....•. 
Do ...................... do ...................... do ..................... do ....•..... do .....•.....•......•.• 
Do .................. . ... do ................. , .... do ..................... do ..•••..•.. do ..................... . 
Trap rock containing large quantity of chlorite ......................... , ...... do .......... do .................... . 
Massive prehnite in calc. spar (veinstone) ........... ....................... Albion Company ....................... . 
Do ...................... do .................................................. do ............................. . 
Cale. spar with leonhardite ( called veinst.one) .................. .. .................. do ............................. . 
Do ........................ do ..... c ••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do ............................. . 
V.einstone containing quartz, prehnite, and calc. spar, with chlorite rock .............. do ............................. . 
Cale. spar (veinstone) ......................................... , ................. do ....... , ..................... . 
Red slate (easily stains) .................................................. New York and Michigan Co. Agate harbor. 
Veinstone ,vith calc. spar (no copper apparent) ................................. do .•••• ,. ........... , .do ........... . 
Native copper in veinstone with calc . spar ..................................... do ........... , ........ do ........... . 
Do ...................... do ..•. ··, ....................................... do .................... do ..•••.•••••• 
Native copper in veinstone containing epidote .................................. do .......... , ......... do ..•• , ...... . 
Red porphyry ............. • • • .... · · · • · • • · . · ... • • • ... • ... , .. . . • • .. . . .. • . . Massachusetts Company ................ . 
Porphyritic trap containing large crystals of feldspar and Babingtonite (?) ...•..••. do .......••••. do .•...••...........• 
Do .......... • ........... do ...................... do ..................... do.• .......... do .. •.• .............. . 
Porphyritic trap containing large crystals of feldspar and Babingtonite (?) ( more 
compact than the preceding) ............................................. do . ........ · ••. do ................... . 
Native ~opper in porphyritic trap containing specular iron ................... Copper Rock Company ••• , ............. . 
Porphyr1t1c trap-fine crystals of red felspar ................................... do .......... , , do .................. . 
Do ... .......... • • • •, · • ,do · · · • • • .. · • • • • · • · • · • • · · ....................... do ............ do ................... . 
Native copper i_n po1:phyritic trap, co1;1taining ~pecular iron quartz and calc. spar .... do ............ do ................... . 
Native copper 1n ve1nstone coated with chlonte ................................. do .• , ......... do .•••• , .......... , •. , 
Veinstone shewing: slicken sides apparently talcose light green chlori.te rock, 
alternated ,v1th quartz .. · · · • .. · • • • .. • • .. • · • • ... • •............... .. • • . Trap Rock Company ........... , ....... , 
Compact trap crysta.lline ...• '. , ..................................... , ............... do ........................... . 
Jasper probably forJ?~d by fuswn of sandstone.·· .. ·•••·· .. .... ,, ............ Near Little Montreal river, lake shore .••• 
Boulder of porphyntic trap· · · · · · · · .. · • • • • • • • • • · · • ... , • , .. . • . • • Lake shore 
Do .... , . • · · ·, • · • • · · · · • · · · ·· · • • • •· · • • • •· • • • · · ·., •. , .••••••• : : : :·. ·.:::: ..•..••••• d~::::::: :: : : : : : : : : :: .':::::::: 
Black iron sand .. ··•• .. ··•····• .. •· .. •· .. ·•·· .. ·· .. •· ....... ,.... • • Lake shore Keweenaw Point 




























Catalogue of rocks, min,rals, and ores, collected during the years 184 7 and 1848-Continued. 
Progres- I No. of No . of 
sive No. specimens. box. 
Description. Locality. 
--1-
762 945 9 
763 530 5 
764 57G I 5 
765 577 5 
-----.---------------------------------!------------------
Porphyritic trap ......................................................... 1 Lake shore, ½ mile E. of Montreal river ..•• 
Green amygdaloid, colored by chlorite and epidote .......................... Loose .......... •,.•· .. ·:······ .. •• .. ••• 
Agate ........• ., . . . • .. . . • • •. . . • • . . • . .. • . • • • . . . . . . . .. . • • • .. . • . • . . . . . . . . . Near end of l(eweena Point ..•••••.••••.. 
Do .... .. ..................................................................... do ...... , .. ••··•···••··•···••· 
766 584 6 
767 585 6 
Amygdaloid with amygdules of chlorite ................................... . Keweenaw Point ...• , .. , ... ,• .. •• .. ••••• 
Scoria, fron1 fusion of trap and sandstone .................. , ......................... do ...•. , .......... • • • •, • • , , • • • 
768 588 '6 
769 590 6 
770 592 I 6 
771 907 9 
772 942 9 
773 629 6 
774 630 6 
~fp~iea~a;k~pi~ ~~~d~t~~~ ::: :: .'::: :: .' .' :·. ·.:: .' .' • ·.::: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : \ :::::::: :~~::::: :·. ·. ·.:: :·:.::::::: :: : : : : : 
Cornelian and calcedony or trap ..... , ... , •• , • ...... · .. , • • • .. · · • • .. · · .. · • ·1 · ·· .. ····.do.••························• 
, Porphyritic trap (feldspar stained green , resembling epidote) ........................... do ........................... . 
Agate ............................................................................ do ......................... , •• 
Coarse red sandstone (feldspar and quartz) ................................. 4 miles E . of Portage .................. . 
Do ...................... do .................................................... do ......•.•..••..•..••••.•.••• 
775 631 6 Do ...................... do ....••••.•••••..................••.....•....•••.•.••. do ........... . ............... . 
776 84 1 
777 I 85 1 778 86 1 779 87 I 1 780 88 1 
781 89 1 
782 90 1 
783 91 1 
784 92 1 
785 93 1 
786 94 1 
787 95 1 
788 96 2 
789 162 2 790 163 2 791 164 2 792 165 2 793 225 2 794 226 2 
Native copper in epidote ................................................. Ohio and Isle Royal Co. Epidote I. R ... . 
Do ...••............•...•.....•...••......•...••••.••.....•.•..•••.• , 1 •••••••••• do .•••...•.....••. do .......... . 
l!I :\::!HI::-:\ It \I it \Ui I \:i iH::! ti:: JI ii I!!:!: /I :i: i I!!i H \\: \: 
g~-- ·. ·.:: :·. ·.::: : : : : : : : : : : ·.: : ·. ·.: : ·. ·.::: : : :·. ·. ·. ·.: : ·. ·.: : ·.:: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :I: : : : : : : : : t::::: :: : : : : : : : : :~~: : : :: : : : : : 
I 
Native copper with datholite ...•.......•...•.. , ........................... \ .••••••••. do .•.•.••••.••••.. do .••••...•• 
Do ......... . ........................................................ r •••••••••• do .••••••••••••••. do ......... . 
Mass of native copper .................................................... \ ..••••.... do .••.••.•••.•.•.. do ......... . 
l)o ................................................................. .I ••••••.•.. do ..•.••.•••.•••.. do .•••••••.• 
N at~ve copper ~n da_tholite .......... : •.........•.•••.•.•••.........••. , .. -j- ..••.. , .. do .••...•. , •.•.••. do ••• , •• • • • • 
Native copper 1n ve1nstone .......................................................... do •••..•.••••..••• do. , , .•• • • • • 
Native copper in epidote rock .••••••.••••..• , ...................... ,, ••• , ,l, ... , ... , ,do .•. , •••.•••. , ••. do •••• •,•••· 





















795 227 2 
796 . 228 2 
797 229 2 
798 202 2 
799 203 2 
800 211 2 
801 240 2 
802 173 2 
803 174 2 
804 175 2 
805 262 2 
806 272 2 
807 273 2 
808 97 1 
809 98 1 
810 99 1 
811 100 1 
812 101 1 
813 102 1 
814 103 1 
815 104 1 
816 105 1 
817 106 1 
818 107 1 
819 108 1 
820 109 1 
821 U6 1 
822 110 1 
823 111 1 
824 112 1 
825 113 I 
826 114 I 
827 115 I 
828 117 2 
829 187 2 
830 189 2 
831 319 3 
832 221 2 
833 222 2 
834 223 2 
Do.•• •. •• .. •• , •• do .•••••• •••• .. ••••••••••••••'• .. •••' •• '.,,•• .... •• ...••.••• ' do 
d • • • • •• • • ••,,, do Do ............•. 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.,,., •• , ••••••••••••••••••• do ''''a •••.•••... 
Refi~l~ ·;~;1:.:::::: :~~::::::::: :·:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: :: : : : : : : : : :: . .'::: :~~:::::::: '.: '.:: '.: _:~t::::::::: 
Do .•.•.•••.••..••....•......•••.•• ••• •.••• • ..• •• •...••.• ••• •• •• •• •.• ..•• • •.••. do .. •••.'.,.• .•... do •••••• •••. 
Jasper .•••.....•.... , •..• ,,., .......... ,, •••.•...••... , ..•.•.. ,,, •••.••. Near lake shore. Epidote I. R ..... .... . 
Epidote rock, 6 feet thick, containing no copper directly beneath the copper-
bearing epidote .. . . • • .. . • • • • . . . . . . . .. • • • • • . . . .. . . . . . . .. • . . . . . •. • • • • . Ohio and Isle Royal Co. Epidote I. R .•• 
Native copper in datholite ...............•••.......................•.••••• Ohio and Isle Royal Co. Datholite I. R .. 
Native copper in datholite. Direction of vein N. 55 E., dip 51 W ..... ................. do .....••......••. do .•..••••• , 
Native copper in datholite. Direction of vein N. 25 E., dip 55 W ..................... . do ..•••..•••••.••. do ..•••••••• 
Native copper in veinstone with datholite. Direction of vein N. 25 E ...........•••..... do ..•••••.•••••••. do .••.•••••• 
Datholite ......................................................................... do .•••••.••••..••. do .•••••.•.• 
Native copper in datholite .......................................................... do •••••..•••••.•.. do .•..••.••• 
Native copper in veinstone. .. • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. • • • • .• • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • . . Ohio and Isle Royal Co. Rock Harbor.LR. 
Do .•........•••. do ...... , .....•••.....•..••..........••••..••..•••••..••••.... do .• : ..•...••.•... do .•••••.••• 
Do .•.•.......••. do ....•..•••••.....•••••.•...•••••.•...•....•. , ••••..••••..•.. do .••..••••••••••. do .•••••..•• 
Do ..........•••. do ...••.••.........•.............. , .....••.•..••.••...••••.... do ..•.••.•••••... ,do .••.•••••• 
Do .....•....•••. do ....................... •· ................................... do ..••••.•••••.•.• do .••••••••• 
Do .............. do ......................................................... -... do ..••••.••••••.•. do .••••••• ". 
Do .......•...••. do ......... , ... • • • • • ... • • ·· • • . • .... , .•....•......•...•••••... ,do .••••.••••••.... do .••.•••••• 
Do ..••••.....•.. do ....•..•.... •,•••··.•··.•••·· .... , ......•••.••••••..••••••.. do ..•••..•••• ..... do .• , •••••• 
Do .............. do ......... ·, •. •, • • ... · .. , .......• , ........................... do ................ do ......... . 
Do .•.......•••• ,do ....•... , , . , . , . , , •, .. , , • , . , • , , ...•...........•..••.•••••.... do .••••..•••••.... do ......... . 
Do .............. do ...••• •·· .. ··•···•···•···.• ... •••·· •.••...•••..••...•.••.•.. do ................ do •••.•••••• 
Do .•.......••.•. do ...... •······••··•·······•···•··· ........................... do ................ do ••.••••••• 
Native copper in epidote . ........................... , ........••.•..•.......••••..•.. do •••••..•••••.... do .••..••••• 
Quartz containing native copper., ............ , , ... , . , •... , .......................... do ••••••••••••.••. do •••.•••••• 
Quartz and prehnite .......... •, ...•• • .... • • • •.••......•..•.......•.•.....•••••.... do .••••..•••••.•.. do ......... . 
g~: : : : : : : :~~::: : : : : :·. ·. ·.::: ·:.::::: :: :: : : : : :·. ·.: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :·:.:: : :i: : : : : : : : : t: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :~~: : : :: : : : : : 
Quartz, prehnite ~nd g_reen c~rb. copper .................................. ,I ••••••.•.. do ................ do .•.•.••••• 
Quartz and p_re_hn1te ~1th native copper .................................... I •••••••••• do ..•••••••••..••. do ••••.••••• 
Quartz conta1i:11ng native copper ........................................... ! •••••••••• do ..••••...• , ••••. do ••••••.••• 
Quartz, prehn1te and green carb. copper .................. ·;, ............... I •••••••••• do ................ do .•••••.••• 
i::t~it~::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : ~:::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : t: :·::: :·. ·.::::::: t: ·.: :: ..... 
Cry~tals of qu3:rt~ colored by red oxide of copper ...•• , •••••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••••.. do .•••••.•••••.•• ,do .•••• ·.::: : 
Native copper 1111ridurated slate ..................................... . ..... Head of Rock Harbor. I. R ...... ...... . 





























Catalogue cf rocks, minerals, and ores, collected during the years 1847 and 1848-Continued. 
Pmgces· / No. of I No . of 
sive No . _ specimens. box. 
Descriptio::i. Locality. 
835 224 2 
836 235 2 
837 236 2 
838 237 2 
Native copper in indurated slate ....•••.•••••.....••••..•••••.•••••.•...••. Head of Rock Harbor. I. R .. • • • ·· • • • • • 
Native copper in epidote rock containing carb. lime ................................... do ........................... • 
Native copper in epidote rock ....................................................... do ..•.. ••• ........ •••··••··••• 
Do .. ....••••...•. do. . . .. . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . • • • • .. . • • • .. • • • • .. . • • • . Near Rock Harbor. , ................... . 
839 238 2 Do ..••••......... do .••••...•.. : ............................................... do, •••••••••••.•••.•...•. , .••• 
840 239 2 Do .........••••.. do .•.•...••••.........••..•....•..•.•...... • .................. do ........................... . 
841 263 2 Silicate of iron ......................................................... , .......... do ••••.•.•. , , ..•••• , , ..... • • • • 
842 120 2 
843 121 2 
Native copper in trap ............................................. .... ... Scovill's point, I. R ................... . 
Do ......••••. do ..••••.•••..••.....•••••.•••••.••..•••.•••.•...••••••.•••••.•.. do .••..•••.•.•.•..••...•••..•• 
844 122 2 Do . .......... do .............................................................. . do .•.•.••....••...•....••..••• 
845 123 2 Do . . ......... do ............................................................... do .•...••.....•••..••.••....•• 
846 124 2 Do ..•••• . .... do ..•••• ;, ....................................................... do, .......................... . 
847 125 2 Do ......••••. do ............................................................... do .••..•••.••• ! .............. . 
848 126 2 Do ..... . ..... do ............................................................... do ........................... . 
849 127 2 Do .•..••...•. do ......•.••• • ••........•.•••••.•...••...•..•••.••..•.. . •.•• . .... do ....................... , •••• 
850 128 2 
851 129 2 
Native copper in veinstone ... .- .................................. . ................... do, .......................... . 
Do ..•.•...•••. do .••...........••••.•....••..••••.•...••..••...•..•...•••••.... do ..••••••••..••••.•••••••••• , 
852 130 2 Do ..••.•.•.... do........................... • ................................ do ........................... . 
853 131 2 
854 132 2 
855 133 2 
Native copper in veinstone, with specular iron ........................................ do .......................... . 
Porphyritic trap, containing prehoi.te .••••.•••••.•...•••••.•••.••••••..•••.••••••.••. do ........................... . 
Do . ................... do ...................................................... do .•••• , ..................... . 
856 137 2 
8.17 138 2 
858 139 2 
859 140 2 
860 141 2 
861 230 2 
862 231 2 863 232 2 864 233 2 865 264 2 866 265 2 
Native copper in datholite .......................................................... do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone, with calc. spar .....•..........•.••.•...••..••..•••• , •.•. do ........................... . 
Chocolate-colored amygdaloid, with native copper in prehnite .......................... do ........................... . 
Native copper in prehnite ....•.....•••.•••••.•••.••.... •. ••..•••.••..•••••.•••••.•.. do .......................... . 
Scoria formed by fusion of trap and sandstone ........................................ do ........................... , 
Jacksonite and compact table spar ......................................... Scovill 's point, I. R., on the forefinger 10 
rods from the end, just beyond the point. 
Do ................... do ...................................................................... •···•·•·••··••• 
Do ..••••.••...••.•... do ................ . ............................ Scovill's point, I. R ••.•.•• , ..• • • .. • • • • • 




































































































Do,.,'',,,•.,• .. ,• ••. do".,',".•''''•,''''"., .•.. ,,, ..•. , '' ",'' ',.''.,., do 
d • •• • •••••••••...•..•••• Do .•••••.•.• , •....••. o ..•...•••••.•••. • • • • ,, • • •' ,, •. • ••.••••• • ••••.••••••.••• do ••.••••• 
Do .••• , ............ , .do .. ,, .... ,• .. ••··•· .. •• .. •• .. •••• .. ·•• ... ,,,,,., •• , ..... do::::.":·.:.:::::::.'.':·.:::::::: 
Native copper in veinstone .... , ... , .. ,, .. ,, .. ,,,, .. ,, .. ,, •, .. • • .. , • •, .. ,., Scovill's point, J. R., Shaw's location ..•• 
Do ............. do ............................................................. do ........................... . 
Do ............. do ............................................................. do .••••• ·•···· ......••.•.•.••• 
Native copper in veinstone, containing datholite ............................ 65, 35, 27, 4 rods from W. edge ......... . 
Do ...•.....••. do .••••.......•. do .............................................. do ..•• · ....................... . 
Do ............ do .............. do ....................................... : .••••• do, ................... · ....... . 
Do .........•.. do ..••••........ do ............................................. do ........................... . 
Trap from a vein ........................................................ 65, 35, 27, corner ...................... . 
Veinstone, containing native· copper and datholite ........................... 65, 35, 27, 4 rods from vV. edge .•....••. 
Trap rock ........................... ,• ................................... 65, 35, 26, and 27 ...................... . 
Native copper in datholite .....•••••.••••...................•••......••••. 65, 35, 27, 4 rods from W. edge ......••• 
Trap rock ..................... : .... , - ............ , . .. • • • • .. • • .. • • • • .. • . . 65, 35, 28, and 33, 10 chs. from sec. corners 
28, 29, 32, and 33. 
Shot trap from bluff 20 feet high .........•••• , ................... , . • • . . . . . 65, 35, 28, and 29 S. of quarter post .•.••• 
Amygdaloid trap from a bluff 400 feet high ............... , ................. 65, 36, 8 chs. of sec. corners 20, 21, 28, & 29. 
Do .................. do ........ do .............................................. do ........................ , ••• 
Native copper in epidote .................................................. 65, 35, 26, lake shore ................... . 
Do ........... do ............................................................... do ........................... , 
Trap rock fron1 a bluff ................... , • • .. . . . • .. . . .. • • . • . . . • . . • . .. • . . 65, 35, 24 ............................. . 
Do ........ do ...................... • ..... • ......... ,................. 65, 35, 23, and 24 ...................... . 
Sandstone ................................... , ................... ;, .•••. 65, 35, 25 NW. end of lake .............. . 
Do ............................................. , .............................. do ............................ . 
Trap from a small bluff south of northeast end of lake . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. • • • • • 65, 35, 22 ..•••..••..•...•...•.......••• 
Native copper in prehnite .••• , ..... • .. , ..... • • ... · ....................... 65, 35, 22 W. side of lake ............... . 
Do ..•......... do ........................... , .................................. do ........................... . 
Erratic boulder of granite : ••..•. • ...... , ... • · • .... •, .... ,................ 65, 35, 21, and 22 NE. end of lake ....... . 
Trap rock .......... ·• .. ·· .. ·• .. ·· .. •· .. ·· .. •··· .. ·· .. •••• ... , ........... 65, 35, corner sections 15, 16, 21, and 22 .• 
Boulder of gTanite .• • • • •· ·, .. • • • • •. •, • ·· · • ·• • · • · · • ·• •, • • •. , , ............. 65, 35, 20 on a trail 1 mile from N. shore .. 
Trap rock ..••...•. ,, .•.• • .... •,, .. •,, .. ·••.·•,,.·,., ..• , ................ 65, 35, 3 .••..••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 
Do ......... ,., ... ·• .. ,, .. •• .. •• .. ••·· .. •· .. ·• .. ,.··, .•. , ............ 65, 35, 3, and 4 ........................ . 
Do •••..•••.. ,••··•,•·•••••···•··,••·,••··•,••,,•.••.,, ••.••••.••.••. 65, J5, 9, and 10 .............. , ..••..••• 
Do .......... , ........ ,, .. ·, .. ,···•• .. ,, .. ,· ................................... do ........................... . 
Do •••••.• , •. , · ·, • • · · • • .. • • • • · • · • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • • •,,,.,., •• ,......... 65, 35, 8, and 9, 10 chs. from sec. ·corners 4, 
5, 8, and 9. · 
Do ................. ,·,.,····· .. •••••••···•••••· ••• , ................. 65, 35, 12 ............................. . 
Quartz .•.•..••.••..• •···•······•• .. ······••··••··• .............................. ,do •••.•..•.••..•.•.••••••••••• 
Do ........ , .. ,• .. ,• .. •· .. •····· .. •• .. ·• .. •••• .. •,•, ........... , ..... 65, 35, 17 on lake shore, near NW. cor. sec .. 



























Catalogue ef rocks, minerals, and ores, collected during the years 1847 and 1848-Continued. 
Progres- I No. of 






































































N ative copper in prehnite .•....•••......•••••.••• , •.•••••...•.......•.... 65, 36, 1,7, lake shore.,•··,:••,•••··••••• 
Native copper in trappose veinstone ....................................... 65, 36, 18, 15 chs. from E. lme. ·: • .. • • • • • 
Veinstone in trap ........................................................ 65, 36, 17, lake shore, near NE. line .••••• 
Native copper in prehnite ................................................. 65, 36, 17, lake shore, near SW. corner .. . 
Do .....•...••.. do ............................................................. do .•••••.••..•••••••• ,.• ..••.• 
D o ...•••...••.. <lo ........................................................ '" •.. do ........................... . 
Quart:i: crystals. . • . • . . . . . . . . .. . • • . .. • • . • .. • . • • . • . . .. . • • • . . . • . . . . • . . • • . . . . 65, 3ti, 17, lake shore .••....... , •. , • •, • , . 
Porphyritic trap .......•....•. : . . .. . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . . . • • . .. • • • • • . • . . 65, 36, 17, near E. line .•........•..••••• 
Trap containing epidote ............................................... : . . 64, 37, on a stream between sec's 23 & 24 .. 
Junction of trap and sandstone ...................................................... do .................. , , .•... , •. 
Do ................ do .......................................................... do .•.•••.•....••...•....•..•.• 
Native copper in veinstone ................................................ Whittlesey's Union Co., I. R .••••....••• 
Do ............. do ............................................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper and calc. spar ........................................................ do ........................... . 
~:i\:: ~~~~:~: t:~:i~~~~~t·:::.:::: ·. ·:.: ·::. ·:. ·.::: :·::.:: :·:::.:: ·:.::::: ·.::::::::: :: : : :~~::::: :: : : : : :: : : :·. ~::: :·:.~::: 
Do ........... do .............................................................. do ........................... . 
Do ..••••..•.•. do .............................................................. do ........................... . 
Mass of native copper .............................................................. do .••••.••••••.•••••.•••••.•.• 
l)o ............................................................................ do .•••••..•••.••••••.•••••.••• 
Native copper in datholite .......................................................... do ........................... . 
Native copper in calr:. spar ......................................................... do ........................... . 
Native copper in datholite .......................................................... do .••••••••••...•••...•••..••• 
Native copper in pebble, Lake Shore, near Union county .............................. do ........................... . 
Do .•••••..•••. do .•••••.....••. do ••••••.••••••••••••••••..•.•.•.•...• ~ •••.•.. do ........................... . 
Do .•••••.••••• do ..••••........ do ............................................. do .•••••.•••••..•.•...•••..•.• 
Do ............ do .............. do ............................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone, with datholite ................................. Conglomerate Bay, I. R .............. , .. 
Do ........... . do ..••.•••.... do .•••••.••••••••••..•...••.•...•.•..•..••••••.•. do ............... , .... • • • • · • • • 
l)o .•..••.••••• do .....•.•••.. do ..••••.•••...•...•..•••••••••.•••••...••••••••. do .......... • •• • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • 
Do .•••••..•••. do ............ do ............................................... do .•••••.•••••.• , , • ·· • • • • • • • • • 
Do ..••••.••••. do .......•.•.. do ............................................... do •••••.••••••.••• , .. • • • • • • • • • 





















939 212 2 
940 248 2 
941 249 2 
942 250 2 
943 251 2 
944 252 2 
945 253 2 
946 254 2 
947 255 2 
948 256 2 
949 257 2 
950 258 2 
951 259 2 
952 260 2 
953 215 2 
954 216 2 
955 274 3 
956 275 3 
957 276 3 
958 277 3 
959 278 3 
960 279 3 
961 280 3 
962 281 3 
963 284 3 
964 285 3 
965 286 3 
966 287 3 
967 288 3 
968 297 3 
969 270 3 
970 289 3 
971 290 3 
972 294 3 
973 298 3 
974 973 10 
975 974 10 
976 975 10 
977 976 10 
Veinstone trap , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " • • • • • • '' • • • • · · • • • • • • ·' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •, • , .do .•••• 
Vesicular amygdaloid , • • .. • • • • " • • • • " • • • • " • • • • "· • ' ' •• • • • • • • • :. · • • • • • • • · · • • • , •.•.. do .•••• :· • • • • .. • • • ·" • • • • • • • ·' 
Do ............. ,,,•",••• .. •·"•••• .. ·• .. ••"•••• • • • • • • • • • •" • • • • · · ·••, ..... do .•.••• :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Do ....................... ,,,.,, .. ,•••··•• .. ,,,,,.,,··••··,•··,,••,.,·,, •••.... do ........................... . 
Trap rock with quartz and calc. spar, (no copper) .................................... do ........................... . 
Conglomerate containing agates ..................................................... do ........................... . 
Breccia ......................................................... . ..... , ..•••• , .•.. do ........................... . 
Scoria ............................... ., ........................................... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloidal trap containing epidote ............................................... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloid with calcareous spar ................................................... do ..•• · .................... : •• 
J~::erbri~~:d -f~-~~- ~~~d~t~~~ ·. : : : : : : : : ·:.::: :·:.: : : : : : : : : : : :·:.:::: ·:.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~: : : : : : : : : : : :·:.:::: ·:.: : : : : : : : 
Quartziferous porphyry boulder ..................................................... do ........................... . 
Sandstone showing leptaria resembling fucoids ....................................... do ........................... . 
Red feldspar ............................................................ Near Conglo1nerate Bay, I. R ..•••..••••• 
Do ............................................................................ do ....... : ................... . 
Native copper in veinstone ............................................... Pittsburg and Isle Royal Company, Todd's 
Harbor, I. R. 
~::t~: mm t[ 1:;;:~::. :: : : ::·:::: :: :_: _:: :: :_: :: :: :_:_:::: :: : : :: :: :: :': :: : : : : : : :·:·:::::it:::':·::::::::::_:_:::::~:::::: 
Native copper in trap with datholite ................................................. do ........................... . 
Native copper in veinstone .................... • .................................... do ............................ . 
Native copper in prehnite with calc. spar ............................................ do ........................... . 
Native copper in prehnite with calc spar and chocolate colored trap ..................... do ........................... . 
Crystals of quartz and calc. spar ...... , •• , ...... , .... , , ............................. do ......................... , .• 
Quartz and prehnite .. , . , , ·.,,,,., ·,,, .. · • • • ·, · ·,,, · . , , , ..................•••...•. do ........................... . 
Native copper with quartz and_ hornblende ........................................... do ........................... . 
i Native copper in calc. spar vein ............... , .................................... do ........................... . 
Do ..•• • ........... do ................................. • ........................ do ...................... • .... . 
Native copper in prehnite with chlorite lining a cavity .................... , ............ do ........................... . 
Do ................. ··., ,do.,.,.,···,· ... ••• .. ,,, .................... Washington Harbor, I. R .•••••.••...•.• 
Native copper in veinstone .. ,. · .• , ,. , , , , , ·,,, • ,. • •, • ··,, .....•••...•..••. Todd's Harbor' I. R .•••••.•••••.••..••• 
V einstone .... , •• , • • . • · • · • • • · · · · .. • · • • · · · · .. • • • • .. , , • , , .•...••..••......•••••.••. do .••..••••••..•...••.•••..••• 
Native copper in prehnite and calc. spar .. ,••• .. ,, .. ,, ... ,................. Amygdaloid and Isle Royal Company near 
Miller's Landing. 
Do .••• , •. ,••• .. ·••• .. ·······•·•"··••"···• .. ··•···,, ••• , ........... Small island near lVIiller's LandinCT .•••••• 
Amygdaloid, green base, containing amygdules of laumonite and calc. spar... McCuller's, Isle Royal .•.•..••••• : ••..••• 
Do .......... do ..... , , .. , · .. • · .. • · .do· · · • • • • • • .. , ...... do ..................... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloid, dark red base, containing amygdules of laumonite and calc. spar ........... do ........................... . 






























































Catalogu,e of rocks, minerals, and ores, collected during the years 184 7 and 1848--Continued. 




































Boulder and porphyry .. . • • • •. • • • • •. • • • • • . • • . . • • • . • • • . • • .. • • • • • . . . .. • • • • • Isle Royal ..•• • • •. • • • • • • ·· • • • • • • • • •. • • • · 
lndurated green slate, colored by chlorite .••••..••.••••.•...•••••.•...••••..•••••..••••••••••••••••.....•••••.••••• 
Amygdaloidal trap containing prehnite .....•.•.•••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••..•••....•.•....••••.••••. , •••••.•••.••• 
Jacksonite and compact table spar boulder. . • • . • • • . . . • • . • . . . . . .. • • . . . • • • • . . Near Scovill 's point, lake shore ••..•.•••• 
Boulder containing native copper . • . . . . • • . . . . .. • • • • .• • • • • .. • • • • • . . . .. . • • • . Isle Royal. ................ • • ......... • • 
Boulder containing native copper in prehnite with datholite ............................ do ........................... . 
Native copper in trap with calc. spar and druses of datholite ............. . ... Isle Royal, north shore .•..•..••....•.•.• 
Do •• .••• . •••••.•••••.••. do .••••..•••••.•..• do ..•••...•••..•.•••.••..•••••••.. do . .•..••.••..•••..••.••.....• 
Native copper in veinstone, (resembles a nail piercing the rock) ......................... do •.••••.•••.•.•••.•• •.•• , .••• 
Do .............. do ............... . ............................................ do ........................... . 
Do ... .......•••• do .•....•....•.•...•.•..•.••..•..........•••.•...••..••••..•.. do ........................... . 
Boulder containing native copper in prehnite ............................... Lake shore ............................ . 
Boulder containing native copper in prehnite with datholite and calc. spar ..••.••••••.•.. do .••..• .- •.....•.•......•.•..• 
Native r.opper in veinstone . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • • . . • • • • .. . • • • • . • • . . • • • . • • • . . . • • • North shore ........................... . 
Crystallized native copper and calc. spar ....•.•••••......••.•••.••..•.. · • . . Isle Royal .•.••.••••• , •••..•••.•••••.•.• 
Native copper in vein of prehnite ..•••••.••.•..•••••.•..•.....•...•••..•...••••..... do ........................... . 
Do ................ do ......................................................... . do .....•• , ................... . 
Trap rock with prehnite and quartz in fine crystals .................................... do .••...........•..•.••..••••• 
Native copper.. • • • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . • • . . • • . . • • .. • • • • • . • • . . . . .. • • • • . Small islands on north shore ...••.••.•..• 
Do . ................................. . ......................................... do .....••..•••••..•...•..••••• 
Native copper in prehnite with datholite ................................... Lake shore ............................ . 
Do .•.....•.•••.••..•.• do ........ . ....................... , ••••••• ~ .•..•••••.••• do ........................... . 
Do .........•.•.•••.••• do •••..•...•••.•••.•••••.••••..•.•••••.•••..•..•••••.••. do ........................... . 
Native copper crystallized with datholite .•..•••.••.•.•.•....••..•••....•••.••••••••. do ........................... . 
Pebble of agate ................. , .•••..••. •• .••..•.•.•..••••.•••.•.••••..••••••••. do ........................... . 
Boulder containing agate and black quartz .•••..•.•.•.•..•.•••••••••••••••.••••••.•• • do ........................... . 
Druses of datholite, boulder ........................................................ do ........................... . 
Amygdaloidal trap, with native copper in prehnite .................................... do .••.••••••••••••.•.•...••••. 
Native copper in prehnite ................................................ Lake shore, loose ...................... . 
Do ••.......••. do .............................................................. do .......................... . . 
Do.•· •..•• .••. do .•••••.•.•••••••••••.•••....••••.•••.••••••••••••••..••••••••. do, •••••.•••••.••..•• •. •••• •·· 
Native copper in prehnite, with datholite ............................................ do ••••••••••••••••• ••.•······· 


































Progres- I · No. of 























































Native silver and blende ... • • • • •• • • • •" '·" • • ·: :: : : :: ·,: :: ··: • • ·" • •" • • • • • Br~tish and_N. American Co., Prince's Ba . 
Galena amethyst and calc. spar.• •••• •.•. • • • • • • • • • • • ...... •. • • Prmce's vem, Spar island, Canada shore.:. 
Blende and calc spar .• , , , • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , , .. , , •• ,do 
~~iE:~irr:!:e_s:·--·.::: :·. ·.: :: :·:.::: :: : : :: : : :: :: :: : : :: : : :: : : :·. ·. ·. :: :·. ·.::: :: : : : : : : :·:.::: :f:: :: :: :-~~: :: :: :_:_:::: :_:_::::: 
Copper p,yrites, blende, and native silver ...••• ., ........................... Prince's vein, Spar island, Canada shore .•• 
Catalogue of rocks, minerals, ores, and fossils, collecte·d by Dr. John Locke. 
Description. Locality. 
Iron pyrites, galena, and calc. spar ........................... , ............ Presque Isle ............ : .... , ......... . 
mHt/).EiHH\2/LHHHLE\H\\HHJFLHtC/iHE 
g~: : : :: : : : : ~: : : : : :~~: : : :: : : : : : : :·. ·.::: :·:.: : : :·:.: : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~: : : : : :: : : : : ·.: : : : : : : : : : ·. ·.: : : : 
Do .••..••..•.•.... do .................... • • ................................ ; ••• do ........................... . 
Do .•.•.•.......... do .............. , ........ ,,., ............................... do ••••••.•••.•..••.•••.••.•••• 
Do ................ do .•.........••••.... ··••··,• .. , ............................ do ........................... . 
g~_.: :- : : : : : : :: : ~:: :~~: :·:.::: :·:.::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :·:::.: : ·. ·.:::::: : : : : : : : : : t::::: :-: :·:.: : : : : : : :: : : ~-.-.: : : : 
Do ....... ~ ....... ,do .................. ,,.··,, ................................. do ........................... . 
Iron pyrites, galena, and calc. spar, (iron pyrites encrusting calc. spar) ................. do ........................... . 
Iron pyrites, galena, and calc. spar ..... , ••• , . • • , ..•..•...• , ......................... do ........................... . 
Jron pyrites and ( octohedral) galena ••• , ............................................. do •••••••.••...•..••••.••.•••• 
Do ................ do ...... ,, .... ,••······· •........•.•••••••..•..••..••••••••• do ........................... . 
Iron pyrites and dodecahedral galena, covered with minute crystals of pyrites ........... do ........................... . 
Iron pyrites and octahedral galena .. , ...................................... , ......... do ........................... . 
Iron pyrites, octahedral galena, and calc. spar ........................................ do ........................... . 


































































































Catalog ue of rocks, minerals, ores, and fossils, collected by Dr. John Locke. 
Description. Locality. 
Iron pyrites and galena, dodecahedral . . • • • • • . • • • . . . .. • • • • •. • • • • . . • • .. • • • • • Presque Isle .•••••.•• , ••• •• .. • • • • •• • • • • • 
Iron pyri tes and galena, crystallized ....•...•.•..•..•...•..••...•............•.•..... do . •.....••..•...•..•..... • • • • 
Do .•••••.•.....•. do ........................................................... do .....•••...••.•.••.•• ,.•• •• • 
Iron py rites and galena, octahedral ............................. .. .................... do ...... . .................... . 
Do .......... . .... do ................................... . ..................... . . do ..•..••..••... • ..•.••.•..•.• 
D o . .............. do . .. . ................................. . ..................... do .••..•............•...•..•.• 
Do ............... do ........................................................... do •..•••.... • ..•..••••••...••• 
D o .. • •.•.••..•... do ............ . . ............................................. do ......•.....•.....•..••...•• 
Do . • ....• ...•.• . . do .................. ......... . ............................... do ... . ....................... . 
Iron pyri tes and galena , i1npressed .............................. . . . ....... , .••••..... do ........................... . 
Iron pyrites and galena ...••••... •.•.•.•••..•......••....•.....•.....• • •...••••..... do ........................... . 
Fine iron pyrites and galena , crystallized ............................................ do ........................... . 
Do .•..••.•.. • ...••••...... • . do ................................................ do ........................... . 
Fine parti cle of iron pyrites and galena, octahedral ..••.••....••.• , ..........•...••••. do ........................... . 
Fine particle of iron pyrites , a frag1nent .............................................. do ........................... . 
Do ..••.••......••••••..••••. do ................................................ do .•••••.••••••.••.•.••••••.•• 
Do .•••••.•••••••.•••.•.••••. do ................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ..•••.............•••..... do ................................................ do .•••••••••••.•••••.•••••.••. 
Do .•••••..•..••..•••.....••. do ................................................ do ........................... . 
Iron pyrites and galena ...... . ...................................................... do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do . .......................... . 
Crystals of iron pyrites and calc. spar, six sided prisms .....••..•• , .................... do, .......................... . 
Do .... . ..................... do ....... • ...................... . ................. do ........................... . 
Do .......................... do ................................................ do ........................... . 
Iridescent iron pyrites and calc. spar ................................................. do .••.•.•••• • . , .............. . 
Do .............................. . ............................................. do ........................... . 
Crystals of iron pyrites and calc. spar, crystallized .................................... do ....................... : •••• 
Crystals of iron pyrites and calc. spar, in a green rock apparently colored by .......... do .................... ,.···•·• 
Di:~~~:e.::::::::::::: :: .'::: :d~: .'::: :: : : : : :: .'::: :: : : : : :: .':::::::::::: : : : :·. ·.::: t::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : 
Do ..••...••••.••••..••. • •••• do ...................................... . ........ . do ................ • .. • •·· .. •·• 
Do ................. . . .. ..... do .... ..... . ..... . ............. . ........ .. ... .. ... do ••••••••••••• • • • , .... , • • • • • • 


























a:: 60 87 61 91 
~- 62 101 
t:1 63 4781 
0 64 480
2 
r,i 65 502 
~ 66 25 
t 67 57 68 92 
~ 69 96 


































































g~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·::: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~:: : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : 
Do .•••.•••••••.••..••..••.••• ••••••,•••••··••··••••••··•••••••• .. ••· •••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Do .•••..••••••••••.••••••..••••• ,, .•••.•••.••.••••.•••••• •• •••• • •••• , ••••••••• do ........................... . 
Do ..•..•••••••••••••••.••.••••.••..••••.•••..•• , ••••••••• , •••••••••••.••••••••. do ........................... . 
g~: : : : :.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~: : : : : ~:-:: : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : ~ 
Do .•.•.••••.••.•••.••.••.•.••.•...••....••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• do ••••••••••• · ••••••••••••••••• 
Cubic iron pyrites and calc. spar, in short prisms .•••.•••..••.•••••••.•• , •••••••••••••• do .......... ~ ................ . 
Cubic iron pyrites and calc. spar, in yellow silicious rock .•••••••..•• '. ••••••.•••••••••• do ................. ,,; •••••• ·• ·• 
Cubic galena and calc. spar ..•••••• , .•••. , ••••...•• , .••.• , •.. , •• , ••.••••• , •••••••• , .do •••• • ..... • ..... • ... w ••••••• 
Impressed galena a.nd calc. spar ..•••••.....•••.....•••..••.•••••••••••••.. , ••••••••. do .......... • .; ••• • ..... • ••••• 
Impressed galena and calc. spar (form of galena octahedral) ..•••..••.•••••••.••••••••• do ........................... . 
Octahedral galena and calc spar (surface of galena decrystallized) .••.••••••••••••••••• do ........................... -. 
Octahedral galena and calc. spar hexahedral ......................................... do. ~ ........ · ................. . 
Octahedral galena and iron pyrites, in decomposed rock ••••.•••••••.•••••••.•••••••••• do ••••••••••••.••••••••••.•••• 
Crystallized galena and iron pyrites, in decomposed rock .............................. do ••••••••••••••••• , .•• , , •••• ~ 
Iron pyrites, in green rock .••••..•••••..•..•...•••••.••.•••••••••••••••. ~ .•••.•••••. do ••••••••••••••••••.•• ·.,., ••• 
Galena and pseudomorphous pyrites taking the form of the pentagonal ter- .......... do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
mination of calc. spar ......................................................... do ........................... . 
Iron pyrites ..••..•••••••.••..•••.•••••••••••.••••••..•••.••.••••••••••••.••.•••••• do. • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••• 
Galena and calc. spar ••••.••..•••••••.• •• .••••••••••.••••••••••••.••••••..••••••••. do ........................... . 
Iron pyrites, in the rock ............................................................ do •••••.••••.•.•••••••••••••• -~ 
Do .••..•••••••••.••••• , ••• , ••••••• •·· •• •· •••.• • ............................... do •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Do .••..••..•••••.•.•.••..• • ..• • •.• •·· •• •• ••...•..•.. , ......................... do .............. ~ ••••••••.••• ~ 
Do ............ • •.•• ··.• •• ••··••••••••••··•• •. •• ..••••••••••.••••••••.••.•••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• ~ 
Iron pyrites, iridescent .•••••••••••••••••••..••..••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• do ........................... . 
Do ..•••.••••••••••• ••••··••••••··••••••··••··• ••••••••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••. do ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• ~ 
Do ••••••••••••••.•.•••••. •••••••·•••••••• ••••••.••..•••••••••••••••.•••••••••• do ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Do .•••••.••••••..•.••••..•.•.••••.•.•••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••..••.•••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
Iron pyrites and peroxide of iron .................................................... do .••••••••••••• · ............. . 
Do .•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• ••••••••••••••••••••••·•••• •••••••••• do .•••••••••••••• •••••• •.••••• 
Do ................... ••··•• .. ····••······•••••••• ............................. do ........................... . 
Do .•••••.•••. ••··••··••••••••••··••••••··•••••• ............................... do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~t Hi:: :HHHHHHHHHHHHHI H :H JF \ ii H !ETH I 
Cale. spar, c~ys~alhzed: .••.....••• • .•. • ••.••••••••..•••.•.•.••••••.•••••••••••••••. do ........................... . 




























Proi:rres- No. of I 





























124 114 125 478 126 493 127 495 




































Cale. spar, · si_x sided prisms terminated by three pentagonal faces, external Presque Isle •••••••.•••.•••••••••.•.•.•• 
layer opaque, interior transparent .............................................. do ........................ • • • • 
Dou tooth spar .•...•.•.•...••..••.• , • • .• • •. • • • • • • • • • · • • • • · • • • · • • • .. • • • • ....... • • • .do. • • • • •• • • • • ·• • • • • •• • • • • • • • · • 
Cal~. spar, hexahedral, retained by Dr. J .••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••.••. do ........................... . 
Galena, dodecahedral. ................. • ••• •••··•••••·•••••···•····•••·. ·•·.• ••••• • .do.••••··.••••• ••• • •.•••••••. • 
Do .•....•.. • ••.••..•.•.• • .•• • .•..•. • ••.. • •. • •..••.• • ............ ••• •••• • ••••.. do. · •• •• .... •• ... •• ••••• •• .••.• 
Do.•••• •.• •• ••.• ••• ••• •• ...... • ... ••• ••.• •• •.••• ••••••• ... • ....... • ........... do .• ••••• ............ • ••••••.• 
Do .................................................................... ,{ ••••••• do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Gai~~: ·o·c·~~.e~~~~:::: •• ·.: ,'::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: ,': : : :: : : : : · : : : : : : : : : t: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : 
Do ................................................................. ........... do ........................... . 
Gal0~~: ~~~~~~~~~~~~·. ·. ·. ·.: ,'::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: .'::: :: ,'::::::::: :·. ·.: : : : : : : :: : : : : t::::: :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Gai~~ .~~~ ~~:~·. ~~~:·::.:: :·:.::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: ,'::::::: :: .'::: t::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~::::::: 
Do ..••••.••.......•..•••••.••••.• · •.•.•••••••..•••••••••..•...••..••..•••••••.. do .•..•••..••••••.•••••••.••.• 
Galena, three separate dodecahedral crystals ......................................... do .••••••..••••••••••••••.•••• 
Galena, octahedral •.••.••••••••••..•..••••.•••..••••••••••••••••.••••••..••....•.. do •••••••..••••••••••••••.•.•• 
Do .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••.•••• do .••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••• 
Do .••••••••.•.••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•.••••.••••. do .••••••..••••••••••••••.•••• 
Do .•••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••. do •••••••••••.•••••••••••.•.•• 
Do ............................................................................ do ••••••••.•••••••.• ~ ••••.•••• 
Do ............................................................................ do •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Galena, octahedral, passing into dodecahedral. ....................................... do •••••• • ••••••••...•.••••••.• 
Galena, dodecahedral .............................................................. do ........................... . 
Galena .............. · ............................................................ do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do •••••• : .................... . 
Do ... ................. ." ....................................................... do ............. ; •••••••••••••• 
Iron pyrites and asbestos ........................................................... do ........................ •.•· 
Blende in a vein of quartz, with galena ......... .......................... ... ....... . do .••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
Galena a:p.d asbestos ............................ ,' ••••••••••••••••••••.••..••••••••. do •••••••••••••••• • ••••• , • • • • • 





















128 496 " 1 
129 498 " 1 
130 99 " 1 
131 102 " 1 
132 119 " 1 
133 122 " 1 
134 124 " 1 
135 163 " 1 
136 164 " 1 
137 104 " 1 
138 110 " 1 
139 113 " 1 
140 ll8 " 1 
141 123 "'1 
142 126 " 1 
143 167 " 1 
144 253 " 1 
145 1 " 1 
146 2 " 1 
147 3 " 1 
148 7 " 1 
149 34 " 1 
150 79 " 1 
151 99 " 1 
152 161 " 1 
153 162 " 1 
154 165 " 1 
155 169 " 1 
156 222 " 1 
157 501 " 1 
158 503 " 1 
159 504 ,, 1 
160 500 " 1 
161 107 " 1 
162 108 " I 
163 109 " 1 
164 111 " l 
165 112 " 1 
166 121 " 1 
Quartz, dog-tooth spar, iron pyrites and galena,••••••"••"•• ••• ·.•• ... •• ••. ••• ••• •• .do.•••••,•, .. ,•.• ••• , ........ . 
Cale. spar, containing pyrites surrounded by globules of gypsum, derived from 
decomposition of pyrites •• ••••, • • •• • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • •••••••.do .•••••....•••••.. ..........• 
Decomposed jaspery agate vein ................ , ...... , .. , • , • •,,, .. • • ... •, • • • •, ... • .do, .............. , ........... . 
Vein of jasper in indurated micaceous sandstone ...................... , ..... , ....... , .do •• ,, ....................... . 
Vein of resinous-looking red jasper in chlorite rock .............. , ... , , ... , . , •• , ... , • ,do •• , ........................ . 
Jasper with a resinous lustre .............................................. , • , .... , , .do,,,., ... , .................. . 
Small vein of jasper in trap ........................................ , •.••• , • •.• •••• ,do.• ••• :, ••••• , ••• , •• · ••••••••• 
Jasper breccia .••••••••• , ................ , .................. , , • , ••••••••• , ••• • .. , , .do, •••••••••••••• , •••••••• , • , , 
Veins of jasper in trap .••••.•••••••••••••••.••• , .................... , ••• ,,,•••, •• , .do.,, ••••.••• •••, ••••.••••••• , 
~i1r:ro~~~~t:k:::: :: :: : : : .-: : : : : : : : : : : : :·. :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :·.:::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Small quartz vein in a ferruginous rock •••••••••••••••••••••• ,••.• •. ••••••,••,•••••, ,do.,•••••.,,•,.•• •• ,,,•••••••• 
Silicious rock ............................................... , .......... , .......... do, .......................... . 
Cacholony in trap .............. , • • • •. • • • • .. • • • .... • • .... •, • • , , .... • • • • , , • • • • •. , , ,do, • •• • , •. , • , • , ••• , • • , • • • • • • • • 
Quartz in brown silicious rock .••••••..••• , ...... • • • •• , •,,, • •• • •,,, • ,. , •,, ·,,•,.••.do.•• •. , •• ,•, •• , ••• • ••• •, •• •• • 
Drusy quartz ..... ~ ....................... , ........ , ... , .. , • , • •,., ...... , , • ••• ,, •• ,do, •• , •••• , • , ••• , . , •• , •••••••• 
Ferruginous quartz from indurated sandstone ......... , ........ , .... , ...... ,, ....... , ,do,., .. , •• , .................. . 
Coarse gray sandstone, containing pebbles of quartz and crystals of feldspar ce-
mented by a greenish paste .•••••••.•••••• , ••••••••••• , , ••••.• , •••••.••••••••. do •••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• 
Do ..... , ... , ..... . do .••••••.••..••• do ••••••••.••••••. do ..•••••••••.••••..••. do ••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• 
Do .... , .. .... , .... do .•••..••••...••• do .•••••••.••••••. do ..................... do •••.••• , , •••••••••••••••••• , 
Veinstone, containing carbonate of lime and a little cblorite ........ , ................... do,., , .••••• , •••••••••••••••• , 
Pebble of chlorite rock intersected by white veins .•• •, .......... , •••.•••••••.•• , ••.••. do •••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• ,. 
Veins of compact table spar in trap ..•••.•• • • •. , , , ••• , •••• , ••••••• , ••••••••••••••••• do, ••••••.••••••••.••••••• , •••• 
Nodule of altered sandstone, greenish from epidote .............................. , , ••• do ........................... . 
Red and gray sandstone with red chalk .•• , ...... , ........................ , .••••••••• do ..................... , •••••• 
Altered sandstone, containing carb. of lime •• , •• , .................................... do ........................... , 
Gray sandstone, encrusted with carb. of copper ..................................... ,do ................. , .... , ... ,. 
Trap rock, very ferruginous ..................... • ................................. ,do ••• •• .............. , •••••••• 
Serbeti~.e::::::: :: :: : : : : :·:.::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: ,'::::: : : : • ,'::::: :·:.:::::::: ::: : : t::: :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Do .................. • •• , •• • ..... • ... ••• .. ,••• ................................. do, .......................... . 
Asbestos •••••.•••.•••• •, • , ...... •. , , .• , , ·, , , , • ................................... do ......... , •••••••••••••••••• 
Carbonate of lime and iron ............... • ......................................... do ........................... . 
Slaty red hematite •.•• , ..... , ..... , .. •• .. •••• .. ,••• ............................... do ........................... . 
Do .•••••••• , ••• •.••••••••••••••••··•••••••• .. •••• ................... , ••••••••• do ..... · ................. , ••••• 
Do ............ ••• .. •••••••••• .. •·•• .. •···•• .. •••• ............................. do .................. · •••••••••• 
Do .••••••••• , •• ,,••••····••••••····•• .. •••••••••• •••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••• ,do .• , ........................ . 
Fragment of a vein of red silicious matter in green altered sandstone. • • • • • • • • • •••• , •• ,do ........................... . 































































196 482 197 483 



































Compact red hematite • . • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • Presque Isl<.l • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Earthy silicious red he1natite ....................................................... do.•••••• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •; 
Pebble of rich red hematite ••••••.•••.••••• · •••••••••••••••••••••••• : •••• · ..•••• ;~ ••• do ....................... , •••• 
Red hematite ................................ • • •. , ••• • • • • • •• • · •• • •••••••••••••••••. do.•••••••••• .. •••••••• .. • • • • • 
Yellow epidote rock v,ith coarse veins ............................................... do ........................... . 
Blank/~~::·.::::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t~:::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : :: : : : 
Red slate, reticulated with veins of carb. lime .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••. do ••••••••••..•.•.•••••.•••••• 
Do ...•..••.•••.••• do .••••••••••..••••••• .-................... · •••.• · •.••..•.•..• do .••••.•••.•.•••.•••••••.•••• 
Altered sandstone, containing pebbles of quartz ..•••••••••.•••••••••••••.••..••••.•.•. do •.•.•••.•••.•.•••••••• · •• · •••• 
Do .•••.•••.•••.••• do ..•••••••••••••••.••••..•••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• do ..•.•••••.••.••••••••.•••••• 
Dark brown sandstone, containing pebbles of quartz •••••••.•••••••••. ; •• ; ••.••••••••.. do •.•••••.•••.••••..•• · •.•••••. 
Do .•••••.•••••.••• do .•.••..•.••••• do ......................................... do •••.•••••.•.••....•••.••••• ·• 
Jaspery altered rock, veins of quartz .•••••.•••••. : .................................. do ........................... . 
Do .•...•••..••••.• do ......................................................... do .••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Portion of conglomerate indurated, containing porphyry and micaceous sand-
stone ........................................................................ do .••••••.••• · ••••••••••••••••• 
Oo .•••••.•••••.••. do .•••••.•••••.••. do .••••• · .••••••••• do ..• · .............. .-.... do ........ · •••••••••••••••••••• 
Red sandstone, composed of grains of quartz, peroxide of iron and decom-
or~~~.f~~~~~~r.'.'.':.d:;.'.'.'.'.'.: :·::::::.~.:io·::::::::::::::: :a";.:::::::::::::::::::: t:-:,: :: : : :-: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Red slate coated with peroxide of iron and glazed .••••••.••••••••••••••••••• L'Anse •••.•••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
Red slate .••••.•••.•••••.••.••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••..•••• do •.•••••••...•••••••••••••••• 
Do ............................................................................ do •••••••.•.••••• ; •••••••••••• 
Red slate coated with peroxide of iron and glazed .••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do •••••••••••••• ; ••••••••••••• 
Gray slate .•••...•.•••.•••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••. do .................... · •••••••• 
Do ....................................................................... : ••.•. do •.•••• ; ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Novaculite, drab colored ..•••••.•••••••.•••.••••••••••••• .- ••••••••••••••••••••••••. do .••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Do .•••••.••. do ................................................................ do .••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 
Do .•••••.••. do ................................................................ do ..•••••••••.•.•••••••••. •••• 
Do .•••..•••• do ...•••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•.••••••. do •.•..••••••.•.••••••• ••,•••• 
Novacu1ite .....•.•.•..•••••••..•••.•••....••••••••.•••••••.••..•••••••••........•. do •••.•.•.•...••••••.••.•. •••• 
















































































































































Novaculite ..... ... • •• • • ·· • • •• • • •• • • • • •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • • '• •• • • ·· • • •• • • •• • • • •,.,, ... ,.do ........ , .................. . 
Red challr, rather l1ard ...• ,. • • • • •• • • • • •• • • • • •• • • •• • • • • •• • • • • •· • • • • •• • • • • • , • .....•.. do ........................... . 
Gray sandstone .................. ••••··,, .. •,,•,,,, .. •••••••• .. •••••••••,,,,,,,., .do.,, ••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 
Compact quartzy sandstone overlying trap ................................. , ...••••.•• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lndurated sandstone, quartz and decomposed feldspar .................................. do •••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••• 
Ferruginous quartz .••••••••••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••..••• , •••••••••....•.•.• , do, •••• , , • , .••••.•••.•• , , ••••• 
Ferruginous quartz. • • .. • • .. • • .. • • .. • • .. • • .. • • .. • • • • .. • • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • L'Anse .• • • • .. • • • • .. • • .. • • •• • • • • •• • • • • • 
QmD~z. :·:.::: :: : : : : :: : : :: : : .: : : : : :: : : :: :: :: , ·.:::: :·::. :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : : : : : :: : : : : :~~::: :: :·. ·.::: :: : : :: :·:.::: :: : : : 
Do .• •• •.•••..••. • •••••••. • ... ••• •••• •.• .. •••.• •••• • ..... • .• •• .. •••• .. •••• •• • •• do.• ...... ••• .. •• .. ••••••••••• 
Quartz and kaolin ............................................. , ................. , •. do,. , , , • • .. • • • • •, • • • • • • •· • • • • • 
Iron ore-peroxide-stratified • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • Jackson mine ...... ••• • .. • • • • •• • • • • •., • • 
Do •••••. do ............................................ ,. •••••••••••.••••••••. do •• , .......... • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 
Do .••••• do .............. (Retained by Dr. J.) ................................... do ••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• 
Do •••••• do .................................................................... do ..................... •• ••••• 
Compact red iron ore. • • .. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • Cleveland Loe .•••••••••••••••••• •• ••••• 
Do .............. (Retained by Dr. J.) ........................................... do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................................ do ........................... . 
Slaty ~ron ore ..•.•••••••••••••.•••• , ......................... :. .. • • • • .. • • . Jackson mine .......................... . 
Slaty iron ore compact ..................................................... _ ••••••. do ........................... . 
Granular iron ore ..••..•••.•••••••• , , •••••• , , ••• , ........ , ••••••••••••••••••••.••. do ........................... . 
Do .••••••••. ( Retained by Dr. J.) ..•••.•••••••••.••.••••••••••••••••••.••••••••. do ........................... . 
Do ............................ , ............................................... do ........................... . 
Red iron· ore with jaspery bands-curved strata ........................................ do ..................... ,. ••••• 
Do ............ do ................ do ............................................ do ........................... . 
Red iron ore with jaspery bands ...... . .............................................. do ........................... . 
Do ............ do .•••••.•.• , .. , ........... ,., .............................. · •••• do ........................... . 
Do •••••••••••• do .•••••••••.••.•• ••• ..... •.• ................................... do ............................ . 
i~:e:Tii~~~~s
0
fr:~· ~;e·::::: : : :: •• ·.:::::: :·:.::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : :: ·.::: :: : : : : : : : : :·. ·.::: :~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: _.:::: 
Red hematite ..•••••••• ,.,. , •. • .. • • •, • .• • .• • • • • •• • • ... •. • • ••••••••••••••.•••••.••. do ........................... . 
Chlorite slate ..••• , •••••• , ........... • , • , •••• • •• • • • •, .............................. do ........................... . 
Purple copper ore .••••••• , , ...... • •., ..... • • • • • • • ..................... B Bruce mine ............................ . 
Do ................................................................ A .......... do ........................... . 
Do .............. ·······•···••••••····• ... ••••··•• ................. A .......... do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Purple copper ore in quartz .................... • ••••••••••••••••••••••• C .......... do ...................... , ••••• 
Do •••••••••••••• • ,do.•••••••• .. •••··•••••••··• .................... C .••••••••• do ........................... . 
Do •••••••••• •··•• ,do ... •·•• .. ••••··•••• .. •·•••••• ••••••••••••••••• A •••••••••• do ........................... . 
Purple copper ore .... • • • .. • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ..................... B .......... do .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Do ..••• ••••··••••••••••••••·······••••••••••• ..................... A .•••••••.. do ........................... . 
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Catalogue of rocks, minerals, ores, andfossils, collected by Dr. Jolin Locke-Continued. 




Purple copper ore ..................................................... A Bruce mine .••• ••••••,.••••·••••·•···••• 
Do ....................................................... -. ....... A ••••••••. do ............. ,, •• •, .. ••••••• 
" 3 Do ................................................................ A .......... do ..•••••••••.••••.•••• •• .. ••• 
"3 Do ... ............ . ............................................. ••. A .......... do ........................... . 
" 3 Do .. ............................................................. A .......... do .................... •• ... ••• 
" 3 Do ................................................................ A .......... do, ..................... • .. ••• 
"3 Do ............................................................... B .......... do ................. •••••••-•••• 
" 3 Do ... ............................................................. B .••••• , ••. do ........................... • 
"3 
" . ,3 
Do ..................................... :. ...................... •••. A .......... do ........................... . 
Do ................................................................ A .......... do ........................ •••• 
" 3 Do ............................................................................ do ........................... • 
" 3 
" 3 
Purple copper pyrites and quartz ....................................... B .•••••••.. do ........................... . 
Do .•••..••. do .•.••••. do ............... · ••.•••••••••••.•••••• .- ••••• B ••••••.••• do ........................... . 






Copper pyrites, yello"v ............................. ~ .................. . C .......... do ........................... . 
Copper pyrites in quartz ......... · ...................................... C .......... do ........................... . 
Copper pyrites in quartz, with iridescent copper ......................... C .•••••.••• do ........................... . 
Copper pyrites in quartz ................................................ C .••••••••. do .............. • ••••••••••••• 















Copper pyrites ..................................................................... do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................... B .••••.•••• do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................... B .•••••••.. do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................... B .......... do ........................... . 
Do ............ . ............. .. .................. -•••••••• , •••••••• C .......... do ........................... .. 
Do .•••••••.••• (Retained by Dr J.) ....... :. .......................... B .......... do ........................... . 
Do ....................................................... , .................... do ....................... ••••• 
Do ............................................................... C •••••••••. do •••••••••••••..••.•• • .. ·•••• 
Do . • ........................................................... . , C ........ : .do .••••••••••••.•• • , • • · · • • • • • • 
Do . .............................. , ........... , ................... C .......... do ••••••••.•••• ········•···•·• 
Do ............................................................... B .......... do ............ ••• .. •••· .. ••••• 
Do ................................................................ C .• ••••.••. do •••••••••••• ···••···· .. ••••• 
Do . ........... . ........................ . ...................................... do •••••••••••••• •••••····••••• 




















272 382 " 3 
273 383 " 3 
274 384 " 3 
275 385 " 3 
276 386 " 3 
277 389 " 3 
278 390 " 3 
279 391 " 3 
280 392 '-' 3 
281 393 " 3 
282 401 " 3 
283 405 " 3 
284 409 " 3 
285 414 " 3 
286 427 " 3 
287 426 " 3 
288 358 " 3 
289 359 " 3 
290 362 " 3 
291 369 " 3 
292 371 " 3 
293 396 " 3 
294 404 " 3 
295 413 " 3 
296 594 " 3 
297 398 " 3 
298 348 " 3 
299 361 " 3 
300 337 " 3 
301 337~ " 3 
302 338 " 3 
303 344 " 3 
304 347 "3 
305 350 " 3 
306 372 " 3 
307 406 "3 
308 415 " 3 . 
309 416 " 3 
310 418 " 3 
311 412 " 3 
312 417 " 3 
Do.••• .• ••.,•• .. •• •. •• .• ••••••••••••••••,.•••••••••• •. •• .• •••••• ,B . •••• •..•. do ••• •••••••• •• • ••• • ••• •.•••.• 
gL ·:"::: ::··_·-:-: :· :·-: ::· :·::: :-_·._·-:: :· :·-:-:::: :·:":·:·:·: '.:":·:· :·: ::·:·:·:: :-.":·:· :·:·:::-::·:":":8.::::::: : : :it:::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : 
Do., •••••.•••.•..••••.••••. ;., ................................... B ..•••..•.. do ........................... . 
Do ............................................................... B .•••••.••• do .•••••.•• , ..•.•.•••.•••••••• · 
Do .............................................................. ,C .•••••.••. do .•••••.••••••.•.•.•...•.•..• 
Do ..•••••.••.•..••• ~ ............................................. B ..••••.••. do .••••..•••••....•••.•.•.•.•• 
Do ...•..•••••••••.••••..•••••.••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••.•••. B .•••••.••. do .••••••• , ••.•••••.•.....•..• 
Do ............................................................... C .......... do ..•••• , ••••••••••.•••••.•••• 
Do ...................................... · ......................... B .......... do ....•.•.. , •...•••.••....•.• , 
Do .••••.••..••.•••••••••••.•••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•. A ••••••.••. do •••••.•••••••••.•••••.•.•••• 
Do ............................................................... C .••••••••. do ...•.•••••..•••.•• ,, •••.•.•• 
Do ............................ .-•.•••••••.•..•.••.••••••••••.••••• -••..••••••••. do .••••••••.•..••.•••.....•... 
Do ............................................................... C .•••••.•.. do .••.•••.•.••....••••..•...•• 
Copper pyrites in sienite, ·wall vein ....... , ••.•• ,,•·.,,•••,., .. • .. •• .. •• .C .•. , , ..... do .......... ,, .••. ,,,, ....•. ,, 
Gray copper ore ..•••..••••.•••..••..• ,,.··.•···.··••··••··••··•• .• •• .A .• , • • •.... do •••.••• ,, .. ,, .. ••••··.• .• ,•• 
Gray copper ore-quartz and green carb., (first discovery of the mine,) ...••••..••••••••• do ........................... , 
Grab0c?:,e_r, ~r_e:::::: :·. ·.,:::: :.':::: ·.: :·:.::: :: ·.: :.' :: : : :: .': : : : : : : :: : : : : :! : : : : : : : : : t::::: :: .'::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Gray copper ore, coated with green carb., ... ,.,, •• .•..••.• ,· ..• , , •• .. , •. A ••••••.••. do ................ , .......... . 
Do ................ do .................. , • , .... , • •. • • ••. , , , , ••• , • ............... do •••••••••••.• , , • • •, , ..... , • , 
GrD0c~0p0p0e0r • ~~~::::: .' .' .' .' :: .' .':::::: :: _' _'::: .' :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : .'::::::: :g : : : : : : : : : t: : : :: : : : : :: : .":::::::: :·:.::: : 
Do .•••••..•••••.••••.•..•••••• , .•. ,•··,,··,. • ·• •• ·• .• •, ··, • ··, ••...• , ••••••. do .•• , ••• , •.• ,,••,,••• ... ,•,,, 
Carbonate of copper ...... , ..... •,., .. ,••••••••··•·•••••••••••••••••, •. C .• , •, ••••. do •• , .. ,••,••,,•,,••••, .. ,,,,, 
Quartz, with a little carb. of copper .•• ,,, .. ,, • • .. , • • • •.,, .. , , , , ... •., ••••..••••..••. do .•••• , ........... , , , •••••••• 
Do •••••••••••.•••••• do .......... ,, ... , .• , •• ,,··,,,.• ... ,,., ................... do ........................... . 
Quartziferous trap rock gangue .•• , , .... • • • •·. • • · • · •· • • • • ... ,,, •• ................. · •. do •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Fragment of trap dyke in decomposed feldspathic rock ................................ do., ••• , •••••••••.•••.•••••••• 
Trap rock •••••••..••...• ,.•,•••••••••·····•••••••····•••••••,, ••••.•....••••.•••. do .••.• , ••••••••• , •.• , •••••••• 
Trap rock, consisting of hornblende and feldspar ........................ • B .•••..•... do .•••••• _• ................... . 
Trap rock porphyritic .•• , ••• , •• , ... ,,••··•••••, .. ·,•• .. • .•••.•.••.. , • . A ...••..... do ........................... . 
Do .••••••. do ...•••••••• ,, .. •,•••••· .. ••••,•••··••••,, .. , ••• , •.•••. B .••••••••. do ........................... . 
Trap rock .•••••.••••.. ,,,•··••••••·••···•·•••·••······•,,, .•••••••••. C .••••••••. do .••••••••••••••• .- ••.••••••• ·• 
Do ................ , •.• ••• .. •·•···••···•··•····•·•··•, .••••.••••••. B .••••••••• do ........................... . 
Trap rock, resembling sienite., • • • •• • • .. • • • • ••,, .. ,,, ... , .............. C •••••••••• do •••••• , •••. , ....... , •••.•••• 
Tra_gi~~l~ .' ::::.:·::::::::.:·:::::: .': :. : ·: _-: .'.'.'.' :::::::::::::::::::: ,'.','.' .'c · : : : : : :: : : t::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Sienite, decomposed ...... ···•···•·•••··•• .. •••• .. •••• .... , .... , ....... C .•• , , ..... do .• , ........................ . 



























Progres- No. of I 



































Catalogue ef rocks, minerals, ores, and fossils, collected by Dr. John Locke-Continued. 




Sienite .................................................................. Bruce mine .... . ....... · ••• , .... •••• ••••• 




Hornblende rock, consisting of hornblende and feldspar ................................ do .............. •••• .• • .... ••. 
Do .............. do .................. do .•••.•••••.••.••••••.•••.••••.••••.••••• do ................ , ..• , .•••••• 
Do .............. do ..•••. : •••••.••••. do ......................................... do ........................... . 
" 3 Hornblende rock .......................... . ................... , ...... • .•••••••••. do .••• ••, ••• , •••••• • .• •··••••• 
" 3 Chlorite slate, next to vein, the wall ............................................... do ........................... . 
" 3 
"3 
Breccia , jasper and quartz....... . • • • .. • • • • • . • • • • .. • • •. • • • • .. • • • • • • •. • • • • . 2 miles west of Bruce mine .••••••.••.•••• 
f)o .•••.•••••. do .••••••••••.•••.•••••.••••••••••..•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••. do ........................... . 
" 3 Do ........... do ............................................................... do ........................... . 




Jasper breccia ..................................................................... do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bluff and red jasper in place ........................................................ do ........................... . 
Trap rock ........................................................................ do ........................... . 
"3 Limestone ........................................................................ do ........................... . 













Do ............................................................................ <lo ........................... . 
Indurated chlorite slate ................................................. ·\· .••••.•.. do .• · ••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 
Coarse gray sandstone.................................................... Grand Island .•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Re{f ~~,~~~.?ii\ :)i ;::)~":) !)) ~! ~:::::: ):.! !))\)\\)])ii~~~ ~!Li)~);; i\) )! ~: \\ i ! ~ 
Red and gray sandstone .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I ••••••••••• do ••..•••••••••••••.•••••.•••• 
Do .•••••.••• do ...................................................... I •••••• : ••• do •••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••• 
Fine white sandstone ..................................................... ; Grand Portal .......................... . 






Coarse sandstone .•••••• , ............................................... .I. ••.•.••.. do ........................... . 
Nodulesstained with oxide of iron in white sandstone and nodules of oxide of iron \· ......... do ........... •· .. •••· .. •••·••• 
g~::::::::::::: :i~::::::::::::::::: :~~::::: :: : : : : : : : : :i~: :: : : : : : : : : :1::::::: : : t::::: :·. ·.: :: .': : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : 





















346 561 II 4 
347 562 " 4 
348 563 II 4 
349 564 " 4 
350 565 " 4 
351 566 " 4 
352 567 " 4 
353 568 " 4 
354 569 " 4 
355 570 " 4 
356 571 " 4 
357 572 " 4 
358 573 " 4 
359 574 " 4 
360 575 " 4 
361 576 " 4 
362 577 " 4 
363 578 " 4 
364 579 " 4 
365 580 " 4 
366 581 " 4 
367 582 " 4 
368 584 " 4 
369 585 " 4 
370 586 " 4 
371 587 " 4 
372 588 " 4 
373 589 " 4 
374 590 " 4 
375 591 " 4 
376 592 " 4 
377 583 " 4 
378 627 " 4 
379 ... 628 " 4 
380 629 " 4 
381 454 " 3 
382 620 " 4 
383 455 " 3 
384 456 "3 
385 457 " 3 
386 458 " 3 
D ,10 do, • , • • 11 • • • • , , , • do . o .............. u . .................. d ....•.•••••..•••• , do 
d O t t I I It If I I If t I do I! t t t It I I It I I It It tt I I ti It I I tt t • t Do .•••• , .• ,,.,,• o. • • · · ·· · • · · •• • • • '· · · • • ••··•••• ;I .•••••••• • do ...••. 
Do .............. do ............ , .. ,, .do .. ,•••"••,, .. •• ,do. , ................... do ...... :::::::·:::·.·.~::::::::: 
Do .............. do ................. . do .•••••.••••.•••. do ..•••••.•...••••.... do ........................... . 
Do .............. do .................. do . ............... do ................. , ••• do ........................... . 
Do .••••..••.•.•. do .•...•••••.•••.••. do ................ do ..................... do ........................... . 
Do .•••••.•...••. do .................. do ................ do ••••••••••..••••••••• do .••.•••..•• .•.••.•••.•••••••• 
Do .••••.•••..•.. do .•••••.••..•••.•• . do ................ do ..................... do .•••• , ..................... . 
Do .............. do .................. do ................ do ••••••••••..•••••.••. do •• ,, ........................ , 
Do .•••••.••.•••. do .••••• . •••• .. ••••• do . ............... do ..................... do.-.......................... . 
Do .............. do .................. do ................ do ..................... do ........................... . 
Do .............. do .................. do ..••••.••••••••• do ..................... do ........................... . 
Do .••.••••.••••. do .................. do .••.••.••••••••. do .•••.•••••..•••••.••. do ........................... . 
Do .••.••••.••.•. do .•••••.•...••..•.. do ................ do ..................... do ............ , ••••••••..•••• ~ 
Do .•••••.•••.••. do ...... . .......... . do ..•..••..••••••. do ..................... do ........................... . 
Do .............. do . •••••••••••.•.••. do ................ do ..................... do .•••••••••.•••••••••.•..••••• 
Do. . ........ , •• do .................. do .•••••••.•• , •••. do ..•••••.••..••••..... do .......... , •.•••.•...••..•.• 
Do .•••••••••.••. do .................. do ................ do .•• , ................. do ........................... . 
Do .••..•••••.... do .................. do ..•..•••.••.•••. do .•••••••••.. ~ ••••.••. do ........................... . 
Do .•••••••••.••. do .•••••.•••••.••••• do ................ do .••••• , .••..••••••.•. do ........................... . 
Do .•••••.•••.••. do ..••.••••..•...••. do .•.•.••.•••..••. do .•••••••••..•••••.••. do ........................... . 
Do .•••••.•••..•. do .................. do ........... , ••• ,do .•••••••••.••••..... do ........................... . 
Nodules of peroxide of iron in white sandstone .••• , ...... , ........................... do ........................... . 
Do .•••••.••.•••• do .••••••••••. do .............................................. do .•••••.•.••••••••••.•••••.•• 
Do .•••••.•••.•.. do ........... ,do ... ........................................... do . .......................... . 
Do .............. do ............ do .............................................. do ........................... . 
Nodules of peroxide of iron in white sandstone ............................ .. ......... do ........................... . 
Do .•••••..•.•••••. do .................................................................. , •• , ............... . 
Do •••••••••••••••• do., ................. ,.,, ........................ , ..................................... . 
Do .• , •••••••.••••. do ••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••• , •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Do ................ do ................................................................... , ................. . 
Pseudomorphous carbonate of lin1e in peroxide of iron ..................... , ....................... , ••••• , .......... . 
Vein of sulphate of baryta in coarse gray sandstone ........... , • , •••••••• , . . • , • , •••.••• , ............... , ••••••••••• 
Do ............................ do ................................................ , ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Do .•••••••••••.••••••••••••••. do ............................................... , ............. ,, •••••••.••• 
White sandstone .•• •• .. •••••• • • .. • • .. • • • • .. • • •• • • • • .. • • .. • •....... • .. • • . Portal rock •• , , ....................... . 
Fine gray sandstone, •• ••,,••••••,· .. •·•• .. •• .. ••••,, ............................. do, ................. , ........ . 
Nodule of calcareous rock .• • , .• • • • • · • • • • • · • • •, , , • • , . , , , , ••••• , • • • • • • • • • • . Portal cave ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••• 
Fucoides duplexus in white sandstone, (retained by Dr. Jackson,) ............ Grand Portal cave •• , , , , ............... . 
Do .• •.• .... • ... • •••• do., .... •.• .... •• •• •.••• •. do•••••• .• ••••••••• .. •• ... ••• .do.•••••• .. • •• • •• •••••• ... •••. 






































































































Description. T ·Gcali-ty. 
Fucoides duplexus in white sandstone ...................................... Grand Portal cave .••••.••.•••••••.•••••• 
Do •••••••••••••••••. do ................................................................................... . 
Do .•••.•••.••••••••. do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..• -•• ••• ••• •••••••••••••••••••··••··••••• 
Fucoides duplexus in white sandstone, (retained by Dr. Jackson,) •••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••• , ................... . 
Fucoides duplexus in white sandstone ............................................................................. . 
Fucoides du plexus in white sandstone, (retained by Dr. Jackson,) •••••••••••.•••• ~ .................................. . 
Fucoides duplex us in ,vhite sandstone ............................................................................. . 
Do .•••••......•••••. do ................................................................................... . 
Fucoides du plexus in white sandstone, (retained -by Dr. Jackson,) ................................................... . 
Fucoides du plexus in white sandstone ............................................................................. . 
Fucoides duplexus in white sandstone, (retained by Dr. ,Jackson,) ................................................... . 
Fucoides duplexu·s in white sandstone ............................................................................. . 
Fucoides duplex us in white sandstone, (retained by- Dr. Jackson,) .•••••••.••.••••.••••. do •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
Sandstone and conglomerate of quartz pebbles .••• -. ••.••••••••••••• , •••••••• Pictured rocks (probably) ............... . 
Gray sandstone stained with carbonate of copper ...................................... do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Buff' sandstone . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •• • • • • •. • • • • • • • • . Near head of the rapids of Sault St. Marie. 
Do ................................................................ , ••••••••. do •••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
Do .......................................................................... do •••.••••••..•••••••••••••••• 
Do ........................................................................... do ••••••••••••••••• -••••••••••• 
Do ..................................................................... -••••• do •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
Gray sandstone. • • • . . • • • • • . . • . .. • • • • •. • • • • • . • • .. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • . . ••••••••• do •••••.••••.••••••••••••••••• 
Red sandstone, mottled ............................................................ do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Red sandstone .................................................................... do ........................... . 
Do .•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• ; ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••• • do, ••............•.....•...•.• 
Do ..••••••.••..•.•••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• · •..••••••••• do ........................... . 
Red sandstone, mottled .................. ." ......................................... do •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
Do .......... do .•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••• , ••. do •••••••..••••••••••••••••••• 
Red sandstone ••••••...•••••.•••••.••••••••.••••••••.•••.•••••••.••••••..•••••••• ,do •••••••.•••.••••••••••••••• • 
Red and gray sandstone, mottled .••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••..•••••.••. do ••••••••••••.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Copl)er pyrites, in quartz.. • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • Echo lake • ••••••••.••••••• , , • • , • • • • • • • • 




















420 304 "3 
421 305 " 3 
422 306 " 3 
423 307 " 3 
424 308 " 3 
425 309 " 3 
426 310 " 3 
427 395 " 3 
428 399 " 3 
429 402 " 3 
430 311 "3 
431 312 " 3 
432 317 " 3 
433 318 "3 
434 319 "3 
435 320 " 3 
436 .325 " 3 
437 326 " 3 
438 327 " 3 
439 330 " 3 
440 332 "3 
441 329 "3 
442 313 " 3 
443 314 " 3 
444 324 " 3 
445 328 " 3 
446 331 " 3 
447 321 " 3 
448 322 " 3 
449 323 " 3 
450 333 " 3 
451 334 " 3 
452 186 " 4 
453 255 ,, 4 
454 216 " 4 
455 226 " 4 
456 230 " 4 
457 , 189 " 4 
458 193 "4 
459 194 "4 
g;:::::::: :;; : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : :.-: ·:: :_: _:::: :: : : :-:-:::::::: :: _:::: :ir: ::-:::::::::: ::-:-::: :: :-: : : : 
Do ...•..•.. do ••••..•••••.• • • • •· • · • • •• • • .•• • ••• • • • •• • · •• • • •· • • , .• , .•••••..•.. do ........................... . 
Do ......... do ................ , ................ .. ........ ••.,,., . ••..• , ....... do ......................... ,,. 
Do .•••.•••. do ................................. .. ............................. do ••••••••••••...••••••.••.•••• 
Do .•••••••. do ........................... . .................................... do •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,. 
Do ........ . do ................................................................ do ........................... . 
Do .•••..... do ............................................................... do ........................... . 
Do .•....... do ................................................................ do .•••••.•• ,, ••••••••••••• ,.•. 
Bluish gray co1npact limestone ...................... . ............................... do .•••.•••••...•••••••••••• ,,. 
Do ............ do ............................................................. do .••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,. 
Limestone eroded by water, showing strata .......... ............................ . ... do .••••..••• , .............. ,,, 
Lirnestone eroded by water, less acted upon ..................... ,, ................... do ...•••• ,, ••• ,,, •••• ,, ... ,, •• 
Limestone eroded by water ........................ ... .............................. do ........................... . 
Do ..••••..... do ..................... ......................................... do ..••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
Limestone compact, retained fc,r analysis ......................... f, ... .. ............... do ...••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Limestone eroded by water, showing strata ...••••....•.••••.•••••..•••••••..••••..... do ....................... , •••• 
Limestone eroded by water ....................... , • , , .• • .......•..•.••••..•••••.••. do .......................... , , 
Do .•••• •..•.. do ............... ••·· .•. • ..... •·· ..... , ••..•••• , ................ do .......................... ;. 
Do .•••....... do ....••.•......• ·•••··•• •. • · .. ··•• ........ , •..••..•. , .••••..•.. do ...••••..••••••••.•••••••••• 
Liinestone shewing drift scratches ................................... , ••••..•••••.... do ........................... . 
Chlorite slate containing pebbles of quartz and feldspar ................................ do .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Do .••. . .•.......•. do .••••..... , .... do . ....................................... do ........................... . 
Chlorite slate containing scattered nodules of feldspar rock ............................ do ......................... , •• 
Chlorite slate ..••• , ... • • , •· . • • • •. • • • · · • •· · • • • • • . • ... • ............................. do ........................... . 
Silicious indurated slate .... ...... , •.• • •, · .........••....•......••.•••.....••••.•.•. do ........................... . 
Trap rock ........ • • , .. • • .. • · .. · • • • .. • • • • .. · • · • · • • • .. • , • .......................... do ........................... , 
Do ..••..•. ; ............................................................. ~ •..•. do ........................... . 
Do ............... ••···•·····•·· .. ·•····•••• .. •••• .. ·•••··• .................... do .•••.•••••.••••••••••••••••• 
White sandstone fron1 a boulder ........................................... vV. camp, August 10 .•..••••••.•••••••.• 
White sandstone from a boulder ... •.•··•••• ... ••,··•••• ................... N ear carnp; August 10 .................. . 
T. R. S 
Indurated slate , containing pyrites ... • • • •.•••••.• • • , ... •...... • • .. • • • • • • • . . 48, 25, 2-Cross island .................. . 
Indurated slate .•• • •..• • • • •· · · • • •· • • • • .. · • • • .. • • • • • • • .............................. do .•••.•••.••.••• ; , ••••••••••• 
Rock composed of feldspar and quartz ............................................... do .............. , ••••••••••••• 
Rock composed of green feldspar and quartz ......................................... do .••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
Quartz .••• • · • · • • · • · • • • • • •· • • • • .. • • • • • · · • · • • • · • • • • • • · • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • . • • . 48, 25, 2 ............................. , •• 
Green slate, with vein of carb. lime .. ······••••··•••••·................... 48, 25, 11, Dead River Falls .... , •.••••••• 
Do .•••• ··•••• .. ••···· •.. do···•• .. ···••••····•·••••••• ............... 48, 25, 11 ••. .......................... , 
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Catalogue of rocks, minerals, ores, and fossils, collected by Dr. John Locke-Continued. 
No. of Description. Locality. 
box. 
















Green slate, with vein of carb. lime ........................................ 48, 25, 11, Dead River Falls, ....... ••••• 
Do ...................... do ............................... , .......... 48, 25, 11 ......... ~ ............... • • .. • 
Magnesian limestone, pink colored .•••••. .- ............................... , .••. do .............................. •••• 
Magnesian limestone, pink colored, in slate .................................... do ................................. . 
Magnesian limestone, pink colored ............................................ do ........ , ....................... , , 
Magnesian limestone, vein, (retained by Dr. J.) ......... ....................... do ................................. . 
Magnesian limeston~, vein ................................................... do ................................. . 
Flesh colored feldspar and quartz rock, porphyry(?) •••••.•••••••••••.••..••..•.• do .. ............................... . 
Pebble of breecia, decomposed feldspar and iron ore... • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • .. • • • • . Mouth of Dead river ................... . 
Flesh colored feldspar and quartz, fine grained porphyry? ................... , Middle island .......................... . 
Rock composed of feldspar and quartz ........................................... do ............................... . 
Do .................... do . . . .. • • • • . . • • .. • • .. • • • • •• • • .. • • .. • • • • .. • • • • . Middle island, S. end of island .......... . 
Argillaceous slate .. • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • . . • . • • . • • • •. • • • • • . • • . • • • . Middle island ........................... . 
Compact slate, containing pyrites .••••.•••••.••••••••••• , ••••.••••••••••••..••••••••. do ........................... . 
Brown slate ...................................................................... do ........................... . 
" 4 
" 4 
Altered slate ........... , .•••.••.•••••..•••.••.••••••.••.••• , •• •· ••••.••..••••••••. do ............................ .
Chlorite slate ..................................................................... do ............................ .
" 4 Green slate ....................................... , ••.•..• , .•• , ••••••••..•••••.••. do ........................... . 





Hornblende rock passing into sienite, red feldspar ..................................... do ........................... . 
Sienite, composed principally of hornblende and a little red feldspar .................... do ........................... . 
Compact black trap ................................................................ do ........................... . 









Cale. spar in indurated sandstone.......................................... 49, 25, 34, Granite Point .......... • .. ••• 
Cale. spar in red sandstone................................................ 49, 25, 34 ................ • .. • • • • .. • • • • • 
Light green hornblende rock, a boulder ........................................ do ................ •··•· .. ·•·• .. ·•·•· 
Lamellar hornblende rock, a boulder .......................................... do ....... , ......... •• .. •· .. •· .. ····• 
Do .•••••....••••..•..••. do ............................................ do .................. ,··••··•· .. ··•·• 
Do ..................... . do ............................................ do .•••••.••••••••• •··•• .. •••• .. ··••• 
Sla~
0





















491 220 " 4 
492 242 " 4 
493 249 " 4 
494 257 " 4 
495 217 " 4 
496 221 " 4 
497 225 " 4 
498 283 " 4 
499 223 " 4 
500 269 ~ " 4 501 516 " 4 
502 224 " 4 
503 609 " 4 504 610 " 4 
505 553 " 4 50G 608 " 4 
507 618 " 4 
508 541 " 4 
509 227 " 4 
510 228 " 4 
511 229 " 4 
512 284 " 4 
·513 286 " 4 
514 274 " 4 
"515 275 " 4 
516 276 " 4 
'517 277 " 4 
518 278 " 4 
519 279 " 4 
520 218 " 4 
521 238 " 4 
522 245 " 4 
523 234 " 4 524 246 " 4 
525 247 " 4 
526 248 " 4 
527 280 " 4 
528 281 " 4 
529 282 " 4 
530 232 " 4 
G reenish and red nodule , from sandstone nea.r the t rap .•••. • ••• •• •••••••••• .• • •• do .•••••• 
Brownish red ·sandstone , , • • · • • • • •· • • • • • · • • • • • • · • ' ' ' • ' ' • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • , •••• do. • • • • • : • • • • • • · .. • • • • •• • • • ' " • ' • • • 
Red feldspar and vein of calc spar .,,• .. •• .. •• •••••• .. • ... •••••••• ....... , ..•.. do •••... :.::::::::::::::·:.:::::::::: 
R ed feldspar crystallized •.•• , , •••• • • • • ••, •, • .. ,, ... ,., ... ,, • ,, , , .. , , ......... do ................................. . 
Hornblende rock .•••••••.• , .... , , •.••••••. • •••.••••.••• •••••• , •• • ....... 48, !25, 2, Savine island ................. . 
Red feldspar, porphyry ...................................................... do .•••••.••. do ..................... . 
Porphyry •••••.••..•••.••..•••.••..••.•••• . ••••• .. , • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • . 48, 25, 2 .............................. . 
Rock composed of feldspar and quartz ..................................... 48, 25, 11, Dead river .................. . 
Chlorite suitable for ma.king pipes, spec. g rav. 2.90 ......................... Carp River post office .................. . 
Do' ••••.•••••.•••.••• do . ..................................................... do ........................... . 
D o .••..•••••..•..••. do ............... .. .... ........ . ........................ do ........................... . 
Quartz rock ............... . .... . ................................................. do ........................... . 
Granular quartz rock, mottled with red .....••• , . . ................... , , •••..•••••.••. do ........................... . 
Granular quartz rock , mottled with red, (see No. 560) ............... ,_ .•••....••..... do .......................... ,. 
Chlori te in rock, composed of chlorite and felspa.r............. •• • • • • .. • • • • • Carp river ............................. . 
Compact calciferous slate, containing iron pyrites .. ......... . ................... do ................................. . 
Compact blue limestone, containing iron pyrites .•...•••••.••..•• •• • ••••••••..•.. do ...... . .......................... . 
Trap rock , g reen feldspar , near slate ......... , . .. . , • . • • •• • • • • .. • • • • •• • • • • • 1 mile N. of Carp river, Lake shore ...... . 
Granular white quartz, (probably altered sandstone) ........................ Head of Upper Nubish Rapids .......... . 
Granular pink quartz , ( probably altered sandstone) . .................................. do .................... , ...... . 
Do .•••••.••..•.•...•.•...••. do .....•••••.•••• , .............................. do ........................... . 
Granular white quartz, (probably altered sandstone) ........................ Nnbish Rapids ......................... . 
D o ..•• • •.••••..••. • •.•••.••• do ..•• • •.•... •• •.••.• • .... •.• •.• • •• •• ..••••. do ••• • ••.•• •• ... ••• .... •• •••••• ••• 
Granular quartz, altered sandstone . .. . . . .. . .................................... do ............................... . 
Do ..•..•••.•..•• do .•••••.• . ..••• , •• ••.• ··•, .•• , •.••••••••..•••.•••.••••. do ............................... . 
Altered sandstone, fi ne grained, compact, large grooves . ••••••.••••••••••••••••••. do .............................. ,. 
Altered sandstone, compact •• , , , •.• , , ••.• , • , . • , • •· , •• , , .•• , ......... , ••••.••••. do ............................... . 
Altered sandstone, compact, grooved .•••• , .•••• _ •• ..•••••••••••••.••.•••••..••••. do ............................... . 
Altered sandstone, con1pact ...................... . ............................. do ......................... , •••••• 
Sien ite , coated with epidote , , , , • • •,,,, .. , • • • .. ,,,, , .• •,, •.,.............. 49, 25, 29, near Mount Burt . . ........... . 
D o .• ••. ••. do .• ,, · ··,,··,,··•,•• ... •,,,.,•,, •. ,•,• ........... . ............... do ........................... , 
D o • • .•..•. do ....... , • , . , • , . , , • •• , •• , • , . , • ... , , , , . , ••••••••••••••••.••• ~ •.•.. do ••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••• 
Sienite, in pla.ce ..•• ,, • .•••• , ••• , •• , ., •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••••••• do, .......................... . 
Sieni te, coarse g rained ••••.••• , , •• •. • • .......................... . ................. do ........................... . 
Siet ~e: -~~~ ~:~i~~~~ ·: .' .' .': :·. ·.::::::::::: :·. ·.::: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~~::::: :: : : :: :: : : : : :·. ·.:::::::: 
Sienite, coarse,,composed of large crystals of hornblende and feldspar . .. ,_ •••••••••••••.. do ........................... . 
Trap rock , 20 feet dy ke, sides No. 1 .... ................................... Mount Burt ........................... . 
Trap rock , 20 feet dyke, middle No. 2 ...... . ................................... do ............................ . 
Red porphyry , large cryst;1ls, red feldspar, and large grains quartz, with carb. • ·' 
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Catalogue ef rocks, minerals, ores, and fossils, collected by Dr. John Locke-Continued. 
No. of Description. Locality. 
box. 







Rock composed of feldspar and quartz ..................................... 49, 25, 29, near Mount Burt ...••• • .. ,,•,• 
Epidote • • • • • • • .. • • • • • . • • • . • • . . • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • . • . . • . Near Mount Burt, on shore. . • • • . •.••••• 
Drab colored novaculite,hard and compact,superior quality, (retained by Dr. J.) 48, 26, 30, Teal lake ...... , ... ,•• ... ••,• 
Dark colored novaculite, lrnrd and compact, supei:ior quality, (see 561) .................. do ........................... . 
White sandstone, containing a little carb. lime ........................... , Near Tobacco river ..................... . 
Do ........................ do ................................................ do ........................... . 
" 4 
" 4 
Coarse gray sandstone .................................................... Near Miners' river ..................... . 







Quartz and red feldspar. Standard No. 2 ................................ , • 46, 26, 6 ............................. , 
Quartz and flesh-colored feldspar... .. • • • • .. • • .. • • .. • • • • •. • .. • • .. . • • • .. • • • • • 46, 27, 25, Eskanawby rapids ........... . 
Rock composed of blue quartz and white feldspar ••• , ...................... 46, 26, 30, Eskanawby rapids ........... . 
Rock composed oflarge crystals of blue quartz and red feldspar .............. 46, 26, 31, Great Falls of Eskanawby •••• 
Light-red sandstone ...................................................... From a point west of Train point ••••.••• 
Do •••••••. do ............................................................. ~ •• do ••••••••••••••..•••••••••• 
" 4 Red and white sandstone .......................................................... do ......................... . 
" 4 White sandstone ............. , ................................. . .................. do ......................... . 
" 4 
" 4 
Vein of sulphate ofbaryta in sandstone.,, ........................................... do ......................... . 
Do .................... do • , ••• , .................................... ., ........ do ......... · ••••••• , ••••••••• 










Green trap rock versicular covered with fine crystals of epidote . • • • • • • .. • • • • • Gros Cap ••••••.•••••••••••••. ,,,., ••• 
Trap rock containing nodules of chlorite and epidote ............................. ,do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Amygdaloidal trap .•.•••••.•••••••••••••••••...•••.•••.•••.••••• , •••••••.••• _.do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Trap rock containing leonhardite ........................................ , ••••• do ............................. . 
Amygdaloidal trap amygdules of a bright red mineral (retained for analysis), •••• , •. do ••••••• ,., •••••••••••••••••••• 
Rock composed of feldspar, chlorite, and quartz .• , •••• ,., ••.••••••••• , ••••..••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• , 
Vein of quartz .••• , .................... , .................................. , ••• do ...... , ...................... . 
Ca~b. lime with a slight coating of carb. of copper •••••••••••••. , ................. do •••••••••••••••••.•••••• • • · • • • 





Epidote nodule ........................................................ , ••••••. do ............................. . 
Pink-colored talcose slate (should follow 504) • • • • • • • • . • • . . . • . . • . . • • • •. • • • • . Carp river post office ••••••••...•.••••• • 
Novaculite, drab-colored, yields to knife, good quality (should follow 534) •••• 48, 26, 30, Teal lake ................... . 




















563 521 " 4 
564 522 " 4 
565 526 " 4 
566 593 " 4 
567 523 " 4 
568 524 " 4 
569 535 " 4 
570 536 " 4 
571 537 " 4 
572 539 " 4 
573 540 " 4 
514 518 " 4 
575 525 " 4 
576 605 " 4 
577 623 " 4 
578 624 " 4 
579 842 " 4 
580 650 " 4 
581 651 " 2 
582 649 Long box. 
652to 8411 L2 
. . 1 f' pyrites with chlorite .• • • • • Quartz con taming spec u1 o ~opper · ' '· • • '•" • • • • • 48, 26, 28 S. E. 1 sec • 
Quartz containing copper pyrites• • • • • • · " • • • • " • • • • •' • ' '' ' ' " • • • • • · • • . , • , ..•••••.•• ,do 4 ' ' ' ' • • • • • • • • '· • • • 
Chlorite slate •••.• , .. • • • • • · • • • • • · • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • , • • • • , •• , do ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Iron pyrites in °slate .•• , •• ,,.,, •. ,• .. •••• .. ••••,.,, .. ,•,•,,,,•••,••••••.•,••••,,, •• :do·::::::·.·.·.·.·:::::::.'.'::·.:::: 
Slate with quartz .• , .................................. , ............ , ..... 48, 26 ............................... . 
Slate with carb. of lime ................................................. , 48, 26 ..••.•••••••.•••••••.••.•••••••• 
Compact, fine-grained, slaty, magnetic iron with polarity .................... 48, 26 -i mile N. of sec 18 ............... . 
Do ••••••••••••••.••. do .....•.•.••••••••. do •••••••.••••••.•••••••••.•••••.•••• do •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Do .................. do ................. ,do .................................. ·.do ......................... . 
Compact, fine-grained, slaty, magnetic iron with polarity (retained for analysis) ..••.. ••••. do ••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
Green hornblende rock, standard specimen No. l ... ....................... 47, 26, 18 ............................. . 
Chlorite rock containing carb. lime and pyritP.s ............................................................ , ••••••• 
Compact pyritiferous slate containing carb. lime ................................................................... . 
Pyritiferous slate ............................. ·· ........................................................ ; •••.•••• 
Acicular crystals of sulpha.te of lime ................................................. : ••••••••••••• , •••••.•••••••• 
Do ••••••••.••.•••••. do ••••••••••••••.•.•.•.•••••••.•••••••.••••.•..•••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Orthocera (fragment) (retained by Dr. J. ). . • • • • . • . .. • • • • • • • • • . • • •. • • • • •. • • • St. Joseph's .•••••••••••.••.•••••••••••. 
A, part belonging to the great Orthocera, at the point A to be glued on ................ do ......................... . 
B, part belonging to the great Orthocera, at the point B to be glued on ............................................. . 
Great orthocera, 5 feet long, 8 inches in diameter, joints about three to the 
inch, making in all about 180 chambers. Siphuncle large, well marked, 
and filled with crystals, (see drawing.) Posterior encl contra.cts ab-
ruptly within 2 or 3 inches of the termination ........................ 
1 
....................................... , 
All the same fossil, Pentamerus oblongus .............................. S T2 RE. G. ( , 4, 17 ........................... . 
Nos. 750, 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 785, 787, 788, and 789 are missing., ............................................. . 
Nos. 660, 680, 710, 711, 734, 738, 768, 798, 815, and 826 retained for exami-




































































































Catalogue of rocks, minerals, ~c., collected by J. W. Foster. 
Description. Locality. 
Ferruginous sandstone, base of silurian .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Below Chippewa island, Menomoneek ••••• 
Do .•••••.•••••••••••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••. do •••••••••••.•••••••••••••• •. 
Do ••••••••••••••••••••. do .••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••....••.••••••••. do, •••••••••••••••••••••• , ••.•• 
Red quartziferous porphyry, large crystals of red feldspar, (probably erratic) .•••••••••••. do .............. , •••••••• , •••• 
Do .•••••.••..••••••..••.•••. do. , •• , ••..••••• , •••• , • • ••• do •••••••••.•••••• , •. do .......................... . 
Do .•••••••••••..•••• , .•••••• do .......................... do ...... , ...•••••.••. do .•••••.•••••.••••••••••••••• 
Compact trap (marked "Basalt" F. ) ...................................... ½ mile below Chippewa isl'd, Menomoneek. 
Do ............... do ...................... , ......................... , .•••••.••. do .•••••.••••••.••.•• ,, .•••••• 
Sienite .••.•.••••••••••..•••••.•••••••••• , .............................. 1 mile below Chippewa isl'd, Menomoneek. 
Indurated slate with jaspery pebbles ..••..•••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••• ,. ½ mile below Chippewa isl'd, Menomoneek. 
Indurated slate, with narrow band of jasper •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• , .•••• , •.••. do ........................... . 
Talcose slate, silver gray color ............................................ Chippewa island, Menomoneek ••••••••••• 
Do .•••••.•••••.. do ••• -~· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••.•••• do .•••. ,. •••••••••••••••••.•••• 
Do .............. do ..••.•••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••.••••••••. do ........................... . 
Talcose slate, reddish color ...••••.•.•.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.••••••••• , ..••••••••. do .•••••.••••••••••• , ........ . 
Altered slate, contact with trap, contains pyrites ...................................... do ............... · ............ . 
Do ..••••.•••••.•• do .••...•••.••• do ........... , •••..•••••••••.••••••..••••••••. do ...•.•••.•••..••••••.•••••• 
Calciferous sandstone, lower silurian .••••• , ................................ 33, 28, Caulkin's saw mill, Menomoneek •• 
Limestone, lower silurian, ............................ , ... , ... , •••• , •• , .......... , .do •••• , ..................... ,. 
Sandstone, base of silorian .......................... , ••••••••••••• , , ,, ••• White rapids, Menomoneek., ••••••••• , •• 
White sandstone, silurian ................................................. , ••••.••• do .••• , ••.. , ••••••••• ,, ••••••• 
Red sandstone, fine grained and compact, lower silurian.. • • • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • Grand rapids, Menomoneek .••••• , •• , •• , • 
Do .•••••.••...••••.•.• do •..•••••••••••. do .••••••.•••••••••••••••••...••••••••• do .•••••••• , ••.••••••••••••••• 
Drab colored magnesian li1nestone, lo,ver silurian • , , .............................. , •. do ••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• 
Do.. . •••.•.•.••.•.••••••.•••.••• do .......................................... do ........................... . 
Granular brown magnesian sandstone, lower silurian •••••••.• , ,, •• , , ••••••..••••••••• do .••••••••••••• ,.,., •• ,,,,••• 
Do .• , •.•••• •· ....................... do ........................................ do ........................... . 
Granular quartz, supposed to be indurated white sandst~-ie with ripple marks, 
loose .•• •. • .•. , • , ••.•••••••••••••.•••• , .• , •••••••••• , • • • •• • • • • .. • • • • • Twin falls, Menomoneek •••••• , • • •• • • • • • 
Granular limestone ........... , ................................ , • • •• • • • • • Upper Twin falls, Menomoneek ••••••• • • • 
Granular limestone, containing zoisite (?) ..................... , •••••••••••••••••••• , .do •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 
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Grannln.r limestone and quartz, ~o.ntaining zoisito (?) • • '•' ' •".''. " •• • • .. • '·1· ......... do .•• 
. . .. ~ ........................ . Quartz c~ntammO' crystals of z01s1te (. ), , • • •" • • • •" •,, • .. ,, .. , ......... , •• , do 
Do.' ...... ,.-~ .... , ... do .. ·••• .. •· .. •• .. •••• .. ,,,,",,,••,,, .. , ....... :::::::: :do :::::.'.':::.','::.':::::::·.·.:::: 
Blue argillaceous_slate, (" roofing slate" F. ) .• , . , ... , . , ....... , .................... , , .do •• , .•• ,., .. ,, .. ,, .......... . 
Do ....................... do ............................... .... . . .............. do .•. · ••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Bluish gray limestone . • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • . • . .. • • • • • . . • • . • • . • • • . Belo,v Twin falls, Menomoneek ......... . 
Do ............................................................... , ••..••••.•• . do ........................... . 
Quartz and chlorite ....................................... . ... , • • • .. • • • • • Little Bequinnesee falls, Menomoneek •••• 
Quartz and chlorite, vein .......................................................... ,<lo ........................... . 
Quartz and chlorite, containing copper pyrites ........................................ do, .......................... . 
Vein of quartz in slate, with octahedral crystals of magnetic iron ............ .. ........ do ........................... . 
Blue argillaceous slate, ("roofing slate" F.) .......................................... do ........................... . 
Do .••••••....•.•.•••..••. do ............ . ...................................... do ........................... . 
Ta.lease slate ...................... • .... , • , , • , , , ••.• , , , .•.... , , , • . .. . . • . . Big Bequinesee falls, Menomoneek . .•••••• 
Do ..••..••...... , •••..•.••..•...•••••.• , ...• ,,·· ••• , ......•...••.•..••••..••. do ...•.•..•••••••••••••••••••• 
Mica slate, consisting of q ua.rtz and mica., gneissoid ................................... do ........................... . 
Red fe ldspar in quartz, with a l~ttle se~pentine and white magnesian limestone. Sturgeon falls, Menomoneek ............ . 
Magnesian li1nestone in serpentine, ve1nstone ...... ....••.•.........•..••••..•••••.•.• do ........................... . 
Diallage rock, ("sienite" F .) ..... , ......... • • • ·· ..... • ............................. do . . ....... ;, ................ . 
Do .......... ... do ........... ,, .. •, .. ,• .. ·• ... ,.• ............................. do ........................... . 
Sienite, principally black hornblende ......... , • ........ , ...... , .... . ................. do .•• , ....................... . 
Crystals of red feldspar ..•• , , ... • • • •, • , .. • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • , , .. ........................ do ...•.••.•••..••.•••. , •...••• 
Do .•.. • ••••...•••.... ······················· ··· ··•··· .•..•••••.••••.......•••. do .••..•.•••......••..•.••.•.• 
Slate with specks of copper pyrites .• , •• ,, .... ,•··., ..• , ............................. do ........................... . 
Porphyry with red feldspar,,••••·•••··•• .. ······•····•·•••·.·•• .......... 2½ miles below Sturgeon falls, Menomoneek. 
Do .......... do .••. , •.. ·······,•···········• .. ······,, ......................... do ........................... . 
Porphyritic trap, ("porphyry" F.) • • · .. • · .. · · .. • · .. • • .. • · • · .. ,, .......... . Head of Pemenee falls, Menomoneek ..••. 
Diallage rock ("sienite" F.)., · .. • • · · .. • · .. · · .. • • .. • • .. • · ... , ............. Head isl'd above Pem. falls, Menomoneek. 
Greenstone trap (" basaltic trap" F .) · · · ·· · · · • .. · • • · • • .. • • , , .. . . . • .. . . . . . . . Quiver falls, Menomoneek .............. . 
G-reenstone trap, lighter green,(" porphyry" F.) ...................................... do ........................... . 
Do .••••.......... do ....... • • • • • do •• • ... • • • ... • •• •. • ...••. • ...•• • • •..••••...•. do .••.. • ••.•• • .•••.••.•• • . • ••. 
Decomposed ferruginous limestone, lower silurian.......................... . Near the mouth of Menomoneek ........ . 
Do ..•• , .... ,,···• .. ····••······ .do. ·•·• .. ·•·• .. ••·••• .• , ...................... do ........................... . 
Dro,vn 1nagnesian limestone, lower silurian. • • • • .. - .......................... , •••••. do ........................... . 
Do ......... ,•••···•·· .. ·•·• .do.····•· .. ··•· .. ··•• .. ••,, ....................... do ........................... . 
Do ..•• , .. ,,.••·•••····•···• .do ·•···•· .. ··•· .. ·•·•··•••,............. At the n1outh of Mcnomoneek •.•••.•••••• 
Do . ......... •,.·••• .. •• .. ·· .do.· · .. •· · · • · • .. • • • • .. , •,, ....................... do ........................... . 
Brown magnesian limestone, lower silurian; no "or9·anic remains" ..................... do ........................... . Slaty gray compact magne~ian _limestone, ("marble ' F. ). . • • • •. • • • • .. . • .. • • • 44, 31, 27, and 28, Maehigarnig river .•••• 
L ight drab colored magnes1an limestone ............................................. do ........................... . 
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Catalog1te ef rocks, rninerals, and ores, collected by .T. W. Foster-Co11tinued~ 
Descriptio::i. Locality. 
Compact magnesian limestone, drab and pink colored, ("marble" F.) .••••.••. 44, 31, 27, Ma.chigamig river ............ . 
Do .............................. do .................. do ....................... do ........................... . 
Do .............................. do .••••••••••••••••• do ....................... do ........................... . 
Do .•••.•••••••.•..•••••••••••••. do .•...••••••.•••••• do . • • • • • •• • • • • • 44, 30, 27, Machigamig river .••••••••.••• 
Mica slate .............................................................. Upper Portage, No. 9 .................. . 
Do ................................................................. Machigarnig river, (Postage No 9) .•••.••. 
Mica slate with large crystals of mica, (" granite" F.) ...................... 42, 30, 3, Machigamig river ............ . 
Do ................ do ................ do ....................................... do ........................... . 
Granite ................................................................ 42, 30, 33 ............................. . 
Do. • • • • .. • • • • • . • • • . • • .. . • • • .. • • • • • . • . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . 45, 30, 5 .............................. . 
Granite, coarse without, (apparently a boulder.) ............................ 46, 29, 30 ............................. . 
Compact hornblende rock, (" amphibole rock" F.) .......................... 46, 29, 31 ............................. . 
Mica slate with a little epidote with the iron, (" metamorphic rock" F.)....... 46, 30, 31. ............................ . 
Micaceous specular iron ore with red silicious bands; too silicious for working 
ores .............................................................. . ......... do ........................... . 
Do ...................... do ...................... do ........................... do ........................... . 
Do ................ , ••••• do ......... · ••••••••••••• do ..••••••••••••••••••••••••. do .•••••••••••.••••••..••••••• 
Do ...................... do ...................... do: .......................... do ......... · .......... · ...... ." •• 
Micaceous specular iron ore, wavy with nodules ofsilex; too silicious for work-
ing ores .................................................................. , •• do, ••••••••••••••• , ••••••• , ••• 
JVIicaceous specular ircw ore, rich and pure ••.•.••..•••.•••..••.••.•••••••••.••••••••. do .•••••••••••••••.•••••.••••. 
Do., ............. , ..... , .... , ................................................. do .••••••.•••••••.•.•.•••••••• 
Mixture of 1nagnetic and specular iron ore, very rich ........................... , •.•.. do .•.•••••.••••••••••.•••.•••• 
Hornblende slate ........................................................ 44, 31, Machigan1ig falls ................ . 
Do .•• •• ........................ • ............................... • •• • ........... do ........................... . 
Compact trap, (" amphibole" F.) ......................................... 50, 33, 35, Fall river.: •.. · .............. . 
Argillaceous slate,(" chlorite rock" F.) ................................... 50, 33, 35, near S. line of Fall river •.•••• 
Do., .................. do ...................................................... do •••••••••.••••••••.••••.••• 
Mabnetic iron ore ...................... . ................................ 48, 30, 20, NW.¼ sect_ion Sag~ag~n~.,,., 
o .......... , ................................... , •••••• , .••••••••••. 48, 31, 20, NW.¼ section Sag1ag1no.,,, • 
Do ................... ; , ....................................................... do ................ , ........ ··• 
Compact quartz rock(" amphibole" F.) ................................... 48, 31; 17, NW. ¼ section Sagiagin6 .. • • • 




































Gra.~ q~artz ro_ck, (quartz and feldspar," metamorphic" F.) .. • ....... , ............... do .......................... .. 
Gne1sso1d gran1te. • • .. •, .. • • .. • • "• • • •" • • • •" • •" • • • •" • • • •" • • • • •• • • • • • 48, 31, 17, SW.¾ section Sagiagino ••••• 
Do ....................................... •••••• ........... ...................... do •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Do ......... ......................................................... 40, 33, N. part of Sagiagino ••••••••••••• 
Hornblende rock,(" sienite" F.) .......................................... 40, 32 •••••••••.••••••••.••••••••••.••• 
Catalogue cf the rocks, minerals, 4-"c., collected on the district between Portage and Montreal river, during the years 1847 and 
1848, by J. D. Whitney. 
Pmg,es- 1 No. of I No. of 
sive No. specimens. box. 
1 1 Wt 
2 2 " I 
3 3 " I 
4 4 " I 
5 5 " 1 
6 6 " 1 




9 9 " I 
10 130 " 1 
Description . Locality. 
Mixture of' epidote and a little quartz, very rich in native copper regularly 
divided through the mass. This piece is estimated to yield 60 per cent .• • I 52, 37, 36, Algonquin Mining Company ••• 
Same as No. 1, but not quite so rich in copper. The mixture shows a ten-
dency to amygdaloidal structure, the cop~er often ?eing in rounded or 
spherical masses, and a good deal coa~ed ,vith red ox1?e ••••• ·: ........ ·I· ......... do .......................... . 
Rock resembling No. 2, but more amygdaloidal, the base bemg an epidote trap, 
with amygdules of quartz. The amygdules of quartz are surrounded by 
a coating of granular epidote. This specimen contains but little copper I 
and that in the quartz amyg:dules .• : ..... .' ................ .' ................. • •• do .• , ........... , •••••••••••• 
Fragment of a vein of_ quartz, 4 mches w~de, with layer~ of chlorite trap on 
the exterior formmg selvedges. This quartz contams 4 to 5 per cent. of 
native copper disseminated through it_in fine scales·••••··: ............ 51, 37, 16; Douglas Houghton Mining Co 
Vein of quartz, colored rose red by sub-oxide of copper, metallic copper dis-
seminated through it in thi~ she~ts. S?me spar mixed with the quartz ........... •,do .......................... . 
San1e as No. 5, contains Jacksonite mixed with the quartz ............................. do .......................... . 
Quartz colored by sub-oxide of. copper, with -..:eins o_f chlorite an~ considerable 
metallic copper. One side of the specimen 1s covered with crystals of 
quartz and red feldspar ••• • • .. ~ • • • .. •: • • •. • ................................... , ,do •••• , .... -•• ~ .•••••••••• •••• 
Crystallized red feldspar and quart~ ID; ch_lo~ite and quart~ with native copper •• , ......... do .......................... . 
Group of crystalized red feld~p~r m m~istmct aggregation, a mixed chloritic 
and quartzose rock conta1n1ng native copper ................................ , • , •• do. • • • • .. • • • • • ............. . 
Compact greenstone trap .. ••••"•·•· .. ••••··•••••••••, ................... 51; ay ,. 16, shaft of Douglas Houghton 
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Catalog1.1,e of rocks, minerals, and ores, collected by· J. D. Whitney.-Continucd. 
No. of Des.cription. .. Locality. 
box. 
Wl A joint of trap which gradually passes into a basaltic trap. Tho specimen 
seems to be compact epi<lote and magnetic iron with a little quartz dis-
51, 37, 16, from a trap bluff .............. seminated through it. ............................................... 
" 1 Mass of native copper found associated with No. 12, (13) ....•...••.•........ 50, 39, 16, Minnesota. Company ••••••••• , 
" 1 Rock composed principally of red feldspar with magnetic oxide of iron and 
epidote intermixed ; occurs with native copper irregularly scattered 
• • • • • •. • . . do ........................... , through it .•••••••••••.•••••.•••••.••...••••••••••..••••..••••••••. 
" 1 Epidote and calc. spar with native copper .................................. 50, 39, 15, Minnesota Company .•••••••• , 
" 1 Epidote , massive with thin scales of copper, principally on faces of joints of 
fracture ..••.••.•••••.•...•...•.•••••••••.• •, •••• •··•·•••••···••••· ..•••..... do .•••...•.•.•..•••••.•..•••• , 
" 1 Native copper in epidotc from an abandoned shaft •.•••.•..••••••••••..••••. 50, 39, 22, Ontonagon Company .•..•••• , 
" 1 Calcareous spar and epidote with native copper .................. .. ......... . . • • • .. . . . do ...•....•...•.•. do .••.••••• 
" 1 Ferruginous quartz with vein of qua1 tz and calc. spar coated with epidote ..... 50, 39, 16, in bed of brook near cabins .•• . 
" 1 Yellow paper (yellowish brown quartzose rock, occurs mixed with epidote and 
trap, '\V) ..••••.••••..••••...••••.•.•••.•••••••••••.•...••••..••••. • • • •. • • • • . do ••••••.•••.••••• do •.•.••••. 
" 1 Imperfect red jasper with narrow bands of epidote •...••••••.••..•••••.••.•. 50, 39, 19, Randolph's ..••..•.........• . 
" 1 Quartz with serpentine and specks of copper .•..•••..•••••••........•..••••. 50, 39, 31, Ontonagon Co., from drift .•.• , 
" 1 Massive opidote, structure somewhat arnygdaloidal, arnygdules filled with 
quartz, thin scales of native copper covering nearly the whole surface of 
natural joints, interior of specimen almost destitute of copper scales, tar-
50, 40, 36, Ontonagon Co., from drift. ••• nished with iridescent colors slightly ........•.•.•••••....•...••....•.•. 
" 1 Resembles No. 21 (22) but more amygdaloidal .•.••••......•.•.•••••....... •••••••••. do .••..••••••••••. do •.•••.••• 
" 1 Large sheet of native copper in .partly disintegrated epidote rock, resembling 
old boiler copper .•..•• , •.•..•••••.•..•...••••••...••••.•.•.•.•..••. . • • .• • • • • • do ................ do •••••••• , 
" 1 Native copper investing surface of trap, from drift. •••.•.••...•.•..••........•••••.••. do .••••••••.•••••. do .•••••••• 
" 1 Amygdaloidal trap, cavities filled with radiated epidote ...................... .. ......... do .••••••••••••••• do ••••••••• 
" 1 Compact epidote rock, trappose structure, breaking into small angular frag-
ments, has a tendency to amygdaloidal structure, and has fine specks of .. 
epidote scattered through it ; much of the rock round the mine is of this 
" 1 
ch'.1-racter, and it passes imperceptibly into trap •.••.•.••••••••.. , •••••..••••••••. do., ............ , ,do •• •,,···· 
Brown Jasper .•...••.•.•••.••.•.•••...•.......•...•...•.••....•.•... ,··· , • • • • • • • • • · · • · · ·• • • • • •• ·' •• • • •• • • • • •· • • 
" 1 Epidote ro?k containing irregular fragments of quartz .••.••. ,............... 35, United States Loe.,,,•••••,••••••· • • 





















31 30 " 1 
32 31 " 1 
33 32 " 1 
34 (. 33 " 1 
35 34 " 1 
36 35 " 1 
37 36 " 1 
38 37 " 1 
39 38 " 1 
40 39 " 1 
41 40 " 1 
42 41 " 1 
43 42 " 1 
44 43 " 1 
45 44 " 1 
46 45 " 1 
47 4G " 1 
48 47 " 1 
49 48 " 1 
50 
' 
49 " 1 
!>l 50 " 1 
52 51 " 1 
53 52 ,, 1 
54 53 ,, l 
former ••• ,,,,•,••••••••••·••'•'•'' '•' '' • • '' '' '' '' • • ·' • • · • • • '• · • ·' ·1· · · · ·" • · do 
Rock _breccia, a mixture of trap rock, epidotc, c:i.lc. spar , ~u1d quartz, in drift •. 34, United St~t~·~ L;c·.:·~;;1~ ~~bi~:::::::: 
Brecc1a of trap and sandstone .....•...• ................ , . . • . . • • . • . • . . . • • . . 36, near south line ..................... . 
Red porphyry with crystals 0f red and white feldspar (" quartzosc porphyry, 
base red quartzose rock, crystals of white feldspar sparsely scattered 
through it," W) •..•...•.•...........•.....•.• , ..............•..... I 34, Half mile east of western boundary of 
township High-hill, named by us Por-
phyry, I-I. M .•••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Gray silicious sulphuret of copper and crystallized sulphate of baryta im-
planted on it ••.•.......•.....•.....•....•...•...•..•.• ,.... .. ...... 18, Mendenhall, from shaft •••••••••••••• 
Crystallized sulphate of baryta. . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . 18, Mendenhall, from shaft, in conglomerate. 
Missino· (" carbonate of lime, six sided prisms and hemitropes of a rare form 
o~ a vein of sulphuret of copper,'' W.) ........ ................................. do ••••••••.••.•••. do ......... . 
Prismatic slate (" black argillaceous sandstone, breaking into rhombohedral 
fragments," W.) .. .................. , .... • ... : ................ _.. . . . 18, Mendenhall, in bed of brook near cabins. 
Prismatic slate (" same as No. 36, rhombohedron with very regular sides, 
natural fracture of sandstone,'' W.) ......... ........... . . , ..............••..... do .••••••••••••• , .do •••••••••• 
Massive epidote with fine particles of native copper disseminated through it, 
say 10 to 15 per cent .•... ,,, •. ,,,.,.,,,,,•·····•••, • , .•...•......•.. 49, 41, 12, Ohio Trap-rock Co., northwest 
corner from principal shaft .•••••••••• Quartz with native copper ..•••.••......... • • • • • • • • · · • • • • ..•..•.••.•.•..•.•••••••••. do . • ••••••••••.••• do ......... . 
Epidote with nati~e copper •.•.•........... , ..•. ••, .•.... , ... , ........•... , ......... do, ............... do ......... . 
Radiated epidote •........• , .••. .. ....... • · · · · · • · · · · · · · .... , ....................... do ................ do •••••••••• Quartz and epidote with incrustation of radiated epidote, native copper in the 
quartz ..••.... , ...•. _. .. ···· .'· •·••··•·•···•• • ·•·•···• ...... , .•• , .............. do ................ do ......... . 
Crystallized quartz and radiated ep1dote .....•..••.••................•.•...•••••••••. do .•••••••••••.••. do .••••••••• 
Calcareous spar and native copper .. • .••............ • • . , • .. , ......................... do; ............... do ......... . 
Impure epidote ·with a sma_ll per centage of copper .••.....••......•.•.•..•..•••••••••. do .............. , .do •••••••••• 
Native copper en~rusted wit!~ earthy matter stamed by gre~n carbonate copper. 49, 41,)2, Ohio Trap-rock Co., from vein .• 
Radiated epidote 111 quartz with a small per centage of native copper scattered . 
through it .••..•...... ,,···.·····•·········•······· ..•.•••...•.••.. 11, Boston & Lake Superior Co., 2° on 
broken shaft . .•••••.•.••••••••• , •••• ; 
Epidote and quartz with native copper· ·:,······:···· .•. ·,:......... . ...... 11, American Exploring Co ••••.••••••••• 
Epidote with copper scattered through the mass 111 fine particles, per centage 
s1nall. •.....•••.•• , , •• • • · · · · · · · · · • · • • • • • · • • · • • • , ............................. do ........................... . 
Radiated epidote in quartz with native copper •••.••..••••••••••.••••••.•.•..••••••••. do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Prehnite ca.le. spar and quartz • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • · • • • • · • • • • • ••.•••••••••••••. 9, American Exploring Co., western loca-
Dark slaty sandstone, ripple marked .................... , • 
Red slaty sandstone, overlaid by amygdaloidal trap • , ••• , , •• : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
tion, in bed of brook near cabins •••••• 
51, 42, 12, bed of Iron river, ••••••••••••• 
16and 21,on line between 16 and 21,i miles 
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Amygdaloidal trap, characteristic base reddish trap, amygdules filled with 
chlorite ..•.•.•.•....••.•..••••••••...••.••...•.•...•••••.•...•.•••• 
Altered sandstone, or dark brown imperfect jasper, has a trappose structure ••. 
16 and 21, on back of hill .••.••••••.•••• 
51, 42, 16, and 21, position of summit of 
hill between 53 and 54 ..•••.••••••••• 
Bed of chloritic trap, amygdaloidal, amygdules filled with chlorite •.•..••.•••• 27, Union river, Minnesota Co •••••••••• ! 
Same rock, but base of amygdaloid more chloritic, native copper in scales on · 
the rock • • • • . . . • • . • • . • . • . • . . • • . • . . . • . • . • • • . • • . . • . . . • . • . • . • . • . • • . • • . • ••••••••• do ........................... . 
Imperfect elongated crystals of native copper, from drift .•...•...••••••..•.•.•••••••••. do ........................... . 
Amygdaloidal chloritic trap, with fine particles of native copper scattered 
through it .•.•..•••...• , , ••.•.•.••••.•.•.•••••.....•.•.••....•.•••. 27, Union river, Minnesota Co., fro111 soutT1 
drift •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Same as No. 59, copper seems to be confined to the surface of natural fracture ..••••••••. do •••••••••••••••• do •••.•••••• 
Sandstone with coating of native copper, from dtift of .•..••••.•...•••••.•.•. Union river, Minnesota Co .•••• : ........ . 
Slaty sandstone at junction with trap...................................... In bed of Union river, near mine .••••.••• 
Quartz and calc. spar colored by copper, in trap •.•.•..••....•....•...•...•.•••••••••. do •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
Quartz and Jacksonite from vein in trap . . . • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • . • . • . 22, Boston Mining Co .••••••••••••.••••• 
Same specimen contains a few fine particles of native copper •.•.•.•.•••••••.•••••••••. do ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
Polished surface of trap (slicken sides) from shaft of ................................... do ........................... . 
Breccia of sandstone and conglomerate..................................... 30 and 19, ! mile east of western boundary 
. of township ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Coarse grained sandstone ................................ , .......................... do ........................... . 
Quartzose rock, imperfect jasper .................................................... do ........................... . 
Amygdaloidal trap rock ; amygdules filled with chlorite.. • . •• • • • • •• • • • • • . • • • 30 ·and 19, bed of Carp river; ............ . 
Nodules of rock with red oxide of copper.. . • •• • • • • .. • • •. • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 49, 42, Boyd's location ................. . 
Trap vvith native copper ............................................................ do, .......................... . 
Trap stained with red oxide of copper, with green carb. of native copper ••••••.••••••••. do ..................... • • •• • • • 
Epidote rock ••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••••••.•••••••••.••..••••••••• do ................ •··••••····· 
Epidote rock with nodules of quartz and native copper. • • • .. • • • • • • . • • • •• • • • • • 49, 42 ..... • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • 
Breccia, brown jasper, and epidote, little native copper •••••••.•••••••••••••• 49, 42 .•• · • • • • •• • · • • • • · • · • .. • • .. •·• ·• • • • 
Epidote trap with a little copper .......... ; .............................. 48, 42, 6, Charter Oak Co···••• .. •• .. ••· 
Epidote trap with small grains of copper................................... 48, 42, 5 •••••• •.do••••··•••• .. ·•··••••· 
Trap ................................................................... 48, 42, 6 •••••.•• do •• •••• .. ••·••••• .. ••· 





















-82 81 " 1 
83 82 " 1 
84 83 " 1 
85 84 " 1 
86 85 " 1 
87 86 " 1 
88 87 " 1 
89 88 " 1 
90 89 " 1 
91 90 " 1 
92 91 " 1 
93 92 " 1 
94 93 " I 
95 94 " I 
96 95 " 1 
97 96 " I 
98 97 " 1 
99 98 " 1 
100 99 " 1 
101 100 " 1 
102 101 " 1 
103 102 " 1 
104 103 " 1 
105 104 " 1 
106 105 " 1 
107 106 " 1 
108 107 " 1 
109 108 " 1 
110 109 " 1 
111 110 " 1 
112 111 " 1 
113, 112 " 1 
114 113 " I 
Chlorite and red feldspar, forming veins in No. 80 ........................... 46, 41, 24 ............................. . 
Mica slate containing small garnets ........................................ 46, 41, 35 ............................. . 
Hornblende rock • • • • • •• • • • • .. • • . • • • • . • • • . • • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. • • • • • . • . .. • • • • . 45, 43, 1 .............................. . 
Fine grained n1ica slate ........................................................ do ............................... . 
Thin strata of metallic copper, coated with red oxide in sandstone; "from red 
oxide vein," W ..................................................... , 51, 43, 14, Isle Royal Co's. location •••••• 
Fragment of one of the rounded masses of sandstone and spar found between 
trap and sandstone ..... , ........................................................ do ........................... . 
Sandstone breccia with sulphuret of copper and a little carbonate ............. 51, 43, 27, Delavan Co ................. . 
Crystallized carb. lime in sandstone breccia, with a little sulphuret of copper ............. do ........................... . 
Amygdaloidal trap; cavities filled with crystallized epidotEfon the exterior, and · 
quartzose within ................................................................ do ............................ . 
Breccia composed of jasper in particles in an impure epidotc base, with much . 
calc. spar .................... , ............... ,, ................................ do ........................... . 
Amygdaloidal trap; cavities filled with a yellow pulverulent substance supposed 
to be deco1nposed epidote (?) ....................... , .... , ...... , .. • • • • • 51, 43, 32, Croton Co .................. . 
Massive epidote rock ....................... , , ..• , ........ , ...... , .• , ............... do, .......................... . 
Epidote and native copper with some quartz ........ , ....................... 51, 43, 30, Isle Royal Co ............... . 
Trap with epidote veins ; copper in the epidote .................................................................... . 
Altered sandstone and jasper forming a ledge............................... 51, 43, 32 and 33, 1 mile past south bound-
ary of township ..................... . 
Jasper ................ , .... •, ... •••··•·•••·•·••···••• .. •••• ....................... do .•• ~ ....................... . 
Red and white quartzose rock ....•.•...•• •• ... • ... •••·· ................... 51, 43, 32, near summit of hill .......... . 
Near junction of trap and quartzosc rock ............................................. do ........................... . 
Jasper and quartz rock ..... • .. •,··•••• .. •••• .. •••• .. •••• ... , .... , ........ 50, 43, 1, so'Utheast corner .............. . 
Brown sandstone .......... , •• ,.••··•• .. •·•• .. •· .. ····,••, ............... 50, 43, 12, l½ milessouthofnorthern bound-
ary of township on E. R. ~inc ........ . 
Porphyry, feldspar base; red feldspar, crystals, and quartz disseminated through 
it ..•••.•••••.••..•. , . , · · •. • · · · • • · • • .. • • · • .. • • • • .. • • • • ·.............. 49, 43, 33 and 34, on S. boundary •••••••• 
A dark mineral like labradorite scattered through the base .............................. do .............. , ............ . 
Brown red porphyry. (" Red porphyritic trap," W) ..... , ................. 50, 42, 32, (64 chains) .................. . 
Red porphyritic trap .•.••.• , •. ,,,,,···,· .. ···•··,,,,,,................... 49, 42, 14, (? ) ......................... . 
Mixture of trap, epidote, and calc. spar .. ,, .. , ......... , ................... 50, 44, Atlas Mining Co ................ . 
Mixture of trap with very minute particles of copper, •.. , ............................. do ........................... . 
Mixture of trap with crystallized quartz .............................................. do •• -......................... . 
Crystallized quartz, prehnite, and dat~olite ........................................... do: ....................... , ••• 
Compact trap. Bed of Presque Isle nver, • • • • •,........................... 49, 45, location 149 .•••.•.•..•••. , ...•.• 
Very fine grained compact trap.,•• .. •• .. •••• .. •, .. , ...................... Tyler's location , ...................... . 
Laumoni te .••.•• , , , • • • • • · .. • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • · • • .. • • • • • • • • , .......................... do ........................... . 
Quartz, prehnite, and a minut~ film of sulphuret of copper ............................. do .................... • ••••••• 
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Very fine grained greenstone .............................................. 49, 46, 9 ... .. ......................... . 
Fine dark argillaceous sandstone , thin layers ............................... Mouth of Black river ................... , 
Compact arnygdaloidal chlorite rock; amygdules filled with white feldspar. 
(" Epidote rock,"W.) •••••..•••••••.••.•••.••••••••••••••••••.••.•... 32, Black River Mining Co .•••••••••.••• 
Vein of quartz in trap with a few specks of sulphate of copper................ 32, bed of Black river at shaft. .......... . 
Amygdaloid produced by fusion of trap and sandstone. (Nondescript rock 
made up ofa greenish epidote, trap, and oxide of iron) .............................. do .•••••.••••••••••.•••••••••• 
Granite composed mostly of quartz and feldspar; the feldspar largely predomi-
nates, and is both white and red, with a few minute specks of black mica 
and chlorite ........ .. ......................................... , • . • • . . 47, 46, 31 ••..••..••••••.•••• • •••••••••• 
Granite composed principally of greyish green feldspar and quartz .•••••.••••..••••. do ............................... . 
Hornblende rock containing minute specks of sulphate of iron ................ 47, 46, 1 .............................. . 
Do ..••••.......•.•••.••.......•••• do, .•..........••..•••.•.•.••..••...•••. do ............................... . 
Magnetic oxide of iron in quartz and feldspar, granite ..................................................... .' •...••••• 
Native copper in bluish green quartzose rock, colored by chlorite ..••••.•.•••• 48, 49, loc. of Montreal River Mining Co. 
Quartzose seam in amygdaloidal trap ........................... , ........... 48, 49, from a so called vein of this Co •••• 
Qnartzosc gradually passing into trap .................................................................... , •••••.••• 
Missing .......................•.....•...............•. ., ........... , ...........................•.•............... 
Do ......................................................................................................... . 
Large mass of native copper in veinstone, containing calc. spar with chlorite 
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Catalogue of geological specimens collected by Dr. D. J?·. OWEN, and 
deposited in the Smithsonian Institution by the Commissioner of the 
Land Office, December, 1851. 
• 1. Amethystine quartz, Prince's Bay, Lake Superior. 











































do. do. do. 
Pecopteris, do. do. 
Cale. tufa., St. Croix. 
and 7. Tutenmergel, near Amsterdam, Des Moines R., Iowa. 
and 9. Lithostrotion ananas, D'0rb., Iowa R., Dev. 
~n<l 11. Tutenmergel, Keith's Rapids, Des Moines R., Iowa. 
Plaster stone, 5 miles below Lizard Fork, Des Moines. 
Cannel coal, Barcroft bank, near :Marion, Missouri. 
Pal&otherium Proutii, 2 lower jaw, Bad Lands, Nebraska, 
Ripple marked sandstone, South shore, Lake Superior. 
do. do. do. 
Fossil turtle, Bad Lands, Nebraska. 
Shell beds of the limestone of the Iovva, Devonian. 
Cale. spar crystals, Falls St. Croix. 
Lingula bed, F. ], b. of report, Falls St. Croix. 
do. do. do. 
do. do. do. 
Marine Mill trilobite grit, 4th trilobite bed of report, St. Croix. 
Portion oflarge ammonite, Fox Hills, Nebraska. 
do. do. do. 
do. do. do. 
Third trilobite bed, Mountain Island, Upper Miss. 
do. . do. do. 
do. near Mouth Minislrnh, 
do. do. do. 
Cannel coal, on hranch of Aux Vass·e, Callaway Co., Missouri. 
Coralline beds of Iowa city, containing Alveolites, Celleporites of 
D'Orb., Calamapora polymorpha of Goldf:, pl. 27, fig. 3. 
Do., containing Favosites cronigera, D'0rb. 
Do., containing both corals. Pl. 27, fig. 3. 
Orthis umbraculum, opposite Iowa Point, Missouri R. 
Selenite from the upper Carbs. limestone, Indian Creek, Iowa. 
Lept&na limestone, containing L. planumbona, 3 miles above 
Savannah, Wiscom;in. 
Do., containing L. sericea. 
Bituminous limestone, containing Asaphus (Isotelus) megistos of 
Locke, Otter creek, Turkey R , Iowa. 
Part of scapula of PalIBotherium Proutii, Bad lands. 
Casts of LeptIBna, undet, Falls St. Anthony, F. 3, a of report. 
Oolitic limestone, Lower Carbs. limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 
Retepora Archimedes, Keokuck Rapids. 
Encrinital limestone from the Lower Carb. limestone of Bur-
lington, Iowa. 
Do., containing Pentremites melo. 
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47. Productal Jimestone, containing P. Cancrini, 10 miles below Fort 
Kearney, Missouri river. 
48. Spirifer striatus limestone, upper beds of Carb. limestone of 
- Augusta, Iowa. 




53. Fusulina cylindrica i11 Carboniferous limestone, 10 miles below 
Fort Kearney, Missouri. 
54. Fucoidal beds, Marine Mills, St. Croix, F 1, d, in part. 
55. Lithostrotion, probably a var. of basaltica, Sugar creek near the 
Iowa line. 
56. Stromatopora concentrica, Iowa city, Dev. · 
57. Productal limestone, a few miles above the Racoon Forks on the 
Des Moines River. 
58. Head of femur of Pala!otherium Proutii? Bad Lands. 
59. Magnesian limestone, with green particles of silicate of iron dis-
seminated, intercalated with the lower sandstones, F. 1, of report, 
(Lower Silurian date,) Sac Prairie, Wisconsin river. 
60. Magnesian limestone, intercalated with F. 1, 14 miles above Sac 
Prairie. 
61. Lower sandstone, F 1 of report. Dalles of the Wisconsin river. 
62. Lower sandstone, F 1, (Lower Silurian date,) 7 miles below 
Helena, Wisconsin river. 
63. Magnesia-calcareous bed containing impressions of Orthis intercal· 
ated in F 1. Section 5 miles above Plymouth, Wisconsin river, 
138 feet above river. 
64. l\fagnesio-calcareous rock, intercalated in F 1, 143 ft. above Wis-
consin river, 5 miles above Plymouth. Contains remains oi 
encrinites. 
65. Lower sandstone, F 1. Peten well Peak, 200 ft. above the Wis-
consin, (Lower Silurian date.) · 
66. Do. of Castle Rock, 65 feet above Wisconsin river. 
67. Green beds of F 1 d. charged with silicate of iron. Miniskah 
Pass, Upper Mississippi. . . . . 
68. Brown magn. calc. bed of F 1 d. Miniskah, Upper M1ss1ss1pp1. 
69. Lower sandstone of Petenwell Peak, 80 feet above Wisconsin. 
70. Lower sandstone, F 1, 5¾ miles east of Adams, Barraboo river. 
71. Quartzite, 5¾ m. e. of Adams, Barraboo river, Wisconsin. 
72. Do. gray. 
73. Red beds of Lower sandstone, F 1, 1 m. above Fortification Rock, 
Wisconsin river. 
73 1 • Yellowjsh-red beds of F 1. Castle Rock, 35 feet above the Wis· 
consin river. 
74. Quartzite in F l, between the Wisconsin river and Adams on the 
Barrnboo. 
75. Reddish quartzite 2½ m. e. of Adams, on the Barraboo river, 
Wisconsin. 
76. Light pink quartzite, sec. 34, township 12, R. 6 east of 4th P M, 
Wisconsin. 
77. Gray quartzite, Devil's Lake, Wisconsin 
j 
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. 78. Pink quartzite, ;F 1, Devil's Lake, Wis~onsin_. 
79. Conglomerate of F 1, Devil's Lake, W1sconsm. 
80. Obolus beds of F 1, b. Miniskah River. 
81. Lower Magnesian Limestone, F 2, 3 miles above Lansing Io~a .. 
82. Lower Magnesian Limestone, F 2, Cape Winnebago, Upper Mis-
sissippi. _ . . 
83. Red Conglomerate, below Lac Travers, Snake River, Mmnesota. 
84. Specular Iron, associated with the quartzite, 2½ m. E. of Adams, 
Barraboo River, Wisconsin. 
85. Do. with the milky quartz. 
86. Cherty masses, in F 2, b. near Lanzing, Iowa. 
87. Cellular quartz, in F 2, b. do. in_ the leadibearing be_ds. 
88. Rugged cherty beds of Lower Magnesian Limestone, (lead beanng 
beds,) near the mouth of the Kickapoo, Wisconsin. 
89. Lower Magnesian Limestone, F 2, a. Prairie a la Crosser 
Wisconsin. 
90. Do. 20 feet below the top of section. 
91. Crystallizations of hydrate brown oxide of iron, on chest in beds 
F 2, b. of Lower Magnesian Limestone. Prairie a la Crosse,. 
Wisconsin. 
92. Kikapoo Cnpper ore. Sterling's Diggings. 
93. Kikapoo Lead ore, (Galena,) in F 2, b. 
94. Coarse green Lingula grit, F J, c. Lawrence creek, near the St. 
Croix River. 
95. Coarse Lingula grit, F 1, c. Mountain Island, Wisconsin. 
96. Arnygdaloid asssociated with the trap of Snake River, Minnesota, 
near Lac Travers. 
97. Do. 
98. Trap of Snake River,½ mile below Lac Travers, Minnesota. 
99. Do. 2 miles below Lac Travers. 
100. Trap of Kettle River, 3 m. above its mouth, Minnesota. 
101. Do. 16 miles above its mouth. 
102. Greenstone trap from the Range near the Falls of the St. Croix, 
Minnesota. 
103. Porphyritic trap, Falls St. Croix, Minnesota. 
104. Obolus grit, F. 1, b., nearly opposite old mouth of Black river, 
Mississippi river. 
105. Slab, full of lingulas, &c., from the Falls St. Croix, F. 1, b. 
106. Pebbly sandstone, of F. 1, a. L'Eau Clair. 
107. Coarse sandstone, F. 1, a., six miles below the falls of the Chip-
pewa, Wisconsin. 
108. Fragmentary and concretionary bed of limestone, above the coral-
line beds at Iowa city. Dev. 
109. Favosites basaltica, Cam. Calamopora of Goldf., pl. 26, fig. 4, 
from the coralline beds of Iowa city. 
110. Do. 
lll. ' 5th trilobite of F. 1, near the base of La Grange Mountain, 
upper Mississippi. 
ll2. 5th trilobite bed of F. 1 of Report, lake St. Croix, Minnesota. 
113. Limestone containing Retepora prisca? Fenestela' chmtetes, &co 
Upper carboniferous limestone, near mouth of Missouri. 
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114. Spirifer limestone, near top of the lower carboniferous series, 
Keokuk Rapids, Mississippi. 
115. Do. 
116. Iron stone, similar to the "black band " of the Scotch iron mas-
ters, near Bennington, and elsewhere on the Des Moines river. 
CATALOGUE 
OF 
BERLANDIER'S lUSTORICAL AND GEOGRAPIIICAL DISS.* 
In the year 1826 Luis Berlandier, historian, geographer, and natu-
ralist, a native of Switzerland, arrived in Mexico for the purpose of 
making researches in that republic. .He died near Matamoros in 1851. 
The result of his extensive labors are in manuscripts, now deposited at 
the Smithsonian Institution, comprising an amount of information of the 
country west of the Sabine of the highest importance. 
The following is a brief catalogue of the MSS. : 
Travels in Mexico and Texas, 1826 to 1834, inclusive. Containing 
notes upon the statistics, early settlements, and Indian tribes between 
the Sabine and Pacific, &c., &c., &c.-7 vols. 
Travels in Mexico, 1828-' 30. Comprising interesting notes of the 
.early settlers of Texas, by the Spanish and French; · account of the 
ancient Indian tribes, &c., &c.-3 vols. 
Geography and statistics of the republic of Mexico. 
History of the Indian tribes that formerly ranged from the Sabine to 
the gulf of California.-2 vols. 
Notes upon the different Indian tribes of the ancient republic.-1 vol. 
Vocabularies of different tribes bordering the Rio Grande.-1 vol. 
Of the Cotonames, Carrissos.-1 vol. 
Of Indians that formerly lived to the northeast of Texas.-1 vol. 
Of different tribes in the neighborhood of the missions.-1 vo1. 
Revolt of the Tepeguanas, 1616.-1 vol. 
Indian assassinatious of the priests.-I vol. 
Of the Texian Indians. Buit.-1 vol. 
Indians of Texas and Coahuila; fertility of their soil, &c.-1 vol. 
Medicine of the ancient and modern Indians of Mexico.-1 vol. 
P~intings of thirty different Indian tribes.-1 vol. 
History of the agrit;ulture of ancient and modern Mexico.-1 vol. 
Regulations of the ancient Presidios, 1772. 
1.-Travels in Tamaulipas and New Leon, 1844. 
2.- " " Tamaulipas, San Luis Potosi, 1846. 
3.- " " the country west and south of Matamoros, 1847. 
The abo:7"e vols., 1, 2, 3, of travels, give an interesting history of the 
-country adjacent to the Sierra Madre. 
March ancl espionage of the American army from Corpus Christi till 
the occupation of Matamoros.-1 vol. 
G:eographical Gazetteer of the territory 1 ying bet ,.veen the Sabine and 
Pacific, comprising a history of places, situations, positions, &c., &c.-
12 vols. 
Geography of ancient and modern l\Iexico.-1 vol. notes. 
~. See p. 13 of this Report. 
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Geography of Puebla, Mexico, Mechoacan, Oaxaca. Position of 
places in the above Archbishopncs.-1 v61. notes. . 
j Diary of the Co~mission of Limi'.s in Northern Mexico, 1830.-3 vols. Diary of Gen. Rivera, New Mexico and Texas, 1728.-1 vol. . Com. Limits, Geography and stat. Physiques, &c., &c., by vanous 
authors , with notes bv Berlandier.-Notes. 
Astronomical obse;vations made in Northern Mexico, Texas, &c.-
6 volumes. 
J 
Dictionary. Geology of the rocks and minerals between the Sabine 
and Sierra Madre. 
Upon the Meteorology of Texas and the valley of .the Rio Grande, 
comprising some important deductions in the science.-15 vo1s. 
Observations, cyanometer, pendelum.-2 vols. 
Disquisitions upon th_e Fevers of the lower Rio Grande, &c., &c., &c. 
-Notes. 
Maps of States accurately and scientifically projected by Berlandier,. 
member of the Geographical Society, viz: Tamaulipas, Vera Cruz, 
San Luis Potosi, Zacatacas, Juanaxata, Orirava, Tampico and adjacent 
country. Gulf of Mexico, vicinity of Vera Cruz. 
}faps in MSS. of journeys, routes, valleys, defiles, suburbs of towns, 
villages, &c., &c., of the country lying between the Sabine and Rio 
Grande and valley of Mexico. 
1.-Topography of routes and sect10ns in New Leon, Tamaulipas, 
San Luis Potosi, made in 1844, with distances. 
do. do. from San Luis to Matehuala, distances, &c. 
do. do. from Matamoros to Morelos, Guajuco, &c. 
2.- do. from Victoria to Tampico, Soto la Mariana San-
tander. 
do. Matehuala to Boquillo, Palo Blanco to Missions. 
do. Tampico to the city of Mexico. 
do. Tampico to Matarhoros, accompanied with 
notes. 
3.-Topography in detail of the route from San Antouia to Laredo, 
in Tamaulipas·, &c., &c. 
Of the country between Matamoros, Barreales, Mosquete, Caracol 
and Anacahuetas, Tamaulipas. Survey of the Rio Grande from the 
rnouth to San Elirario, plans of Presidios, &c., &c. Maps and topo-
graphy of different portions of the country south of the Rio Grande, 
between Reynosa and San Fernando. 12 MSS. Tampico and its 
environs, lower Tamaulipas, San Patricio and Monclova, city and 
environs of Tampico, plans of Tamaulipas, of different sections of the 
State, &c., &c., and 13 maps in MSS. Various routes of ancient 
Texas, giving positions of the Indian tribes that formerly inhabited 
:\Iissions. Different plans of the State, sections, ancient maps, &c., 
&c. 25 maps in MSS. 
Upper Tamaulipas, Coahuila, N. Leon, with topography in detail of 
various routes in the centre of the Republic, bars and entrances of the 
coast south of Brasos Santiago, &c., &c., &c. 23 maps in MMS. 
Maps of <liflerent portions of the coast between Tam pico and River 
GoasaGoalco, 8 MSS. 
Department of Orizava, J ala pa, Canton of Cordova, Orirava, 
Cosamaloapan, plan of Cordova and Birava cities, &c.; of the Isthmus. 
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-of Tehuantepec; State of Mexico, of the Lakes, Valley, Tenango, 
·Queretaro. The Huasteca, San Luis, routes through the Sierra Madre 
east and north, valley of V ernallo, Mateuala to the north and east, &c., 
.&c., 16 MSS. 
Topography in detail, of the country lying between San Luis and 
:San Fernando, Gulf coast, &c., &c., 6 MSS. 
CIRCULAR. 
[See page 23 of this report.) 
. SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, March 22, 1855. 
Nearly five years have elapsed since the publicatjon of a report on 
the Public Libraries in the United States by the Smithsonian Institu-
tion. This report contained all the information respecting American 
Libraries which could be collected at that time ; but great changes 
have taken place in the Libraries then in existence, numerous others 
have since been established, and a new and enlarged edition of the 
work, it is believed, will supply a want much felt. The following 
circular hds therefore been prepared for the purpose of collecting in-
formation relative to Libraries, and it is particularly desired that the 
answers be transmitted without delay to this Institution. As some of 
the questions may relate to points which have not heretofore received 
your attention, it is suggested that the replies be now forwarded to 
those only which can be answered at once, and that the other blanks 
be filled up and returned, when the materials can be collect~d. 
It is a part of the original plan of the Smithsonian Institution to 
render it a centre of bibliographir-al knowledge, and for this purpose it 
is deemed highly desirable to collect cataloges of all the libraries in 
the country. The student can then learn where to find any particular 
book by addressing the Smithsonian Institution. 
It is suggested that catalogues of all libraries be printed, in order 
that they may be rendered more generally useful, and it is earnestly 
requested that copies of these be sent to the Smithsonian Institution. 
A duplicate circular is enclosed, which you are requested to fill up 
at the end of the present year. . 
A copy of the Report will be sent to every Library in the United 
States, and another also to the individual furnishing information. 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 
SMITHSONIAN REPORT ON PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN THE UNITED STATES. 
Please return this paper with the answers to the Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D. C. 
1. Name of L ibrary. 
2. Locality. 
3. Name and address of the Librarian? 
4. Officers employed, and their salaries? 
5. When founded, and by whom. 
6. How supported and governed. 
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1 7 · -Receipts from all sources during 1854, $ 
8. Expenditures during 1854 for Books, $ 
" " Binding, 
" " Periodicals, 
" " Salaries, 
" " Incidentals, 
9. Who are entitled to use the Librnry? 
IO. On what terms? 
11- Is it a reference or a Lending Library? 
Special, or Miscellaneous? 
12. Are the books arranged on th@ shelves by subjects? 
If not, what is the arrangement? 
( 13. How many days and hours jg the Library open? 
14. How many volumes were lent during 1854? 
15. How many persons have borrowed books during 1854? 
16. W-hat number of volumes in the Library are in the English lan-
guage?-French ?-
German ?-Spanish ?-Other Modern Languages ?-Latin?-
Greek ?-Hebrew ?-Oriental?-
/ 17. "'\Vhat is the date of the last printed Catalogue? 
Cost of it:; publication, size, and number printed? 
18. "7"hat system of classification is adopted in the construction of the 
Catalogue? 
19. If possible, state what number of books have been read during 
1854, in the different classes of literature-how many works of 
theology, law, medicine, fiction, &c.-and what particular books 
have been most called for. 
20. On the 1st of January, 1855, how many books, &c., in the Li- · 
brary? 
--~--·-- - ~--
M,p,. I Mos;,. Books. Pamph- Manu- Engrav- Specimens of Othec_acUclee, I Total. 
lets. scripts. ings. fine arts. as corns, me-dals, &c. 
PQrchases .. ·. · - · I 
-----
----
Donations .... · · · 
- -
~-
lichanges . . , .. .. 
-
I I Total. ...... . 
21. What collections of . Natural History are connected m any way 
with the Library? 
22. What is the nature and extent of these collections ? 
1 23 What other Natural History collections, public or private, are found 
in your neighborhood, and what is their character? 
24. Have any regular publications of Memoirs, Transactions, Proceed-
ings, &c., been made by any Institution ur Society with which 
the Library is connected, and of what character and extent? 
25. Please send copies of your Catalogue, Charter, Rules and Regula-
tions, &c., and any information respecting the history or condi-
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tion of the Library which you desire to be included in the Re-
port; also a list of all Reviews, Magazines, and Newspapers 
taken regularly in your library or reading-room. 
I 
Copyright Laws, q"C,, relating to the Smithsonian Institution. 
CIRCULAR. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Washington, 1855. 
Sm: Your attention is respectfully called to the fact that an act of 
Congress of August 10th, 1846, requires you to send to the library of 
the Smithsonian Institution a copy of any " book, map, chart, musical 
composition, print, cut, or engraving,'' which shall be copyrighted by yon. 
The following is the law on the subject: 
" An act to establish the ' Smithsonian Institution,' qr-c . 
. "SEc. 10. And be it further enacted, That the author or proprietor of 
any book, map, chart, musical composition, print, cut, or engr.a ving, 
for which a copyright shall be secured under the existing acts of Con· 
gress, or those which shall hereafter be enacted respecting copyrights, 
shall, within three months from the publication of said book, map, 
chart, musical composition, print, cut, or engraving, deliver, or cause 
to be delivered, one copy of the same to the librarian of the Smithson-
ian Institution, and one copy to the librarian of the Congress Library, 
for the use of the said libraries. 
"Approved August 10, 1846." 
An act of Congress passed at its last session, and approved March 
3d, 1855, contains the following section: 
"SEC, 5. And be it further enacted, That all books, maps, and clw.rts, 
or other publications entered for copyright, and which, under the act of 
August 10th, 1846, are required to be deposited in the Library of Con· 
gress, and in the Smithsonian Institution, may be sent through the mail 
free of postage, under such regulations as the Postmaster General may 
prescribe. . 
"Approved March 3, 1855. 
The following instructions have just been issued by the Postmaster 
General in reference to these acts : 
"No. 35. Copyright books, charts, &c., [see law annexed,] required 
to be d~livered to the Library of Congress or Smithsonian Institution, 
and wh~ch a~e entitled to pass fre(j in the mail, should be superscribed 
'Copynght for Congress Library,' or 'Smithsonian Institution,' as the 
case may be." 
These provisions will enable you to send all your copyright publi-
cations to the Institution free of charge, and you are requested to for-
ward them by mail, in the manner indicated. 
Please inform us by letter when any articles are sent, and enclose a 
postage stamp if you wish a certificate of deposit to be returned. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 
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